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JOINT HEARINGS ON THE IRAN-CONTRA
INVESTIGATION

Testimony of Donald T. Regan

THURSDAY, JULY 30, 1987

SENATE SELECT COMMI TEE ON SECRET MILITARY
ASSISTANCE TO IRAN AND THE NICARAGUAN OPPOSITION

AND
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE To INVESTIGATE

COVERT ARMS TRANSACTIONS WITH IRAN,
Washington, DC.

The Select Committees met, pursuant to call, at 9:00 a.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Today we will receive the testimony of Mr. Donald Regan, the

former Chief of Staff of the White House. Welcome, sir. Will you
please rise?

[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF HON. DONALD T. REGAN
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you, sir.
The questioning this morning will be started by Mr. Smiljanich.

Mr. Smiljanich.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, I understand you had a slight voice problem yester-

day. If you would just be sure to lean over and speak into the
microphone, we will all be able to hear.

Mr. REGAN. Thank you. I still have it.
Mr. SMILJANICH. OK, sir. You can perhaps pull it a little closer to

you.
Mr. REGAN. How is that?
Mr. SMILJANICH. That is fine.
Mr. Regan, you served as Chief of Staff to the President from

February of 1985 until March of this year, is that correct?
Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILIJANICH. You got your degree from Harvard in 1940 and

then joined the Marine Corps and fought in World War II, is that
correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Rose to the rank of a lieutenant in the Marine

Corps.
(1)
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Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Immediately after the war, you joined the firm

of Merrill Lynch as a trainee.
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And approximately 30 years later, you had

risen to the top of the ladder there and was Chief Executive Officer
there and chairman of the Board, is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMJANICH. You joined the Reagan administration in 1981

as Secretary of the Treasury and served for 4 years until you
became Chief of Staff in February of 1985.

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Obviously, the role of Chief of Staff to the Presi-

dent depends very heavily on what the President wants from his
Chief of Staff. What was your, how did you perceive your role as
Chief of Staff to the President?

Mr. REGAN. Well, when I took over as Chief of Staff from the
then-Chief of Staff, now Secretary of the Treagury Jim Baker, actu-
ally there was a troika reporting to the President, Ed Meese as his
counselor, Mike Deaver as the Deputy Chief. Meese had already
been nominated to be Attorney General, and Mike Deaver had told
us that he was going back into the private world. And as a result, I
inherited all three of those jobs.

So my tenure as Chief of Staff differed from the first 4 years of
the Reagan administration as a single Chief of Staff. I was more of
a pyramidal structure, I would describe it. The job of the Chief of
Staff is a complicated one, but a nebulous one, it is whatever the
President wants it to be. Each President does things a little bit dif-
ferently.

There was a recent symposium of former Chiefs of Staffs, and
they each described their job, and each one of them had a different
experience as Chief of Staff. In my particular case, my first job, of
course, was to see that the White House ran, that is from an ad-
ministrative point of view it functioned. If the President were to
deliver a speech, the speech was ready on time ar.d that he was
comfortable with it; if he were going some place, to make certain
that all of the movements were there on time and correctly done.

And, of course, then there was the role of adviser, in which
either I would offer an opinion or he would ask my opinion on a
particular subject. Since this hearing has to do with the National
Security Council, I think at the outset maybe I should describe that,
relationship.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Go ahead.
Mr. REGAN. The National Security Council has been created by

the Congress. The job of Chief of Staff was not created by the Con-
gress. That's something that a President sets up whatever way he
wants. There are several I guess you would call them agencies that
are a part of the White House staff that have relationships with
the Chief of Staff, the Office of Management and Budget, the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers, the President's National Scientific Advis-
er, things of that nature.

Now, all of these report to the President through the Chief of
Staff. However, the National Security Council and the National Se-
curity Adviser report directly to the President. If you think back,
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this is a traditional way for it to happen. In the days of Henry Kis-
singer, one of the better known National Security Advisers, he re-
ported directly to the President, not through the Chief of Staff,aldeman. In the Carter administration, Mr. Brzezinski, Dr. Brze-
zinski reported directly, not through Hamilton Jordan.

In the Reagan administration, strangely enough, the first Na-
tional Security Adviser, Richard Allen, reported through the Coun-
selor to the President, Ed Meese, to the President. When Bill Clark
came in to replace Richard Allen, that was changed. Bill Clark had
been Ronald Reagan's Chief of Staff when he was Governor of the
State of California. So as a result, it was decided he would report
directly to the President, in other words back to the old mold.

When Bud McFarlane replaced Bill Clark, that relationship has
continued, the National Security Adviser reporting directly. He did
not report to Jim Baker or through Jim Baker. When I came in,
that relationship continued that way. Then when Admiral Poin-
dexter replaced Bud McFarlane, it was definitely continued the
same way, he would report directly to the President, not through
and not to the Chief of Staff.

Mr. SMIUANICH. When Admiral Poindexter became the National
Security Adviser to the President, did the working relationship be-
tween you and the office of National Security Adviser change in
any way?

Mr. REGAN. No, it did not.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
And the NSC staff reported through both Mr. McFarlane and

Admiral Poindexter to the President, rather than through you?
Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILJANICH. When Admiral Poindexter became National Se-

curity Adviser rising from the position of deputy, did you -explain
your working philosophy to him, that there should never be sur-
prises, particularly unpleasant surprises?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. I explained that to just about anybody who
worked in the White House.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, your advice to the President included mat-
ters of national security?

Mr. REGAN. When he would ask for them. Initially not so much,
later on, particularly leading up to Geneva and then later into Rey-
kjavik, yes.

Mr. SMILJANICH. You were one of the President's senior advisers?
Mr. REGAN. I would say so, yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Part of your job was also to work with Congress

and establish a good relationship between the President and Con-
gress?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, it was.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, you attended on a pretty regular basis the

morning briefings that the President received from the National
Security Adviser?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. These usually occurred at 9:30 in the morning?
Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. They were usually attended by the President,

the Vice President, yourself, the National Security Adviser, and his
deputy?
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Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Were any notes kept of those briefings?
Mr. REGAN. I noticed that the deputy normally kept notes. I

thought he was taking notes. To my surprise, I learned later he
really wasn't taking notes so much as they were just jotting down
things to do or reminders of papers that the President might ask
for, something of that nature.

I thought they were actually notetakers, but apparently there
were no notes taken. I didn't take any, and I know neither the
President nor Vice President took notes.

Mr. SMILJANICH. At any rate, this 15- to 20-minute or 30-minute
session with the President was the National Security Adviser's
daily audience with the President to bring to him matters he felt
were important for the President to know?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, the President also received at this daily

briefing reading material which summarized certain things and
brought certain matters to his attention?

Mr. REGAN. He did.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. How did he receive these, directly from the Na-

tional Security Adviser?
Mr. REGAN. Yes. It was a, not so different than this and con-

tained in it the papers for the President to read, intelligence sum-
maries from various agencies. And it would be given to the Presi-
dent as the National Security Adviser was leaving the room, left
with the President to read.

He would read it right away usually if he had time, the schedule
was open, and then pass it back directly to the National Security
Council by way of his secretary to the ational Security Adviser.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Did the National Security Adviser on occasions
give the President memos and matters for him to sign directly by
that process?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, he did on occasion.
Mr. SMILJANICH. When he would do that, would that paperwork

become a part of the normal White House paper chain?
Mr. REGAN. No, it didn't. And I protested that several times.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
Who did you protest to?
Mr. REGAN. The National Security Adviser.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Was anything done about that to correct that

process?
Mr. REGAN. I thought it had, but I find out now from some of

these hearings that it hadn't.
Mr. SMILANICH. In other words, certain material that obviously

got to the President were material that did not pass through you or
that you saw?

Mr. REGAN. That is right. It was not part of the normal paper
flow.

Mr. SMILIJANICH. Now, in addition to the daily national security
briefings, you also attended meetings of the National Security
Council?

Mr. REGAN. I did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. NSPG meetings?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
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Mr. SMILJANICH. And even on occasion, meetings with heads of
states or summit meetings, that type of matter?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
You were one of the President's senior advisers?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, who controlled the access of people to the

President in the Oval Office?
Mr. REGAN. As far as the President's schedule is concerned, I

was in charge of that after Mike Deaver left. Deaver was in charge
of it up until May of 1985 and then I took over.

Mr. SMILJANICH. So it was the general practice if one wanted to
have, to come see the President, they had to go through you?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, there were exceptiQns to that general

rule; is that correct?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, there were. There were four or five people who

had the authority to go directly to the President. Obviously the
Vice President, the Secretary of State, the National Security Advis-
er, the medical doctor, and the military aide on duty.

Instructions had been left with the President's secretary at any
time any one of those people wanted to see the President, they
were granted access.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, the Director of Central Intelligence at the
time, William Casey, was a very close friend of the President; is
that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMIEJANICH. In fact, he had served as the campaign manager

to the President in the 1980 campaign?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did Director Casey have such direct access to

the President?
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Were there occasions in which Director Casey

could meet with the President and exclude you from the meeting?
Mr. REGAN. If the Director told me that he had something, I will

best describe it as hot or some particular piece of information that
he thought the President should hear and he wanted to do it alone,
I would put him on the schedule.

Mr. SMIMANICH. And there were, in fact, occasions when Direc-
tor Casey exercised that privilege and met with the President alone
during your tenure?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, he did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And there were also occasions when the Presi-

dent met alone with the National Security Adviser without your
being present?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. On occasions these were times when they specif-

ically wanted to talk to the President alone without anyone else
being present; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, let's turn for a moment to the Nicaraguan

Resistance or the Contras. The Contras and their success or failure
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were much on the President's mind during your tenure; is that a
fair statement?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And much time was spent at the White House

attempting to et Congress to repeal the Boland amendment?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The Tower Board report quotes the President as

saying he did not know the NSC staff was engaged in helping the
Contras during the 1985-1986 timeframe.

Did you know that the NSC staff was engaged in helping the
Contras?

Mr. REGAN. Well, I knew that Lt. Col. North would speak to vari-
ous groups, I knew that through our public liaison person at the
White House, meetings were set up, people brought into the White
House for purposes of discussing the Freedom Fighters.

North was one of the ones that they had as a briefer.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, other than these types of jawboning ac-

tivities, were you aware or familiar with any of Colonel North's
other activities in connection with helping or assisting the Contras?

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. -paramilitary assistance, that type of thing?
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMIJANICH. All right.
Did you ever ask Mr. McFarlane or Admiral Poindexter who was

filling the void created by the fact the CIA could not engage in ac-
tivities in Central American on behalf of the Contras?

Mr. REGAN. No, I did not.
Mr. SMILJANJCH. All right. Well, in any of the legislative strategy

sessions, you did have strategy sessions in connection with attempt-
ing to get Congress to change its mind about assistance to the Con-
tras; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, we did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. In any of those sessions, did anyone ever sug-

gest that the NSC staff was already helping to coordinate assist-
ance to the Contras?

Mr. REGAN. No, not in that sense of the word. The NSC staff, and
particularly when Bud McFarlane was there, and he enjoyed such
good relationships with the Congress, he was in charge of our legis-
lative efforts, but as far as in the field or relationships with the
Contras outside of the legislative process, I never got into that.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, in any of these sessions, did anyone ever
suggest that even if the BolandAmendment could not be repealed,
the NSC staff could continue to engage in many activities which
would assist the Contras in Central America?

Mr. REGAN. I'm not conscious of any discussions of that in the
legislative sessions or other sessions.

Mr. SMIJANICH. Mr. McFarlane told tlis committee that he be-
lieved that the Boland Amendment applied to the National Securi-
ty Council staff; Admiral Poindexter testified that he believed that
the Boland Amendment did not apply to the National Security
Council staff, and that indeed the National Security Council had
taken over the role of the CIA in Central America.

Now, you were Chief of Staff during the tenure of both of those
gentlemen. What did you know or understand about that subject?
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Mr. REGAN. Well, 1 never looked into the legalities of the Boland
Amendment. I've never had the privilege of being a lawyer, and I
didn't think that I knew enough to be able to opine as to whether
or not this was legal, who could do it, who couldn't do it. I left that
up to the NSC.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Given the importance of the Contras and their
cause to the President, given the fact that you did attend daily
briefings and meetings of the National Security Council, were you
even aware' there was such a dramatic difference of opinion be-
tween the successive National Security Advisers about this subject?

Mr. REGAN. No, I was not.-
Mr. SMIJANICH. It never came up in any of the briefings you at-

tended?
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did you ever inquire, did you ever make any in-

quiry to determine what was going on with regard to assistance to
the Contras during the Boland amendment period?

Mr. REGAN. No. That was outside my purview.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Admiral Poindexter testified that he kept the

President briefed generally about the activities of the NSC staff.
What do you remember about any such discussions with the Presi-
dent?

Mr. REGAN. Well, the President obviously got briefings as to the
status of the insurgency and how well or how poorly the Freedom
Fighters were doing because either of lack of equipment, or if they
had equipment, how well they were using it.

But from the point of view of who was running the operation or
how the details of the operation, that was never discussed in my
presence with the President.

Mr. SMILJANICH. The President was never told in at least meet-
ings that you attended that there were private benefactors who
were assisting the Contras? Was he ever told that?

Mr. REGAN. The President did know that there were private ben-
efactors. As a matter of fact, on occasion he would do a drop by if
they were brought into the White House to discuss with these
people.

I recall one where we were told there were a group of benefac-
tors in who were raising money for TV ads and newspaper ads in
support of the Freedom Fighters, and the President did go in and
talk with such a group for about 5 minutes. So he had to be aware
that there were efforts of this nature.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Were you aware that at least some people in
these groups were providing help with regard to lethal aid to the
Contras?

Mr. REGAN. No, I was not. We were told, I remember the Presi-
deit'glbeing- told that a woman had supplied a helicopter for the
Contras, but it was a Medivac type of ship, not a lethal type.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, the committee has heard testimony about
an NSPG meeting that was held on May 16, 1986. And if you need
to refer to it, in front of you is classified excerpts from that par-
ticular meeting. Yes, that one right there.

This NSPG meeting involved discussion about possible alterna-
tives, funding for the Contras in mid-1986. One of the options dis-
cussed in there was seeking third-country help or .ssistance.
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First of all, do you have a general recollection of that meeting?
Mr. REGAN. A general recollection, yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. At the time of that meeting, were you aware

that what we have referred to as Country Number Two-and, by
the way, do you have that list in front of you? If not, I think prob-
ably the Washington Post has it.

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I see it here. I didn't bring my copy.
Mr. SMILJANICH. At any rate, were you aware that Country

Number Two had made large contributions of funds for the Con-
tras?

Mr. REGAN. No, I was not.
Mr. SMIJANICH. At any time, were you ever told that?
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMHJANICH. All right. Looking down the list of countries,

were you aware of any of those countries having been solicited or
actually providing funds for the benefit of the Contras?

Mr. REGAN. No, I was not aware of it.
Mr. SMIJANICH. Did you know that the NSC staff was engaged

in seeking such contributions from other countries?
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Mr. McFarlane--
Mr. REGAN. Well, wait a minute, hold on. I do recall that at this

particular meeting here it was agreed that the State Department
and perhaps the CIA-I'm not certain on that one-would solicit
funds, and it would be coordinated by NSC.

So to that extent I was aware that the NSC would be in that
process of seeking funds.

Mr. SMILJANICH. This was pursuant to the legislation which au-
thorized the State Department to solicit third countries?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILIJANICH. All right.
Now, the committee has heard testimony that Secretary Shultz

went back and, through his Assistant Secretary, Elliott Abrams,
the country of Brunei was picked and in fact solicited and agreed
to make a major contribution.

The committees also heard testimony the $10 million they agreed
to contribute never reached the appropriate bank account.

After this May NSPG meeting in 1986, did anyone ever explain
to you and the President where the Contras were getting their
funds during this time that they were in such desperate need of
funds?

Mr. REGAN. At no time when I was with the President did
anyone explain to him by name, by country, by amount, no.

Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
But the President was, in fact, concerned about the Contras and

seeing to it thai-they would continue to survive as a viable factor
in Central America?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. We'll turn, if you would, in your exhibit book in

front of you--
Mr. REGAN. Which one is that?
Mr. SMILJANICH. The one with all the tabs.
Mr. REGAN. This one?
OK.

A4
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Mr. SMILJANICH. Would you turn to exhibit 58.
Mr. REGAN. Fifty-eight?
Mr. SMILJANICH. Yes, sir.
Exhibit 58 is a series of notes that were taken by Mr. Rod

McDaniel.
Who is Mr. McDaniel?
Mr. REGAN. Mr. McDaniel is the Executive Secretary, I believe,

of the NSC.
Mr. SMI[JANICH. And during a large portion of 1986, he attended

the daily briefings with--
Mr. REGAN. Yes, he did. During the illness of Don Fortier, in par-

ticular, McDaniel was there.
Mr. SMILJANICH. These are his notes from various meetings that

were held during that timeframe. The very first note in exhibit
58-do you see the one that's dated March 20th?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I do.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. There is a notation there. It says 60

days' stock, it tsays Contras 60 days' stock after 31 March. This is the
type of information that the President was receiving in his daily
briefing about the status of the Contras?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, because-well, let's see, this would have been
19-is this 1986?

Mr. SMILJANICH. Yc', sir.
Mr. REGAN. This would have been Admiral Poindexter telling

the President the urgency of getting the passage of the bill through
the Congress because of the low level of stocks.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And the President was being told that in fact
the Contras only had about 60 days' worth of stock?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. If you will turn about five pages into these

notes, to one dated June 20, the number at the top is N9016.
Mr. REGAN. I have it.
Mr. SMIL.JANICH. All right.
It says there-again another McDaniel note of the President's

daily briefing-it says Contras 30 days' ammo left.
Again, this is the type of information that the President was re-

ceiving?
Mr. REGAN. That's right. And then that is followed by some

names, which is a clear indication these are Members of Congress
that they are urging the President to contact in order to advise
them of the perilous situation of the Contras and urge passage of
the bill.

Mr. SMIJANICH. This is pretty detailed information to be given
the President at a 15-minute session with them on national securi-
ty matters. It is indicative, is it not, of the fact that the President
was very concerned about the ongoing status of the Contras and
their ability to survive?

Mr. REGAN. Well, in this case it was the ongoing legislation and
the legislative effort to get that passed, that time was passing, is
what they are trying to tell him here. It is already June, their
stocks are down, you got to get moving here to get the Congress to
pass the additional help.

Mr. SMILJANICH. The appropriated funds were not available until
much later in 1986; is that correct?
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Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
Well, during that time period when appropriated funds were not

available, when the solicitation that the State Department was au-
thorized to engage in was not being successful, when the President
was being told that the Contras were running very low on supplies,
what understanding did you have or what inquiries did you make
about how the Contras were receiving funds or getting by during
that period?

Mr. REGAN. I made no inquiries of my own-again, feeling that
this was outside of my area. This is more in the area of not only
the National Security Adviser, but the State Department, CIA, and
others.

So from a personal point of view, I have no knowledge of that. I
was only there when-if the President were being told in a 9:30
briefing about what the situation was.

Mr. SMILJANICH. At any of these briefings, did the President ex-
hibit any curiosity about where the Contras were getting their
money from?

Mr. REGAN. I don't recall his asking specifically that, no.
Mr. SMIJANICH. But you were aware of the fact that the-excuse

me-you were not aware of the fact that the NSC had any oper-
ational role in connection with the Contras in Central America?

Mr. REGAN. No, I don't think we were ever told they had an
operational role.

Mr. SMIJANICH. All right.
You were, however, aware of the fact that the NSC had an oper-

ational role in connection with the Iran initiative?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. Let's turn to that now.
Your first knowledge of any initiative being attempted in connec-

tion with the Government of7ran took place in July of 1985 when
Mr. McFarlane wanted to see the President, who was recovering in
the hospital from an operation?

Mr. REGAN. That's right, at Bethesda Naval Hospital.
Mr. SMIJANICH. At that time, Mr. McFarlane presented to the

President the possibility of an opening to Iran that the Israelis
were working on?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. Now did he-do you recall him mentioning any-

thing in connection with arms as being a part of this process?
Mr. REGAN. I don't remember arms being discussed at the time

in the hospital. The doctors had warned me and had warned Bud
McFarlane that he couldn't stay long with the President, that we
should get in and get out.

It was only the-I guess the third day after his operation. So ac-
cordingly, the discussion was kept to a minimum.

What McFarlane was trying to do was to find or get permission
from the President to initiate such discussions in order to have au-
thority to continue or rather to undertal:e in accordance with what
the Israelis had suggested some openings to these Iranian persons
who at that point were unknown factors.

Mr. SMILJANICH. All right, sir. Well, before that session in the hos-
pital, on July 13, 1985, there is an exhibit, exhibit no. 2 in your
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book, which is a cable that Mr. McFarlane sent to the Secretary of
State. I realize it doesn't show that you received a copy of this or
that you ever saw it.

At any rate, in mid-July of 1985, Mr. McFarlane was advising
the Secretary of State that part of this plan involving the Govern-
ment of Iran contemplated the delivery of 100 TOW missiles to
Iran and that in connection with that, the hostages might be re-
leased.

Your recollection is this was not brought to the President's atten-
tion at this first meeting in the hospital?

Mr. REGAN. Not at the first meeting. I believe that was at the
second meeting which would have been after the President re-
turned from the hospital to his quarters.

Mr. SMILJANICH. In August of 1985, the committee has heard tes-
timony about a meeting that the President held with the Secretary
of State, yourself, and others in which Mr. McFarlane discussed
this particular Israeli initiative.

Was it at that meeting that you recall the arms being mentioned
for the first time?

Mr. REGAN. I believe so.
Mr. SMILJANICH. You understood that a part of this plan was

that Israel would ship some type of munitions to the Government
of Iran and it was also presented to you and the President that
Israel would contemplate or expect the United States to replenish
those munitions or missiles that were shipped to Iran?

Mr. REGAN. What I recall is this-it is quite curious, and I will
tell you why I recall it so vividly. In explaining what we were at-
tempting to do and to open up this Iranian contact and start dis-
cussions with emissaries from that country, it was said that they
were suspicious of the people with whom they were dealing, that is
how high up in the U.S. Government did they go.

On the other hand, we were suspicious of them. Did they really
represent a reputable portion of the Iranian Government, if there
is such a thing. And as a result, they used a curious word. They
said we would have to show our bona ides.

As an old Latin scholar, that grated right on my nerves, bona
fides.

Anyway, we would show our bona fides by using weapons, which
was a common currency in the Middle East, and in return, we were
going to ask for their bona fides, which would be that they would
use their best efforts to cut down on terrorism to haul in or rein in
any terrorist over whom they had influence.

At the same time, they would use their best efforts over the kid-
nappers of the American hostages, to secure the release of the hos-
tages. That is the way it was presented.

Mr. SMILJANICH. So in connection with this matter, our currency
was TOW missiles or munitions and their currency was terrorism
and hostages?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now in September--
Mr. REGAN. But it didn't start out, I hasten to add, before anyone

gets the impression that this started out as strictly an arms-for-hos-
tage deal-and I know there has been a lot of controversy about
that-that was the-you down, down No. 3 and 4, the first purpose
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obviously was to start this dialog with Iran, a very important
nation, a crossroads between East and West, that we should do all
we could to make certain that we had an anti-Soviet Iran.

A pro-Soviet Iran stretching as it does from the Caspian to the
Persian Gulf would give the Soviets the warm water ports they had
been looking for for centuries.

So we decided that we should try to open up a dialog with Iran.
That was the first purpose of it.

Mr. SMIJANICH. But the first step in the process was this ex-
change of bona tides?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMIJANICH. In September of 1985, Mr. McFarlane specifical-

ly advised you and the President that the Israelis had in fact
shipped 500 TOW missiles to Iran; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
Is it your testimony that the-that you and the President did not

know prior to that shipment of TOW missiles that Israel intended
to do so?

Mr. REGAN. I certainly did not know it, and I have no recollec-
tion of anyone telling the President in my presence about the ship-
ment prior to its being done.

Mr. SMIJANICH. What was said at that meeting in September of
1985 about the replenishment of the missiles that Israel had
shipped to Iran?

Mr. REGAN. The President was quite upset that his hand was
being forced this way. He still wasn't certain, because he had told
McFarlane in the August 6 meeting to go slow on this and let's
make sure we know who we are dealing with before we get too far
into this.

As a result, to have his hand forced that way was quite upset-
ting. And he said, "As far as any replenishment is concerned, we
will cross that bridge later. I am not going to do anything about
that now."

Mr. SMILJANICH. It would be fair to say he did not rule out the
possibility at that time?

Mr. REGAN. He didn't, but he didn't volunteer to do it right away
either.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Moving then to the Geneva summit which took
place in November of 1985, you attended that summit with the
President?

Mr. REGAN. I did.
Mr. SMI.JANICH. And during that summit, we have heard testi-

mony about Mr. McFarlane telling you and the President about an
ongoing shipment of HAWK missiles which Israel was engaged in
at the time?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMIJANICH. What is your recollection of what Mr. McFar-

lane told you and the President?
Mr. REGAN. Prior to the time we left, I recall just a momentary

conversation, this was not a detailed briefing to the President, that
there something up between Israel and Iran. It might possibly lead
to our getting some of our hostages out, and we were hopeful, but
he would keep the President apprised of what was going on.
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Quite obviously, that was not the number one topic on our
minds, at least I put it out of my mind until at one point, on the
margins of the meeting, McFarlane asked if he could talk to the
President about a different subject. So we went off in a corner, as I
recall, and he told the President that-it was a very convoluted ar-
rangement in which a plane would go to a warehouse in Portugal
or some other such spot, and would pick up planes-pick up arms
there and fly them to Israel. They would then go to one or another
city in Iran, and at the same time, they were making arrange-
ments to try to get hostages out. It was a very complicated maneu-
ver.

And he said he would keep the President up on whether or not it
had happened. We heard nothing more about it until after we got
back from Geneva, in which he said that the thing apparently
hadn't gone satisfactorily, the wrong shipment had been made, so
on.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And he made it clear that the item that was
being delivered was HAWK missiles or some type of missile?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. Back even prior to going to Geneva, Mr. McFar-

lane had told you and the President that something such as that
was being contemplated and may take place; isn't that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. But I don't recall whether or not he said
HAWK missiles at that time. Certainly he said HAWK missiles in
Geneva.

Mr. SMILJANICH. OK. And you and the President understood that
Israel would want replenishment of the material that was sent to
Iran?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, but as I recall, it was a lot more than 25, some-
thing in the neighborhood of 80.

Mr. SMILJANICH. What did the President say he would do about
the matter of replenishment?

Mr. REGAN. "Well, let's see what happens."
Mr. SMIJANICH. Again, he didn't rule that out?
Mr. REGAN. He didn't rule it out. He didn't rule it in. He didn't

make a commitment.
Mr. SMIUANICH. After returning from Geneva, a meeting of the

senior advisers of the President was held on December 7, 1985; do
you recall that meeting?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I do.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Before we get to that meeting, just briefly, Ad-

miral Poindexter has testified that the President signed a Finding,
a Presidential Covert Action Finding, on December 5 which had
been prepared by the CIA. Now, your records reflect that you were
present at the December 5 daily briefing that Mr. McFarlane-
excuse me, Admiral Poindexter had with the President.

Do you have any recollection of the-President signing a Finding
on that day?

Mr. REGAN. Absolutely none. I do not know anything about that
Finding or I don't recall the President signing it. I don't recall it

going through the normal paperwork flow. I know nothing of thatFinding.

I have racked my brains since I've read about it in the press,
that you have had testimony to that effect. I've checked with my
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members of the staff, the White House staff, who were working
with me at that time, as to whether they remember it. No one can
remember seeing that document.

Mr. SMILJANICH. But you've already described a procedure
whereby material could be presented to the President by the Na-
tional Security Adviser without you even being aware of it?

Mr. REGAN. That is possible. I m not saying it did happen. That's
possible. But I certainly did not see that document.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And on occasions, although you can't say of
course that it happened with regard to this Finding, on occasions,
the President was in effect presented with material that didn't pass
through you?

Mr. REGAN. That's correct.
Mr. SMILJANICH. At the meeting of December 7, 1985, Secretary

Shultz, Secretary Weinberger, and you opposed the idea of going
forward any further with this matter.

What were your objections to it at that time?
Mr. REGAN. There s an old Wall Street expression that I use,

"cut your losses." We had taken a chance here. We thought it was
an endeavor that was worth exploring. We weren't getting any-
where.

Five or 6 months had passed. It didn't look like it was going any-
where. Why bother? Cut your losses and get out of it.

Mr. SMILJANICH. In other words, would it be fair to say they were
practical objections to the fact that it just wasn't succeeding?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. What was the President's view during that ses-

sion?
Mr. REGAN. I think he was disappointed that there was no Puc-

cess, that we weren't able to open up any dialogue with Iran. I
know that he still wanted something, but he said, well, I think our
compromise was that McFarlane would go to London, talk to those
Iranian representatives and tell them that we were getting no-
where, and cut the thing off. And let it go at that and see what else
would happen.

Mr. SMILJANICH. When Mr. McFarlane returned from London, he
recommended that the entire operation be aborted or terminated;
is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. As I recall, he was quite disgusted with the sleazy
type of characters that he had met there.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And he conveyed the impression to you and the
President?

Mr. REGAN. He did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. In early January, Admiral Poindexter talked to

you further about this matter, very early January, leading up to a
January 7 meeting, and expressed the opinion that he felt this
matter ought to go forward; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. What did he tell you at that time was new or

up in the air about this matter?
Mr. REGAN. I don't recall whether this was on Air Force One on

the way back from California and a meeting that the President had
with President de la Madrid. It could have been there. If it weren't,
it was certainly the next day that he had said something new had
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come up in the Iranian situation, that the-I'm not sure he said
Israel, but he said an Israeli had come up with a new plan that
would-seemed to be feasible, that we possibly could open up a
second channel; perhaps we could talk to people of a higher rank
within Iran. He thought it was something worth exploring.

Mr. SMILJANICH. At any rate, he left you or he told you specifi-
cally that there was a new channel to Iran, a new way of getting to
the Government?

Mr. REGAN. The possibility of a new channel.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did he tell you that the contact with the Gov-

ernment of Iran was still Ghorbanifar?
Mr. REGAN. Well, Ghorbanifar was mixed up in it, but he was

not to be the principal one, as I understood it.
Mr!,SMILJANICH. Did he tell you that the contact within the Gov-

ernment of Iran was the same individual that Ghorbanifar had
been dealing with in the past?

Mr. REGAN. The implication was that it would be an additional
or better contact within the Iranian Government.

Mr. SMILIJANICH. Did Admiral Poindexter say that anything had
happened to improve Mr. Ghorbanifar's chances of getting the hos-
tages released by this process?

Mr. REGAN. I don't recall that.
Mr. SMIWIJANICH. Did he tell you that the Israelis and Iranians

were now talking about 4,000 TOWs as opposed to 100 TOWs back
in September?

Mr. REGAN. Not at that time. Not initially.
Mr. SMIWIJANICH. At any rate, based upon Admiral Poindexter's

statements to you that there was a new channel, a new opening
available, the possibility available here, this led to a January 7
meeting of the President's senior advisers. In fact, I think it was an
NSPG meeting?

Mr. REGAN. Well, there was a January 6 meeting before that.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Let's talk about the January 6 meeting first.

You were present at the daily briefing of the President on that day,
according to your records?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Admiral Poindexter discussed a new proposed

Finding with you and the President?
Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Is that the meeting you are referring to?
Mr. REGAN. And the Vice President.
Mr. SMILIJANICH. That is the meeting you are referring to?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. He had a proposed Finding with him he gave to

the President and discussed with him?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. This was the day before the NSPG meeting?
Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Exhibit 14, if you will turn to that for a second?
Exhibit 14 is a signed Presidential Covert Action Finding, dated

January 6, 1986. It shows the President's signature on the bottom.
First of all, do you have any specific recollection that this was the
Finding presented to the President on that day?
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Mr. REGAN. Well, I know a Finding was presented to the Presi-
dent on that day. I assume this is it.

Mr. SMIJANICH. Did you understand during that meeting that
this was a Covert Action Finding that the President was supposed
to actually execute on that day to move forward?

Mr. REGAN. No. As I understood what this was, this was a pre-
brief of the President anticipatory to the meeting that he would
have on January 7th so that he would know what the issues were
and what type of decision he would be asked to make at the Janu-
ary 7th meeting.

Mr. SMILJANICH. How did it come to be signed?
Mr. REGAN. I don't know. I think it had to be an error, because it

isn't normal that the President would sign a draft such as this.
Notice that this one, you know, it does not have the normal ap-
pearance of a Finding. I have to think that this was the start of the
process and inadvertently signed.

Mr. SMILJANICH. At the meeting of January 7, you expressed the
view of moving forward with this initiative, is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. I guess I'm a born loser. Having lost in the first
time around, why try it again?

Well, it seemed again a worthwhile effort. I come back to the fact
that it is important that we have contacts with Iran. We must do
all we can to maintain some liaison there in the hopes of continu-
ing to be at least neutral, if not pro-Western, and, accordingly, if
we could make contacts higher up in that government, all right,
let's try it again.

Mr. SMILJANICH. But a large part of your thinking at that time
had to do with the information that Admiral Poindexter had given
you after coming back from the Christmas vacation?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, it was based entirely on what I had been told. I
had no firsthand knowledge of this. I hadn't anticipated any con-
versations with any of the other people.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, do you recall that at the January 7th
meeting, first of all, Secretary Shultz was present, is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Secretary Weinberger?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The Attorney General?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, do you recall that the plan that was dis-

cussed during that meeting involved 4,000 TOWs total?
Mr. REGAN. Up to 4,000 TOWs. It was not to be 4,000 TOWs all

at once, but it would-the permission was being sought to utilize
up to 4,000 TOWs.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And part of the plan was that a first shipment
of 1,000 TOWs, missiles, would be sent to Iran in exchange for
which all of the hostages would be released? All of the hostages, is
that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. That was the plan that was discussed then?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. At the January 7th meeting, Secretary Wein-

berger expressed some concerns about the legality of this oper-
ation. Do you recall that?
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Mr. REGAN. I don't recall it being Secretary Weinberger. It is
probable that he did so. But I know somebody raised objections.

Mr. SMILJANICH. About the legality?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did the Attorney General express an opinion

about the legality at that meeting?
Mr. REGAN. As I recall, he did, and he assured us that this would

be legal if there were a Finding.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did he indicate the basis for that opinion?
Mr. REGAN. I don't recall his giving the basis. He may have.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, did he tell you or the group that he had

read the statute and recalled reading an opinion of his predecessor
from 5years before?

Mr. REGAN. I do recall somebody bringing that up, and it is possi-
ble it was the Attorney General, about the William French Smith
opinion.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Do you recall him indicating that he had done
any kind of-had his staff do any kind of research back at Justice?

Mr. REGAN. No. I don't recall that amount of detail.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And the President decided at that meeting on

January 7 that he wanted to move forward with this?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And on January 17, he signed a Presidential

Covert Action Finding.
Mr. REGAN. No, he didn't.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
Mr. REGAN. No, he didn't.
Mr. SMILJANICH. What happened?
Mr. REGAN. As I recall what happened was-this was very brief

during part of the regular 9:30 meeting. There were other subjects
discussed. And, oh, by the way, we have that Finding from the Jan-
uary 7th. It was not shown to the President. He was briefed orally
by the National Security Adviser, assured that it was in line with
what he had seen on January 6th and what had been discussed at
January 7th was in accordance with his wishes. I do not recall the
President signing that document.

Mr. SMILJANICH. All right, sir. Well, if you will turn to exhibit 17
in your book.

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Do you have that?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. That is a Presidential Covert Action Finding,

dated at the bottom, Jaih-ry 17, 1986.
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And the signature of Ronald Reagan appears on

it?
Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILIJANICH. Is it your testimony, then-what you are saying

is you don't specifically recall the President signing this document?
Mr. REGAN. That's right. I don't remember him signing it, but

that certainly is his signature.
Mr. SMILJAN1CH. When did you first discover that the President

had signed a Finding on January 17 allowing this matter to go for-
ward?
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Mr. REGAN. Sometime in October of 1986. Bill Casey called me to
ask if I had a copy of the Finding of January. I asked my staff to
see if we had a copy in our files. We had none.

I went back to him and said no, I don't have one, ask John Poin-
dexter. I said how come you don't have one. He said we don't have
one in our files, and he said that's why I'm trying to find one.

So I didn't realize that the thing had been signed or where it was
until late October of '86.

Mr. SMILJANICH. So you are saying that in late October of 1986,
after this operation had been going forward for 8, 9, 10 months,
neither you nor Director Casey had specific knowledge that the
President had signed a Finding dated January 17?

Mr. REGAN. I think both of us-although I shouldn't characterize
what he was thinking, but I will say that I was thinking that all
along I just assumed that he probably had signed it. I just didn't
see it.

Mr. SMIJANICH. And you couldn't locate a copy and the Director
of Central Intelligence couldn't locate a copy?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILJANICH. You finally did determine who had the only

copy of that Finding; is that right?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. Who did you call?
Mr. REGAN. I asked Poindexter about it the next day. I said did

Casey call you about that Finding. He said yes. I said where the
hell has it been-excuse my language. That is normal for me.
Excuse me.

And he said I have the only copy, it's in my safe, he said it's with
me.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Moving back to the January-February time-
frame, in late February, you were-you and the President were
aware that 1,000 TOW missiles had been shipped to Iran from the
United States?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The President knew of and approved those ship-

ments?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And under the plan that had been discussed

with the senior advisers in January, upon the shipment of this first
1,000 TOW missiles all of the American hostages held in Lebanon
were supposed to be released; isn't that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJJANICH. When no hostages were released after shipment

of those TOW missiles, what did you recommend the President do
about the fact that the Iranians had broken their word?

Mr. REGAN. I told him I thought we ought to break it off, that we
have been snookered again, how many times do we put up with
this rug merchant type of stuff-or words to that effect.

Mr. SMIIJANICH. What did the-what was the President's atti-
tude or decision?

Mr. REGAN. I think he shared my view that we had been had.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did he instruct anyone to terminate their ac-

tivities?
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Mr. REGAN. No. There was a pause then and I sort of lost track
of what was going on. At that point we were deep in the middle of
the tax bill and the budget battle, and I sort of lost track of, you
know, what was going on. I wasn't paying that much attention to
it.

Mr. SMIL J ANICH. Well, it popped back up during the Tokyo
summit in May of 1986 when Secretary Shultz came to you and
was very concerned about something.

Do you recall that?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. And what do you recall him telling you at that

time?
Mr. REGAN. Has the man's name been mentioned in open hear-

ing? It has?
He told me that Ambassador Price had called him to alert him to

the fact that Tiny Rowlands, a British business person, was inquir-
ing about whether or not we were engaged in shipping arms to
Iran, that he was being offered a-I suppose you'd say a share in
the underwriting of this, and wanted to know was this indeed U.S.
policy.

And when I heard the name Rowlands involved in this, I was
really concerned.

Mr. SMILJANICH. You knew of Mr. Rowlands?
Mr. REGAN. By reputation.
Mr. SMILJANICH. What was your concern at that time?
Mr. REGAN. Well, you know, what kind of a deal is this? Here we

are going to outsiders, to a "British merchant banker," or entrepre-
neur, as part of the Iranian arms sales? I couldn't follow what was
going on.

So I told him, I said you better get a hold of Poindexter and find
out what is going on there. So he said he would. So that's the last I
heard of that one.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, Secretary Shultz has testified that it was
his recollection that when he gave you this information in Tokyo,
first of all that you were alarmed.

Would it be fair to say you were alarmed at this information?
Mr. REGAN. Concerned, yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. It was Secretary Shultz's recollection that you

stated to him that you would attempt to bring it to the President's
attention.

Mr. REGAN. I don't recall that. I'm not sure that I thought that
of sufficient importance to involve the President.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, if you were alarmed and you felt that this
matter was possibly now in the hands of some people that you
didn't particularly trust, why didn't you feel that this was some-
thing that-particularly given the fact that after the February
shipment, when no hostages were released, you felt that this
matter ought to be terminated?

Why didn't you bring it to the President's attention at that
point?

Mr. REGAN. Well, having-knowing that the Secretary of State
was aware of this information, having made my concerns known to
the Secretary of State, and he in turn reflecting those views to the
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National Security Adviser, I felt that those were two vw.ry compe-
tent people who could handle the situation and would.

There was no need for me to be going either around them or
bringing something directly to the President that was really in
their purview. I was trying to keep channels, if you will, or keep
these things in channels.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Did you ever talk 'zo the President about this
matter? I mean around that timeframe.

Mr. REGAN. Around that time, no.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did you check back with Secretary Shultz at

any point to see whether he had been satisfied by Admiral Poin-
dexter's-

Mr. REGAN. No. Again, you've got to remember we were at an
economic summit. I was concerned that the President was being
briefed, had enough information, going over with him some of the
fine points of what the heads of government were discussing. So I
put this sort of thing out of my mind.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, in late May of 1986, the President-after
Mr. McFarlane's trip to Tehran, the President turned down a prop-
osition that had been made to Mr. McFarlane for the delivery of
two hostages for the HAWK spare parts that were being shipped
through Israel.

The President and Mr. McFarlane had insisted that all the hos-
tages be released before any more parts would be delivered; isn't
that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right.
By November of 1986 the President had authorized the delivery

of all of the HAWK parts, 500 additional TOW missiles and two
pallets of medicine, all in return for those same two hostages.

Why did our negotiating position collapse so completely during
that timeframe?

Mr. REGAN. I cannot offer you an explanation of that. I don't
know.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, as someone who came to government serv-
ice from a phenomenal career on Wall Street, it must have oc-
curred to you that the United States was being hustled?

Mr. REGAN. It was a bait and switch.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did you so advise the President?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And what did the President say about why he

was allowing this thing to continue?
Mr. REGAN. Well, I think he assumed that there are many times

when a political leader has to deal with unsavory characters in
order to accomplish an end, and I think he was under the impres-
sion, well, if we can get to the top there, someplace toward the top
in Iran, perhaps, you know, we can deal with them, but we have to
work our way up the ladder.

Mr. SMILJANICH. The committee has also learned, in addition to
the above-added incentives which were thrown into the deal, the
Iranians were told that we might be able to help with the Dawa
prisoners in Kuwait, and we might be able to help with the over-
hrow of the Iraqi Government. Was that ever discussed by Admi-

ral Poindexter in your presence?
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Mr. REGAN. Whenever that subject came up to the President, he
was insistent he would never deal for those Dawa prisoners, never.
He said, "I will never go to the Emir of Kuwait, and ask him to
release any of those, those people are criminals, they are in jail
properly, I will never ask him to release those."

As far as overthrowing the Government of Iraq, that was not our
policy, and I never heard that being brought up to the President.

Mr. SMILJANICH. It also was not our policy to be selling arms to
Iran, but this was never discussed in the President's--

Mr. REGAN. Again, you got to remember the circumstances under
which we did this. This was the exception proving the rule.

Mr. SMIWJANICH. Had anybody ever indicated to the President in
your presence, or had the President ever stated that it would be all
right to at least talk about these matters with the Iranians even if
we didn't intend to do anything about it?

Mr. REGAN. Not about the Dawa prisoners, absolutely not, nor
the overthrow of Saddam-you know who I mean-in Iraq.

Mr. SMILJANICH. That would be, those types of promises that
were not going to be kept would not be consistent with the idea of
a new vision of a new bilateral relationship with Iran, would they?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now that brings us to the events of November,

1986. Your contemporaneous notes indicate that you were a propo-
nent of going public with this information--

Mr. REGAN. Absolutely.
Mr. SMIJANICH.-early on.
Mr. REGAN. Absolutely.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. What was your reasoning there?
Mr. REGAN. Well, here's a breaking story that, whether it's

breaking in Beirut or breaking anywhere, that I could see was not
going to stop. I recall discussing with other members of the staff,
"The cover is blown here. We have got to go public with it. We
have got to tell the Congress, we have got to tell the American
public exactly what went on so they are aware of it."

Mr. SMILJANICH. What did Admiral Poindexter recommend?
Mr. REGAN. Absolutely not. It was later reported in local papers

here that we had a shouting match. We didn't have a shouting
match, we did have a difference of opinion-a strong one.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Vigorous.
Mr. REGAN. His reasoning was a good one, that Jacobsen had just

come out as a hostage, North was preparing to go to London and
actually did go to London that first weekend in November-what
was it, the 8th or 9th, in through there-and there's a possibility of
two more prisoners coming out, two of the original ones, and
maybe even the additional three, the later ones. And why blow
that chance? We got to keep the lid on this, we got to deny it, we're
endangering their lives.

And then I might add here, a very dramatic thing happened. I
recall it vividly. Jacobsen had a Rose Garden ceremony welcoming
him back. He had said in his remarks he had cautioned the media
about discussing this. On the way back, as the President and he
were mounting the steps to the colonnade to go back into the Oval
Office, there were shouted questions from the media about, "What
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are you going to do about the hostages, what about the others that
are there?"

And Jacobsen turned and very emotionally said, "For God's sake,
don't talk about that, that is exactly what I have been saying, you
are endangering lives of the people I love, these are my friends."
That made quite an impression on the President. And even though
that same day I urged him again to get this story out, he said, "No,
we can't, Don," he said, "We can't endanger those lives." And he
didn't.

I did get him to promise, though, that on November 10, Monday,
we could have a meeting to discuss just how much we could reveal.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And that meeting was held on November 10?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. We have as exhibits here the notes of Mr. Keel,

who attended that meeting and also your notes. They are exhibits
41 and 41(a). If you will turn to 41(a) for a moment, now those are
notes in your handwriting?

Mr. REGAN. They are.
Mr. SMIJANICH. All right. They are fairly complete, in fact they

are about 15, 14-15 pages worth of notes. You were keeping pretty
extensive notes of the ongoing discussion, is that right?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMIJANICH. All right. And at this meeting, Admiral Poin-

dexter, toward the beginning, gave a general history of this oper-
ation for the assemblage, is that right?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And in this presentation to the group, he said

that a total of 1,000 TOW missiles had been shipped to Iran, which
included the original Israeli shipment which the United States
would have to replenish, is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, that was incorrect information, wasn't it?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. The Attorney General stated at that meeting

that the Israelis had sold these TOW missiles to Iran instead of the
United States. Now, that was incorrect, wasn't it?

Mr. REGAN. Again, I am not a lawyer, so I don't want to seem to
be too strong on these points, but in point of fact the Israelis did
sell because the money went from Iran to the Israelis to our bank
accounts. So technically speaking, I think that is correct.

Mr. SMInANICH. Where did you receive this information about
the money flow in connection with these missiles for the February
TOWs, for the May HAWK parts, and for the October, 1986 TOW
missiles?

Mr. REGAN. From the hearings of these Select Committees.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The presentation by Admiral Poindexter--
Mr. REGAN. Incidentally, it's ironic that they would have had all

of this machinations about foreign finance and the one guy in the
White House who knew a little about foreign finance was never
consulted.

Mr. SMILJANICH. The presentation by Admiral Poindexter also
included the fact that this whole operation or initiative had started
when someone had stumbled across Israeli shipments coming out of
a warehouse in a European country, is that correct?
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Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. That is not how the operation started, is it?
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. It was also said in that meeting that Lt. Col.

North still had a chance of getting two hostages released, is that
right?

M REGAN. That is right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. So even with the revelations that had

reached the press to that date, it was your understanding that this
hadn't affected our relations with our contacts in Iran and the pos-
sibility of moving forward with this?

Mr. REGAN. No, that was explained at that meeting that these
contacts wanted to continue discussions.

Mr. SMILJANICH. What was decided, what was the outcome of
that November 10 meeting?

Mr. REGAN. It was really not a clear-cut decision. It was left that
we would continue our efforts to get these hostages out, but the
President said that he had to have 3ome type of statement, we
were going to have to brief the Congress, and we had to know just
how much in the way of facts that we could release without endan-
gering these hostages. There was to be another meeting, I think it
was 2 days later, with leaders of Congress to fill them in on all of
the-as much as we could, because at that point it was rampant
speculation in the press.

So I was urging at that point that either the President go on TV
or that he hold a press conference and go through the whole thing,
but that was ruled out as, well, if you get into a press conference
you are going to blow the whole thing, so you had better not do
that, and how about a sanitized TV speech? Well, perhaps we can
explain it to the nation, but it was left as really no firm decision
came out of the meeting.

Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt to announce that a vote is
now pending in the House. That will explain the absence of House
members.

Mr. REGAN. I thought I was boring them.
Chairman INOUYE. Please proceed.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Within 10 days of that meeting, both a speech

to the nation and a press conference were, in fact, held, however.
How did those decisions come about?

Mr. REGAN. Well, we continually discussed this. I know I was
being urged by others on the staff, the Director of Communications,
Pat Buchanan, by Larry Speakes, by others, saying this President
is getting hung out to dry here, and unless you say something, this.
thing is going to be, you know, a major imbroglio, and we have qot
to do something. I was hammering at Poindexter that, look, we re
going to have to do this, and finally we got the President to say,
okay, we will go with the TV.address.

But then at the same time we finally convinced them, all right,
you got to go with the press conference, you just can't duck all
these stories that are being leaked here, leaked there, erroneous sto-
ries coming out, Danish ships, and all this type of stuff, you are
going to have to come out and tell the whole story.

Mr. SMILJANICH. You helped briefed the President for both the
speech on the 13th and the press conference on the 19th?
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Mr. REGAN. He didn't need briefing for the speech, but it was
briefing for the press conference, yes.

Mr. SMILJANICH. The speech was prepared?
Mr. REGAN. Prepared.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. Now, Zou knew at the time that this

was ongoing that the President in September of 1985 had been in-
formed of the 500 Israeli-500 TOWs that had been shipped by
Israel.

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And had indicated at that point that he would

not completely rule out the possibility of replenishing those TOWs?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. And you also knew at that time that the Israe-

lis' delivery of TOWs was tied to the release of Benjamin Weir?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMJLJANICH. You knew of the Israeli shipments in Novem-

ber, the HAWK shipments in November of 1985, because you and
the President had been informed of that?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. All right.
And no one in connection with those November 1985 shipments

had ever indicated in any way that oil-drilling equipment was
being shipped to Iran; isn't that correct?

Mr. REGAN. I recall that that was to have been a cover story if
discovered, it was to have been said that these were oil-drilling
parts.

Mr. SMIJANICH. OK.
So, in other words, you and the President- understood that

HAWKs were involved in that November 1985 shipment but
that--

Mr. REGAN. Certainly.
Mr. SMIJANICH. -oil-drilling equipment was a cover story?
Mr. REGAN. Sure.
Mr. SMIWJANIcH. Now, did you not remind the President-in con-

nection with his preparation for these speeches of the September
TOWs-of the November HAWKs, in his preparation?

Mr. REGAN. Not during the preparation as such.
Maybe I should of sort of set the stage there for a couple minutes

so you will understand how a Presidential briefing for a press con-
ference goes.

It normally takes place in the family theater. There are just
people who understand or have a role to play in foreign policy that
sit in on the foreign policy portion of it. When it comes to the do-
mestic portion, other people come in from the staff.

Sitting down in front of the table, some of the lists are-three of
the staff, who act as interrogators of the President, similar to ques-
tions-asking the same type of questions that he might be asked by
the media, he is given a book-we tried to do it 72 hours in ad-
vance, perhaps 48 hours in advance-of answers to suggested ques-
tions.

All of the foreign policy questions-or the answers, rather-are
prepared by the national security staff. When it comes to the in-
terrogation, the President is asked the questions, then the National
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Security Adviser is the first one who starts a critique of the Presi-
dent's answers, as to whether they are right or wrong.

During this time the President was getting conflicting advice as
to how much he could say and what he shouldn't say. As a matter
of fact, there were many in the room who had no knowledge of the
shipments, and Admiral Poindexter was trying to be oblique in ref-
erencing, (A) Israel and (B) the type of munitions that had been
sent, so that the people in the room wouldn't be aware of what was
going on.

I think this sort of confused the Presidential mind as to what he
could say and what he couldn't say and what he should say and
what he shouldn't say.

There are many times, I think, when you have a lot more knowl-
edge than the questions-if I understand anything from lawyers,
it's that you only answer the question that is put to you, don't vol-
unteer a lot more information.

Accordingly, the President was on guard that night as to how
much can I say vis-a-vis Israel, and he did get the answer botched.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, during the speech and during the press
conference one of the matters that the President did volunteer was
the statement that all of the weapons shipped to Iran could easily
fit into a single cargo plane with plenty of space left over.

Now, obviously the President had to be told something like that
in order for him to make a statement like that.

How did that particular information come to his attention?
Mr. REGAN. Somewhere in these notes I think you may find it.

Somewhere in here are notes that have been furnished to this com-
mittee.

This was during a meeting where, discussing with Poindexter
and Keel, the President-I'm not sure whether the Vice President
was there or not-we were discussing just how much had been
done.

And the President said, well, we have only sent them a small
amount. Poindexter volunteered the information, oh, hell yes, a
very small amount. I said, well, you know, like that old "What's
My Line" type of questioning, you know, bigger than a breadbox.

I said, John, how big is it, can you tell me how big it is, I have no
idea. I fought a different war-what a-big a TOW missile is, let
alone how big spare parts for HAWKs are.

He said, oh, hell, they'd fit on a small plane, a couple pallets.
So I said, well, can you find out the answer, and he came back

and-a little red-faced-and said, well, make it a C-5. But it literal-
ly could fit on a C-5.

So that's where the statement came from, it all could fit on a
plane. Most people think of' it as a 727 or something-no. They are
talking about a C-5--

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, when he first--
Mr. REGAN.-and I doubt that by the way even at that they

would fit, but that's something else again.
Mr. SMIJANJCH. I think the record will probably reflect eventu-

ally they would have a lot of difficulty getting into a C-5. Perhaps
it could be done with a shoe horn. I'm not certain.

At any ratl., when you first asked this question and Admiral
Poindexter gave you his opinion about how big a TOW missile was,
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do you recall that you were in the Oval Office and he said every
one they shipped could probably fit in that office?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I think he did say something like that.
Mr. SMILJANICH. There wouldn't be much room in the Oval

Office to get any work done if, as it turned out-when you find out
how much it would take to ship these TOW missiles, isn't that cor-
rect?
. Mr. REGAN. The Secret Service would have quite a problem if

they had that many TOWs in the Oval Office.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. After all of this preparation that you have de-

scribed and after the press conference that the President held on
November 19th, there had to be a correction made immediately
after the press conference?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And that involved the issue of whether or not a

third country had been involved in these shipments.
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMJLJANICH. Now, during discussions that were held immedi-

ately after the press conference, did any information come to your
attention about a chronology or any paperwork that the NSC staff
was using in connection with the compilation of these facts?

Mr. REGATT. Well, after Admiral Poindexter had scribbled out a
correction and we had gone over it with the President, that was in
the Blue Room right outside the East Room where the press confer-
ence had been held, and Speakes was given that final copy to re-
lease to the press, I walked over to the elevator with the President,
bade him good night and walked back, and on the way to my office
went through the Roosevelt Room.

There were a group of staffers still in the Roosevelt Room, some
NSC, some the White House staff, and they were discussing what
had happened and why the President had misinformed the public
about-you know, inadvertently, not deliberate-and I noticed that
North was leading the discussion.

And after we got a little way along in the discussion I decided to
leave to go back to my own office to pack up to go home, one of-
another White House assistant walked out with me and he said to
me, did you recognize what North had there, what he was quoting
from. I said no.

He said he's got a chronology. I said a chronology of what. He
said it has to be of all these events. I said, well, get me a copy of
that.

So the next morning this same staffer reported back to me that
he couldn't get a copy of it. I asked Poindexter for a copy. I said
North has a chronology, let me see it.

An hour or so later he brought a copy over to me. Two or 3 hours
later he came back and requested that I give it back to him; he
said it was incorrect.

I didn't. I held onto it. It's part of your records now.
I had shown it-I gave it immediately to the President's counsel,

Peter Wallison, and said look this over, there's something screwy
here, take a close look at this and see what your eye detects.

And so we didn't give the-a copy back to Poindexter.
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Mr. SMILJANICH. Would you turn for a moment to exhibit 49 in
your book. That's a copy of a three-page chronology dated Novem-

r 20, 1986.
You may not be able to specifically recall that this was the exact

chronology you saw, but does this look like the type of chronology
you received?

Mr. REGAN. It was the type of chronology I received. Whether it
was the specific one, I couldn't say.

Mr. SMILJANICH. I understand that. There are several versions of
this. The chronology here is approximately-well, it's three pages
long.

Does that seem about the length of the chronology you received?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. Did it concern you that here we were

on November 20, after this matter had been on the front pages of
every major newspaper, had been the lead-off story with all the
networks for a month now, that the President had already been
before the public-the nation on a speech, that the President had
held a press conference which was a very contentious press confer-
ence, and was out front there having to field these tough questions,
that here we were, after all this time, on November 20, and the
NSC staff could not put together an accurate three-page chronolo-
gy?

Mr. REGAN. Very concerned. Very concerned.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did you bring that to the President's attention

at that time?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. All right. How did that come about, who did

you meet with?
Mr. REGAN. I told the President when I met with him before

Poindexter came in on the-I'm trying to get my dates straight.
This would have been the 20th. No, the 21st, the morning of the
21st; that something sure as hell was screwy, because I had asked
for a chronology, it had been given to me, they took it back. They
couldn't seem to get their act together.

I said, "I just don't understand what's going on here. They don't
seem to be able to come up with it, if I were you, Mr. President, I
would, insist, crack the whip and make them come up with the cor-
rect chronology."

Mr. SMILJANICH. On that Friday, November 21, the Attorney
General told you and the President that there was a conflict in the
testimony between Secretary Shultz on the one hand and Mr.
McFarlane, Casey, and North on the other hand about whether or
not HAWKs were on the November, 1985, shipment; do you recall
that?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I do. But before you get to that, that night, No-
vember 20, the Secretary of State was boiling, as a matter of fact,
all during the day, because he claimed to have spotted or his staff
had spotted five or six errors in the President's remarks, and he
thought that the President was being ill-used, and he personally
wanted to tell this to the President.

So he did meet with the President-I was present at the meet-
ing-in the quarters on the evening of November 20, and pointed
out to the President some of these discrepancies.

75-937 0 - 88 - 2
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Mr. SMILJANICH. He spoke in pretty blunt language at that point,
didn't he, about the fact there were so many discrepancies and in-
accuracies in the statements to date?

Mr. REGAN. He sure did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. And it was the next day then that the

President met with you and the Attorney General and the Attor-
ney General talked about this conflict between the testimony?

Mr. REGAN. Right.
Mr. SMILAJANICH. All right. Now, this led then to the Attorney

General's factfinding investigation which started on that day and
ran through the weekend.

Did the Attorney General ask you and the President on Novem-
ber 21 whether or not you had any information as to what was on
that November, 1985, shipment?

Mr. REGAN. No, not as such. He told us that this was discrepan-
cies in the stories of, or remembrances of various people in NSC,
CIA, and so on, but did not ask us what we remembered of it, no.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, you had information that would have as-
sisted in his investigation with regard to clearing up that contro-
versy, didn't you?

Mr. REGAN. Yes and no. We did not know which facts were incor-
rect. We did not know the basis of the dispute as to whether it was
facts involving the dates of shipments or the amounts of shipments,
or what they were. He characterized it as being discrepancies,
period, that he wanted, or thought should be looked into and
cleared up so that we had all of the facts and have them correct.

I may have added a little bit to the haste with which the Attor-
ney General looked into some of this thing, because I urged him to
have the thing ready by Monday afternoon at 2:00. We had called a
meeting of all of the NSC members in order to go over our future
with Iran: where do we go from here? The story is out, the Presi-
dent has been on the air; where do we go from here, what-and
how are we going to arrange it?

Recall that the Secretary of State was urging that State take
over and run this operation now. Question: Should they be doing
it? Who should be doing it? Should we be doing it all?

So I said, "Ed, it would be appropriate that at least when we
review where we have been, that we at least know or have common
knowledge of all of the facts, so try to get them by 2:00 on
Monday.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, there were only a handful of people in the
entire U.S. Government who knew back in November, 1985, that
there was this ongoing HAWK shipment, and two of them were sit-
ting there in the Oval Office with the Attorney General who was
beginning a factfinding investigation.

Is it your testimony that the Attorney General did not even ask
you and the President what information you could contribute to
this question?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. That's right. It is not unusual, by the way. Re-
member, he is just starting an investigation. I don't know how-I
notice by your bios, many of you have been in investigatory posi-
tions before. I don't know whether you start at the bottom and
work your way to the top, or start at the top and work your way to
the bottom in an investigation.
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I figured if he wanted information from us, he would ask us at
the appropriate time.

Mr. SMILJANICH. You understood that the Attorney General was
going to try to get some information together in connection with
very early the next week, November 24 or 25?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. During that timeframe, up to the 24th, did the

Attorney General ever interview you or the President about your
recollections?

Mr. REGAN. He did not interview me, and I don't think he inter-
viewed the President.

Mr. SMILJANICH. That takes us to November 24. During that
weekend of the 22d and 23d, did you have any involvement in the
investigation? Did you have any discussions with anyone at the
White House?

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. Now, on November 24th, you were

told by the Attorney General about the diversion of funds; is that
correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. That's Monday. He told you before the informa-

tion got to the President?
Mr. REGAN. Yes. Not in detail but just as-there has been some

diversion of funds here, apparently, and this is information we got
to get to the President.

Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. What was your reaction when you
heard that information?

Mr. REGAN. Horror.
Mr. SMILJANICH. All right. Did you then meet with the President

and the Attorney General that morning and give the President this
information, or exactly what did you do?

Mr. REGAN. The President had a political leader coming in from,
I believe it was an African political leader coming in around 11:30,
so we shoe-horned Ed Meese in for just a few minutes to alert the
President that he had some bad news, but I think this is the phrase
he used. He said, "I have a few things to button up, then I want to
get back to you and tell you the full story." So we agreed that we
would meet after the NSPG meeting in the Oval Office.

Mr. SMIILANICH. Did he say anything in this initial conversation
about anything in connection with the diversion of funds?

Mr. REGAN. I think he may have said a possible diversion of
funds, but no names were specified nor amounts nor any details.

Mr. SMILJANICH. You were then present after the NSPG meeting
with the Attorney General and the President when the Attorney
General gave the President a little more details about what he had
discovered?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. SMILJANICH. It was just the three of you in the Oval Office?
Mr. REGAN. That's it.
Mr. SMILJANICH. What was the President's reaction upon--
Mr. REGAN. Deep distress, deep distress.
You know, the question has been asked, I've seen it in the paper

time and time again: did the President know? Let me put it this
way. This guy I know was an actor, and he was nominated at one
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time for an Academy Award, but I would give him an Academy
Award if he knew anything about this when you watched his reac-
tion to express complete surprise at this news on Monday the 24th.
He couldn't have known it.

Mr. SMILJANICH. It would be fair to say, based on his reaction, he
didn't think it was such a neat idea?

Mr. REGAN. No, I don't-I wouldn't characterize it that way at
all.

Mr. SMILJANICH. OK.
Now, you knew nothing about the fact that there had been a

mark-up of the cost of these missiles in connection with their ship-
ment to Iran?

Mr. REGAN. That's what Meese told us.
Mr. SMWJANICH. Your understanding was this was a direct cost

transaction?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMHAJANICH. All right. You had a term for that, you have a

term for your understanding of what kind of deal this was on Wall
Street?

Mr. REGAN. On Wall Street the deal, as I understand it, was
NPH.

Mr. SMIJANICH. What does that stand for?
Mr. REGAN. "No profit here." That is, you're selling it at cost, no

profit. That's what I thought we were doing, selling it out of our
stocks or replenishing Israeli stocks at our cost.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Was a 600-percent markup consistent with a
vision of a new bilateral relationship with Iran?

Mr. REGAN. I'll say one thing, that may be another way to try to
balance the budget.

Mr. SMILJANICH. What was said on this afternoon of November
24 about the future status of both Admiral Poindexter and Lt. Col.
North?

Mr. REGAN. Nothing specifically. I indicated to the President
that this is very serious. As a matter of fact, in that meeting I told
both Ed Meese and the President, I said, "We got to get this out
right away." It was then close to 5:00. I said, 'There is no sense
going with it tonight; let's go with this tomorrow. But we are going
to have to get it out."

I told the President later, after Meese had left, I said, "I think
John Poindexter has got to go. We just can't have a guy like that
around here if he didn't follow up on this." Because you got to re-
member, at that point, what Meese had told us was that Poin-
dexter said, "I should have been supervising North better, and I
didn't. I didn't look into this."

I also suggested at that meeting that taking a lead from the
tragic Challenger disaster, that we had better have a commission
look into this, that nobody would believe it if just Ed Meese looked
into this, that he wanted to start a criminal investigation. I
thought that was proper, but just as NASA wanted to investigate
itself and come up with the Ohallenger report, and I said no, and
we ended up with a Rogers Commission. I said absolutely not. We
are going to have to have our own commission, independent people,
and that was the birth of the Tower Commission right then and
there, that afternoon.
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I don't recall any conversation regarding North on Monday after-
noon.

Mr. SMILYANICH. It was just determined at that point that Admi-
ral Poindexter would have to resign?

Mr. REGAN. The President didn't assent, didn't disagree. He is
not the type that likes to go around firing people.

Mr. SMILJANICH. In other words, you told him it was your
advice--

Mr. REGAN. Ironic statement, coming from me.
Mr. SMaJANICH. At any rate, you told the President you believed

that Admiral Poindexter would have to resign and you took the
President's silence as assent to that decision?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And nothing was said about Lt. Col. North's

status that evening?
Mr. REGAN. Not on Monday afternoon.
Mr. SMIJANICH. Now during the afternoon or going into the

evening of November 24th, Director Casey had been trying to reach
you; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SMILJANICH. He told you he had something he wanted to talk

to you about, he urgently wanted to talk to you?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. Did you meet privately with Director Casey that

night?
Mr. REGAN. I couldn't find a time that was mutually convenient,

because I came back from the meeting with the President and Ed
Meese, immediately got a couple of members of the staff working
on a Presidential statement for the following morning, and going
through a lot of other things.

As a matter of fact, believe it or not, after hearing all of this
stuff, that night we had a meeting on the budget. It was scheduled,
and it couldn't wait. So I had to sit through a budget meeting.

But I told Casey that-he asked if on the way home, I could stop
by Langley and meet with him. So I said yes, I would stop by for a
few minutes on my way home to dinner.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And you did so?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, I did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The meeting was just two of you?
Mr. REGAN. Just the two.
Mr. SMIJANICH. Any notes?
Mr. REGAN. Not by me.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. At this meeting, you told Director Casey about

the fact that you and the President had learned that day that
there had been a diversion of funds from the sale of these muni-
tions to Iran?

Mr. REGAN. I did.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And what was Director Casey's reaction?
Mr. REGAN. Well, you don't get much facial reaction, or didn't

et much facial reaction from Bill Casey. You wouldn't know exact-
y how he was taking this news. It did seem to surprise him, be-

cause originally he asked, he said, "Where are we? Why can't we
get this thing straight? Why can't we get a story out?"
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And then I told him of what Meese had told the President and
me that afternoon, and he said, "What are you going to do about
it?"

I said, "We are going to go public with it tomorrow." I said, "We
have to get this story out. We can't sit on this one."

And he said, "Well, do you realize the consequences of what you
are doing?" He said, "You are going to blow the whole Iranian
thing and possibly blow the lives of these hostages."

I said, "Be that as it may," I said, "How the hell can we"-
excuse me-"how can we sit on this stuff for any longer? I mean,
the thing is an absolute disgrace that we haven't put it out yet.
And on top of that, now that we have this possible criminal act," I
said, "how can we sit on it?"

He said, "Well, I guess you got to do it," but, he said, "I hope you
realize, you know, this is going to cause quite a few upsets and is
going to be a major story."

I said, "I know it, Bill, but that is the only thing we can do."
Mr. SMILJANICH. He specifically mentioned one of the dire conse-

quences might be a cutoff of further funding for the Contras?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. And he also stated that he believed the Iranian

Government would be angry and upset to learn that they had been
charged a markup and what had been done with that residual?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. He was also concerned about congressional reac-

tion to this matter in general; is that correct?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Did he recommend that anything be done spe-

cificall y?
Mr. REGAN. No.
I didn't, you know-I was doing most of the telling rather than

asking him what we should do. And he didn't volunteer except, you
know, "Have-do you realize what you are doing?" that type of
thing.

Mr. SMIHAANICH. Then the meeting ended?
Mr. REGAN. Yes. It was a short meeting. I wouldn't say more

than 20, 25 minutes.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Smiljanich, would this be a good place to

take our recess?
Mr. SMILJANICH. Yes.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Mr. Smiljanich?
Mr. SMILJANICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, let's before we leave that meeting that you had with

Director Casey on the evening of the 24th, was anything said at
that meeting about the fact that Admiral Poindexter was going to
resign the next day?

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, you talked about the fact that after you

told Director Casey this information, and he described some of the
dire consequences that he saw would result from this disclosure, let
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me ask you this: what was it that Director Casey wanted to see you
so urgently about that evening?

Mr. REGAN. As I recall, it was that he was wondering, you know,
what is the President's state of mind at this point. You know, we
are going round and round here, we don't seem to be able to get a
straight story, what is the President thinking at this point.

Mr. SMILJANICH. But I had the impression from your description
of the fact that he wanted to see you that it was very urgent, that
there was something in particular he wanted to see you about that
evening?

Mr. REGAN. Well, whatever it was, if it were something either
entirely different or either part of the Iran-Contra affair, he never
did bring it out, because I think the news that I gave him was the
only subject we discussed that evening.

Mr. SMILJANICH. So if he had something specific and urgent that
he wanted to talk to you about, when you described the diversion,
whatever it was he wanted to talk to you about was passed over?

Mr. REGAN. I guess so.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The -.ext morning, November 25th, I think you

have already just briefly touched on it. When you came into the
White House, you went and talked briefly with Admiral Poin-
dexter?

Mr. REGAN. Well, that evening at home, the evening of the 24th,
I drew up a rather lengthy plan of action as to what steps we
would take in order to remind me of various things.

I got into the office early, at 6:30 in the morning, to work with
the staff on the Presidential statement, to check with Ed Meese to
see if he were ready, and would be at a position to answer all the
media inquiries that would come about, and then I told my secretary
that I wanted to see Admiral Poindexter, if she could find out was
he in. He wasn't.

He didn't come in until much later than normal that morning,
but then I did go see him.

Mr. SMILJANICH. And what did you tell Admiral Poindexter and
what did he tell you?

Mr. REGAN. Well, again, this is a very vivid recollection in my
mind. He was sitting at the end of his conference table having
breakfast from a tray, and I went in and in my normal fashion
said, you know, "What is going on, John?" You know, "What the
heck happened here?"

And he was very careful, deliberate. John is a deliberate man.
He adjusted his glasses, he dabbed at his mouth with his napkin,
put it down. He said, "Well, I guess I should have looked into it
more, but I didn't."

He said, "I knew that Ollie was up to something, but," he said "I
didn't know what." And he said, "I just didn't look into it.

I said to him, "Why not? What the hell? You are a vice admiral.
What is going on?"

And he said, well, I suppose this will get me into trouble now
with one of my old neighbors from my old neighborhood back in
Cambridge, MA, but, he said, "Well, that damned Tip O'Neill."

He said, "The way he is jerking the Contras around, I was just so
disgusted," he said, "I didn't want to know what he was doing."
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Mr. SMILJANICH. You didn't have any discussion with Admiral
Poindexter about any authorization he might have received in con-
nection with this matter?

Mr. REGAN. No. I told him then-I said, "Well, John, I think
when you go into see the President at 9:30, you better make sure
you have your resignation with you."

Mr. SMILJANJCH. What did he say?
Mr. REGAN. He said "I have been thinking of that." He said, "I

will."
Mr. SMILJANICH. And at the 9:30 daily national security briefing,

Admiral Poindexter submitted his resignation?
Mr. REGAN. He came in and immediately started the discussion

by saying-he told the President he was sorry for what had hap-
pened and again repeated that he probably should have looked into
it more, but didn't. And he was submitting his resignation.

Mr. SMILJANICH. What did the President say?.
Mr. REGAN. Well, it was a very sorrowful moment, a very hushed

moment. The Attorney General was there, as I recall. And the
President nodded and said, "I understand." He said, "This is a
shame that it has happened this way, that a man with your great
naval record," so on, "has come to this end," but he said, "That is
it," and there was sort of an awkward silence.

Poindexter left the room.
Mr. SMIAJANICH. What was decided with regard to the future of

Lt. Col. North on the NSC staff?
Mr. REGAN. His status was different from that of Admiral Poin-

dexter. Admiral Poindexter was what we term a commissioned offi-
cer. That is, he was a Presidential appointment. And as such,
would have to resign. Lt. Col. North was detailed by the Marine
Corps to the National Security staff.

I said later at the 10:15 meeting, where members of the NSC, the
Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, and so forth were being
briefed about what had happened, I told Cap Weinberger that I
thought North should be detailed back to the Marine Corps, that
he shouldn't stay on the NSC staff.

Mr. SMILJANICH, And is that, in fact, how the situation was han-
dled?

Mr. REGAN. As far as I know, yes. Because later at the 11:00
o'clock meeting with the Congress, Cap Weinberger did tell the
Senators and Representatives present that North was being re-
turned to the Marine Corps for further assignment.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Now, going forward then to early December, a
meeting was going to be held with the second channel that had
come up in connection with this Iran initiative. Leading up to that
meeting, which would toke place in Europe, Director Casey wanted
to change something with regard to the talking points that would
be presented to the second channel.

Do you recall that incident?
Mr. REGAN. I recall something of it, yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. What do you recall? What did Director Casey

tell you? What was he concerned about?
Mr. Rzt AN. Well, as I recall, there was a very narrow construc-

tion that was going to be made of what the U.S. participants in
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those discussions could discuss and Casey wanted it broadened, I
believe, to include the hostages.

Mr. SMILJANICH. Do you recall that the issue also involved
whether or not this channel to Iran should include policy matters
in addition to intelligence matters?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. Yes. That is what it was.
Mr. SMIIJANICH. Director Casey wanted to make sure that this

channel allowed the CIA to continue to have this channel in con-
nection with policy matters; isn't that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And he asked you to bring this to the Presi-

dent's attention?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMIJANICH. Did you do so?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, I did. I told him-well, this is a normal proce-

dure. There is nothing sinister about this. Any cabinet officer or
cabinet rank officer who thought he needed a Presidential decision
but not necessarily a meeting with the President would call me up
and say, "Hey, on such-and-such, I think 'zhus and so, why don't
you tell the President about it?"

So I did. I told him what Casey's views were on it and told him
that he should consider it and talk to George Shultz about it.

Mr. SMHJANICH. At any rate, the meeting was held and it was
reported back the results of that meeting; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMMANICII. Now, this is now mid-December 1986. After all

of the front page publicity about this matter for over a month,
after the public revelations of our prior negotiations with the Aya-
tollah, after this had been kept from the Intelligence Committees
for well over a year, until they read about it in the papers, after all
of that, isn't it correct that the Iranians were still offering to use
theirinfl e 'get-our-h-ostages out of Lebanon?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. And isn't it correct that the Ay'atollah at that

point still wanted to get his hands on U.S. weapons.
Mr. REGAN. I don't know about the Ayatollah, but those Iranians

there were dickering for more arms, yes.
Mr. SMILJANICH. Well, you had no belief that these Iranian mod-

erates were going to shoot their missiles at the Ayatollah, did you?
Mr. REGAN. I had no idea what they were going to do with them.
Mr. SMILJANICH. The Ayatollah's army was going to use--
Mr. REGAN. It may not be a bad idea, but go ahead.
Mr. SMILJANICH. You understood the Ayatollah's army was going

to use those missiles to kill Iraqis? That was the purpose-that is
why Iran wanted these missiles?

Mr. REGAN. They were always referred to by members of the
NSC who were advising the President as defensive weapons. They
were never characterized as offensive weapons.

Mr. SMIJANICH. Well, the Iraqi soldier who might be on- the
other end of the TOW missile might not make that distinction,
would you agree with that?

Mr. REGAN. That is true, but if it is on the offense, he has to expect
some defense.
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Mr. SMILJANICH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That's all the ques-
tions I have.

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Smiljanich.
We will now recognize the designated Members, Senators Heflin

and Cohen. They will be recognized for 30 minutes apiece.
Senator Heflin?
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Regan, first let me state it is my understanding

that you appear here as a witness without invoking the fifth
amendment.

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. HEFLIN. And no immunity has been granted you relative to

your appearance.
Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. HEFLIN. You-
Mr. REGAN. And also I waived executive privilege also, sir.
Mr. HEFLIN. You have testified very cooly and calmly and con-

vincingly with some areas in which there are question marks, and I
want to try to get into some of those. But first we have heard a lot
abut fall guys and we have heard a lot about participants involved
in this who would take the spears in the chest, but as of this stage,
not to say that -it won't be different at some later date, you ap-
pear to be the primary fall guy, that circumstances, in effect, have
made you the fall guy.

Now, reading from the Tower Report, the Tower Report wasn't
very complimentary of you, and they said that on page IV and XI,
"More than almost any Chief of Staff of recent memory, he," refer-
ring to you, Mr. Regan, "asserted personal control over the White
House staff and sought to extend this control to the National Secu-
rity Adviser. He was personally active in national security affairs
and attended almost all of the relevant meetings regarding the
Iran initiative. He, as much as anyone, should have insisted on an
orderly process being-observed... .....

"In addition, he especially should have insured that plans were
made for handling any public disclosure of the initiative. He must
bear primary responsibility for the chaos that descended upon the
White House when such disclosure did occur."

Now, in fairness, I think that you ought to have an opportunity
to respond to that. I have really, I don't think I have ever heard a
real explanation from you. You resigned and basically faded away,
and I think you are entitled, in fairness, to respond and to respond
here to the committee to these allegations of the Tower Commis-
sion.

Mr. REGAN. I would be glad to do that, Senator.
First of all, I am not sure I want to educate the committee, but

at least I educated myself. When I heard all this description of fall
guys coming out in the press from these hearings, I asked my staff,
I asked, "What is the derivation of fall guy, where did that term
ever come from?" I didn't know whether it was a movie stunt man
who took the falls for the hero or what it was. It turns out it's a
wrestling expression dating back from the 19th Century, when they
had fixed wrestling matches.

You recall in wrestling it is two falls out of three, and one guy
would be the fall guy.

Mr. HEFLia. Did you put that in past tense?
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Mr. REGAN. I put that in the past tense. Far be it from me to
characterize current day wrestling. But, anyway, the fall guy was
the guy who agreed to lose. I never agreed to lose, so inasmuch as I
didn't do that, I am not sure I am the fall guy in that sense of the
word.

As far as spears in the breast are concerned, I don't mind spears
in the breast, it's knives in the back that concern me.

Now as far as chaos is concerned, I am not sure what could have
been done about the chaos. I did try, in all honesty, to get this
word out as quickly as I could to make it public, to let the Congress
know, to let the American public know what we had been doing
and that it was a failed policy, that it had not succeeded, make a
clean breast of it. I think the American public will understand
when one of their leaders tries something with good intentions and
it doesn't succeed if they know about it and can understand it.

What they will not forgive is a desire to hoodwink them or to
conceal something. I think the Congress has the same attitude to-
wards the executive branch. I wanted to make it public, but as I
explained earlier, it was decided that we should not do that for fear
of endangering the hostages.

When the added fillip came of there being this diversion of
funds, then the dam broke loose. There was no stopping that story
then, and I realized that I don't care who it was; we just had to get
that story out. It may have been iradvrtent. I have seen some
second guessing say "Why didn't they wait, why didn't they look
more into this, why didn't they have a better story or a more com-
plete story to tell on that Tuesday morning, the 25th?"

Well, I submit that I will take responsibility for the one who
urged the President to get it out, and get it out now, even though it
may only be half the story as we know it, get it out. So we did that.
I have been accused of rigging the chronology, as a matter of fact,

_ne-ofAheoCalledleading we-eklies.had-a cover tory-on that, that_
I was responsible.

As you know from your own testimony here, I had nothing to do
with that chronology, I was looking for the chronology, wanting it,
trying to get it straight rather than sitting up at night trying to
get people in some back room somewhere to rig it. There has been
a lot said, but I guess that goes with the turf. Time enough has
passed to where I am reconciled to it, so from that point of view, I
will tell my story and let history judge it.

Mr. HEFLIN. Do you want to give any reply relative to the state-
ment that "he, as much as anyone, should have insisted an orderly
process be observed?"

Mr. REGAN. I am not sure what they meant there. They never
questioned me, by the way, on any of this, none of the members of
the Tower Commission. I didn't testify at all about that, so I am
still puzzled about what they meant. All I can speculate is that per-
haps we should have had a fall-back position or some type of posi-
tion. If this is uncovered, what do we say?

My attitude was then and still is now, when the thing is blown-
when the cover is blown, all right, admit it, tell what has been
going on, don't still try to concea it.

Mr. HEFLIN. They also state that you were personally active in
national security affairs, attended almost all of the relevant meet-
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ings regarding the Iran initiative. Now, from your testimony, I
think we are left in a perplexing situation, if we believe your testi-
mony, then I think we will have to be convinced that that was an
intentional effort made to keep things from you and to take action,
in effect, behind your back.

Do you have a feeling that this occurred?
Mr. REGAN. Well, I do know this, Senator, that I was not in-

formed of what was going on here, particularly the details of who
was involved. I never heard of General Secord or Albert Hakim or
any of these characters. I had no idea Mr. Khashoggi was involved
in any of this. None of those details was ever made known to me. I
certainly knew nothing of the diversion of funds end the mark up
of the basic costs and so on.

So, from that, and I do know I have read in the paper that there
was a PROF note from Colonel North to Admiral Poindexter about
how much Don Regan knew of this, and John Poindexter's answer
to North was: "He knows very little, and it's best you keep it that
way." I have only just realized, I believe, that what he was refer-
ring to there was if I knew about it, I would blow the whistle.
There is no way I would put up with diversion of funds. I have
worked with money too much too long to know you just don't do
that sort of thing.

Mr. HEFLIN. Do you feel that Mr. McFarlane, during his time as
the National Security Adviser, kept you fairly well informed on the
activities of his shop?

Mr. REGAN. I received the daily briefings the same as the Presi-
dent did, I received copies of intelligence information. To that
extent, I knew what was going on, but to this day, I have never
seen an organization chart of the NSC. I do not know how much
their budget is. I do not know how many people are on their staff.

One of the things that I would hope this committee could do is
-maybegive some guidance,-ifinot for-this Presiden-at-leat-for-he the-
next President, as to what a proper size of an NSC staff should be.
We had hoped that the Tower Commission might do that, but in
their rush to get their information of what they had found out,
they were never able to pause long enough to consider that, but I
do think that is something that should be the subject of discussion
between the Congress that created the NSC and the executive
branch that uses it.

Mr. HEFLIN. I don't believe you answered my question fully.
Mr. REGAN. I am sorry.
Mr. HEFLIN. I asked you about, do you feel he kept you informed,

Mr. McFarlane?
Mr. REGAN. I think reasonably well informed, reasonably well,

but certainly not to any detail as to who on his staff was doing
what.

Mr. HEFLIN. All right, sir, December 4, 5, 6, in this area, seems to
be a significant date in the year 1985, I believe it is on December,
the 4th, that Mr. McFarlane resigns.

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. HEFLIN. Admiral Poindexter comes on as a new National Se-

curity Adviser. At that particular time, the press reports generally
accepted by the public that the reason Mr. McFarlane resigned was
conflicts between you and Mr. McFarlane, particularly indicating
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that you wanted to have more control over national security mat-
ters.

Would you care to comment as to whether those reports, as I
have attempted to summarize it, you think are true or false?

Mr. REGAN. I think they're generally false. I have never person-
ally discussed this with Bud McFarlane. I had good relationships
with him, I don't say we were close friends or that we socialized
together too much,but we had a good professional relationship.
From his point of view, he actually resigned on Thanksgiving, or
around Thanksgiving, long before December 4. He told the Presi-
dent he was going to resign. He went to see the President at the
ranch on the Friday after Thanksgiving, I believe it was. I was
back here in the East, I had no idea he was resigning nor indeed
that he had resigned.

And as a result, it wasn't until the President told me after I saw
him when he got back that he had McFarlane's resignation. And
he said that McFarlane had told him he resigned because he was
tired, he had been through a lot and thought it was time to move
on.

Mr. HEFFUN. If you will, look in your exhibit book to exhibit 6,
which is a Finding that the President signed first relative to the
armts sale in which there is a question as to whether it was inad-
vertently signed. This is the Finding that does not mention an
effort to develop a relationship with the moderate element in Iran
but is strictly a Finding relative to arms-for-hostages. This was
signed, I believe, on December 6, the second day after Admiral
Poindexter took over as the National Security Adviser.-

Now, this, along with the Finding on January the-I believe 6 or
7-and then on January, the 17th, you have testified that you have
no knowledge of the signing of any one of those three Findings.
Now, if Admiral Poindexter, coming on as the new man on the job
and you supposedly, and in effect in his relationship with the Presi-
dent, were supervising him, did you give particular attention-
more attention during the period from December, the 5th, when he
took over, until January, the 17th, when the last Finding was
made, of his activities and his relationship to the President during
this period that he was a new man on the job?

Mr. REGAN. No, I did not. And I did not supervise Admiral Poin-
dexter. This was made abundantly clear by the President at the
press conference, in which he announced the resignation of Bud
McFarlane and the appointment of Poindexter.

He made, in his prepared remarks and then again in answer to a
question-Admiral Poindexter specifically told the media that he
was reporting directly to the President, not through me, not to me.

I assured Admiral Poindexter that I would work closely with him
and wanted relationships to be good, to be open, and I knew there
were many things we would have to work closely on, and in point
of fact told him that if he felt at any time that he wasn't getting
cooperation, for heaven's sake let me know.

As a matter of fact, I suggested to him that perhaps we should
meet once a week just to make sure that things stayed on track,
problems didn't fester, particularly staff problems. You know, there
are a lot of bureaucratic tensions in government. That goes with
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government, I guess. I didn't want problems of that nature just to
lie there and not be solved.

So we did agree and whenever possible we met once a week for
breakfast, to go over mutual problems to straighten them out.

But in that period, in specific answer to your question, January
5-December 5 to January 17, no, I did not pay any extra particu-
lar attention to John Poindexter.

Mr. HEFLN. Well, is there an explanation of why, if a person
coming on the job new-and assuming a position of importance like
that-you, in effect, have some degree of control relative to his re-
lationship with the President and certainly as Chief of Staff it's an
area you were interested in, as you were interested in all areas.

Was there any particular reason that you would give us that you
would not do what is normally expected relative to the supervision
of a new man on the job?

Mr. REGAN. Well, you see, again I'm trying to make that distinc-
tion, that he didn't report to me. So you keep using the word "su-
pervision;" I would say "liaison" would be a closer descriptive
word, or sharing or something of that nature, rather than supervi-
sion.

And during his first days on the job, I would occasionally say to
him is everything all right? Is there anything we can do?

You see, from an administrative point of view, we had to give
them support, office space, White House passes, parking spaces, all
that folderol of administration, and wanting to make certain that all
of that was being handled.

John Poindexter had been deputy now for years, so he pretty
well knew the job, knew what was expected of the National Securi-
ty Adviser, when the meetings were, how to prepare for them, all
that type of stuff.

By the way, there have been reports he was my man, quote, un-
quote, and I put him in there. No. Bud McFarlane recommended

oindexter, at the time he retired at Thanksgiving time, to the
President. And when the President told me of McFarlane's resigna-
tion, he said and he has recommended John Poindexter to replace
him, what do you think?

I said good man, I said I think we should just go through the mo-
tions of letting me come up with a couple of other names and make
a decision based upon that.

I did come up with a couple other names. The President said no,
I'm comfortable with John, let's go with him. So, fine. We an-
nounced it on the 4th.

Mr. HEFUN. In regards to your activities and relationship with
the President, you generally controlled access to the President with
some exceptions, and perhaps--in depositions you have told the
committees and you may have here today, but there were certain
people that had direct access.

Would you basically name them?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
The Secretary of State, National Security Adviser, the White

House doctor, the military aide--I'm missing one-there's one
more.

Mr. ASPIN. The Vice President.
Mr. REGAN. Oh, the Vice President.
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Mr. HEFLN. All right, so now--
Mr. REGAN. Let's start that all over again.
The Vice President, the Secretary of tate--
Mr. HEFUN. All right.
In addition to that, was it one of your primary responsibilities

that the documents and papers that were presented to the Presi-
dent were under your control?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. HEFLN. Now, was there an exception as to what could be

done pertaining to the documents, in particular the briefings that
occurred from the National Security Adviser?

Mr. REGAN. Let me have that one once more.
Mr. HEFLN. Was there an exception-in other words, the papers

that came, that had to come through you to go to the President,
was there an exception under the practice that you had carried on,
relative to the national security on any documents?

Mr. REGAN. There were exceptions. The national security advis-
ers on occasion would pass papers to the President, usually through
the method of putting them in his briefing book, getting his signa-
ture on them, and having them returned in the same fashion.

That's outside the normal way that papers flow in the White
House.

Mr. HEFUN. Well, if that was an exception, was there any way
that you, in effect, developed a procedure that would give you
knowledge of those papers?

Mr. REGAN. No. I tried to find out if there were any such papers,
because occasionally something would happen and somebody would
say-from the National Security Council-would say to the Presi-
dent, well, you remember, we showed that to you, or you remem-
ber, you got that in your book. And I would say, hey, I didn't get
that in my book, what happened?

And they would say we just gave that to the President.
Mr. HEFLIN. Well, do you, in other words, in effect your job is to

know practically everything that the President knows. I don't
know of any one responsive job that has as much responsibility,
other than the President, than the job that you had.

Is there any other Job that does not repose more-
Mr. REGAN. I won t toot my own horn. There's been enough of

that.
But I would say that yes, in general. I don't say I know as much

as the President. I certainly didn't have the responsibility of the
Presidency. I was supposed to have general knowledge of most sub-
jects he would want to discuss.

Mr. HEFLJN. All right, sir, now, we have talked about the inflow of
documents to the President. What about the outflow? Was it your
responsibility to in an effect be the custodian of the papers that the
President signed and to in effect preserve them?

Mr. REGAN. There is a procedure set up for that in the White
House. It was set up long before I got there. I merely continued it.

There's a staff secretary, and anything that has the Presidential
signature on it is supposed to go to that staff secretary, so these
papers can be recorded and can be filed, can be kept as part of the
White House record. They are not supposed to be papers circulat-
ing or in being that are not part of the White House record.
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Mr. HEFLIN. Well, were there exceptions made to that and were
all of the preparers of papers for Presidential signature informed of
that?

Mr. REGAN. There is such an understanding. I believe there is a
document to that effect.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, if those papers did not get to the proper custo-
dian, then there had to be some intentional effort made to prevent
them from going to the custodian, would there not?

Mr. REGAN. A slight change in the wording of that, Senator. You
said custodian. The NSC is the proper custodian of National Securi-
ty Directives. They are the ones that keep those papers.

What I'm saying is is that the method in whic the acquired,
originated and acquired those papers on occasion differed from
standard procedure.

Mr. HzFLN. Well, was there any other agency other than the
national security agency that had an exception for the custodian of
papers from the, the preservation procedure?

Mr. RE:GAN. I don't know of any at this moment. If there is, I will
be glad to furnish it for the record.

Mr. HEFLIN. Well, if the national security agency did have it,
did they have certain established rules relative to the preservation
of those documents?

Mr. REGAN. I assume so. I do not know it of direct knowledge.
Mr. HEFLIN. This to me-well, now, you have a career in the

stock market and I suppose of any business, that recordkeeping is
so important. I would assume there have been days when Merrill
Lynch sold millions of shares of stock and that there were many,
many transactions that occurred.

From your background as to where you come from, is record-
keeping one of the important things that was drilled into you as a
younger employee with Merrill Lynch and as you went up the
ladder to become its head man?

Mr. REGAN. Definitely. It is absolutely essential. As a matter of
fact I wrote a book on this subject, because of the paperwork bliz-
zard that hit Wall Street in the 1969-70-71 period. Many firms
failed because they didn't keep proper records. And proper record-
keepingis absolutely mandated.

Mr. EFLIN. Let me ask you about your conversation with Mr.
Casey. I believe it is on Monday the 24th, and you testified here
today what he told you, and did it.

Now, that appears to be somewhat different from your testimony
that you gave, I believe, the Senate Select Committee. It is in the-
it's on page 13 of the Senate Select Committee deposition given on
March the 3d, 1987. This is a-do you have that?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I do, Senator.
Mr. HEFLIN. All right. Now, in that testimony, at that time, ques-

tions that were asked of you and the answers that you give, I'll en-
deavor to correctly read.

"Question: All right, let's go back then to the 24th-meaning
the-24tf Nvemveiberi. "You-met that evening with Mr. Casey; is
that correct?

"Answer: He dropped by for a few minutes.
"Question: Now, Mr. Casey was an old friend of yours.
"Answer: Yes.
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"Is he the man who was responsible for getting you into govern-
ment?

"There's been a lot of people who claim credit for that," your
answer was.

"Question: You still say credit?
"Answer: I think there will be less claiming that in the future, or

maybe currently.
"Is he a friend?"Yes.
"Did you discuss this with him?" meaning the question of what

Mr. Meese had revealed to you and to the President previously.
"Answer: Only to thb effect that there was-no, I didn't. Let me

back up. I did not discuss the precise nature of what Ed Meese, the
Attorney General, had told the President.

"Question: Why war that?
"Answer: Well, at this point I didn't know who knew what and

who was guilty of what. I thought the less I talked about it, the
better off the Attorney General and his investigators would be.

"Question: But you didn't-but didn't you want to know what
your friend, William Casey, knew of this?

"Answer: I knew that Ed Meese had been talking to him."
And then over, I believe, on page 15, starting at the question

close to the middle of the page, "And Mr. Casey, was Director of
CIA, did you talk to him at all about the whole problem of Iran?

"Only in general terms. Again, I did not know the extent of his
knowledge, or I'm sorry to say this, the extent of his involvement if
any in the matter. So I thought I would be on safer grounds not to
discuss it with him, to leave it in the hands of the legal people."

Now, that appears to be inconsistent with your testimony today,
and I would like to give you an opportunity to explain, if there s
any differences, and if so, why were there differences.

Mr. REGAN. This deposition was taken within a matter of days
after I had resigned so abruptly. And it was a confusing period.

Later, as I prepared for a second deposition, this time from the
House Select Committee, I went over carefully with certain mem-
bers of the White House staff various events, so I would be more
precise.

As we came to the Casey thing, and I began to think it through, I
realized that I had not stated the entire discussion. I then gave
that in a deposition, I believe, when asked the question, to the
House people, and then again I discussed it later with your counsel.

Mr. HEFLIN. Let me ask you about your statement to-your talk
with Admiral Poindexter about the diversion, this being on the di-
version that you learned about, and I suppose this was either just
before November the 25th where you and Admiral Poindexter were
discussing it.

Now in the House Select Committee, at page 89, there is the con-
versation, and I think this is an accurate statement that I can read
maybe some of it exactly, but your answer m as-the question-they
questioned you about whether you had talked to Admiral Poin-
dexter about the diversion, and your reply was, "I did talk to Ad-
miral Poindexter asking him how did this thing ever happen. And
he told me that he suspected something was going on with Ollie
North. He probably should have looked into it. He didn't. I asked
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him why not. And he said, my God, you are a-and I said, my God,
you are a vice admiral, why the hell didn't you look into what was
going on here? And he said I didn't want to. He said I knew it
would hurt the Contras and the way those guys on the Hill are
jerking around, he said, I am afraid it would hurt them too much
so I didn't look into it.

"So I said, well, John, I can tell you when you come in at 9:30, you
had better have your resignation with you. And he says, I have
been thinking of that."

Is that a correct recital of your testimony before the House
Select Committee in a deposition stage?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. HEirUN. Mr. Chairman, how much time do I have left?
Chairman INOUYE. I am sorry to tell you, but your time has ex-

pired, sir, unless someone is willing to yield.
How much time do you need?
Mr. HEFUN. Well, I can do it later on. If there is time.
Chairman INOUYE. I will yield 5 minutes to you, sir, of my time.
Mr. HEFlUN. I will take that later.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Cohen is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you, Mr. Regan. Mr. Regan, I think all of us

are impression with the straightforward testimony you have been
giving and the touches and flashes of Irish humor. A number of the
press people have asked me are we seeing the new Don Regan
today and what accounts for this perhaps relaxed attitude.

I suggested, to coin a phrase, that you have slipped the surly
bonds of public service.

Mr. REGAN. It's a good phrase.
Mr. COHEN. You don't have to respond to anybody in either wing

of the White House at this point in your career.
I think all of us are-I think you would agree with that as well?
Mr. REGAN. No comment.
Mr. COHEN. I think all of us who are in public service are either

glorified or gored on any given day by press accounts, sometimes
on the same day and sometimes in the same paper, I would add.

During your tenure, there seemed to be a consistent parade of ar-
ticles about your organizational manner and methods. One de-
scribed it as being a cross between Merrill Lynch and Quantico.

Fred Barnes in Reader's Digest indicated that there was not an
independent line of communication to the President other than
yours. And then, there was the January issue of Regardies, which I
am sure you have read, again giving the whole background on how
you managed things.

7 recall a quote one time, perhaps I am in error, but it said that
"Iot a sparrow falls on the White House lawn without my know-
ing about it."

It sent me rushing back to the King James Bible to see if it had
been revised recently.

This is one of the-I guess one of the questions on the minds of a
lot of people, with that notion that somehow you were the strong
man of the administration and everything had to go through you,
what you are indicating today is that everything except national
security matters in which the NSC Adviser had direct access, the
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Secretary of State had direct access, but on those policy issues or
policy matters, they could go in without having to go through you?

Is that basically what you are testifying to today?
Mr. REGAN. That is correct, but I don t want to leave you with

any kind of understanding that I was deliberately cut out. They did
include me on most things so that I was aware, in general, of what
plans and policies were.

Mr. COHEN. Let me go back just briefly and trace the history of
this sale. I think in August you indicated, August of 1985, there
was a discussion in the White House, upstairs in the President's
private quarters; at that time as I recall your testimony before the
Intelligence Committee, you indicated no decision had been made
at that time.

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. COHEN. And Bud McFarlane has since testified that the

President spoke with him directly either in person or by phone
giving him the go-ahead on the proposed plan.

I recall your testimony before the Intelligence Committee, you
indicated that-and I think you confirmed that today-that Presi-
dent Reagan was upset when he found out that the Israelis had, in
fact, gone forward, expressed that displeasure to Mr. McFarlane
and asked him to convey it to the Israelis, but not go public with it;
is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. COHEN. I guess what is troubling to me is-and there are

many implausibilities in this entire affair that we have been dis-
cussing for the past several months. But what doesn't seem plausi-
ble to me is that Bud McFarlane, who I don't regard as a man who
takes great steps without authority, he is fairly cautious, to say the
least, would deliberately ignore the President's directive to go slow
and walk out and tell the Israelis to go forward and ship the TOWs
and worry about the replenishment later.

Does that sound reasonable to you that he would do that?
Mr. REGAN. I have never thought that McFarlane went out and

told them to go ahead. My understanding was that they, as he de-
scribed it to us, they went ahead in spite of what he had told them
rather than with his knowledge.

Mr. COHEN. Does it sound reasonable or plausible to you knowing
the Israelis that they would go forward and deplete-not deplete,
but diminish their inventory of TOW missiles without some sort of
a guarantee that they would, in fact, be replaced at a future time?

Mr. REGAN. I can't answer that. I don't know what was in the
minds of the Israelis. What I was looking for here in my notes, I
have notes somewhere that the-John Poindexter in the November
10th meeting giving the background to everybody, in there de-
scribed the fact that the Israelis had gone ahead without our per-
mission.

This is Poindexter now, who is the deputy at the time the inci-
dent happened, describing it to the rest of us and saying the samething.So there was no Presidential knowledge, no Presidential consent.
So the Israelis apparently took a chance that if they did something
that pleased us, we would replace it.
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Mr. COHEN. Now, was that the same notion that was held in No-
vember when you and the President were aware that a shipment of
munitions were to go to the Iranians?

Mr. REGAN. I suspect and I can't remember that exactly, Sena-
tor, but I suspect that if we knew in advance that much in advance
of this happening, that we had either tacitly or openly had agreed
that we would replace those missiles, the HAWK missiles for the
Israelis.

Mr. COHEN. So by November, at least, there had been a change of
attitude within the White House that the Israelis, acting without
authority in August or September, were acting with your either ap-
proval or acquiescence-not yours, but the President's approval or
acquiescence-in November, prior to the time that you were off to
Geneva?

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. COHEN. Now, you indicated you didn't see the December

Finding that was drafted by Judge Sporkin that was signed by
President Reagan.

Is it conceivable to you that if he signed a Finding, that the de-
tails of that Finding would not have been explained, in other
words, what it was he was ratifying as far as past-conduct was con-
cerned on the part of the CIA?

Mr. REGAN. I know of no other time when the President would
have signed something without it having been explained to him.

Now, there are a lot of papers that came to the President-such
and such a day, a proclamation day, all this type of stuff, that, you
know, he really doesn't go into the detail of why am I signing na-
tional such and such a day. So he automatically signs, but there
usually is on it some explanation of why.

I cannot explain why he signed the December 5th.
Mr. COHEN. I just want to clarify one point about your view in

December, December 7th.
I think there has been some conflict in testimony-you clarified

it, I believe, for the record-but when you testified before the
House Select Committee about the December 1985 meeting you in-
dicated, as you did here today, that you were opposed to the propos-
al and the words you used were "the thing had been a fiasco up to
that point, it had not worked. We were dealing with some very un-
usual people who were fooling around for the better part of 6
months with very little results to show for it."

And then before the Tower Board you indicated that, on the
same day, "December 7th: I won't deny it, I nust say I favored it. I
favored keeping the channel open, if necessary, to selling a modest
amount of arms and so forth."

Then you had a chance to refresh your recollection, I believe, by
looking at the President's notes?

Mr. REGAN. The President told me-I didn't look at his notes.
The President told me when he was digging out his notes for the

Tower Board, he said I came across the fact that George, Cap, and
you, Don, were opposed to this.

Mr. COHEN. OK. So on December 7th---
Mr. REGAN. Then later George Shultz told me the same thing,

that his notes revealed that I was opposed to it.
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Mr. COHEN. So on December 7th you were oppoed for the rea-sons you articulated then and now, and then suddenly in the first
week of January John Poindexter comes forward and says we have
got a new plan and a whole new lead.

Did you or anyone else ask him who the new lead was or what it
involved or what it was to persuade you to switch on January 7th?

Mr. REGAN. As I recall, on January 7th he did go into some
detail as to what the new plan would be and that there would be a
new cast of characters and that we would-I think he forecast-
that we would be going inside Iran to make contacts within the
country itself.

And that is what led me to change my mind about whether we
should take another chance or not.

Mr. COHEN. I think you pointed out the irony involved. Appar-
ently you were never told about the structure of how it was to be
handled in terms of the shipment and the payment. No one told
you about that?

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. COHEN. Your understanding was it would all be handled by

agents working on behalf of the U.S. Government?
Mr. REGAN. Ah-yes.
Mr. CCHEN. As to the Finding?
Mr. REGAN. Uh huh.
Mr. COHEN. And with your vast commercial experience, you

know that people who are outside agents or independent agents
don't work for free?

Mr. REGAN. That's true.
Mr. COHEN. You assumed that these would be people acting on

our behalf?.
Mr. REGAN. I didn't look into it in that much detail. I just

thought they would be automatic military to military, and whoever
handled these things in a military basis. I didn't know they were
bringing civilians into it.

Mr. COHEN. Did you still think it was a bad idea that you indicat-
ed your approval of going forward?

Mr. REGAN. In retrospect, I think it was a horrible idea that we
went forward with it a second time. I think we should have stayed
out of it entirely.

Mr. COHEN. I think you indicated that in response to when Bud
McFarlane said it was a mistake to sell arms, I think you were
quoted as saying, "When you give lousy advice, you get lousy re-
sults."

Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. COHEN. Did you feel that way on January 7th?
Mr. REGAN. On January 7 I thought we were getting good advice.
Mr. COHEN. Getting good advice-what had changed?
Mr. REGAN. Well, it's just that McFarlane was steamed up about

this, enthusiastic, thought it was a new opening, that it was a
wedge that we had to pry open that contact with Iran, and he
thought it would succeed.

Mr. COHEN. Did you ever see the so-called notional time that was
submitted by Lt. Col. North on January 24th, 1986?

Mr. REGAN. The what?
Mr. COHEN. The so-called notional time line.
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Colonel North put together a notional time line on which he sug-
gested that the Ayatollah Khomeini would retire on February 11,
which was about 3 weeks--

Mr. REGAN. No, I never saw that.
Mr. COHEN. The release of 50 Shiite prisoners in exchange for

four Lebanese Jews, and the release of British and Italian hostages.
Mr. REGAN. No, I never saw that.
Mr. COHEN. Would that have made a difference if you knew--
Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. COHEN.-that the arrangement was being added or burdened

with those additional factors?
Mr. REGAN. I don't think so. I don't think you could be that pre-

cise.
The state of our knowledge of what the Ayatollah was doing was

then-as far as I know, still is-very imprecise. I don't know how
anyone could have predicted that.

Mr. COHEN. The only point I'm making is these so-called notional
time factors or time lines were not disclosed to you--

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. COHEN.-or to the President, so far as you are aware?
Mr. REGAN. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. COHEN. And John Poindexter never indicated to you that the

price was going to be inflated some three or four hundred percent,
not counting Mr. Ghorbanifar?

Mr. REGAN. Never.
Mr. COHEN. The question that was raised earlier by counsel is

that-I assume you were operating under the assumption that this
could be cleared up as such with the hostages' released within a
timeframe of 30 to 60 days?

Mr. REGAN. That is absolutely correct.
Mr. COHEN. The operation was underway for about 10 full

months and still the hostages hadn't been released. In fact, the
first hostage came out, I believe, on July 26th, the next one was on
November 2nd.

The question was raised to you this morning, given the fact that
months had passed and we had not seen the release of all the hos-
tages as was planned within 30 to 60 days, why weren't you down
pounding on John Poindexter's desk or door saying what's going
on, what's happening to the hostages, what are the details, who is
involved, why aren't we making progress?

Mr. REGAN. Good question. I don't know the answer.
Frankly I had enough on my own plate that-I was listening to

what was going on, but I was more concerned about what was
going on in other areas and I just didn't look into it.

Mr. COHEN. Well, it is clear that other matters took priority.
You mentioned the budget, you mentioned the tax cut plan that

was before the Congress, and so attention--.
Mr. REGAN. And negotiations with the Soviets.
Mr. COHEN. So this just was left to Admiral Poindexter?
Mr. REGAN. That's right. I won't say it was swept aside, but it

certainly wasn't very high on the screen.
Mr. COHEN. When you were in Tokyo and Secretary Shultz came

to talk to you and ask about Tiny Rowla..ds, you indicated your re-
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action to that. Tiny Rowlands-is his name synonymous with syn-
dication?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Would you explain?
Mr. REGAN. I won't say synonymous with, but at least it could be

associated with it.
Mr. COHEN. What does that mean?
Mr. REGAN. That you take shares in an enterprise-a group of

people get together, share the risk.
Mr. COHEN. If he was one sharing the risks, there were others

sharing the risk?
Mr. REGAN. That's what it would seem to me. Why are they

bringing in a British citizen here?
Mr. COHEN. Didn't any alarm bells go off within the administra-

tion saying, "If Tiny Rowlands is involved, who else is involved?"
Mr. REGAN. That is what I told George Shultz, he ought to find

out from Poindexter what is going on.
Mr. COHEN. George Shultz goes to Admiral Poindexter, and he

savs there is nothing to it?
Mr. REGAN. I don t know what their conversation was.
Mr. COHEN. On July 26, 1986, Father Lawrence Jenco was re-

leased. I think again counsel tried to bring this out. When Bud
McFarlane went on this very dangerous mission to Tehran, he was
told "Bring all the hostages or come back," and he couldn't get all
the hostages because the Iranians were-we will give them two
now, we will give you two later. He pulled up and came back on a
very controversial type of negotiation.

Then on July 26, Father Jenco was released, and, according to the
Tower Report, the Americans feared that if they didn't r-espond
positively, they risked the death of the hostages, is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is what we were tld.
Mr. COHEN. Did you play a part in the decision to then go for-

ward and release the weapons to the Iranians?
Mr. REGAN. I agree I offered no opposition. I won't say that I

played a role in it, because it was more of a passive role. I sat, I
heard, I listened. I said well yeah I'll go along with it.

Mr. COHEN. Here we have a situation where Mr. McFarlane re-
jected an offer for two and came back to Washington and then a
short time later, we ended up giving all of the weapons for one hos-
tage.

I guess the question is, in your own language, we sort of got
taken down a Persian alley and got mugged. No one said anything
about it. It is hard to understand why we were capitulating in this
fashion, and no one seemed to be raising objections and pounding
on pole's doors saying, "This has got to stop now."

Mr. k(EGAN. I think that people were upset, very disgusted with
what was going on. The bait was still there, though, that we could
save a life here, a life there. You weitih that sort of thing, and it is
very hard to--with a degree of finality-say "to hell-with i.t

Mr. COHEN. When you say bait, you mean the hostages?
Mr. REGAN. Yeah, definitely. That was the bait to get arms.
Mr. COHEN. And, as a matter of fact, were it not or the hostage

issue, you would agree it is rather unlikely that the President ever
would have agreed to sell weapons to the Iranians?
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Mr. REGAN. I don't think he ever would have agreed, bona ides,
or what have you.

Mr. COHEN. So from the very beginning, there is no question in
anyone's mind, at least not yours, the hostages were in fact the
driving force that kept holding this thing together?

Mr. REGAN. No. Not the driving force, but a force. Because the
driving force was, and I believe still is, if this President doesn't
make contact with Iran, the next one will certainly have to or his
successor. We are going to have to make that contact.

Mr. COHEN. No one disputes that, but the fact is that it was the
hostages that kept the issue alive. The President would have
walked away from the table at any time from dealing with Ghor-
banifar, or Khashoggi, or anyone else?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes. To that extent, sure. But, again, you have to
ask yourself what is the job of the President of the United States?
Should he turn his back on people like this? If he has a chance to
get them out, should he do it? This President tried, it didn't work.

Mr. COHEN. Let me talk a moment about the diversion conversa-
tion you had with Mr. Casey, I think on November 24th, the
evening. According to the House deposition, you indicate you did
have a conversation. In the Senate deposition, I think you indicated
you did not have a conversation about the diversion. Today you are
indicating that you, in fact, had that conversation. You stated to
the House that the Director did not express surprise or chagrin on
being informed. And when Casey warned that the disclosure would
endanger lives, we might be cut off for some time from contacts
with Iran, that they would be enraged for being overcharged, he in-
dicate that to you?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. Did that give you any indication that he was aware

of the overcharging mechanism that was employed?
Mr. REGAN. I didn't analyze it at that point to be very frank with

you, Senator. I had a lot of other things on my mind. I wasn't ana-
lyzing what Casey's role might have been.

Mr. COHEN. You testified that you went home over the weekend
of November 22d and 23d of 1986 during the Attorney General's in-
quiry and didn't focus on the affair again until Monday when you
came back, on November 24th?

Mr. REGAN. No. I focused on it. I was getting calls from various
parts of my staff, things like this, what is going on. There were-I
don't know who-but there were several people on the talk shows
on Sunday, and I had been asked either by them or their interme-
diaries as to what my opinion is, what should they say about this,
what should they say about that. So I was in general discussions,
but I was in no way part-what I meant by that was I was no part
of the investigation nor was I questioned.

Mr. COHEN. Did you call the White House yourself that day on
Saturday?

Mr. REGAN. Probably.
Mr. COHEN. The phone logs indicated that you called Admiral

Poindexter during his lunch with Director Casey and Colonel
North. Do you recall what you discussed at that time?
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Mr. REGAN. I suspect that I was asking him technical questions
about how much could be said or would be said on these talk
shows.

Mr. COHEN. Were you aware the admiral was having lunch at
that point with Mr. Casey and Mr. North?

Mr. REGAN. No, I was not.
Mr. COHEN. You indicated earlier that the Secretary of State had

the opportunity any time to go directly to the President. Secretary
Shultz testified before this committee that there came a point in
time in which he was quite agitated that the President wasn't get-
ting the correct story, and that was during the November time-
frame when Mrs. Thatcher was visiting, and that he asked you to
set up a meeting with the President and that you indicated that
that could not be done.

Why was that?
Mr. REGAN. Well, Mrs. Thatcher vias leaving. He wanted to meet

with the President then and there, or he wanted me to meet with
the President actually. I was part of the motorcade, part of the-
had a seat on the helicopter. I didn't want to miss it, and I told
him, I said, "I don't think there is going to be time, George, I just
can't do that."

So I didn't on that Saturday that Mrs. Thatcher was at Camp
David.

Mr. COHEN. But as a result of his not having some access during
that timeframe, the President then held a press conference in
which he made a statement that would prove to be inaccurate?

Mr. REGAN. The Secretary of State, while I was Chief of Staff,
had 99 meetings with the President of the United States. He could
have had more if he needed them. He usually had them alone.

Finally, after all of this affair started, after the first of December
of '86, he asked me to sit in. He realized that I was not participat-
ing in these things and had been cut out. There was ample time for
the Secretary of State to make his views known to the President of
the United States, in my judgment. He was never shut out of
seeing the President.

Mr. COHEN. Except at that time when he felt-
Mr. REGAN. He wanted me to go. It wasn't a time for himself

with the President. He wanted me to tell the President about his
concerns. I said, "I can't do that now." I did discuss it with the
President the following Monday.

Mr. COHEN. After Admiral Poindexter-after Attorney General
Meese talked to you that morning?

Mr. REGAIN. Yes.
Mr. COHEN. You indicated before there is a Wall Street term of

NPH, "no profit here," but then you added lightly that a 600 per-
cent markup might be another way to balance the budget. I was
wondering, because it raises the question about the whole diversion
issue. What is wrong, from your point of view, having told Colonel
North to help get arms to the Iranians, having directed Colonel
North to get munitions and money to the Contras, what is wrong
in your mind with combining the two and killing two birds with
one stone? Why did you react with horror to that?

Mr. REGAN. Well, this is a major decision that having, as we
thought, agreed to sell arms, and the normal practice when the
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United States sells arms to any nation is to sell them at our cost.
As far as I know, we don't sell to make a profit. We might, but we
don't.

And this, in my judgment, was an unauthorized action on the
part of Colonel North to make a markup without consulting his su-
periors.

Mr. COHEN. He did consult Admiral Poindexter?
Mr. REGAN. Well--
Mr. COHEN. Admiral Poindexter has testified clearly before this

committee that he in fact--
Mr. REGAN. Then it was an unauthorized act on both of their parts.
Mr. COHEN. Yes.
Mr. REGAN. Because certainly I think the President of the

United States should have been contacted on that one, or the Sec-
retary of Defense, certainly, have been alerted that this type of thing
was going on.

Mr. COHEN. Well, that is one of the other questions that I think
all of us have, that John Poindexter has a reputation of-not of
someone who takes bold leaps or engages in any sort of "Kissinger-
ian"-if I can use that phrase-ingenuity, but rather straightfor-
ward, by the book. His whole history has been absolute chain of
command.

How could he have been so wrong in this case to have presumed
that the President would have authorized such a major decision on
his part?

Mr. REGAN. I notice that he testified that way before this com-
mittee or these committees. I would dispute that.

I don't think the P-'esident of the United States would have con-
doned this had he known about it. I don't think that he would have
said, "Yes, let's go, mark this stuff up and divert the money to the
Contras." I don't think he would have participated in that. I know
I wouldn't have.

That whole idea would have been, you know, very, very much
contrary to the Ronald Reagan that I knew.

Mr. COHEN. OK. I think you also indicated this morning that you
knew about the shipment of HAWKs in November of '85, both you
and President Reagan knew about that shipment, but decided the
year following to try and put a cover story on it by labeling it oil-
drilling equipment.

The question I have is, how would that protect the hostages since
you were prepared to disclose in the January 17 Finding or a Find-
ing in January that the United States had in fact been dealing
wit' Iranian moderates, so called, in order to establish a new rela-
tionship and secure the release of the hostages? Why would you
feel that a cover story would in any way preserve the lives of the
hostages when you were going to put out a story that indicated we
had approved the sale of weapons as of January of '86?

Mr. REGAN. Well, quite obviously, the sale of weapons was not a
U.S. policy. This was an exception being made to policy for what I
thought was a good and sufficient reason-that is, to try to estab-
lish a relationship with this Iranian group which would lead to the
end of terrorism and perhaps the return of the hostages.
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That being the case, if it were disclosed in the public media that
there were some shipments of goods, quote, unquote, from the
United States to Iran, we naturally for state-craft purposes would
have said we think that was oil-drilling equipment.

Mr. COHEN. But what about when it came to disclosing what we
were doing in January? January 17? That was part of a story that
was going to come out, wasn't it?

Mr. REGAN. January 17 of '86?
Mr. COHEN. Right.
Mr. REGAN. We weren't preparing then to release very much in-

formation, because we did not make that Finding known even to
the Congress that we were going to go ahead on that.

Mr. COHEN. We are sorely aware of that.
Mr. REGAN. I understand that.
I won't say mea culpa, but I will say that from the idea of our

having a cover story, that was designed for that specific transac-
tion, not for a general cover.

Mr. COHEN. Was there going to be another cover story for the
rest of the activities?

Mr. REGAN. I don't recall that we ever got to a point where we
needed one.

Mr. COHEN. I think you also indicated earlier that the one thing
you learned from lawyers-I assume you have a friend or a counsel
sitting behind you-is only answer the question that's put to you
and don't volunteer. Is there anything I haven't asked you that you
would like to volunteer?

Mr. REGAN. In the interests of time, I'll say no.
Mr. COHEN. Well, Mr. Regan, I've heard that you are writing a

book. That's something I recommend to everybody if they can.
Mr. REGAN. I've read yours. It was excellent.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you.
Is there anything we are going to find in that book that we

haven't heard about on this committee?
Mr. REGAN. Not about Iran.
Mr. COHEN. Or the Contras?
Mr. REGAN. Or the Contras.
Mr. COHEN. All right. Well, Mr. Regan, thank you very much.
I recall reading abook a number of years ago-in which there was

a line-it was a novel. It said, "Everything here is plausible be-
cause nothing here is real." And I think that from my experience
on this committee, I find much of what I hear is implausible; per-
haps I'll come to the conclusion because that-because it was real.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator, you have 3 minutes remaining.
Mr. COHEN. I'll reserve that if I could.
Chairman INouYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Regan.
We will stand in recess until 2:00 p.m.
[Whereupon, at 12:00 noon, the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
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(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Before proceeding, I would like to advise members of the panel

and staff that the official photograph of this joint committee will
be taken at the adjournment of today's proceedings, so I hope that
you can remain. Otherwise, you will not appear in this historic pic-
ture.

The Chair now recognizes Chairman Brooks for 30 minutes.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to say starting out that I am delighted to be discussing

these issues with a man who has the ability to tell the truth and
doesn't need immunity to come down and stand up and talk to
Members of Congress and the American people.

I noticed too some people who take immunity do not necessarily
tell the truth.

But, Mr. Secretary, over the past several months c' these hear-
ings, we have been looking at the Iran-Contra affair largely in
terms of how foreign policy formulation and implementation went
wrong, what steps can be taken to correct the shortcomings that
have been uncovered, and as Chief of Staff in the White House for
virtually the entire period during which these events took place,
you were in a prime spot to witness the events even if you didn't
necessarily participate in all of them.

And I wondered if you could tell me in your judgment why the
President rejected the advice of his senior counselors in the area of
foreign affairs, Secretary Weinberger of Defense, Secretary Shultz,
and even either the objection or unenthusiastic support of yourself
and Mr. Meese, all of whom had been with the President almost
the entire period of his presidency. And yet he rejected your advice
and he took the advice of his National Security Adviser, who had
been in that office for only 6 weeks and embarked on this cocka-
mamy scheme to ship missiles directly from U.S. stocks to the ter-
rorists in Iran in January of 1986.

Mr. REGAN. Mr. Brooks, I think that the President honestly
wanted to improve relations with Iran. You will recall that for a
period up to 1985 of some 6 years we had no relationships with
that country. We were but one of about six countries that did not
have relationships with Iran.

The President has always looked at the perimeter of the Soviet
Union in order to see what we could or should be doing in the way
of cultivating those nations to make certain that we were friendly
with them.

He knew also that in Afghanistan we certainly could use support
from Iran from both sides of Afghanistan.

We were unable to do this since we had no relationships with
them. And I think the President honestly wanted that. And there
is no use denying that the President also had a major concern for
the lives of these hostages and did want to get the hostages back,
and I think time and time again he returned to that theme, that,
well, if we can get an opening to there and if these people have
some type of control over the kidnappers, let's keep trying to do it.

Mr. BROOKS. Now, Secretary Shultz testified before the commit-
tee last week that several times he offered his resignation to the
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against him from his opponents, he said, within the administration.

One example, he said that somebody he described as "a character
named Jonathan Miller" began denying the Secretary's request for
air transport which had previously been furnished on a regular
basis, routinely, to the Secretary from the Air Force out at An-
drews.

Are you familiar with this allegation?
Mr. KEGAN. Yes.
Let me tell you about that, Mr. Brooks, if I may. I think this is a

bit overblown at this point. I think it is kind of a bureaucratic in-
fighting. You have had a lot more experience in government than
I, but I think you probably have seen a lot more of this.

Let's face it, there is a thing called a Presidential mission. For
those who may not understand it, I know you do, but let me ex-
plain what a Presidential mission is.

That is a designation of somebody going on a trip to a foreign
country. When you have a Presidential mission, you are entitled to
military aircraft and all expenses paid by the department of De-
fense to the White House account.

On the other hand, if you have to travel for the U.S. Govern-
ment, it is not a Presidential mission, the money is charged against
your budget.

I used to be Secretary of the Treasury, I know how to play this
game. You are always trying to get the President to designate you
as a Presidential mission so it doesn't hit your travel budget.

There were many times that the State Department types, not
necessarily Secretary Shultz, but State Department types, that
were trying to get a trip designated as a Presidential mission.

When I became chief of staff, one of the things that I told the
President's Assistant for administration was, "Be strict with these
Cabinet officers, don't let them get away with this designation.
Make them heel the line. Let them go to Congress for their
budget," and we did.

Now, how the Secretary of State would come to know a rather
obscure, retiring Special Aistant to the President for administra-
tion, I wouldn't know. But I suspect that this had to be over one of
those quarrels.

I tried to find out what specifically did we ever refuse George
Shultz. To my knowledge, he never personally called me and said,
"Hey, Don, I am not getting a plane. What is with this?"

So it had to be bureaucratic infighting. We never would deny the
Secretary of State the right to travel. It is just a question of who
would pay for it, his budget or ours, and that is what the fight was
all about.

Mr. BROOKS. Now, a number of aspects of this affair are matters
with which you have had more direct involvement, those affecting
White House operations, and I would like to direct some questions
to you on the operation of the management matters.

You may be aware of the Presidential Records Act of 1978?
Mr. REGAN. Vaguely, yes, sir.
Mr. BaOOKS. Requirements for the management of documentary

materials of the President and his immediate staff, that's what it
provides for.
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Mr. REGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. And the Act defines Presidential records as materi-

als that are created or received by the President, his immediate
staff or a unit or individual of the Executive office of the President
whose function is to advise and assist the President.

Now, does the NSC staff fit this description of who is covered by
the Act?

Mr. REGAN. It would in my judgment.
Mr. BROOKS. And were you responsible for overseeing compliance

with the Presidential Records Act?
Mr. REGAN. For the White House in general, yes.
Mr. BROOKS. And as to the NSC staff specifically, was their com-

pliance with the Presidential Records Act under the control of the
Chief of Staff, yourself?

Mr. REGAN. No, sir, it was under the National Security Adviser.
He was separate and distinct in that capacity from me.

Mr. BROOKS. So he was responsible for those records?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. Now, Admiral Poindexter has testified that on No-

vember 21 of '86 he destroyed a document that would clearly fit the
definition of a Presidential record, the Covert Action Finding
signed by the President in December of 1985, relating to the trans-
fer of weapons to Iran in exchange for the release of the hostages.

Now, Admiral Poindexter said that he did this in order to spare
the President political embarrassment, a reason that I don't believe
is listed in the Act as a permissible basis for disposing of Presiden-
tial records, and this morning you testified that a staff secretary
was supposed to record all papers with the Presidential signature
even though the NSC might be the custodian of the papers when
they went in and out of the President's office.

Now, would this process also apply to recording references to
Presidential approval or disapproval of memos or other documents
that might be indicated by a check mark or initials?

Mr. REGAN. They should be, yes, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. The record would include those?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. How was Admiral Poindexter able to get his hands

on this document and destroy it?
Mr. REGAN. Whenever there was what is called an NSDD, that's

a National Security Directive from the President directing that
something be done, these were top secret things, because they
would relate perhaps to covert action, perhaps to how foreign
policy would be conducted vis-a-vis another country. Very sensitive
type of documents. So they would be put in a special safe in safe
keeping in the National Security Adviser's area of the White
House.

Mr. BROOKS. How did he get it out of there? Did he 3ign out for
it? You just go pick it up? Does he have a combination Uo it?

Mr. REGkN. That I cannot tell you how that record was actually
kept by him, but I would assume that he must have had a person
in charge of that who would sign things in and out.

Mr. BROOKS. Could it have been Commander Thompson, do you
recall?
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Mr. REGAN. Commander Thompson was a legal officer assigned
to the staff. Whether he was custodian of the documents, I do not
know.

Mr. BROOKS. Now, Colonel North testified that over a period of
days or weeks he was able to destroy, alter, or remove a large
number of documents, many of which certainly might have been
Presidential records under the Act's definition, and these acts in-
luded the alteration and removal of sensitive System IV docu-

ments, and the testimony was corroborated by his very attractive
assistant, Fawn Hall, and others.

Now, what I want to know is, if Colonel North testified truthful-
ly, how was he able to engage in all of this without being detected?

Mr. REGAN. I don't believe that Colonel North would have had
original Presidential signed documents, or shouldn't have had them
in his possession. If they were original signed Presidential docu-
ments, they should have been in a special safe apart from that.
Copies of that might have been with him. Drafts leading up to that
final document might have been with him. Work pape-s might
have been with him, but the final document should never have
been with him.

Mr. BROOKS. Are there any administrative safeguards in place to
prevent the staff from destroying documents such as these regard-
less of their administrative historical information or evidentiary
value?

Mr. REGAN. Once they are logged into the proper area of the
White House and the custodian function exercised, yes, there are
many safeguards against their being destroyed.

Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Regan, Mr. Secretary, in your deposition and in
your testimony this morning you indicated that at the time this
affair began to unravel, you were a strong advocate of making ev-
erything public, getting it out quickly. You made that very clear to
the President and anybody that could hear you, I'm sure.

Did it ever occur to you during that 5 or 6 days Attorney General
Meese was undertaking his inquiry that disputes between two fac-
tions were proceeding as to whether or not to go, whether they
should go public or not, while you were arguing about that, and
that discussion was going on from, what, November 6--

Mr. REGAN. Fifth.
Mr. BROOKS. -fifth to roughly November 24 or something like

that.
Mr. REGAN. Twenty-fifth before we went public.
Mr. BROOKS. While that was going on, hundreds of documents

were being destroyed right there in the West Wing in the Old Ex-
ecutive Office Building. Did it ever occur to you that they might be
cleaning up that record?

Mr. REGAN. No, sir, it didn't occur to me that men of that caliber
would be destroying documents or trying to, as you put it, clean up
the record.

I didn't think the record needed cleaning. I thought all we had to
do was get out the facts. It wasn't until after the press conference
and Shultz pointing out inconsistencies that I began to see that
there were, there was knowledge here of things around me that I
didn't know about, and therefore something was amiss.
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Now, the day after that, November 21, is the day that the Attor-
ney General asked the President for permission to get on a fact-
finding investigation, to get all the facts straight. So all of that
happened within a very short period. But in that time zone be-
tween, let's say, November 5th and the press conference on the
19th, that two-week period, it did not occur to me that people
would be destroying documents.

Mr. BROOKS. Colonel North, Mr. Secretary, has said that CIA Di-
rector Casey was aware of the diversion of arms sales funds to the
Contras and other covert activities during '86 but, according to
White House notes, according to Attorney General Meese, Casey
denied any knowledge of the diversion as late as November 25th of
1986.

Do you believe that Director Casey had knowledge of the diver-
sion prior to November of '86?

Mr. REGAN. I honestly cannot answer that question for you, Mr.
Brooks.

Mr. Casey never told me of any knowledge of it on his part, nor
did he tell me that he didn't have any knowledge of it. So-because
I never discussed it with him.

The only time we talked about diversion on the night of Febru-
ary-not February-November 24, he did not mention that he had
any previous knowledge.

Mr. BROOKS. Now, we have heard some testimony that contribu-
tors to the Contras who were brought in by Spitz Channell and
others were allowed to meet with the President in the White
House.

How was that access to the President for occasions such as these
arranged? Who controlled the in and out? How did that work out?

Mr. REGAN. There is a normal procedure for that. Application is
made to a special assistant to the President, by the name of Fred
Ryan, who keeps the book, as it were, on Presidential engagements,
groups wanting to meet with the President, individuals wanting to
meet with the President. He looks into the initial request, gets
more data on it.

We had-I don't know what they do now, but we used to have a
meeting about once a week, maybe 10 days, a list of further meet-
ings of the President for a coming 10-day or 20-or 30-day period and
would carefully schedule these things in.

If it were a group that were unknown to us, we would ask for
more information, or it had to have a sponsor, quote, unquote,"sponsor" meaning someone in the White House complex who is fa-
miliar with the details of the group and why that group should be
singled out vis-a-vis another group.

In this particular case, as I recall, Dave Fischer, who had been
the President's very close personal aide, was the one who interced-
ed for the group.

In addition, Contra supporters, of course, were the particular
area of interest of the Director of Communications in the White
House, Pat Buchanan, who was constantly urging that the Presi-
dent do more work in educating people as to the Contras and what
they stood for and so on.

So it was a combination of those two things that led to the meet-
ing of these people in the Roosevelt Room.
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I don't want to leave the impression in your mind that this was a
meeting in the Oval Office with the President. It wasn't. A group
of people brought into the Roosevelt Room, maybe 15 or 20, for per-
haps 45 minutes, perhaps an hour-there would be discussions, per-
haps by Buchanan, perhaps by others, and including Lt. Col. North,
who would describe the situation.

At some point in time on the schedule, the President would come
in for 5 minutes, do a stand-up, talk to these people, thank them
for what they were doing-seldom, if ever, took questions-left the
room at the end of the period.

Occasionally-I only remember two or three of these, and I think
on one of them there was a photo session in which they lined up
and had their picture taken with the President.

Mr. BROOKS. Was the President told why he was meeting with
those people?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. Who told him?
Mr. REGAN. I would say probably I did, as a result of information

furnished to me as to the purpose of the, you know, the 2:00 meet-
ing or 3:00 meeting, whatever it was.

Mr. BROOKS. You mentioned Dave Fischer. He was a former per-
sonal assistant-personnel assistant to the President?

Mr. REGAN. Personal assistant.
Mr. BROOKS. He reportedly had an agreement with the Channell-

Miller fundraisers whereby he got a set fee of $50,000 for every
visit with the President he was able to arrange.

Were you aware of any such arrangement?
Mr. REGAN. No. That s a real embarrassment to me personally,

as well as to others on the White House staff, to find out about
that, that Fischer was being paid to arrange those.

We thought he was doing it out of his concerns for the Contras
and the goodness of his heart, a pro bono public type of thing. To
find out he was being paid for it was a real shock.

We tried to avoid that. That's one thing we tried-anyone getting
paid to get a group into the White House, we tried to block that.

Mr. BROOKS. It was not a-how did you describe that transaction
in New York?

Mr. REGAN. NPH? Oh, no, the bait and switch? Possibly. That
doesn't happen just in New York, by the way.

Mr. BROOKS. No.
Mr. REGAN. I don't want to get Mayor Koch down on me.
Mr. BRoOKS. I want to tell you just one little-in east Texas they

have one of those phrases that you might appreciate, it is called
CIF.

Mr. REGAN. What's that?
Mr. BOOKS. It means cash in fist.
But back to our business here, Mr. Secretary, are you familiar

with this man named Martin Aritano?
Mr. REGAN. Never met him, don't know who he is.
Mr. BROOKS. The New York Times this morning said Fischer ar-

ranged seven meetings in the White House between the President
and wealthy donors for a retainer of 20,000 a month and split those
proceeds with Mr. Artiano.

75-937 0 - 88 - 3
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Mr. REGAN. I read the story this morning, but I have no knowl-
edge of who this man is or absolutely no knowledge of the arrange-
ments.

Mr. BROOKS. On a related matter, Colonel North and Albert
Hakim, a distinguished statesman from abroad, you have heard
about him, he is the one that worked up the Hakim Accord where
instead of getting seven hostages, we were going to get one-and-a-
half, they were going to cut one in half I guess, and then we were
going to release those 17 terrorists that Kuwait was holding--

Well, they both testified that, along with General Secord, they
conducted a midnight tour of the White House for representatives
of the Iranian second channel with whom they were negotiating.

Now, were you aware of this access to the most sensitive reaches
of the White House, in the West Wing, by a group including some-
body that didn't have a security clearance, somebody that had been
denied a security clearance, somebody who was officially branded
as a terrorist? And yet they are wandering around in the White
House? Did you know anything about that?

Mr. REGAN. Not at the time it happened.
Mr. BROOKS. How did it happen? How could it happen? How did

they get past the guards?
Mr. REGAN. I certainly looked into it after I read the story.
Colonel North had the privilege, as do many White House staff-

ers, of being able to invite people into the West Wing providing
they are cleared in advance, to take a tour of the West Wing, not
the White House, the West Wing, after hours, after everybody has
left. When the President leaves the Oval Office, because of these
tours, and there are hundreds of people go through on these tours
in the course of a week, the door of the-the main door of the Oval
Office is left open, a guard is posted there, and a rope is up to pre-
vent anyone from going in.

Apparently North arranged through this uniform division of the
Secret Service that he be permitted to take a couple of his people,
acquaintances or however he described them, through on this tour.
So what they did, they visited that first floor of the West Wing, the
tour around the Roosevelt Room, past the offices, Chief of Staff,
you know the thing, the Oval Office, Cabinet room, and out. There
was no visit to the Presidential quarters or the White House itself.

Mr. BROOKS. Colonel North was given special privileges that
other staff members are not accorded?

Mr. REGAN. No, other staff members could get them. The unusu-
al part about that is it was so late in the evening, but in a period,
let s say, between 7:00 and 8:00 o'clock, that is permitted, as long as
there are not too many of these people and they are accompanied
_by a White House staffer. They may make that circular tour of the
West Wing.

Mr. BROOKS. And you are responsible for controlling access in the
West Wing? Are you the responsible-were you then the responsi-
ble official?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, that came under me.
Mr. BROOKS. Now, Mr. Secretary, according to testimony we have

already heard, it was decided on Monday, November 24 and Tues-
day, the 25th by you and General Meese and the President that
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Colonel North should be fired from the NSC staff, Admiral Poin-
dexter should be allowed to resign as adviser, as a result of their
role in the diversion of profits from the Iran arms sales.

Now, these steps were taken with such haste on the morning of
November 25th that Colonel North apparently said he learned he
had been fired from a TV broadcast. That is the new method that
they use down there?

Mr. REGAN. It is one method. There are other ways to learn it.
Mr. BROOKS. When they send Carlucci to visit to tell you its bad

news?
Mr. REGAN. No. I found out the same way. I don't know what his

problem is.
Mr. BROOKS. You don't seem very sympathetic.
Mr. REGAN. Well, what's sauce for the goose.
Let me explain that one about Colonel North. I think I did it this

morning, but I will repeat it again.
It was my recommendation to the President and to the Secretary

of Defense and to the acting head of the National Security-the
acting National Security Adviser that Colonel North should be not
fired, reassigned back to the Marine Corps for further assignment.
He obviously had done something that was unauthorized. We didn't
know the dimensions of it then.

We had some knowledge, but not the complete knowledge that
we now have.

It seemed to me to have such a person remaining at his post at
that same desk and the like wouldn t be prudent at all.

You can imagine the criticism we would have had had Colonel
North stayed on as many have suggested or Admiral Poindexter
stayed on in view of this.

Now, I think we did the right thing. Cap Weinberger did make
certain that the Marine Corps recalled Colonel North from the
billet with the National Security Council back to headquarters.

He is still a Marine colonel. He was not fired in that sense of the
word. He wasn't without a job.

Mr. BROOKS. Still on the payroll?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. BROOKS. Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North were moved

so quickly that there wasn't any time to get additional information
from them about their knowledge of that Iran arms sale and diver-
sion to the Contras, aside from the rather hurried inquiry-superfi-
cial inquiry, in my opinion-that the Attorney General had under-
taken over the previous weekend.

My question is, on Monday and Tuesday, was there any discus-
sion among high-level officials, that I had mentioned, about getting
additional information from these two key officials? Did they talk
about talking to them? Getting a statement before they left the
White House? And wouldn't a good, clean statement by them as to
the fact situation have eliminated several months of this hearing
and these problems?

Mr. REGAN. In hindsight, that might have been appropriate. But
you have go to remember that at that time, our interest was in
making this information public to Congress, to the American
people. We didn't have that much time to sit down to go through
an interrogation of suspects.
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As you know, even the Tower Commission with 90 days of work
didn't come up with all of the facts that this committee has been
able to assemble.

I have heard more than one member of this committee give an
opinion that we may never know the whole story anyway. It is very
difficult to do that.

I am not copping a plea here. I am only explaining. You have
two choices here: do it fast or take your time, get all the informa-
tion and then come out with it.

We chose the thing of let's get as much information out as we
hve. Remember that the President had told the Attorney General,
conduct a criminal investigation.

The Tower Commission-I talked to John Tower on the after-
noon of the 25th, to Ed Muskie and to Brent Scowcroft. They all
agreed right away and we announced the Tower Commission on
the 26th.

We were able to get that out very quickly as a three-man com-
mittee promised to go to work right away.

We felt confident that the story wouldbe there and regardless of
whether the President personally cross-examined Poindexter or
not, well, very frankly, that was one of those things that in the-at
the moment it seemed better to do it the way we did it rather than
a separate way.

Mr. BROOKS. Do you think, Mr. Secretary, that it was primarily
the aftermath of the Iran-arms-Contra scandal that precipitated
your early retirement about 3 months later?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. I think it was a direct cause of that.
Mr. BROOKS. Colonel North has been characterized by some as a

national hero for having carried off this scheme to divert funds
from the Iranian arms sales to the Contras which he apparently
did without the knowledge or approval of the President, according
to the testimony of you and others.

Do you, as a former Marine with extensive overseas duty in
World War II, consider Colonel North to be a national hero for
coming up with this neat idea?

Mr. REGAN. Well, let me put it this way: I admire the colonel's
enthusiasm, his ingenuity, his-obviously I am very impressed by
the courage he has shown previously on the battlefield and in his
previous assignments.

My question, however, at not recognizing him as a real hero, is
insofar as I think he might have asked permission or shared with
us his plan rather than to put it into effect in an unauthorized way
and have this outcome. Perhaps had more of us thought about it in
a longer period of time, this wouldn't have happened and would
have obviated the necessity for our being here today.

Mr. BROOKS. Are you concerned or disappointed or possibly angry
about the damage that his and Admiral Poindexter's activities
caused you and the administration, the anguish that all of us have
shared in the last--

Mr. REGAN. Oh, there were momentary frustrations on my part,
yes. But at my age, and background, you learn to live with these
things. So I bear them no ill will at this point.

Mr. BROOKS. I want to say I appreciate visiting with you today. I
think you have been a candid witness, refreshingly so.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I reserve the balance of my time.
Mr. REGAN. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. The gentleman from Texas has used all of

his time. You've timed it very well.
The Chair recognizes Mr. Courter for 30 minutes.
Mr. COURTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, good afternoon. Pleasure to see you again.
Mr. REGAN. Good afternoon.
Mr. COURTER. I think it's quite really extraordinary that we have

these hearings. We are talking about the innermost conversations
that occurred in the White House. Not only decisions made by the
President, but conversations between the President and his most
confidential advisers, all the while that we have a sitting Presi-
dent. I think it's quite remarkable, and I thirk we should be very
proud of the fact that these hearings are being held in public, and I
really deeply believe they are doing a great deal of good.

In comparison, of course, you have the Soviet model, and I re-
member very well that Yuri Andropov when he was the head of
the Soviet Union, he passed away, and during his funeral we found
out for the very first time that he was married and he had a wife.
The western world wasn't even privy to that fairly basic informa-
tion.

And I did have a chance to read both your depositions from, I
think, March and then later on in the year given to attorneys both
on the Senate and House side of this committee. It struck me, and I
would, just out of curiosity as much as anything else, have you
mention it today. There was, I believe, on November 24th, the day
that you spoke with Mr. Casey, Director of the CIA, advised him
that there was a diversion and you had a short 20-minute conversa-
tion with him in Yardley. It's my understanding that you received
a telephone call from the President's wife?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I did.
Mr. COURTER. Can-what-was that a significant call? Was it im-

portant?
Mr. REGAN. I wasn't able to answer it. It happened as I was on

my way to Langley. I promised to return the call after I got home,
which I did. I don't think it was significant to this hearing.

Mr. COURTER. Was there any thing that was said with respect to
changing personnel inside the White House?

Mr. REGAN. I believe that at that point in time, the President
had probably told his wife of what had happened and she asked me
what we were going to do with it. And I told her that it would be
my recommendation that Poindexter resign.

Mr. COURTER. Was that basically the extent of the conversation?
Mr. REGAN. Yes. We did not discuss North.
Mr. COURTER. The-ah-it was-
Mr. REGAN. There were other things in the conversation, but

they don't relate to this.
Mr. COURTER. I will not go into them now.
There was reports this past week-and you probably read them

as well-and I think they are very distressing, probably to the
President when he read them, that he was involved in a coverup of
this information and that he was counseling as well as Mr. Meese
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or Mr. Casey that there be no public disclosure whatsoever of these
events, that we basically wall-off the White House. That was basi-
cally the tenor that I got from the articles that I read.

I have heard your testimony. I heard the testimony of other
people. It seems to be contrary to that particular story.

Then, I would like, if I may, refer you to exhibit No. 41A, which
is your contemporaneous notes. If you would find page 11 of your
contemporaneous notes that you wrote in your own handwriting
relative to the President's conversations on the issue of getting
some information out.

I would -just wonder whether you would very quickly, on page
11-you wil1 have a better opportunity of translating your writing
than I-if you would just read what you find there on page 11 and
then indicate to the committee and before the American people
whether that is a fair characterization of the President's thrust in
his statement.

Mr. REGAN. It starts on the previous page, the last sentence:
"John Poindexter." I'm reporting here what each person was
saying, or at least the gist of it.

"If we go with this, we would end our Iranian contacts."
"DTR"-that's me: "Must get a statement out now. We are being

attacked and we are being hurt. Losing credibility."
"JP"-that's Poindexter: "No statement needed. News has

peaked. No hearings until January, so should not say anything."
Mr. COURTER. That was Poindexter?
Mr. REGAN. That was Poindexter.
"President: Must say something because I'm being held out to

dry. Have iot dealt with terrorists. Don't know who they are. This
is long-range Iranian policy. No further speculation or answers so
as not to endanger hostages. If we want to pay any money or give
anything to terrorists.

"JP: We"-what the President said is, "we won't pay any money or
give anything to terrorists."

"JP"-that's Poindexter: "Say less about what we are doing,
more about what we are not doing."

Mr. COURTER. I thank you very much.
Your testimony then is that the President's position was consist-

ent with yours, that the story had broken, and we had to get it out
to the American people?

Mr. REGAN. He wanted to say something, but how much he could
say he obviously didn't know, but he did recognize that we had to
say something; but you can see throughout this that Poindexter
was counseling the opposite because of the danger to the hostages.

Mr. COURTER. Now, the President also was sensitive to the hos-
tages, was he not?

r. REGAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. COURTER. Was that the reason that he indicated that he

wanted to say something but not all the particulars?
Mr. REGAN. Well, the reason that he didn't want to say every-

thing was because of the hostages. He wanted to say something just
to answer the questions that were being raised in the minds of Con-
gressmen and the public by these disclosures.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Regan, there has been testimony by Oliver
North that he advised and talked to Director Casey about the di-
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version of proceeds from Iran to Central America, and that the Di-
rector thought it was a neat idea to proceed.

There has been testimony by Ed Meese, the Attorney General,
that he had a conversation with Director Casey and Casey indicat-
ed that he was unaware of the diversion.

You had a conversation, I believe, on the evening of the 24th
when you drove by and you advised him. Did he indicate to you
that that was the first time he heard about it?

Mr. REGAN. He did not say one way or the other whether he
knew of the diversion or didn't know of the diversion. As I ex-
plained earlier this morning, he heard me out as to, you know, the
extent of what Meese had told the President. I briefed it. I didn't
give him everything, but in brief what had happened.

Then he gave me the downside. Do you know what you're risking
by going public with all of this?

Mr. COURTER. When he gave you the downside, was he advocat-
ing, as was Admiral Poindexter, nondisclosure or was he just
making sure that you knew all the fact&-or all the possible ramifi-
cations of disclosure?

Mr. REGAN. I would say in retrospect that he was advocating, but
it was a biased type of advocacy. In other words, he was showing
me that there would be some real danger if we persisted in this. In
other words, he was leaning toward trying to advise not to do it,
leaning that way but not actually saying it.

Mr. COURTER. My feeling would be that you were very persuasive
because apparently the next morning when he had a conversation
with Ed Meese, he came around to your point of view, and my
recollection of Ed Meese's testimony was by that following morn-
ing, he was articulating the need to release it because of the politi-
cal damage to the President?

Mr. REGAN. Well, I think anyone in that position, particularly as
learned a man arid as experienced a man as Bill Casey, reviewing
in his mind the pros and cons of the situation, would have to come
down and say, you know, you cannot keep this any longer. You
have got to go public with it.

Mr. COURTER. It was a wise decision.
You indicated that the demeanor of Bill Casey being almost, if

not expressionless-I mean, I know the man as well. Sometimes his
outward manifestations would not reveal what was going on inside.
But how would you compare his demeanor when you told him
about the diversion with the President's demeanor when he was
advised about the diversion?

Mr. REGAN. Well, I characterize Casey as being, what, stolid,
phlegmatic, or unreadable; whereas the President visibly was shook
by this and recoiled when he heard it, every manifestation of sur-
prise and horror at what he had just heard.

Mr. COURTER. Your feeling at that particular time was that he
grasped the significance, political and otherwise?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes. He looked like a guy that had really been
punched in the stomach.

Mr. COURTER. I have heard that expression before.
There h:s been a conversation by others, and you touched on it

earlier this morning, that some chronologies were made without
your authorization. We know from prior testimony that some of
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those chronologies were placed in different forms. The testimony
was that it wasn't an opportunity to change the events but just to
have a more accurate read on what took place. They were trying to
patch things together.

Would you know-besides that, would you ever suspect or know
of a reason why-what was the motive behind the change in the
chronologies? Could you explain that, if you know?

Mr. REGAN. I don't know why this was taking place and why
they had so much difficulty. It would be a wild guess on my part
because I didn't participate. You have heard from these witnesses,
the ones who are actually changing the chronology, and trying to
put it together, and I suppose that their reason was that they still
wanted to have some type of nondisclosure of the fact that we had
been dealing arms for hostages, perhaps out of still having that
latent fear of if there is complete disclosure, we may further en-
danger the hostages.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Regan, I was just handed-this is something I
was trying to find before to be more specific. If I could now back up
to the first couple of questions, with your permission. One of the
lead stories of the past couple of days that came out July 27th, the
opening paragraph leads with the following partial sentence, and I
am going to ask you whether- -I know the answer, I believe-accu-
rately portrays or conveys your impressions of the President when
he was advised of the diversion.

"President Reagan actively led the initial effort last November to
conceal the essential details of a secret arms-for-hostages program
and to keep it alive after the first disclosures threatened to blow it
up."

Is that accurate?
Mr. REGAN. No. That is not accurate at all. I would say that is a

complete false reading of what the President was actually saying. I
think if you look at my notes, which are more detailed, on the No-
vember 10th meeting, it gives a different impression of what the
President was actually saying.

Mr. COURTER. There was obviously a turnaround in the adminis-
tration, and perhaps with yourself as well, between December, 1985
and January, 1986 on the issue of dealing with elements in Iran,
and I have heard it, and I have heard some explanations, but I
wonder whether there is-and I don't know the answer to the ques-
tion, which is a legitimate question, what the real reason was. Do
you suspect-we have heard about Israel, their involvement and
conversations with them, the use of proceeds from the sale with
Israel for other projects, second sources of information inside Iran.

Do yoti know why the remarkable new life in this particular pro-
posal that occurred during that 3 or 4 week period?

Mr. REGAN. I don't know all of the reasons why. I can speculate,
and this I admit is with 20/20 hindsight and probably an attorney
would tell me, "Don't bother," but anyway, let me have at it.

I suspect that those-that a lot of this was plotting by arms deal-
ers to involve the United States in massive arms transfer to Iran. I
suspect that they conjured up the second plan when they found
that the first plan had fizzled and was no longer operative. They
saw m opportunity here and wanted to keep it alive.
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I think at the same time our own people had become so involved
in trying to extricate these hostages and not wanting to fail that
they didn't see how they were being misled by these arms dealers,
andas a result, they were led down this garden path, and we ended
up where we were. It was sold to us on the basis of this is a brand
new idea, and it will lead to better relationships with Iran. We will
get a chance to talk to higher-ups to people really inside the coun-
try. We may be able to send some people in there. It is worth
doing. It was a very enthusiastic presentation.

Mr. COURTER. It seems to me that some of the people inside the
administration wanted the results of that initiative that they didn't
look at the means carefully enough. And correct me if I am wrong,
it strikes me, after sitting for weeks in this testimony, that differ-
ent people in the administration and outside the administration
had different reasons for the continued operation in Iran.

It seems to me that Bill Casey was very concerned about compro-
mising sources and methods. He was very concerned about William
Buckley. The President was very concerned about the strategic con-
sequences of an Iranian Government which was friendly to the
Soviet Union and the warm-water ports. There were some private
entrepreneurs that wanted money. There was North and others
that thought those things, but perhaps also thought of a way to
help the Contras in Central America. It seemed that different
people had different reasons to see this go forward. Is that a possi-biity?

Mr. REGAN. I think it is a probability. I think you have enumer-
ated most of the motives that were operating in this particular
affair.

Mr. COURTER. Did President Reagan know-and this has to do
with the HAWK shipment from Israel to Iran-did the President
know about, to your knowledge, the CIA involvement or coopera-
tion with that?

Mr. REGAN. No. At least in my presence, it was never told to the
President that the CIA in any way was responsible for any part of
that transaction.

Mr. COURTER. If it was told to the President and people like your-
self that the CIA might have been involved, what would that have
required, in your opinion-a Finding?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes, definitely.
Mr. COURTER. Directing your attention to the issue of manage-

ment of the White House, if you will-and I think it is good that
you are given your opportunity to talk about your side of the story,
and I think I am going to give you that opportunity, if I may -it
seems to me everybody must have been so sensitive to the risks of
the Iranian weapons sale, it was a classic, extraordinary gains/ex-
traordinary risks type of an operation on balance.

The President decided to go forward with it. The one thing that
is extraordinary to me is the length of it. It seems to me in a high
risk/high gain venture, what you want to do is compress the time,
keep it 30 to 60 days. If you are successful, that's wonderful-if you
are not, you cut your losses, as you say. You sell short, sell long,
whatever they do on Wall Street. You go home and lick your
wounds.

Mr. REGAN. Get out.
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Mr. COURTER. You get out.
And therefore it seems to me there should have been some flags

or mileposts along the way. The thing kept going on and on and on.
I am just wondering whether you or anybody else had discussed

the fact that, you know, we haven't noticed the Congress for 3
months now, it's 9 months now, it's 10 months, and that is bother-
some, or we have to take a fresh look at this operation.

Did it have nine lives? Why wasn't there those managerial mile-
posts to an operation that had such an extraordinary downside?

Mr. REGAN. That is a very valid point.
I think what has happened is that we went in it initially for a

short period of time. Once we had gotten into it, it was the old
promises, promises. We kept hearing that, you know, in another
week, in another 2 weeks. Sort of "the check is in the mail" type of
thing.

As a result, there was no definitive date-July 4th, let's have a
complete review of this.

Then our attention went elsewhere. As soon as we knew in late
August of the forthcoming meeting with the General Secretary, our
attention literally focused there, and most of us, with the probable
exception of the national security staff, simply turned our thoughts
on disarmament and the intricate questions of what are we going
to do, short-range and long-range missiles, that type of thing.

As you know, those are very perplexing questions and took an
enormous amount of time. I think we just simply didn't look at this
and let it stew for too long a period.

Mr. COURTER. Is that one of, I suppose, the lessons learned out of
all of this?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, it has to be. Very definitely.
Mr. COURTER. Directing your attention to exhibit 22, if you

would, it is the now infamous diversion memorandum which at one
time was characterized as a smoking gun, and now either a cap
gun or really nothing at all.

You said something either this morning or in your depositions-I
-ara not sure-that intrigued me. You indicated, and of course, the
record here before us, the testimony before us, is that the President
did not see that memorandum; in fact, he was not briefed about the
diversion at all.

We have gone into that time and time again. I think everybody
believes that.

Mr. REGAN. What exhibit are we on?
Mr. COURTER. It's exhibit-I think it's exhibit 22.
Mr. REGAN. Twenty-two?
Mr. COURTER. Is that the diversion memo?
You indicated, Mr. Regan, that that wasn't the character of the

type of a document that would land on the President's desk.
In other words, I just want to put the last nail in the coffin here

and let you explain that statement, if you would.
Mr. REGAN. This, quite obviously, is a workpaper that should

have had an overlay on it, a "from-to" type of overlay. On the over-
lay it should have indicated to the President whether he wanted to
approve or disapprove of it, and then if he were going to approve of
it, to have an approval written out exactly what he is approving.

This thing here is much too loose. It is not in the proper form.
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Mr. COURTER. Is it also-it strikes me-and I have never worked
in the White House, but it strikes me as rather verbose and de-
tailed for a President of the United States.

Would you also characterize it as that?
Mr. REGAN. Yes. This would be cut back before it went to the

President. It is much too long for an executive summary.
Mr. COURTER. YOU testified, Mr. Regan, that although you had a

great deal to do with who saw the President, there were certain
people that did have access to the President without checking with
you. And, of course, there were times people got an appointment
through you but saw then the President alone or without your
presence.

Did you indicate that Mr. Casey had private meetings with the
President of the United States?

Mr. REGAN. Mr. Casey did have private meetings on occasion
with the President of the United States, but did not have the privi-
lege or right to go in on his own.

Mr. COURTER. How about Admiral Poindexter, did he have the
right to go in on his own and/or did he have private meetings with
the President?

Mr. REGAN. He had the right to do it and he exercised it.
Mr. COURTER. How about the Secretary of State, George Shultz?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, he could go in on his own.
Mr. COURTER. To your knowledge, did Director Casey and Admi-

ral Poindexter ever go in to the President together alone, without
anybody else, to your knowledge?

Mr. REGAN. I have no recollection of that at this time. I can
check the record to see, but I have no record of that.

Mr. COURTER. If that were the case, would the records reflect
that?

Mr. REGAN. They should, because normally, even though there
are times when the President's schedule does not reflect everybody
with whom he talks in the course of a day, there is a private record
of that kept for historical purposes, and that record, I believe, has
been made available to this committee and should reflect that.

Mr. COURTER. So that recordkeeping is done at the White House.
In other words, it is a real time type of a record.

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. COURTER. Directing youi attention to Colonel North again,

it's been testified by Lt. Col. North that it was kind of common
knowledge among most people of his activities in certain areas and
he was also, if not specifically referring to Central America, indi-
rectly referring to that as one of his activities; that was common
knowledge around the White House and in the administration.

He went so far as to say that the Secretary of State went up to
him and congratulated him on his work-specifics were not men-
tioned, but Oliver North took that as his work with respect to the
Democratic Re-istance in Central America.

That Elliott Abrams testified or I don't know whether he did, but
I guess Oliver North testified that when Elliott Abrams had to get
the body of an American back from Central America because of the
Hasenfas flight that went down, he called Oliver North to get the
job done.
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Was it, in your opinion, common knowledge that Oliver North
was spending extraordinary amounts of energy and coordinating
work with the Resistance in Central America?

Mr. REGAN. I think those White House staffers who thought
about it-not many thought about, you know, exactly who is doing
what-but when asked what does Ollie North do over there-well,
he is in charge of various details, and I think Central America
would have been thought of as one of his areas, yes.

Mr. COURTER. Admiral Poindexter testified that when he was on
a plane trip with the President of the United States, he came very
close to telling the President about the diversion, because the
President of the United States at that particular time, showing his
frustration about the lack of wisdom in this body, the Congress, in
giving support to the democrats in Central America, made the
statement, John, can't we do something unilaterally.

Did you hear or-ever hear the President say something like
that or words to that effect?

Mr. REGAN. I don't recall that. I may have been present, but I
don't recall that, no.

Mr. COURTER. Did the President feel very strongly about the
Democratic Resistance?

Mr. REGAN. Very strongly.
Mr. COURTER. What was his major articulation on that? What

were his major concerns?
Mr. REGAN. Well, the major concern is the fact that here are a

group of people, part of a government that we, the United States,
helped establish. We overthrew the Somoza government, and these
people were part of that government. Then, as one part of the Gov-
ernment went more communist, these people broke off.

He thought it only right that we should continue to support
them because they were the type of government that originally the
United States had agreed to support.

He couldn't understand, still doesn't understand, why his point
of view was so obscure both to the nation and to some parts-some
parts of the nation and to some Members of Congress.

He feels very strongly that we should not allow another bastion
of communism to be established a few hundred miles from our bor-
ders.

All I'll say is he has said on more than one occasion he will do
everything he can to drive that government out of there.

Mr. COURTER. I assume you concurred in his opinion?
Mr. REGAN. Certainly.
Mr. COURTER. Secretary Shultz testified about his inability to get

on planes, and you had an opportunity to set the record straight or
give your opinion on that.

Mr. REGAN. I prefer the former.
Mr. COURTER. I'll accept the former.
Maybe you can set the record straight on another matter, as

well.
Secretary Shultz indicated that the President makes-and this is

just the beginning of the question, this isn't the question-makes
hood decisions when he gets good advice, and part of the problem

ere was the fact that the President was not getting uncooked
advice, he was not getting dispassionate intelligence, he was-
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Shultz saying he didn't have access to the President at critical
times, number one, and that the advice given to the President by
the intelligence community, including Admiral Poindexter, was
slanted, was not accurate, and given the proper and accurate infor-
mation, the President would have made the proper and accurate
decision.

The question is: did Secretary Shultz ever come to you and talk
about the problem with the CIA cooking intelligence or slanting it
or Poindexter not giving accurate information?

It seems to me that you would be the one he would be concerned
about and would talk to, if, in fact, he was concerned at that time.

Mr. REGAN. I never received that feeling from him in those
words.

There are natural tensions _4pt exist in the various parts of our
foreign policy/Department of 'Defense/intelligence areas. This isnot unique to the Reagan administration, if yougo back and read
about what happened in other administrations. The State Depart-
ment, the Defense Department, the intelligence agencies are con-
stantly interpreting, re-interpreting; some have one opinion, some
have another opinion of the same set of facts or similar set of facts.

When there are these tensions, when there are these disagree-
ments, it's the job of the National Security Adviser to try to pull
the various ones together and, if they are going to remain as sepa-
rate opinions, present all of these to the President.

Incidentially, for that purpose, they have a luncheon-I don't
know whether anyone has testified about this-but there has been
a luncheon set up all the time that I was there as Chief of Staff.
They had the use of the family dining room on the main floor of
the White House every Friday for a meeting of the Secretary of
State, Secretary of Defense, Director of Central Intelligence and
the National Security Adviser, and just the four of them-no assist-
ants, no aides, no one else-to go over these common problems.

So when I would get gripes from one or the other, I would say,
well, for God's sake, you know, settle it at your luncheon, that's
what the purpose of your luncheon is; the President is in no posi-
tion to know who is correct here; get the facts straight among your-
selves; if you need a decision, then bring it to him.

Now, as far as Shultz was concerned, he did most of his com-
plaining to me about the misuse of information in the latter days
of this affair, from the time of the TV speech and the press confer-
ence on, until it was finally decided in the first week of December
to turn the whole matter over to the State Department, and they
now run our Iranian policy.

Mr. COURTER. I see that my time is just about up.
I would like to ask you just two other very quick questions.
Number one, you indicated that at the NSPG-National Security

Planning Group-meetings that were weekly affairs, that you
thought that a gentleman across the table was taking notes, and
when you found out they were really action items you didn't take
note, no one else took notes.

Do you think notes should have been taken?
Mr. REGAN. No, that's not correct, I said at the morning meet-

ings, at the 9:30 meetings, the Presidential briefings, I thought
notes were being taken, only to find out they were not. At NSPG
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meetings notes are taken, and I think you have copies of all of the
NSPG meetings. There definitely should be notes of that meeting.

Mr. COURTER. Should they be taken in the morning meetings?
Mr. REGAN. I have since advised Frank Carlucci that certainly

there should be a notetaker present, in view of what has happened
here-when did the President-when was he told and what was he
told.

Mr. COURTER. Thank you very much, Mr. Regan.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. We will now begin our ten-minute round, and

I call upon Senator Trible.
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, welcome. I want to thank you for your testimony

today, for your candor and wit. I must tell you on this 39th day of
public hearings, both are much appreciated by this Senator, and I
know by my colleagues as well.

Before your years of service in Washington, you had a very dis-
tinguished career on Wall Street, you are an expert on money mat-
ters, financial management, accountability, and it is in that regard
that I would like to pose a question. I have been very interested in
pursuing the money trail throughout these activities, because I
think it tells us a lot about people and events.

I personally have been dismayed at the haphazard, almost non-
existent financial management and oversight and control over
these huge sums of moneys involved in the Iran-Contra affair. Nor-
mally, as you well know, when the CIA undertakes a covert activi-
ty or DOD an arms sale, there is very strict financial oversight to
protect our national interest, and that is clearly the case in the pri-
vate sector as well when you structure an ongoing enterprise.

Now, from the testimony of the key players, the following facts
have been established with regard to this financial enterprise: John
Poindexter says he did not believe in micromanaging and left all
financial matters to Oliver North and Richard Secord. Oliver
North said he left the management control of finances to Richard
Secord, a man he trusted. Colonel North testified he was shocked
to find there was $8 million left in Secord's accounts at a time
when the Contras desperately needed help.

Now, Richard Secord, in turn, said the money belongs to Hakim,
and finally Albert Hakim remarkably, candidly said he loves his
ado pted country, and he was in it for the money.

1N ow, in short, in summary, John Poindexter said it was Oliver
North's responsibility, Oliver North said financial matters were en-
trusted to Richard Secord, Richard Secord said the money was
Albert Hakim's, and Albert Hakim admits to being a player for
profit.

My q uestion: Is this any way to conduct a business, especially the
people s business?

Mr. REGAN. Just asking the question gets the answer. The
answ 'is absolutely not. In the first place, I guess again this is
hindsight, but I don't think the National Security Adviser or his
staff should run an operation. If they are going to run an oper-
ation, and this is permitted by the Congress, then I think they
should have full accountability, the same as the CIA, Department
of Defense or anyone else for what is going on. Had that been done,
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there would have been a financial officer attached to this who
would have seen that the bills were paid and moneys received.

Obviously, that wasn't done. I don't believe that Federal funds
should be turned over to private citizens, particularly when these
are acquisitive private citizens. Accordingly, the thing had to be fi-
nancially mishandled from start to finish.

Granted, you know, I am second guessing the whole operation,
when you do have a covert operation, naturally you have to keep
the financial side of it secret also, but nevertheless, there was no
excuse for this lax handling of money.

Mr. TRIBLE. Well, I thank you, Mr. Secretary, and Mr. Chief of
Staff, Mr. Regan.

Let me simply say that your testimony in the broad brush tracks
that of Secretary Shultz's and the Attorney General. Each of you,
in your own way, have underscored that not only were you and the
President not fully consulted on the activities of the National Secu-
rity staff but indeed were kept in the dark. Excluding the Presi-
dent and his principal advisers, avoiding established procedures,
circumventing proper oversight and checks and balances resulted
in ill-conceived policy and unwise decisions by the NSC staff. Ulti-
mately those initiatives failed at great cost to the President and to
our country.

The central lesson of all this is that policy pursued in this fash-
ion is bound to fail, and I hope that we can learn that lesson and
many others along with it through the ordeal of these hearings so
we can avoid these kinds of problems in the future.

I appreciate your testimony. Your appearance here today demon-
strates that there is life after Washington, and--

Mr. REGAN. It is called Alexandria, VA.
Mr. TRIBLE. That Potomac is mighty wide, is it not?
Mr. REGAN. It is.
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank God for Virginia.
I am losing control now. Mr. Secretary, I just want to point out

that it is nice to know that there is life after Congress or life after
the White House, because that is especially reassuring to each of
us on this panel.

Mr. REGAN. I hope you don't find out about it too soon.
Mr. TRIBLE. I agree. I am with you. I am with you. I do want to

thank you for your testimony, but I also want to thank you for
your years of service. It is not an easy task to serve in the White
House, and I thank you for your service, and I thank you for being
here today, and I wish you and Ann well.

Mr. REGAN. Thank you.
Mr. TRIBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman. HAMILTON. Mr. Cheney.
Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, I will be very brief. I would like to join my colleagues

in thanking you for your testimony. It has been very helpful to the
committee. I know a great many Americans would join with us in
thanking you for your years of service and wishing you well in the
years ahead.

In a belief that these sessions should end at a reasonable hour, in
the hope of starting a trend among my colleagues, I am going to
yield back the balance of my time.
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Mr. REGAN. From one Chief of Staff or a former Chief of Staff to
another, thanks.

Mr. CHENEY. Yes sir.
Chairman. HAMILTON. Mr. Fascell.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, J wish I could be as gracious, but I

have been stimulated by some of the things I have heard with such
candor and wit. Will somebody take this down to the-I am afraid
it would never get there.

Mr. Regan, the reason I brought that up is because in answer to
one of Mr. Courter's questions, you said, "Yes, I got a call from the
First Lady, but it wasn't really very significant." I just-but it is
interesting because it seemed to be rather significant as I read
your deposition, and I wanted to get your own remarks there to
you. It says, "Did you speak to the First Lady that night," meaning
after you had been out to Bill Casey that evening, that is on the
24th, and you said "Yes."

"What did she have to tell you?
"She was very upset at the news apparently her husband had

told her and, or the complication that heads would have to roll.
"Do you recall how she told you that, what she said?
"I can't recall the specifics, but that was the thing, there would

have to be a housecleaning of people that had let Ronnie down. I
seemed to have the impression that mine was one of the heads that
would have to roll.

"What gave you that impression?
"Well, when people talked about a thorough housecleaning, start-

ing at the top, one gets the impression that one may be considered.
"Did she mention Oliver North or John Poindexter in that

housecleaning?
"She didn't mention North, she may have mentioned Poindexter.
"Did you tell her that steps were already taken or going to be

taken?
"Yes. That was one of the things I was doing was working fast

and furiously to try to get this information out and to have an in-
vestigation and let the facts come out."

That is as far as I am going to read. My comment simply is, Mr.
Regan, you certainly have mellowed with time, and as a matter of
fact, it was so fast and remarkable in just a couple of short weeks, I
would recommend you some way to some winery somewhere to
make wonderful wine.

Mr. REGAN. I am not sure I get the point.
Mr. FASCELL. That is a compliment, Mr. Regan.
Mr. REGAN. Oh, it is? OK. I will take it as such.
Mr. FASCELL. Would you turn to page 64 in your-well, no, it's

exhibit 64 in your book. Just take a look at that. It is a memoran-
dum from David Fischer to you, dated January 5, 1986. You have
answered part of this, but I just want to pursue it a little bit.

That memorandum and the attached documents, including a
January 10 memo to you from David Chew, is very thorough. It
seems to--

Mr. REGAN. David Fischer.
Mr. FASCELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. REGAN. I thought you said David Chew.
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Mr. FASCWELL. Well, both, because on the tail end of that is a note
from David Chew after the television ads. It says, "Attached is the
material that Dave Fischer promised to get to you. I'm discussing
with the NSC and they're onboard, and supportive," et cetera.
"How about arranging for a briefing in the Roosevelt Room," et
cetera. That's Chew, I gather, to you, and then that's attached to a
memorandum from Fischer to you. Right?

Mr. REGAN. That's correct, sir.
Mr. FASCELL. But the point is there, you read that and you get

the idea all these persons who are coming in, potential contribu-
tors, supporters or whatever, were going to be given the red carpet
treatment, as you already testified, they would get the briefing, the
North treatment and whoever else, and then whenever-when it
was possible, the President would drop in for 5 minutes and people
would be motivated.

As a matter of fact, back in the bunker at NSC about that same
period of time, North was sending out letters to these people, and
I'm not saying anything was bad about this, I'm just saying this is
what happened, and many of these people did contribute both for
whatever, the Contras or ads for the newspaper or television spots,
et cetera. And they hired public relation experts out of this money
and a lot of money was raised.

The question is, did you tell the President what this was all
about, this whole operation?

Mr. REGAN. I think I probably would have given him about 3 or 4
minutes' briefing just prior to his going into this meeting.

Mr. FASCELL. So he would know what he was standing up for?
Mr. REGAN. Exactly.
Mr. FASCELL. All right. Did you know that the American Con-

servative Trust was a Federal political action committee, that is, a
PAC, not a tax-exempt organization?

Mr. REGAN. No, I did not know that.
Mr. FASCELL. And they are shown on those sample ads that were

sent to you, television ads, in support of the effort, they're shown
as the persons who paid for the ad and the credit line.

Do you have any idea what was done with the money after it was
raised?

Mr. REGAN. No, I do not.
Mr. FASCELL. Now, according to the guest list for that Roosevelt

Room meeting, there were 19 potential contributors present, some
of them accompanied by their wives, and during the next 5 months,
16 of those 19 contributed over $4 million to Spitz Channell's orga-
nizations, Mr. Regan.

Nearly $3 million of that was transferred to IBC, it was Gomez and
Miller organization, $2.5 million of which was passed on to bank ac-
counts in the Cayman Islands; over $800,000 went to Goodman-
that's the ad agency-for TV spots; and several hundred thousand
dollars went to various lobbyists and public relations specialists
who were "educating the Congress"-I'll put that in quotes. And
$90,000 went to an outfit called Prodemca to run newspaper ads.

So, you know, this is a pretty successful event when you look at
it in terms of per capita. I don't think either political party could
do that well. So it was a pretty good punch.
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But this money that was raised went for the Contras, wound up
in bank accounts in Switzerland and the Cayman Islands, ran
newspaper ads. It was part of an overall operation. And the ques-
tion I'm asking you is-that's pretty big. So I have two questions.

One, in light of all these facts, don't you think it would be more
appropriate if that was done some place else? After all, you know,
let s face it, you're using the President as a very important prop in
this whole operation; you're using the White House itself, and it
probably would be more appropriate to do it somewhere else, don't
you think?

Mr. REGAN. Well, again, we are talking with the benefit of hind-
sight.

Mr. FASCELL. Agreed.
Mr. REGAN. At the time here, if you will notice the memo that

was given to me, it is described as an organization that's already
spent in excess of $3 million in supporting the President's pro-
grams. It is also described as an organization that has budgeted $3
million more for educating public opinion on the issue of aid to the
Contras.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, they did a good job. I'm not arguing the fact.
Mr. REGAN. What I'm saying is that it did look like people trying

to support something that the President believed in. There are
many such organizations. We utilize that., as you're well aware. In
times of the tax bill or trade bill or many other things, there are
such organizations who will support the President's point of view
who are brought into the White House for that purpose.

We were under the impression that this was such-that type of
organization, that it was legitimate, on the up and up, and the pur-
pose would be non-lethal. So that's why we agreed to it.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, it is hard to say whatever happened to it, the
money in terms of when it got into those accounts over which Colo-
nel North had control. It's hard to say whether it was lethal or
non-lethal. Nevertheless, I can understand the politics of it. I mean
it's legitimate politics; you go out and raise money and try to sup-
port your cause, and they even try to defeat the Congressmen. This
organization took credit for going into 32 out of 39 districts and de-
livering the votes of those Congressmen. I think that's a slight ex-
aggeration, don't you?

Mr. REGAN. I would agree.
Mr. FASCELL. Now, who ran the operation for you in the White

House?
Mr. REGAN. Well, this came in initially, as I said earlier, to Fred

Ryan, who is the scheduler. I asked for more information on it. The
memoranda was supplied by David Fischer, whom I knew as a man
who was close to the President. The signoff there, as you can see in
the memorandum, the overleaf or-that you described from David
Chew said that NSC, he was checking with to make sure they were
supportive, so if NSC agreed, if our own people agreed, that's the
checking we did, and then we went ahead with it.

M.r. FASCELL. Now, this also included a very strong legislative
effort with the Congress, so I'm not quite clear who had the respon-
sibility in the White House for that. You mentioned Pat Buchan-
an?
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Mr. REGAN. Well, he is in communications, or was in communica-
tions. And Public Liaison reported to him. Public Liaison would
have been the group that would have met these people as a public"
organization. The actual legislative effort was run by a Presidential
assistant by the name of Will Ball, who had the actual responsibil-
ity for carrying the legislation.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Regan.
Chairman INOUYE. Chairman Boren.
Mr. BOREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, I want to join the others in thanking you for your

testimony and the candor of it. I think it has been very helpful to
all of us to have the facts in the very clear way that you have pre-
sented them to us.

I would like to look forward for just a minute in thinking about
what we can do in the future, and I think this is a very important
part of the responsibility of this committee and all of us. What can
we do in the future to help avoid situations like this and to build
the kind of constructive partnership between the Congress and the
White House that we need, particularly in the foreign policy area?

Mr. REGAN. I have been giving this a lot of thought, Senator
Boren, as I have had time to think in recent months. The more I
think about it, the more I think that on the legislation side, certain
things can be done, and on the executive side, more can be done.

As I look at it, I would shoot, if I were you, towards some type of
temporary arrangement between the current White House ctaff
and the current Congress, looking forward to the 101st Congress
and the new President in January of 1989, regardless of party.
Whoever it is, he is going to have the same problems that this
President had and this President's predecessors had.

At times there will be need for covert operations. There never
will be a time, at least in my judgment, when we can say we will
never have a covert operation. You have to have a covert operation
occasionally. When you do, there are certain selected few, in my
judgment, from the legislative area who should know of this. Who
they are, I leave that to you. My suggestion would be that it is kept
as a very small, select number of leaders.

Mr. BOREN. Like the group of eight, for example, something of
that nature?

Mr. REGAN. Something of that nature. Who would be told. And
there should be, let's say, a two-week period mandated in which
they must be told within that two-week period.

Mr. BOREN. So that we don't have open-ended the idea of what
timely notice would be?

Mr. REGAN. That's right. But on the other hand, it isn't that
either before he does something or immediately after, in the heat
of making judgmental decisions upon what's happening in that
covert operation, the President has to turn around and get to the
Congress, give them a little wiggle room, if you will, in there. But
have that specified.

But I certainly think that some type of arrangement could be
worked out between the two branches of government to lessen
these tensions.

Mr. BOREN. I appreciate your comments, and in fact these kinds
of conversations are going on now with those at the White House,
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and I hope that very soon we will have something to show for that
kind of consultation.

As you look back on the decision made on the diversion of funds
by Admiral Poindexter, you have expressed yourself about the in-
appropriate nature of anyone other than the President taking on
the power to make that decision. Is there anything that we could
do in terms of establishing a fail-safe device, looking back on your
experience in the White House, to make sure that that kind of de-
cision of great importance could not be taken without the Presi-
dent being notified, could not be indeed implemented? Because
here we had a decision taken without the President's knowledge,
according to both the President and Admiral Poindexter. The
President has made it clear it is a decision he would not have made
had he been informed of it, he would have rejected it, and yet it
happened that it was implemented.

Is there anything in the terms of a fail-safe device, either
strengthening reporting from the NSC to the Chief of Staff, or any-
thing mechanically that you can think of that could be done to
avoid that kind of situation from developing in the future?

Mr. REGAN. The obvious temptation would be for me to say, have
the National Security Adviser report to the President through the
Chief of Staff, but I don't say that. I do think what can be done
here is whenever a covert operation is contemplated or is in being,
that there is another person in the White House who should be
part of the scheme, and that is the President's counsel.

In this case, the President's counsel was kept entirely out of any
legal opinion about this. He was not asked aboiit, does the NSC
come under the Boland, or an~y of the Boland Amendments? Does
the NSC have the right to be operational? He was never brought
into this.

I tried to bring the White House counsel into this, first Fred
Fielding and later Peter Wallison, and in both cases was rejected
by the National Security Adviser, that that is not necessary, we
have our own legal opinion, we are getting it from the Attorney
General, we are getting it from our own in-house.

I understand that Mr. Carlucci has beefed up the legal staff
within the NSC. In my judgment, that's still not enough. I think it
should be, the President should be urged to insist that his own
counsel be brought into these matters, because it's been my experi-
ence that a lawyer will at least point out where the pitfalls are.

If the policymakers decide to go with it, so be it, but he would be
there to do that and if he finds there is a covert operation, it would
be required that he should follow up on it to make certain that all
necessary laws are being observed, et cetera, et cetera.

Mr. BOREN. I think that is an excellent suggestion. Let me ask
maybe taking it one step further.

In addition to having the standard practice where the President
would say now where is the advice of the White House counsel on
this matter as he is looking at anything of a very controversial
nature, especially from a legal point of view, would you also give
the counsel the right to, let us sa y, if he thought he noticed an un-
usual amount of activity or heard reports, let us say, that Admiral
Poindexter or his associates like Colonel North were undertaking
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something, that he would have the right to ask them about their
activities so that he could pass legal advice?

Mr. REGAN. I don't want to get into micromanaging the White
House. I had a shot at that once. I would say that that might be a
suggestion you would give to them.

I wouldn't want to see it made part of law or mandate or anything
of that nature. But certainly it is part of-I would suggest it as
part of the reform that you-I believe-should put into your
report.

Mr. BOREN. In regard to the role of Congress, would you agree
that if we had the appropriate kind of oversight setting and mutual
trust on both sides, with the feeling you could have a truly candid
discussion without that discussion becoming public in an inappro-
priate way, that that also could help the President?

You were in charge of making sure that the President got the
best possible advice, wide-ranging advice on a number of issues as
Chief of Staff.

Would you feel that could also be a help to the President if he-
that he could benefit from the candid advice if oversight commit-
tees are told of matters that are underway?

We have had many cases where that has happened. We have had
some cases where we have written back to the President, for exam-
ple.

The President has heeded comments we have made or he has
modified things as a result.

Do you think there is a positive role, not just a negative over-
sight role, but a positive role with confidential advice that the over-
sight process can provide?

Mr. REGAN. I think there is a role for the Congress to play on
these operations. I don't think it is the role of a nanny. And, you
know, a constantly micromanaging affair.

Mr. BOREN. I agree.
Mr. REGAN. When you get into these things, I know from person-

al experience, it does gets irksome to have people on the outside,
whether in the administration or in the Congress, telling you how
to run something when they don't have all of the facts.

I think the advice of wise heads in Congress about a covert oper-
ation is something the President should take advantage of; that he
should be able to consult.

But I can tell you this also, that there are many times when a
President probably wants to do something and all the advice of
Congress would be don't do it. And then if he deliberately turns his
back on it and says, "In spite of all your advice, I am going to do
it," that isn't going to help relations between the Congress and the
President.

Mr. BOREN. We know there are those situations.
Mr. REGAN. You have got to watch which way you go.
Mr. BOREN. There certainly has to be a balance between 535

people trying to be Commander in Chief and Secretary of State,
and second guessing everything down to the detail and giving ap-
propriate advice and having appropriate consultation.

I think your comments and suggestions are very good ones and
very helpful to us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-
utes.

[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
I would like to announce that a vote is now pending in the U.S.

Senate and this will be the reason for the absence of all Senate
Members, but I'll be around, sir.

I would like to now recognize Congressman Broomfield for 10
minutes.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, you certainly have been a very impressive witness.

Your candor, wit, and humor has been a very refreshing addition
to these hearings. I might say all without an attorney by your side.

You are to be commended.
I have heard you mention your involvement in the formation of

the Tower Review Board. I feel that the Tower Board served two
key functions: to get the facts of the Iran-Contra matter before the
American people within a short time, and to critique the perform-
ance of the National Security Council.

My questions to you, Mr. Regan, are these: can you elaborate on
how the Tower Board was formed? And what was your role and
what the role of the President was in this formation of this board?

Mr. REGAN. As quickly as I heard from the Attorney General
that there had been a diversion of funds from this Iranian arms
sale to the Contras, I realized that this was going to require a
major investigation.

The three of us were sitting there in the Oval Office. The Presi-
dent was asking more detailed questions of Ed Meese. My thoughts
were on well, how do we get to the bottom of this? What do we do?

The parallel that occurred to me right away was that the very
tragic Challenger disaster. I had suggested to the President that he
should have his own body investigate that, that although NASA
wanted to investigate and probably could have done a good job, still
to be believable, it had to be an independent group, and we formed
the Rogers Commission.

I am not sure that my relations with my former good friend and
golfing partner Bill Rogers will ever be the same as a result of
that, but nevertheless, I think he did an excellent job.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. A great individual.
Mr. REGAN. But it occurred to me that this group was going to

have to work rather quickly. So that night, the night of November
24th, I thought long and hard about what to do. Came in the next
day, discussed it with staff and put forth my idea that it should be
a small, select group. Recognized that it had to be bipartisan. It
would have to obviously include former members of the legislative
branch.

I thought of a jurist. We went through many things as to who
should we get and it finally occurred to us that John Tower was by
far the best person and was available since he had submitted his
resignation as our negotiator in Geneva. The thought-I came up
with Ed Muskie's name myself. I have known Ed for years. Knew
of his outstanding record as the Secretary of State, as a U.S. Sena-
tor, as a distinguished governor. Felt he would be a person that
the-at least the Democratic side of the aisle would say we had se-
lected a good person to represent the-that side.
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And the third one, of course, Brent Scowcroft, was a natural. Not
only a major general in the armed forces, but also a former Nation-
al Security Adviser. He had the expertise.

We did not approach anyone else, by the way.
Those were the first three and all three of them, as good Ameri-

cans, said if the President needs me and wants me, I will do it, al-
though each one of them had his own personal affairs that he had
to put aside for this.

I asked that they try to make a report-this is the initial discus-
sions with them-by the time that Congress returned in the third
or fourth week of January. I gave that as a timeframe. They all
agreed to it.

In the meantime, I had gone through their names, obviously with
the President and he had signed off on all three of them as choices.
Called them. They agreed.

We announced it the following day, the 26th.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. You have testified, Mr. Regan, that you heard

or were told that in case of a breach in security over the Iran arms
initiative, reference to oil-drilling equipment would be a cover

s o told you to use the oil-drilling story as a cover, and when

did you learn of the need for a cover story?
Mr. REGAN. I believe it was told to me in Geneva by Bud McFar-

lane at the time he was describing, as I called it, an intricate ma-
neuver involving those 80 TOWs.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. What sort of access to the President did Lt. Col.
North have?

Mr. REGAN. I have checked this very carefully in view of what
has transpired. Lt. Col. North, according to records furnished to me
at the time while I was Chief of Staff, was at 28 meetings with the
President, none of which was one-on-one, all of which involved
more than two people. These were normally either meetings of the
NSC itself or were meetings where he was addressing a group and
the President came into the group or ie was with somebody who
had been brought in to brief the President on something.

He never had a one-on-one meeting with the President.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. How well did you know Colonel North?
Mr. REGAN. Reasonably well. Again, from a professional point of

view. I liked the man, and from what I knew of his-the work he
was doing, he was doing a very good job for the President.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. He made a tremendous impression here, as you
well know.

Mr. REGAN. I understand that.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. And there have been many articles written

about corporate people that said, "By golly, if we could get an
Oliver North, we would like him."

Is that your opinion, too?
Mr. REGAN. As what?
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Well, as a man-as an active person?
Mr. REGAN. I wouldn't mind serving with Oliver North or serv-

ing under Oliver North in the Marine Corps. He would make a
reat leader. I wouldn't mind having an Oliver North on my staff.
ut an Oliver North that was a little more under control, shall we

say?
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National Security Council that has troubled me for a long time. Be-
cause like Dante Fascell here and I, we have been here a few years.
We have served through many administrations.

It seems like over the years there has always been a major prob-
lem between the National Security Adviser and the Secretary of
State.

Now, I am-would be very interested in your opinion: does this
have to be changed? Have the National Security Adviser tied in
with the Secretary of State? Or would you still prefer the independ-
ent counselor, having him as an independent counsel and adviser
to the President?

Mr. REGAN. At one time, we had that, I believe. Henry Kissinger
was simultaneously for a period of a few months the Secretary of
State and National Security Adviser. I think it is better handled
separately, that is that there be a separate National Security Ad-
viser to pull together the varying views which inevitably there will
be in the area of foreign policy.

Someone has to act as executive secretary, executive secretary to
bring the groups together formally and at the same time somebody
has to be on a daily basis available to the President, someone who
can travel with the President, to keep him up to date on what is
going on.

Obviously the Secretary of State cannot do that. He has his own
business and a major department to administer.

Accordingly, the jobs have to be kept separate. There is a need
for a National Security Adviser and the role he plays is one that
should be determined by the President of the United States.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. There seems to be constant competition,
though, between the Secretary of State and the National Security
Adviser. Apparently there is no way of getting away from it be-
cause the person serving in the White House has constant access to
the President; isn't that true?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, but on the other hand, if you have a strong per-
sonality as Secretary of State, he becomes a Secretary of State. I
think Ed Muskie was Mr. Carter's Secretary of State. I think that
Al Haig was his own Secretary of State for President Reagan.

I don't think that the National Security Adviser and he went at
it. But there will be times when there are these tensions between
the two.

I think that, another reason for that, of course, is two people
looking at the same set of facts and may interpret them differently
and each wants to hold his own opinion.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Regan, before you left, were you responsi-
ble for the change in the NSC operation there where the President
had made a determination that they would not have operational
activities working out of the NSC?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. That did happen after Frank Carlucci came in
and while I was still chief of staff.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I have no further questions. I just really want
to compliment you on your appearance here today. I think it has
just been absolutely outstanding.

Mr. RtGAN. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Hyde.
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Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Regan.
Mr. REGAN. Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE. I couldn't help be thinking this morning when we

were going over some of the exhibits, for example, and you don't
need to look at it, exhibit 58, which are notes of a Presidential
briefing with yourself and the National Security Adviser, and my
friend, Jim Courter, mentioned that the fact that we are holding
these hearings, going over all of these intimate conversations, that
were at the highest levels of government, is a strength of democra-
cy, and I understand that, although I think it is a vulnerability of
democracy, too.

I think it is unfortunate that evidently nothing is in confidence
anywhere in this town, and that if you can't sit in the White House
and talk to your President and give him your best advice, whether
that includes characterizing adversaries in an uncomplimentary
way or not, you must be forthright. And I think if the fear is that
those comments will be recorded and divulged to all for all the
world to see, people will be reticent, people will be less forthcom-
ing.

I have seen documents prepared in the White House by White
House personnel that I was very surprised at, to see the comments
that were made one thought in confidence, are anything but in con-
fidence. And I would not be surprised if one of the recommenda-
tions of this-these two committees in our final report is that we
televise meetings of the National Security Council with the Presi-
dent, then we wouldn't have to go through all this paper chase,
and while it would deprive us of the benefits of the two, we could
get the information first hand and get it out very quickly.

Open covenants, openly arrived at.
Let me comment briefly-oh, let's get back to the thing that

George Shultz tendered his resignation over. That was the denial of
the aircraft.

Now, you said this morning that it is a turf struggle between the
Secretary's budget and the White House budget, and if the plane is
for a Presidential mission, then the White House budget pays for
it, but if it is a non-Presidential mission, then the Secretary's
budget pays for it. And then I would assume from what we have
been told that the Secretary wanted a plane and wanted the White
House budget to pay for it, and he was denied that because it was a
non-Presidential mission.

Is that true?
Mr. REGAN. That's my understanding of it, yes.
Mr. HYDE. Did you look into this particular request by the Secre-

tary to see what he-where he wanted to go?
Mr. REGAN. Not personally. I intend to call him and maybe get

him on the first tee and find out from him which one he was talk-
ing about.

Mr. HYDE. Maybe that first tee might be in Augusta, GA?
Mr. REGAN. So much the better.
Seriously, though, I don't know which flight he was talking

about. But I do know this, that he was-has never, to my knowl-
edge, been denied a plane. The only question is who pays for it.
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Giving an example, if he is going to the A3ian conference, he
knows in advance each year there is an Asian conference and
therefore that should be in his budget, and even though he is gcing
there to represent the President, yes, but that should be part of the
State Department's anticipated budget.

But if all of a sudden the President says to him, George, I want
you to undertake a special mission for me and go here, there or
anywhere, that is a Presidential mission he is undertaking. He had
no thoughts that should be in his budget or what have you, so he
goes on that to represent the President.

If there is a death somewhere of a head of government and he is
going to represent the U.S. Government, that's unanticipated. But
he's there on a Presidential mission, he would get a Presidential
plane and the White House would pick up the tab.

Mr. HYDE. But this Mr. Miller, who has caught unshirted hell for
denying the Secretary of State a plane, was implementing guide-
lines set up by yourself for Presidential missions and non-Presiden-
tial missions? Would that be so?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. HYDE. Now, one of the almost banalities that will come out

of these hearings-and I say that not to demean the notion, but I
mean it is so obvious, that it leaps up and bites you-is the need
for increased cooperation between Congress and the White House,
especially in sensitive foreign policy matters. That is an obvious
problem.

But you know when you have a very conservative President and
you have a very liberal Congress, or at least a Congress dominated
by a liberal leadership, and you have a place like Central America
where the ideological differences are vast, you have a situation
that really, as I've said, is a recipe for gridlock.

Meanwhile, events are happening and you have to help shape
those events or you will have to react to them, and we have sug-
gested the so-called gang of eight, the Majority Leader and the Mi-
nority Leader in the Senate, the Speaker and the Minority Leader
in the House, and the chairman and vice chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence and the chairman and ranking
member on the House Committee, and that's fine, those titles, but
when you get certain personalities in there your problem is exacer-
bated, and I'm thinking without knowing, but just from the out-
side, that the Speaker of the House, past Speaker, was very much
out of sympathy with our Central American policy.

His reaction to it was visceral, as well as otherwise, I'm sure.
And I'm sure that presented problems because it was really a con-
test between good and evil, I think, in the Speaker's mind.

Is it not so, that the notion of sitting down and discussing these
things frankly and fully on a very confidential basis presented
some different human-difficult human problems?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes. They'll always be there, those tensions,
though, between strong willed leaders in the Congress and the
elected President.

I think-I don't know of any era when they were really good.
There's always tensions between them.
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But I think when you are getting into covert operations and the
sensitivity of that, that you do have to have a small group of con-
gressional leaders to meet with the President on this.

Mr. HYDE. Would you recommend a merging of the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence and the House Select Committee on In-
telligence into one joint committee with fewer members, smaller
staff, as an inducement, as providing incentive to the White House
to be more forthcoming, since there would be fewer people in the
loop?

Mr. REGAN. I'm inclined toward that point of view, yes. I would
want to take a look at just how it would be done and what the
make-up of the committe. would be, what the size of the staff
would be, that type of thing.

But I think quite obviously that we-if there is any one way to
get cooperation and a way to do it is to cut the size and merge the
committees, then by all means I would encourage you to do it.

Mr. HYDE. See, we are sitting in judgment on the executive here,
but I would hope emerging from our deliberations might be some
recommendations of things we could do with our own institution to
better-to be more conducive to disclosure by the executive, and it
just seems to me that's one.

There are some 90 people, I believe, now, including both commit-
tees and both staffs of the Select Intelligence Committees, and-
well, I just think that's something that we might think about.

Lastly, I do hope that we don't suggest a Senate confirmation of
the National Security Adviser.

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. HYDE. I think all that will happen there will be a new title

will be given. The President ought to have his own person in whom
he has trust and confidence in helping provide him with the op-
tions for foreign policy choices that State comes up with, CIA
comes up with, DoD comes up with, and all the rest.

The personalities of the Secretary of State, the personalities of
the National Security Adviser, might well be crucial in who domi-
nates and how well the offices work.

Henry Kissinger had both hats and carried his influence from
National Security Adviser over to State. President Reagan was
handicapped, it seemed to me, by having five National Security Ad-
visers with two Secretaries of State. George Washington had his
Hamilton and his Jefferson, who did not like each other very
much, but Washington was strong and he stayed in the middle, and
they were both of great service to him and the country. So it canhappen.Well, thank you, Mr. Regan.

Mr. REGAN. If I might, Mr. Chairman, for one minute-Mr.
Hyde, you commented on something that Mr. Courter also alluded
to, and because I'm sitting in this chair I think I should say this-
this is a unique situation. I asked my staff to do some research and,
granted, it's rather hasty research so it may not be exact research,
but I asked how many times has a Chief of Staff to a sitting Presi-
dent appeared before the Congress with no executive privilege
being invoked.

I'm not sure I'm going to do myself any kind of a service when I
tell you the answer to that, but nevertheless I'll tell you the
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answer, and it's only once before in recent history, and that was
Sherman Adams before a House committee regarding some gift or
another that he had received.

But that's the only time that the Chief of Staff has appeared
here. And I wouldn't want you to get the notion from that that I
approve of Chiefs of Staff coming before the Congress and revealing
intimate details of his advice to the President or what the Presi-
dent said to him, and I would also be horrified if I thought I left an
impression with you that I thought the Chief of Staff should go
through confirmation by the Congress.

Mr. HYDE. No, I'm sure just the opposite, and I'm very concerned
about the eroding of executive privilege, what it means for the
future and for our allies, who might very well think twice about
working cooperatively with us if they think that the advice they
are giving or the positions they are taking will be a matter of
public record.

My last question: Mr. Regan, do you own a Vicuna coat?
Mr. REGAN. No. I don't like fur.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Just before I ask a few questions of Mr. Regan, I would just ob-

serve that my friend, Henry Hyde, does make some very interest-
ing observations about the need for cooperation, and I think when
we talk about that, we are talking about dealing in good faith,
having an openness with each other.

There have been a lot of times in our history that the Congress
and Presidents could not agree on a major policy, and if anyone
wants a real instruction on that, I suggest they read the years of
the Franklin Roosevelt administration between 1936 and 1940 on
the issue of whether or not the United States ought to aid the Eu-
ropean powers in their struggle with the Axis powers.

You talk about warfare between the Congress and a President,
and that is a good example.

So I daresay that it's probably unlikely we are going to expect,
on highly contentious issues, we are going to have the kind of coop-
eration some people may be talking about.

But at the very least, I'm sure that our witness would agree we
ought to have openness and directness and dealing in good faith.

I think that's to some extent what some of these hearings are
about, at the very least.

Mr. REGAN. I would agree to that.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Regan, you may recall that the last time that

we met was on the 15th of February at Logan International Air-
port when you were on your way back from a meeting up in Water-
ville Valley, NH. And I believe we were supposed to take the same
plane back to Washington, but for one reason or another didn't.
But that was 2 weeks before you left your position at the White
House.

And I must say that during my-my other colleagues who have
known you, that it is a pleasure to see you relaxed and with your
composure in place, because as I recall that meeting, you and I
went off into a private room, I believe that Mrs. Regan was with
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ou. and we talked about these events because the committee hadn announced.
I would be, I think, accurate in describing you as very tense, and

we talked a little bit about the problem. And one of the things that
you said, which I committed to my diary, because I do keep a gen-
eral diary--

Mr. REGAN. Is that available?
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, if you would like to share the royalties of

your book, I would be willing to discuss it with you.
You expressed to me, I think I would describe it accurately,

almost a sense of bewilderment at some of the things that had hap-
pened that you were unaware of, that you were absolutely baffled
by the things that happened, and we discussed it, as I recall, for
about 15 or 20 minutes. Do you recall that?

Mr. REGAN. I do.
Mr. RUDMAN. And I had the very distinct impression, from that

time on as you were being assaulted almost daily in the press by a
number of people who called for your resignation and were blam-
ing you, that I found a man in that conversation that day that
truly felt that he had not been dealt with fairly by some of his as-
sociates, I am not talking about the President, I am talking about
others, and that is why you were still on the job, that you felt that
you had been left out of important decisions and were left to essen-
tially fend for yourself on those issues. Is that an accurate state-
ment?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. Now, I think you are a very unique witness, Mr.

Regan, because you are the only witness that we are going to have
that was in the White House at the time that all of this confusion
took place that has no personal axe to grind, who by no one's ac-
count was involved in any part of what these hearings are truly
about in any direct or even indirect way. Secretary Shultz testified
and one of the things that he said that I thought made a deep im-
pression was this, he said, talking about that period, 21 to the 25,
or maybe a bit before that, that people who were advising the
President on facts had a conflict of interest. You said, relating that
same period, that you discussed it with the Secretary of State, and
you had said that you thought the President was ill-used, to use
your term.

Do you agree with the Secretary's contention that people who
were advising him on facts had some sort of a conflict of interest
and that they were not sharing with him the facts?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. And, as a matter of fact, isn't that really the story

of probably the most, probably the only inept major speech or press
conference this President has had during his 7 years, that he did
not have--

Mr. REGAN. I would have to say it was one of the worst from his
point of view, yes.

Mr. RUDMAN. I think everybody would agree on that, and the
thing that was the most disturbing is that would you agree with
me even on facts that the President turned out to be accurate
about, that he seemed very unsure of the information that he was
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giving the American people. Would you agree with that character-
ization?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, you described, for the first

time it has been described by anyone, the interesting briefing ses-
sion in the family theater, and I think what I got from that testi-
morry this morning was a view that Admiral Poindexter was still
keeping his compartments in place, that the compartmentalization
of information for some reason was not even being opened to the
President when the President was preparing for that news confer-
ence. Is that an accurate statement?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. Well, the reason I talk about that is that I want to

take you to another set of circumstances which I believe is very im-
portant, at least in some sort of historical perspective of what this
committee is eventually going to write. I have found one of the
most puzzling features of this entire event, the President's repeated
statements, until I believe sometime in the spring, or later winter,
March, that he did not believe this was an arms-for-hostages trans-
action, he said it many times, formally, informally, to Members of
Congress and to the public.

And, yet, as we now have all of the information and all of the
PROF notes, we would all agree, I think most of us would agree on
this committee, that although it may not have started out that
way, that it certainly ended up that way from every record we
have looked at. Would you agree with that?

"'fr. REGAN. Yes, I would agree with that.
Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Regan, here is my question: I have serious

doubts about the nature of the briefings the President of the
United States received from his National Security Adviser and
other staff on the entire Iranian transaction. You know, it is pretty
easy, it seems to me, and Secretary Shultz alluded to this in his
testimony, that if you are briefing a President and your briefing
him with a point of view that you certainly could rationalize the
presentation in a way to almost shield the President from the real
facts.

Were you present during some of the briefings, or did you review
some of the documents that the President formed his views from in
discussing these issues?

Mr. REGAN. Are you referring here to the November 19 press
conference?

Mr. RUDMAN. Yes, I am.
Mr. REGAN. I was present on the 18th for the briefing there; I did

not make the briefing on the 19th, itself. I read parts of the materi-
als that were furnished to the President for his reading prior to the
briefing sessions.

Mr. R UDMAN. And would it be fair to state that the emphasis in
all of those was on something other than arms for hostages?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes. The points were made continually, and the
President literally did believe that. I still think he probably be-
lieves it today, that he started-excuse me, I am losing my voice
finally-he started out this way believing that it was an initiative
to Iran, he wanted to keep it on that track, that the arms for hos-
tages was a by-product of this. He felt, and he has used this de-
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scrip tion in my presence several times, I am not sure it is a good
analogy, but at least I will tell you his way of thinking.

He says that if one is unfortunate and has a member of one's
family kidnapped, if there is a demand for ransom and you decide
you are not going to pay it, but if a third party comes along and
says "I think I may know who the kidnappers are, I may have
some influence, do you want me to do it for you?" And then that
person, in turn, says, "And, by the way, would you do this, that or
the other thing for me?" And you say, "Yes, I will," and then he,
in turn, tries to contact the kidnappers for you, that you really
have not dealt with the kidnappers themselves.

His reasoning is ia that the money that was spent was Iranian
money for arms. None of the proceeds went to the Hizballah, or
whoever it is who are the captives of these people. He also feels
that the missiles themselves ought to be used by Iranians, not the
Hizballahis, some by the Mujahedeeh.

Accordingly, to the President, he has not dealt directly with kid-
nappers, terrorists.

Mr. RUDMAN. And that has a great deal to do with the character
of the briefings that were furnished to him based on information
this committee has looked at. Don't you think that is an accurate
statement?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes, there is no doubt about that.
Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, I just want to ask you a ques-

tion. I have no idea what your answer is going to be. I have looked
at a number of documents-I expect you have in preparing for this,
and you have been deposed and you have been very cooperative,
but you were there when all of this happened.

Do you think it is fair to say that the President's staff-and I am
not talking about you-I am talking about the National Security
staff, not only ill-served the President by not advising him of the
diversion scheme and allowing him to make that choice himself,
but in fact did not adequately brief him on, during and after these
events took place?

Mr. REGAN. Well, this may be an unkind characterization of
them, but nevertheless, it's the way I feel. I do think they should
have discussed this with the President, allowed him to make the
decision to divert funds or not.

Secondly, knowing of that, that this money had been done but
yet knowing that the cover had been blown and this would eventu-
ally come out, they should not have allowed this President to go on
speak to this nation without revealing that fact, among others.
That would have put a whole new light on the situation.

They also did him a very much grave disservice, hurt him badly
by allowing him to go before the nation's media or its representa-
tives, and not know that these deeds had been done. What if some-
body that night had challenged the President, an enterprising re-
porter had found this information out one way or another? What
would the President's embarrassment have been? As it so hap-
pened, it was the Attorney General that found it or one of his
people, and the President himself was allowed to make this an-
nouncement. Isay "allowed." There was no choice. I mean, the
man wanted todo it. But it was certainly embarrassing to the
President.
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Now, that to me was a grave disservice that the National Securi-
ty Advisers did to the President in knowing that and nobody spoke
up.

Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you. My time is up.
I'll simply wind up by just observing that a number of people on

this panel, both Republicans and Democrats, have been criticized
for being tough on certain witnesses and boring in on the facts, and
I want to tell you, as a member, you and I are members of the
same party, you served the President as Chief of Staff, I represent
my constituents of New Hampshire here in this body, I happen to
think that the greatest tragedy of this entire event is that this
President, who has been good to the people, who has been reticent
to fire people, who was known to be kindly and decent, was so ill-
served and deceived by key members of his own staff, I think it is
an outrage, and frankly that has outraged me from the very begin-
ning. And I would expect it's probably outraged you.

Mr. REGAN. It has.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Rodino is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Regan.
Mr. REGAN. Mr. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Regan, a while ago, while being questioned by

Congressman Courter, you were referred to exhibit 41A, which is a
copy of your notes of the November 10 meeting, and you read, and
you read through page 11, I think-of course, we get clear there
that you are trying to suggest that there be a statement, that it be
brought out quickly and that the reason you are suggesting that is
that we're losing credibility.

Now, I know you have read down to the bottom of that page.
Then there is, as you will read, John Poindexter, I believe, is
saying, "Say less about what we are doing, more about what we are
not doing," and then turning to page 12, it says, "Cap"-I guess
that is Secretary Weinberger-"be careful of Raf. and Israel and
blackmail. What we say will be repudiated," and then there is a
notation, "Ed." And this is what I would like to ask you director-
Mr. Secretary: Ed is, according to your notes, saying, "We are
saying only what we did and know has happened, no violations of
laws and policy."

Now, this, Mr. Secretary, is 11 days before the Attorney General
was given his charge to conduct a factfinding and it was 9 days
before he ever saw a chronology, according to his own testimony.
What I'm confused about is, on what basis-and I'm asking you to
probably explain to me, there might have been something else that
might have gone on-on what basis could the Attorney General
have concluded no violation of laws.and policy?

Mr. REGAN. Well, quite obviously, I can't tell you what was in
the mind of the Attorney General and on what basis he said that,
because I have not discussed that with him, nor did I at the time
that he said that. I assume that what he meant was as far as he
knew, as of that moment on November 10, there had been no viola-
tions of law and policy. That is from what he had been told by, up
to that point, by the National Security Adviser or had read in
whatever publications any of this news had appeared.
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Mr. RODINO. Wouldn't it seem to be, though, a prejudging of the
facts that he was going to look into and then have to go before the
American people?

Mr. REGAN. Well, again, you got to refer that back to what Cap
Weinberger has been saying in the notes here, "What we say will
be repudiated." And he is saying, look, all we're saying is what we
did, what we know has happened. Now, if he didn't know of the
fund diversion, if he didn't know, and I don't believe he did, I think
he so testified, at that time on November 10, that there had been a
HAWK shipment known to the President on November 25 of the
previous year, then he was speaking only from what his knowledge
was as of that moment.

Mr. RODINO. Thank you, Mr. Regan.
Mr. Regan, you talked a while ago, and the Senator, Senator

Rudman pointed out how ill-served the President had been, and es-
pecially in being prepared for that November 19th press conference.
I think that is exhibit 48.

And exhibit 48, which is his press conference, I recall that there
is a question. I think it's on page 6 of that press conference, under
the paragraph Iran-U.S. relations, the question is: "Mr. President,
going back over your answers tonight about the arms shipments
and the numbers of them, &re you telling us tonight that the only
shipment with which we were involved were the one or two that
followed your January 17 Finding, and that whatever your aides
have said on background or on the record, there were no other
shipments with which the United States condoned?"

And the President: "That's right, I'm saying nothing," et cetera.
And then there is a question: "Mr. President, to follow up on

that, we have been told by the Chief of Staff Donald Regan that we
condoned, this government condoned, and Israeli shipment in Septem-
ber of 1985." Now, it seems to me-then the President goes on to
say., "Well, no, I have never heard Mr. Regan say that."

We do know that you have already made reference to that being
a disastrous conference, but is this again an indication of the Presi-
dent being ill-served, that he wasn't properly prepared, he was
given facts that, weren't right? Because it seems to me that he is
riot acknowledging the fact that there were shipments in 1985, only
acknowledgingg the fact that there were past January, 1986, Find-
irgs.

Mr. REGAN. I think this question caught him off guard. Remem-
ber what I told you earlier this morning, sir. In that briefing he
had been told a lot of things of what to say and what not to say,
particularly as regards Israel. Do we tell all? Do we tell nothing?
I)o we even admit that there is a third country, that Israel has
been involved in this?

There were many saying no, no, no, you don't talk about that.
You're going to have too much confusion in the Middle East with
allies, with Israel itself, with other people if you start talking about
that. So he has it in the back of his mind during that conference,
let's be careful now what we say about Israel.

All of a sudden, he is told his Chief of Staff has already said we
did condone, which happens to be the fact, that we did condone a
shipment by the Israelis. The question had it a little bit off, it
wasn't September of '85, it was August of '85 the shipment had
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been made. So what he says is, "I've never heard him say that, but
I'll talk to him about it," meaning I'll get to see the SOB and find
out why he said that.

Mr. RODINO. Well, I had the impression that the President was
concerned with probably disclosing -,oo much which might .jeopard-
ize the hostages, but then I can't put together, because if he ac-
knowledges the fact that there were shipments following the Janu-
ary 17 Finding in 1986, then what difference would it make? Since
there already had been--

Mr. REGAN. Well get the drift of the question, Mr. Rodino. Notice
that the questioner is saying the President condoned an Israeli
shipment shortly before the release of the hostage Benjamin Weir.
Direct tie-in. One caused the other. The President has been deny-
ing this all along, that there was a direct tie-in.

All of a sudden, he is confronted with this question. There is a
direct tie-in. Israel sold arms, out came Benjamin Weir.

What are you going to say about that? Well, I never heard about
it. Well, your Chief of Staff said it happened. All right. I will go
check my Chief of Staff and find out why he said it. That is the
interpretation I give to this. I don't think there was any dissem-
bling by the President or desire to mislead anybody. I think it
caught him off guard.

He hadn't realized that I had confirmed.
Mr. RODINO. I was suggesting that possibly there were his advis-

ers who had improperly or inaccurately advised him and who
wanted to make certain certain facts didn't get, out.

Mr. REGAN. Well, I don't deny-as a matter of fact, I have stated
explicitly, that there was confusion ever in the minds of the Na-
tional Security Advisers who were briefing on Israel as just how
much to say. Some thought we could go, you know, as far as admit-
ting this. Others didn't even want the name of t.ht- country men-
tioned.

So it was a very delicate subject. The President was trying to
walk that tightrope bet veen saying too much and saying a wrong
thing.

Mr. RODINO. Thank you, Mr. Regan.
I have another question and that relates to the November 21st,

1986 meeting that you had with Admiral Poindexter and the Presi-
dent and Attorney General Meese.

Poindexter went away from that meeting and after that meeting
and late that afternoon he destroyed a memorandum which was a
very significant memorandum.

I really am curious about that as to why we haven't been able to
get an answer as to that.

I asked the Attorney General if he had an idea. The admiral
stated that he wanted to save the President from political embar-
rassment, if that ever turned out, or turned up.

My question is, was there any discussion that morning when the
Attorney General was charged with the factfinding inquiry con-
cerning some possible political embarrassment and that maybe
he--

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. RODINO. -might have had a signal of some sort?
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Mr. REGAN. No. The President never considered politics, capital P
or small P, in this situation. I don't recall his ever saying that this
is going to be politically embarrassing to him. Remember that this
man will never run again for office. So politically embarrassing is
not something that he considers or about himself personally.

The embarrassment obviously is to his administration and to him
that he didn't know what was going on, that this was going-being
done to him by underlings without his knowledge. That is very em-
barrassing to any CEO when something happens in an organization
that he is unaware of and it turns out and it is very bad for the
organization.

That was Admiral Poindexter's judgment of politics. But I am
supposed to be the one that knew less about politics in the White
House than anyone else, so we are going to think there was some-
body that understood it even less than I.

Mr. RODINO. Maybe Admiral Poindexter might have gotten a bit
better advice if he had come to you as Chief of Staff before he
made that decision, but in any event--

Mr. REGAN. I won't comment on that.
Mr. RODINO. In any event, I want to thank you very much, Mr.

Secretary. I want to echo the sentiments of all of the other mem-
bers of this committee who expressed appreciation for your forth-
rightness and your frankness in coming her without immutiny and
without any suggestion that you be concerned with executive privi-
lege.Than you very much.

Mr. REGAN. Thank you, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good afternoon, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. REGAN. Senator.
Mr. MITCHELL. Good to see you again.
Mr. Secretary, we face several problems in preparing our report,

a principal one being resolving conflicts in the evidence before us-
determining credibility.

You knew the people involved and spoke with them. I want to
ask you questions really about your discussions with Admiral Poin-
dexter on what was the central point and issue, and that was the
authority to approve the diversion.

This morning in response to Mr. Smiljanich's question, you told
of your conversation with Admiral Poindexter in which you asked
him what happened here, and you replied-and I have the tran-
script of it here-"he was very careful, deliberate. John is a delib-
erate person. He adjusted his glasses, he dabbed at his mouth with
his napkin, put it down. He said, 'Well, I guess I should have
looked into it more, but I didn't. I knew that Ollie was up to some-
thing, but I didn't know what. I just didn't look into it."'

You recall that testimony?
Mr. REGAN. I do.
Mr. MITCHELL. You recall that conversation with Admiral Poin-

dexter. At that time, did you find him to be a credible person and
you believed what he said when he told you that?

Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes. John Poindexter is a fine man and I had no
reason to not believe him. Everything he had ever-saftid,-my rela-
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tionships with him were above board. I had no reason to think he
was devious or anything except 100 percent truthful.

Mr. MITCHELL. As you may know, if you have followed these
hearings, Admiral Poindexter's testimony to th3. committee was
quite different from what he told you on that morning. He testified
here regarding that decision, and I will just read portions of it.

He said, "I felt that I had the authority to approve it because I
had a commission from the President which was in very broad
terms. My role was to make sure that his policies were implement-
ed. I was convinced that we could properly do it and that the Presi-
dent would approve, if asked. I made a very deliberate decision not
to ask the President.

"On this whole issue, the buck stops here with me. I made the
decision. I felt that I had the authority to do it. I thought it was a
good idea. I was convinced that the President would in the end
think it was a good idea."

In view of what Admiral Poindexter told you when you asked
him about it, as you have testified here to today, were you sur-
prised to hear his testimony before this committee in that regard?

Mr. REGAN. Startled. I think is better-startled.
Mr. MITCHELL. Startled?
Mr. REGAN. I had never dreamed that the admiral was that

much involved in the technical details of the diversion, never knew
anything like that could have occurred, if he were aware of it.

I was very much surprised at that.
Mr. MITCHELL. You received from your conversation with Admi-

ral Poindexter a totally different impression regarding his knowl-
edge of and decision; is that fair to say?

Mr. REGAN. Yes. That it was a lack of supervision. A lack of a
superior investigating something going on in his own area, and a
failure to perform necessary oversight.

Mr. MITCHELL. But he never conveyed to you the impression that
he has made a specific decision which he felt was within his authority
and made a deliberate decision to approve it and not tell the Presi-
dent?

Mr. REGAN. No. He never conveyed that impression to me in
words of language, or anything else.

Mr. MITCHELL. Indeed Attorney General Meese testified that
when he asked Admiral Poindexter about it, Admiral Poindexter
replied, and I quote Attorney General Meese, "Ollie has given me
enough hints about this so that I generally knew, but I did nothing
to follow UP."

I gather you were present when the Attorney General briefed
the President on this matter.

Mr. REGAN. On the 24th, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. On the 24th.
Did the Attorney General report to the President words to this

effect or did this occur later?
Mr. REGAN. No. He reported words to the effect that you have

just uttered.
Mr. MITCHELL. So that the President, along with the Attorney

General, and you, had the impression that Admiral Poindexter had
some vague knowledge, but no one of you were informed to the
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effect as Admiral Poindexter testified here that he had been fully
informed and made a specific decision?

Mr. REGAN. No. Furthermore, Senator, the following morning at
9:30 when he resigned, actually turned in his resignation to the
President, he did not tell the President that he had condoned the
idea of the diversification, that he knew all about it. He again
talked in much the same language as he had to the Attorney General
and to me about failure to supervise rather than an actual participant.

Mr. MITCHELL. So the story that Admiral Poindexter told this
committee is different in very significant respects than that which
he told you, told the President, and he told the Attorney General
last fall?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. MITCHELL. I wanted to ask you one other question about the

Finding, just a question of the legal basis in your mind for the
President's authority or for the authority for the Iran initiative to
go forward. You testified this morning that with respect to the
three Findings, December 5th, that you did not know about that,
that was the very first one that Admiral Poindexter presented to
the President?

Mr. REGAN. Right.
Mr. MITCHELL. With respect to the second one, on January 7th,

1986, you testified that you were under the impression that was a
draft Finding signed--

Mr. REGAN. January 6th.
Mr. MITCHELL. January 6th?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. That was a draft Finding signed in error?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. And with respect to the January 17th Finding,

you did not learn of that until October of 1986?
Mr. REGAN. I did not know the President had signed it. I as-

sumed there was--
Mr. MITCHELL. You assumed it?
Mr. REGAN.--a Finding in existence. But I did not see the Presi-

dent sign it nor did I ever have a copy of it.
Mr. MITCHELL. I see. So your understanding of the legal author-

ity for the mission to go forward was the Finding that you had as-
sumed that the President signed, but you had not seen?

Mr. REGAN. Right.
Mr. MITCHELL. What you said about that raised a question as to

this particular matter and the handling of the Findings. When Mr.
Smiljanich asked you about that January 17th Finding, you said
that you first discovered it sometime in October of 1986. "Bill
Casey called me to ask if I had a copy of the Finding of January. I
asked my staff to see if we had a copy in our files. We had none. I
went back to him and said, 'No, I don't have one. Ask John Poin-
dexter.' I said, 'How come you don't have one?' He said, 'We don't
have one in our files.' He said, 'That is why I am trying to find
one.'''

Were all Covert Action Findings handled in the manner as this
one was?
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Mr. REGAN. There is a little extra-I don't want say legality, but
extraordinary type of handling of this one inasmuch as the docu-
ments seem to have passed more by hand in this one than in other
covert Findings. There seem to have been less copies of this Find-
ing than others. In fact, John Poindexter told me that there was
only one original, and he never made copies of it. That was very
unusual, because, particularly for agencies who are involved in
these Findings, they should have a copy to know the extent of how
far they can go in the covert action.

Mr. MITCHELL. You served with distinction in various responsible
positions. As a member of the Finance Committee, I recall many
times you testified before our committee very ably on behalf of the
administration's economic tax policies. You served as the Presi-
dent's Chief of Staff. If you followed these hearings, you have heard
a lot about lies to Congress and to the Attorney General, and you
have dealt with Congress a great deal over the past several years.

And I want to ask you, have you ever felt you had to lie to Con-
gress in order to do your job?

Mr. REGAN. No, never. There are times when I have regretted
having to tell Congress some things. There are other times when I
have bitten my tongue for not telling Congress some things, or
maybe even where to go. But there is never an excuse for lying to
the Congress, never, or dissembling from anyone in the executive
branch. That simply shouldn't be tolerated, can't be tolerated.

Mr. MITCHELL. You have had a lot of experience. Indeed before
you assumed your public positions, you were the chief executive of-
ficer of what is the largest stock brokerage in the United States
certainly, perhaps in the world. So you don't condone lying to Con-
gress?

Mr. REGAN. Absolutely not.
Mr. MITCHELL. And you don't condone the destruction of docu-

ments important documents to prevent the information from ever
becoming public?

Mr. REGAN. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. And you ran the White House and you would not

have condoned that?
Mr. REGAN. As a matter of fact, I'll tell you this, I have been

questioned by-as my secretary has-by members of the staff of
this committee and others, the independent counsel, about shred-
ding. I'll tell you this, we don't have a shredder or didn't have a
shredder in my part of the West Wing. I don't know where that
shredder is that supposedly is in the West Wing of the White
House. I suspect it is downstairs in the Situation Room. But we did
not have a shredder in my part of it, and the second point is, I
wouldn't know how to operate one if I had one.

So we did not believe in shredding documents.
Mr. MITCHELL. My time is up, Mr. Secretary. I thank you, and I

do want to join my colleagues. For those of us who have had the
opportunity to have worked with you before on other matters, your
testimony today has been forthright, your candor comes as no sur-
prise. It is consistent with the manner in which you have always
conducted yourself. I just want to thank you for your testimony.

Mr. REGAN. Thank you, Senator.
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Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Secretary, it is obvious to all of us that
your throat is bothering you. We hear the hoarseness. Frankly, we
are very much concerned. It is now a quarter to five, and we have
Senators and Representatives waiting in the wings to ask you ques-
tions, and if they all do ask you questions, we will be here at least
for another 21/2 hours, and so we would like to accommodate you
and suggest that we return tomorrow morning after a good night's
rest. Would that be all right, sir?

Mr. REGAN. That is a real Hobson's choice, Mr. Chairman.
It is a choice between losing my voice or coming back here to-

morrow. But, nevertheless, I think I will take you up on it. I will
come back in the morning.

Chairman INOUYE. We want to thank you for spending this time
with us, and this hearing will stand in recess until 9:00 tomorrow
morning.

[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 9:00 a.m., Friday, July 31, 1987.]
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(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
The Chair recognizes Chairman Hamilton.

CONTINUED TESTIMONY OF I)ONALD T. REGAN. FROM JULY 30
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. McCollum For 10

minutes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
I used to have the privilege of calling you that before you went

down to the White House to wear another hat when you did appear
up here a lot in front of our Banking Committee as Secretary of
the Treasury. It is good to see you in the seat again even though I
know this is not the most comfortable occasion for you to be with
US.

We are going to certainly wrap up this expeditiously this morn-
ing.

I think you have given us yesterday pretty much a full rundown
of what you do know, and I have one or two remaining points that
I would like to raise with you to try to satisfy some of my curiosity
and the public's, I think.

Yesterday you related to us, I believe I'm correct, that you tried
to have breakfast with Admiral Poindexter about once a week
when it was possible and he was around.

Is this generally true? Was that my recollection correct?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, that is correct.

(99)
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Mr. MCCOLLUM. I assume that you would discuss various issues
at that point in time with him whether they be procedural or
whatever happened to come up-that was the purpose of the meet-
ing, just like the breakfast that you urged the Secretary of' State
and Secretary of Defense and so on to have once a week?

Mr. REGAN. Theirs was a luncheon; this was a breakfast. But you
are right; that was the purpose of it.

Mr. MCColLL'M. What I think the American public is curious
about is, in those breakfasts you had with Admiral Poindexter,
why didn't you, or perhaps you did, ask him on occasion with
regard to the Iranian initiatives that you generally were aware of;"How are you going about this'? Give me some of the details."

'That is the kind of' question that I am wondering if you did ask
or if you didn't, why you didn't.

Mr. REGAN. A fair question.
Generally, at those breakfasts, we talked more about housekeep-

ing details, trips that the President might be making, forthcoming
international events and how to get ready for it.

It took a lot of administrative work, for example, for an economic
summit meeting with the general secretary, something of that
nature.

So by and large, we didn't get into questions of the nature that
you just described.

Very frankly, as I think I said yesterday in testimony, after
about February of 1986 until October, with the exception of May of
1986, 1 really didn't focus on the Iranian situation at all.

I was busy on a lot of other things and felt that the National Se-
curity Adviser was playing his role in this, he had charge of it, and
so I let him have his head as it were.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. There is a lot of 40/40 hindsight that goes on,
especially with this committee, and I am sure there's going be 40/
40 hindsighting saving that you should have looked at that a little
bit more, you should have asked him about that.

But I'm not going to plug into that today, I think that can be
rehashed, the commentators can do that and others can do that.
But I am concerned about a broader policy question than simply
your knowledge or your asking those questions of Admiral Poin-
dexter.

At one point during the hearings, Colonel North in his testimony
told us that he thought it would have been far preferable to have
had a confrontation with Congress over the Boland amendment
than to have had the kind of policies that he was carrying out in
the covert resupply and in the fundraising activities, the manner
in which they were going.

I don't know for sure if he meant a constitutional confrontation,
although that certainly would have been my preference if I had
been there talking about it, or if he meant another form of it.

But I asked that question as I had to Mr. McFarlane to Admiral
Poindexter, because I was the one who had originally raised that
issue and Colonel North referred to it.

I said, "Wouldn't it have been better to have had such a confron-
tation over Boland in the beginning instead of getting involved in a
secret policy with regard to this?"
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He said, "Yes, in fact that was my position all along, but I was
overruled," or words to that effect.

What are your views about the confrontation issue and do you
recall it ever coming up in any of the discussions?

Mr. REGAN. I recall it coming up in conjunction with the continu-
ing resolution in 1985. I believe Boland came in-there was a
Boland amendment to that CR. If I am correct in that, I know that
part of our discussion was what do we do about this.

The CR in 1985-maybe I have it mistaken with the 1986, but I
think it was the 1985 one--was about 2 weeks late. The fiscal year
had started October 1st and we were still without budgets fbr most
of our Departments.

We had worked long and hard with the Congress, hadn't got all
that we wanted, neither did the Congress get all that it wanted,
but we had successfully arrived at a compromise for that CR.

At that point in time, it was more of a tactical decision, I would
think, than a real strategic political decision, "Do we take on the
Congress over the Boland amendment or don't we?"

And it was felt that after looking at it, well, we can live with it,
we don't like it, we can live with it, we can try to change it with
the Congress next year, this is mid-October, we will start working
on it in mid-January, let's go along with it.

There was another alternative strategy that was offered to us,
that is no, bring the Government down, grind it to a halt, refuse to
accept the CR, veto it and have a constitutional-not a constitu-
tional but have a legislative fight over it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. What about after the fact? You know even
though you accepted it and it was part of this big appropriations
bill, which would have caused a problem to veto and get into the
bringing of the Government down or shutting it down for a while,
even after it was law, couldn't the President have confronted, and I
think that is what Admiral Poindexter and Colonel North were
saying, confronted Congress in the sense of openly saying at least
as far as his National Security Council and those that weren't cov-
ered by it technically in the view of those who have given us that
view, we are going to go ahead and do this, the President is going
to publicly fundraise for the Contras, which I know is a proposal
that went. up on one of the memoranda, the President and his key
staff people are going to do everything they can to keep the Con-
tras alive.

I think it was the President's policy. It wasn't presented in a con-
frontational way to make an issue out of it politically or publicly,
and I think that is what they're talking about, a way that might
have wound up in the courts.

Mr. REGAN. Again, you have a question here of decision. They
were many congressional leaders, particularly in our own party,
who were counseling the President against this confrontational
policy with the Congress; that relationships had soured enough.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Were you one of those?
Mr. REGAN. You will recall that I was one of the ones that the

Congress was saying was one of the ones that was causing this
souring of relationships because of the confrontation.
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No, I wasn't one that was for sweet and amiable relationships
with the Congress which meant let the Congress have its own way
and you have a weak chief executive.

No, I was the other side, saying the chief executive should stand
up for what he wanted.

But you can only fight a battle on so many fronts at once, and
the decision made, right or wrong, was that this wasn't one of the
issues that we were really going to take on and go to the mat.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would like to look at this picture of what we
have seen in the committee for the last few weeks with you in
somewhat of an overview, because I think some themes are emerg-
ing, confrontation concerns me and that is one, but there a number
of things are.

We have learned out of the past few weeks and I think it pleases
me and I am sure it does you a great deal that the President's
credibility issue has been resolved in his favor.

I don't think there is any question out of these hearings that the
public now understands that all along the President has been
truthful, there have been problems, there have been a lot of issues
raised, and there may be judgment question calls involved in this,
but that issue has been cleared up.

But I think some other troubling things have been raised. The
most troubling to me is the lack-of-trust issue on intelligence mat-
ters.

It seems to have been a chief motivating factor with regard to
some of the key people-players in this in not informing Congress
and in not talking to each other, a concern over leaks-leaks of
sensitive intelligence information.

We have also had and I think you testified to some of this yester-
day in your opinion, some suggestions that have been made along
the way that we might do to remedy that lack of trust.

One of them would be a smaller joint intelligence committee to
oversight that function.

One might be to have the group of eight more clearly legislative-
ly defined and under given tight time limits require reporting to
that group.

One of them I think would be to strengthen and revise our
laws-criminal laws on leaks in a bill such as one I introduced yes-
terday in H.R. 3066 that some of the members of this committee co-
sponsored.

All of those, I think you would have to agree, are things that we
ought to look at when we get to our recommendation area to try to
rebuild that lack of trust.

But it seems to me there are also some other things that we need
to do that haven't been done, and I am not sure how many of those
can be done legislatively.

We need to get our operational resources in the anti-terrorism
area back on track.

I see a weakness-perhaps being close to it, you didn't see-but I
see a strong weakness in the area of our willingness or perhaps our
confidence in our special operations teams or our CIA intelligence
to go out and rescue hostages or to take preemptive steps that are
necessary.
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We have ,done a great job with Libya and a few of those types,
but getting back individual hostages has been a terrible ordeal for
everybody.

It was true for Carter, it is true for Reagan, it is going to be true
for the next President.

One of the things that is lacking is not legislative. We passed a
law here for a new Assistant Secretary of Defense, and since you
have left the White House, you may not be awtre, but we still
haven't filled that post.

It is an ongoing problem that certainly Secretary Weinberger
will have to address later today or tomorrow or Monday or when-
ever.

And then, last but not least is this issue of confrontation. I don't
think we can legislative in that area, but it seems to me that the
terrible problem we have got here is going to have to be resolved in
some way down the road between the legislative and the executive
branches regarding who has the strength in the foreign policy area
in some of what have been very gray areas in the past and maybe
didn't need to be refined more but now in this time when we have
these problems that are facing us like the hostages and terrorism
and so on we have an obligation to define that and refine it more,
and it seems to me it is going to require a stronger stance by the
President, making a role in confronting Congress occasionally as
was not done here.

Maybe again it is 40/40 hindsight, but I am looking ahead. We
can look back and learn. I am not criticizing, just saying, hey,
when we have another Boland, we need to have more confrontation
to refine this issue if we ever come forward and can get this re-
solved.

Does that summary strike you as a fair approximation of some of
the key things that this committee needs to address ini looking at
recommendations and resolving what we have been looking at all
these few weeks?

Mr. REGAN. I would say it is a fair summary. There are many
points that you raised I would like to discuss more with you at an
appropriate time,

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Certainly. Because some of them do require
more explanation. But nonetheless, I think there are these issues
which I hope this committee will address in its final summary.

Mr. Regan.--
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. the Chair recognizes Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Regan.
Mr. REGAN. Good morning, Mr. Stokes.
Mr. Stokes. Mr. Regan, I would like to begin my questions by re-

ferring back to the conversation you had on November 2,4th, with
Director Casey. I know a couple of my colleagues have already
made some reference to that conversation, but I would like to ap-
proach it in just a little different way.

I do so for the reason that we have received some rather contra-
dictory testimony regarding the involvement of Mr. Casey and
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around the whole question of diversion, and let me just tell you
what the contradictions are as I see them.

Colonel North told our committee that Mr. Casey knew of the di-
version and that he concocted the fall guy plan.

Admiral Poindexter testified that he told North to tell no one
about the diversion and that he assumed that North had obeyed
him.

He later found out that North told McFarlane in July of 1986.
Then he found out that Director Casey knew, from North s testimo-
ny before our committee.

Admiral Poindexter told Attorney General Meese that no one in
the White House but himself and North knew of the diversion.

Director Casey told Attorney General Meese that he did not
know of the diversion.

Colonel North told Attorney General Meese that only Poindexter
and McFarlane in the U.S. Government knew of the diversion.

I would ask you, and I think that your opinion will be valuable
to us in terms .f trying to in some manner reconcile these contra-
dictions, going back to the conversation you had with Director
Casey that day, and giving consideration which you have already
told us in terms of the fact that his expression was rather benign
and consequently you couldn't derive much from that, but knowing
everything that you now know and putting the conversation you
had with Director Casey in the same category you did with the
President when you said you knew the President was an actor, but
that you were totally convinced that knowledge of the diversion
was completely new to him-and so my question is, putting every-
thing into context retrospectively, given your impression from that
conversation you had that day, would you say that, in your opinion,
that this was the first time that Director Casey had knowledge of
the diversion?

Mr. REGAN. That is a very difficult question for me to answer.
As I said yesterday, he did not indicate to me that he did know of

the diversion. On the other hand, he didn't say that he did not
know of it. It seems to me that you gentlemen will have to look a
little bit more into some of the stories that I have read someplace, I
have no personal knowledge of this, about this Canadian group
that somehow or other were loaning money to carry on the trans-
actions and there not getting their amount of money.

This was told to Casey as I recall from what I read in October,
and then he raised that question with Poindexter and others about
this money.

Whether or not at that point he could have learned of the diver-
sion, I don't know, but it would seem to me that if he were that
involved to where he had a story from a third party that as head of
the CIA he would have run it down a little bit more. I don't know.

Mr. STOKES. Sure. Well, I appreciate your testimony on that
point. I think it will be helpful to us in trying to reconcile these
differences.

Mr. Regan, during the period of time you were the Chief of Staff,
after Poindexter and North had left the White House, did there
come a time when there was a discussion with the President, when
you were present, about congressional immunity for Colonel North
and Admiral Poindexter?
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Mr. REGAN. Yes, there was such a time.
Mr. STOKES. And would that have been around approximately

December 15th, 16th?
Mr. REGAN. I think even earlier than that-probably around De-

cember 8th, 9th, or 10th, in through there.
Mr. STOKES. I see.
Mr. REGAN. I recall discussions of that.
Mr. STOKES. And who was present at that time?
Mr. REGAN. Well, I remember one discussion among the Presi-

dent, the Vice President and myself regarding this as to how to get
the full story out. Both the admiral and the colonel were refusing
to talk. We had said we didn't know the story, couldn't find out the
story, granted, the Tower Commission was working but still in an
effort to hasten this, I believe the President did suggest publicly
some time in the period to which I referred that either the Senate
or the House or both intelligence committees should give limited
immunity to both of these witnesses or to either one of them in
order to get a story out.

But both of the committees, the House and the Senate Intelli-
gence Committees, said, no, they didn't want to do that, that it
wasn't the proper time.

Mr. STOKES. Now, at either that particular meeting or any other
meeting, was the question of Presidential pardon for either Admi-
ral Poindexter or Colonel North ever discussed with the President?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, it was.
Mr. STOKES. Can you tell us when that was?
Mr. REGAN. Yes. Somebody brought it up to him got shot down

right away. That was something the President wouldn't even listen
to, the fact that he should grant a pardon. His reasoning went
along this sort of line, to grant a pardon means you think some-
body has committed a crime; you only pardon for a crime.

And he didn't know what the crime was. As yet, there had been
no evidence brought to him, the Tower Commission report was not
out, the independent counsel had been put in being, but he had no
report, obviously neither the Senate nor the House Intelligence
Committees had finished, let alone the fact that this committee
would be set up, so the President said not only is it premature, but
I will be darned if I am going to accuse them of a crime in advance.

Mr. STOKES. Was that the extent of the conversation that day, as
you recall?

Mr. REGAN. It never came up again. He put his foot down hard,
and it never came up again.

Mr. STOKES. You testified yesterday that to your knowledge the
President did not know that the CIA was involved in the November
1985 HAWK shipments; is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. STOKES. All right. If he did not know, do you believe that he

would have or should have signed a Finding retroactively approv-
ing something he did not know anything about at the time?

Mr. REGAN. Well, as I said, I still am a little bit imprecise about
that Finding; (A) that there was a Finding, (B) that he signed it.

There is no such document. There is a draft document, I know,
but I have never seen the final document with his signature on it.
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And I am unable to state whether he should have done it retroac-
tively or not.

You know the curious thing about that, Mr. Stokes, is that we
had quite a conversation on December 7th, in the quarters among
the leading players in this affair, and there was discussion of a
Finding, and operating under a Finding, and yet no one at that
meeting brought up the subject that the President had already
signed the Finding.

I find that very curious, that-I have racked my brain about it, I
have read the testimony of witnesses before this committee who
participated in that meeting and as yet nobody has said that any-
body said, whether it was Poindexter, McFarlane or anybody who
would have known of the President signing that would have said,
hey, we have already got a Finding.

Mr. STOKES. I think some of us find that testimony rather curi-
ous, also.

Mr. REGAN. I am at a loss on that one.
Mr. STOKES. Finally, let me just offer an addendum to the collo-

quy you had yesterday with Mr. Hyde with reference to the prece-
dent established in terms of Chiefs of Staff testifying before the
Congress, and I think your recollection was that Sherman Adams
was the only exception.

Mr. REGAN. May I correct something? We got a phone call at my
office saying Mr. Haldeman had also testified.

Mr. STOKES. That is correct. When you said that yesterday it
struck me, and I had an opportunity to check it last night.

Mr. REGAN. That shows, you know, if you have got a good staff.
Mr. STOKES. That is right. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. I want to refer back to a series of statements and

a press conference questibn apd clear up What may be an ambigui-
ty. Yesterday, Senator Cohen in his test-in his questions to you
had referred to a statement that the President had made to Mr.
McFarlane expressing the displeasure that the Israelis had gone
ahead with an arms shipment prior to any approval by the United
States.

And he asked him to convey that to the Israelis, and your re-
sponse to the question that he had had asked was, yes, that indeed
was correct. John Poindexter said that in the meeting on Novem-
ber 10th he reported in that meeting that the Israelis went ahead
without our prior approval.

That also was covered by Senator Cohen's question. And I think
yesterday Mr. Smiljanich also asked a question about that and
your response was affirmative, that the President did not know
prior to the shipment of' TOW missiles that Israel intended to do
SO.

That is on page 30 of your testimony yesterday. So we have sev-
eral different markers down that-I think at one time you said, if I
recall correctly, at the August 6th meeting the President had ex-
pressed concern about the Israeli shipment of arms.

So we have several different markers about that. Yet on the
press conference-the President's press conference on November
19th, if you care to refer to it, that is exhibit no. 48, page 1587, of
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that Presidential document, the question was asked this way by
Andrea Mitchell.

"Mr. President, to follow up on that, we have been told by the
Chief of Staff, Donald Regan, that we condoned this-we condoned,
this government condoned an Israeli shipment in September of
1985. It would appear that his recitation is contrary to testimony
of yourself, of John Poindexter, and references to Mr. McFarlane's
testimony, all differing from the background which she stated in
her question to the President on November 19th. Can you help us
clear that up?

Mr. REGAN. I hope so, Senator.
The use of the word "condone," I take it to mean exactly what I

testified to yesterday. That is, the Israelis did it without our knowl-
edge, but once they had done it, we did not then go back and make
them undo it or in any way condemn them for it.

And by the fact that we didn't protest except privately for
McFarlan- to his contacts, whoever that might have been, we
didn't make a big deal out of it or a big case out of it, and I think
that is why the use of the word "condone."

Mr. MCCLURE. It did not intend to imply we had given prior ap-
proval?

Mr. REGAN. No. And you will recall that later we did refurbish
their supply.

Mr. MCCLURE. Well, again, referring to your testimony yesterday
on page 30, when Mr. Smiljanich was asking the questions, Mr.
Smiljanich said what was said at that meeting in September of
1985 about the replenishment of the missiles that Israel had
shipped to Iran, and your answer was, and I quote, "The President
was quite upset that his hand was being forced in this way. He still
wasn t certain, because he had told McFarlane in the August 6
meeting to go slow on this and let's make sure we know who we
are dealing with before we get too far into this, as a result to have
his hand forced that way was quite upsetting, and he said as far as
any replenishment is concerned, we will cross that bridge later. I
am not going to do anything about that now."

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. MCCLURE. And the President was upset?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, he was very upset.
Mr. MCCLURE. What do you mean by the Israelis having forced

his hand that way?
Mr. REGAN. Well, they had gone ahead and made an initial

transaction in this channel and were drawing the U.S. Government
into it, because they shipped these arms. Weir came out-the deed
was already done, and we really hadn't had time to put this whole
matter before an NSPG, or what have you, and go over it in any
detail. They did it for us without our advance, our knowledge in
advance.

Mr. MCCLURE. And we did later agree to the replenishment.
Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. There is one other little fact that ties in with that

that might help us if we get it into some kind of perspective, and
that is later on when the Israelis were trying again to get us to go
forward with this project, they offered, even though we had agreed
to the replenishment, they said "Go ahead, if it doesn't work, we
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will even give up on the replenishment of the 500 TOWs, the initial
shipment, which would indicate to me that maybe they hadn't
really expected to get replenishment.

Mr. REGAN. I can't offer any additional information on that, I
don't know.

Mr. MCCLURE. At the beginning they had no approval--
Mr. REGAN. As far as I know, they had no approval or no assur-

ances that if they did it, it would be replaced.
Mr. MCCLURE. And even after there was an agreement for re-

plenishment, they offered to go ahead without replenishment.
Mr. REGAN. That is a fact I learned later. I didn't know that at

the time.
Mr. MCCLURE. Let me refer you to exhibit no. 41A, if you will,

for a moment at page 10, of exhibit 41A, which is I think your
notes of the meeting on November 10. 1 refer you to what Secretary
Shultz said, and I would-well, I will just-read from your notes on
that page, and this is referring to what Secretary Shultz said at
that meeting: "Thinks Israelis suckered us into this, so we can't
complain of their sales." Do you remember that conversation?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, I do.
Mr. MCCLURE. What was it he said? Is that all of what he said?
Mr. REGAN. That is my interpretation. I don't think the Secre-

tary actually used those words, but I at times talk and take notes
in the vernacular. His point was that since the Israelis were so-
close to us in this deal and they, in point of fact, were already ship-
ping arms to Iran, we could not consistently agree in private with
them to be a participant in that and then publicly condemn any
arms shipments they might be sending to Iran.

I don't think it is a top secret that the Israelis seem to, in one
type of deal or another, to favor Iran over Iraq in that current con-
flict.

Mr. MCCLURE. You were careful to say you were not sure those
were his words, but I refer you back to exhibit no. 41, which is Al
Keel's notes of the same meeting.

Mr. REGAN. Did he use the same words?
Mr. MCCLURE.-and he uses precisely the same words.
Mr. REGAN. Then I think the Secretary must have said it if two

of us recorded it that way.
Mr. MCCLURE. You are an accurate reporter?
Mr. REGAN. Better than I thought.
Mr. MCCLURE. Do you recall, in discussions that you had or in

which you participated, who set the price for the missiles sold to
Iran?

Mr. REGAN. The price was never discussed in front of me, I never
knew the cost of a TOW, 500 TOWs, 1,000 TOWs, nor did I ever
hear anyone talk about the cost of spare parts.

Mr. MCCLURE. Now, you indicated, I think, in some testimony
yesterday that you were really a little concerned about the fact
that large profits had been made, and yet, if I recall the testimony,
it was Mr. Ghorbanifar who first said what the Iranians would be
willing to pay and the Israelis who had first charged that price and
the Israelis who had first diverted money from the sale to other
purposes. That was in their sales, not ours. Were you aware of
those facts?
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Mr. REGAN. I have no knowledge of that at all.
Mr. MCCLURE. If you had been aware of those facts, and if indeed

they are facts, and I believe that there is a record before us that
they are, but there may not be conclusive evidence, but if those
were facts, the Israelis took the price that was established by Mr.
Ghorbanifar as the price the Iranians would be willing to pay, had
charged that price and a little bit more, as a matter of fact, and
then had diverted the proceeds to other uses, would that have
made the rest of the pattern that evolved over the next several
months look more predictable or less understandable?

Mr. REGAN. I think had we known that at the time, we would
have blown a whistle right away because-what is this, what is
going on here, how come we have people making a profit in here
on this deal? This was not supposed to be that type of deal. I think
we would have looked at it a little more closely.

Granted, again, I am sitting here a year or more after the fact
looking at it through a different pair of eyes. But I-any time
something of this nature has ever come up involving money, I have
always been very cautious, I want to know who is getting paid for
what. If there is somebody making a profit on it, let's be careful.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I see my time is up. Mr. Regan, let
me compliment you for your testimony; it has been very helpful to
the committee. I think it has filled in some gaps and corroborated
some details; it has been very useful to us.

If I might, Mr. Chairman, just in closing, I noted yesterday Con-
gressman Hyde had said we are sitting in judgment on the execu-
tive. That, in part, is true. But I think in a much larger sense, the
Congress is also being judged by the American people. So I don't
think it is just the executive that is being judged; I think we are,
too.

Thank you very much.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Boland, 10 minutes.
Mr. BOLAND. Good morning, Mr. Regan.
Mr. REGAN. Good morning, Mr. Boland.
Mr. BOLAND. I'm interested in the tone and substance of the dis-

cussion that must have taken place between the President, the
Vice President, the Attorney General, and you in the Oval Office
on the morning of Tuesday, November 25, 1986. This would have
been prior to the meeting scheduled with Admiral Poindexter, who
was to join that meeting perhaps an hour, or a half hour after the
first meeting.

Did the Attorney General provide any summary on his inquiry,
what he had uncovered or what was left to do with respect to his
inquiry? His inquiry started, as you know, on the 21st. Here you're
meeting on the 25th, and I was wondering whether or not the At-
torney General gave you any summary of that inquiry at that
meeting.

Mr. REGAN. Well, he went over again, perhaps in more detail,
what he had told the President and me the previous afternoon
about the diversion of funds. I think he was repeating it to make
sure that the Vice President was fully filled in, had the same
amount of knowledge as the President and myself, although he had
talked to the Vice President on Monday afternoon also.
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Then we went into matters of procedure: where do we go from
here? We were talking about having leaders of Congress down.
They were questioning me as to, had we notified the various lead-
ers we wished to speak to and could they come? Then we went on
to discuss the press conference and the mechanics of how that
would be handled in revealing this. And then we got into a matter
of discussing the commission and how that would be set up, and I
was explaining more in detail my thoughts of the smaller three-
man committee rather than a 17-member committee, and the like.
So we consumed a half hour pretty quickly that way, and then it
was time for Poindexter to come in.

Mr. BOLAND, You had already discussed with or advised Admiral
Poindexter to resign, had you not?

Mr. REGAN. That's correct.
Mr. BOLAND. And there was a discussion, I take it, in that meet-

ing of that incident among the four of you?
Mr. REGAN. Not very much discussion. I told the others that I

had-how will I put it-made a suggestion to Poindexter that he
have his resignation with him when he came in, and I told the
President that I anticipated he would so the President could expect
it and be prepared for it.

Mr. BOLAND. Did anyone suggest that since Admiral Poindexter
would be joining the meeting within a relatively few minutes, some
additional questions might profitably be asked about the operation
of the diversion plan?

Mr. REGAN. No. Because you will recall that at that point in
time, two of us, both the Attorney General and I, had been told by
Admiral Poindexter that if this was more or less a failure to super-
vise rather than his having any knowledge of the diversion.

Mr. BOLAND. Was there any discussion of bringing Colonel North
to the meeting so that questions might be asked of him?

Mr. REGAN. No, sir.
Mr. BOLAND. As I noted yesterday, that you indicated that per-

haps there was someone in the NSC who was familiar and deeply
involved in the technical details of the diversion. Would that have
been Colonel North?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. BOLAND. Now, in your testimony yesterday, Senator Mitch-

ell-in response to a question by Senator Mitchell, you gave an
opinion as to Admiral Poindexter's credibility. I want to ask you
another question in that area because it has been widely reported
that some in the administration, for instance, Larry Speakes, when
he was the President's spokesman, felt that the admiral had been
on occasions less than forthcoming with him and others.

Did you believe while you were Chief of Staff that the admiral
ever misled you?

Mr. REGAN. Apart from this Iran-Contra, which in retrospect I
think he did mislead me, I know of no other instances.

I have to explain something to you regarding Mr. Speakes' re-
marks. There were times when the admiral had to be very careful
because he was dealing with sensitive foreign policy affairs or with
ongoing affairs involving intelligence gathering, and he had to be
extremely careful of how much he told Speaks because whatever
he told Speakes, naturally Speakes was authorized to give to the
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press, and there are many times when, for those reasons, you want
to not tell everything that you know or how you got to know it.

Mr. BOLAND. In your deposition, you indicated that you learned
of the existence of the NSC chronology on November 19, 1986. You
asked for a copy of it-on the 20th and it was provided by Admiral
Poindexter to you on the 21st. Later that day, on the 21st, Admiral
Poindexter asked that the chronology be returned for revision and
you did not comply. Why?

Mr. REGAN. First of all, I had turned it over to the President's
counsel and told him to take a close look at it. He gave it a cursory
going over, and when I got back from some other meeting I had
attended, he said to me, "This doesn't hang together, Don, be care-
ful." I said, "You bang on to that and check it out."

So when Poindexter asked, I did dissemble with him. I said, "I
can't find it right now, John. I'll get it to you at an appropriate
time." I let time expire and went home without giving it to him.

Mr. BOLAND. So I take it that you were not concerned that
changes might have been made to conceal the facts if you returned
it?

Mr. REGAN. Well, what I did know-I knew something was
wrong, but what I didn't know, and that's what I was trying to find
out, and I was afraid if I let the document go back again, I won't be
able to see all the facts on several pages.

Mr. BOLAND. Mr. Regan, you took pride in your efforts to put the
best light on events that some might have otherwise interpreted as
being adverse to the administration's interests. To do that success-
fully, I assume that you had to be in full possession of all the facts
so that you could determine which would be most helpful to make
in the administration's case.

When you learned of the diversion, why didn't you go to North
and Poindexter and ask for a full account of the facts so that you
would know how far the damage might go?

Mr. REGAN. Several reasons -
Mr. BOLAND. Let me ask. One of the reasons I ask that is because

I'm looking at a statement that you made to the Washington Post
on February 28 of 1987. I'm quoting: "Some of us are like a shovel
brigade that follows a parade down Main Street cleaning up."

Mr. REGAN. I was wondering when that would be brought up. I
almost got away with it.

Mr. BOLAND. You also indicated that if you are going to put a
spin on something, you have to have all the facts to know which
way to spin it.

Why didn't you ask Coionel North or Admiral Poindexter for all
the information with respect to the diversion?

Mr. REGAN. Well, my reasoning at that time was that there was
a criminal investigation under way. For me to put myself into that,
I thought that was inappropriate.

Secondly, we had nominated a commission, an independent com-
mission to look into all of these facts and to gather the facts. Ac-
cordingly, for me to sit there as interrogator questioning these
people didn't seem appropriate, so I didn't. I didn't feel that was,
you know, the thing to do, and the President had set up two other
avenues and there was a possibility of an independent counsel.
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Mr. BOLAND. There was some indication in an editorial I read
today that you had the keys to the palace. You were not the only
one that had the keys to the palace, were you? I take it that the
National Security Adviser had the keys to the palace too, because
he didn't have to go around you to get into his majesty's room, did
he?

Mr. REGAN. It depends upon what you mean by the keys to the
palace. I've seen--

Mr. BOLAND. That's access to the Presidency.
Mr. REGAN. I've seen reports in the press today about the fact

that I wasn't what I seemed to have been and all that type of stuff.
Again, I repeat what I tried to make clear yesterday. Although

some people find it hard to imagine it, and that is that there are
really two staffs in the White House. There is that National Securi-
ty staff, which services the National Security Council, comes under
the National Security Adviser; it does not and has never, except in
the person of Richard Allen for 1 year, reported to the President
through anybody. It didn't in previous administrations. The Na-
tional Security Council is a separate organization. I did, and was
Chief of Staff of the White House staff running the West Wing.
That's what I tried to do. So as far as access to the President is
concerned, yes, I controlled access to the President, but as I testi-
fied yesterday, there were five people who had freedom to go in
and out of the Oval Office as they needed.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Regan.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Nunn.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, we were talking yesterday about your notes, and I

refer you to your notes of the November 10 meeting, which I be-
lieve is exhibit 41A, if you would take a look at that, it is page 13.
Have you got that page 13 there?

Mr. REGAN. I do.
Mr. NUNN. Sir, if you could look down at the bottom of that

page, "pres" is the President, is that right?
Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Could you just walk us through those last three or

four entries down there telling us what you mean by those notes,
where it says "George and the President," "George and the Presi-
dent."

Mr. REGAN. George, referring to Secretary Shultz, is talking here
about how do we handle the matter from a public point of view,
and what the President is saying, that what he should say in public
is that he supports the present policy, all of us should say that.

Policy, quite obviously, as I explained yesterday, were the four
points: one, contact with Iran because of its geographical and geo-
political importance; two, the question of making certain that it
was neutral if not anti-Soviet; three, that-to get the Iranians to
use their good graces to reduce terrorism; and four, to see what
they could do, if anything, about contacting the kidnappers to get
our hostages back.

That was the President's policy. But he said-notice the Presi-
dent says "say nothing else because- there is danger to the hos-
tages," in other words, don't get on and speculate, stick to that.
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Mr. NUNN. OK. That takes us down to the next sentence, ot.d I
am really interested in the last two or three sentences if you could
just tell us what George said and what the President ad .h-I.C
and what they meant by that. If you could perhaps read those 4',-
couple of entries.

Mr. REGAN. There is a misspelling here. I think that is what h:
happened. I am not such a great notetaker.

George says, "I will support and have always supporte the Ira-
nian long-range policy of contact with Iran."

And then he says, "I have never supported, there is no support-"
-I spelled "no" k-n-o-w; I should have spelled it n-o--"-no support
for weapons for hostages."

That is Shultz defending or explaining or restating what was
well-known to us, that he did not support that policy.

Mr. NUNN. So that is entirely consistent with his other state-
ments.

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. How about that last entry there, is that the Presi-

dent?
Mr. REGAN. The President again.
Mr. NUNN. Could you just read that and tell us what it means.
Mr. REGAN. "The side with military superiority will win. We

want to have things even. This helps Iran which was the weaker of
the two sides."

In other words, in the Iran-Iraq war, our policy was and, as far
as I know, still is that that war should end in a stalemate, neither
side being the winner, try to get it to a halt. But if one side has
military superiority over the other side, obviously it is going to
win.

Mr. NUNN. Well, my problem with that is that the wrong side
was the one the President used there. That was not the position of
our government. Our government's position, and I went over this
with Secretary Shultz, was that the Iraqi side was deteriorating
and that the Iranian side had the long-range advantage, and this is
November the 10th, this is just 4 or 5 months ago, or at least 6 or 7
months ago, and this is November 10, 1986, where you have the
President of the United States saying that he believes the Iranian
side is losing. Is that right?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. NUNN. Did anybody correct him in that meeting?
Mr. REGAN. No. Because Shultz immediately picked up that he

wanted things kept in channels, that is, the State Department
should be running the Iran endeavor, and it shouldn't be run out of
the NSC.

Mr. NUNN. We had Secretary Weinberger at that meeting; is
that right?

Mr. REGAN. I believe so.
Mr. NUNN. Secretary Shultz was at that meeting?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, he was.
Mr. NUNN. You had the Vice President at that meeting.
Mr. REGAN. He was.
Mr. NUNN. Director Casey at that meeting?
Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. I believe you were at that meeting?
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Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Of course, these were your notes, obviously. Admiral

Poindexter was at that meeting?
Mr. REGAN. And here you have the President of the United

States giving what is essentially erroneous policy in a policy state-
ment, it wasn't a small detail, it was a question of who our govern-
ment believed was winning that war. And he was stating what the
Secretary of State has testified before this committee was not the
policy of the United States and what we have classified reports
from the whole community, including intelligence, including De-
fense, including State saying exactly the opposite of this, and the
President makes this statement which is obviously fundamentally
conflicting with the policy of our-supposed policy of our govern-
ment and nobody corrects him; is that what happened?

Mr. REGAN. As far as I know. My notes don't reflect anyone
having corrected him.

If, indeed, that was the fact. I don't know that that was the fact.
Mr. NUNN. Well, if I am correct, that the policy of the U.S. Gov-

ernment then was that the Iraqis had the long-term problem and
that their position was deteriorating, don't you find it alarming
that the President could be under a total misinterpretation of what
the U.S. Government believed about that war?

Mr. REGAN. Well, there is a lot of this that is classified informa-
tion, I am not sure I want to discuss it in this meeting, Mr. Chair-
man. But I would take issue with some of the things you have just
said, but only from a classified point of view.

Mr. NUNN. Were you under the impression that the Iranians
were deteriorating and losing the war?

Mr. REGAN. I have a problem here, Mr. Chairman. This is very
sensitive, classified material that we are discussing here in public.

Mr. NUNN. I have been given-Mr. Chairman, I have checked
with the State Department very carefully on this, and I know ex-
actly what is classified, and I know what is not.

I won't push Mr. Regan on this, but it is not classified that the
U.S. Government position at that time was that we felt the Iraqi
position was deteriorating. Thvt is not classified.

I found this very, very disturbing, that we could have this kind of
fundamental misunderstanding by the President on an issue this
key and obviously very much in his mind, and obviously very much
of the policy. I just suggest to you, Mr. Regan, that was November
10, 1986, and 4 or 5 months later we were basically agreeing to flag
Kuwaiti vessels, which is a tilt towards Iraq and here the President
is on November 10, 1986, saying we had to help the Iranians be-
cause the sides weren't even.

Mr. REGAN. Well, that's trying to keep things evenhanded, Sena-
tor. You see, we can't help one side or the other. If we give help to
one, we have to give help to the other.

Mr. NUNN. Flagging vessels, shipping arms, is that a balanced
foreign policy?

Mr. REGAN. As I explained to you, we want neither side to win,
you can't help just one side.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
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Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Reagan, if you have any sensitive infor-
mation which you feel will clarify the situation, we will be very
happy to arrange to receive it in secure conditions.

Mr. REGAN. I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that rather I who am
not an expert in this that you might consider the next witness, Sec-
retary Weinberger be alerted to this question and maybe he would
want to discuss it with you as to exactly what the intelligence we
were being furnished at that time was.

Chairman INOUYE. Your suggestion is very valid, sir. We will do
so. Thank you.

Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. DeWine.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Regan.
Mr. REGAN. Good morning.
Mr. DEWINE. One of the things that I think has been very clear

in this investigation is that the President did not get all the facts
and that is part of the problem, or maybe it is the number one
problem.

I think also that we could all agree that one of the main jobs of a
Chief of Staff is to make sure that the flow of information goes to
the President, that nothing impedes that; he gets the basic facts
that he needs so he is the one who ultimately makes the decisions.

I wonder if you could, maybe based upon your experience in this
case, based upon your experiences, Chief of Staff, White House
Chief of Staff, give us a little advice and maybe give advice to
future Chiefs of Staff and future Presidents, what can be done, or
can it be done by a Chief of Staff, to ensure that Presidents get the
basic information that they need so that the information flows to
them.

Mr. REGAN. Except in this instance where there was apparently
a deliberate effort to conceal things from the President, I know of
no time during the 2 years that I served as Chief of Staff where
there weren't basic facts given to the President.

Now, at times these were imprecise, they weren't filled, particu-
larly when there is an ongoing situation-a plane is taken hostage,
you're not sure what is going on, there are fragmentary reports.
Obviously you can't give him all of the information.

But on the domestic side, if he is trying to make a decision that
might involve, let's say the EPA, or might involve some aspect of
the budget, or something of that nature, there is plenty of informa-
tion given to the President that comes up through the Cabinet
council system so that he does have enough information on which
to make a decision.

Quite obviously, if ever again there were a situation in which a
President does not get all the information because members of his
staff conceal it from him, then he is at a real disadvantage.

Mr. DEWINE. I've got another question and I do want to move on,
but in summary, you don't see any structural change that you
would recommend to a President or to a Chief of Staff to avoid a
situation that you have described where the President's one of his
chief advisers, the NSC Adviser, withholds information?

Mr. REGAN. Except for the suggestion I made yesterday that the
President's counsel be brought into any covert operation before it
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starts, before a decision is made as to whether we should go into
one or not and also--

Mr. DEWINE. The President's legal counsel?
Mr. REGAN. The President's legal counsel. And also the paper-

work flow in the White House, particularly where it involves sensi-
tive, highly classified material, be restructured so that that has to
flow from A to B to C, so that we are sure we know under what
circumstances the President is getting it, how he is getting it, and
what he does with it.

Mr. DEWINE. Let me follow up with that if I could about a specif-
ic question about the legal counsel. It is my understanding in No-
vember of '86, Mr. Wallison was the White House counsel, is that
true?

Mr. REGAN. November of '86, yes, he was.
Mr. DEWINE. What that means is that he is the President's

lawyer?
Mr. REGAN. That's right.
Mr. DEWINE. In fact, the President is his only client?
Mr. REGAN. That is right. Well, he has other responsibilities.
Mr. DEWINE. But the President is his principal client, is he not?
Mr. REGAN. His principal client, yes.
Mr. DEWINE. If I could, I would like to read to you from the dep-

osition we took of Charles Cooper, who of course is the Assistant
Attorney General, was the Assistant Attorney General at the De-
partment of Justice. This deposition was taken on June 23, 1987. I
have a copy here, but I really-and I'll give it to you, but if I could
just read it to you it might expedite things.

Mr. Regan. Please.
Mr. DEWINE. Let me just set the stage, Mr. Regan, if I could. Mr.

Cooper is being asked at the meeting, he is being asked at this dep-
osition about the meeting in Poindexter's office that was called to
go over Director Casey's testimony on November 20, 1986. Let me
read now from the deposition.

"Question: Mr. Wallison, Mr. Wallison and his office, was not
represented as you have testifieci.

"Answer: Right.
"Did you think it was odd that he wasn't there at that point?
"Answer: At that point?
"Question: Especially after the meeting 2 days before. Now, the

meeting, of course, 2 days before was when Wallison had called all
his counterparts together to basically complain, at least that's my
understanding, about the fact that he was being cut out. You had the
chief counsel of Justice, State, DOD, CIA arid NSC, and he was
complaining those 2 days before about being cut out from the proc-
ess.

"Answer: Yes, by that time I was beginning to sense and certain-
ly appreciate the fact that Peter Wallison was not a participant in
this, did not seem to be at all included in this matter generally.

"Question: Was he basically being frozen out of this situation?
"Answer: I certainly understood that to be his view of it.
"Was it your view?
"Answer: It is obvious that he wasn't involved, so presumably

conscious decisions were made not to involve him.
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"Question: Did you think it odd that there was no one there rep-
resenting Don Regan, his staff?

"Answer: Not particularly, and I really can't say it was odd that
Wallison wasn't at this meeting, but I do think it was odd that he
wasn't at any meeting other than the ones that he called to find
out what was going on. It was quite clear that there was some kind
of fissure between NSC and Peter Wallison of the White House
counsel."

End of deposition, end of quote.
Now, Mr. Regan, did Peter Wallison express to you his feeling

that he was being frozen out?
Mr. REGAN. Yes, he did on several occasions.
Mr. DEWINE. After he expressed this to you, the President's own

lawyer saying, "I'm being cut out of this," what did you do to try to
get him back in the ballgame-what did you do to try to get him
involved so that the President would have the benefit of his own
legal counsel at a very, very crucial time?

Mr. REGAN. I asked Poindexter to include him in whatever meet-
ings he was having. He refused to do it. He said that he had plenty
of counsel, he had Paul Thompson on his own staff, and he had
opinions from the Attorney General regarding what he was doing
so he felt that from a legal point of view, they had sufficient coun-
sel.

And he went on to say that their problem was not with the law;
their problem was in getting the facts themselves and the chronolo-
gies straight. It was not whether or not they were doing things le-
gally or illegally.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Regan, you have been a chief officer of Merrill
Lynch. You were a strong CEO there. You were a strong Cabinet
officer, and contrary to the Washington Post this morning, I still
think you were a strong Chief of Staff.

Why, at that point, when you knew things were very crucial,
didn't you go down, and if I could use real blunt language, go down
to Admiral Poindexter or over to his office and say, "Look, I don't
care what you want. The President needs his lawyer. We have to
get him involved in this. This is a crucial time. Things are going
wild. We have got to get somebody here who can put this thing to-
gether, and the logical person is the President's lawyer"?

Mr. REGAN. At that point in time, the Attorney General got him-
self involved in it, and I felt that since the Attorney General was
in there and he was personally checking on the facts, that that
would be sufficient. We didn't have to have Wallison also at that
point.

Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate that and I would wholeheartedly agree
with you, once the Attorney General actually does get involved
that that does the job and in my opinion it did do the job, but we
have got a period of time prior to that, don't we, when this whole
thing is breaking loose from the tine of the election day, November
4, when the first article appears, you go to several meetings that
you had, you go the meeting that I was talking about, it is clear that
you have got a vacuum, a period of time that was a vacuum, and
Wallison-he's just out of it, the President's own lawyer is not
involved in this thing.
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1 admitted once Ed Meese got involved, things got better, but
before he got involved shouldn t Wallison have been brought in in
hindsight looking back?

Mr. REGAN. In hindsight definitely, but at that point in time we
didn't realize the significance of the legal problem that was in-
volved here as to whether or not Boland had been observed or
breached.

We had no idea of the diversion of funds and whether there was
a possible criminal act here or not. We had no idea that there was
a tremendous legal problem involved.

Mr. DEWINE. But you were-
Mr. REGAN. I am talking now between the 5th, and let's say the

1Mth or 19th. Wallison did sit in on the briefings of the President
for the, I believe he was there in the briefings for the press confer-
ence.

Mr. DEWINE. I appreciate your answer and again it is always
easy for us to sit up here and criticize and hindsight is as Bill
McCollum says 20/20. There is no doubt about that, I just think
looking back and maybe for future reference that the President of
the United States ought to have his legal counsel involved in deci-
sions like this.

Mr. REGAN. I agree with you completely on that Mr. DeWine. As
a matter of fact, I do hope that one of the outcomes of this, wheth-
er or not this committee recommends it that the current Chief of
Staff and the future chiefs of staff would see to it that whenever
there is a covert action of any type the President's counsel, in addi-
tion to whatever else is used, is brought into the discussions.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Don, it is good to see you again. Nice to see you.
Looking back on this entire series of events, I think we all can

admit there is certainly a lot that can be criticized and hopefully
there are lessons that can be learned.

From what you have told us here, yesterday-and today, it ap-
pears to me that your instincts and your advice were basically
sound. You get the facts, get them out, that is what you wanted to
do.

I think that was a correct and a very proper approach. And I'm
looking back on it, and I ask this not in a critical way, but in the
hope that we can perhaps learn from the past.

Do you think that maybe it was not a mistake to have taken an-
other half day, even maybe a day to get more of the facts, and then
it seems to me that the President along with you and the Attorney
General at his side could have called on North, Poindexter and
Casey and received basically the whole story?

So in retrospect, do you think that maybe the haste in calling a
press conference was a mistake in the long run?

Mr. REGAN. You would have to assume at that point that North
and Poindexter would have told the full and complete and true
story.

Mr. HATCH. Sure.
Mr. REGAN. Even though they knew that perhaps they had done

something wrong. I am not sure in view of what has happened-I
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don't want to impugn these two men because they always, as far as
I was concerned, were honorable men, but it may be taking things
a little bit too much for granted that they would have told the
truth and nothing but the truth at that particular moment.

Mr. HATCH. OK.
I only have one or two other comments, I don't want to take all

my time.
You mentioned David Fischer in response to some questions

posed by Representative Brooks, and I am finding no fault with
Congressman Brooks, he is a good friend and he took his comments
out of news accounts.

Other than speculations by the press, do you have any evidence
that Mr. Fischer was getting paid for arranging meetings at the
White House for Mr. Channell's contributors or for anyone else?

Mr. REGAN. No, I don't. As I said yesterday, Senator, I was
shocked to read that.

Mr. HATCH. Well, the fact of the matter is it isn't true but let's
go a little bit further. I just don't want the wrong impression left
on this record-

Mr. REGAN. I'm glad to hear that.
Mr. HATCH.-and I am sure you would agree.
Our committees have looked into this matter and it is my clear

understanding that Mr. Fischer hau lio contact with or even knowl-
edge of Mr. Channell while Mr. Fischer was working at the White
House as an employee. Then after he left the White House, he did
enter into a retainer agreement with IBC, but that retainer was for
Mr. Fischer's work as a political consultant with a large number of
issues, most of which pertained to domestic matters from what I
understand.

Mr. Fischer did that work, and as I understand it, he was paid for
it, but he was never at any time paid specifically for arranging
meetings at the White House-not $50,000 as the news accounts
have mentioned and as Mr. Brooks' question indicated or in any
other sum.

In fact, Mr. Channell already had a clear opening and a close
working relationship with the White House long before he met Mr.
Fischer.

So I just don't want the wrong impression left here. I would
think that you of all people would understand how allegations and
false information in a few news stories can be very harmful and
sometimes totally in error.

I think we all understand that, and I know that happened to you.
We have checked out Mr. Fischer thoroughly, and I know of no

reason why he should be of any embarrassment to you or to the
White House.

As a matter of fact, I understand he was personally asked by the
President to help make the arrangements for President Aquino's
visit to the United States last year, which he did without compen-
sation and only on the condition that he be given none of the credit
for it.

As I understand it, he gave up 3 months of his life to do that,
and I think most people would agree he did a remarkable job.

I think that that experience reflects more accurately on Mr.
Fischer's reputation than the wild speculation that has been report-
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ed about him in some aspects of the press in connection with his
contacts with Mr. Channell.

So I wanted to clear that up because I think Dave served long
and well down there and basically I think you had nothing but the
highest opinion of him. If I don't--

Mr. REGAN. That is absolutely correct. I always thought he was a
great guy and he was tireless in his devotion to the President and
the amount of time that he spent-weekends, nights, days, and so
forth, accompanying the President no matter where he went, he
went way beyond the normal call of duty.

Mr. HATCH. And he is a good family man-he's a young man
with a family.

Mr. REGAN. That is what I understand.
Mr. HATCH. I appreciate your clearing that up, and I wanted to

clear it up because I think sometimes some of our elements of the
press jump on things and misconstrue them and misstate them and
sometimes tell downright untruths.

This particular matter has been filled with good reporting and
bad reporting, but I have seen a lot of bad reporting on it.

Thank you, sir. I appreciate it and appreciate your testimony.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Jenkins for 10 minutes.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. REGAN. Good morning, Mr. Jenkins.
Mr. JENKINS. I only have a couple or three questions to clear up.

It appears to me, from listening to all of the witnesses, including
yourself, that the overriding concern really of the White House
during this entire operation up to and until the diversion was dis-
covered was to put the best light on the situation to prevent the
perception from being that it was an exchange of arms for hos-
tages. Would you generally agree with the concern--

Mr. REGAN. Yes, the story wasn't known until about November
4th or 5th, and in the period between November 5th and November
24th, you are correct.

Mr. JENKINS. It appears to me from the various witnesses and
the documents that everyone was concerned about making sure
that as this story is released, we place the President in the position
that he is not exchanging arms for hostages. Now-am I correct?

Mr. REGAN. You are correct, but you have got to remember with
a slight addition to what you just said because the reason we
wanted to do that was because that was what the President actual-
ly wanted--

Mr. JENKINS. I understand that.
Mr. REGAN.-the opening of the contact with Iran was his

number one problem.
Mr. JENKINS. I understand that from your testimony yesterday,

although you also indicated that obviously it developed into an ex-
change of arms for hostages, in fact.

Mr. REGAN. That is correct. By October of 1986, it had dwindled
into that.

Mr. JENKINS. Yes, sir. Did you ever talk with the admiral about
it, since you have learned about the destruction of the December
Finding. Was that the reason for the tearing up of that document?
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Mr. REGAN. I have not talked to Admiral Poindexter since on No-
vember 25th.

Mr. JENKINS. As you know, Colonel North has indicated that he
was scheduled to be the fall guy. And when Admiral Poindexter
did not speak up in behalf of Colonel North, but when this was dis-
covered, at the time he talked with you, at the time he talked with
the President, the impression that he gave was that he didn't
really know anything about this except in general terms and that
the operation was, in fact, one operated by Colonel North more or
less alone. Is that the impression he gave all of you?

Mr. REGAN. Well, I wouldn't say alone, but the impression was
given that somebody else was doing this and North was responsi-
ble, he should have looked into it a little bit more, but didn't.

Mr. JENKINS. The admiral didn't speak up for Colonel North at
that time at all?

Mr. REGAN. No, I don't believe so.
Mr. JENKINS. He was letting him shoulder most of the responsi-

bility?
Mr. REGAN. Well, that was just the first-the first blush of this.

That was in his conversations with me on the morning of the 25th
and in the same morning with the President.

Mr. JENKINS. But he volunteered no support whatsoever for
North at that time?

Mr. REGAN. Well, except to say that he thought that whatever it
was that North was doing, North was doing it with the purest of
motives, that he was trying to help the Contras.

Mr. JENKINS. And when he said that he was doing it with the
purest of motives, of course, at the same time, as he has testified
here, he was calling the shots apparently for North?

Mr. REGAN. Well, as I say, that I learned from this committee,
from the testimony before this committee, and was quite surprised
when I read it.

Mr. JENKINS. Let me ask you one thing that has always con-
cerned me, as I know it has you, you have already indicated, the
agreement that was entered into by Mr. Hakim on behalf of the
United States and Iran. Admiral Poindexter testified that he took
this agreement in to the President to get his approval and later re-
layed that approval back to the people in Iran.

Now, the nine points of the agreement, some of which were car-
ried out, as a matter of fact later, and the translation of item
three, which says, and this is the item that concerned you, and you
indicated concerned the President later-"before executing item 4
below, Albert-Hakim-will provide the plan for the release of the
Kuwaitis, the 17 people."

You indicated that when the President first learned of this he
was shocked.

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. Is that correct?
Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. So your interpretation is that if the admiral men-

tioned this to him, he must have--
Mr. REGAN. I don't know when the admiral actually did mention

this to the President. I cannot envisage the President, as adamant
as he was about not wanting to do anything to secure the release of
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any of those Dawa prisoners, that he would have agreed to this,
and I am sure that the President would never have agreed to
having one Albert Hakim, unknown to him, out making agree-
ments with the Government of Iran.

Mr. JENKINS. So if, in fact, Admiral Poindexter showed these
nine points to the President back in May of 1986, he must have
skipped over this or---

Mr. REGAN. Well, it certainly would not have been presented in
the way that you just presented it, definitely not.

Mr. JENKINS. He would not have read it out like I read it out
from the trans-from the agreement?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. JENKINS. I mean I want to make sure that you understand I

was not placing it in my language. I was reading Mr. Hakim's
agreement.

Mr. REGAN. I understand. I find that hard to believe----
Mr. JENKINS. I'm sorry.
Mr. REGAN. I said I find that hard to believe-Hakim's testimony

on that.
Mr. JENKINS. Well, I think that the admiral also testified that he

did get the approval of the President on this; but you would find
that hard to believe also, would you not?

Mr. REGAN. Yes.
M1'. JENKINS. One other area. There has been a lot of discussion

about what we can do to try to shore up some of the obvious prob-
lems between the executive branch and the legislative branch with
leaks and to make sure that we do not repeat the mistakes that
have been made here in the future.

But I keep trying to reconcile in my mind, it would make no dif-
ference whether or not we have 30 members of a joint intelligence
committee or two members that are notified if, in fact, the Nation-
al Security Adviser does not even share the information with the
President. We would never know about that anyway, would we?

Mr. REGAN. No, but I have to think that that is an aberration,
that that would not be normal practice. I have to think that if
there were a small group from this Congress who were discussing
covert actions and were, by law or by practice, to be the ones to be
told about covert operations, that information would deliberately
be withheld from them-I don't think that would happen.

Mr. JENKINS. I agree with you, and I agree with you on the limi-
tation that should be made as far as the legislative branch, as far
as the number of people, but the problem I was trying to get to,
how do we make sure that a National Security Adviser, or whom-
ever, tells the President?

Mr. REGAN. The only answer is a very simple one, pick the right
people.

Mr. JENKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, I want to focus very quickly in the beginning on the

December 7th meeting of 1985 when both the Secretary of State
and the Secretary of Defense were very much against moving for-
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ward with any further measures with respect to developing this
opening to Iran, and you were opposed, as well, as I understand it.

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. The upshot of that meeting, though, was to send

McFarlane to London at least to make one final exploration, is that
correct?

Mr. REGAN. As I understood it, as I recall it, it was tn sort of
wind it down.

Mr. SARBANES. And McFarlane came back and reported that this
thing was just out of the question, these were very sleazy charac-
ters, and we ought not to have anything at all to do with them, is
that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Now in a matter of only a few weeks, the whole

thing became alive again. In fact, you joined in the effort to resus-
citate it, I gather, on the basis of the persuasion-persuasive case
made to you by Admiral Poindexter, is that correct?

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. Did you know at the time that there was the-I

assumed you didn't from your testimony since you didn't know
about the diversion, but you didn't have any inkling at the time
that there was the possibility that the Iranian arms sales might
provide moneys for the Contra operation and indeed for other oper-
ations as it was subsequently used?

Mr. REGAN. I had no idea of that.
Mr. SARBANES. Looking back on it now, do you have any sense

that some of the motive force, the driving force to put it back into
place may have come from those, Poindexter, North, others who
saw in it an opportunity to create a fund that would be available to
be used for other covert actions and in Nicaragua and elsewhere?

Mr. REGAN. I am not sure that the extent of the knowledge or
how much planning had been done about diversion at the time that
we discussed this on January 7 in the NSPG.

I haven't examined the record, complete record before this com-
mittee. But I find it difficult to believe that between, let's say, De-
cember 10 or so, whenever it was McFarlane got back, and January
7 that the diversion scheme was concocted.

I think that may have come a little later or grown, may have
been in somebody's mind, but it grew after that rather than before
that.

There was certainly no discussion of that at tho January 7 meet-
ing.

Mr. §ARBANES. Now, let me ask you about youv role as Chief of
Staff and the relationship with the National Secvrity Adviser. You
spoke yesterday about that you weren't a supervisor because, and
you reemphasized that point this morning saying there were two
staffs in effect, and you said that your relationship was more of
sharing or of liaison.

But my sense of it is that you didn't even have that. You, in
effect, were frozen out here by Admiral Poindexter.

First of all, you said yesterday about the paper flow, "no, I tried to
find out if there were any such papers because occasionally some-
thing would happen and somebody would say from the National
Security Counci, would say to the President: 'well, you remember

75-937 0 - 88 - 5
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we showed that to you or you remember you got that in your book,'
and I would say hey, I didn't get that in my book-what happened?
And they would say we just gave that to the President."

Now, this doesn't affect the access of the National Security Ad-
viser to the President or the two staffs, but on a sharing basis, if
that was to be the relationship, should not you as the Chief of Staff
have known of the papers that were going to the President on
which he was signing off?

Mr. REGAN. Well, again this is a controversial item. Just how
much should the Chief of Staff be told about sensitive information
regarding other governments, things of that nature, that type of in-
telligence? I have discussed this with other Chiefs of Staffs. Some of
them told me that when they were there they didn't want to know
what was going on in the foreign area.

I found out though that Jim Baker, as well as Ed Meese, had at-
tended meetings, all meetings, of the National Security Council
when they were in office in the White House.

I felt that I should attend meetings, that I should keep myself
briefed on it because not only did it enable me to carry cn a better
conversation or give better advice to the President, bu. it also,
from scheduling points of view, I had to know what they were con-
templating as far as possible Presidential movements, was he going
to meet with somebody, would he going abroad, something of that
nature.

So I tried to stay into that. Well, that became a little bit of a turf
battle that I was considered a little bit pushy for wanting this type
of information. And there were attempts made, successfully appar-
ently, to keep things from me.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, I am frank to say to you I don't see how you
could do your job without this information. Let me give you just a
couple of examples.

You said that when Poindexter was preparing the President for
the press conference in the family theater that there were others
in the room who didn't know about it; in other words, that he
spoke in a circuitous fashion since he didn't want to reveal this in-
formation to other people, I take it.

Mr. REGAN. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. You said I think this sort of confused the Presi-

dential mind as to what he could say and couldn't say and what he
should say and what he shouldn't say.

Now, it is interesting because North sent Poindexter a PROF
note which talked about the same problem, or the thing became so
compartmentalized even North recognized it and this was about
having someone talk to Shultz about what third country assistance
approaches had been made.

Here is the Secretary of State who deals with these countries, ap-
proaches were being made to them by others in the administration
and the Secretary of State didn't know about it.

Now, it seems to me that places him in an incredibly awkward
position in dealing with these countries, and, finally he says,
'Meanwhile"-this is North to Poindexter-"Meanwhile, I would

recommend that you and McFarlane have a talk about how much
Secretary Shultz does or does not know about third country assist-
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ance approaches so that we don't make any mistakes. At this point
I am not sure who on our side knows what. Help."

Did you have a sense as you participated in some of these meet-
ings that the meetings could not really function because the people
involved didn't know the subject matter, matters were being with-
held or concealed from them, the same sense you had at the Poin-
dexter briefing for the press conference in November 1986?

Mr. REGAN. Well, I think I alluded to this earlier. There are
times when you get into the foreign policy area or actions involving
the collection or dissemination of information where few people un-
derstand exactly or completely what is going on. It's very difficult
to brief the President with that happening.

For example, I dor't wish to denigrate these people by my saying
this, but we would have as interrogators or questioners of the
President three people, perhaps some of them from the press office
staff. They obviously didn't know all of the details. They were de-
liberately selected that way because, like members of the press,
they didn't have all of the details, but they would be asking us the
questions. We wanted to see how far the President could go in his
answers. And, quite obviously, if he were incorrect, he would be
corrected right there.

But later, and I am not here referring to the November 19th
press conference, but many other press conferences, you would say
to the President before he goes into the press conference, you could
say only this much, remember, say only this much about that sub-
ject and no more, because we don't want to give away too much
information. It is that type of thing.

The President always has that when he gets into a press confer-
ence.

Mr. SARBANES. I understand that, but it seems to me what was at
work here was greatly in excess of that. "

Mr. REGAN. Oh, in this case, yes, because you see q~ite obviously
what I was driving at is Poindexter, North, and sone others had
knowledge of the diversion at that point.

Mr. SARBANES. That is right.
Mr. REGAN. And they weren't telling the President. And in an

effort to keep that information from the rest of us, they were
giving these convoluted answers.

Mr. SARBANES. In fact, they exchanged PROF notes in which
North says: "I have no idea what Don Regan does or does not know
re: my private U.S. operation," and then Poindexter, in responding,
says: "Don Regan knows very little of your operation, and that is
just as well", and then North went on, "And I asked him when
McFarlane was going to go to Tehran whether there might not
ought to be a meeting with the Secretary of State and Defense and
the Director of Central Intelligence with the President," and Poin-
dexter responded negatively, and he said, "I don't want a meeting
with Ronald Reagan, Shultz, and Weinberger," the other two statu-
tory members of the National Security Council.

It seems to me what happened in all of this, in effect, there was
a junta within the Government of the United States. I mean, you
had Poindexter and North and their associates, in effect, invoking
the authority of the President of the United States freezing out the
Chief of Staff, the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of State
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and pursuing their own policy, policies which the President says if
he had known about them he would have strongly opposed, and
policies which you say that when you learned about them, you re-
acted with shock and horror.

And the real question is: What can we do to minimize the
chances that this will occur? Now, you have said, well, you have
got to get good people, but then everyone says well these were good
people, but this was an aberration, but nevertheless we are left
with this situation in which, in effect, the policy of the Government
was being, had in a sense been taken over. A coup, in effect, had
occurred in the White House, and, of course, the Chief of Staff was
left there with this having happened under and around him, and
according to your testimony, which I am prepared to accept, un-
aware that it was taking place.

Mr. REGAN. Well, I think in the future, if you have legal counsel
guiding any covert operation as a matter of policy, that this must
do, and if there are to be funds involved, that there be a full ac-
counting for these funds on a regular basis. And if you insist that
the NSC not be an operating unit, that whenever there is to be a
covert operation, it be run by the CIA or whoever, but not the
NSC, and done in accordance with proper procedures, I think you
could avoid this type of happening in the future. It will hobble the
NSC to a certain extent, but I think there is a different between
foreign operations and foreign policy.

Many people have said to me, "Well, if you do that, how could
you in the future have a Kissinger go to China to open a door?"
That's a big difference between that and a covert operation. I think
that the President could use his foreign policy adviser as a messen-
ger, as an scout, or for whatever purpose he wanted, but at the
same time he would not be using an entire military staff in the
field conducting operations. I don t think there is a need for that.
That's why we have a CIA or a Department of Defense or a Depart-
ment of State.

Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
The Chair recognizes Senator Heflin for 5 minutes.
Mr. HEFLIN. Mr. Regan, I had several questions, many of them

have been asked, when I first started. I would like to make a com-
ment.

I think that you have been right forthright, and it has been in-
teresting to me that as you have testified, I don't believe that you
have at any time, at least I-did not hear it, use the words "I don't
remember." You haven't used any words such as "It might have
occurred, but I don't recall it" or that "My memory is not too good
on the details of that incident."

Frankly, I have been impressed that some of the witnesses that
have appeared before this committee have had a convenient loss of
memory. I think you have impressed the vast majority of the mem-
bers of the committee with your forthrightness and candor, and, in
my judgment, your testimony and appearance here has removed
the image that you were the fall guy, regardless of the origin of
that term, or that you were the spear catcher or the goat.

And while realizing that the Tower Commission moved in a
rapid period of time to make its report, did not have many of the
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witnesses that have appeared before these committees, and did not
have a great deal of the documentary evidence that we have, nev-
ertheless, in my judgment, I feel that the Tower Commission in its
report did you a disservice.

I do have one question that I wanted to ask of you, and I don't
think it has been brought out. That is, do you have any knowledge
which would indicate that the Vice President knew or did not
know of the diversion of funds from the sale of the arms to Iran to
the Contras?

Mr. REGAN. From all I gathered from his remarks on and after
November 25, he had no knowledge of the diversion of funds.

Mr. HEFLIN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes Senator Cohen for his 3

minutes.
Mr. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, I am not sure after Senator Sarbanes'

observation whether I should address you as Commandante Regan
at this point.

Mr. REGAN. I don't think he assumed I was part of the junta.
Mr. COHEN. You were the victim of it apparently.
You spoke briefly to Congressman Stokes about a Presidential

pardon, a discussion of that and I think you indicated the President
said that it woul&be assuming guilt before they were even accused
and rejected 't out of hand. Was there also a strategy session to
seek congre Jional immunity as early as December of 1985 for the
witnesses?

Mr. REGAN. Yes, there was.
Mr. COHEN. Wouldn't that have been tantamount to a congres-

sional pardon inl advance?
Mr. REGAN. I am not a lawyer, again, and I don't want to say as

to what the legal position would have been regarding that. I would
have to pass on that one.

Mr. COHEN. All right. When was the first time you learned Mr.
Khashoggi was involved in the Iranian arms sales transactions?

Mr. REGAN. Not until-I think it was the Tower Report.
Mr. COHEN. You didn't learn about it until then?
Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. COHEN. Had you heard his name with the same reaction that

had been set off as Tiny Rowland's set off in your mind?
Mr. REGAN. Oh, yes.
Mr. COHEN. As a matter of fact, you had when you were at Mer-

rill Lynch dealings with Mr. Khashoggi?
Mr. REGAN. My firm did, yes.
Mr. COHEN. I think I have asked you this before: is it fair to say

Merrill Lynch is still bullish on Mr. Khashoggi?
Mr. REGAN. You will have to ask Merrill Lynch.
Mr. COHEN. All right one final point-Senator McClure raised

the issue of the Israeli role in this entire affair, and I think based
upon your testimony it is that we were dragged into this fiasco by
the Israelis, the President was angry, he told Mr. McFarlane to ex-
press his displeasure privately to the Israelis. Mr. McFarlane has
testified on several occasions before the intelligence committees of
both houses and also before this committee that the President's re-
action was just the opposite, not only was he given authority, but
the President was pleased with the success of the operation that
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culminated at least initially with the release of Mr. Benjamin
Weir. And so the question I have for you: wouldn't the President's
own notes help to resolve the direct conflict between Mr. McFar-
lane and your own recollection of the events?

Mr. REGAN. I don't know. I know that the President told me that
he had searched his notes and whatever he had he had turned over
to the Tower Commission, so---

Mr. COHEN. But they would be helpful in any event in reconcil-
ing this apparent disparity?

Mr. REGAN. I am not sure that he took notes of this, recall-
Mr. COHEN. If he did, would they be helpful?
Mr. REGAN. They might be.
Mr. COHEN. OK.
Mr. REGAN. He was in the hospital at the first meeting and had

just come home from the hospital at the second meeting.
Mr. COHEN. But in any event, if we were angry in September

with the Israelis, we were on board by November in 1985 with the
acquiescence or authorization of the sale of the HAWKs and by De-
cember 7 we were signing retroactive Findings and by January 6 of
1986, unbeknownst to you, we were so enthusiastic that we cut out
the Israelis and cut in Mr. Hakim and General Secord; is that
right?

Mr. REGAN. That is right.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. the Chair recognizes committee counsel

Thomas McGough for 5 minutes.
Mr. McGOUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, I wanted to follow up, if I could, on a recommenda-

tion you made to Congressman DeWine and you alluded to, I be-
lieve, in an answer to Senator Boren, and also perhaps Senator
Sarbanes, and that is White House counsel be involved in decisions
on covert actions.

As I am sure you know, there are some who would suggest that
the only thing that could be worse than having two attorneys in-
volved in a decision would be having three attorneys involved in a
decision, and under one view of the testimony we have received,
there weren't too few attorneys involved but too many, no one of
whom bore ultimate responsibility for identifying and resolving
legal problems.

Could you take your recommendation one step further and as-
suming White House Counsel is involved in the process, tell us how
the committee-I am sorry-how the President should structure
the decisionmaking process to ensure that at least one person in
the process is ultimately responsible for identifying those legal
problems and bringing them forward and, if possible, resolving
them.

Mr. REGAN. Well, I haven't thought this through to the extent
that I have dotted every "i" and crossed every "t." But as far as
having another lawyer in the thing, I have found from my Wall
Street experience, if the other guys have got lawyers, you had
better have one, too.

The President, I think, has to rely on his own counsel for advice
as to whether this is a legal matter or not. He has the Attorney
General, I grant you, but he wants to have-what I am suggesting
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here is an enhanced role for the President's counsel in which he
would be following up on the intimate details of this.

I don't think you could expect the Attorney General who is ad-
ministering a rather large department to be intimately following a
particular covert operation from start to finish. But I am suggest-
ing that the White House counsel should be the one-should be one
of the ones involved in this.

He could at least hopefully spot any attempt by others to get off
the base line and put them back on. He could make certain that if
Congress were going to be notified within a particular period, that
the Congress was notified, and to the extent that the Congress was
notified.

In other words, you have a watchdog from a legal point of view.
To expect the National Security Council lawyer to do this, I

think, is asking a little bit much, also, in the event that the Na-
tional Security Council, again-or its National Security Adviser-
was going to do something wrong deliberately. So how can the

-President protect himself is the question that was asked and that is
where my suggestion comes that he shAould make certain that his
own counsel is involved.

Mr. McGOUGH. Well, the question is, in one sense, how can the
President protect himself, but in another sense, how can one
person in that process, or shouldn't one person in that process be
identified as the person who has ultimate responsibility for flag-
ging these legal issues?

In the January, 1986, period, which is a very critical time in this
initiative, you had, at least under one view of the testimony, Judge
Sporkin deferring to Attorney General Meese on the legality of the
activity and Attorney General Meese essentially deferring to Judge
Sporkin, and both of them to one extent or another relying on a
prior opinion by Attorney General William French Smith in a dif-
ferent context. No one in that situation may have been ultimately
responsible for stepping forward and saying this is a legal issue
that we have to confront.

Do you see any way to resolve that?
Mr. REGAN. I think there is a way to resolve it. I think it is an

issue that if this committee doesn't choose to solve it, at least they
should raise it as an issue and suggest to the executive branch it
should solve it and come back with an answer.

Mr. McGOUGH. Thank you, Mr. Regan.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. We have 2 minutes remaining. The Chair rec-

ognizes Senator Sarbanes for the 2 minutes.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Regan there was one question I didn't get to

put to you.
Director Casey had an office in the White House complex. He is

the first Director of the Central Intelligence Agency where that is
the case.

Secretary Shultz suggested that at least the Secretary of State
and the Secretary of Defense ought to have offices in the White
House coinplex.

My question to you is, should the CIA Director have an office in
the White House complex?
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And then would you go on to address the other question as to
whether the Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, who have the
national security responsibility, should have offices in the White
House?

Mr. REGAN. Senator, let me be a little bit jocular here. If every-
body who wanted a desk in the White House or an office in the
White House got it, we would have a 10-story office building right
next to the White House completely filled.

There are many Cabinet officers who think that they are di-
vorced from the White House because they are not there every day.
They sort of feel they are on outpost duty if they are three blocks
away. I know this from experience of having lived and worked
across the street from the White House in Treasury.

When Secretary Shultz was Secretary of the Treasury, he had an
office in tho White House as an adviser to the President. I think he
is basing some of his suggestion on that.

From my point of view, I think each of them should keep his own
office and stay out of the White House. And I think things would
flow just as smoothly with proper liaison. I don't think the geo-
graphical location of the person is as important as the person's
ideas and the person's thoughts being given to the President. And
as long as he gets to see the President or gets into the process of
helping to shape policy, his own location, I think, is immaterial.

Mr. SARBANES. Well, now, do you extend that to the Director of
Central Intelligence?

Mr. REGAN. Certainly.
Mr. SARBANES. That he should not have been in the White

House?
Mr. REGAN. I know of no other Director of Central Intelligence

who had an office in the West Wing or in the EOB.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Stokes and yields

him 2 minutes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Regan, a few moments ago Senator Cohen followed up on a

question I posed to you earlier this morning about pardon and con-
gressional immunity, and you have indicated to him there was a
strategy around the question of congressional immunity; is that
correct?

Mr. REGAN. I said that one of the strategies proposed in order to
get this story out sooner was the question of congressional immuni-
ty, yes.

Mr. STOKES. All right. Can you tell us a little more about this
strategy? Was the strategy that Members of Congress ought to be
contacted with reference to their pursuing the granting of congres-
sional immunity?

Mr. REGAN. As a matter of fact, Mr. Stokes, I believe that was
done, that certain congressional leaders were contacted to see what
the mood of the Congress might be regarding that.

Mr. STOKES. I see.
Now, was that done with any view in mind that the pursuit of

congressional immunity might have some type of effect upon both
Colonel North and Poindexter in terms of their attitudes?
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Mr. REGAN. I think the attitude was exactly what happened
later, or what we believed would happen did happen. Once these
two men did get a grant of immunity, they did testify before the
Congress in this committee.

We thought they might do the same thing had the Senate Intelli-
gence or the House Intelligence Committees granted that same im-
munity.

Mr. STOKES. It was felt they probably would not testify, then,
let's say, before these congressional communities without being
given this kind of immunity?

Mr. REGAN. That was our understanding at the time, yes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Regan, we have come to the end of the

day as far as your testimony is concerned. And on behalf of the
committee, I thank you very much for assisting us in our investiga-
tion.

Do you have any closing statement you wish to make? Most wit-
nesses have taken advantage of that.

Mr. REGAN. No, Mr. Chairman. I think I'll spare you any more
diatribes from Regan.

I think I do want to thank you and your cochairman for your
courtesies to me, particularly in view of my throat. It was certainly
nice of you to give me a reprieve last night.

I also want to take this occasion, although he didn't appear at
the table beside me, to thank the attorney who helped prepare me,
Mr. John Mintz, who is here behind me. Some people asked who
the heck he was sitting there. He is a very competent former gen-
eral counsel to the FBI.

And the only other thing I can say in conclusion, I want to thank
the rest of the members of this committee for being so courteous,
and I hope it doesn't get them into trouble, that they get to be
known as regular fellows from the fact they can smile occasionally.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Chairman Hamilton.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Secretary, the counsel wanted me to

check with you. You have been very cooperative in making avail-
able to us your records. They did want to know if you had turned
over to the committee all of your White House notes. Have you
done that-to your knowledge?

Mr. REGAN. To my knowledge, yes.
Chairman HAMILTON. All right. Well, we appreciate that very

much.
Let me simply join with the others in expressing appreciation for

your testimony. I think you can tell by the reaction of the commit-
tee members that all of us are deeply appreciative for it.

You have had a most distinguished record of service to the Gov-
ernment and to the people, and we wish you and your family all
the best.

Mr. REGAN. Thank you, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Our next witness will be the Secretary of De-

fense, Mr. Caspar Weinberger.
We'll now stand in recess subject to the call of the Chair.
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[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Our next witness is the Honorable Caspar Weinberger, the Secre-

tary of Defense.
[Witness sworn.]

TESTIMONY OF HON. CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, SECRETARY
OF DEFENSE

Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, sir.
The Chair recognizes House counsel, Mr. Eggleston.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, before I begin asking factual questions, let me ask

you, sir, do you have a position that you would like to tell the com-
mittee about on testifying about advice that you give and have
given to the President of the United States?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I have always taken the position,
and all the members here I think who have been on committees
that I have testified to will remember it, that I don't discuss any
conversations, any advice, any opinions, any meetings that I have
had with the President. I have never done that until early this
year, I guess it was. When-at the President's direction, I spoke
very fully and very frankly of all the statements made in meetings
with the President in connection with this specific matter and this
is what I regard, I guess, as a one-time exception, because I do
think that the conversations and the discussions the President has
with his Cabinet officers or his other advisers, that he is entitled to
have those kept confidential and only to discuss them if he wants
to.

But he gave very full statement-very full directions to us and to
me, too, to be sure that we talked about this thing fully and frank-
ly and set aside all of the-what I might call the normal rules. So
with that one-time exception in mind, I will be glad to be as frank
as possible.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Secretary, let me first being just briefly covering your back-

ground. You are a law school graduate, I understand.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You served as the Director of the Office of Man-

agement and Budget?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That's right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You have been the Secretary of Health, Educa-

tion, and Welfare?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Between 1975, or so, and 1981 you were out of

government and in private industry?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Since 1981 you have been the Secretary of De-

fense_ is that correct?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, the first thing that I would like

to talk to you about is the draft NSDD, National Security Decision
Directive, which took place in the summer of 1984. Before I get to
that--that is exhibit 4 in your book, sir-before I get to that, this
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committee has heard testimony from Mr. McFarlane and others
that in the late spring and summer of 1985, Mr. Ledeen was
making various contacts with Israelis and others in order to pursue
an opening or an initiative into Iran. I take it that as of the
summer of 1985 you were not aware of the activities of Mr.
Ledeen?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. I never heard of him and I wasn't
aware of it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So Mr. McFarlane had not briefed you on what-
ever it was Mr. Ledeen was doing?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me direct your attention to exhibit 4, which

is the draft NSDD. Before I ask you questions about it, let me just
ask you to tell us generally what a National-Security Decision Di-
rective is. What is its purpose?

Secretary WEINBERGER. This is a document of some formality and
it is issued by the President and it covers rather detailed descrip-
tion of our policy, our strategy, our plans that we will be pursuing
in connection with usually a broad issue of some national signifi-
cance.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And this is a NSDD draft that related to a
change in the U.S. Government policy relating to Iran; is that cor-
rect?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Your comments about it are reflected on the

front page. I think this indicates that you saw it on or about June
18, 1985.

Secretary WEINBERGER. This was submitted in draft form for our
comments. It was not at that time issued.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Could you read from the front page what it was,
your comments are?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I commented that, "This is almost
too absurd to comment on. By all means, pass it on to Rich."

This was a note to General Powell, who had sent the memoran-
dum to me. He said, "By all means-should I send it to Rich Armi-
tage for analysis?"

I said, "it is almost too absurd to comment on, but by all means
pass it on to Rich.""But the assumption here is that Iran is about to fall, and two,
that we can deal with them on a rational basis. It is like asking
Qadhafi over for a cozy lunch."

Mr. EGGLESTON. Sir, with that as your conclusion, could you de-
scribe what you perceived as the purpose of this NSDD and what
your specific objections to it were?

Secretary WEINBERGER. The NSDD contemplated, as you said, a
shift in the policy that would have us favor Iran rather than trying
to maintain a neutral position. It talked about the desirability of
an opening to Iran.

It talked about a time after Khomeini was no longer leading the
country, and it talked about numbers of ways in which this might
be done.

And I put in first that comment that I have just read at your
request, and then later on a memorandum, a somewhat more
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formal memorandum biack constituting the comments of mine that
had been requested and---

Mr. EGGLESTON. I think-excuse me sir-I think your formal
memorandum response is it there as exhibit 5.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Five Iq it? All right, sir. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Could you just describe for us specifically what

you thought was wrong about this NSDD?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the fact that it provided or it dis-

cussed the possibility of sending arms to Iran at a time when our
efforts were being made all around the world to try to prevent
other nations from shipping arms to Iran. I think I said in my re-
sponse here that under no circumstances should we now ease our
restrictions on sales to Iran, attempting to cut off arms while re-
maining neutral on sales to either belligerent-is one of the few
ways we have to protect our longer range interests in both Iran
and Iraq. A public-a policy reversal would be seen as inexplicably
inconsistent by those nations whom we have urged to refrain from
such sales and would likely lead to increased arms sales by them
and a possible alteration of the strategic balance in favor of Iran
while Khomeini is still the controlling influence There were other
reasons, of course, too.

I didn't think that the assumptions on which the proposed NSDD
were based were in any way valid. I didn't think there were any
moderates still alive in Iran, and I thought that it would be not
possible to work out an arrangement with the present government
there, and I still think that is correct.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I take it then, Mr. Secretary, that you rejected
both the assumptions and conclusions out of this draft NSDD?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Your response, then, was to send that memoran-

dum, which is exhibit 5, to the National Security Adviser, is that
correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you discuss this NSDD with Secretary

Shultz at or about the time that you saw it?
Secretary WaINBERGER. Very likely, yes. We meet regularly, and

I think that I did express a rather pungent opinion about it, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And at that time, did he share your view as you

recall?
Secretary WEINBERGER. It seemed to me that he did completely,

and that was obviously borne out later.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, do you recall that in or about

early August of 1985, at a time that the President was recuperat-
ing from surgery, that there was a meeting in the White House?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
M*-. EGGLESTON. Do you recall where that meeting took place?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That was upstairs in the residence, I be-

lieve, at the end of the long hall.
Mr. EGGLESTON. We have heard testimony from other witnesses

about that particular meeting, and I would just like your recollec-
tion of the subject of that meeting.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the subject of the meeting seemed
to me essentially to revolve around whether or not the general con-
clusions stated in the draft NSDD, which I had objected to, should
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be adopted, whether that NSDD should be put into effect and that
policy put into effect, and that was the general subject of the meet-
ing.

Mr. EGGLESTON. As you had indicated, the NSDD itself makes
reference to selling arms to Iran as part of the method of develop-
ing a relationship. Do you recall that aspect of the NSDD was dis-
cussed?

Secretary _WEINBERGER. I believe it was, yes. I don't have notes
about it, but my memory is that we went through the whole thing,
and one of the objections that I raised was this precise point.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall that this meeting arose in the con-
text of a discussion about selling arms in order to help achieve the
release of the hostages?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, it was one of the arguments ad-
vanced, but not as a major point. The major point at that meeting,
as I recall it, was this broad general policy change that was being
suggested in this draft NSDD. I think the hostage thing was men-
tioned as a kind of incidental benefit that might come from a
better relationship.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Was Mr. McFarlane the one who was advocating
this change?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, that seemed to me to be the case.
Mr. EGGLESTON. As of that meeting, I take it you once again ex-

pressed your firm view that it was not a good idea?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I did indeed, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall the views of other people who

were at the meeting?
Secretary WEINBERGER. George Shultz made exactly the same

points with the same general vehemence that I did.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Was there anyone that you recall who was in

favor of this kind of plan?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, it did seem to me Mr. McFarlane

was in favor of it.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall any discussion of using Israel as a

method of pursuing an initiative?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Not at that time, no. I don't think any-

thing of that kind came up at that point.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, I take it that it is your conclusion

that as of the end of that meeting in the residence, certainly the
President had not as of that time approved a plan to--

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I certainly didn't get that impression
at all.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you have an impression of what his view
was of the plan as of that time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I felt that the arguments that I had
made were basically congruent with his views at that time.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So by the time at the end of August of 1985, it
was your view that this proposal in this NSDD had essentially
dead?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I thought the whole thing had gone
away, yes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. We will hear more about that.
Secretary WEINBERGER. -Unfortunately, yes.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. We now know in late August and early Septem-
ber of 1985 there was a transaction which involved Israel sending
approximately 508 TOWs to Iran, and shortly thereafter there was
a release of a hostage. At or about the time that occurred, were
you aware of that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I was not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you have any knowledge that release of the

hostage was related to the transfer of weapons to Iran?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't and I still don't know wheth-

er it was.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Excuse me, sir.
Secretary WEINBERGER. I said I did not then and I still don't

know whether there was any connection.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you about the time period in the fall

'85. Did you during that time period receive an intelligence report
that related to negotiations between American officials and Irani-
ans?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I received an intelligence report
which gave rather muddled and puzzling, ambiguous references to
negotiations going on between high U.S. officials, as I think it was
phrased, and Iranian representatives.

It also seemed to involve some discussions of potential arms sales
or arms sales that were about to be made, things of that kind.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall whether it made any reference to
the hostages?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't believe that they were men-
tioned. They could have been. This was a series of intelligence re-
ports and they were garbled and sometimes tried to use other lan-
guage to refer to hostages or to refer to weapons, things of that
kind.

I think there could well have been references to hostages but the
whole gist of it was that American officials were negotiating and
discussing matters involving arms with the Iranian representa-
tives.

Mr. EGGLESTON. As the Secretary of Defense, were you surprised
to receive an intelligence report that seemed to indicate that Amer-
ican officials were negotiating about weapons with Iranians?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Indeed I was, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. When you first got the report, did you take any

steps to follow up and see where the report had come from--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-And why you didn't know more about it?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. What did you do?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I talked with the Agency which

was furnishing those reports, that had furnished those particular
reports that I saw, did that _through General Powell, who was my
military assistant at the time, and the first report came back to the
effect that this was a mistake, that we weren't on the distribution
list and we weren't supposed to have this report.

Mr. EG.GMSTON. Was this an agency which was within the De-
partment of Defense?

Secretary WEINBERGER. It was indeed, yes.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. And this agency reported back to the Secretary
of Defense that the Secretary was not supposed to have re-
ceived- -

Secretary WEINBERGER. That was the first report we- received,
yes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you give any advice back to that agency?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I did. I asked General Powell to

remind the Agency for whom they were working.
Mr. EGGLESTON. As a result of receiving this report and as a

result of your advice back to the Agency, did you begin to receive
other reports?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. Then I got a lot more reports and
found che story continually and increasingly disturbing.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did there come a time when you asked one of
your assistants to follow up and determine whether or not--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I asked Mr. Armitage to try to iden-
tify some of the people who were referred to rather obliquely in
some of these intelligence reports, find out who they were, and he
was able to do that.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Armitage has testified in a deposition before
this committee that he did follow your instructions and that at
some point he called Lt. Col. North, arranged a lunch with Lt. Col.
North on December 3d of 1985, and during the course of that
lunch, Colonel North told him that indeed he was the American of-
ficial who was negotiating with the Iranians.

I take it that Mr. Armitage reported that back to you?
Secretary WEINBERGER. He did, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And as a result of that report, did you seek to

have a meeting scheduled with the other principals?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I did. I asked for a Security Council

meeting or Security Council Planning Group or meeting with some-
body who could tell me what was happening and why it was hap-
pening.

Mr. EGGLESTON. In a moment, I am going to ask you about a
meeting which took place on December 7. Is that the meeting
which would have resulted from your complaints?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I believe it was. It was a meeting which
fitted the description of the kind I wanted, yes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me just ask you: in your exhibit book and I
don't really need, I am sure you have seen these before, they are
exhibits 8, 9, and 10, are three documents. We have received testi-
mony both here in public hearings and also at depositions about
these three documents.

Just generally to summarize them, they are documents that were
prepared by individuals at the Defense Department in late 19-
excuse me, late November of 1985 and early December of 1985. And
they relate to various problems with providing missiles, both
HAW Ks and TOWs, to Iranians.

I think the problems they discussed are problems of leaks, prob-
lems of congressional notification and the first paper, exhibit 8 as
well on page 2 lists a series of reasons why the policy itself is a bad
idea.

Let me ask you: do you recall whether you had asked those docu-
ments to be prepared?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know that I asked fbr them specif-
ically, but we have a very fine department and when a meeting is
called or is scheduled, why a number of people prepare a lot of
papers that they think will be useful for me.

And I think in this case in some of them I asked to get some
kind of background on what was happening and what might be dis-
cussed at the meeting and these papers were prepared I think
either by Mr. Armitage or under his direction to prepare for the
meeting, and we do this as kind of a standard practice in the De-
partment.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And do you recall whether you saw these docu-
ments prior to the meeting on December 7?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't, but I may very well have. I very
probably did. I don't have a specific recollection of it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Some of these documents make a reference to
specific amounts of weapons, numbers of TOWS, and various
things. Did those numbers come from you?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, they did not. I can only assume that
in the preparation of these papers the people who did them had
talked with someone in the national security staff and had been
told that these would be the things that they would be interested
in or alternately some of the national security staff would call
sometimes from time to time and apparently had called during the
fall asking questions about specific numbers of weapons and loca-
tions and how long it would take to move them and things of that
kind.

I had not known about this, but that is not unusual in the
normal course. There is a lot of discussion back and forth when se-
curity council people wanted to have some specific facts.

Mr. EGGLESTON. The exhibit which is exhibit no. 8 was an exhibit
used during the testimony of Dr. Gaffney, which was public hear-
ing testimony and he testified that he prepared that sort of Novem-
ber 19-20, around in there.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. The committee has also received testimony that

on that weekend of November 23 and November 24, there was a
shipment of 18 HAWK missiles from Israel to Iran.

This was a paper that was written immediately prior to that
time.

Let me just ask you, did you have any knowledge that that trans-
fer was to take place?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I did not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And in addition there are various documents

which are in evidence before the committee which refer to the Is-
raeli desire and need for replenishment of weapons that the Israe-
lis were sending.

Do you know that replenishment was an issue?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I have no memory of that.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you, sir, if you could discuss with us

and tell us what occurred to the best that you recall at this meet-
ing of December 7-who was there, where it was, and what the
issues were.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think this meeting was in the White
House in the Oval Office, I believe, and it could have been upstairs
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in the residence, I am just not quite sure at the moment, but the
President was there, the Vice President, the Secretary of State, Mr.
McFarlane, I believe, was there. And the general discussion was
now more specific than it had been in August, and it was about a
specific plan to transfer some weapons to the Iranians and why
this would produce a good result.

There was much more discussion of hostages at this time but
there was also discussion of how important it was to have an open-
ing to Iran. And I made very strong objection to the whole idea as
did the Secretary of State.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Now, do you recall any of the specific objections
that you made to the plan?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes. I ran through a whole group and
raised every point that occurred to me, including the fact that we
were at the same time asking other countries not to make sales of
weapons to Iran, that there was no one of any reliability or, indeed,
any sense with whom we could deal in Iran, in the Government,
and that we would not have any bargain carried out, that if we
were trying to help get hostages released, why there would be a
real worry that the matter could not be held in any way confiden-
tial, that we would be subjected to blackmail, so to speak, by people
who did know it in Iran and elsewhere, and that we had no inter-
est whatever in helping Iran in any military way, even a minor
way, and that in every way it was a policy that we should not engage
in and most likely would not be successful.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Secretary Shultz has described your opposition
at that meeting as quite forceful. Is that a fair characterization?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I am afraid I argue that way about
almost everything. I am told so, yes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you--
Secretary WEINBERGER. But I think that is entirely a fair descrip-

tion, perhaps an understatement.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you make any arguments about the effect of

this on Operation Staunch?
Secretary WEINBER"ER. Oh, yes, yes. I pointed out that we

were-in fact, I think I quite recently returned from a trip in the
course of which, as I did in all of the countries that I visited where
we had some idea that the weapons sales might be made or being
contemplated to Iran, had argued very strongly against it and that
this would be totally inconsistent with that, and when it was
known that it would be-make the United States look not very
credible.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So you had personally been involved in Oper-
ation Staunch which is the effort to stem the flow of weapons into
Iran?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. We all were, yes. That was one of
the basic assignments.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And it was your view this would certainly under-
cut your credibility if we went ahead with the sale.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the country's credibility, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you argue about what effect this might have

on our allies in the area?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I thought that it would certainly
cause a great deal of problems because we had denied weapons to
Jordan, to Saudi Arabia, to a number of other countries in the
area, we had refused to supply them and if it came out that we
were supplyhng weapons to Iran, Jordan's mortal enemy, it would
be a very damaging thing to us, that Saudi Arabia had a justified
fear of Iran because of the type of leadership that was prevalent in
Iran and Iran's geographical position and that this would hurt us
with countries with whom we needed to have friendly relation-
ships.

Mr. EGGLESTON. A moment ago, you indicated that one of the ar-
guments that you had made was the possibility that the United
States would be blackmailed. What did you mean by that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, that people would say, unless you
do thus and so forth or unless you continue to send us more weap-
ons or unless you take various policy positions, we will take steps
to have this matter become public and that that would put us in an
extremely difficult position that we were subjecting ourselves to
that by, or would be, if we engaged in a policy of this kind.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall making a legal argument as well?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, I am sure I raised various legal

points that some of the ways in which it would be done would not
be legal, that is to say, first of all, we had full embargo against
Iran at that time, I think still do, with respect to arms, that if we-
any other-any country to whom we sold arms were under the
same rules.

First of all, they had to agree they wouldn't re-export to anybody
else and, secondly, they had to agree they would only be used for
defensive purposes, self-defense purposes and that there was no
way in which this kind of a transfer could be made if that particu-
lar act governed.

Mr. EGGLFSTON. So your legal analysis led you to conclude you
could not sell directly from the Department of Defense to--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not under the Arms Export Control Act.
Mr. EGGLESTON You couldn't do it to Iran and you also couldn't

do it through Israel?
Secretary WEINBERGER. You couldn't do it through any other

country because you would have a situation in which the required
certificates would not be possible, that is, they were self-defense
only or would only be re-exported with our permission if you used
the Arms Export Control Act.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall who at the meeting, if anyone, was
in favor of going ahead with this proposal?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I still had the impression that Mr.
McFarlane was-favored the transaction and I don't know of any-
body else who was specifically in favor of it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall what the President's reaction was?
S-cretary WEINBERGER. My impression of the President's reac-

tion was that he was against it and had come down-had decided
not to do it. In fact, when I got back to the Department, I told Gen-
eral Powell I believe this baby had been strangled in its cradle,
that it was finished. That was the strong impression I had from his
comments.
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As I remember, he indicated again a desire, which everyone
shared, to have-first of all, a feeling that Iran was strategically
located and a geographically important country, that we had had a
good relationship with it under the Shah, that it would be very
helpful to have that again, but we couldn't get it with this present
government and that that was unfortunately we couldn't, there-
fore, have much hope of getting the hostages back, which the Presi-
dent was very concerned, of course, about the hostages.

He is a very compassionate, humane man and that was a source
of great distress to him. But my strong impression was at the end
of this meeting that the conclusion had been reached that we
couldn't do this.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, let me just ask you about wheth-
er a couple of things were discussed to your recollection at this
meeting. Was the November 1985 HAWK shipment discussed?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't believe so. I didn't know
about that at that time, didn't know about it until much later.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You think if it had been discussed, you would re-
member it?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think so, yes. I am not entirely sure.
My memory is not as good as I hoped it once was, but I don't have
any memory of that at this point.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And the other matter we have heard from Admi-
ral Poindexter on or about December 5, 1985, the President had
signed a Finding with regard to that November shipment, which
would have been just 2 days before this meeting. Was there any
discussion of that at this meeting?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. McFarlane, in testifying about this meeting,

in front of this committee about this meeting, testified that after
the meeting there was a decision about him going to meet Ghor-
banifar in London. Do you recall that being discussed at the meet-
ing?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't, no. I have read since a great deal
about it but I don't have any memory at that meeting that was dis-
cussed.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And Mr. McFarlane has also testified indeed he
did go the next day or so, met with Ghorbanifar and came back,
there was an additional meeting on December 10 where he report-
ed to the President on his meeting, his disappointing meeting with
Mr. Ghorbanifar. Do you recall whether you were at that meeting?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't recall that. I may have been. I
don't have any specific memory of it. Mr. McFarlane met with the
President every day several times a day, and the meetings that we
have been discussing that I did attend were larger meetings and
called in advance and so on. It is conceivable, but I just don't have
a memory of it at the moment.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So, sir, by December of 1985, to your mind, this
issue had been raised twice, once in August of 1985, summer of
1985, and again in December of 1985, and you thought that at each
time you had strangled the baby in its candle?

Secretary WEINBERGER. We thought the arguments against it had
prevailed and that that was the end of it.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me move you to the meeting on January 7,
then, where this issue reappears. Did you know in advance that
this meeting on January 7 was going to deal once again with the
Iranian initiative?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know whether I did or not. I don't
think I did. There was a meeting called, it was in the Oval Office, I
believe, and I don't know that we had any kind of advance indica-
tion of what the subject was.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall that the discussion at that meeting
was once again the Iranian Initiative?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, it was a replay really of the whole
thing, and, again, I made the same arguments with increasing
force, but apparently less persuasion, and George Shultz did the
same thing.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Had the views of the other people who attended
the meeting changed by January 7?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the President seemed to have had a
different view by this time, to me. I reached the conclusion at the
end of the meeting that the President now favored the plan.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And Secretary Shultz and yourself were still ar-
guing vehemently against the plan.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes, we were indeed.
Mr. EGGLFSTON. Mr. Casey was at the meeting?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Casey was in several of the meet-

ings. Mr. McMahon represented him once or twice. I believe Mr.
Casey was at this iheeting in January.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall what his view was?
Secretary WEINBERGER. He seemed to feel that there would be an

intelligence gain from the operation if it succeeded.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You indicated that at the December 7 meeting

you had made a very strong legal objection--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Among others. It was simply one of the

many points I was urging, and it was directed entirely at the Arms
Export Control Act.

Mr. EGGLESTON. It would seem-was there any discussion of your
legal objections at this meeting on January 7?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. In January, the Attorney General
was present and gave the President an opinion that there were
other ways, other procedures under which the transfers, if the
President so concluded, that he wanted to do, could be used, that
we didn't have to use the Arms Export Control Act, that there
were earlier opinions and that the Attorney General concurred in
those, that there were ways this could be done, and you didn't have
to use the specific statutes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall if the Attorney General at that
time gave an indication about what those alternative ways were?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, he didn't. He simply advised the
President there were other ways this could be done and that the
objections that were raised about the Arms Export Control Act
were indeed valid but that that ct did not have to be used.

The President, I think he spoke of the President's inherent
powers as Commander in Chief, the President's ability to conduct
foreign policy, and I am not sure whether he referred to an earlier
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opinion that his predecessor, William French Smith, had given, but
I believe that there was a reference to that.

Mr. EGGLESTON. That earlier opinion makes reference to a trans-
fer, under the Economy Act, from the Department of Defense to
the CIA and then pursuing that by a covert action Finding. Did
you know that as of that time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. That degree of specificity wasn't
there, but the point was made that, and I had not seen the earlier-
opinion of the Attorney General predecessor at that time. That's
just that the point made to the President that, Mr. President, if
you decide you want to do this, you can do it, and you don't have to
use the Arms Export Control Act, there are other ways it can be
done.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you know why it was that the President's po-
sition on this issue had changed over the month?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Was there any discussion about factors or things

that had changed?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. The meeting, as I said, in January

seemed to be very much a rerun of the December meeting with the
exception that I noted. That is to say, I made the same points,
George Shultz made the same points. Bill Casey felt that there
would be an intelligence gain, and there was also talk of the hos-
tages as one of the motivating factors, but not the motivating
factor, but the responses of the President seemed to me to indicate
that he had changed his view and now had decided he wanted to do
this.

Mr. EGGLESTON. As of the meeting or the close of the meeting on
January 7, was it your impression-let me ask it this way-was a
decision actually made at the January 7 meeting?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. It was your inpression--
Secretary WEINBERGER. At least there was no announcement of

any decision, there was no formal issuance of any order, anything
of that kind.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So you felt the President was leaning toward
going forward?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I felt he pretty well decided, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. But he had not actually made a decision?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct, sir, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Between January 7 and January 17, there are a

series of PROF notes to which I would like to direct your attention,
they are exhibits 16 and 17 in your exhibit book, which indicate
that you continued to object to this program.

If I could ask you to look at exhibit no. 16 first, it is at the
bottom of the page, and I will just read it.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Reproduction leaves a little bit to be de-
sired here, but I think I can read it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. It does, and so I will just read it.
It reads: "In accordance"-IAW-"in accordance with your direc-

tion, met with Casey last night after Weinberger's speech at Fort
McNair." This is a PROF note, dated January 15 of 1986. "Casey
then tried to contact Cap," which I understand is you, Mr. Secre-
tary, "but he had already departed. Casey has called urging that
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you convene a meeting with he and Cap ASAP so that we can
move on. Casey's views is that Cap will continue to create road-
blocks."

If you turn to exhibit 17, it is really a continuation, I will just
read from the top of it: "Casey believes that Cap will continue to
create roadbloacks until he is told by you that the President wants
this to move now," and the "now" is in caps, "and that Cap will
have to make it work. Casey points out that we have now gone
through three different methodologies in an effort to satisfy Cap's
concerns and that no matter what we do, there is always a new ob-
jection. As far as Casey is concerned, our earlier method of having
Copp," which is a code name for General Secord, "deal directly with
the DOD as a purchasing agent was fine. He did not see any par-
ticular problem with making Copp an agent for the CIA in this en-
deavor, but he is concerned that Cap will find some new objection
unless he is told to proceed."

That is also a PROF note on January 15. Do you recall that
during that time period you were continuing to put up vigorous ob-
jections to this?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, our-I was within the Department
and I imagine the departmental people, General Powell, Richard
Armitage, people who were familiar with it were probably relaying
these, these objections, yes, and I would assume that, I hadn't seen
this note before issued to me in preparation for the hearings, but I
would assume that we were continuing to raise the points about
the Arms Export Control Act, and a lot of the undesirable policy
aspects of it as it appeared.

Up to that time, we had not received any Presidential decision.
We just had continual requests to start doing something along this
line.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You don't recall any direct dealings with Admi-
ral Poindexter or Director Casey or Colonel North on this issue
during that time period?

Secretary WEINBERGER. During that time period?
Mr. EGGLESTON. During this period between January 7 to Janu-

ary 17?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I can't remember which day it was,

but right around about that time, perhaps the 17th, Admiral Poin-
dexter telephoned-and said the President had decided against the
arguments I was making in favor of making these shipments, and
that a certain number of TOW missiles were to be transferred to
the CIA, and that there was a desire to move on it rapidly; some
additional talk of hostages and things of that kind, and I passed
this on to General Powell.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Just so that the record is clear: who was General
Powell at that time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. General Powell is my military assistant,
but he left very shortly thereafter for his assignment in Germany.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And you have made reference to Mr. Armitage.
What was his position?

Secretary WEINBERGER. He was Assistant Secretary of Defense
for International Security Affairs.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, there has been some testimony
about a meeting which took place late in the afternoon of January
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16, and there's some testimony that you, among others, were
present-Mr. Sporkin, who was the general counsel to the CIA, and
others. And there was a discussion about a Finding. Do you recall
being at that meeting?

Secretary WEINBERGER. You know, I really don't. I have been
asked about this before in depositions, and I have no memory of
having been present at that meeting.

I understand there are some people who think I was present, but
I don't remember it. I don't know that I know Mr. Sporkin, and I
don't have any memory of having been there.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Shultz has testified about a family group
luncheon on January 17, which would have been a Friday.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Friday, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And he seems to recall there was some discus-

sion of this initiative at that meeting. Do you recall that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. We have those meetings quite regularly,

Fridays and other days when we are all together in the White
House, and I don't have any specific memory of that meeting.

All the people who were at that luncheon would have been famil-
iar with the meetings that we had had before, had been present at
the December, the January meetings, so that it's possible that was
a subject. I don't-didn't have any, there are no minutes of that
that I know of. They were just very informal lunches.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So between the time of the January 7 meeting
and the time you received this phone call you have described from
Admiral Poindexter, you don't recall any other meetings that were
called to discuss this initiative?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't. I think there was probably
discussion within the Department and perhaps some inquiries
coming over from NSC staff asking more specific questions about
weapons and things of that kind, but we did not proceed nor do
anything, and there were no other White House meetings that I
recall.

Mr. EGGLESTON. When Admiral Poindexter called you, I think
you said about January 17 or 18 or so, do you recall whether you
objected at that time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. What did he respond?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, he said the President has decided

this and there's no more room for argument, something along that
line.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you take any steps or make any effort to
contact the President directly?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. I accepted Admiral Poindexter's
word.

Mr. EGGLESTON. I really wasn't asking so much about whether it
was truthful or not, but did you make any attempt to go back and
re-argue the order?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I had made all the-no, I did not. I had
made all the arguments I could think of at the two meetings, and
having been told in very flat, uncompromising terms that the
President had decided, and that they were anxious to have the
order carried out, I did not.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you know that the President had signed a
Finding on January 17?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I did not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you understand by that tine that this mech-

dnism of the Economy Act followed by a CIA traxisfer had been
worked out as the legal way to proceed?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I knew that the direction was to
transfer to the CIA, and my instructions, in discussions with Gen-
eral Powell, were to the effect that it should be under the Economy
Act, by which I meant the Department of Defense would have to be
tully reimbursed by the CIA for any transfer we rnade to them.

We have done this in other matters in the past, transferred to
various agencies, CIA usually, and some others, on an Economy
Act or reimbursable basis, and I said that was to be the way in
which we did this.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You, though, were the person who had seemed
to be making most of the legal arguments to the method by which
these weapons would get from the United States to Iran.

As of the time you received the phone call from Admiral Poin-
dexter, did you have any understanding about how those legal
problems had been surmounted?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, but there is no legal problem-the
Department of Defense transferring weapons to the CIA. That, as I
say, was a familiar procedure and was covered by the various acts,
including the Economy Act.

Mr. EGGLESTON. But you didn't know what legal authority exist-,
ed for the CIA--

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. I had heard the Attorney General
give the President his straight opinion that this could be done, and
I presume I assumed that the transfer to the CIA, followed by
whatever action they might take, was one of the routes he was
talking about.

Mr. EGGLESTON. What did you do in response to the call from
Poindexter?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I talked to General Powell and said we
will have to go through with this, the President has ordered it, and
all of these preliminary discussions we have had about numbers
and all, we will just have to move and ask the location of the weap-
ons, did we have them, and told him that we would now have to
carry it out.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall that Admiral Poindexter, in that
telephone conversation, indicated that you should make 4,000
TOWs available to the CIA?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't think he was that specific. I think
he said that we will get the details over to you or over to General
Powell, but we do have to move on it and we have to move quickly,
and the President has made a firm decision on it.

Mr. EGGLETN. Did there come a time when you learned how
many TOWs they were talking about?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. They ultimately talked about I
think, 4,000, and somewhat later I was told that it had moved up to
4500. We did not ever send that many.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You did not send 4,500?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. No, we sent, I think, approximately 2000
in three or four increments, I believe.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did -you had indicated that your original indi-
cation was that you were send or make 4000 available, and subse-
quently it raised to 4500. Did you know the reason the number had
been raised to 4500?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, and we didn't ever, as I say, we
never sent that many.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You did not know then, or did not understand,
that the reason that the amount had been raised was to account
for the replenishment of the missiles that had been sent by
Israel--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not at that time, no. Understand, Mr.
Eggleston, that in the course of reading and hearing about this
over the course of the months, a very large amount of additional
information has been made public and come to my attention and
that I have heard about. It is very hard to sort out what I knew
when, at any particular time, but I am quite sure I did not know
about that at that time.

Mr. EGGLESTON. M,.. Secretary, let me just quickly go through a
number of events which took place then between January of 1986
and November of 1986. I just want to know the state of your knowl-
edge about each of these events.

You had indicated that you did not know that a Finding had
been signed on or about January 17th. When did you first learn
there was a Finding?

Secretary WEINBERGER. In November of '86.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Between January and November, you were not

aware that there was a Finding at all?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you have any understanding about the legal

method by which the CIA was transferring the weapons?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I didn't know how the CIA was get-

ting them over. That information was never conveyed. Our assign-
ment, our responsibility, was to transfer to the CIA, and we did
that.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Secondly, in mid-February of 1986, the Depart-
ment of Defense transferred the first batch of TOWs to the CIA, it
was a batch of 1000. Did you know that that was happening at that
time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. In late May of--
Secretary WEINBERGER. It was all part of this original assign-

ment and discussion, and as these transactions were carried out at
various stages that they would be moved to CIA-would be picked
up by the CIA, this would be reported to me in the normal course
by the military assistant.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me ask you the next question was-did you
also know that they were then shipped within several days after
that by the CIA through various-

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I did not know that, but I knew that
was the thrust of the President's order.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You assumed that that was what was going to
happen?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. In late May of 1986, Mr. McFarlane, with others,

made a trip to 'Tehran. In advance of the trip, did you know that
he was going?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I did not.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you know-were you advised after the trip

that he had gone?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I still started picking up a considerable

amount of my information about this from sources other than the
United States.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall when you first learned from some-
one, a U.S. official, that he had gone?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think probably sometime after he re-
turned.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Were you briefed on his trip?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, not specifically. We would from time

to time during this period get requests from the NSC to have evac-
uation teams ready, debriefing teams, medical teams on the theory
that some hostages were about to come out, and we would arrange
to have this ready, but for the most part this never happened.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Were you aware that Mr. McFarlane had taken
HAWK missile spare parts with him on the plane?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I didn't have any memory of that or
any knowledge of that until later when the various aspects of this
started to come out.

Mr. EGGLESTON. In the fall, late summer, fall of 1986, there was a
development, an opening of what has been called the second chan-
nel. Did you know that that had taken place?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. In late October of 1986, there was a shipment of

500 TOWs in connection with the release of a hostage. Did you
know---

Secretary WEINBERGER. That was part of the original direction,
so to speak, and was still within the so-called 4000 that we had
been told would be sent and were part of the President's order, and
I assume, I don't have a specific memory now, but I assume that I
was told that this other order had gone under that same set of con-
ditions that we were delivering the first group.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, you have testified about various
meetings that you had as this initiative was developed leading up
to the Finding, although you didn't know about it, leading up to
the Finding on January 17th of 1986. Were there any meetings
among this similar group of people after that time where there was
any discussion about whether it was time to close down the oper-
ation, whether it was time to stop--

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I made the point repeatedly to Admi-
ral Poindexter, who by that time had taken over, that I thought it
wasn't working anti that I also thought it Was an extremely bad
way to go about anythir.g to transfer the arms and sort of hope for
the best. I think I told him that I preferred using the equivalent of
an escrow or a title .ompany, and if we didn't have that, then I
told him that I thought that there should not be anything more
done until all the hostages were returned to the United States un-
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harmed, since that seemed to be what the thrust of it was becom-
ing.

He promised two or three times that that would be the case. But
that later, when I asked him about it again, many times he would
just say he was unable to keep that promise.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You don't recall, though, a meeting with this
similar or same group of people to discuss whether or not the time
had come to stop the initiative?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not a meeting of the same group, no.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you ever talk to the President directly about

whether or not the initiative should be stopped?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I talked to Mr. Poindexter so many

times, and I don't remember whether the President was present at
some of those meetings or not. I think he may very well have been,
but I am not sure of that. But the continued objection was made all
through that year with repeated-my repeatedly calling attention
to the fact that it wasn't working, we were getting the usual vio-
lent anti-American statements out of Iran, nothing was happening,
we weren't getting any hostages, nothing was working, and it
should be stopped. I don't recall whether the President was present
at any of those specific times or not, but there were many of those
types of discussions I had with Admiral Poindexter.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, let me ask you to direct your at-
tention to exhibit 20 in your exhibit book.

Secretary WEINERGER. Twenty.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, you would not have seen this doc-

ument, I take it, contemporaneously?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. It is the cover memo to the January 17th Find-

ing. I want to ask you about a particular line in it---
Secretary WEINBERGER. This is a memorandum that you are

showing me or directing my attention to from Admiral Poindexter
to the President?

Mr. EGGLESTON. Yes, sir. It is dated January 17th. The back page
of this document contains the January 17th Finding with the Presi-
dent's signature on it and is also dated January 17th.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. There is, however, a page before
that on which the President's initials are put on, but not in his
handwriting.

Mr. EGGLESTON. That is correct. I think in the last sentence it
indicates that the President was briefed verbally by Admiral Poin-
dexter. If you could return to the very first page, there is just one
line of this that I wanted to ask you about.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. It is about half way down the very first para-

graph, and it reads as follows: "The Israelis are very concerned
that Iran's deteriorating position in the war with Iraq"-I really
just want to ask you, it wasn't a complete sentence, I just want ask
you about that concept. Was it the view of the Department of De-
fense that Iran had a deteriorating position in the war with Iraq?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, quite to the contrary, it wasn't-that
wasn't the opinion-it wasn't my opinion and it wasn't anybody's
opinion that I talked to.
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Mr. EGGLESTON. Were you consulted-during this time period
about whether or not the relative positions of the Iranians and the
Iraqis in the war?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you know whether the President was advised

that there was a contrary view to the one that is expressed in this
cover memo?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know that. I never saw this
memorandum to the President, never had a chance to respond to it,
but I certainly did not have the view that Iraq was winning or any-
thing of the kind. Quite the contrary. As a matter of fact, it was
basically Iraqi military strategy not to pursue any kind of decisive
military end to that.

They had been trying to get a cease fire and trying to get the
war ended by negotiation. They have specifically eschewed the idea
of a military victory as far as I can tell.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So if you had been consulted at that time, you
would have advised the President that you disagreed with that Is-
raeli view?

Secretary WEINBERGER. In the strongest possible terms.
Mr. EGGLESTON. To the extent that the President relied upon

that concept and decided to go forward, that in your view was
simply an erroneous assumption on their part?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, if you could look at exhibit 22.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Twenty-two.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-the very first page of this document reflects-

says, "Paul, put this with the Finding." And it is signed "J.P."
What follows is a two-page document: first a memorandum from

your military assistant, Mr. Powell, to Admiral Poindexter; and
behind it is a memorandum to General Powell from Arthur Brown,
who was the Director of the Army Staff. This document deals with
the Army's concerns over Congressional notification as a result of
the transfer of a thousand TOWs from the Army to the CIA. Do
you recall this incident?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Generally, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall being consulted about this?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I think General Powell mentioned it to

me. In the normal course, he probably would have. I don't have
specific memory of it, but I assume that he probably did talk to me
about it, but he may not have. I don't have any specific memory of
it.

Mr. EGGLESTON. If you would look at page 2 again, the last sen-
tence says-this is what I am directing you to is the letter from
General Powell to Admiral Poindexter. The last sentence says,
"The Secretary asked that I make you aware of the Army's con-
cerns in the event you wish to advise the DCI," which would be Mr.
Casey "or the Attorney General."

Secretary WEINBERGER. That would indicate that he had dis-
cussed it with me, as I am sure he did.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall in the January timeframe any dis-
cussion about delaying notification to Congress?

Secretary WEINBERGER. In the discussions of the-that were in
the Oval Office meeting, there were points made two or three times
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that while notification would be made, would have to be made to
the Congress under any procedure, it was not necessary to make
the notification contemporaneously with the event.

Mr. EGGLESTON. That was an opinion that the Attorney General
was giving?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I believe so, and I think others
made that point, too.

Mr. EGGLESTON. This memorandum at least is an indication from
you to Admiral Poindexter that the Army at least was concerned
that notification had not been given?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, and we passed that on to Admiral
Poindexter.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall whether you received any response
from Admiral Poindexter to this?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't. I don't have any memory
that he responded.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall any discussion throughout this
time period that now the time had come to notify Congress.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not that we made. Our transfers to the
CIA did not require any notification. Everybody was agreed on
that. They were in the normal course, so to speak, as long as they
were under the Economy Act and reimbursible, and to the best of
my knowledge, the conclusion was that that kind of transfer did
not require notification.

But there was discussion at the-certainly at the January meet-
ing, perhaps at the December meeting, that notifications would
have to be given and again this point that I have made that they
could be done at later times.

Mr. EGGLESTON. But you don't recall any later time where the
issue came up where there was a discussion that now that later
time had arrived and it is time to notify Congress until November
of 1986?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, in November, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, let me direct your attention to

the summer of 1985. Do you remember at that time having a con-
versation with Admiral Crowe, who was then chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. He inquired about the details of the
matter, and I told him all that we knew about it, which was simply
the points that I have made. That the direction had come to make
the transfer and that we were transferring it in accordance with
the direction.

Mr. EGGLESTON. He had not been advised or brought into the
circle at the beginning, I take it?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Was he angry or concerned that--
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, Ithink he just was anxious to have

all the facts that he could get because he had heard about it from
some members of his staff.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did he make any concern or statement to you
that he was concerned that there may not have been a sufficient
analysis of the military impact of this initiative?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not that point, no. I think he raised the
same policy points that I had previously raised, arguments that I
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had made that had been rejected, and I found we were obviously in
full agreement.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So you indicated to him that you had opposed
the policy but the policy went ahead?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh yes, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. How were you able to explain to him why it was

that he was not brought in at the time?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know that I attempted to explain

that or that anything-it was necessary to explain that. This was a
decision by the Commander in Chief to carry out a very specific set
of instructions and consultation with others below the Commander
in Chief's level would not have perhaps been very fruitful.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, the next area I am going to turn
to is the area of November and December of 1986.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Before I do that, I just want to ask you one sort

of short series of questions about the Contras. The question that I
would like to ask you relates to funding for the Contras.

Do you recall, or maybe you are aware, that there is testimony
before the committee by Mr. McFarlane that Country Number
Two-and I think you might have a country list in front of you.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't have a country list before me, but
whatever country it is, it is perfectly all right. Go ahead.

Mr. EGGLESION. As I go on, you may figure it out. Mr. McFarlane
testified that in the spring of 1985, maybe the country list is
coming, there was a large contribution from Country Number Two.
You were asked in your deposition whether you were aware at or
about that time of the contribution.

Do you recall being aware?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. I was not aware.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me just ask you, and I think you were shown

this at the deposition, if you would turn to exhibit 39--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Thirty-nine, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. It is exhibit 39. It is a memorandum for the

record by John McMahon. It is dated March 15, 1985, and on the
second page at paragraph 7 it refers to a meeting that you had
with the Director Casey at or about that time. It indicates, "Ques-
tion of the support to the Contras came up." This is reporting on a
meeting that had taken place between yourself and Director Casey.

The very last line reads, "In closing, the Sec. Def.-"-meaning
the Secretary of Defense- "stated that he had heard that"-I will
tell you what is under there is an official of Country Two-"had
earmarked $25 million for the Contras in $5 million increments."
Do you have any recollection of seeing--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't really. These were regular break-
fast meetings that I had every week with the Director of CIA and
we-they were very free-form discussions and meetings. The Direc-
tor and his Deputy and Mr. Taft and I went to these breakfasts
every week and there was a lot of discussion back and forth and
reports passed on and this statement that I had heard that, I don't
remember saying it, but I did frequently joke with Mr. Casey to the
effect that I frequently picked up things from his rival intelligence
agency, which was one of the morning radio stations, and I may
have very well simply been passing on that kind of report.
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I don't have any specific memory of it, but John McMahon is a
good reporter so he probably heard this statement made.

Mr. EGGLESTON. John McMahon at the time was Deputy Director
of Central Intelligence--

Secretary WEINBERGER. He was indeed, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. But you don't have any recollection of being ad-

vised by Mr. McFarlane or--
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. EGGLESTON. -the President or anyone else that there had

been such a large contribution from Country Two?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. The reason I am quite sure about it

is that we were all making major efforts at that time to get fund-
ing for the Contras from the Congress, and I think probably many
of the gentlemen here remember that I made lots of calls in sup-
port of various bills and particularly trying to get the $100 million
appropriation which ultimately was voted.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And without getting into any specifics, Country
Two is a country with which the Department of Defense had some
dealings; is that fair?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, we have dealings with a very large
number of countries. Yes, this was one of those, surely.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me get back to November of 1986. It is well
known now there was a leak in early November in the Middle
Eastern media relating to McFarlane's trip to Tehran. And that ul-
timately resulted, I take it, in a meeting which you attended on
November 10, 1986 with the President and others?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. There is a memorandum for the record which

you prepared which is in your exhibit book as exhibit 28.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Twenty-eight, yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. We've had testimony from others about this

meeting, and as a result, I'm going to just direct your attention to
various specific items that are in your memorandum.

If you could look sort of at the second half of the second para-
graph.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-you have stated, "I pointed out we must bear

in mind we have given the Israelis and the Iranians the opportuni-
ty to blackmail us by reporting selectively bits and pieces of the
total story. I also pointed out that Congress could and probably
would hold legislative hearings."

Do you recall the context in which you were discussing that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. This meeting was the first time at which

there had been a general exposition and report by Admiral Poin-
dexter of the whole nature of this transaction and series of transac-
tions, and it was called, as you say, when there were beginning to
be some repwts coming out of the Middle East, and these were
points that were made then at that meeting.

And the President made the point that even though there were
these reports coming out, we should be very careful to bear in
mind that we had been dealing with some people in Iran whom it
was still hoped by people present at that meeting, but not by me,
that would-with whom we could form a useful relationship.
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And the President was very concerned about the fact that these
contacts that we had in Iran would probably be executed and that
the -hostages might very well be executed as a result of public dis-
cussion of this whole matter, and that I was making the point that
we were having-we were in a situation in which it was a very un-
fortunate situation to be in, that had been predicted much earlier,
and that we should get full discussion of that matter out in one
way or another, and that it was probably, as I recall it, too late to
worry about whether we were endangering the lives of the contacts
in Iran. But the President was very worried about that.

He was also very worried-very properly worried about whether
or not retaliatory action would be taken against the hostages them-
selves.

Mr. EGGLESTON. The sentence which I just read seems to echo
what you have indicated you argued in December of 1985.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I have a tendency to repeat myself,
I'm afraid.

Mr. EGGLESTON. It echoes the blackmail concept?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Again, was it your argument that by this,

indeed, you were seriously in danger of being blackmailed?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That's right, that various demands were

being made on us and that in order to prevent publicity, there
might be a temptation to agree to them, and that we shouldn't
follow that course.

Mr. EGGLESTON. The tact, I take it, that the Iranians or the Israe-
lis or whoever could reveal, which the United States would not
want revealed, is the fact that we had sold missiles in order to get
the hostages back and whatever?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. You felt that we would be blackmailed as a

result of that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Was it your advice, if you recall, to get the story

out or to not get the story out?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I think the meeting was called to discuss

a specific proposed statement that was to be issued, I don't remem-
ber whether by the White House or who it was, but it was to be-it
was a meeting that was called to discuss that statement, and before
that could be discussed very intelligently, I think George Shultz
and I both asked to have some kind of statement as to what had
actually happened, and that was the occasion for Poindexter, Ad-
miral Poindexter giving this full rundown. -

A lot of the discussion revolved around the proposed text of that
statement, which I don't have, and I was making a lot of sugges-
tions for changes in that statement. So that basically the decision
to make a statement about it and to report it publicly had been
made, and I agreed with that, that there should be that.

I didn't agree with a lot of the things in the statement, and we
were trying to get revisions in the statement.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Were you surprised at the recitation of facts?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I was pretty horrified by it all.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Was Secretary Shultz similarly--
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Secretary WEINBERGER. He seemed to be, yes. He was particular-
ly concerned, as I remember, that neither of us had known there
was a Finding until that time.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, if you could turn to page 2 of this
document, I want to direct your attention to the top paragraph-
top full paragraph. It reads: "I reminded John," Admiral Poin-
dexter, "that he had always told me that there would be no more
weapons sent to Iran after the first 500 TOWs until after all of the
hostages were returned, but unfortunately we did send the second
500 because it seemed the only way to get the hostages out, accord-
ing to Poindexter."

Did you have an exchange of words about this?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. This attempts to report correctly

what happened, and I dictated it after I got back to the office.
Mr. EGGLESTON. So it was-I take it, though, you had known, be-

cause you were-you had known, I guess, the missiles, you had
known that these series of missiles had been transferred without
the release of the hostages?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. Each time he re-reported that he
was unable to keep that promise, each time that we talked with
him before we sent another shipment, and that the direction to
send them was still in effect.

Mr. EGGLESTON. The second paragraph indicates that he had told
you that the hostage-taking had stopped, and you responded to
that. What was your response?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, he said there hadn't been any hos-
tages for a year and I said they took three just a couple of weeks
ago, or quite recently.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did he have an explanation for that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. He said he believed that there were-differ-

ent people had taken those three. I believe I said somewhat causti-
cally that it didn't make too much difference who actually took
them-the fact was the hostage-taking hadn't stopped.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, let me direct you to the time
period November 20 to 25 or so of 1986. There has been a lot of
testimony about the day November 20th. It was a day when Admi-
ral Poindexter, Mr. Casey, the Attorney General and others met to
review testimony that was going to be given the following day.

It turns out that there was a dispute that had arisen about the
testimony, particularly about the November, '85, HAWK shipment
and when various people in the U.S. Government may or may not
have known about it.

Did you know that that dispute was going on?
Secretary WEINBERGER. This was the HAWK shipment?
Mr. EGGLESTON. What I am asking about is that there has been

testimony that on November 20th, a dispute had arisen about what
people knew about the November, '85, HAWK shipment. What I'm
asking you is, did you know--

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I did not know about it until all this
formal exposition of the whole matter was made by Admiral Poin-
dexter.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Similarly, what I'm really asking is on Novem-
ber 20, 1985, did you know that various people in the administra-
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tion were having a dispute about. the state of the government's
knowledge about that transaction?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know that I did. I know that
there was a lot of discussion revolving around it. I don't know if
the point was specifically being made as to who knew or who did
not know.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Were you contacted, if you recall, prior to No-
vember 21st about what you may have known about that HAWK
shipment, if you recall?

Secretary WEINBERGER. By anybody?
Mr. EGGLESTON. By the Attorney General or anyone?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the Attorney General called me

over that weekend to tell me that he was-if I have the weekend
correctly in mind-that he had been asked by the President to
gather all the facts about the situation, and that it would be help-
ful if we could assemble data that we might have or refresh our
memories in order to enable him to carry out this investigation. I
believe that was over that weekend.

Mr. EGGLESTON. It is your recollection, though, that that took
place over the weekend--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I think so. I was at a hospital in
Washington at that time, and I believe that is where the call from
him came in.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And did he--did the Attorney General ever get
back to you, to your recollection, to find out your knowledge?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, well we had a meeting then in the
Oval Office on, I believe, the Tuesday after that weekend, and at
that time the Attorney General was reporting to us that he had
found and had told the President, I believe the day before, maybe
hours before, that there appeared to be some diversion of funds
that the Iranians had paid to the Contras, and I was pretty horri-
fied about that.

That was the first I had ever heard about it, and the President
was still very angry about it, and was saying that we have to go
make public statements about this immediately, never mind the
form of the statements, we have to tell people about this immedi-
ately, and directed the Attorney General to go out and make a full
statement to the press after that meeting, and the Attorney Gener-
al did that -within, I guess, a half an hour after that meeting broke
up.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Who attended the meeting, if you recall, that
you just discussed?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, Mr. Shultz was there and I think
Mr. Casey was there, and Admiral Poindexter was there. Don
Regan I believe was there.

Those are the ones I have in mind were there.
Mr. EGGLESTON. When you learned about this diversion, were

you also told that Admiral Poindexter had had some supervisory
role in it?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I think at that time it was just the
fact that it had apparently had happened, that Ed Meese had
found it in the course of this factfinding investigation he had been
making over the weekend, that as soon as he found it, he reported
it to the President and the President was very disturbed and angry
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and directed at the meeting that I attended, which was either the
day after, some hours after he had been notified that this had to be
made public at once.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Do you recall whether there was any discussion
about Admiral Poindexter being relieved or being reassigned?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not at that ti me that I recall, no, I don't
think so right at that meeting. This was a short meeting and a
pretty horrifying meeting and it didn't have anything else except
this thing had been found and obviously we all agreed as the Presi-
dent said that it had to be reported.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You had indicated at sometime over the week-
end the Attorney General called to tell you that he may be consult-
ing you or meeting--

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is my memory, yes. My wife was in
the hospital at the time and I was over there and I believe that is
where the call came in.

Mr. EGGLESTON. But he did not, perhaps because you were at the
hospital, he did -not follow up and actually interview you? Is that
correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, he didn't-I was not interviewed by
him, but I believe later that day or Monday, why I advised that we
would be, that this call had come in and we should be helpful if
and when people turned up, but then events were moving rather
rapidly and after the press briefing that the Attorney General
held, why then there was a general direction to gather the data
and so forth and so on.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Mr. Secretary, the last area that I want to ask
you about relates to exhibit 34, which is in your book.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thirty-four, right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Page 1 is a letter dated December 23, 1986. The

version we have is unsigned, but it is a letter, I believe, from your-
self to Secretary Shultz.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is right.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And it encloses or attached to it is a memoran-

dum from yourself to Alton Keel who was then the Acting Assist-
ant National Security Adviser; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Could you describe this--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I had heard again from the same

intelligence sources that in December, after all of this had come
out, that there were still some meetings going on between U.S. rep-
resentatives and that there was one scheduled for a few days and
the Iranians, I believe in Paris, and that the discussions were to
revolve around this whole problem of weapons and everything else,
and I was understandably extremely unhappy with that. And I
sent a very strong memorandum to Alton Keel, and it goes on for a
couple of pages here, and then I sent a copy of it to George Shultz
and said that I thought it was very unfortunate that these, while
we are making statements that we are denying that we are making
any contacts with the Iranian Government through third country
representatives or so on, that is true only in the most technical
sense of the term and then I am afraid will cause further adverse
reaction when the truth is known.
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And then I attached the memorandum I sent to Mr. Keel protest-
ing this very strongly, and asking for a meeting and asking that no
meetings be held with any Iranian representatives until we had
had a chance to meet over here in Washington and try to stop it.

I said, "I am sorry to be so blunt about it, but it seems to me in-
credibly wrong with the precise mechanisms of secrecy and at-
tempts to exclude advisers who it is feared may have different
views which helped cause so many of our present difficulties are
apparently being pursued by the State Department at this time."

I was told as a result of this that State Department representa-
tives were instructed only to listen and not to negotiate, but I be-
lieve that all the meetings were called off and were not formally
held.

Mr. EGGLESTON. The first paragraph of the attached memo, the
memo to Mr. Keel, makes reference to congressional testimony by
yourself.

What is that a reference to?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Let's see-the President announced in

late November-I had assumed-"the President announced in late
November or early December that all further arm shipments to
Iran had ceased and after it became apparent that the channels we
were using to discuss hostage release and other matters were at
the very least ineffective and as is easily apparent now totally
counterproductive I assumed we were finshed with this entire Ira-
nian episode and testified to congressional committees during last
week."

That was testimony I gave to the Special Senate Committee on
Intelligence at their request covering these matters.

Mr. EGGLESTON. So you had testified based on your state of
knowledge that as far as you knew there were no further dealings?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is right. It was finished by direction
of the President.

Mr. EGGLESTON. You later learned that that was not correct?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I later learned there was a meeting

scheduled which I then urged not be held and which to the best of
my memory was not held. I was also told that I didn't need to be
quite so strong because nobody was going to negotiate, all they
were going to do was sit and listen, but I have to confess though I
wrote a very strong memorandum here.

Mr. EGGLESTON. But in any event, this was again something you
learned and not through official channels?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, not through official channels, through
the same sources we had picked up the whole other mess.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Was it your concern that what seemed to be
going on was a return to what had happened immediately--

Secretary WEINBERGER. That was the impression that I had and
that I convey here, yes.

Mr. EGGLESTON. And I think that you indicate at the bottom of
page 1 of the attached memo and the top of page 2 that you were
concerned that his advisers on security matters were being cut out
once again?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I said, "I think the President is enti-
tled to have the advice of all of his security advisers, and I must
strongly object that the continuation of this practice and secrecy in
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attempts to exclude various advisers whose advice it is apparently
feared may not support the agenda of various people in this case or
some other agenda can only get us in more and more difficulty and
serves the President very badly. I therefore ask there be a meeting
of the National Security Planning Group so the matter can be dis-
cussed properly and presented properly to the President and that
our so-called negotiators with the Iranian Government, wherever
they are, be brought home and instructed not to take any further
action of any kind" and so on and so on.

As I say, I had imprecise knowledge because it didn't come from
U.S. sources.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Let me just, the last thing on this document, if
you would look to the second-to-last paragraph, there is a reference
to your learning, apparently for the first time, we had given intelli-
gence information.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That was a source of further ex-
treme anger as far as I was concerned.

Mr. EGGLESTON. What is it that you had learned?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I said, "I have now learned, thanks

to your forthcomingness" -I was addressing Al Keel-"and by
reason of our investigations that McFarlane had actually offered
the Iranians sensitive intelligence information passed by the
United States, as to Iraq and that State plans another meeting
with the Iranians on December 27 in Geneva."

I didn't know it wasn't going to happen. "I urgently urge that no
such meetings be permitted until we have the NSPG that you very
forthfully offered.' That was to Keel.

Mr. EGGLESTON. This was the first that you had learned that sen-
sitive information---

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. Shortly before this memorandum
was written, which added to the strength of the memorandum, I
guess.

Mr. EGGLESTON. This memorandum was sent, I take it, both to
Mr. Keel and to Mr. Shultz?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you hear back from either one of them?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. Mr. Keel called the meeting and

said nothing would happen until after the meeting as I had re-
quested.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Did you speak about the memorandum with Mr.
Shultz?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. EGGLESTON. And--
Secretary WEINBERGER. He said that that is what I said, he told

me this was a listening mode only, that the meeting had been ar-
ranged before and that the general conclusions seemed to be that it
was better to send somebody to listen and not just cancel the meet-
ing, that something might come out of it, but that there was em-
phatically to be no further negotiations, no further discussions, no
further arms, et cetera, et cetera, and I was relieved to hear that.

Mr. EGGLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much, Mr. Eggleston.
The hearing will stand in recess until 2:00 p.m. this afternoon.
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[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-
convene at 2:00 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The Select Committees met, pursuant to recess, at 2:00 p.m., in
room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye
(chairman of the Senate Select Committee) and Hon. Lee H. Hamil-
ton (chairman of the House Select Committee) presiding.

Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
I am pleased to recognize the committee counsel, Mr. Genzman.
Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr Secretary, earlier you testified that you were not aware of

the November 1985 HAWK shipments from Israel to Iran at the
time those occurred; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, that il correct.
Mr. GENZMAN. And earlier we dii...ssed the fact that around the

same time Dr. Gaffney and some of his colleagues at the Defense
Department were preparing some point papers regarding HAWK
missiles and TOW missiles.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mt. GENZMAN. To your knowledge, did Dr. Gaffney and his col-

leagues know that the 1985 HAWK transfers had occurred at that
time.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have -o idea. I don't believe so, but I
don't know.

Mr. GENZMAN. To your knowledge, did anyone at the Defense De-
partment know at that time that these 1985 HAWK transfers had
occurred?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't believe so. No one ever discussed
it with me.

Mr. (;ENZMAN. Would it be fair to say that, to your knowledge,
the people involved in these point papers were addressing the idea
of prospective arms transfers rather than actual arms transfers
that had occurred?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think they were discussing questions
that had come over from the NSC that would involve possible arms
transfers or even just theoretical questions that they would be
asked to respond to for whatever purposes the staff over there
might have wanted.

Mr. GENZMAN. So that the record is clear, is it fair to describe a
TOW missile as an anti-tank or anti-armored vehicle missile that is
launched from the ground?

SKcretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
It is a tubular optical wire-guided missile.
Mr. GENZMAN. And when we are talking about HAWK missiles,

would it be fair to describe those as anti-aircraft missiles that are
launched from the ground?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. GENZMAN. Earlier, you testified that in January of 1986 Ad-

miral Poindexter advised you that the President had in fact agreed
that the TOW missile transfers should go forward; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
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Mr. GENZMAN. When you testified in your depositions before
these committees, you indicated that this direction from the Presi-
dent was on a close-hold basis.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. GENZMAN. Can you describe for us what you mean by that?
Secretary WEINBERCER. Well, the smallest number of people

should know about it, and the President was very concerned at all
times about the safety of the hostages primarily, knowing the
rather volatile nature of the captors, and also was concerned that
these contacts or people that they were dealing with in Iran, if
they were in any sense friendly to the United States, might have
their own lives in danger, so he was very anxious to keep the circle
of people who knew about it very small.

Mr. GENZMAN. Would it be fair to say that the close-hold nature
of this series of transfers was one reason why Admiral Crowe was
not advised of the transfers?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I think it possibly was that. There
wasn't any particular role for anyone to play in this except just the
people that were involved. I had received the order from the Presi-
dent and the two or three people necessary to make the physical
transfer to the CIA.

Mr. GENZMAN. Sir, you testified that the Defense Department
played its role in the Iran arms transfers by means of its transfer
of arms from the Defense Department to the CIA under the Econo-
my Act.

Is that correct?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. GENZMAN. And the Economy Act has its own pricing require-

ments; isn't that true?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is right. We are supposed to get full

market value for anything we turn over to another agency of the
Government.

Mr. GENZMAN. Were you at any time directed or asked to set the
prices of the weapons in any particular way?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. GENZMAN. To your knowledge, was anyone at the Depart-

ment of Defense directed or asked to set the prices in any particu-
lar way?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not that I know of, no.
Mr. GENZMAN. Sir, are you familiar with the General Accounting

Office's report on the Iran arms sales?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Generally, I have seen summaries of it,

yes.
Mr. GENZMAN. Let me discuss a few of the conclusions of that

report, and this is March of 1987, the Comptroller General conclud-
ed, "DOD", Department of Defense, "acted properly in treating the
transfer of arms to the CIA as interagency transfer governed by
the Economy Act."

I take it you join in that conclusion?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, that was one of the parts I was fa-

miliar with.
Mr. GENZMAN. The GAO also concluded, "The pricing and con-

gressional reporting requirements of the Arms Export Control Act,
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the legislation which normally governs DOD arms sales to foreign
governments, do not apply to these transactions?"

Secretary WEINBERGER. The transactions between the Depart-
ment of Defense and CIA, that is correct; yes.

Mr. GENZMAN. Is that your understanding of the law?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, that is my understanding.
Mr. GENZMAN. And another GAO conclusion dealt with notifica-

tion of Congress. It said, "Although DOD covert arms transfers
may ordinarily be subject to congressional notification require-
ments, in this case the President's Finding ensured that the re-
sponsibility for meeting any such requirements remained with
him." %-

Knowing what you now know about the Finding, is that your un-
derstanding of--

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is apparently what was intended.
As I say, I didn't see the Finding until the fall of that year.

Mr. GENZMAN. Mr. Secretary, isn't it true that the Defense De-
partment has a mechanism for review of sensitive transactions
with other agencies such as the CIA?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, in general, not necessarily with
other agencies, but they have-we have a mechanism designed to
prevent some of the problems I uncovered very early in my tenure
there in connection with intelligence activities.

Mr. GENZMAN. What are the purposes of this-mechanism?
Secretary WEINBERGER. The purposes are to ensure that when a

request is made by someone in the Department for assets or re-
sources or other activities in the name of doing an intelligence job
that that is indeed authorized and that there is an audit of some of
the-of the funds that might be required or requested.

We ran into a situation where people in intelligence agencies,
units actually of the Army in this particular case, were drawing
money from their units or from other portions of the Army on the
idea that they needed them for intelligence activities. We found
some serious problems with this, there's some convictions that
were obtained, there are appeals from those convictions I under-
stand, and I put in a system, after considerable discussion, under
which you couldn't just come in and say you were an intelligence
operative and you needed some money or you needed an airplane
or you needed a ship, or whatever, and that you had to have a
review of these particular types of requests within the Army and
within the Department, and that system is in effect now, and I
think effectively corrects the problems we found in this earlier ac-
tivity.

Mr. GENZMAN. Was this review mechanism used in the context of
the Defense Department arms transfers to the CIA as part of the
further transfers to Iran?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. No, it was not. It wasn't applicable
to that kind of transaction. This was a transaction which the Presi-
dent of the United States had directed that we transfer arms to the
CIA under the terms of the Economy Act. There was no similarity
to that in the instances and the types of activities which gave rise
to our use of the system I have just described.

Mr. GENZMAN. I take it one of the points you are making is you
wanted to make sure the Defense Department leadership was not
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left out of such a transaction between the Defense Department and
other agencies. Is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. You mean when we established the
system?

Mr. GENZMAN. Correct.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, we wanted-to make sure they were

legitimate, authorized requests, that the funds were required, what-
ever funds were eApended were audited and that it was not left in
the hands of one or two people who were going to spend the money
to draw, to not have to account for it. That was the origin of that
system.

Mr. GENZMAN. Did the Defense Department leadership have
knowledge of these transfers of HAWK and TOW missiles from the
Defense Department to the CIA?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I think only a very, very few people
in accordance with the directions we received. It was a very small
narrow circle of people who-needed to know, and it was deliberate-
ly kept small because of the considerations the President continual-
ly emphasized that it was necessary to make sure that very few
people knew about it so as to try our best to not do anything that
would endanger further the lives of the hostages or, as I say, these
people with whom they were dealing in Iran.

Mr. GENZMAN. Is it true that one of the issues that this review
mechanism addresses is the issue of readiness?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the issue of readiness is always
present. I don't think there is anything special in the review mech-
anism that reaches that. What that is designed to do, as I said, was
to make sure we didn't have any more of the instances which gave
rise to the convictions and the prosecutions that were brought as a
result of this discovery of these previous transactions.

Mr. GENZMAN. Can you--
Secretary WEINBERGER. We are always concerned with readiness.
Mr. GENZMAN. Can you describe what you mean by the term"readiness"?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the ability of the-any portion of

the Armed Forces to carry out any direction of the President in
connection with his foreign policy, the ability to do missions that
we might be ordered to do on short notice and to sustain them.

Mr. GENZMAN. After the President had directed in January of
1986 that the TOW missile transfers should go forward, did you
have any discussions with anyone regarding the readiness issue?

Secretary WEINBERGER. These papers we talked about this morn-
ing that were designed to get us ready for the meeting in December
and January touched on some of those points. I was advised that
we had very, very large stocks of these old obsolete TOW missiles,
that we had something in the neighborhood of, I think, 150,000, or
something like that, on hand, that we were using them in training
because they were no longer either produced or recommended, and
that we had two later models that we used, and so that there
would- not be any appreciable effect on our readiness.

Mr. GENZMAN. Is the TOW missile still being procured by the De-
fense Department?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Not this TOW missile, no. We have an
improved TOW and then we have gone to the TOW II. This missile
has been obsolete and not been produced for many years.

Mr. GENZMAN. Did anyone do any formal assessment of the
impact of these weapons transfers on the Iran-Iraq war?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know entirely what you mean by
"formal assessment." The general state of the situation with re-
spect to the Iran-Iraq war was known to many of us-we get pretty
much daily briefings on that as well as other matters, and we knew
in a very general way what the state was and roughly the balance
of forces at that time and that sort of thing.

Mr. GENZMAN. From the time of these arms transfers to the
present, has the Defense Department determined whether these
arms transfers have had any impact on the Iran-Iraq war?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have never been advised that they had
any impact on it, no. The Iran-Iraq war is basically a stalemated
grounds situation, the Iraqis have very complete air superiority
and we have never had any indications that the HAWK defenses of
the Iranians have been particularly effective against the Iranian
air, and there hasn't been any appreciable change in the ground
situation for many months.

One side will move forward, take a couple of hills or some high
ground, and the other side will push them off and it has gone back
and forth like that. There has been very little change in the last
couple of years.

It is essentially a kind of World War I situation.
Mr. GENZMAN. Has any study been done of any effect that these

arms transfers may have on the United States in the event of Ira-
nian-U.S. hostilities?

Secretary WEINBERGR. Well, we understand what we-with re-
spect to the TOWs, we don't have any plans for any kind of an ar-
mored attack against Iran, so that we hadn't considered that that
has made any of-has changed in any way. The missile itself is, as
I said, is obsolete and we have very good information as to ways to
deal with it in the hands of other people.

And those are part of our training exercises and all the rest. As
far as the HAWKs are concerned, it was not a HAWK missile or a
HAWK missile system that was transferred, it was a large number
of ground support parts for HAWKs that had been given to Iran
during the days of the Shah-

Mr. GENZMAN. Regarding the transfer of 18 HAWK missiles in
November of 1985 from Israel to Iran, is it your understanding that
17 of those missiles were, in fact, returned?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have heard since that time that there
was something like that. I don't have any information on it and I
had none at the time.

Mr. GENZMAN. And is it your testimony that the HAWK materi-
al provided by the Defense Department to the CIA for transfer to
Iran was not HAWK missiles themselves but actually HAWK
parts?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is right. Ground support parts, not
parts of the HAWK itself, but parts of the ground support systems.
Trucks, communications, things like that.

Mr. GENZMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
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Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Aspin is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. ASPIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, let me just for a little bit go over a few of these

issues and then maybe I will reserve some of my time.
Let me ask a little bit about the policy that was undertaken and

your attitude towards that policy. I take it that you, based upon
your reaction to that NSDD that was circulated, the draft that was
circulated in 1985, that your opposition to this policy was opposi-
tion to the whole idea, not just to the opposition to the arms sales.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes. I thought it, first of all, was not
possible to get a better relationship with Iran, with the Iranian
Government in its present hands. I didn't think there was anybody
we could deal with that was not virulently anti-American, and I
just didn't think it would work and I was, as you say, against the
whole policy.

Mr. ASPIN. Now, this is different--
Secretary WEINBERGER. I did add a word in my comment to the-

effect it would be good if we could get a relationship with Iran as
we used to have it under the Shah. It would be desirable to try to
do something like that, but we couldn't do it with this situation.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you why you drew that conclusion. I take
it that the opposition of other people, in principle, the Secretary of
State, his view was that if we could get some, he was not opposed
to new initiatives with the Iranian Government. He said he op-
posed the idea of selling arms in order to further that initiative.
And that seems to be the general reaction of most people, was that
the idea itself was not a bad idea, but that the particulars of it,
namely selling arms as part of that, was wrong.

But you are saying you just flat-out did not think that the idea of
pursuing any kind of relationship with a moderate element in Iran,
that that was not a--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't think it was a good idea. I didn't
think it was possible to do it. I did not think and do not think there
is any moderate element in Iran that is still alive, and I think it
was not a good idea in any sense of the term.

I would like to have a relationship with a rational government in
Iran of the kind we had when the Shah was there, because I think
geographically and strategically that's a very useful thing. I was,
as you say, against the whole idea.

Mr. ASPIN. Does that-when the National Security Council, then
Bud McFarlane, drafted the NSDD and circulated it, he had some
intelligence from the CIA, particularly from Mr. Casey, that in fact
there was some intelligence that would indicate that such an initia-
tive was a good idea at that time.

Did you just not believe that intelligence or did you have some
other intelligence? In other words, did DIA have a contrary-De-
fense Intelligence Agency-have a contrary point of view at that
time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. My memory is that generally they did,
but I didn't see anything in the estimate that accompanied the
draft NSDD that supported such a conclusion.

There were no individuals named, and certainly everything that
I had heard and known about Iran, particullarly with respect to all
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of the statements, positions, their support of terrorism, all of that
struck me as simply being contrary to that estimate. It was not an
intelligence estimate with which I agreed.

Mr. AsPIN. So you just flat-out deny-I mean, there is a whole
series of assumptions or intelligence estimates upon which this
policy was based, either implicitly or explicitly. And let me just list
them, and I guess you'd reject them all.

One, there was a moderate element in Iran that you could deal-
let me list them all, Mr. Secretary. One, that there was a moderate
element that you could deal with.

Second, that somehow giving them weapons would strengthen
them in some way-that this deal would somehow strengthen
them.

Third, that Iran, and in particular this moderate element, held
some influence over the people who are holding our hostages in
Lebanon and that somehow, that they would have the ability to get
the hostages loose and get these people to abate on their terrorist
activities.

I take it you would just reject that whole litany.
Secretary WEINBERGER. If you, Mr. Aspin, I may have.misread

you but my understanding was that you said there were a whole
series of estimates-to the best of my knowledge, there was only
one.

Mr. ASPIN. The series is what I listed here.
Secretary WEINBERGER. It included all these ideas. I disagreed

with that estimate and all of its parts, yes, but I don't think there
was a whole series of them.

Mr. ASPIN. No, I didn't mean to imply that. I meant there was a
series of either explicit or implicit assumptions behind this policy.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. I'm taking it that you just rejected it--
Secretary WEINBERGER. It was just contrary from everything I

had heard, all the other intelligence that I've seen, my own person-
al views, and the knowledge that I had of the way the various bat-
tles in the war had gone and what they said about us, their support
of international terrorism, just none of it rang true as far as I was
concerned.

Mr. ASPIN. So it was essentially pretty much of a gut instinct re-
action to it?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, it was based on, as I say, a lot of
other reports that I had that made that seem quite wrong.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask you this question. Secretary Shultz indi-
cated that he had a lot of distrust, I take it, maybe, I hope I'm not
using too strong a word, of the CIA analysis at this time because he
thought that Director Casey was so heavily involved in policy that
he began to suspect the intelligence-that he had become such an
advocate of a policy that he began to suspect the objectivity of the
analysis.

Did you share that and--
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, actually I didn't. I had a very high

regard for the CIA and for their analysts and their analytical capa-
bility, and one of the reasons that I disagreed with this particular
estimate was that it seemed to-me quite at variance both with the
daily briefings that I had from the CIA as well as from their spe-
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cial reports. It seemed to be completely at variance with those, and
in a minority of one, so to speak.

Mr. AsPIN. This seemed to stand out as kind of outside of the
mainstream of the kind of intelligence reports that they had been
giving in other forums?

Secretary WEINBERGER. It just didn't conform with what I had,
the conclusions I had formed as a result of a large number of intel-
ligence papers and analyses that I read both from the DIA and the
CIA. But I have admiration and respect for the quality of the work
that I see from the CIA.

Mr. ASPIN. I take it that the part of the problem with the blow
up that you had in that memo that you drafted in December of
1986-this is, you know, the memo where you discovered that con-
tacts were still going on and I guess you would characterize that as
a strong memo-to-follow message that you sent to the NSC, a copy
to Secretary Shultz.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Right.
Mr. AsPIN. I take it that at bottom the difference there was that

the State Department was still proceeding on the assumption that
it was a good idea to try and establish relations with moderates in
Iran, whereas-but not doing it with arms-whereas your view at
that point was we ought to be stopping this whole initiative and
the whole idea is crazy.

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. Really most of my wrath arose from
the fact that I didn't know what was being suggested or what was
being done. When you get fragmentary reports, garbled and some-
what obscure and ambiguous reports through intelligence channels
of what is being suggested, you don't really know, but it seemed
very clear that it was more of the same kind of thing that I had
talked about -

Mr. ASPIN. You were still concerned that they may still be talk-
ing about arms?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I didn't know, but I was concerned
about that particularly because I had given testimony to the
Senate Intelligence Committee that the whole thing had been
stopped, and I am frankly very sensitive about telling a congres-
sional committee anything that is not correct.

Mr. ASPIN. When you say the whole thing had been stopped, you
meant not just the arms, but that the whole attempt to talk to
moderates had been stopped?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That the entire matter had been
closed off. That is the way I understood the President and that is
why I was very disturbed to gather that there was still some of this
going on.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you, Mr. Secretary, as policy-we carry
the policy forward into the present time a little bit-about if you see
any connection between what was going on in this time and what
has subsequently happened in the Persian Gulf. Secretary Taft in a
very interesting deposition before the committee here said that in
October of 1986, he had a meeting, that the Kuwaitis were in town
and the Kuwait Foreign Minister in October of 1986 asked him, in
a meeting with Deputy Secretary Will Taft, asked him whether the
United States was selling weapons to Iran.
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I don't know where he would have gotten that information
unless it is their own sources of information, but he asked the
Deputy Secretary.

The Deputy Secretary responded that he said no, that that was
not the case.

Then, of course, within the month, namely about on November
3d, came the first public revelations of the arms-for-hostages things
that were going on, and then by the end of that month was the Ku-
waiti request to the Soviet Union on the chartering and the subse-
quent offer to the United States and it ended up with us reflagging
and the Soviets chartering.

It seems like an interesting coincidence--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Chairman, do you mind if I correct-

my understanding of the chronology of the events.
Mr. ASPIN. OK.
Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know anything about these previ-

ous discussions that you are talking about in October, but my un-
derstanding of the current situation is that the Kuwaiti Govern-
ment came to us first, came to us somewhere in January, asked if
we would protect their own ships carrying oil out of the gulf from
attack and my recommendation and I believe the answer was that,
yes, we would.

It was later that they asked the Soviets to do this. That is my
understanding of the chronology.

Mr. ASPIN. It's not important-the order is not important. I
think the order is the other way around, Mr. Secretary, but in any
case--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I am just giving you my understanding of
it.

Mr. ASPIN. The question that arises, of course, is whether the
Kuwaiti effort to get the superpowers and the United States, in
particular, and the Soviets in the effort, whether that was in some
way connected to this event.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have no idea oi any possible connection.
Mr. ASPIN. Were you in any way aware that the Kuwaitis sus-

pected that we were selling arms to Iran?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I was rot.
Mr. ASPIN. Nobody in the Kuwaiti Government-you did not

meet, I take it, with the foreign minister?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I believe I was at a NATO meeting

in Europe at that time in October, but the first-to my knowledge,
the first time that anybody knew of it in that area aside from the
people who were participating in it was after these articles started
appearing in some of these Mideast publications.

Mr. ASPIN. The suggestion here, of course, is if you have a-we
have been asked by the Kuwaitis whether we are doing it, how
they got the suspicion, I don't know, but the United States says no,
and then it comes out that, in fact, they are doing it, that that
causes an enormous unease among all the gulf states, in particular
Kuwait here, as to whether the United States is playing straight
with them and led, according to this, it seems to me, that there is
some connection between that and the request of the Kuwaitis to
show that we were, in fact, really being true to them.
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They wanted some kind of proof positive that we did, in fact, side
with Iraq and Kuwait in the crunch.

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, that certainly-I have no knowledge
of anything like that. The Kuwaiti request was a straightforward
request in-January and my understanding was that it came to us
first and it was only after some members of the Kuwaiti Govern-
ment objected to their coming to us, other members of the Kuwaiti
Government thought they should also approach the Soviets.

But I don't know of any connection between the two. There is no
doubt that when the revelations of this came out that many of our
friends in the Middle East were unhappy about it, Jordan particu-
larly. I think Saudi Arabia was, although Saudi Arabia didn't say
so publicly, but Jordan said so both publicly and privately and it
was quite understandable.

Mr. AsPIN. And they were clearly unhappy and upset at what
was going on?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Jordan, oh, yes.
Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you this-to what extent did this unhappi-

ness and our concern with that then subsequently result in us
saying yes to the Kuwaiti request for the reflagging?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No connection whatever, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AsPIN. You are convinced that there was no connection?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I am absolutely convinced that there was

no connection because there was no connection made, and you will
forgive me for saying that I think that even the attempt to estab-
lish a connection is fairly tenuous because I don't see anything that
would have been either accomplished or how it would be tied to-
gether.

Mr. AsPIN. Well, I can certainly make the case that if we have
already made them very uneasy by trying to sell arms to Iran, that
we could at least make amends and show them that, in fact, an
arms to Iran-arms sales were an aberration by reflagging their
tankers.

Secretary WEINBERGER. We made it very clear that it was a one-
time operation, and we were not going to do it anymore. We are
not doing it more. That had nothing to do with thE need of their
ships for protection from Iranian attack.

Mr. AsPIN. So you-one thing, of course, is that if we had adopt-
ed a policy of attempting to moderate-or to deal with moderate
elements in Iran. Certainly reflagging the Kuwaiti tankers would
have been a policy totally in the opposite direction and would have
in effect really done in any effort to achieve a relationship with a
moderate element in Iran, should one exist.

Secretary WEINBERGER. If you assume there is any moderate ele-
ment in Iran, it would be totally at variance with that policy, yes.

Mr. ASPIN. I wondered why that was why you were much more
enthusiastic about the reflagging policy than Secretary Shultz was.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know that that is a fair character-
ization. I never heard that Secretary Shultz was in anyway opposed
to it or moderate about it. I thought that he was very strongly for
it.

In all my conversations with him, I have obtained the impression
that he very strongly supports it.
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Mr. ASPIN. There is "being for it" and "being for it." He was not
like it for it like you were, sir.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have no reason to suppose that that is
correct. Every time I talked with him I never encountered any-
thing except support for the idea.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me move onto another area. Let me-the question
has been asked by-I can't remember which of the preceding coun-
sels about the, maybe both-about the information that Admiral
Crowe had about this issue.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. ASPIN. I take it from all of the testimony that he heard of it

himself by another channel. You did not inform him or--
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I think it was his executive assistant

advised him of it. That is my memory of what he reported to me.
Mr. ASPIN. Then he came to you--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. AsPIN.-and asked you about it and asked what was going

on. This was, I take it, you said, some time in the spring of 1986?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't say but I was given a date, and I

just didn't know but it was sometime, I would say probably some-
time in the middle of the year. I am not quite sure what date.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask this question. Why was Admiral Crowe or
the Joint Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, not brought into the issue
by the administration when they actually made the very formal de-
cision in January of 1986 to proceed?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, having, as I said before, when-
having been given the basic instruction to limit it only to the bare
minimum of people who needed to know to carry out the Presi-
dent's orders, I carried out that request and it was perfectly possi-
ble to do this without involving the Joint Chiefs and without in-
volving really anyone else except the people with direct physical
custody over the weapons concerned.

Mr. ASPIN. Did anybody suggest, either you or somebody else,
that maybe we ought to get the military assessment here of this?

Secretary WEINBERGER. We had discussions of what would be the
effect in the war. The President was concerned with that. But the
informal assessments, the idea that this was a very tiny fraction of
what Iran was getting-you have to bear in mind, Mr. Chairman, to
keep this in perspective, and that is that Iran buys-has bought
about $10 billion worth of armaments over the past few years all
over the world.

This was a sale of approximately $10 or $11 million and just on
that size, it was clear that it wasn't going to make any major dif-
ference in the balance between the parties.

Mr. ASPIN. So this was a judgment essentially made by the
people involved on their own without asking for a formal assess-
ment-just a judgment--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Again, it stemmed, I think, from this
idea that the lives of the hostages and others could be endangered,
that the idea was to keep the circle of people familiar with it to a
very small circumference based upon the need to know to carry out
the President's orders and that was accomplished.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me tell you three things that I think you might
have asked the military to judge on this thing.
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And I think we've heard-some questions having to do with
them. But one would have been the effect of these sales on our
readiness. Now a small number-at times can mean that we would
be without any-let me just finish if I could and you can then re-
spond to all of them-one would have been on the effect of the arms
sales or the transfer of arms to the CIA and then to Iran, the effect
of all that on our readiness because at some point, especially when
you are dealing with spare parts, you might not be aware that you
would lose that you would end up with a very critically low
number of parts in some category.

So that is something that might have been asked for in an assess-
ment.

Second was the effect on the Iran-Iraq war, and third would have
been the assessment of the effect on our ability to fight in Iran
should we be called upon to fight against Iran. If we have to go in
and attack Iran on some reason, would the fact that we had sold
HAWKs or HAWK parts to Iran have any impact on that bal-
ance-so those are three kinds of things we might have-I take it
there was no formal assessment of that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. There was knowledge of most of the an-
swers to this, Mr. Aspin, with respect to our own readiness. As I
said I think we had somewhere in the neighborhood of 146,000 or
142,000 TOWs. Two thousand transferred would be 1.5 percent of
our total stock of an obsolete weapon that we were no longer
using and using only in training and in maneuvers.

On the Iran-Iraq war, I think I've already covered that, that we
thought it would have a very small effect in view of the correlation
of forces with respect to tanks.

As far as our ability to fight Iran should we have to do that, we
have, as I have said, and I can't go into more detail here, have con-
siderable knowledge of ways to deal with anybody who had the
TOWs.

Mr. AsPIN. So it was not and the HAWKs?
Secretary WEINBERGER. And the HAWKs.
Mr. AsPIN. The HAWK system is the more critical area if you're

talking about that. But there was no formal assessment, this was a
judgment done essentially by the people making the decision?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I did not call the Net Assessment Divi-
sion of the Department of Defense and ask for a formal net assess-
ment number.

Mr. ASPIN. Or even called Admiral Crowe and ask for his infor-
mal judgment?

Secretary WEINBERGER. And I did not call Admiral Crowe, but
again those are all actions which involve widening the circle very
substantially, and that would have been against the basic instruc-
tions that we had for the reasons that I mentioned, the President's
great concern with not doing anything that would endanger the
lives of the hostages or those people felt to be useful contacts.

Mr. ASPIN. So if we now have to strike Iran as retaliation against
something in the-if they attack us in the convoys and our escort-
ing of the re-flagged Kuwaiti ships, if they attack us and we have
to retaliate against Iran, there was no formal assessment of that as
to how-what we did in selling HAWKs and HAWK parts to Iran,
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how that made our Navy's job more difficult or our military's job
more difficult to retaliate?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is an assumption that is not war-
ranted by the facts, that it would be made more difficult. I tried to
go into as much detail as I can with you here in an open hearing,
and I will be glad to elaborate elsewhere. But the fact is that while
there was no formal net assessment of the results of this, the
actual effects of it were well known and would not, in my opinion,
impede in any way our capabilities in the hypothetical situation
you have outlined.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask this. It does seem to be a rather strange
thing because this administration, which I think in very many
ways is known to be pro-defense and in a lot of ways is, seems to be
very reluctant to bring the military into the decisionmaking proc-
ess. I notice the exclusion of the JCS from the Reykjavik arms con-
trol proposal process to a large degree. I notice that there is no
bringing the military in on this decision. I find it rather curious.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't agree that it is anything like a
trend nor do I really agree with your two examples. The fact that
the Joint Chiefs were not physically present at Iceland, nor was I,
does not mean that our views were not before the President. They
have been before him on that with great persistence and with
whatever persuasiveness could be mustered. He has had ample op-
portunity and has availed himself of it.

As a result, you might have noticed the result at Aspin-the
result at Iceland was that there wasn't any yielding--

Mr. AsPIN.That's Colorado-right Mr. Secretary?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I know, yes. There wasn't any yielding-

at Iceland on the Strategic Defense Initiative, and that was certain-
ly one of our strongest recommendations, and the President is to-
tally and fully in accord with that. So the fact that there wasn't a
physical presence doesn't mean that there was any exclusion and
there certainly wasn't any exclusion in the other instance that you
mentioned.

Mr. ASPIN. There was a awful lot of discussion at Reykjavik on
the ground about-we won't get into that Mr. Secretary, but I just
noted a rather ironic situation in which the way this administra-
tion operates.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, it is--
Mr. AsPIN. We will note your dissent. We'll note your dissent.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Some deficiency of mine that I don't see,

either the irony, nor am I in agreement with you.
Mr. AsPIN. Let the record know that the Secretary dissents.
Let me ask one other area, then yield the floor here, Mr. Secre-

tary. I think that there is a lot of discussion among the uniformed
military now in the light of the Ollie North hearings and the John
Poindexter hearings, and, as you, as Secretary of Defense, I would
like to kind of ask your views on the judgment calls that Admiral
Poindexter made and that Lt. Col. North made in their jobs. I take
it-let me just ask you straight out, do you approve of Admiral
Poindexter's withholding of information from his Commander In
Chief?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I have said many times I do not.
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Mr. ASPIN. And you would not want that message to go out that
that was a proper way to proceed or to operate?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Of course not. I have phrased that about
as forcefully as I can.

Mr. AsPIN. Let me ask you about Colonel North's conduct. He
didn't withhold information from his immediate superior, but he
clearly was involved in wording replies to Congress that were
something less than fully accurate, and he did destroy documents,
when he knew the investigation-the Attorney General was inves-
tigating his actions and others.

What do you think of the applicability of the Academy Honor
Code, that I will not lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate those who do-
is that applicable in a situation such as these uniformed men found
themselves in?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think it is generally always applicable,
but Mr. Aspin you must bear in mind that I have not had an op-
portunity to watch these hearings to any great extent at all, and
you have, and I think you are much better able to judge the credi-
bility of all the witnesses there, but certainly in the general form
in which you phrased it, yes, I believe that all the virtues and all
the principles that are stated in the Academy oaths are applicable
at all times and not just to Academy people, they are applicable to
all of us.

Mr. ASPIN. I take it that there is a fair number of people in the
uniformed services-I don't know whether it is a majority or sub-
stantial minority-who think that Colonel North is a hero. What
would you say to somebody who said that they thought Colonel
North was a hero?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I have no estimate of how many
people in the military. We have 2,150,000 people in the military,
and I have not, nor do I have the slightest intention of taking any
polls on what Colonel North's opinions are or what people's opin-
ions of him are.

Mr. ASPIN. What is your opinion of him, sir?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I think he had an exemplary war record,

and I don't offer any opinions on anything later, because I think
you are in a far better position to judge that than I am.

Mr. ASPIN. So you would not want to comment on whether you
thought he was hero or--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think that his war record and the
medals that he has won is self-evident of great bravery and great
distinction on the battlefield, and those are virtues that we prize
highly in the military, and should. But I have no judgment to offer
on anybody else. I think that's not my position, and I'm not trying
to judge anybody else or say anything to characterize their activi-
ties.

You heard him for many days here, and I think that your judg-
ment on him would be more expert than mine. I have not worked
closely with him really at all, and I confine my remarks to his war
record.

Mr. ASPIN. Let me ask you this. There's an article in the paper
that quoted, I think it was a Marine lieutenant general, anyway
that said that leaving aside his situational ethics, that he thought
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that Colonel North had behaved in a way that was absolutely ex-
emplary of a Marine. What is your comment on that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't see how you can leave aside
situational or other ethics.

Mr ASPIN. I'm not sure how you can either.
Are you concerned, sir, that the result of Ollie North's testimony

and the kind of reaction that he got will set off an attitude in the
military that things like this are OK, are all right to do? Again,
I'm talking now mainly about shading the truth--

Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mi. ASPIN. -and destroying documents. And if you are con-

cerned about that, what do we do about that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I'm not concerned about it. I have the

utmost and implicit confidence in the people in the military. There
are a few individual instances where sometimes that is disappoint-
ed and not fulfilled, but they are very few and far between, and I
don't think the military needs any further instruction on how to
behave or situational or other ethics.

I think we are extraordinarily well-served by those 2.1 million
men and women, and I'm very proud to have anything to do with
them

Mr ASPIN. But you do not believe that-you do believe that all
people should inform their Commanders in Chief, their superiors of
what they are doing, that they should in fact tell the truth and not
shade the truth when they are talking to their commanders and to
Congress or other forums, and that shredding of documents when
an investigation is going on is not the right thing to do?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I believe all those.
Mr ASPIN. I have no more questions for the moment.
Chairman HAMILTON. the Chair recognizes Mr. Broomfield for 30

minutes.
Mr BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, welcome.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. We are all saddened by the tragic loss of life as

a result of the helicopter crash yesterday in the Persian Gulf on
the LaSalle. I know that this must be weighing very heavily on you
today, and I just want you to know that as far as this member, and
I'm sure I speak for all the members of this committee, we share
that concern and sympathy to the families.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I appreciate that very deeply sir. Any
loss always seems like a personal loss to rae, aiiad that certainly is
one of them.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I know that. Mr. Secretary, I remember very
well last December when you appeared before the House Foreign
Affairs Committee.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. And at that time you described your limited

role in this matter of the Iranian arms sales, and you proceeded to
tell us about your strenuous opposition at that time.

These hearings have resulted in considerable factual detail, but
they still have not to my mind greatly clarified the circumstances
that led to the Iran-Contra affair. The entire problem may have
rien due to the President's great concern about the fate of the hos-
tages and because of overzealous staff on the National Security
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Council, frustrated by leaks and congressional restrictions, decided
to proceed in extraordinary secrecy. Not only was the leadership of
the Congress not notified, but even the senior officials of govern-
ment were not informed, and that would even include the Presi-
dent of the United States.

In these circumstances, the NSC staff, and without supervision,
was in a position to link the arms sales to Iran, to their secret ac-
tivities in support of the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters and no one
else apparently knew. The NSC role in assisting the Contras; the
infighting, mistrust, the suspicion among the executive agencies;
and the personalities behind those battle royals probably all make
good copy, but that isn't certainly the charter of these committees.

Mr. Secretary, I feel probably the most impoi tant focus of these
hearings is on the process of government. The real issues are the
deficiencies which led to the Iran-Contra affair and how we can
remedy them.

Now, I have several questions I would like to ask you. I would
like to get back to the TOW missile sales, because I understand
that the missiles that were sold to Iran were provided by your
agency, the Department of Defense, at prices considerably less than
their true value.

It is also my understanding that you had the Inspector General-
apparently they've reviewed this. Are you satisfied that any under-
charging that occurred was purely inadvertent?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I am. Our Inspector General and the
General Accounting Office I believe both reached that conclusion,
and I did it as a result of an independent examination made later.
That deficiency, or the actual price is still at question.

For example, we believe that we, as a result of all of these errors
that were compounded when the Army computed the actual price,
we believe that was $2 1/2 million and we have billed the CIA for
that additional amount. The General Accounting Office, I believe,
thinks it was $2.1 million and the CIA is quite understandably re-
lying on that, and we are in the middle of a dispute to try to get
the full amount that we are entitled to back.

The wrong model number was used and there was improper com-
putation of the packing and the handling charges, and it was a
series of unfortunate but totally innocent errors.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. When the CIA sells arms covertly overseas,
should the Department of Defense provide them at anything less
than their full market value?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, and we do not.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. During the unfolding of the Iran initiative, you

have had an opportunity to try to influence this policy. I guess you
have had this question put to you an awful lot of times, but I
wonder if you believe you went far enough in attempting to try to
change the policy of our government.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir, I do. I can't think of anything
else that might have been done that would have been in anyway
effective. As we lawyers say, you run out of appeals after a time.
There are no more tribunals left to appeal to.

I made these appeals many times and did the equivalent of
moving for new trials, but unfortunately there was no change in
the basic decision because of the conviction that this was offered a
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degree of hope both for hostages and for a better relationship, and
I was not able to be persuasive enough, and I'm sorry that I wasn't,
that that was not possible.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I understand that we had Secretary Shultz here
a few days ago, and he was telling us that your opposition was
really strong.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, it was as strong as I could make it,
and I have been told I can be extremely unpleasant.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. The Iran initiative, right from the beginning, in
my judgment, was certainly a flawed policy, as you indicated earli-
er this morning. It just kept going.

My question is, what do you feel were the driving forces behind
the Iran program, which continued despite your opposition and the
reservations of other senior officials?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I think that the continued report-
ing to the President, outside the hearing of anybody else, that
there was a real chance of getting the hostages, that next week
there were going to be two and the next week after that there were
going to be four. If there weren't two or four, something had gone
wrong, but it would be corrected the following week, and that these
were really people in positions of authority in Iran and they were
very favorable and friendly in these meetings that. I think should,
never have taken place, so on and so forth.

I think when this is continually reported as fact, as it apparently
was, that the cumulative effect of that is to be persuasive, and I
don't know because I wasn't there, but I suspect this was probably
what was at least a part of the element.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Bill Casey was a major force. Do you believe
that Casey's motivation was primarily in the recovery of William
Buckley, the CIA Mission Chief in Lebanon-who, by the way, as
everybody knows, was brutally murdered?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, he was. I think that was certainly
part of it.

Bill felt naturally very keenly about any of his people, as I think
we all do. But I think he also felt, as he said many times, that he
was sincerely convinced there was an opportunity for -a- in-
telligence gain here and that this would be a very useful additional
source, and provision of materials that would be very helpful to us.
I think that was one of his motives, but certainly the attempting to
get Mr. Buckley back was, I'm sure, loomed large in his mind. Yes,
he is a very compassionate man, as is the Presideut.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. The President's interests, of course, were pri-
marily in the hostage area-in other words, getting them out?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, that was part of the motive, there
wasn't the slightest question. I never heard the President discuss it
at which he didn't mention also this other longer range strategic
concept that we should have, with which everybody agreed, a
better relationship with a country as important as Iran, and the
differences came and the feelings that I had expressed many times
that that was simply not possible with this present bunch of people
who were in charge of Iran.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Could the Iran initiative possibly be justified, as
Admiral Poindexter pointed out and others have argued, as a stra-
tegic opening to Iran.
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Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't think so for the reasons I've men-
tioned many times. You just--

Mr. BROOMFIELD. In other words, you don't believe there is any
moderate element there?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I do not.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Either before or now or---
Secretary WEINBERGER. That's right, that's been my feeling from

the beginning, and all the people that they relied on are people
who, when the slightest provocation is given, or without any provo-
cation, will pour out just streams of anti-American vituperation
and anti-Western hostility, and I think that represents their true
feelings. They do it in the name of religion, but there have been an
awful lot of atrocities committed in the name of religion and
they're committing more of them every day.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. As Secretary of Defense, you are the highest ci-
vilian official under the President in command of our U.S. military
forces. The National Security staff also assists the President in
planning of military operations and we know, for an example, that
Admiral Poindexter and Lt. Col. North, they played a very major
role of successful counterterrorist and other operations.

My question, Mr. Secretary: is the planning process for military
operations now functioning smoothly?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I think it is functioning smoothly,
and I don't think the National Security Council generally does or
should plan or carry out operations. But it's functioning very
smoothly now because we have one of the finest men in govern-
ment with whom I've worked, Mr. Carlucci, and one of the finest
men in uniform with whom I've worked, General Powell, who are
now in charge of the NSC, and they are operating it, in my opin-
ion, precisely they way it should be. They are giving advice to the
President. That is based on the assembling of opinions from all
people in the Government concerned with these matters. They
don't have their own agenda. They are not trying to keep things
from the President that disagrees with that agenda, and it is an
exemplary operation, and I think very helpful to the President, cer-
tainly very helpful to me.

The idea of bringing together what are bound to be differing
views is a difficult but vital art. And Mr. Carlucci is doing it, with
General Powell, as they have done it in everything else that I have
ever been associated with them, in a superlative fashion.

I think what we have now is exactly what we should have. What
we had before is exactly what we should not have.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I couldn't agree with you more. I think Frank
Carlucci is a tremendous person and a real asset to the administra-
tion.

What, in your view, are the proper roles of the Secretary of De-
fense and National Security Adviser in the planning of military op-
erations?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the planning of military operations
I think necessarily has to be confined to the military, but the Secu-
rity Adviser and Security Council have a major role to play in serv-
ing as liaison to the President and in relaying his views and in re-
laying the objectives that he has in mind, and general consultation.
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As I say, what we have now is what I think is exactly what we
should have. That is, a daily, or frequently more than daily, consul-
tation, discussions of the various options, discussions with me of
points of view that other people are taking that differ from mine,
what the President has indicated he feels are the proper paths to
take, and we share, of course, with the Security Council the de-
tailed results of our planning and where we think particular oper-
ations will take us and what will be involved, the forces involved,
the possible results, the possible risks, all of this is going on now in
a full, fair, frank, open interchange, and that's what you need.

What was wrong before was a deliberate attempt to prevent in-
formation of that kind reaching the President on this theory that I
mentioned in that one rather strong memorandum I have here, be-
cause, on the theory that what is presented maybe the President
shouldn't hear because it will not agree with the agenda that the
Security Council or others have, and that does not serve the Presi-
dent well in my opinion.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Now, I wonder if, Mr. Secretary, if you would
explain the changes that have already taken place, because I think
it's important to let everyone know that since the Iran initiative,
the President has made a drastic change in the operation of the
National Security Council, and I wonder if you would explain it.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, for one thing I know that the mem-
orandums that I prepare stating my views frequently are requested
by the Security Council Adviser, the Security Adviser. They're
always transmitted to the President. The President, in the meet-
ings that I've attended with him, and there are a great many,
sometimes two or three a day, sometimes four or five a week, in
those meetings he has obviously read these papers, he has read
other papers setting out other viewpoints.

I'm aware of the other viewpoints that are presented. It's not run
like some sort of a procedure to try to let somebody win an argu-
ment. It's designed to present all of the facts to the President.
There is a much greater feeling of openness. We know when meet-
ings are going to be held. We know when meetings have been held.
We know what took place at the meetings. It is a sea change, a
total, 100 percent change.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. For years it's been the National Security Coun-
cil's practice for various agencies to detail assigned senior staff to
the NSC. The Department of Defense has always had a number of
detailees at the National Security Council.

Do you think there's anything inappropriate about having duty
military personnel serving at the National Security Council?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, not really. I don't think it should be
judged on whether a person is in uniform or not. I think it ought to
be judged on their merits. We have some extraordinarily skilled
and able people in the military and I see no reason why the Presi-
dent shouldn t have direct access to those people. There's some ex-
traordinarily skilled and able civilians, and he should have access
to them. I don't think the rule should be if you are in a uniform,
you shouldn't be at the White House or vice versa.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I would say it is time to move forward and
remedy the causes of the Iran-Contra affair. To a great extent, it
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was the fear of leaks which led to the excessive secrecy within the
National Security Council.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I think everybody would agree.
Has the dangers of leaks from Congress prevented special mili-

tary operations from being carried out, in your judgment?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't think in general terms.

There's nobody that is immune, I am afraid, in Washington from
leaking. I don't think Congress is immune from it, I don't think the
executive branch is immune from it. I know the Department of De-
fense, unfortunately, is not immune from it, nor the other depart-
ments of the government.

I think it is basically not a very good way to do business, because
I think there were, as far as military operations are concerned, it is
absolutely vital to maintain the operational security of these activi-
ties. And inevitably in the course of doing it-for example, if oper-
ational plans require that a carrier sail from Norfolk, a very large
number of people are going to know about that. This does not
mean that because they know about it, it has to be printed. What
we are hoping for always is not to try to suppress the information,
but to try to get a greater sense of responsibility among people who

K do know it isn't a right to know operational activities that are
about to take place.

You are talking really about the KGB's right to know, and I
think that should be extraordinarily limited. But we do have a lot
of people who, if they get information, feel they have to tell it im-
mediately, and others who feel when they get it, they have to print
it immediately, and I just wish we could have a little more sense of
the responsibility and of the perils this sometimes causes.

Now, this is operational security I am talking about. There are a
lot of stories that come out that may be just embarrassing or un-
pleasant, and I don't think there should be any restraint or block
on those unless in one way or another they do damage to the secu-
rity of the country.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. As you know, there has been a great deal of dis-
cussion in the past few months about a joint Intelligence Commit-
tee.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I think that concept probably is a good first

step to reduce the number of people having access to sensitive in-
formation. But if Congress is going to require absolute notifica-
tion-and that probably is coming as a result of what has hap-
pened here on the Iran-Contra affair-within a reasonable time-I
don't know what that is going to be yet-of all covert activities, I
want to ask you this question: do you think the President should
have the option on super-sensitive issues to notify only the four top
congressional leaders? And that would be the leaders of the House
and Senate, the four--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think there are extraordinary circum-
stances where that might be necessary. I have in mind, for exam-
ple, the invasion of Grenada when a decision was made on, I be-
lieve, a Sunday night, we had to go in Tuesday morning at dawn,
and the President notified three, four or five of the congressional
leadership that Sunday night. I think that operation did not leak
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out, and I am very glad for the sake of the men and women who
took part in it that it did not.

I think there are some, there's some activities that a very, a lim-
ited notification of the kind you have described would be quite jus-
tified.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Some have stated that conducting military ac-
tivities through the CIA is like playing a ball game with your
second string. Our real experts in military activities, either overt
or clandestine, are at the Department of Defense. Should Congress
develop legislation to allow our military experts to participate in
properly authorized covert activities without-I want to empha-
size-the War Powers Act?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, that is a very basic broad policy
question, Mr. Broomfield. My own feeling is there are some activi-
ties of the Government which the Department of Defense is well
capable of carrying out under obviously strict and complete civilian
supervision. Again, I think that my worry here is that any kind of
blanket, rigid rule is not apt to serve the Government as well as
the degree of flexibility, recognizing that nevertheless it is a very
delicate, sensitive area.

I would not favor personally anything which said that the De-
partment of Defense never should participate in these affairs, nor
would I favor a rule that the Department of Defense always has to
participate. I think that what you want to try to do is assemble the
most effective resources that you have, the best people that you
have, and there are many activities that need to be held very close-
ly in view of the operational security or safety of the lives.

In Grenada, we had about 1,000 American citizens and their lives
were very definitely at risk. All of these are factors you have to
take into consideration, and I don't think there is any blanket rule
that is, that I could dream up that is applicable to every situation.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Do you believe that unconventional warfare is
one of the most serious new threats facing the United States, and
as a nation do we need to explore new methods to counter the un-
conventional threat?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think unconventional war is a major
threat. I think we are developing and have developed a consider-
able capability to deal with that. There are many who feel we need
to do more, and I am usually one of the ones that thinks we need
to do most everything, in view of the threats that we have, but I
think we are developing both weapons and some superbly trained
people to deal with this very real and growing threat.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, the Iranian arms sales were
handled outside of the normal channels. As such, some of the usual
reviews of the program were bypassed. You have testified in your
deposition, and you have also mentioned again today that no real
assessment was done to the effect of the transfer of the arms to
Iran. In view of the importance of the military developments in the
gulf, don't you think that it was necessary to have a thorough as-
sessment of the effects of providing the arms to Iran?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Broomfield, I keep going back and
asking myself whether or not it would have--what would have been
accomplished by it. The assessment would have shown 1.4 percent
of our stocks would go over, that it would have basically not in any
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sense a significant effect on the capabilities of Iran or the ability of
Iraq to defend. We could have had that stated in formal language
as a result of several dozen people looking at it for a long time, but
those basic arguments involving all those matters were presented,
and this was a matter that had already been decided.

So you talk about the full review of procedures and the normal
review procedures and bringing all the people in, and that is appli-
cable to a situation in which a matter is being prepared for a deci-
sion. This matter had been decided. And so I don't think that there
would have been any purpose served except widening very appre-
ciably the circle of people familiar with it, which would have con-
travened the President's great worry about endangering the lives
of the hostages.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Secretary, you, probably better than any
other civilian, understand the U.S. defense and security responsi-
bilities throughout the world. What are the strategic implications
to the U.S. national defense of having two Soviet client states,
Cuba and Nicaragua, in the Western Hemisphere?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think they are very, very dangerous,
and it's very bad, and a very adverse effect on our ability to defend
the United States. I have said that repeatedly.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. How can we maintain a bipartisan consensus to
do what is necessary to prevent the establishment of another Marx-
ist state in Latin America?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I guess we just have to do more
and better of what we have been trying to do. And I mentioned this
morning that the people from whom I have tried to obtain money
to help the Democratic Resistance in Nicaragua was the Congress
of the United States, and I spent a lot of time on that, and I am
sure I have called a lot of you gentlemen in both Houses. And I
think the hundred million that was voted was vitally needed, has
been enormously helpful.

I, obviously, hope that more will be voted in the future. Because
what you have is a state in Nicaragua that has a stronger military
than all of its neighbors put together. It is a military strength
that's provided exclusively by the Soviet Union with a little help
from Cuba and Bulgaria and Libya, and people like that. It is be-
coming and well on the way to becoming a base, a second base. One
Cuba is bad enough, in my opinion, another Cuba on the mainland
is very bad.

So I have never had the slightest doubt about the absolute neces-
sity of supporting the people fighting for their own freedom and for
the promises that were made to them at the time of the Somoza
Revolution, the Sandinista Revolution against the Somozans, and I
think that policy is as valid today as it ever was. That was one of
the reasons I was so horrified to find this so-called or to be told this
so-called diversion had taken place. Because the importance of not
having another Cuba right in our own back yard, with all of the
intelligence-gathering capabilities, with all the ability to interfere
with our reinforcement convoys, with our trade routes, all of these
things greatly complicate the task that I am supposed to perform
at the moment and greatly complicate the future security of the
United States.
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So I am a very strong advocate of congressional support in the
regular normal fashion for military aesistance or any other kind of
assistance to these Freedom Fighters.

You asked what more we could do, and I wish I could give you an
answer. We have made countless speeches on the subject, maybe
that is the trouble. But one way or another, we have not, I think
been able to convey the seriousness of this situation and the real
risk that it runs to the United States, not of Nicaragua invading
the United States or anything like that, but of the presence of a
Soviet base in our own back yard, and we have one now, that is
what Cuba is, it is a big, armed Soviet base, and they gather intelli-
gence, and they can interfere with our convoys, and it would divert
a great deal of our military assets if we ever had to get in a war in
Europe to deal with it, and another one would simply double that
problem, and perhaps more than double it.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I think maybe one of the things, benefits from
these hearings, is the result, I think, of more Americans under-
standing what the problem has been right along, not that they
would condone what action was taken by the administration.

I think most people would say it was not only a flawed policy,
but it was terrible that it happened.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't disagree with that for a moment,
but what I worry about is that some way that aberration, that one-
time error, will somehow be translated into some kind of additional
opposition to the people fighting for their own freedom in Nicara-
gua.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I think the most important thing is if the ad-
ministration will take action like they have in the National Securi-
ty Council and make the necessary changes that are required, and
you are obviously doing that.

I just want to close by saying I thank you very, very much for
being here today. You have so many things that you have to be
watching constantly. I just want you to know that I think you are
doing a terrific job, and I know that is shared by many members of
Congress and wish you well, and, Mr. Chairman, I would like to re-
quest the balance of my time be reserved.

Mr. COURTER. Will the gentleman yield for 30 seconds?
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Yes.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you very much. That is very nice.
Mr. COURTER. I thank you very much for yielding.
I would like to make a friendly proposal to the distinguished

chairman of the Armed Services Committee, Les Aspin, the com--
mittee on which I serve, and if he will pay for a poll to find out
what Oliver North's opinion is in the military personnel, I will pay
for a poll to find out what our committee's representation, or our
committee's reputation is among military personnel, as well.

Mr. ASPIN. I would respond to the gentleman.
I am not sure that is relevant. What I was interested in in not

the opinion of the military, but the opinion of the Secretary's. I al-
ready know what the Secretary thinks of the members of the
Armed Services Committee. I was asking him what he thought
about Ollie North.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I hope you know I have a high opinion of
the Members of the committee.
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Mr. ASPIN. Let the record show that the Secretary of Defense has
a high opinion of the Members.

Chairman INOUYE. Congressman Broomfield has 2 minutes re-
maining.

Senator Sarbanes is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, on the 19th of June in 1985, when you reviewed

the National Security Decision Directive, you wrote, and I quote,
"This is almost too absurd to comment on." And yet 6 months later
it became the policy of our country, essentially, in terms of the
proposition contained therein.

And you have been asked this, but I want to pursue it a little
more. What kept us moving, what was the driving force?

Now, let me just-you went to the December 7th meeting where
you argued very forcefully against it and came back and, as I had a
very graphic description that this had ended. On the 7th you came
back to another meeting, the 7th of January, a month later, actual-
ly the President the day before had signed a Finding, Chief of Staff
Regan thought it was probably in mistake, that it was really a
draft Finding but in any event, the President had signed a Finding
to move ahead with sending the arms.

So when you went into the meeting on the 7th, the President had
already done that the day before. Did you have a sense at the
outset of that meeting that the decision had already been made
that you, in effect, were in a stacked meeting?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't think at the outset, Senator. But
as the meeting progressed, and as the points that I made were-
seemed quite clearly not to be having any effect and from time to
time were refuted or different viewpoints were expressed, I got the
impression, as I mentioned, at the end of that meeting, that the
President had decided the other way.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, in questioning of Admiral Poindexter before
this committee, he was asked, it was pointed out to him that Secre-
tary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger expressed very strong oppo-
sition to this Iranian initiative. "I am curious if on that occasion or
at any other time, to your knowledge, Secretary Shultz or Secre-
tary Weinberger offered to the President any alternatives for get-
ting the release of our hostages, alternatives to this Iranian initia-
tive," describing the initiative that was embarked upon.

"Did they offer any alternatives to the President about how he
might do it in other than this Iranian play that you were engaged
in?"

And Admiral Poindexter responded: "They did not."
He was then asked: "At any time after that did they?"
And Admiral Poindexter said, "No, nor to my recollection any

time before that. I just don't think that their staffs had this as a
high priority item on which they were working and coming up with
options. The fact is they did not come up with any initiatives.'

Now, recognizing security concerns, I would like you to, within
that constraint, address this assertion that you did not offer any
alternatives with respect to the hostage issue.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I would have to say, Senator, that I think
virtually all of those statements that you have quoted are wrong.
Alternatives were discussed.
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My staff and the Defense Department regarded this as a very
high priority, and had alternatives, and those alternatives were
presented. I am not able to go into them in open session, but I have
discussed them in the closed portion of the deposition.

For you personally or, however you would want to do it, in closed
session, I would be glad to develop them further, but that is simply
not correct that there were no other alternatives.

Mr. SARBANES. I am familiar with the substance of that testimo-
ny, but I thought it was important in the public record at least to
have-to give you the opportunity to respond to the testimony of
Admiral Poindexter that you did not offer any alternatives to the
President with respect to obtaining the release of hostages.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I appreciate that opportunity, and I have
availed myself of it.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, as this thing was being driven, did you hear
the argument made that the safety of the hostages was at stake if
we did not continue the initiative and continue to send arms?

In other words, that the situation had reached the point not that
the sending of arms would get the hostages out, the so-called arms-
for-hostages exchange, but the failure to send arms would endanger
the hostages so that just in order to sort of preserve them in the
state in which they were, arms had to be sent, that we, in effect,
had become hostage to the hostages.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I believe there were points made
like that. There were a lot of arguments back and forth, and the
point was continually made that we were on the verge of success, a
point which I disputed all the time because it never, to my knowl-
edge, had actually happened.

I never connected the release that took place with any of the ac-
tivity that I disapproved of so strongly. But I think that the point
was probably made that, I think it was more in the context, Sena-
tor, that we have had additional talks, if we could just give them a
few more TOWs, if we can just do a few more things, if we send
over people they are convinced are bona fide representatives of the
United States, then we will get the people out, and these will be
people we can deal with later, and we have to keep doing this.

I think it was more in that context, but it is quite conceivable at
some point someone may have mentioned the point, as you very
eloquently phrase it, we become hostages to the hostages.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, you did not know about the diversion, I take
it, until November of 1986?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. It was at that meeting that the
President was told, the 24th, 25th, and I was, he had been told
either a few hours before that meeting, which was some time in
the morning or the day before, and he was still extremely angry
about it and that is the first time I had heard about it.

Mr. SARBANES. Looking back on what happened in early 1986, do
you have any reason to think that one of the driving forces behind-
embarking on the arms sales to Iran would have been to earn the
residuals in order to establish a fund that could have been diverted
to Nicaragua or, in fact, used elsewhere?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. There wasn't ever any slight sugges-
tion of anything of that kind. There was never any discussion in
my presence of price. The only discussion there was ever of that is
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when I instructed General Powell that he was to have the Army
get full value from the CIA, and I never heard of any negotiation
between the two agencies.

We stated the price, as I have said, unfortunately, it was appar-
ently computed wrongly, but we stated the price, the CIA paid the
bills and the weapons were delivered to them, but there was never
any slight suggestion there was any fiddling with the price or any
adjustment to the price or anything of that kind, and certainly no
slight suggestion of the Contras being in any wray involved in it.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, you said in response to Congressman
Broomfield that the President was hearing for a month the same
refrain, and you think that shifted his attitude. From whom was he
hearing it?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the Security Adviser was in several
times a day and any other information that the Security Adviser
wished to bring to his attention was there. We had meetings time
to time, sometimes once a week on other subjects, not regularly
scheduled meetings, but I could only surmise that that is what hap-
penced.

But one way or another, between the December meeting and the
January meeting, the President seemed to have come to a different
conclusion in January than he had in December when I felt the
matter was finished.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Secretary, you are one of the two, one of the
four statutory members of the National Security Council: the Presi-
dent, the Vice President, yourself, and the Secretary of State.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Right.
Mr. SARIDANES. And, of course, you head one of the two major de-

partments concerned with national security affairs. I can't help but
be struck with the sort of question of simply what was going on
here ir. terms of the operation of the policymaking process in our
government?

Let me just give you a few, in a sense, minor instances, but as
you go through the litany, it causes concern. In the fall of 1985, you
apparently found out about the United States-Iran talks that were
going on through intelligence reports from a unit in your own de-
partment and yet when you inquired about it, you were told by
them that you were not supposed to know about it.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct. The White House had
issued instructions to them that we were not to be on the distribu-
tion list and, as I mentioned, I took very strong umbrage at that.

Mr. SARBANES. You were pursuing Operation Staunch and, in
effect, representing to foreign countries, leaders of foreign coun-
tries, that they should not be sending arms to Iran at a time when
the United States, I gather both before January, when we moved to
do it directly, previously doing it indirectly, and in both instances
you were in this position of pressing a position on foreign leaders
when our own country was taking diametrically the opposite posi-
tion.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I am acutely aware of that, Senator. I did
not know of it, as I say, until the January decision of the President
it that had taken place before, but I am acutely aware that that
was indeed the case.
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Mr. SARBANES. You said that the memo that you sent at the end
of 1986 about the talks that were going to continue with the Irani-
ans--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes.
Mr. SARBANES. You said you had imprecise knowledge about it

because your information had not come from U.S. sources.
Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. So you were in the position as the Secretary of

Defense of obtaining information about an American initiative
from foreign sources; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBEkGER. From intelligence sources.
Chairman INOUYE. May I interrupt.
The Senate is now in the process of recording a vote and, Mr.

Secretary, that is why Senator are walking out.
Mr. SARBANES. When McFarlane made his trip to Tehran in late

May of 1986, you said you did not know about that ahead of time;
is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. SARBANES. But you subsequently picked up information

about it from non-U.S. sources?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Information to the effect that there were

meetings going on with high U.S. representatives and when inquir-
ies were made, why we ultimately learned who it was.

Mr. SARBANES. Are you familiar with the PROF notes between
North and Poindexter that appear in the Tower Report? When
North suggested to Poindexter before departing for Tehran with
McFarlane that he and Poindexter have a quiet meeting with the
President and McFarlane without papers and that Poindexter
might want to include the Secretaries of State and Defense and the
Director of Central Intelligence, Poindexter responded negatively,
"I don't want a meeting with Ronald Reagan, Shultz, and Wein-
berger."

Secretary WEINBERGER. I became aware of it when I read it inthat report.Mr. ARBANES Well, Mr. Secretary, what was going on? What is

your perception of what was occurring? You are the Secretary of
Defense, you're a statutory member of the National Security Coun-
cil. You are charged with major responsibility and, in fact, in the
command and control function in the case of conflict, have a very
unique and special responsibility that has been entrusted to you
and yet here we are with you're obtaining information about what
your own government is doing from foreign sources.

The National Security Adviser in effect is saying, no, we don't
want the Secretaries of State and Defense to consult with the
President. What is your perception of what was taking place in our
government?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Senator, what was taking place, I be-
lieve, is what I described earlier and which I strongly disapprove
of, that people with their own agenda who thought that this open-
ing was a good thing, who knew that I opposed it and that George
Shultz opposed it, did not want the President to hear these argu-
ments after the decision had been made or perhaps indeed even to
the extent that they were made before, I don't know.
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But I think that that was basically the problem, and I think that
people with their own agenda as I have said in the Security Coun-
cil were doing everything they can and maybe their motives were
good, I don't know, but were doing everything they could to put
this agenda into effect and one of the ways they tried to do that
was to keep away from the President views that they suspected,
quite correctly most of the time, differ with theirs.

I think it was a very bad procedure. I think it has been complete-
ly corrected now because we have totally different kinds of people
who have a totally different approach.

I am not trying to lay blame, or anything, I am trying candidly
to express to you how I think this situation came about.

Mr. SARBANES. Leaving aside whether the intentions were well
meaning or not, is it not in your view that it is an inexcusable and
deplorable way to conduct the policymaking process of the-Govern-
ment?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, I reserve the balance of my time.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
Without objection, the following exhibits will be entered into the

record: EM-1 to and including 79; DTR-1 to and including 65;
CWW-1 to and including 57, with the exception of CWW-40, which
is presently still to be declassified, and when that is declassified, it
will be made part of the record.

[Exhibits EM-1 through EM-79 appear in volume 100-9.]
The Chair is pleased to recognize Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, oh there it is, I lost one of my note sheets while I

was gone to vote.
Mr. Secretary, there is an area that has been referred to twice,

once this morning and again just a few minutes ago when Senator
Sarbanes asked you a question about being cut out of an intelli-
gence report.

As I recall your testimony, both you and Secretary Shultz had
been taken off the distribution list.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't know what the extent of the
so-called initial permitted distribution was, but the information
that was given to us when we first inquired about it was that I was
not supposed to be on the distribution list, that this was a mistake.

Mr. MCCLURE. Don't you think it was a mistake that you were
taken off?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That is the point I made with in-
creasing clarity as the time went on.

Mr. MCCLURE. And I know-and I don't want to go into it too
far, but I think it is almost incomprehensible that that could
happen.

Secretary WEINBERGER. It did not happen for very long, but there
was an attempt to have it happen, yes.

Mr. MCCLURE. Did you inquire as to how it happened?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I was told how it happened and I made

very strong objections to it.

75-937 0 - 88 - 7
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Mr. MCCLURE. Who, who-well, I won't ask you who told you.
But you were told by someone that they had received instructions
to take you off the distribution list?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, not to distribute those messages to
me, that is right.

Mr. MCCLURE. And who issued that instruction?
Secretary WEINBERGER. It was supposed to have come from the

White House.
Mr. MCCLURE. And who~in the White House?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I assume from the National Security

Council, but I have made it very clear to the defense agency in-
volved that they took instructions from us and they certainly were
under no circumstances ever to accept an instruction that we were
not to be on the distribution list for any of this for intelligence ma-
terial.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Secretary, some people have said you are a
tough administrator. My own reaction is had that happened with
somebody under my line of authority and they had done that to
me, they would have been looking for their head.

Secretary WEINBERGER. There are some very good people running
that agency, and we wanted to take advantage of their continued
expertise, and I am confident that it will not happen again.

Mr. MCCLURE. I think there are other competent people. You
know, I can understand why you might like to keep competent
people around, but I find it just absolutely appalling that somebody
from the National Security Council can issue an instruction to
somebody in he Department of Defense that says you are not to see
the product of their work.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I made that same point to them and as I
say I am confident it will never happen again.

Senator, you know that there is a certain mystique that goes
with somebody receiving a call from the White House that says to
do such and such and there has been a tendency to accept that, but
I am confident that it will never happen again.

Mr. MCCLURE. I am confident it won't either, but I am amazed
that it could happen once.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I was extremely disappointed.
Mr. MCCLURE. There have been several references to the note

that you wrote which appears in exhibit 4 in which you said the
plan is absurd, it makes two assumptions that you found to be
false: one, that Iran is about to fall; and the second, that we could
deal with the leadership in Iran.

Secretary WEINBERGER. As if it were a rational government.
Mr. MCCLURE. Then you followed that informal note up with a

formal memorandum?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Yet your formal memorandum doesn't make

either of those points. Canyou tell me why?
Secretary WEINBERGER.Oh, I think it does. I think it makes the

point that there wasn't any way we could deal with them on a ra-
tional basis and that the idea of sending any arms as part of an
attempt to get them should be totally and completely resisted.

I've not got the exact phraseology here, but I think it made the
point as clearly as I could, Senator.
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Mr. MCCLURE. I have read that memorandum very carefully and
it doesn't make the point that-it doesn't even make any reference
at all in your formal memorandum as to whether or not Iran is
about to fall.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I think-I don't-haven't found it
yet-I did not feel there was any validity to that point. What I did
feel was it was essential to not under any circumstances transmit
any arms to them.

I said that-I have got it right here, I think. "Under no circum-
.stances,--however- should we now ease our -restrictions on sales to

Iran. Attempting to cut off arms while remaining neutral on sales
to either belligerent is one of the few ways we have to protect our
longer range interests," and a number of points through here.

Basically I tried to set out in the memorandum my comments on
it, all the reasons why I thought that the proposal wouldn't work.

Mr. MCCLURE. The note on page 4, in fairness, was not your note;
it was written by General Powell.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. But I would judge from the nature of the note you

had made two primary points very strongly--
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. When your own written memorandum carried

that forward, it didn't make either of the points nearly as strongly
as you had as it appeared in General Powell's--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I thought I tried to make it clear that we
couldn't deal with Iran on any kind of rational basis in the memo-
randum.

Mr. MCCLURE. There are several references to pricing, but I
think Senator Sarbanes brought out the fact that there was abso-
lutely no connection between the questions of pricing and the
desire to generate a net profit.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is absolutely correct; there was not.
Mr. MCCLURE. Was there any conversation that you recall or any

meetings which you attended in which there was conversation with
respect to the replenishment to Israel?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. I don't recall that aspect of the
transaction.

Mr. MCCLURE. Was there any discussion about what the Israelis
would want in terms of--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I am sorry, that is until much later. I
interrupted you; I am sorry.

Mr. MCCLURE. That is all right-what Israel wanted by way of
replacements because, as you indicated earlier, that was an obso-
lete weapon system, and I suspect they wanted the more modern,
more up-to-date weapon system; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. There wasn't ever any detail that I
heard, but when the matter was discussed much later, I think
there was a suggestion that they wanted the more modern one. I
don't really have specific recollection of that, but at the time it was
alleged to have taken place or did take place, that is their transfer
to Iran, I had no knowledge of it.

Mr. MCCLURE. Would you turn to exhibit no. 17, please.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Seventeen, yes. Yes.
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Mr. MCCLURE. Exhibit no. 17 in the center of the page, there's a
short question and answer and then following that a short question
with a longer answer. The question was what costs are the Israelis
willing to pay for the basic TOWs? And then the answer, which
goes into some detail about the fair market value of TOWs, $4,900
to $5,400 depending on age, and to cover the cost of transportation
and two other modifications of the TOW, one at $9,500 and another
at about $15,000 each.

Now, the price that they actually paid would have been about
enough to_cover the cost of the median price range, the first update
of the TOW, is that correct, as shown here? ..

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. This was not a discussion I had, this
is, I gather from the note, Mr. North reporting presumably to Mr.
Poindexter or to Mr. McFarlane, I guess, at that time, some conver-
sations he had had. So that's what the paper says. I did not see it
until shortly before this hearing.

Mr. MCCLURE. And if indeed they were shopping for TOW IIs,
the price that Iran paid would not be enough for the replacement
with that modernized version.

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, the TOW II, the modern current
weapon, is much more expensive, but there was never any slight
suggestion of giving them that.

Mr. MCCLURE. Several references have been made to the ques-
tion of the report with respect to the deteriorating position in the
war with Iraq, and I think in earlier testimony with Mr. Regan,
there was reference made to a meeting in which the President
made the remark that Iran was losing the war, or was about to lose
the war. I have forgotten the exact quotation of the President in
that meeting. And I believe it was represented that both you and
Secretary Shultz were at that meeting, but neither of you under-
took to correct the President's statement. Do you remember that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't recall the President ever making
a statement of that kind, Senator, no.

Mr. MCCLURE. You don't recall that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. MCCLURE. If a meeting had come up in that timeframe and

the President had made that remark, would you have undertaken
to correct him?

Secretary WEINBERGER. It is pretty hypothetical, but I would cer-
tainly think so, because I think any statement of that kind would
be very wide of the mark, as I understood the relative military sit-
uation between the two countries then.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I understand there is a vote on the
Floor, and I came back in order to be here. I wonder if I might re-
serve the balance of my time in order to make that vote and
return.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Cheney as we
begin the 10-minute rule.

Mr. CHENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I would like to thank you for your testimony

before the committee.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you.
Mr. CHENEY. You have helped us a great deal, and I have found

you covered virtually all of the ground I wanted to cover. It is my
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understanding, as ranking Republican on the House side, that I
will have the opportunity at the end of your testimony to make a
closing statement, and, therefore, Mr. Chairman, I would like to re-
serve the balance of my time.

Chairman HAM[LTON. The gentleman reserves 14-eh-9 min-
utes, and the Chair recognizes Mr. Fascell.

Mr. FASCELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, nice to
see you again.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, these hearings have been character-

ized in a variety of ways, but here you are, one of the most power-
ful men in the world, sitting at the witness table with tremendous
responsibility for our Nation and the free world, and here you are
voluntarily testifying before a committee of the Congress elected by
the people of this country. And here you sit discussing important
policy matters for the whole world to see and for all of the Ameri-
can people to view.

And the session is an open se,5sion. I am sure that somewhere
that registers on the minds of ]people somehow. And people who
watch, listen or read can comment, they can criticize, they can
laugh, they can cry, they can do anything they want to about how
they make up their mind. There is a great freedom involved in this
process, and I know ,you agree with that. We have the freedom to
laugh at ourselves, to give and take criticism, just one of our many
great freedoms.

And Congress has been no exception to criticism; in fact, some of
our founders think that is the reason that Congress was created.
Will Rogers, or was it that great Greek philosopher "Anonymous,"
who said, "Man is the only creature who has a sense of humor, but
then man is the only creature that has a Congress."

So I am concerned, however, and I raise this, because there has
been a perception voiced not only in this room, but outside this
room, that this investigation is some kind of a quirk in the nation-
al psyche, that we are absolutely idiots to periodically engage in
these bouts of self-flagellation, and these hearings are in some way
destructive to you or to our security or to our society and our
Nation and our democratic institutions, and we are causing conster-
nation among our friends and our enemies and the world.

How do you feel about being here at these hearings, Mr. Secre-tarVsecretary WEINBERGER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I have been testify-

ing before the Congress for almost as long as I can remember, hun-
dreds of hours literally, and I think it is an integral, important,
and critical part of the whole process and certainly the freedoms
which you described very eloquently are essentially what we are
all fighting for, it is what we are all here for, why we are here. I
have no problem with the Congress conducting hearings into any
matter that it seems important to them to conduct, and I have
always tried to, and as I am today, respond as fully and as freely as
I can, and if they involve some operational security or other matters,
I ask for a closed hearing.

But I think that there is a certain amount of puzzlement perhaps
in other countries, but people familiar with the American system I
don't think have any particular question to raise. I think there's

k
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regret, I have regret that I wasn't more persuasive and the matter
has to be gone into, but I don't have regret at the process of going
into it.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Secretary, I know the feeling. Every time,
many a time, I have always felt there is one more thing I could
have said that would have done it.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. FASCELL. And I always think about it at the wrong time, late

at night after the event is over, perhaps.
Secretary WEINBERGER. I think that's true of any basic argument

or pointthat-I lose, andit itineat hologistscry:-twish I had
said that." But we don't always get an opportunity to do it. I made
the points that I wanted to repeatedly, and I simply wasn't persua-
sive enough.

Mr. FASCELL. Well, Mr. Secretary, an analysis, not total, but cur-
sory perhaps, of the U.S. Information Agency's Non-partisan Daily
Digest of Foreign Media Reaction demonstrates, of course, that
there have been criticisms. That is not surprising. There is a diver-
sity of opinion out there, just as there is in this country, but I want
to tell you that my reading of this, and I will put all of this in the
record to give us some kind of a balance, shows that the foreign
press has been amazingly perceptive of this entire process that we
are going through right now, and they have a true appreciation of
our democratic institutions and what this particular process is all
about, these hearings.

Take, for example, the July 24 editorial in Senegal's semi-official
Le Soleil, which said, "Shultz's public testimony reveals once again
those grand democratic virtues of America. In another country all
of that would have been hidden. Yesterday, like today, two major
forces forced high officials to speak, the press and the Congress-
the press by its completely guaranteed freedom, and Congress by
its obligation and its power guaranteed by the Constitution.

"These two entities constitute without a doubt the soul of Ameri-
can democracy. What makes America's greatness is neither its
power as a state nor its military organization, but the solidarity of
its institutions which transcend men and their partisan interests."

And there are many others, Mr. Secretary. These are just a few
examples I have got here of both perception, sensitive perception
and criticism of our process. But all-in-all, both with the criticism
and the praise and the understanding, the fundamental thing is
that these people understand the tremendous freedom within
which we operate, where here you sit astride the greatest military
colossus in the world and you are a civilian and that civilians who
have been elected that come from all walks of life, every part of
this great country, have the right to sit down with you as a man of
such power and either disagree with you or agree with you and try
to exchange ideas with you and try to make this whole system
work, and that is your objective, that is our objective.

Our military strength, for example, and thank goodness we have
it, is to maintain the peace. We don't want to go to war and that is
the reason you and all of the men and women in the military serv-
ice work so diligently and so hard in order to maintain the peace,
and we on our side to derive those policies in consonance with you
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and the Executive in order to maintain the strength and the great-
ness of the democracy that has brought us to where we are today.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Chairman, that is a very eloquent
and totally accurate statement of the way I feel, and it certainly, I
want to emphasize, the extraordinary privilege that the President
has given me of working with this highly dedicated, talented group
of people in the department, both uniformed and civilian.

It is one of the glories of our country that we have that. I hope
everyone realizes that extraordinarily good fortune we have to be
served by people like that and, as you said, absolutely correctly, ev-
erything we do, everything we buy, everything I ask Congress for
in our budget is all designed never to be used, and if we can never
have to use it in war, then I will have considered that we have a
totally and complete success.

Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you for appearing,
for being here, and I appreciate your thoughts about our system,
and answering all of the questions that you have very forthrightly
and candidly and to say that you have participated along with us
in a process which demonstrates not our weakness but our
strength.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Hyde for 10 min-

utes.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And Mr. Secre-

tary, I join in the accolades of my colleagues.
I think you have been very helpful to us. We are reaching the

end of these hearings and we are going to all think about some
summing up. What did we learn? And that is a prodigious problem,
just to try to decide beyond who did what, why they did it, what
conditions existed for making these sorts of decisions possible and
how can we avoid it in the future.

And, you know, in trying to understand the reluctance, even the
hostility, of the military mentality from holding back from Con-
gress essential information about these operations, I have tried to
put it in context because Admiral Poindexter is a good, honorable,
decent man, Colonel North, a good, honorable, decent man. And
others-no sense in going on and naming them.

What caused them to lie? What caused them to withhold and to
deceive, to mislead?

I have thought often it is the concern about leaks and Colonel
North put it very starkly-lies and lives, whether you are talking
about hostages or you are talking about Contras. There is a disposi-
tion on the part of some to say, if I don't agree with the policy I
will talk about it publicly and stop it in its tracks, and that is
something that I think creates a justifiable paranoia,, if such a med-
ical term exists. But I have been thinking going beyond that. Any-
body touched by Vietnam, anybody who experienced it "on the
ground" as distinguished from "in the air," on the ground, like
Colonel North, like Bud McFarlane, has a mind set, inevitably a
mind set that is directed against the political mind.

Many consequences of the Vietnam tragedy happened: people
became isolationists, semi-passivists, Vietnam Veterans Against
the War, other people become very embittered at politicians and
they are convinced that it was the loss of political will, the refusal
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to let our side win, you couldn't win, you couldn't lose, you could
just die over this.

And that bitterness has stayed with people, with some justifica-
tion.

Now, here you have against a background of the Bay of Pigs,
which I viewed as a betrayal, the Vietnam experience, where the
politicians didn't have the will to win, and McArthur's brilliant
words: "There is no substitute for victory," that is another war we
didn't win. We didn't lose that one, but we didn't win.

This is the first one we lost, the first one we lost. Anybody who
feels deeply about that, who fought over there on the ground and
saw people die--or -who got wounded, has to be touched by them.

And so they come up here, I remember a memo Bud McFarlane,
he talked about one politician, one of the few he had respect for
was in the memo, and I forget who that was, frankly. But I am just
wondering, as we sit here in judgment on the executive, on the ex-
ecutive, whether we ought to look into our own hearts and wonder
whether there is something we can do that would dissipate or
defuse or diminish the opportunities, the occasions for lying to Con-
gress or not communicating with us.

It isn't so much oversight, as it is input. I think some of us have
something to offer to the administration, to the executive on, no
matter how secret the operation. I think something could be
learned from political consequences.

But I just think in looking at this situation we have to under-
stand before we adjudge, before we sentence anybody, I think we
have to put ourselves in the shoes of people who went through that
experience and who perhaps with justification are embittered at
the political mind.

And, secondly, and lastly, what is the bottom line? Can America
ever be a force for good in the world?

The old right used to resist intervention because it said we would
be corrupted by the rest of the world if we intervened over in those
foreign lands. The new left resists intervention in Central America
because we will corrupt the countries where we intervene.

We are a force for evil. I am exaggerating for the sake of empha-
sis, but that overhang is very, very present in political debate
today. We, the non-interventionists, the isolationists, the quasi-pas-
sivist notion that we can't be a force for good.

I believe America is the ultimate force for good in this imperfect
world that we live in, and I hope that we learn the necessity, the
urgency, the indispensability of cooperation, of sharing goals, of de-
politicizing everything we look at and we touch.

In the words of Henry Jackson, that "in national security mat-
ters, the best politics is no politics," I think these have been mar-
velous hearings. I think we have learned a great deal about human
nature. We have more to learn about human nature, about why
people do things, and hopefully the Presidential monarchists, of
which I am one, will be educated by the congressional suprema-
cists, of which we have several up here, and somewhere in the
middle we will reach a balancing, a final balancing as between the
responsibilities of the President, who should have a longer vision
than we mere politicians who are too often distracted by an elec-
tion every 2 years, and our parochial interests.
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These have been great hearings, I think, if only to highlight
those questions, and you have made a contribution, an immense
one, and I thank you.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you very much, Mr. Hyde.
Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could make one quick comment on

that, because Mr. Hyde has made some extraordinarily perceptive
and correct points.

I don't think it is generally understood how deeply scared the
American military was by Vietnam. We should never, ever consid-
er entering any kind of conflict unless it's important enough for us
to win,_and then entering it with the resources that are required to
win, an--d-ifw6-d6anythi-ng o-t-e-tthatywe-are,-I think, betray-
ing the men and women we ask to serve and perhaps to die for the
rest of us.

And that was a perception that was not only that the politicians
at that time were responsible, but that the press were not in any
sense favorable to the United States. And without in any sense
passing judgment on whether this was correct or not, this is a feel-
ing which a very large number of people have, and it has led me to
conclude that we should be cautious about intervention but that we
should not hesitate to do so if the cause is important enough for us
to require intervention, but then if it is, to intervene in a way that
guarantees, to the extent you can in war, that we will prevail.

But there is that feeling, and that's why I have studiously re-
frained from trying to pass judgment on anybody else except with
respect to particular actions that involve this whole transaction,
not their past records or their character, most of whom I think I
admire and most of whom I think, as you said, are honorable,
decent people. They had a different agenda. They had a different
set of ideas, but then a lot of people have a different set of ideas
than I do.

Mr. HYDE. And may I just say, Secretary, it is this Member's
opinion once you are a hero, you are always a hero. You may fall,
you may falter, you may commit mortal sins and venial sins, but if
you served your country as well as some of the people we have
heard here, I would never denigrate their heroism. It is an achieve-
ment that is not easily denied.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That's absolutely correct.
Mr. HYDE. Thank you.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Senator McClure. He

is one of the principal questioners and he has 19 minutes remain-
ing.

Senator McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, we were discussing, just before I went to the floor

to vote, the meeting on November 10 when the President made cer-
tain remarks and I've reviewed your notes of that meeting, which
in formal-or exhibit No. 28 in the formal, typed responses, but I
want to refer to what I think is exhibit no. 57 in your book, which
are the notes of that meeting taken by Mr. Keel. If you will refer
to page-excuse me, taken by Mr. Regan-page 12 of those notes,
the bottom of the page. Mr. Regan has a reference, the last entry
on that page is the President: "Side with military superiority, will
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win, we want to have things even, this helps Iran, which was
weaker."

Secretary WEINBERGER. Which page was this, Mr. Senator?
Mr. MCCLURE. Page 13, the bottom of the page.
If I recall your previous testimony, you just don't remember that

having been stated.
Secreta WEINBERGER. No, I don't.
Mr. MCCLURE. And your note, which is exhibit no. 28, doesn't

have any reference to it at all, so your memorandum conforms to
your memory as you recited it to us today.

Mr. Secretary, how long have you known the President of the
United States?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh,-I guess over 20 years.
Mr. MCCLURE. You became acquainted with him when?
Secretary WEINBERGER. In California in, I guess, very early 1960s

when he was one of the few people who would do anything to help
the political party to which I belonged and which I was an officer
at that time. He would go anywhere, do anything we asked, and
make extraordinary, effective speeches and actions.

Mr. MCCLURE. You have been described by various people in var-
ious ways, but one I want to make reference to right now is the
fact that you probably have known the President longer and more
closely than anyone now in his Cabinet or in his close administra-
tion.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, that may be, and I would only add
I have an increasingly greater admiration for him all the years I've
known him and nothing that has ever happened has changed that
or will change that.

Mr. MCCLURE. Why, in view of your long association and the ob-
vious respect and friendship that he shows and holds for you, why
did he reject your advice and accept that of others?

Secretary WEINBERGER. There s no requirement anyone, old
friend or new friend, take anybody else's advice. The President was
elected by enormous majorities of his fellow citizens to make deci-
sions. He, I felt, was entitled to the advice.

He was kind enough to suggest right after he was first elected I
could help him, and I came back only for that purpose, not having
expected to return to Washington any more, and I do that in the
best way I can, giving advice that seems to me to be correct, but I
have never felt he is under any compulsion or requirement to
accept that advice, and my respect and admiration for him never
changes whether he accepts it or not. I just happen to think he is a
great man.

Mr. MCCLURE. I don't disagree with that assessment at all, al-
though I agree with you and not with him on the judgment he ar-
rived at in this particular instance.

You made some. reference earlier to the fact somewhere between
the December meeting-January meeting, he changed his mind?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That seemed to me to be apparent, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. I think in response to Senator Sarbanes' question,

you indicated one of the reasons you had in your mind or have now
in your mind as to why he may have done that is that others, and
particularly the National Security Adviser, had daily access to him
and you didn't, daily contact with him?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. I had access whenever I wanted. I tried
to use it sparingly, but they--

Mr. MCCLURE. I'm sorry I used the term "access." I should have
said daily contact with him. And you did not.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think that given the strong desire of
the President to do something about the fate of our hostages, to get
them out, given the completely correct conclusion that I thought he
reached, that it would be a very important thing for our security to
get a better relationship whenever we could with Iran because of
its geographical and strategical location, situation, I think he was
receptive to this, and I can only speculate, because I was not there,
but I can only speculate that there were repeated suggestions that
pursuing this initiative would result in the goals that the President
had, and that there were new evidence and one of these dreadful
people over there had said something good one day or had modified
his hostility or thought that three hostages would be coming out in
a short time and the constant drum beat of this may very well
have led the President to conclude that there was a chance for this
thing to work.

I had argued that it wouldn't, and he heard that. He was perfect-
ly entitled to make his own, reach his own conclusions.

Mr. MCCLURE. I want to talk a little bit more about the process
and then I am want to change subjects.

But on the process, a great deal has been said in earlier testimo-
ny about compartmentalization as a means by which you protect
the security of any ongoing operation that is secret.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. I think ycu understand that term and the necessi-

ty for it.
Can you conceive in your mind of any circumstances in which

compartmentalization would exclude responsible Members of the
Cabinet?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I think that you can carry compart-
mentalization too far, and I think that it probably was in this case
without any question.

Mr. MCCLURE. How about compartmentalization that would ex-
clude the Joint Chiefs of Staff?.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think that would be wrong, too, if it
were a matter in which they were intimately involved. They are
not involved generally in policy decisions.

They perform the extraordinarily important necessary role of
preparing and committing and planning to commit in a way that
will bring success to our military forces to policy decisions made by
the President.

So there are many matters on which there is no particular need
for full consultation on the policy aspect of it. But there is no way
that the military aspects of operations that once decided on by the
President could be successfully carried on without the full knowl-
edge of the Joint Chiefs.

Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Secretary, let me change now to the other end
of this inquiry and that is the Contra policy.

You have been asked very few questions today about your view
of Central American policy and the necessity for assistance to the
Contras.
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I am sure you have views.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, very strong views.
Mr. MCCLURE. Would you care to comment?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well I just think that it is absolutely es-

sential that we support in a visible, open way people who are fight-
ing for their own freedom, freedom that was promised to them by
the Sandinistas and denied to them.

There is no freedom of any kind as we understand it in Nicara-
gua and that is a very serious aspect.

There is another very serious aspect and that is the denial of
freedom to the people who were promised it is coupled with a total
adherence to and subservience to the Soviet Union and the very
large military machine that the Soviet Union has bought, paid for,
and supplied and placed in Nicaragua constitutes, I think, a real
threat to us as any Soviet base in our hemisphere would.

And that is a source that I am very disturbed about, and I think
it is very important that we do everything we can to help the Con-
tras from both points of view.

I think that help obviously should be done by appropriation by
the Congress, and I have talked with many Members here repeat-
edly urging that they support the President's request, $100 million
last year, the actual request this year is $105 million.

My understanding is it is going to be increased, and I hope the
increased sum will be voted. I think it is absolutely vital.

I think it is even more vital now that all these attempts or what-
ever it was that were made to assist in non-straightforward means
that are provided for in our regular statutory framework, that
none of that distract us from the basic importance and essential
correctness of the requirement of supporting the Democratic Resist-
ance in Nicaragua.

Mr. MCCLURE. What is the relative level of support, military sup-
port that comes from the Soviet Union to Cuba and Nicaragua
compared to the military support the United States is providing to
the Resistance forces in Nicaragua?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, probably, 10, 15, 18 times to 1, and it
is going up. There are more-there are many more tons of military
cargo being shipped this year than last year, and that is continuing
generally on an increasing scale.

Some months it levels off, but at the end of the year, it is consid-
erably more than the previous year.

Mr. MCCLURE. So much for glasnost.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, may I reserve the balance of my

time?
Chairman HAMILTON. Senator McClure reserves 8 minutes and

the Chair recognizes Mr. Courter.
Mr. COURTER. Mr. Secretary, it is good to have you here.
Someone quoted Will Rogers and I am just going to start out by

quoting Yogi Berra. It had to do with how to get rich in the stock
market.

He was asked how you buy stocks and make out very well. He
says, "Well, there is one simple trick. When it goes up, you sell. If
they go down, you don't buy.'
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Obviously it is very difficult to know when they go down. In this
particular situation, referring to the continuing episode of weapons
sales to Iran, it seems to me that there came a time someplace
along the road that it was pretty obvious the stock wasn't going up,
that it was going down and you had to cut your losses and get out.

I have asked generally this question before and I'm going to ask
it of you-I ask it of Secretary Shultz and I would like to have you
take a crack at it as well.

What type of process change inside the White House do you
think is necessary in order to make sure that these very controver-
sial operations that have substantial risks that are not basically
showing the benefits that were originally attributed to them are re-
viewed on a periodical basis?

Part of the problem here is that in the very beginning, it looked
like to the President a bad idea. He was persuaded that it was a
good idea in a very short period of time.

The operation began and if someone had reviewed this thing on a
periodical basis, that was not a total and complete diehard advo-
cate, I think we would have reassessed this long before 11 or 12
months went by.

I would like you to field that question if you would.
Secretary WEINBERGER. I think primarily I think you need to

have people advising the President, people in the National Security
Council who want to have things reviewed, who do not feel that it
is their agenda and they don't want anybody to interfere with it or
to block it or to stop it or to look at it again. And that is exactly
the situation we have now.

We have people who want to have these things reviewed and who
do review them and who, if any of us want to have then reviewed
or a particular point made, we could get that with a single tele-
phone call.

I think what we need is essentially what we have now so that it
is not so much a matter of process as it is a matter of getting the
people in who believe firmly that they serve the President best by
getting all of the facts before the President and giving him the op-
portunity to make informed decisions about these critically impor-
tant matters that the people have entrusted to him.

Mr. COURTER. So basically if I can summarize your answer in dif-
ferent terms you are talking about personnel, a change and re-
quirement to have good people rather than a process or structure
change at the White House?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. I don't think any fundamental
structural change is needed now. I think what we have now is ex-
actly what we should have and what we have needed.

As I say, I have unbounded admiration for Mr. Carlucci and Gen-
eral Powell and others who are there, and I think they serve the
President extraordinarily well.

Mr. COURTER. You indicated in your testimony that you kind of
disagreed with Se-cretary Shultz about moderates in Iran. You
thought all of them would have been killed who basically were not
in existence, and that, therefore, any type of an effort, whether it
be through the medium of selling weapons or not for rapproche-
ment with Iran was doomed to failure. It was folly.
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I would just like to know whether your opinion is that there is
no pragmatic elements in Iran that may seek and gain influence
and power in the near future after the Ayatollah's demise or after
he is out of power, pragmatists that may not believe in our form of
government or may not love the United States, but pragmatists
that recognize the Soviet Union is not far away, individuals in Iran
that recognize that both the United States and Iran have a
common interest in reducing Soviet influence in that part of the
world.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Courter, I think there may well be
some people like that. I don't think they are in government. I don't
think they would be allowed to remain in government, and I have
no evidence that there is any organized or substantial, if you like,
group of people, certainly no one in power at the moment, who has
anything except venomous hatred to the United States and behaves
in a thoroughly fanatical and irrational manner as far as the
United States is concerned.

I would like to have things differently. I just haven't seen at this
point any possibility of any kind of rapprochement or opening to
Iran as it is presently constituted.

I think that is very unfortunate, because it is a-strategically sit-
uated geographically-situated in a way that makes it an extraor-
dinarily important country for both the East and the West.

It was vastly different when we had the kinds of relationship we
did with the Shah and we recognized that by helping to strengthen
the armed forces of Iran.

Sadly, that was all lost and we now have a very difficult situa-
tion that I would like to change, but I don't think you are going to
change it by the people in office in Iran now or anyone who is pres-
ently on the horizon there.

Mr. COURTER. Our human intelligence, I would imagine, without
going into classified information, is probably not so good in Iran if
it exists at all, and it seems to me that if we don't have that type of
intelligence on the ground in Iran, it would be very difficult to say
that there is nobody in the Government or that may be in the Gov-
ernment that may not have a different opinion than the particular
rulers they have now.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I can only give you my impression based
as it is on all of the information that is available to me that I have
read and the conclusions that I have formed.

As I say, I wish that it was otherwise, but I cannot in any hones-
ty tell you that it is.

Mr. COURTER. Mr. Secretary, if I could shift your attention for
just a few moments on another thing, Presidential Findings, we
have heard a lot about Presidential Findings. I am one that be-
lieves that they should be in writing. There shouldn't be a thing
such as an oral Finding. I think the memorialization of that type of
a decision is absolutely essential.

I think there are some people, however, who testified, and tihey
may have a point, that their concern is if we draft statutory re-
quirements or if there are bureaucratic rules attached to an ex-
panding of the number of entities, agencies, offices, or individuals
that have to check off on Findings, the desired goal of secrecy may
be compromised.
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I wondered whether, in your opinion, whether you can testify as
to the ideal group of people that would be involved in a Presiden-
tial Finding.

Is this something that State should always be involved with,
something that the Attorney General should always review?

Is it something that I think it was Secretary-I think it was Don
Regan who said perhaps-the-President's counselor should always
check off on? Do you believe that the CIA should check off on Pres-
idential Findings, the National Security Adviser to the President,
perhaps individuals in Congress-where do we go and what is your
opinion on that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Most of the Findings with which I am fa-
miliar have been through the process essentially that you describe.
I would find it hard to believe that there could be a situation in
which a Finding was made by a President with respect to covert
action in which the State or the Defense Department should not be
involved, the Security Adviser should certainly be aware, the At-
torney General should-views should be taken, but this is still a
pretty narrow circle.

Again, I think the matter should be decided on the facts and the
requirements of each situation.

But certainly I think any decision is going to be better if it is-if
a number of viewpoints are obtained and the balance has to be
struck.

It is a difficult question, but you do have to strike the balance,
because frequently the whole purpose of a Finding can be negated
and frustrated if it becomes very widely known and the objects of
the Finding are thoroughly familiar with it.

We have to utilize our great advantage of freedom in a way that
doesn't hurt ourselves.

It is always a nice balance that has to be struck, but among the
people you listed, I would think all of them should be familiar with
Findings at all times, and I believe there is a new procedure which
Mr. Carlucci has instituted in the Security Council with respect to
Findings that essentially makes that same point.

Mr. COURTER. Directing your attention to following up on Sena-
tor McClure's questions and a couple of other questions directing
on Central America, particularly Nicaragua, and indeed all of Cen-
tral America some people say that it really doesn't have a part to
these hearings. I think it do-es I think probablywithoutthe diversion__
we wouldn't be here today.

The money that was diverted from the weapons sale intiative to
Iran was sent to help the Resistance-the Democratic Resistance in
Nicaragua.

My question of you is a military one and intelligence one and
maybe you have opinions on it that are based on assessments in
the communities that you deal with on a regular basis.

We do know that Nicaragua, I think it is generally understood, is
under a situation whereby totalitarianism is spreading dramatical-
ly, that %-he country is consolidating under a regime that will -be a
puppet to the Soviet Union and Cuba and the question I have is, if
we do nothing, if the Contras fade into the sunset, they cease to
become any type of a viable or political military entity in that par-
ticular country or that part of the world, what in the estimate of
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the Defense Department or the estimates that you read from other
important intelligence-gathering agencies wouldbe the future of the
fragile democracies in Central America?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think it would be greatly endangered.
You have to bear in mind, Mr. Courter, that all our attention has
been focused on Nicaragua and the dictatorship that is there and
all the undesirablepractces there.

You made a good point in alluding to the fragile democracies
around it. Everyone of those neighbor countries is now basically a
democratic country: Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, El Salvador,
these are countries that have had attempts made to turn them into
dictatorships many times in the past.

Every one of them now is a democracy. It is a fragile democracy.
Their combined forces are outnumbered, 2, 3, 4 times to one by the
Nicaraguan military supplied and furnished by the Soviets.

I feel that if there is no Resistance, if there is no attempt to turn,
to being democracy into Nicaragua, that we will not only have an-
other Soviet base on the mainland in Nicaragua, but that the
future of all of those countries is substantially imperiled and I
think they think so, too.

That is one of the reasons, for example, that Honduras has been
receptive to the ideas of our assistance in a number of ways, and I
think that they would simply not be able to continue to exist very
long, because basically the Soviet history and the Soviet history of
the way they use their puppet states is to make expansions, and I
would see in a fairly short time if we did absolutely nothing that
we would have not only the Soviet base in Nicaragua, but it would
be an expanded base and one that could add very seriously to the
complications of defending the continent and require us to divert a
large number of our forces back into this area, which is another of
the Soviet goals.

They have been trying ever since the foundation and formation
of NATO to break it up and to decouple the United States from
Europe, and this is another way they could succeed.

So all of these are considerations that I have in mind, that we
have to have in mind, I think, when we consider the problem of
whether or not there should be assistance to the democratic groups
fighting for their freedom in Nicaragua and I come down unequivo-
cably on the-side-that-we-should help them, open and above board,
with funds appropriated by the Congress in sufficient amount.

COURTER. I know you do. I agree with you.
Thank you very much for your testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, it has been a long day-the committee will stand

in recess until the police restore order.
[Recess.]
Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I was about to make you

an offer to stay until 8 or 9 o'clock tonight.
Chairman INOUYE. We're in recess now.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
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We will stand in recess until 9:00 o'clock Monday morning, and I
can assure you, Mr. Secretary, we will be through by 1:00 p.m.
Monday.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you very much, sir.
[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene at 9:00 a.m., Monday, August 3, 1987.]
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Good morning, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Chairman Hamilton?
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. DeWine for 10

minutes.
Mr. DEWINE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Good morning, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. We've getting near the end. I am sure we will be

able to conclude this morning.
Mr. Secretary, let me just ask you a few broad, general policy

questions as we wind these hearings down to get your opinions
about them and to maybe cap your years of experience in govern-
ment and the Cabinet.

First, let me ask you about the suggestion that has been made
about the possibility of having Senate conformation of the NSC Ad-
viser and also, as you answer that, if you could comment, if you see
there is a need for any kind of statutory change in the makeup of
the NSC.

Secretary WEINBERGER. On Senate confirmation, Congressman, I
don't know that it would make any very major difference. I think
the people that the President chooses are people that he feels confi-
dent with, people whom he feels comfortable with, and that Senate
confirmation would certainly be a process which would re-examine

(205)
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and complement, perhaps, the investigative process that the execu-
tive branch themselves had conducted.

I think there would have been no refusal of confirmation of any
_ __f the _people who've served as National Security Adviser. So I

wouldn't feel very strongly one wayor the other about it.
I wouldn't at this point see any need for any statutory changes.

As I have said,-- I think it is important that the National Security
Council staff not engage in operations. I think what you really
need is essentially what we have now and what we have now are
some of the very best people that I have ever served with in gov-
ernment over many, many years.

Frank Carlucci, General Powell, Bill Webster now at CIA, all of
these are extraordinarily able, dedicated people with a very keen
understanding of the relationship between the branches and with a
very strong desire to serve the President, to serve him as well as
they can, and so I don't see any need at this point for any statutory
changes.

I think we are just very fortunate now to have the kind of people
in who are doing what in my opinion is precisely the role of the
National Security Council.

Mr. DEWINE. Let me move on to another area. There have been
specific and general proposals about changing the notification re-
quirements to Congress in regard to covert activity. One proposal is
that there be a specific time limit on that notification.

Do you have any comments on that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, not really. The requirement, I

guess, at the moment is for something called "timely notification."
I have no problem at all with notification to a small group of the

leadership people. The thing that I worry about mostly are a few
things that involve operational security.

We have had three or four of them recently. We have one actual-
ly underway now, of course, in the gulf where operational security
is a major factor.

There has been full notification on that, and no problems that I
know have arisen from that notification.

I think there are some very sensitive activities which we will
have to engage in in this kind of world, and I think a limited notifi-
cation to the leadership of the House and Senate or the leadership
of the Intelligence Committees would serve both purposes.

Generally speaking, I think the notification ought to be given
within a short time after the conclusion is made by the President
that a particular activity has to take place.

Mr. DEWINE. Do you have any general-any comments, though,
about writing it into the statute with a specific time certain wheth-
er there would absolutely be no flexibility under any conditions?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I do have problems with the rigidity and
inflexibility, because its so impossible to try to predict precisely the
kind of operation you are going to have.

It may be if there was a 48-hour requirement, we would-in 48
hours be doing something very, very critical.

I think timely is a perfectly good word. There can be certainly
definitions of it that could narrow it down, and again, if the notifi-
cation that ordinarily is given to a wide group of people, if it is ap-
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propriate to narrow down that, why then I wouldn't have any trou-
ble really with the time.

I think anything that fixes a rigid time or an inflexible time is
not a very good thing.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, my good friend Henry Hyde has pro-
posed a bill which - has obtained a number of cosponsors which
would combine the Senate and House Intelligence Committees, cut
down the number of staff, cut down the total number of people
serving on that committee.

Would you think that would be a good idea?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, this early, yes, but I tiink that

again you would have some situations in which more staff, ,naybi
fewer staff would be needed, but I think that anything that nar-
rows the circle basically on these very sensitive activities is prob-
ably a step in the right direction, because the wider the circle-
without impugning anybody's motives or morals or anything else-
the wider the circle, the more the chance is that those who should
not know, those in whose interest it is in only doing harm to the
United States ultimately do get to know.

We have our free society. We should never change a bit of it. But
it does mean we need to be extra vigilant so that we don't imperil
things that have to be done in this kind of a world.

Mr. DEWINE. You have been very eloquent in the last few days
in your testimony about the aid to the Contras. Could you specifi-
cally comment about the advantage or disadvantage of going to
maybe a 2-year appropriation-a longer period of time?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I am strongly in favor of 2-year appro-
priations and 2-year budgets. Our Department, as you know,
turned in a full-scale, 2-year budget in January of this year. I wish
there would be consideration given to both years.

I wish there would be consideration given to the first year be-
cause what we really need is to have some kind of early determina-
tion, and if you could have a 2-year budget for all of these activi-
ties, defense, security activities, indeed for the government, I think
it would be very much better.

This wouldn't narrow congressional oversight. It wouldn't mean
that the Congress couldn't come back and review the second year,
anything of that kind.

But the advantages of knowing what you have, what you can
deal with, and knowing that far in advance are really enormous.

You can do-you can accomplish very much greater things. You
can save a lot of money, and again, we have to contrast it with the
Soviet system where four or five people in the Kremlin can decide
not only how much they are going to spend, but what they are
going to do for 5 or 6 years.

Sometimes I am lucky if I know what we can do 2 weeks from
now.

Mr. DEWINE. Mr. Secretary, I want to thank you for your testi-
mony and also thank you very much for your many years of serv-
ice to this government.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. DEWINE. As we close down these hearings, at least the public

phase of the hearings, or at least appear to today, it just seems to
me, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary, some things are very clear.
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One is that we had a policy, arms to Iran, that, as you pointed
out, was clearly a mistake. It was seriously not only a serious mis-
take to have the policy, the implementation of that policy was seri-
ously flawed, as well.

It is clear, also, from the evidence that we have heard that there
was lying and deception by officials when this story was breaking.

There were, however, some good things that we can say. The At-
torney General's performance in a 6-day period of time in my opin-
ion, while itwasn'tperfect, did-get-the-basicjob-done. ..-........

Basic facts got out. We have learned some more facts from these
hearings, but the essential facts, the diversion memo, for example,
was found by Brad Reynolds of the Justice Department.

I think there also-that the evidence is very clear-that this Presi-
dent learned from history. And I think it is very important that
that happened. This President of the United States did learn from
history.

He immediately, once Mr. Meese came to him with the essential
facts, ordered the Attorney General to carry out the investigation,
what I refer to as the quick 6-day investigation that uncovered the
basic facts.

The Tower Board was appointed by this President. Independent
counsel was appointed. And there was clearly cooperation with
Congress. And I would say unprecedented cooperation if you look
at the specifics.

I think it is unprecedented a President would allow his personal
diary to be looked at, that the applicable-the pertinent sections of
that diary could be referred to by the committee or at least seen by
the committee.

I think it is also very, very unusual, as you have pointed out, that
Cabinet officials would be instructed by the President to come to
Capitol Hill to discuss their advice to the President of the United
States and to discuss further what the President said back to them.

I fully understand why the President did it. I don't disagree with
him. But as I pointed out earlier, and as Mr. Hyde has pointed out,
Mr. Cheney has pointed out, we have got to be careful that we
state publicly this cannot be and should not be a precedent.

Finally, I think the thing-one other thing I have learned from
these hearings that has been very interesting and I think necessary
for us to fully understand what happened is that U.S. officials who
were working in Central America, who were either down in the
field or who had that as their assignment, feit what they described
as a moral imperative, a moral imperative to keep the Contras
going.

That does not justify some of the things that went on, but it ex-
plains it and allows us, I think, to have a better handle on the
story and a better feel for the story. I don't think we can fully un-
derstand that unless we understand that moral imperative they
felt when the Contras, they felt, were sinking and Congress was, in
fact, not during that period of time, giving aid.

Let me close, if I could, Mr. Chairman, on a personal note.
I became involved in this whole Iran situation, Iran-Contra deal,

back in December. I was involved because I was a member of the
Foreign Affairs Committee. And one of my friends and colleagues
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came out of a hearing and made the statement that in his opinion
the evidence was the President knew about the diversion.

I took objection to that. I objected to that, went on TV. Some
people interpreted that as defending the President and maybe in a
sense it was.

But that was not my specific intent. My specific intent was to
say, as I did at the time, let's wait. Let's wait until we get the basic
facts out. Maybe they will show it. Maybe they will show the Presi-
dent knew about the diversion, maybe they won't show that.

The evidence now, some months later, 7, 8 months later, after we
have heard from hundreds of witnesses, after we have looked at
thousands of documents, after we have spent several hundred
hours in testimony, clearly is that the President of the United
States did not know about the diversion.

The evidence clearly is that the President of the United States
did not authorize the diversion.

In summation, there is and was no smoking gun. That is very
clear after this evidence.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let me just conclude by saying this: after
listening to the evidence, after hearing all of the testimony, the dif-
ferent witnesses that have been in front of us, I think it is clear
that with very few exceptions, most of the witnesses and really
most of the actors in this story were motivated by good intentions.

They thought what they were doing was correct. And while this
story may not reveal, may not show us very many heroes, it is
equally true that it doesn't show us very many villains.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for the extension of time.
Mr. Secretary, thank you.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you sir. Senator Rudman.
Mr. RUDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Good morning, Senator.
Mr. RUDMAN. I found your testimony very interesting in terms of

your vehement opposition to this entire plan back at the time it
was first briefed to you. It is kind of interesting-I don't know, Mr.
Secretary, if you have seen this morning's papers, but on the front
page of many of the national papers is a quotation from Mr. Raf-
sanjani from the Islamic Republic News Agency.

It says, amongst other things, just attacking the United States
and recommending retribution against us in the gulf, this rather
interesting statement, "We, as soldiers of God and implementers of
divine principles, oblige ourselves to avenge these martyrs by up-
rooting Saudi rulers from the region."

Of course, as you know, from what you have learned from the
Tower Board and these hearings, Mr. Rafsanjani was the ultimate
moderate that was going to K.a reached by all of these negotiations.

Since you have so much more experience than most of us in
these matters, Mr. Secretary, if Mr. Rafsanjani is a moderate,
would you like to define the word "extremist" for me?

Secretary WEINBERGER. How long do I have, Senator?
No. That is a very good example that you have cited of the kind

of people that some thought we could deal with. We simply cannot
deal with people like that.
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Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Secretary, I am very disturbed by one section
of the Tower Report. 1 want to say at the outset that I think that
the Tower Commission did an excellent job in very limited time.
They, of course, did not have access to some of the key witnesses in
this hearing, and it was looking at those witnesses in focus that
have finally given us, I believe, a pretty complete picture of what
happened. I particularly think that they were a bit premature in
their judgment of certain Cabinet officials.

I want to just read a statement to you which I am sure you are
familiar with. It says, "Given the importance of the issue and the
sharp policy divergences involved, however, Secretary Shultz and
Secretary Weinberger in particular distanced themselves from the
march of events. Secretary Shultz specifically requested to be in-
formed only as necessary to perform his job. Secretary Weinberger
had access through intelligence, the details about the operation.
Their obligation was to give the President their full support and
continued advice with respect to the program, or if they could not
in conscience do that, to so inform the President. Instead, they
simply distanced themselves from the program. They protected the
record as to their own positions on this issue. They were not ener-
getic in attempting to protect the President from the consequences
of his personal commitment to freeing the hostages."

Then it goes on and then it concludes, "Finally, Director Casey
and, to a lesser extent, Secretary Weinberger should have taken it
upon themselves to assess the effect of the transfer of arms and in-
telligence to Iran on the Iran-Iraq military balance and to transmit
that information to the President."

Now, as one who, I am sure, shares your view that our Cabinet
form of government only works when you have competent, strong
Cabinet members who are allowed to do their jobs, and listening to
all the testimony, including yours and Secretary Shultz, I believe
that is a very unfair characterization, both as to you and as to Sec-
retary Shultz. I wonder if you would like to respond a bit more
than you have as to this particular part of that quote, "instead,
they simply distanced themselves from the program and they pro-
tected the record and they were not energetic," et cetera.

Would you like to comment on that, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I would like to comment on it, Senator. I

think that is the kind of remark or the kind of conclusion that can
only be drawn by people who don't have any knowledge of the
facts.

There is no evidence to sustain that kind of conclusion at all that
I am familiar wIth, nothing that the Commission talked with me
about, nothing that as far as I know they heard, nothing that has
come out in any of these hearings would sustain that conclusion.

I agree with you, I think it is a very unfair characterization. It's
not based-o any evidence that I know of at all. And indeed, it
could not be if anybody had taken the trouble to explore the facts,
and indeed, that is the view of the President, in his very generous
and fair spirit, told the American public that that conclusion was
exactly wrong.

Mr. RUDMAN. Indeed, Mr. Secretary, the record I think shows
that on each and every occasion where you were part of a group
discussing this with the President, you and Secretary Shult'-and I
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would use the word, from what I know of this-vehemently op-
posed the policy.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think that's entirely a fair character-
ization. Some would even use stronger language. The President
might.

But in any event, we did oppose it. We opposed it at every step of
the way. And if the charge of distancing oneself were true, I would
not have ever made any further inquiries when I first began get-
ting the intelligence reports that led me into what the facts actual-
ly were.

Mr. RUDMAN. As a matter of fact, I think one of the most reveal-
ing parts of your testimony which ought to be highlighted, it seems
at least to me, is it my understanding that some of your knowledge
of this came from intelligence sources other than U.S. intelligence
sources?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, they were all funneled through
United States intelligence sources.

Mr. RUDMAN. I understand that.
Secretary WEINBERGER. The United States intelligence sources

were base on information that they were getting from other coun-
tries.

Mr. RUDMAN. So here we have the Secretary of Defense etisential-
ly having one of his intelligence organizations getting information
in the field from foreign intelligence operations to keep him posted
on matters which he obviously ought to be concerned about?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. Senator Sarbanes made that point I
think very fully Friday. I agree. It is a condition which I hope
never prevails again and certainly will never in this administra-
tion.

Mr. RUDMAN. Finally, Mr. Secretary, and I am going to yield
back my time, you said on your first morning that your memory
was not as good as it once was.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. RUDMAN. I am not sure that's true. But I want to ask you a

question that I don't think will tax your memory very much.
Since you have been in the Cabinet with Secretary Shultz as Sec

retary of State, would you recollect for us how many other times
you and Secretary Shultz strongly agreed on anything and the
President went the opposite way?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, Secretary Shultz told me the other
day that we should never agree on anything again because look
what happened when we did.

But we have agreed on many, many things, but I don't recall
very many in which the President also has gone the other way. We
usually have a very-we see eye to eye on a great many issues.

Mr. RUDMAN. But particularly on those issues that you have
agreed on strongly, and to use my word "vehemently," I can't
recall of another instance that we know about in which the Presi-
dent said, "Secretary Shultz and Secretary Weinberger, sorry, I'm
going to do something else." Is that right?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't recall any other instance at the
moment. No, sir.

Mr. RUDMAN. Well, we appreciate your being here, Mr. Secre-
tary.
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you very much, Senator. I do ap-
preciate it.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Foley for 10 min-
utes.

Mr. FOLEY. Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Good morning.
Mr. FOLEY. Mr. Secretary, you've indicated that you did not have

contemporaneous knowledge of the sale of HAWK missiles in 1985
to the Iranians?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Mr. FOLEY. You learned about it subsequently?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. You have been Secretary of Defense since January

1981?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. Did you know at any time prior to 1985-from 1981 to

1985-just-I want to set the record straight with this question-of
any other sales to Iran of American weapons restricted in any way
under the law?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. You have not-did not know of that and have not

subsequently learned of it?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. To the best of my knowledge, there

were no others of any kind. I hope very fervently there will never
be any again.

Mr. FOLEY. Did you have any knowledge of any transfers of
weapons by any third country prior to 1985, from 1981 to 1985?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not knowledge. There were some reports,
but I do not have specific personal knowledge, no, sir.

Mr. FOLEY. Those reports had to do with transfers of American
weapons by a third country?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, they had to do with transfers and
sales of weapons to other countries, some of which contained Amer-
ican technology, some of which I guess were actually American
weapons.

This was part of what we were trying to stop with this Operation
Staunch. I did have information as I worked on that, as I talked
with other countries' representatives, urging them not to make
sales.

We had reports and I frequently would say we don't know if this
is accurate or not, but here are the consequences and we hope you
will stop, and so forth.

Mr. FOLEY. If these reports were true, would they be in violation
of American law if they had not been reported to the United
States?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. We have a-two basic rules with re-
spect to our weapons.

They cannot go to any country for any purpose except for its own
self-defense and they cannot be re-exported by that country to any
other country without specific permission from the United States.

Mr. FOLEY. And of course that permission requires notification?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Indeed.
Mr. FOLEY. To your knowledge, between 1981 and 1985, prior to

the weapons that were transferred that we have discussed, were
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there any reports by any third countries to the United States of
sales or requests for permission to sell arms to Iran?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Not requests for permission that I ever
recall but there were reports that various sales were being made,
and it was this kind of thing that we were trying to stop with our
Operation Staunch.

Mr. FOLEY. So if these sales had taken place, they would be
taking place in violation of American law?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is my understanding, yes, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. The testimony you've given indicates that you were

concerned about the possibility of a kind of blackmail that might
be made against the United States by holding this information re-
garding Iranian arms sales as a possible threat; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That was one of the points I raised
in some of the first meetings, as to what are the consequences that
might flow from this-one of the reasons, therefore, as to why we
should not do it.

Mr. FOLEY. This would be possible because some elements of the
U.S. Government would not be informed about the sales and other
foreign sources would know about the sales?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, and that the sales were something
that we were obviously trying to hold close under the President's
decision, and this would be a threat to release that information
which would then give a certain amount of undesirable leverage
over the United States.

Mr. FOLEY. Was part of your concern the fact that Congress was
specifically not being informed of the sales?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. That wasn't my concern. My concern
was that we would simply be threatened with various undesirable
actions and-and various undesirable results unless we took ac-
tions favorable to a country that had this knowledge that we would
not otherwise have taken.

Mr. FOLEY. Wouldn't the political leverage be greater when the
matter had been kept secret from the Congress?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Very possibly. Yes, sir. I wouldn't argue
that.

Mr. FOLEY. Yo'a have suggested, in answer to questions by Mr.
DeWine, tiiat you generally favor holding security information
close to narrow the circle, so to speak?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. FOLEY. Would you agree there is a balance, however, be-

tween restricting information and serving the interests of security?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes.
Mr. FOLEY. By providing those who have a need to know or those

who are required to know, by law, to be informed?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir. No, I don't have any problem

with that. I certainly include the leadership of the Congress and
various others within that. We do have to strike that balance all
the time.

We-some people say we pay a price for our freedom-for a free
society. Maybe that is true. It's-whatever it is, it's worth it. But it
is vital that we do everything we can to protect the lives of people
that we ask to engage in very difficult and dangerous enterprises.
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Mr. FOLEY. Wouldn't you agree, Mr. Secretary, that the ultimate
interests of the United States were damaged in the case that we are
examining, the sales of arms to Iran, by narrowing the circle to the
degree that you and the Secretary of State and others in the Gov-
ernment were denied information as to what was actually occur-
ring?

Secretary WEINBERGER. You certainly could make an argument
that way and I think the interests of the United States were dam-
aged over all and I think that the way to avoid that is obviously
not to embark on a policy of this kind, but certainly there were
more people who should have known about it at its inception than
did know about it.

Mr. FOLEY. And, in fact, I would assume that part of the concern
that might arise following these hearings is some assurance that
when covert action Findings are made or about to be made, there
be some opportunity for principal members of the National Securi-
ty Council to be aware of that?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I would at least start there, yes, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. The ultimate irony I suppose is that the President

himself was cut out of the diversion of sales to--
Secretary WEINBERGER. I was about to point that out, yes, sir.
Mr. FOLEY. You have suggested a 48-hour notification standard

as possibly one that might be considered?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. FOLEY. Would you agree that the present law anticipates the

general practice of prior notification of the Intelligence Committees
prior to the issuance of a Finding?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think wherever that can be done with-
out endangering any operational security that would be clearly
preferable. There are a few instances where it might be necessary
and that is why I spoke a moment ago about being more or less
against any rigid rule.

There are a few instances where it, operational security, would
be better preserved with a few-a notice a little longer-a little
later than that.

Mr. FOLEY. For example, where it might be impossible due to
time pressures to notify the--

Secretary WEINBERGER. That is right. Grenada was a very good
example of that. We did notify congressional leadership I think the
Sunday night before the Tuesday we went in, but sometimes it isn't
possible to do that; Congress is in adjournment or whatever.

But generally speaking, prior notification to a small group, yes,
and generally speaking also very prompt post-notification, as soon
as that can be safely done, and it nearly always could be safely
done if the group is small.

Mr. FOLEY. For the most part, in the absence of prior notifica-
tion, consultation is difficult or impossible, is it not?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. FOLEY. And would you regard consultation as often a very

valuable opportunity for the President?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Indeed, yes, sir. Not only because it is

ver useful to have the advice and I think we need the help of ev-
eryly we can get, but I also think that it is important for the
longer-range success of any kind of activity, because I have fre-
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quently made the point in private meetings that we can't fight a
war on two fronts.

We can't fight with the enemy, whoever it may be, and we can't
fight with the Congress at the same time.

We need to have the U.S. Government unified if any kind of ac-
tivity is going to succeed over the long run and we have a very dif-
ferent governmental system than most other countries.

We deliberately divided authority and power to keep government
ineffective and weak, that is what the founders had in mind.
They've succeeded to a very considerable extent, but we can work
within that. But we do have to do it in a way that gets as much
general acceptance of a course before we embark on it whenever
we possibly can or as soon thereafter as we can.

Mr. FOLEY. You made a speech several years ago in which you
outlined the uses of military power in a democracy, I think one of
the truly impressive speeches of recent years, and you stressed at
that time the need to have strong support for any action the
United States might take in the military area, support of the Con-
gress and the public.

Is it also true that undertakings of a more clandestine kind need
to have the support of the Congress and that the notifications, in-
cluding prior notification that the statutes presently require, are
an important part of maintaining that sense of confidence and
comity and support?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think without any question, sir, because
you frequently with clandestine activities, which we have to do in
this kind of world, you are not able to have public support.

So you certainly need to have congressional understanding, con-
gressional approval wherever it can be obtained, and that is done
through consultation of the kind that we have tried to do on many
of our activities.

Mr. FOLEY. And would you suggest these values be kept in mind
as we talk about security and restricting information?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Indeed, yes, sir. They are a critical part
of it.

Mr. FOLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Mitchell.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Good morning, sir.
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Secretary, I want to ask about the transfer of

TOWs and HAWK parts to the CIA for sale to Iran.
Several military officials, including General Powell, General

Thurman, and the Army's General Counsel, Susan Crawford, have
testified that the order to transfer the parts was given in such a
way as to bypass the Department of Defense's procedures for moni-
toring price and for military review of transfers to the CIA.

Miss Crawford testified that the transfers to Iran have been the
only transfers made to bypass that system.

My first question is: did the transfers to Iran take place in such a
way as to avoid established procedures?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Senator, the only way you can answer
that question is, first of all, to say that this particular transaction

b
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was not one for which established procedures were set up or con-
templated and; secondly, there was no bypassing, as you put it, of
any of the procedures relating to price.

The pricing of the weapons was carried out in precisely the same
way that it always is. But the procedures that I established much
earlier, perhaps 3 years, 4 years ago, were designed for a situation
in which an intelligence agency or an intelligence activity or indi-
vidual assigned to intelligence would say that he had a require-
ment that could not be disclosed, but he needed-the reason for it
couldn't be disclosed-but that he needed money or he needed the
right to go buy some equipment, ship, lease a plane, something of
that kind, and I found, and as a result of that, we have had a
number of, well, fewer prosecutions, convictions growing out of
some earlier activities because what was happening was that the
intelligence aspects of his request were overriding any review at
all, and, so we instituted a situation that when an intelligence ac-
tivity was contemplated or when there was a request for some kind
of support that then there would be a review of that by a number
of people leading up to the Vice Chief of the Army Staff, and that
it would include members of the service as well as members of my
office, and the Office of the Secretary General.

That system is still in effect and it is an important way of pro-
tecting against any abuses of the system.

This was a totally different transaction; this was a transaction in
which the President of the United States directed that with as
small a knowledge as possible because of the safety of the hostages
and the desire to preserve any hope we had of getting them out
that these weapons should be transferred to the CIA directly, and
we did that, but there was a full review of the pricing because
there was never any instruction of any kind about the price and
the price was determined in the normal fashion.

Unfortunately, as we have talked out in the past, there were
errors in that; in the computation of the price, but they were, as all
people who have looked at have found, innocent errors.

Mr. MITCHELL. Other than price, did you tell General Powell,
Deputy Secretary Taft, or any other person to transfer these weap-
ons and parts to the CIA for transfer to Iran in such a way as to
avoid otherwise applicable procedures?

Secretary WEINBERGER. We didn't tell them specifically to do it
to avoid otherwise applicable procedures. What we told them was
exactly the information that I had heard and the orders I had re-
ceived, and that was to transfer them with the smallest number of
circle of people being involved as possible and to do it by a direct
transfer for value to the CIA.

And I insisted on the "for value" part, because that was a criti-
cal part of the Economy Act.

Mr. MITCHELL. But then is it fair to say that one effect of doing it
in that manner was to avoid otherwise applicable procedures?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, avoid-the otherwise applicable
procedures weren't used. It wasn't done deliberately to avoid any-
thing. Those procedures were not used because this was a case that
was in a sense completely outside the rationale and basis for those
other procedures.
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Mr. MITCHELL. It had another objective, I understand, that-but
one of the effects was that the procedures established were not
used. As you say, this was for another purpose, another reason.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. One of the effects was the proce-
dures weren't used and that was the natural consequence of the di-
rection to do it with the smallest number of people involved.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to go to another topic. We have heard
a lot of testimony and there has been a great deal of discussion
over the extent to which the Iran initiative did or did not involve
an exchange of arms for hostages.

The issue I would like to raise briefly with you is whether the
President would have sold arms to Iran if the sole purpose of the
initiative was to open up a strategic dialogue with Iran or whether
weapons were ultimately included because they were necessary to
obtain the release of hostages.

Now, in June of 1985, you and Secretary Shultz received the Na-
tional Security Decision Directive which proposed an opening to
Iran. That is the directive that contemplates providing Iran with
military equipment, but it makes no mention of hostages, and that
is the directive of which you wrote, "this is almost too absurd to
comment on."

Now, later, however, hostages did become part of the discussion.
Exhibit 20 in your book is a memorandum for the President dated
January ! 7, 1986, prepared by Admiral Poindexter to explain the
basis for the Finding to be signed by the President authorizing the
sale of weapons to Iran.

And on the second page of that memorandum down near the
bottom, it describes the weapons to be transferred to Iran, and then
it reads, and I quote, Admiral Poindexter's memorandum to the
President, "If all of the hostage are not released after the first
shipment of 1,000 weapons, further transfers would cease."

This seems to clearly state there would be a transfer of weapons
to Iran following which it was anticipated that all of the hostages
would be released, and if they were not released, there would be no
more weapons transferred to Iran.

And your Aaotes of the November 10 meeting with the President
show that you had under that, the arms sales would continue only
if the hostages were released, you recall. That is exhibit 28 of your
record of the meeting in the Oval Office--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. -with the President and others on November 10.
Secretary WEINBERGER. 1986.
Mr. MITCHELL. 1986. November 10, 1986. And at the top of page 2

of your notes, the first full paragraph reads: "I reminded John that
he had always told me that there would be no more weapons sent
to Iran after the first 500 TOWs until after all of the hostages were
returned, but, unfortunately, we did send a second 500 because it
seemed the only way to get the hostages out, according to Poin-
dexter," and indeed in your notes you underlined the words "after
all" preceding "of the hostages." Let me first ask you: you and Ad-
miral Poindexter had that exchange at that meeting. Did anybody
dispute or disagree with that characterization as you set it forth
here?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir. I don't believe so, but, Senator,
we also had that discussion throughout most of the year after the
January 17 or 18, whenever it was, decision to go ahead with it,
between then and the November meeting.

But, yes, I did, the answer to your questions is, no, no one that I
heard at the meeting disputed that.

Mr. MITCHELL. Disputed that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, the conclusion I draw from this is the fol-

lowing, and I am going to state it and ask then you to comment on
it. The goal of opening up a dialogue with Iran, given its strategic
importance, was a valid one, which the President might have pur-
sued quite apart from any desire to free hostages.

But the use of weapons, given or sold to the Government of Iran,
a country which has condoned and promoted terrorism, in which
for several years has been virulently anti-American, would never
have been approved by the President except as a means to obtain
the release of hostages.

And I say that because the record as I have just described it
seems clear. First, arms shipments were rejected when hostages
were not involved.

Second, the January 17 memorandum from Admiral Poindexter
to the President explaining the first Finding explicitly says that
arms shipments will cease unless the hostages are released, and, fi-
nally, your exchange with Admiral Poindexter at the November 10
meeting confirms what you and he had been saying throughout
that year, and the understanding was that there would be a ship-
ment of arms to Iran.

It was anticipated that all hostages would then be released and if
they were not, then there were to be no further shipment of arms
to Iran. Let me ask whether if you care to comment on that conclu-
sion.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, Senator, that conclusion involves
an assumption that I know everything that motivated the Presi-
dent in making this decision, and I don't. But I never heard the
President talk about this at any of the meetings we have described
or any other time without tying the two together, and that one of
the ways of trying to get this better opening with Iran, one of the
things I disagreed with that we could do was to demonstrate the
good faith of the representatives of the United States in discussing
it, and that that would involve transfers of some of the weapons.

There's no question whatever that one of the factors motivating
the President was the return of the hostages. This is something
that underlies all of his conversation and, as I've said, the Presi-
dent is a very compassionate, humane man, and the fate of the hos-
tages is a continual source of deep worry to him, as it is to all of
us. And so clearly that was one of the motives.

But I never heard him talk about this with reference only to the
hostages, or the arms part of it only to the hostages. There is
always this other motive with which I'm frank to say I disagreed
with, but it was always there.

Mr. MrrCHELL. Mr. Chairman, may I have just one more moment
to conclude this line of questioning.
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I just note it couldn't possibly be clearer in your note, "I remind-
ed John that he had always told me that there would be no more
weapons sent to Iran after the first 500 TOWs, until after all of the
hostages were returned. But unfortunately, we did send a second
500 because it seemed the only way to get the hostages out, accord-
ing to Poindexter."

Three days later the President addressed the nation and said
that there were no arms for hostages. This was stated in the Presi-
dent's presence, as you just noted, and there was no disagreement.

Did that concern you, the President's address to the nation in
which you very emphatically stated and repeated, indeed, that
there were no arms for hostages, when it seems inescapable from
this discussion that that was at least a part of the transaction?

Secretary WEINBERGER. This was a discussion that I had with Ad-
miral Poindexter, and the background of that was, as you have
pointed out, but the first 500 that I was talking about was the 500
that related to this idea of trying to show the good faith of our em-
issaries and negotiators and so forth. I violently disagreed with
that. But that was the basic motive for that firstly.

I can't characterize what was in anybody's mind, but I know that
there was a-that both of those elements, both of those motives
were always mentioned together in any discussion I ever had with
the President about it.

Mr. MITCHELL. Well I'll conclude with the most important ques-
tion. Are you going to spend some of August at your home in
Maine?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I hope so, Senator, yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. Well, good luck.
Secretary WEINBE'WEa. You are planning to finish today, aren't

you?
Mr. MITCHELL. We are. Perhaps we'll run across you up at Somme

Sound this summer.
Secretary WEINBERGER. I hope so.
Mr. MITCHELL. Thank yu very much, Mr. Secretary.
Chairman HAMILTON. r. Rodino.
Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Secretary, you've testified you were seriously concerned that

the President wasn't getting accurate information, that was about
the intelligence information that was being given to him concern-
ing the Iran-Iraq war and about the balance of that conflict. And I
recall, however, that at the November 10, 1986, meeting in the
White House at which you were also present, and this meeting was
called to discuss how to deal with the press in the event the story
broke about selling arms to Iran, Don Regan's notes reflect that
the President stated, and I quote, "Side with military superiority
will win. We want to have things even. This helps Iran, which was
weaker."

Was that statement correct at that time?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, Mr. Rodino, I made notes of the

meeting after I got back as best I could recall then. I do not recall
a discussion about that aspect of it at the meeting.

Don Regan frequently would be with the President before and
stayed afterwards, and it is conceivable that his notes may have re-
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flected something of that kind, or it's perfectly conceivable it may
have reflected something at the meeting which I didn't make notes
on. I don't take shorthand and that may have been something that
was said while I was making notes of a previous sentence. I don't
recall that previous subject coming up.

Had it come up, I would have disputed it very strongly because I
never felt that Iran was losing the war or was weaker. Indeed, one
of the points I made in the comment I made on the original sugges-
tion of this back in June or July of '85 was that one of the-that
the thing seemed to me to be absurd for a number of reasons, but
one was that it was based on some assumption that Iran was about
to fall and that I thought this was absolute nonsense. It was totally
contrary to all of the other information and intelligence I had with
respect to the relative strength of the forces and so on, particularly
given Iraq's obvious intentions.

Iraq has said, and virtually has acted for a long time as if they
do not want to win the war militarily. They are trying to get some
kind of negotiated end to it. They have not used their air superiori-
ty, for example, in a way that would indicate that they planned to
win the war. And so, they also have a much smaller population
base, something like, oh, I don't know, 42 million to 11 million
people, and the Iranians also use these children in their assault
waves, 14, 13, 14, 15-year-old children, and that gives them an enor-
mous military advantage, and it's a ghastly way they operate, but
that's the way they do things.

And so from every point of view, there wasn't the slightest sug-
gestion that I had ever heard that Iran was about to fall, and I'm
quite sure that if I had heard that at that meeting, I would have
contemplated it. This is not to say it didn't take place, but I don't
have it in my notes, Don Regan does, and I'm sure, therefore, at
some point, this point was made.

Mr. RODINO. In other words, you're stating you don't recol-
lect--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I do not.
Mr. RODINO. -whether or not that was an issue at that time--
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir.
Mr. RODINO. -the intelligence was accurate or not?
Secretary WEINBERGER. The only intelligence report I had except

the one report that was attached to the June 1985 memorandum
were the other way. It was stalemated. Basically the conclusion
was it was stalemated, but there was never any slight suggestion
that Iran would fall.

There were always a lot of people who thought the Government
was going to change in Iran and that would bring about a change. I
don't see any slight possibility of that myself.

Mr. RODINO. On November 25th, Attorney General Meese at his
press conference that day, among some of the things he stated, con-
cluded that, "but after hearing all of the arguments pro and con, the
President decided that the potential for achieving the goals of ef-
fecting peace in the Middle East, helping secure that area, stopping
a war, and obtaining our hostages, was worth the risks involved."

Would you have agreed with that-achieved by selling arms to
Iran?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. I think Mr. Meese's statement is a fair
summary of what was the conclusion the President reached, that is
to say, he did take into account all these various things.

As I say, I differed with the conclusion, but I think those are the
things that motivated the President.

Mr. ROIMNO. You were correct-you were proven correct in your
own conclusions when you made your statement that the whole
idea was too absurd to comment about.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, the President was generous and
kind enough to say that later on, yes, sir. But I don't think anyone
could fault the motives of the President.

Mr. RODINO. No, no, I know we don't. I just hope that he had
shared your same crystal ball. We might have avoided all of this.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. RODINO. Let me ask you one other question and that is to

make a comment, if you will.
Don Regan, when he appeared here, as one of the suggestions

which might be helpful in the conduct of covert activities, recom-
mended that the committee consider bringing in the circle the
counsel to the President.

What do you think of that suggestion?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I think again that's a-I think

that's a good suggestion. I think it largely depends on how the
President utilizes his White House counsel. Some do this in a way
that is very much like a personal attorney; other presidents simply
refer very specific legal issues and nothing else to them.

It would largely depend on the way in which a particular presi-
dent utilized his White House counsel.

Mr. RODINO. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
I want to commend you for your testimony and for the vigorous

arguments you have made, and I think so long as we have that
kind of a public servant, at least we are able to evaluate that kind
of debate and hopefully come out with the right decisions.

Secretary WEINBERGER. You are very generous. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Brooks.
Mr. BROOKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, first I want to commend you on your good

common sense in saying this whole idea was absurd, selling those
arms over there to the terrorists. I think it indicates that basically
you have, as usual, good judgment. While we have not always
agreed on a lot of matters, I certainly thought you were right in
that. If they had listened to you, we wouldn't be here today, and
Miss Crawford wouldn't be sitting there behind you keeping a close
eye on everything.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BROOKS. But, the foreign military sales program itself has

some serious implications for foreign policy and our defense policy,
and you know that the House Government Operations had a long
interest in it, we've had some hearings, issued some reports con-
cerned about whether the Defense Department was administering
the program properly, and we found often we don't get the full cost
back. We found there's $600 million unaccounted for or missing in
that program.
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You hear the critics accuse Congress of trying to micromanage
the Dofense Department or some other department, but in order to
avoid that it is common practice to have reasonable thresholds
which give agencies the flexibility and eliminate some reporting re-
quirements-it makes it a simpler operation, expedites it.

And you use that purpose in the Department for delegating pur-
chasing authority at various management levels, but it's necessary
that the employees administering those, Mr. Secretary, are going to
have to honor the thresholds in good faith and not manipulate
them by juggling the books.

Secretary WEINBERGER. That's right.
Mr. BROOKS. Now, do you have any idea why the CIA paid the

Defense Department for those TOW missiles that went to Iran in a
series of five checks, each in the interesting amount of $999,999?
Each check was $999,999.00-five of them.

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir, I didn't know that until right
now. I assume your statement is correct. But I have not seen any of
that kind.

We have records of the total payments of the CIA. They were
made, so far as I know, in the ordinary course of business. That
kind of check in that amount wouldn't have served any particular
purpose because the threshold for notifying the Congress was much
higher than that.

But there was no intention to do anything other than to get the
fair market value for these weapons that we transferred to the CIA
under the Economy Act.

Mr. BROOKS. But, Cap, the Defense Department has a higher
level, but the $1 million threshold reporting requirement in this
case applied to the CIA.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't know that.
Mr. BROOKS. Yes, sir, they have a $1 million threshold reporting

requirement.
What the DOD did, in effect, was-what did you bill them? Do

you know what they billed them for?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, we have the--
Mr. BROOKS. Five or six million-hundred-million dollars?
Secretary WEINBERGER. We billed them-for one thing, Congress-

man, we have a rule that we can't make any transfer until we
have a certification that the funding is available.

We have a lamentable lack of trust in everybody, so that we ask
to have the certification of availability of funds. Those were in vari-
ous amounts and I can't put my finger on them right here, but
they're in the book. They were something like-one was 1 million
5, another was 3 million 2, something of that kind.

When we added it all up, we believed that because of our own
errors in using the wrong items in the catalog, the wrong model
number for the TOWs, and not figuring shipping charges correctly
and the handling charges and all of that, that we underbilled by
about two and a half million.

The Controller General, the General Accounting Office, said no,
you underbilled about 2 million 1, and we have a claim in because
we are using our figures, we have a claim in to the CIA for two and
a half, and we have every reason to believe we'll collect it.
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Mr. BROOKS. You see, what worries me is that do you think there
is any obligation on the part of the Defense Department people, the
administrative people that work for you, to think something might
be amiss if they get a check for $999,999? If you get five of them in
a row? It looks like you are sending up signals that something is a
little fishy.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Pretty clumsy way to operate. I did not
have any knowledge of that until you mentioned it this morning.
That that was the way payment was received. I have seen only the
cumulative totals. We have the certification that the funds were
available before we transferred the weapons.

Mr. BROOKS. You got your certification and then you got the total
numbers, so you were out of it. I am just saying perhaps you ought
to suggest to people in the Defense Department if they get checks
like that, it makes sense to take a look at them, why are we doing
this? Why are we, at least if we are not in collusion with them,
why are we facilitating the evasion of the simple law?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I did not know the reporting threshold of
the CIA. I did not know that we received the payments in that
form. My interest was to get full payment, full value for the weap-
ons transferred to the CIA because those are the requirements of
the Economy Act.

Mr. BROOKS. They just didn't tell you, because your staff did
know.

In exhibit 21, it is very clear that the transfer of a million dollars
for the Intelligence Agency is the reporting requirement for them.
Just glance at that and you will see that that is true.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That is the opinion of the Army's
General Counsel. I did not see this.

Mr. BROOKS. That is understandable that you didn't. You ought
to encourage Miss Crawford to tell all those people when they find
those kinds of things, to bring it to the counsel's attention. See why
we are facilitating that evasion of clear congressional intent.

Secretary WEINBERGER. You can consider that notification will go
out sometime close to noon today.

Mr. BROOKS. The reason I ask this is-that is perfect. You know,
reporting thresholds, if they are not implemented in good faith, it
encourages Congress just to set the threshold at zero, report them
all.

The Defense Department, as you say now, can have a place and
have a policy for making sure that the reporting thresholds are im-
plemented properly and that we don't get sucked into cooperating
with these agencies that's beaten the rap, that is not filing, paying
you in odd checks. To just get right under that threshold.

Well, I want to thank you for that new directive. I think it will
be helpful, and I appreciate your coming down here.

I yield back the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary WE iNBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Senator Nunn?
Mr. NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, morning.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Senator.
Mr. NUNN. Mr. Secretary, I want to come back to a line of ques-

tioning Chairman Rodino raised a few minutes ago. I will try to cut
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it short because you have already gone into this a couple of times,
but it still bothers me.

In your testimony on the opening day, you were asked by counsel
a question: "Was it the view of the Department of Defense that
Iran had a deteriorating position in the war with Iraq?"

Your answer: "No, quite the contrary, it wasn't my position or
anybody's opinion that I talked to."

Do you recall that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. NUNN. Now, on January 16, 1986, Admiral Poindexter sent

the President a cover sheet with the Finding and in that cover
sheet he cited the Israeli position that Iran's military position was
deteriorating.

You remember going into that? That was a prelude to the ques-
tion I just quoted.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
What is the number of that, Senator?
Mr. NUNN. I don't have that reference but I am not going to go

into great detail on that. I just wanted to allude to that.
Admiral Poindexter testified, without trying to quote his exact

words, but he testified that he had the opinion that the Israeli posi-
tion was the correct position.

He also testified that Director Casey had that opinion. So Direc-
tor Casey, according to Admiral Poindexter, and Admiral Poin-
dexter, had an opinion that was exactly the opposite of your opin-
ion.

Now, my understanding of every other agency in government is
that they shared your opinion. The intelligence community, the
State Department, the Interagency Task Force, as of January of
1986, every other agency shared your opinion.

My question to you is: Did you talk to Admiral Poindexter or to
Director Casey ever about this, and did you understand that you
both had such diametrically opposed views?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir, I can't say that we did. To this
moment I cannot recall Admiral Poindexter or Mr. Casey stating
that as their own view, that that was the way that they felt, Iran
was in a deteriorating situation or might lose or anything of that
kind.

I don't see how anyone could have felt that way. They may have
been relating the Israeli intelligence view, but they also related the
strong Israeli desire to participate in one way or the other in some
of the activities that were-we are talking about here.

But I don't recall them ever stating in my hearing-and I obvi-
ously don't recall anybody else, because all of the briefings I had
every day, every morning, the summaries, the various orders of
battle, the correlation of forces, whatever you want to call them,
always showed that there was a very large Iranian basic advantage
not only because of their huge population base, but in every way
except in the air.

The Iraqis had clear air superiority, but the Iranians had and
have a degree of fanaticism and a willingness to use these children
and things of that kind that could give them a major, rather horri-
ble ground advantage.
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The situation was basically stalemated, but there wasn't the
slightest suggestion of any offensive activity by the Iraqis or any-
thing of the kind that I ever came across that would indicate any-
thing of that sort.

That is why I was so caustic, if you like, in that comment about
the proposed NSDD that came around in June of 1985.

Mr. NUNN. Well, I agree with you completely. Does it bother you
that here the President of the United States signs a Finding in
January of 1986 that is premised on information that is totally
wrong as far as the assessment of the United States goes?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I didn't know about that Finding.
There are lots of things about that Finding that bothered me. That
certainly is one of them, yes.

Mr. NUNN. Do you believe there were any other policies like
that, not necessarily related to this, where the President was
making a decision based on Admiral Poindexter's advice which was
directly contrary to the opinion of the rest of the Government?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't. I don't know of any other
Finding that was made or has been made. Since Mr. Carlucci has
been there, there has been a very thorough review of all Findings,
past and present.

I am positive that there has been nothing of that kind. This is
usually a very careful process, Senator. You don't-Presidential
Finding is not lightly made, ordinarily.

Mr. NUNN. I agree. I agree. You say you don't recall the Novem-
ber 10, 1986 meeting where Don Regan's notes show that the Presi-
dent himself said that we want to have things even-this helps
Iran, which was weaker.

You don't recall that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't. I was at that meeting. I

made notes of it. It does not appear in my set of notes. I don't have
any memory of that conversation or that subject being raised.

Mr. NUNN. If you had heard that, would you have voiced your
objection at that point?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes. If anything was directly con-
trary to what you believed, I would certainly have taken the point
up. One is not shy about presenting views that seem to me would
be in opposition to what I thought was something that was clearly
wrong.

Mr. NUNN. Mr. Secretary, did you ever give the President a net
assessment as to the effect of these arms sales to Iran on the bal-
ance between Iran and Iraq or the balance in the region?

Secretary WEINBERGER. We went into that on Friday. Net assess-
ment is a technical term, and I did not give a net assessment in the
technical term which would require asking the net assessment
people and waiting a year or so for their conclusions and so on.

What I did, however, do was to emphasize the fact that these
were obsolete weapons and-the TOWs, and that our stocks were
perfectly sufficient and that none of this contravened or changed
my basic feeling that we shouldn't send these weapons.

I think that there was a very minor short discussion of whether
or not thee was any-would be any effect on the military balance
and my own feeling then, as far as I can remember it now and now
is that that did not have any effect on the military balance.
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Mr. NUNN. Let me give you a hypothetical here. You don't need
a lawyer there, and you don't have one to tell you this is a hypo-
thetical question.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't have any need--
Mr. NUNN. It is. I will tell you in advance.
If this had never come out, there had been no leak in the Middle

East papers, no hearings, no nothing, would you under the present
conditions in the Persian Gulf-which we read about daily-would
you feel at this stage it would be necessary to share with Admiral
Crowe and the Chiefs the knowledge that we had sold spare parts
for HAWKs and that the Iranians had an ability to make their
HAWK missiles operative against the U.S. or other aircraft?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Your latter assumption-it is a hypothet-
ical question, of course. The press will tell you I never answer hy-
pothetical questions.

Your latter assumption, I think Senator, is not correct. This
wasn't to make the HAWKs operational. The HAWKs they had
were operational. These were spare parts for the ground systems,
the ground control, ground support, ground maintenance systems.

It was not necessary to make them operational. They were oper-
ational, but they obviously needed and wanted some spare parts.

Mr. NUNN. They obviously wanted them to operate better or
they wouldn't have needed material from us.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, you want to have-wherever you
use any of these systems-you want to have spares. That is what
they wanted. They wanted them very urgently, but they didn't
need them as far as I understand it.

Mr. NUNN. Well, I guess my question, to make it short, is would
you believe under the present circumstances the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs should be told?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes. I don't have any problem with
that. He was told.

Mr. NUNN. When?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I think sometime-I can't remember the

exact date. Sometime probably in July or August of 1986. Some-
where in there perhaps. I can't remember the exact date.

Mr. NUNN. Did you tell him or did he get this from other
sources?

Secretary WEINBERGER. He asked about it. He had heard reports
and asked. And I told him.

Mr. NUNN. You told him at that stage?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. NUNN. Mr. Secretary, quoting a news article in the Philadel-

phia Inquirer dated July 26, 1987, and I quote from that article,
"U.S. Army helicopter crews opened fire on entrenched Nicara-
guan troops with rockets and machine guns twice in 1984 after fer-
rying Navy SEAL team commandos in the country on sabotage
missions.

Have you read that article?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I have not.
Mr. NUNN. Has it come to your attention?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, it has not.
Mr. NUNN. Would you comment on it?
Secretary WEINBERGER. It is patently untrue.
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Mr. NUNN. Untrue?
Secretary WEINBERGER. As far as I am concerned. Yes, totally

untrue. It would not be the first one, but it is untrue.
Mr. NUNN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, if I have any other time, I

yield it back.
Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Stokes.
Mr. STOKES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Mr. Weinberger.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Good morning, sir.
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Secretary, Secretary Shultz testified before our

committee one of the problems that he saw in that Iran initiative
was the CIA involvement in policy. He made a very strong state-
ment to the effect that policy should be separated from intelli-
gence.

Do you share that view?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Generally, yes. I think that-there are

very broad terms, but I think the intelligence anal sis should come
from people whose task it is to do that, and that they should
produce that intelligence and those analyses based on an impartial
and objective study of all the available material.

I think that is essentially what we are getting. As I said on
Friday, I have very high regard for the CIA analysis and for the
DIA analysis. I think we are very, very well served by it. But I
think it should be divorced from policy, certainly, in that broad
sense of the term. Yes.

Mr. STOKES. Let me ask you this: Do you see any conflict between
the CIA Director sitting as a policy adviser within the National Se-
curity Council? In other words, say, between two models, the
present one where the Director of Central Intelligence is not a
member of the Cabinet, and the model that we had under Mr.
Casey where he is, which is preferable?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, Congressman, a member of the
Cabinet is kind of a basically loose term. I don't see any way in
which the intelligence advice that is requested by a President of
anyone, whether he attends Cabinet meetings or doesn't attend
Cabinet meetings, is not going to require some discussion of policy
matters. You simply can t have the kind of relationship with the
head of your-with your Director of Central Intelligence, I think as
President or as a member of the Security Council, if you don't turn
to them and ask for what their analysis shows and inevitably there
is some subjective opinion type of comment that comes into that
kind of discussion.

Bill Casey was a very close personal friend of the President, did
sit as a member of the Cabinet at all the Cabinet meetings, but I
don't recall his offering general opinions on matters that didn't
derive from his intelligence analysis. He had a lot of conversation
with the President when I wasn't there. I have no idea-was an old
friend. I don't think that friendship should disqualify anyy from
serving the Government or the President, but basically, I think
that Bill Webster, of course, is a person for whom I have very great
admiration and who has done a great job in all of the difficult as-
signments he has had over the years.
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I think the main thing is that the analysis should be objective, as
I think it is now, should be done by a professional. It should repre-
sent their best conclusions on a result of everything that they can
secure from every source, and evaluate the source. And then I
think that ought to be presented to the President in distilled form
and that the President then uses that in making up his own mind.
In the course of that, he is very likely to ask for opinions of people,
opinions of Bill Casey or of Bill Webster based on their general ex-
perience.

It's very hard to separate out and say that you must never, as a
CIA or Director of Central Intelligence man, you must never dis-
cuss policy. I don't think you can make quite that fine a line, but
as long as the clear objective, impartial analysis is given to the
President, and that he makes up his own mind on the basis of that,
I don't object to his supplementing that by discussions of a formal
or informal nature with the DCI. I don't see how you can really
avoid it.

I am trying to be as accurate as I can in stating to you what I
think about this.

Mr. SToKES. I appreciate that very much.
Mr. Secretary, you have in your testimony occasionally referred

to intelligence reports which related to the Iranian initiative.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. STOKES. I wonder if you also received an impression that was

formed by those of us within this committee who have reviewed the
intelligence relating to this initiative that what it reflects is repeat-
ed concern by the Iranians about the prices that they were being
charged for weapons that we were selling to them.

Did your intelligence reports reflect that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't see an awful lot about pricing

during that time. Again, it's hard to say who the Iranians were.
There were so many shadowy figures that moved in and out of
some of these reports using all kinds of aliases and false names and
initials and all the rest. Probably there were some-I remember
one anguished plea in one of the reports to the effect that the
agent said he would be assassinated if he didn't get some of the
money back that he had advanced or something of that kind. I
recall very little discussion of pricing.

The problem seemed to be meetings and clearly negotiations
going on between what were described as high-level American offi-
cials and clearly discussions of how deliveries would take place and
how they could expect them and that they would insist on deliv-
eries here before they did anything else and so on and so forth.

But I frankly don't recall a great deal about pricing in those re-
ports.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Secretary, our committee heard testimony from
Lt. Col. North about the desirability of what he called an off-the-
shelf, outside-the-system covert capability with rapid response ca-
pability, a central pool of ready funds, and the conduct of covert
activities.

In his testimony before the committee on July 15, Admiral Poin-
dexter, in response to a question from Mr. Liman, said: "I'm saying
that a private organization, properly approved, using nonappro-
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priated funds in an approved sort of way may be a solution to the
problem."

My question to you, Mr. Secretary, is this: Is a private organiza-
tion, using nonappropriated funds, a solution to any problem of
which you are aware concerning covert activities; that is, do you
agree with the admiral and the colonel on this type of thing?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I do not.
Mr. STOKES. Could you tell us why?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't think-I think part of the

problem is that-has been exemplified in the last 3 months here. I
think that what you need is to have a proper degree of official
oversight.

I am not in favor of unofficial, private people carrying out gov-
ernmental activities. I think they are always subject to the worry
that they will get engaged in things that are not subject to proper
accountability.

I talked earlier this morning about how there are many things
we do where the circle has to be kept narrow, and the circumfer-
ence very limited of people who do know, because of the operation-
al security and the objectives of a particular activity. And we have
to do those kinds of activities. But I think it's all the more impor-
tant for those to have proper accountability. And certainly where
the use of funds are concerned, then I think that that becomes very
much more critical because there are always additional tempta-
tions and so on.

This was the root of the problems that led to the establishment
within our department of the specific review procedures that I
spoke about a moment ago.

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Secretary, I just want to make an observation,
and before I do so, I just want to join with my colleagues on this
panel in expressing our appreciation to you for your appearance
here. I've known you for many years. I have great respect and
great admiration for you.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. STOKES. I think as the closing public witness in these hear-

ings, I just want to make a brief observation. And that is, I think
that the American people have been told a very astonishing story.
We have been told that not only the President but six or seven of
the most powerful men in the U.S. Government were ignorant of
the secret diversion of profits to the Contras from the sale of arms
to Iran.

We are told that the President, Ronald Reagan, did not know.
We are told the Vice President, George Bush, did not know. We are
told the Secretary of State, George Shultz, did not know. We are
told that you, the Secretary of Defense, Mr. Weinberger, did not
know. We are told that the Attorney General, Edwin Meese, did
not know. We are told the White House Chief of Staff, Donald
Regan, did not know.

And except for the word of Oliver North, we are told that the
CIA Director, William Casey, did not know.

It just seems to me that something is indeed terribly wrong when
a lieutenant colonel, Oliver North, and a vice admiral, John Poin-
dexter, can conduct military and foreign policy in the White House
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without the knowledge or approval of seven of the most powerful
men in the U.S. Government.

And with that, Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my
time.

Thank you, Mr. Weinberger.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. McCollum is recognized for 10 min-

utes.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, we certainly appreciate all this time that you are

spending over here with us. I know it is going to be over shortly.
But I would like for you to look with me, before we get very

much further, at one of the exhibits, exhibit 28, that you nave re-
ferred to a number of times. That's your memoranda detailing the
meeting of November 10, 1986.

On page 2 of that memoranda, in the last paragraph on the
bottom, about middleway or maybe a sentence or two in, it starts-
there is a line that starts, "Mr. Shultz spoke up for the first time

" Do you see that in the memoranda?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. Would you read for us that sentence and the fol-

lowing two?
Secretary WEINBERGER. "Mr. Shultz spoke up for the first time,

saying that it is the responsibility of the Government to look after
its citizens, but once you do deal for hostages, you expose everyone
to future capture. He said we don't know, but we have to assume
the captors will get someone."

Is that what you wanted me to read?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I wanted you to read that and I also wanted you

to read the next sentence.
Secretary WEINBERGER. "He said he felt the Israelis had sucked

us up into their operation so we could not object to their sales to
Iran. He pointed out that there will be a lot of questions after any
statement, even after a statement such as Mr. Casey proposed to
read."

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Do you agree with those views expressed there?
Do you share those views?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't have any basis really for
agreeing or disagreeing. I know that one of the arguments that was
made every time this was presented by Mr. McFarlane and others
was that basically the Israelis liked the idea and wanted us to do it
and Mr. Kimche or somebody was referred to as the authority on
the subject. That may have been what Mr. Shultz was referring to.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Secretary, I want to change the subject to
something that Senator Sarbanes raised with you on Friday. On
Friday, he questioned you about alternatives to the Iranian arms
initiative. He questioned you in light of the fact that during in ear-
lier testimony, Admiral -Poindexter stated that you and Secretary
Shultz, neither one, offered any alternatives to the Iranian initia-
tive to get our hostages back.

As I recall your testimony Friday in response to Senator Sar-
banes' questions, you said that you did offer alternatives and that
Admiral Poindexter was wrong, and that you had discussed those
alternatives at your deposition, but you felt it was too sensitive to
discuss them in public. Is that generally correct?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. That is absolutely correct. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOLLUM. I would like to have that opportunity to discuss

with you more about it, and I would like to point out to the Chair,
I am going to ask some questions, and I don't think they will be a
problem. I don't want to ask about the operation here in public. I
know you are sensitive to that.

I went back and looked at your deposition and the unfortunate
part of it is that during the course of it when you apparently dis-
cussed it, you went off the record and nobody recorded it in execu-
tive session or otherwise. I guess they thought it was that sensitive
and they didn't have approval.

Secretary WEINBERGER. We asked that it be entirely a closed
matter. But I will be glad to discuss it with you in private or how-
ever you would like to do it.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. The reason I am raising it, and I will pursue it
further, but, Mr. Chairman, I really would hope that we could at
least, if we can't get an executive session with Secretary Weinberg-
er, have the opportunity of having the deposition down the road
before we close our hearings so that we can put this on the record
formally somewhere, because the alternatives are not-Mr. Chair-
man, is there a chance of doing that? I don't know what the time
constraints are---

Chairman INOUYE. I am certain we can arrange that, Mr. McCol-
lum.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Thank you very much.
Keeping within the bounds of that, again I don't want to request

you to divulge things you shouldn't here publicly. I would like to
know, in the suggestions you were making, the alternatives you
were giving, did you present those directly to the President?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I really would prefer to discuss the whole
matter in private.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand that, Mr. Secretary. But I don't
think--

Secretary WEINBERGER. They were discussed in a very small
circle and the-yes. They were presented to the President.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I think that's an important thing for the public
to know.

I'm not going to ask anything that would go into the operational
details in any way. I think the public needs to know some of these
things.

Was the President's response favorable to your suggestions?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Again, we are really getting into a point

where, Mr. Chairman, I would really be perfectly happy to talk in
closed session about this matter as I did in my deposition, but I do
think that it is not a matter which in any of its outlines or details
or even broad general outlines should be discussed in public.

Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Secretary--
Secretary WEINBERGER. It was an alternative. I will be glad to

discuss it as freely as you wish as long as we can have the assur-
ance that it is indeed a closed session and a narrow circle and as I
have been saying.

Chairman INOUYE. It will be so arranged, sir.
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Mr. McCOLLUM. I will leave that. I don't want to press beyond
that. The Secretary and the chairman have indicated it. I do want
to talk about it.

Let me go into another area that is tangential to this. Mr.
McFarlane testified before us that 90 percent of the reasons why
we didn't try a hostage rescue during this time was because we
didn't have sufficient intelligence. Colonel North and others have
testified time and again we did not have the human intelligence ca-
pability to know at any time where the hostages were in Lebanon.
Don't know how sensitive that is. They didn't find it sensitive.
They testified to that effect.

I think some public response, whatever you could tell us today,
with regard to your opinion on that would be helpful because so
many people have said we just couldn't locate these folks. We
didn t have the capability.

One of the things we have been requested to do by a number of
witnesses is to do something about beefing up our intelligence over
there in the Middle East. What do you feel comfortable discussing
and what can you tell us about our ability to have the intelligence
to have a rescue operation?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Mr. McCollum, I think the very phrasing
of your question would indicate clearly to you-it should-that that
is not a question which can be discussed in public. I would only say
that it is not the only disagreement I have with Mr. McFarlane.

Mr. MCC0LLUM. That's fair enough.
I want to call your attention to a memorandum that I have, that

I have in my possession. If I could have this carried down to Secre-
tary Weinberger, if I could?

This memorandum I would not bring to your attention here but
for the fact that I think we need to get it out, need to get it dis-
cussed in some way. It deals with the special operations problems
we have been having in various discussions that have been ongo-
ing. And in testimony here before our committee, there have been
a number of inquiries made with regard to the status of our special
operations forces, their capabilities and so on. And it is a concern
to a number of the Members on this panel.

It is my impression, and it may not be correct, but it's my im-
pression that members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and others down
at the Department of Defense are not very enthusiastic about beef-
ing up special operations.

This memorandum I just gave you is a copy of what is purported
to have been from Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command,
Control, Communications Intelligence, Mr. Latham, to your Deputy
Secretary of Defense regarding this subject. I know he has recently
retired or is in the process of doing that.

Some of these comments in here seem to be disturbing to me,
and I would like to get your opinion about them. I don't know if
you have ever seen this memorandum yourself.

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I have not. But frequently I get my
mail in this way, and I will be glad to look it over.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. I understand. I just had it called to my attention
today. I would have brought it to you in another way.

In the second, in the first paragraph, I am going to walk a few
things through with you because you have not had a chance to see
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it before. Mr. Latham says, "Unfortunately, we lack an overall
strategy-"-this is the second sentence-"-that can be internally
agreed upon by OSD, JCS and the services-"-and he is talking
there about an overall strategy for special operations.

He goes on to discussion, and I don't think we need to read it all,
the problems that have been encountered in the implementation of
amendments to the Department of Defense Reorganization Act, re-
ferring, I am sure, to the creation of the new Assistant Secretary
for Defense and other related matters to get special operations of
low intensity off of the ground.

I would like for you to read, and I think it is important to my
question, if you would read to us and, of course to yourself, the
second paragraph.

It is just a couple sentences long, where it begins, "Many people
within DOD--'.

Secretary WEINBERGER. "Many people within DOD-"-says this
memorandum-"-consider the amendments which have now been
enacted into law onerous and, therefore, implementation has not
only been slow, but almost nonexistent."

This, again, he is reporting whP.c many people, not naming them,
feel.

"My office and OSD, ISA, have been trying to establish program
11 and define a budget authority for CINC SOCOM that satisfies
the clear intent of a Congress without adversely affecting the serv-
ices programs. Budget authority has now become bogged down
within OSD and probably will not be resolved until the fall."

He is talking about the failure of Congress to enact the budget
almost a year after the amendments have become law.

"Even then the DOD actions may be consistent with the letter of
the law, but not with the intent of the Congress. I sense increasing
frustration on the part of Congress and believe that more draconi-
an legislation is on its way."

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Secretary, obviously this expresses from
someone within your administration who is now retired or retiring
and very close to the subject the same kind of concerns that some
of u. have had all along that despite the fact that you have ex-
prcs,,ed strong support for this concept, and despite the fact many
of us have worked diligently to beef up special operations and have
not quite frankly tried to impose something on anyone, but wanted
to do it cooperatively that there is Resistance within, but still very
strong, to even implementing anything within your own depart-
ment.

I wondered if you could comment to us about this, what we
might expect, do you feel this Resistance is being overcome, what
can we expect from all this down there?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think what you have to bear in mind is
what Mr. Latham is reporting here is a perception that some
people have, a perception that some people in the Congress have
and frequently perceptions are not correct.

What we have done with the special operations forces is to orga-
nize the new command. We have a general in charge. We would
have an assistant secretary if the confirmation had not been de-
layed for 4 months, and we are doing I think everything that is re-
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quired to be done and everything that is important to do to
strengthen the special operations capability of the Department.

It is already strong, and we are doing the organizational changes
that the Congress wanted very rapidly. In fact, I think they are
pretty well completed. But we do not yet have the assistant secre-
tary because there has been no confirmation of that officer, the
nominee of the President.

But we do have a commanding general and we have a number of
the forces that are required to be part of that directly under his
command. I have regular meetings with him, and I think that we
are moving along very much along the lines that the Congress
wanted, but there are always going to be people who have percep-
tions the other way.

Mr. MCCOLLUM. Mr. Secretary, my time has expired, but I would
just like to comment to wrap up why I asked you these questions.

It is apparent to me and I think any Members who have been
listening or all these many weeks that we wouldn't have been into
this situation if the President had first of all followed your advice.

But secondly, I don't think we would be here today if those in-
volved in the varying operational aspects of this, whether it was
the National Security Council or elsewhere, had had confidence
and had urged on the President whatever options you may have
presented to him with regard to alternative efforts to get our hos-
tages back, and I think that lack of confidence in whatever alterna-
tives there may be that we discuss in some executive session has to
go back in part to this kind of thing.

The fact we have been stalled on special operations, the fact
there have been people down at your department who have not
been very happy with that idea over the years and the fact that we
indeed have not gotten the kind of trust among ourselves in this
area that is necessary for us to have the kind of support activity to
present to the President in a way that he can accept, and that just
goes hand-in-hand with the lack of trust situation for leaks and all
the other things that have gone on, so I think it is important and
that is why I raised it with you today.

I have great respect for you, and I know how much you believe
in this, but I did think it was important for us to put this in per-
spective on our record, and I do appreciate your indulgence in
doing that.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, you make it difficult for me to com-
ment adversely to anything you have said by your generous closing
remarks, but you will forgive me if I say that I don't believe it was
any lack of trust on the capabilities of the Department that led
others to feel they should take unilateral action, but in any event I
do feel all of this is better gone into in closed session, which I will
be delighted to be as frank as possible.

Mr. McCOLLUM. I look forward to it. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will stand in recess for 10 min-

utes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
The Chair is pleased to recognize for 10 minutes. Senator Hatch.
Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Secretary, happy to have you here.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, sir.
Mr. HATCH. As you have acknowledged, you knew in January of

1986 that the President had made the decision to go ahead with the
Iran initiative and you also knew at that time the project was
going to be handled under the National Security Act with arms
being sold from the Department of Defense to the CIA.

Now, there has been some suggestion that you may have been
the one who proposed carrying out that operation that way in
order to comply with the law. Whose plan was it and who came up
with the idea?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know of any one person I can
assign to it. The thing I emphasized, Senator, was the need to pro-
ceed under the Economy Act, which was the one that required full
reimbursement, and I can't remember where the idea of the formal
transfer to the CIA occurred, but-where it came from, but gener-
ally we have had some activities in the past, covert activities in
which it has been handled this way, and I believe that that was the
origin of it.

Mr. HATCH. Mr. Secretary, as I've reviewed the record from Jan-
uary of 1986 forward, you had periodic and regular contacts with
the Iranian arms sales as they progressed. You and your depart-
ment were responsible for selling the arms to the CIA in February
and May and in the summer and again in October. They were your
missiles, your HAWK spare parts. And during this period you were
also frequently asked to prepare teams for the expected release of
hostages, which you knew were related to the actual arms sales.

You were personally confronted by Admiral Crowe in the
summer of 1986 about the Iranian initiative when he first learned
about it and, unlike Secretary Shultz, who also opposed the pro-
gram, your department had an ongoing involvement in the arms
sales.

I'm wondering-if you did-what you did, if anything, to make
the system better. Did you propose any alternative plans to accom-
plish what the President obviously wanted to accomplish or do?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. And these are the plans that you have mentioned

you would prefer to discuss only in closed session?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. All right.
Did you ever ask Admiral Poindexter for the details on how the

operation was being carried out?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I frequently-you said in your statement

a moment ago, Senator, something I disagree with, that we always
knew that there was a connection between this and hostage release
activities and so on. That was never fully established.

There was a hostage released, I think, or two, during this period,
but I never knew of any connection between these arms sales and
that release. In fact, I think they seemed to come from different
sources and different people and so on.

So I would disagree that we always knew there was some connec-
tion between the two.

There was a number of conversations I had with Admiral Poin-
dexter pointing out that more sales were being directed and hos-
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tages were not being returned, and that I thought that we
shouldn't do any more until all of the hostages were back, and why
wasn't the original statements that he made to me-why couldn t
those promises be kept, things of that kind.

Mr. HATCH. You were familiar with some of the other foreign
policy objectives or hoped-for objectives that were discussed
throughout this process?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, yes.
Mr. HATCH. And they were a lot more than just transferring

arms for hostages?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Oh, indeed, yes. There's no question

about it.
As I mentioned earlier this morning, the President never men-

tioned the initiative of the transaction without always mentioning
the other objectives hoped for.

Mr. HATCH. You were also aware that-were you aware at the
time that this initiative basically was recommended by the Israelis
or at least--

Secretary WEINBERGER. It was claimed-that was one of the
points put forward as to one of the reasons we should do it, in one
of the original discussions of it, yes.

Mr. HATCH. How important are the Israelis with regard to our
worldwide intelligence operations?

Secretary WEINBERGER. How important were they?
Mr. HATCH. How important are they, their intelligence-gathering

systems?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I assume that the CIA has some op-

portunity to utilize some of the things they turn in to us, but I
have no way of characterizing how important it is.

The CIA analyses come in from numerous sources.
Mr. HATCH. You are fully aware, though, that the Israelis have

some of the best intelligence sources in the world?
Secretary WEINBERGER. They have a good reputation in intelli-

gence, yes.
Mr. HATCH. In fact, in some ways a better reputation than even

we have.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't know about that.
Mr. HATCH. I would hope that is so, but I believe it's otherwise.

The fact of the matter is we have relied on the Israelis and their
intelligence-gathering systems throughout most of the tenure that
you have been here--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think some of the things they gather
have been utilized and have been part of the analysis process. We
get intelligence from a lot of sources fortunately.

Mr. HATCH. Of course we do.
Did you ever ask what the price-what price the Iranians were

being charged for the arms?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. HATCH. You never were concerned about that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. We transferred to the CIA for value

and that was the extent of-our requirement.
Mr. HATCH. Now, did you go beyond Admiral Poindexter directly

to the President during any of this process and tell the President
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that it appeared to you that the implementation of his programs
were not going ahead in a proper or right fashion?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know. I don't recall any one spe-
cific instance, a date or anything, but there were a number of
meetings at which the various people who were familiar with this
were present, and usually my talks were with Admiral Poindexter.
There may very well have been one or two times at which it was
mentioned at a meeting in which the President was present, but
his decision had been made and that was well known.

Mr. HATCH. You have testified that you are taking steps to re-
ceive further payment from the CIA because of some errors that
the Department of Defense made in computing the cost of the
TOWs and the HAWK spare parts.

Do you know if anyone is attempting to collect that same amount
from the original buyers, in this case Mr. Hakim and Secord?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know anything about them at all.
Mr. HATCH. It seems to me DOD is making sure your books are

correct, but after all, by doing-by getting the price straight be-
tween the CIA and DOD, and I would have to say that that should
be done because it is ta8\pryers' money one way or the other, and-
but, you know, the side issue here is did DOD's mistake cost the
taxpayers extra monies because the private parties were able to get
these arms at--

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't see how any such conclusion
could be drawn, but we--

Mr. HATCH. Well, I don't either, but that's why I am asking the
question.

Secretary WEINBERGER. We want to have the amounts that we
are told and that we believe were the correct amounts required for
this transfer to be repaid to us. And we pursue that and, as I say, I
have every confidence that we will collect it.

Mr. HATCH. Based on your understanding of the Economy Act, is
the CIA limited to the amount it may charge buyers of the arms
the CIA has purchased from you, from the Department of Defense?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't think there is any such provision.
I don't know of any.

Mr. HATCH. So if they wanted to sell the arms at what they paid
you for them, then the private parties could buy them at that par-
ticular price?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, if there is a private party involved.
But I don't have any knowledge of that, Senator. All I know is that
we are required-and should be-in transferring to another gov-
ernmental agency, to get full value for that particular system.

Mr. HATCH. Sure.
Secretary WEINBERGER. The pricing problem arose because these

are now no longer manufactured, they are obsolete weapons, and
the wrong catalog numbers were used and all that kind of stuff.

Mr. HATCH. The thrust of my question basically is that DOD is
limited in the price it may charge the CIA as an intergovernmental
transfer, but the question is, is the CIA also limited in a similar
fashion?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know.
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Mr. HATCH. I have a few questions involving your involvement as
Secretary of Defense in the formulation and review of Presidential
Findings authorizing covert actions.

During your tenure as Secretary of Defense, has there been a
eneral practice to ask for your input in the formulation of Presi-ential Findings?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, there has been, and also consent or

approval of mine has been requested, as it has of others on the Se-
curity Council for these Findings.

Mr. HATCH. Are you generally informed after a Finding has been
signed?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I'm informed that there's a draft
going through, and that-if I have made some recommendations,
whether those have all been accepted.

But the final form of the Finding comes back to us, yes.
Mr. HATCH. So you actually get a copy of all Findings on covert

actions?
Secretary WEINBERGER. As far as I know, yes.
Mr. HATCH. Have the practices regarding Findings changed at all

since the Iran initiative?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. Mr. Carlucci has initiated a very

full-scale review to find out whether there were any Findings held
over from many years ago that were still operative, still current,
and has canceled a lot of them and has put in a much closer review
that requires the kind of things you have just been mentioning
before any new Finding should be issued-a very salutary exercise.

Mr. HATCH. When we as a committee finally arrive at our final
conclusions and make recommendations, are there any recommen-
dations that you would like to see us make with regard to Findings
and that process?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think the changes Mr. Carlucci and
General Powell have initiated are proper ones, and I think they
should be followed, and I hope the committee would agree with
that.

Mr. HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
My time is up.
Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Boland for 10

minutes.
Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In October 1984, the so-called full prohibition Boland Amend-

ment was enacted into law. Under its terms, no funds available to
the Department of Defense could be used to support, dlii ctly or in-
directly, military or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua.

What steps were taken after the passage of th Ls law tW inform
Defense Department personnel, especially those who were stationed
in Central America, about the types of activities that were now
prohibited?

Secretay WEINBERGER. I would have to try to see if there were
any specific directives for you, Congressman. The basic idea was
that we do notify any changes that are required as a result of
changes of law passed by Congress.

We had not had any activities underway in Nicaragua. Our ac-
tivities were in El Salvador, and-but I am sure there was a gener-
al notification to Defense personnel of the import of the new law.
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Mr. BOLAND. What steps were taken to monitor compliance?
Secretary WEINBERGER. We issued any instructions that were re-

quired by the new law, but we didn't have any activities there, so
we weren't really monitoring anything that wasn't happening.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, evidence has been presented to these commit-
tees indicating that in November of 1984, Lt. Col. North tasked
General Paul Gorman, who was the Commander of the Southern
Command at the time, with furnishing information of the location
and status of Sandinista Hind helicopters to Colonel North for his
passage to the Contras.

To your knowledge, did General Gorman make his superiors in
DOD aware of this request?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I didn't know of it and Mr. -North has no
authority whatever to task anyone.

Mr. BOLAND. The evidence presented to this committee-exhibit
31 in the testimony of Mr. McFarlane when he was here.

Let me ask, given the disparity of their rank, between general
and lieutenant colonel, would you attribute General Gorman's com-
pliance with North's request to that "White House mystique" that
you mentioned last Friday?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, if there was, indeed, compliance
with it, yes. There are a number of people who feel that when the
White House calls, that everything has to be done, but in accord-
ance with that call. But I found this very shortly after I came to
the Department and right after that time, I issued very strict in-
structions-which, to the best of my knowledge, have been fol-
lowed-that any calls or requests for tasking of the military had to
be referred to my office, to the Deputy Secretary, if I was away,
and that they would be acted on only when we were-confirmed
that this was indeed something that was desired by officials and
not just by some building.

Mr. BOLAND. In October of 1985, the last of the Boland amend-
ments was enacted into law. Under its terms, DOD could not pro-
vide assistance in the conduct or planning of Contra military oper-
ations, although the exchange of some intelligence information was
permitted as was the furnishing of some communications equip-
ment and also infrastructure support.

What steps were taken after the enactment of this law to inform
Defense Department personnel, especially those stationed in Cen-
tral America, about the types of activities that remained off limits
with respect to the Contras?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Again, I wouldn't have a specific docu-
ment, but whenever there was a change in the law that affected
people in any theater, there was a basic practice of notification to
them. I know that the firm understanding that I had and conveyed
it whenever it was relevant was that we were not permitted under
these amendments to take actions of this kind in that area.

Mr. BOLANr. And what steps--
Secretary WEINBERGER. None of this, of course, applied to El Sal-

vador. We were continuing to do our activities there with full
knowledge of the Congress.

Mr. BOLAND. I presume that you were monitoring this law and
compliance with it the same way you were monitoring the first
one?
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, we did not have activities of that
kind. We didn't start any, obviously, and we didn't-had nothing to
continue. If I had heard of any violations, obviously we would have
taken action.

Mr. BOLAND. Evidence has been presented to these committees
indicating that during the period in 1986 in which the Secord
lethal air supply operation was functioning, Colonel James Steele,
a military assistance group commander in Central America, was
actively assisting it at Lt. Col. North's direction.

Who in the Department of Defense was aware of Colonel Steele's
activities?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't know. I was not at that
time aware of any activity that would contravene the law.

Mr. BOLAND. I am curious as to the means by which the Defense
Department personnel are assigned to the National Security Coun-
cil Staff?.

How many are currently detailed to the NSC staff from the
DOD?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I would have to find the exact number
for you, but it is a common request for the White House-Security
Council and others-to request the temporary assignment of mili-
tary personnel and usually those are honored. But I can get you
the exact number. I don't know what it is today.

Mr. BOLAND. Also, would you supply for the record how many
were there when Mr. McFarlane and Admiral Poindexter were Na-
tional Security Advisers?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I would have to get that for you. But it is
easily obtainable. I have no idea of the precise number. But it was
in response to formal requests.

Mr. BOLAND. Are you consulted on what particular personnel or
individual would be assigned to the NSC staff?.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Ordinarily not. No. Ordinarily there
would be a request for an individual by name. If the service was
agreeable, why, the assignment would go forward in a fairly rou-
tine fashion.

Mr. BOLAND. So they are not requested by name? Or are they?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, usually for National Security Coun-

cil staff, they would be requested by name.
Mr. BOLAND. Who requested the assignment of Lt. Col. North and

Admiral Poindexter to the NSC?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Admiral Poindexter had been over there

for some time. I think he went over shortly after William Clark
became National Security Adviser. But, again, I could find out for
you.

North, I don't know. I don't know who requested him. Again, we
can find out.

Mr. BOLAND. As you have indicated, both had been there for
some time. I presume they must have been requested by the Na-
tional Security Adviser at the time, Mr. Allen.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, it could be. They it could have been
before. I think that Admiral Poindexter for a time was in the State
Department and then was reassigned. But we can get the full histo-
ry for you.
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Mr. BOLAND. And whether or not the Secretary of Defense has to
sign off on the assignment of military officers or DOD civilian per-
sonnel to the NSC staff?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. Ordinarily not.
Mr. BOLAND. For the last 5 years, we have heard different de-

scriptions by the administrator-this administration of the goals
that the Contras were to achieve in Nicaragua. First, we were told
they were going to be an arms interdiction force. Next we were
told they were going to be-to prevent the Sandinistas from con-
solidating power by attacking noneconomic targets.

Then we were informed that their goal was to either drive the
Sandinistas from power or drive them to the negotiating table to
bargain away their power.

On Friday, you described the Contras as a force which would pre-
vent a Nicaraguan invasion of El Salvador, Costa Rica, Guatemala,
and Honduras, while at the same time prevent the dissolution of
NATO by enabling the United States to retain and maintain a siz-
able number of troops on guard in Europe.

As I listened, the Contras, heretofore described as a guerrilla
force of questionable ability, became transformed into Patton's
Third Army.

My question is this: given the status of forces in Nicaragua, what
is it that your planners expect the Contras to achieve militarily
without direct U.S. intervention either in the form of a naval
blockade or the introduction of ground troops?

What kinds of mileposts should we use to determine whether the
Contras are capable of doing what you say they can do?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Congressman, I think if you will permit
me to say so, that is quite an inaccurate representation of my testi-
mony. What I was talking about was how important it was not to
have a Soviet base-another Soviet base in that area.

What I was talking about was some of the very bad effects that
would flow from that, and they include the ability to interdict con-
voys, to interdict trade routes, to gather more intelligence, all of
which is happening in Cuba.

I did not say that the Contras were the force that would stop all
this or anything of the kind. What I did say was that in my opin-
ion-and I don t know who told you what previous rationales or
support arguments for Contra funding.

But what I believe is that proper response and "ie proper reason
is that I think it is essential for two reasons. I t think it is essential
that we support them as people who are fighting for their freedom,
as we support people fighting for their freedom in various parts of
the world in one way or the other, including Afghanistan.

And I think that it is essential that we do that.
I also think it is essential for our own national interests that

they have the-and realize the promises of the revolution that
were-at the time that Somoza was ovrthrown that were made to
them, and promises which have been totally, brazenly, and continu-
ously violated.

They have no freedom of speech, no freedom of religion, no free-
dom of press, no freedoms of any kind as we understand them in
Nicaragua. I think it is very much to our-in our national interests
to help people who are fighting to regain those freedoms.
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And that is the reason that I think we should support them.
I also think we should support them because it is quite apparent

that if we do not, there will be no opposition to another Soviet base
in that part of the world. And that is a long way from saying that
the Contras are going to be an army strong enough to deal with all
of these problems.

That isn't the point. The point is to restore to these people as
well as to other Nicaraguans the freedoms that were promised to
them at the time of the revolution and these are the normal free-
doms that you and I enjoy and take for granted and that these
people were promised and have been denied..

Those are the reasons why I think we should continue to support
them and support them very vigorously and support them within
the law and by funds appropriated by the Congress which I have
urged many, many times and would continue to urge.

Nothing that has happened here or nothing that has happened
by people who may not have observed the law has changed the im-
portance and the necessity for our continued support of people
fighting for their freedom in Nicaragua and people who are fight-
ing to make sure that we don't have another Soviet base in that
part of the world.

Mr. BOLAND. Well, Mr. Secretary, you have used all of my time
in answering that question.

I don't think you answered the question fully. In any event, some
time I would like to know what your planners say they can achieve
in the manner in which they are conducting the guerrilla warfare
in Nicaragua.

Secretary WEINBERGER. The only thing I know is that we can't
achieve anything except having another Soviet base if we don't try
our best to help these people.

Mr. BOLAND. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Chairman INOUYE. Th ank you. Senator Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, Jack An-

derson and Dale Van Atta ran a series of columns back in March-
March 2, 4, and 15-and if I can just summarize what is contained
in those articles, it had to do with the Navy undertaking negotia-
tions with certain elements within Iran to acquire test benches for
the F-14 aircraft.

The line had been shut down in this country. It was estimated
that roughly it would cost $96 million to open that line, to produce
a dozen of these so-called test benches which are sophisticated elec-
tronic devices to check out technical difficulties with the F-14 air-
craft.

They started negotiating with the Iranians because the Iranians
had several of them left over, about eight or nine as I recall. That
occurred in the fall of 1985, around October. It appeared that the
Navy would be successful in acquiring these nine test bencLes for
about $10 million as opposed to $96 million to produce them our-
selves.

Then in January, things started to unravel-January of 1986-
corresponding with the time when the United States was undertak-
ing to negotiate with the Iranians for the release of the hostages.

At that point, the Iranians no longer asked for cash. They asked
for TOWs, Phoenix air-to-air missiles, and other weaponry.
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I was wondering whether you had an opportunity to validate or
verify whether there is any substance to the columns?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No. There isn't any substance to it what-
ever. When I heard you were going to raise the point, we made in-
quiry. I had not heard of it before.

The facts are apparently these, Senator: one of the shadowy offi-
cials who appears to be described generally as an American busi-
nessman appeared and sidled up to somebody, one of the program
managers in the Navy, and said that he understood that they
needed some of these test benches and that he knew where they
could get them for a bargain price.

This person passed on in the Navy-passed on this information,
and when it appeared that it was-required dealings with the Ira-
nians it was immediately dropped and nothing was ever heard
about it again until these columns appeared with this very distort-
ed version that you have quoted.

Mr. COHEN. So there is no basis in fact.
Secretary WEINBERGER. NonE whatsoever.
Mr. COHEN. All right.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Never reached my attention in any

event.
Of course, if it had, it would have been turned off at once. It

never moved out of this so-called American businessman and the
subprogram manager, whoever it was for this particular program.

Mr. COHEN. You checked with officials within the Navy Depart-
ment?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, after we heard you were going to
mention it.

Mr. COHEN. One of the comments frequently made is the effect
the Iran case is going to have on the arms export control enforce-
ment of this country. I know you expend a considerable amount of
energy and time trying to beef up our ability to stop the flow of
weaponry going to the Middle East, to the Iranians in particular.
And it is clear to me that the disclosure of what has taken place
will have a very negative impact upon that effort, not only with
our allies, but also with perhaps even the private sector.

I was particularly concerned that last Friday, I noticed on last
Friday's news accounts, that a court in New York had dropped 46
out of 54 counts against defendants who were charged with smug-
gling $2 billion worth of weapons to Iran in violation of U.S. export
control laws.

The newspaper didn't go into any detail about the court's rulings
as to why the counts were dropped. I don't think it is difficult to
perceive that what the defense is going to argue or did argue that
if the U.S. Government can sell weapons to Iran, why not our cli-
ents.

The iact is we may have negotiated with the Iranians out of pa-
triotism and private citizens may have done so for profit, but I
think a judge and jury are going to have some difficulty in drawing
the distinction between the two, particularly since two U.S. private
citizens have about $8 million sitting in cold storage in Swiss bank
accounts and when the former Chief of Staff, Donald Regan's notes
of a November 10, 1986, meeting in the White House contain a ref-
erence to the Vice President, where the Vice President asked, "Is
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the New York case a private or public endeavor to sell arms to
Iran?"

And according to Mr. Regan's note, the answer was "probably
private with government knowledge."

Now, Senator Rudman also earlier this morning pointed out that
there was a sort of a rare alignment of the planets of State and
Defense on a key policy issue in which the President failed to be
drawn into your gravitational orbit on that issue.

I would just like to quote something to you to see if you would
agree with this final point, because many people have pointed out
all of the reasons why it was a bad idea to begin this policy in the
first place, but this individual focused on something else.

He said, "If there should be a successful release, the truth will
still almost certainly come out with a joy over return of the hos-
tages only temporarily overshadowing tough questions and criti-
cisms and accusations from certain foreign governments and do-
mestic political circles. In addition to public criticism, there is the
problem that those holding our hostages and other potential hos-
tage-taking groups will know of it and know to deal with the
United States and get things from the U.S. Finally, even if there
were to be no outside knowledge of these efforts, to ignore funda-
mental policy tenets, the super-secretive apparently hypocritical
approach to the problem has a significant negative impact upon
many of those who are unaware of it and who also are involved in
doing their utmost in working faithfully for the hostage release
and other problems within policy guidelines."

Would you agree with that statement that even if we were suc-
cessful in getting hostages out, it would have a negative impact
upon our future relations with our allies?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I think I made some of the points in
some of the meetings and I think others did, too. You must under-
stand, Senator, this was not the only subject on which the Secre-
tary of State and I agree. We agree far more than people credit us
with.

Mr. COHEN. I think Senator Rudman posed it, the one case where
you both agreed and the President rejected your collective and
combined wisdom.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have not been able to think of any
others in that category.

Mr. COHEN. Congressman Hyde last Friday, I think, offered some
very valuable comments. He pointed out that a number of the indi-
viduals involved in this affair were veterans of the Vietnam war
and they were and perhaps remain somewhat bitter toward the
people and the process that they believed sold them out.

After listening to Congressman Hyde, I went back and read Phil-
lip Caputo's book A Rumor of War over the weekend. He describes
some of that despair as he left Vietnam.

He described banking over the China Sea, heading toward Okina-
wa toward freedom from death's embrace.

He said, "None of us was a hero. We would not return to cheer-
ing crows, parades, and the pealing of cathedral bells. We had done
nothing more than endure, we had survived and that was our only
victory."
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I think that sense of despair is the most poignantly drawn that I
have read about the war.

I would say that it is one thing to understand their despair and
deep-seated bitterness, but I think quite another to put people in
positions that permit them to twist and distort the political process
to either conform to their world vision or satisfy a need for moral
retribution.

I would say that if those who served in Vietnam want to affect
public policy, then perhaps they should seek public office.

I am thinking specifically of Senator John McCain who spent
about 5V years as a guest at the Hanoi Hilton. At least by seeking
public office, the public has an opportunity to judge whether their
view are valid or invalid.

But no matter how sympathetic we are to these individuals, I
think in our system, the military has to remain subordinate to ci-
vilian control and from the evidence, those who opposed the policy
that was being promoted by those within the NSC were seen as ad-
versaries who had to be either avoided or defeated.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to just conclude my participation in
these proceedings with an observation that we have witnessed a
parade of high-minded and seemingly non-threatening, indeed con-
genial people come before this committee and describe their actions
and their motivations.

A central lesson in what will necessarily be an inconclusive
report is that democracy must be protected against its friends as well
as its enemies.

And that the law might be equally violated when people act out
of patriotic passion and zeal as when they act out of contempt and
calculated disrespect and disregard for the political process.

A philosopher that I recall reading many years ago observed
"The wise and the foolish are equally innocuous. It is the half-wise
and the half-foolish that pose the greatest danger."

I would suggest, respectfully, Mr. Chairman, that may be an ap-
propriate epitaph for the conclusion of these hearings.

Chairman HAMILTON. The Chair recognizes Mr. Jenkins for 10
minutes.

Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I want to initially ask you this question. In the

last few months there has been a turn of events dealing with Iran
as well as Kuwait, with the flagging of the ships and so forth, do
you see any direct or indirect connection between the confusion
that may have developed with the press story, that first was re-
leased in Lebanon, with the difficulties that we are now having?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir, I really don't. You mean the
press story that first started discussing the arrrs transfers?

Mr. JENKINS. Yes. What I am referring to, specifically, of course,
Kuwait was looking to the Soviet Union as far as the flagging of
some of their ships. There was a good deal o.' discussion before we
came into this. Do you see any relationship?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, sir, I really don't. I can understand
the hypothesis that has been made by some, and we discussed it at
some length on Friday here, but I do not see any connection.

I think the Kuwaitis have a very reasonable and natural desire
to make sure that their shipping is allowed to proceed through
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international waters without being attacked, and that some of it
had been attacked, and they need additional protection which they
can't furnish themselves because of their size, and they have asked
us to do it and we have agreed to do it.

I don't see any connection between that and this whole unfortu-
nate set of episodes we have been talking about.

Mr. JENKINS. I want you to turn to exhibit 4. I want to discuss
this just a moment.

You previously testified about your initial reaction, which you re-
affirm now, that this was an absurd idea.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. The note dated June 19 has this statement: "By all

means pass it to Rich!-the Assistant Secretary-"but the assump-
tion here is that, one, Iran is about to fall." This was back in 1985
which you are indicating was a false assumption?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, by my opinion, yes.
Mr. JENKINS. And throughout 1985 and up until 1986, this was

still your opinion?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. Amazing to me, and I know Senator Nunn has

gone into this, as to how the President could have received an
answer that's not off five degrees or 10 degrees, but 180 degrees.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't attempt to explain it, Mr.
Jenkins, but when people have an agenda and they are arguing for
particular points, they may be willing to utilize minority intelli-
gence views. I really don't know.

Mr. JENKINS. But that was not discussed in the meetings that
you had with the President?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I did not hear it discussed in that No-
vember 10, 1986, meeting that we have talked about earlier. No,
sir. I tried to make notes of that meeting, and my notes didn't in-
clude that, but this is not to say that those notes were absolutely
complete or that I didn't miss something. It's also possible that
there may have been discussion about it immediately after the
meeting formally finished, or any one of a number of things. But I
do not happen to remember any discussion about that point at that
time.

But my conviction has been right along that this is a stalemated
ground situation, that Iran is most certainly not about to fall or
anything close to it, and that given Iraq's basic approach to the
war, which, as I understand it, seems to be not to try to achieve a
military victory, the idea of Iran about to lose seems to me to be
totally wrong.

Mr. JENKINS. With your forceful opposition to the proposal as
well as that of Secretary Shultz, who was the most persuasive
person? I keep-during all of these hearings, we have not heard
the person that was-- that persuaded the President. Was it Casey?
Was it McFarlane? Who?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Two things, sir. First of all, I heard Mr.
McFarlane and Mr. Poindexter push the program from time to
time at its beginning, and later. But the assumption seems to be
that somebody has to persuade the President of something one way
or the other.
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This President is a man with very definite ideas. He is a superb
leader, in my opinion, and he has his own judgments and his own
ideas, and he's going to listen to advice and he's going to listen to
recommendations, but he's not always going to follow them. I've had
the great privilege of working with him for many, many years, and
have made recommendations to him before that he has not agreed
to and made recommendations that he has agreed to, and made
recommendations that he partially agreed with. He has his own
mind that he makes up after listening to a number of different
views.

And so I don't-I think, as I say, there were two or three things
that were very persuasive to him here, and one of them was cer-
tainly that it would be a good idea to get a better relationship with
Iran, and I argued strenuously that we couldn't do that with the
group that is there now. He also obviously was motivated by the
hope of getting the hostages back, and I think all of these things
were things that he was-that were presuasive to him. But I don't
think he requires any one person to be for something or any one
person to be against it, and then to follow that slavishly. He
doesn't operate that way. He never has.

Mr. JENKINS. Well, I was just curious as to who the individual
was that made the best argument for the sale.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Perhaps the President. There's certainly,
as I say, Mr. McFarlane-in the beginning-Admiral Poindexter.

I mentioned Friday that Bill Casey, I think, thought sincerely
that there was a real intelligence gain that could come from an
improved relationship.

Mr. JENKINS. In your view, the President was more or less for it
from the very beginning?

Secretary WEIN BERGER. No, I don't think that's correct, sir. I got
the strong impression in August of 1985 and in December of 1985
that he was not for it. That it was in January of 1986 that he was
for it. And I don't know of any single person or single event, but
he-I just assume that he considered all the arguments many
times, heard them all, and made up his own mind.

Mr. JENKINS. Let me have you turn to exhibit 6, where Colonel
North in this PROF note indicates-this is to Poindexter, I believe:
"In accord with your instructions, I have told their agent that we
will sell them 120 items at price they can meet."

I want to talk about price for just a moment because I am not
fully acquainted with this. When you sell to another agency, you
sell at replacement cost, or do you sell at fair-market value?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I think the requirement of the law
is fair market value, and it is a difficult thing to ascertain when
you are dealing with obsolete weapons that are no longer manufac-
tured. And I think when you have that kind of situation, as I later
learned, what they try to do is go back and deal something with
the basic original--

Mr. JENKINS. This PROF note is talking about HAWKs, not
TOWs, I believe.

But either way, normally the fair market value would be sub-
stantially less than replacement cost; isn't that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't know that that's generally
true or not.
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In this particular situation you had weapons that are no longer
manufactured, that are obsolete, which we had a very, very large
supply, and we-I think under those circumstances, since you can't
go buy th-m on the market, so to speak, why then you have to look
at what they cost you, and I think they try to add in any improve-
ments that may have been made to them. Certainly they are sup-
posed to add in any of the shipping costs or things of that kind.

But we re supposed to get, as I understand it, fair market value
under the Economy Act. And that's what we tried to get. And as
I've said, there were some honest mistakes made in the computa-
tion of that price that was submitted to CIA and we made that up
by submitting what we believe is the correct price now, and a lot of
it we collected.

Mr. JENKINS. Colonel North's statement that we will sell them
120 items at a price they can meet, you have---

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't know what he's talking about
there, no.

Mr. JENKINS. You didn't have any discussions---
Secretary WEINBERGER. None whatever.
Mr. JENKINS.-whatsoever with him--
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. JENKINS.-with Colonel North on prices?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. Or anything else.
Mr. JENKINS. Nor anything else?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. JENKINS. You never discussed anything witt, him?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No.
Mr. JENKINS. During any of the National Security Council meet-

ings, was he present at---
Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't recall his being present. He may

have been sitting in the back sometimes, but I don't recall it.
Mr. JENKINS. On to my final area. I want to talk for just a

moment about the Findings.
I understand your testimony that you did not know about the

January 17 Finding, I guess, until later.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Until, yes, November, I think.
Mr. JENKINS. And that this is not the normal process. Normally

you would be advised as a Finding works its way through the draft
stages into its final form, would you not?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That's been the practice with all the
other Findings with which I'm familiar. I don't know of any others
that were not handled that way.

Mr. JENKINS. So the Findings for this particular project were
handled in an unusual--

Secretary WEINBERGER. Very unusual.
Mr. JENKINS. -very unusual manner?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. JENKINS. And, as a matter of fact--
Secretary WEINBERGER. I would like to think unique.
Mr. JENKINS. Bizarre?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, that has never happened before

and I hope it will never happen again.
Mr. JENKINS. I think that is a good place for me to stop. It is bi-

zarre.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Chairman INoUmi. The chair yields 5 minutes to committee coun-

sel, Mr. Albright.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, are you

familiar with the Special Operations Policy Advisory Group, or the
SOPAG?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I know a little bit about-I just
heard the initials. I'm not too familiar with it by that name.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. Are you familiar with what the function of that
group is?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I wouldn't want to testify about it. I have
heard the initials a little bit, but I don't have any expert knowl-
edge of it, no.

Mr. A!TBRIGHT. You do know, though, do you not, that Major Gen-
eral Secord was appointed as a consultant to that group?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I have read that he was, yes.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. Do you know who made his appointment?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I don't.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. His membership was terminated on August 4,

1986, based upon his failure to submit a financial disclosure form
to the DOD.

Were you aware of this?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I have read about it since, but I didn't

know it at the time.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. As you may know, there's certain troubling evi-

dence that has been presented to the committee concerning Mr. Se-
cord's financial operations. Likewise his financial stake in the Iran
and Contra operations has caused concern.

Do you know what type of financial data he refused to submit?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I wouldn't have any knowledge of

the financial statements of people under various advisory commit-
tees or consultants. In the normal course, I wouldn't ever see any
of those, and I've never seen his.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. I would ask you to look at exhibit 33, if you
would, which are questions and answers that you supplied to the
House Permanent Select Committee on 18 December 1986.

There you mention that Major General Secord was removed from
the group for failure to file the financial information.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. Is there anything other than that general infor-

mation that you could provide to the committee?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. That information was provided in re-

sponse to a specific request by the committee, and we looked it up
and got all the facts we could and turned them in.

I did not have any knowledge of it before the preparation of that
response, and I don t know of anything other than that.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. Mr. Secretary, you testified that on Friday that
on January 17th or January 18th you received a call from Admiral
Poindexter informing you that the President had decided to pro-
ceed with the Iranian initiative.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. You also testified that you did not know at that

time that the President had signed the Finding regarding the
covert action.
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. You are aware that it is only through the Presi-

dent's specific determination to withihold notification to Congress,
as embodied in the Januar7 17 Findirg, that placed the require-
ment for notifying Congress with the President, are you not?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I have been aware-become aware
since, when I found out about the Finding, that it also contained
that stricture, yes.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. And you may recall that Mr. Genzman pointed
out on Friday that the GAO conclusion dealing with notification of
Congress said, and I quote, "Although DOD covert arms transfers
may ordinarily be subject to congressional notification require-
ments, in this case the President's Finding ensured that the re-
sponsibility for meeting any such requirements remained with
him."

As you have stated, you didn't see the Finding until the fall of
1986?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Sometime in November, yes, or Decem-
ber.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. So at the time that DOD made the various trans-
fers to the CIA, you were not aware that Congress was not going to
be notified; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I did not know anything about it, no.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. Did anyone specifically tell you that Congress was

not going to be notified?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No, not until November or December of

that year.
Mr. ALBRIGHT. Absent the knowledge of the non-notification

clause in the Finding, would you have felt any obligation to see
that DOD inform the Congress of the transfer?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I don't think we had any responsi-
bility or there was any notification issue. When we sell to another
governmental agency, my understanding is that there is no re-
quirement for that.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. Well, there's been a great deal of discussion about
that among the various agencies and within the various agencies,
and as it's presently understood, the requirement rests with the
Agency to whom transfers are made; is that correct?

Secretary WEINBERGER. That's the general understanding I have,
yes, that we transfer to the other agency of the Government and
that whatever reporting requirement is to be done, is to be done by
them at whatever time they decide.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. One final question, if I may.
Do you think that any legislative changes need to be made to

tighten this aspect of congressional notification, and do you feel
that some obligation should be placed on the transferring agency
as well as the receiving agency?

Secretary WEINBERGER. I don't have any particularly strong
views on it. I think it important that Congress be notified, but I
think that the transferee agency is perfectly capable of doing it-
the transferring agency is. I don't think it makes an awful lot of
difference.

Mr. ALBRIGHT. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Before proceeding, the following exhibits will be made part of the

record: CWW-58 and CWW-59 and GPS-66.
[Exhibit GPS-66 appears in volume 100-9.]
Mr. MCC0LLUM. Mr. Chairman, may I ask unanimous consent on

that same point, that the Latham memorandum that I showed the
Secretary earlier to be made an exhibit or part of the record.

Chairman INOUYE. Has that been cleared and sanitized?
Mr. MCCOLLUM. It doesn't contain any-it hasn't been cleared or

anything, but it doesn't retain anything remotely sensitive.
Chairman INOUYE. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. Secretary, all of the Members of the panel have now asked

their questions. However, three Members have reserved their
time-Mr. Broomfield, Senator Sarbanes, and Senator McClure.

So now I will call upon Congressman Broomfield for 2 minutes.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. First of all, Mr. Chairman, I would like to com-

pliment you and Senator Rudman and Senator-Congressman Lee
Hamilton and also Dick Cheney for the way you have conducted
these hearings. I think you have been extremely fair, and I just
wanted you to know, as one Member of this committee, we are very
proud of the way you have conducted them.

I don't have anything profound to say, but I do want to say this.
Cap, I think that you and President Reagan have done a great deal
to rebuild the credibility of this country as far as our defenses are
concerned. I think, as I look back over these hearings, obviously I
think it's unfortunate we had this Iran-Contra affair, but hopefully
as a result of it we'll be better for it.

I think the reason I say that is I certainly don't condone the
wrongdoing that was connected with the Iran-Contra affair, and I
think the administration, to their credit-President Reagan has
moved right in and changed things, as you have explained yester-
day, as far as the National Security Council is concerned.

But really what does bother me is what is happening in Congress
today. I think we have a situation that's turning more toward isola-
tionism. It makes it awful difficult for the President of the United
States to conduct foreign policy.

And I would hope that-I often think of the great statesman
from Michigan, the late Arthur Vandenberg, who came to the
rescue of President Truman on the Marshall Plan back in 1948. It
really started us off on a bipartisan foreign policy.

And I was just thinking this morning, I had my staff get out the
Inaugural Address of President Kennedy, what he said back on
January 20, 1961, when he said In his Inaugural Address that he
promised the United States-and I quote, "We shall pay any price,
we'll bear any burden, and we'll meet any hardship, we'll support
any friend, oppose any foe, to assure survival and the success of lib-
erty."

How true that is. And wouldn't it be great if we could get back
where members of both the Republican and Democratic parties
would look at our foreign policy as American foreign policy-not a
Republican or a Democrat foreign policy, but what's good for
America.

I thank you very much for your fine appearance. Thank you, sir.

75.-937 0 - 88 - 9
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Chairman INOUYE. Senator Sarbanes is recognized for 16 min-
utes.

Mr. SARBANES. Mr. Secretary, I doubt I'll use all that time, but
there are a couple of questions I want to put to you and then I
want to develop a general subject area. I wanted to just ask you in
the sending of Mr. McFarlane into Tehran in May of 1986, which,
of course, you did not know about, but aside from your view about
the initiative itself and the fact that you did not think it was a
path down which we should proceed, wat is your view of exposing
a person who only 6 months before had been the National Security
Adviser and had held that position for 2 years so that he had
access to our country's most important secrets, to that risk of being
taken in that environment, wasn't that a rash and imprudent
course of action?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I would not have selected Mr.
McFarlane for that assignment if it had to be made, for a number
of reasons, and I think the one you have mentioned is certainly a
valid source of concern, yes.

That is not.an atmosphere in which anyone can feel that they
can enter without that kind of risk being at least possible, and cer-
tainly that is a proper risk to have in mind with that kind of
choice of envoy, assuming one had to go, which I would strong-
ly--

Mr. SARBANES. Which you were against in the first place.
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. SARBANES. On the Grenada situation, which you cited as an

example, that was an instance in which in a very highly secure
matter, the Congress, the leaders of the Congress, were given
notice ahead of time.

Secretary WEINBERGER. They were indeed. I was present Sunday,
Sunday night, and the landing was Tuesday morning.

Mr. SARBANES. Would you say that one of the reasons to give
notice, aside from letting the Congress know, is to gain the benefit
of the Congress' perception of the course of action that it is
planned to be followed?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, of course.
Mr. SARBANES. For instance, in the arms-for-hostage situation, I

think it is reasonable to assume that had the Congress been noti-
fied of that, the leadership, and it can be restricted under existing
procedures to eight people out of 535, to only eight, but had they
been told they would have had a very sharp reaction to it that
would have essentially tracked the policy position that you and the
Secretary of State were arguing within the administration circles.

In fact, I dare say that one of the things they would have pointed
to was that your credibility and the Secretary of State's credibility
would be severely undermined since you were pushing as hard as
you could Operation Staunch, and that this would have exposed
you where the countries, in effect, realized the United States was
pursuing an opposite policy at the same time that you and the Sec-
retary were pressing them not to ship arms.

You, in fact, encountered difficulties in that regard, did you not?
Secretary WEINBERGER. In which regard?
Mr. SARBANES. In terms of your credibility with respect to Oper-

ation Staunch.
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Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes, I did, and I am afraid there was
some loss of credibility of the country because we were, as you say,
pushing that initiative, that line of argument as carefully as we
could and as vigorously as we could, that it was to everybody's dis-
advantage and we hoped they would stop that.

That was both before as well as after these transactions. Certain-
ly there is bound to be some considerable question raised after that
sort of experience.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, on Friday we discussed the import of having
the responsible policymakers cut out of the process, particularly
yourself and the Secretary of State, who along with the President
and Vice President, constitute the statutory members of the Na-
tional Security Council.

And we agreed that that was an inexcusable and deplorable way
to conduct the policymaking process of the Government. But I want
to take just a few minutes today to focus on something that it
seems to me raised very significant dangers in the sense of going
beyond that.

And that is to look at this covert, unaccountable network that
was being put into place to carry on activities. And there is an ex-
hibit there that was included at the time of General Singlaub's tes-
timony and then also again with respect to Colonel North.

Now, this was a proposal and to the best of our knowledge, noth-
ing was done to implement it. And as it states in the "objective"
right at the top of the page, "to create a conduit for maintaining a
continuous flow of Soviet weapons and technology to be utilized by
the United States in its support of Freedom Fighters in Nicaragua,
Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Ethiopia," et cetera.

And I think you get the best picture of it if you look at the chart
on the second page, the three-way trade, in which the United
States would send high technology to Countr B, which would then
send military equipment to Country A, which would then send the
kind of military equipment to be used by Freedom Fighters to the
trading company, which would then be in a position to disburse it
around the world.

And on che following page, it states that as results of this, in the
third paragraph, the United States then has at its disposal large
and continuous supply of Soviet technology and weapons to chan-
nel to Freedom Fighters worldwide, mandating neither the consent
or awareness of the Department of State or Congres. I take it that
this is new to you.

Secretary WEINBERGER. I have never seen anything like this
before, no, sir, and I hope I won't again.

Mr. SARBANES. I was just going to ask you what your reaction is.
Secretary WEINBERGER. This is absurd as far as I am concerned,

and I don't know of anybody who-the typing and everything about
it looks totally unfamiliar. But I don't know where it came from,
but there is so many things wrong with it I don't think either you
or I have time to go into them all now. I have never seen it Lefore,
no.

Mr. SARBANES. Now, the plan that Colonel North, and General
Secord, and Mr. Hakim put into place was in some respects not en-
tirely different, at least in terms of what they were seeking to de-
velop, which was a hidden, unaccountable network, that was out-
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side of all established channels and legitimate authority, and if you
consider this I find the prospects chilling.

In effect, they were setting up a system where they would create
a treasury from contributions by private individuals by solicita-
tions to foreign countries and by the profits off of arms sales, the
markup off of arms sales. That was what General Secord called the
Enterprise when he testified before us.

And then the Enterprise would be able to engage in activities
around the world. Now, they diverted monies from the Iran arms
sales to the Contras although only a small portion of it, and it is
very important to stress that, most of that money is in the Enter-
prise still.

We are talking about $8 million. But the prospects for this Enter-
prise were really extraordinary. When Mr. Hakim was here, we
went over the Secord structure, and he had a chart there in which
he had drawn in a box for Africa, and we asked hi;n about that
and he said, well, he said, one day Cnneral Secord says "who
knows, if we do a good job the President may send us to Angola,"
and Mr. Hakim said, "at the rate these people have been going and
coming up with so many surprises, I would not be surprised if they
indeed did that, and I didn't want to have the burden of running
around doing too any things at the same time, so I said let me go
ahead and form another, not form a company, but have it ready.
Indeed, it would happen I would just plug in a company in there
and go ahead with it, just further foresight on my part." And I said
to him, "so-while General Secord made it as a joke, ,ou thought
there was a possibility it might happen. Is that correct?'

Mr. Hakim said, "Yes, sir." And I then said to him, "Later you
said, in my mind, you know the way this crazy thing is going, they
might do that." He said, "Yes, sir."

"So the Enterprise had the potential, in your mind, to expand its
activities?" And he said, "Yes.'

And then he was later asked, "It could have gone elsewhere as
well?" And he said, "Yes."

So you had this covert, unaccountable network being established
outside of all channels of authority or responsibility with the possi-
bility of, in effect, implementing its own policy.

Now, Admiral Poindexter, when he appeared before us, said he
thought that this idea had some attractive features to it. He didn't
know about it in detail. But he says, "It is an idea that has some
attractive features, in my mind."

And the question I would put to you, obviously: is it an idea that
has any attractive features in your mind?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, none whatever, Senator. I thought
that the common law and all of the rules under which civilization
is governed grew out of the recognition that the warring private
feudal groups could lead to nothing but war, and that the only way
you could ever get a peaceful community under the rule of law was
to have a government which was the source of and indeed the re-
pository of the law.

So I think any of these things that attempt to run private oper-
ations of this nature become private governments, is totally wrong
and I would be totally opposed to it.
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Mr. SARBANES. Well, Mr. Secretary, let me just close with this ob-
servation. I think frankly these hearings have served very impor-
tant purposes. If they succeed in nothing else than making the
contribution of replacing deniability with accountability for all
government officials up to and including the President, it would have
been a worthwhile endeavor.

I think the concept of deniability is unacceptable as an operating
concept, and the whole democratic process is premised on the prin-
ciple of accountability.

Some see these hearings as paying a price, as though it's a nega-
tive. I would argue just to the contrary. I think that an open and
free society is the source of our strength; a democracy is based on
ali informed and consenting public and that you obviously cannot
have such a public if the people are kept in the dark or lied c, and
a democracy cannot withstand the dangers of policies that are built
on lies and deceit.

Above all, I think it's imperative to recognize that disagreement
by the public and their representatives over policies, over the sub-
stance of policies-and you have differed with Mejnbers of this
committee on occasion and been in agreement with the very same
Members on other issues on other occasions-that those differences
are not a sign of weakness but a sign of strength. In fact, I recall
you went into the Oxford Union to defend American policy and did
it very successfully, as I understand.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. And this disagreement, this difference over sub-

stance is not an excuse to renegade officials to create a private
extra legal layer of government unaccountable to the people and
their representatives as reflected in this memo or as reflected in
the North, Secord, Hakim off-the-shelf operation. There were
people prepared, unfortunately, to go outside the constitutional
process to achieve their ends, and of course that path leads to the
subverting of democracy, not to its strengthening and enhance-
ment.

I've quoted before in these hearings, and I'm going to end by
quoting it again, from Justice Brandeis in his dissent in the Olm-
stead case where he recognized the danger to liberty from well-
meaning people. We have spoken here and in fact you spoke yester-
day about, well, their motives may have been good, and we really
need not argue about the motives in a sense because, as he pointed
out, he said, "Men born of freedom are naturally alert to repel in-
vasion of their liberty by evil-minded rulers." We're alert to that.

But he then went on and said, "The greatest dangers to liberty
lurk in insidious encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but
without understanding." And of course, it's that understanding
that's critical.

I think you have reflected in your testimony before this commit-
tee, and I simply make reference to the response by Admiral
Inman early in July when he appeared on one of the national
Sunday talk shows, and he was asked about the process you should
follow, the procedure you should follow, and he said the following:
"My view is very direct. Once you have legislation that establishes
a process, you have three alternatives. You get the law changed if
you think it's wrong; if you believe it's unconstitutional, you find a
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case and take it to the Supreme Court; or you comply with the law
and you work io make it work. I don't believe there s a legitimate
option in a country of laws to simply go around it as the way you
do business."

I take it you would agree with that?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Completely, yes, sir.
Mr. SARBANES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. The Chair recognizes Senator McClure for 8

minutes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
On August the 3d there was a column in the Wall Street Journal

that started out-the column is by Andy Pasztor and Edward
Pound. The opening sentence is, "For months congressional investi-
gating committees have relentlessly pursued practically every lead
to uncover the roots of the Iran-Contra scandal. But some critics

o e)there has been one notable exception, exposing Israel's full

And I suppose there are those who think because I have pursued
that course over the last several weeks in this committee, that
somehow I'm against the nation of Israel or somehow less than
sympathetic to the aspirations of those peoples in that brave coun-
try. But that article also pointed out that I believe, as others do
believe, that you cannot really trace the evolution of American
policy in this instance without looking at the influence, the very
strong influence, and some would say the very proper influence of
people who are friends of Israel upon the U.S. policy and the Israe-
liinfluence upon our policies.

In that connection, I was a little surprised earlier, or perhaps I
didn't hear the question and answer correctly, with respect to a
question that was asked by Congressman Foley as to whether or
not you had knowledge of an?, arms sales by Israel to Iran.

Now, during the-just be ore the break, I gave to your staff a
copy of a classified document, and it is still classified. We have
been attempting to get it declassified so that we could use it more
openly. But I gave it to your staff so that you could read it during
the break and you would be informed with respect to it.

And this document is a memorandum, the United States Depart-
ment of State, dated November 21, 1986, and it is in the committee
files at this time.

Have you ever seen that document before?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Not before this morning, no, sir.
Mr. MCCLURE. Now have you had a chance to read it?
Secretary WEINBERGER. I read the summary of it, yes. I just got it

during the recess.
Mr. MCCLURE. Does it say anything that surprises you?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I had heard these reports before,

and I heard the claims that were made that various sales had been
made with our permission and so on, but Congressman Foley asked
me if I knew of my own knowledge of any of these specific sales or
transfers, and I said I did not, but I had heard reports of them.

This appears to be another set of reports or claims that they
could make these sales.

Mr. MCCLURE. But you-well, there is one that's referred to in
the document that has been publicized in the press. That is the
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portion that somebody has marked through with a marker of some
sort and it is very hard to read.

Secretary WEHNBERGER. I can't read that. It is all marked out.
Mr. MCCLURE. It does take a little deciphering to figure out ex-

actly what is being said. There was a meeting on November 10 in
which you were present, Secretary Shultz was present, and you
made a note in your own notes which I think are exhibit no. 28 and
you are referring to Secretary Shultz's statement, and I quote from
your memorandum, "He said he felt the Israelis sucked us up into
their operations so we could not object to their sales to Iran."

Do you remember that comment?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. It was also referred to by Mr. Keel in his notes of

that meeting and also I think by Mr. Regan in his notes of that
meeting.

Now that refers to sales to Iran by Israel; does it not?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, I think-it says "Into their oper-

ations so we could not object to their sales."
Sales of weapons, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Doesn't that imply that there were sales by Israel

to Iran?
Secretary WEINBERGER. That implies that that is what was said

at the meeting.
Mr. MCCLURE. Did you know of those sales?
Secretary WEINBERGER. No. I didn't know of my own knowledge.

I knew of many reports of them and many claims that they had
taken place and some claims that they had been authorized by us,
but I did not know of any of these things as a fact of my own
knowledge.

Mr. MCCLURE. Did you hear General Secord's testimony or have
you had occasion to refer to it at all?

Secretary WEINBERGER. No, I haven't, Senator. I really had so
many other things to do, that I concentrated only on my own pres-
entations.

Mr. MCCLURE. I don't question that that is correct.
Page 273 of the hearing record, General Secord said-I asked

the question, "Are you aware of any previous arms transactions be-
tween Israel and Iran?"

He goes on at some length saying, "Yes, sir."
For some period of time, that it was well known within the De-

partment of Defense, while he was in government, that those sales
took place. And I take it it is your answer that although people
within the Department knew it, you didn't?

Secretary WEINBERGER. Well, there certainly was a lot of talk of
it, Senator. There were a lot of statements made. There were a lot
of reports. I did not know anything specifically of my own knowl-
edge, and 1 thought I should be careful to delineate that here,

There certainly were a lot of reports and a lot of statements
made. I think this statement at the meeting of November that you
are talking about was again something that was said from the
point of view that they did have-it was known that they had, the
Israelis had relationships with the Iranians and that they had their
own agenda, so to speak, as Mr. Shultz put it.
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Mr. MCCLURE. On April 25, 1987, you had an interview, a meet-
ing with John Saxon of the committee staff. In that meeting, you
told him that it was very difficult dealing with the Israelis because
their defense was often that someone in the U.S. Government had
told them it was OK to do something, and you said they were
always saying something like "Al Haig said it was OK."

Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. That refers to arms sales also, does it not?
Secretary WEINBERGER. Yes. That was quite a long time ago, but

that was a claim that they frequently made.
Mr. MCCLURE. So you had had some discussions about it before,

even if you didn't know about it personally?
Secretary WEINBERGER. These reports, yes.
Mr. MCCLURE. Mr. Chairman, I can't help but close-and I know

we are not making closing statements, but I can't help but close
these hearings upon a note that for me at least takes a somewhat
different view than that of others with respect to these hearings.

And that is it is a difficult and dangerous world in which we live,
and I am not sure that the public is best informed by telling every-
thing that we know nor that U.S. policy is best served by an abso-
lute revelation of the innermost negotiations of our government.

I am reminded of a line that appeared in a play that I saw in
New York a number of years ago. It referred to a different subject
matter than the one we are talking about here today, but I will
never forget the line.

It may apply to this one, too.
A playwright was being questioned with respect to some of the

material kept in the play that the person protesting this line did
not like and it dealt with some rather intimate sexual behavior,
and the playwright's response in that play, "Butterflies Are Free,"
said, "Well, that s life. And therefore it should be reported."

And the response was, "So is diarrhea, but I don t know how to
make it entertaining."

And I think you can apply that to these proceedings and many
others like it that diarrhea may be a part of life, and that this may
be a part of our government, but it hardly serves U.S. interests
well to reveal it in such intimate and gruesome detail.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. On that note of intimacy, Mr. Secretary, we

have now come to the close as far as the questions are concerned,
but if you can bear with us for just 2 minutes, we have a ritual we
will have to go through.

We will be holding sessions to receive the testimony of intelli-
gence agency witnesses on classified matters.

Pursuant to the rules of the United States Senate, I now offer a
motion to the Senate Select Committee that these hearings, when
they are reconvened tomorrow morning at 9:00 a.m., in room 2172
of the Rayburn Building, that they be closed due to the sensitive
nature of this subject.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, I second that motion.
Chairman HAMILTON. Mr. Chairman, I will entertain a motion

from the Ranking Minority Member regarding conducting these
hearings in closed sessions.
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Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, due to the sensitive nature of the
material to be discussed, I move the committee meet in executive
session.

Chairman INOUYE. We have before us Senate and House motions
to close the hearings.

Any discussion?
Hearing none, the question for the Senators is on the motion to

close the hearings.
After that, the House Committee will decide its motion.
The clerk will call the roll.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Mitchell?
Mr. MITCHELL. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Nunn?
Mr. NUNN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Sarbanes?
Mr. SARBANES. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. McClure.
Mr. MCCLURE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Cohen.
Mr. COHEN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Trille?
Mr. TRIPLE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Radman?
Mr. RUDMAN. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. Mr. Inouye?
Chairman INOUYE. Aye.
Ms. ANSHELES. The vote is eight yeas; zero nays.
Chairman INOUYE. The motion is carried.
Chairman HAMILTON. The question before the House Committee

is on the motion to close the hearings.
The clerk will call the roll.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Hamilton?
Chairman HAMILTON. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Fascel1?
[No response.]
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Foley?
[No response.]
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Rodino?
[No response.]
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Brooks?
Mr. BROOKS. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Stokes?
Mr. STOKES. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Aspin?
Mr. AsPIN. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Boland?
Mr. BOLAND. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Jenkins?
[No response.]
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Cheney?
Mr. CHENEY. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Broomfield?
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Hyde?
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Mr. HYDE. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. Courter?
Mr. COURTER. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. McCollum?
Mr. McCoLLUM. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. Mr. DeWine?
Mr. DEWINE. Aye.
Ms. RAYNER. The ayes are eleven, the noes are zero.
Chairman HAMILTON. And the motion is carried.
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Chairman, may I vote on that?
Chairman HAMILTON. By unanimous consent, the vote of Mr.

Rodino is recognized.
Mr. RODINO. Votes aye.
Chairman HAMILTON. The motion is carried.
Chairman INOUYE. Mr. Secretary, you have been patient with us.

You have been extremely candid. You have been extremely helpful
to us in our investigation.

For that, on behalf of the Joint Committee, I thank you very
much, sir.

Secretary WEINBERGER. Thank you very much, Senator.
Chairman INOUYE. We will now stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Chairman INOUYE. The hearing will please come to order.
On May 5th we began our hearings and we are now at the point

that all of us have been looking forward to. And to commemorate
this occasion, I now call upon my colleague from the House, Con-
gressman Richard Cheney.

Mr. CHENEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me begin today by expressing my pleasure and gratitude at

having served on this Select Committee as the ranking member
with my colleague, Warren Rudman from New Hampshire, and our
two chairmen, Mr. Hamilton and Senator Inouye.

In a sense, this was an historic occasion, simply being able to
merge the two Select Committees into a single investigation and
the success of the endeavor belongs in large part to our two chair-
men who I think have done an outstanding job.

While there are obviously major differences within the commit-
tee over facts and over the significance of those facts, and the
wisdom of various policies, always from a procedural standpoint,
we have been treated extremely fairly, and the two Chairmen have
operated in an impartial and bipartisan manner throughout.

I also want to say a word of thanks to my colleagues from the
House on the Republican side of the aisle, Henry Hyde, Bill Broom-
field, Jim Courter, Bill McCollum, and Mike DeWine.

We have often felt outnumbered but never subdued during the
course of these debates, Mr. Chairman. I think it is-a couple of
quick points I would like to make in closing.

Questions have been raised about why we had these committees
established. I think it was preordained that there would be such an
investigation once it became clear the administration was trading
arms to Iran. Congress clearly has a legitimate role of oversight in
reviewing the conduct of foreign policy by the administration, and
the President himself supported these activities and encouraged us
to form these Select Committees.
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I also think it is important that credit be given to the President.
He has given his complete cooperation and support to our investi-
gation throughout. He has provided administration witnesses with-
out ever claiming executive privilege, provided thousands of pages
of documents, classified and unclassified, provided access to his
own personal diary, and given these committees and the nation an
in-depth look at some of the most sensitive and excruciatingly pain-
ful events of his administration.

I think it is also important to point out that once President
Reagan understood the serious nature of the problems associated
with these events, he moved boldly and decisively to make correc-
tions. He reassigned the responsible individuals, created the new
NSC staff under the able leadership of Frank Carlucci and General
Powell, brought in a new White House Chief of Staff, a new Direc-
tor of the CIA, appointed the Tower Commission, cooperated with
the commission's investigation and took their criticisms to heart,
supported the call for an independent counsel and, of course, gave
his complete cooperation to these committees.

It takes a strong, confident leader to subject himself and his ad-
ministration to the very thorough nature of this Congressional in-
vestigation. We are here today concluding the public phase of our
hearings on time in large part because of the cooperation of the
President and his administration.

President Reagan has enjoyed many successes during his more
than 6 years in office. Clearly this was not one of them. As the
President himself has said, mistakes were made-mistakes in sell-
ing arms to Iran, allowing the transaction to become focused on re-
leasing American hostages, diverting funds from the arms sale to
support for the Contras, misleading the Congress about the extent
of NSC staff involvement with the Contras, delaying notification of
anyone in Congress of the transactions until after the story broke
in Lebanese newspapers, and tolerating a decisionmaking process
within the upper reaches of the administration that lacked integri-
ty and accountability for key elements of the process.

But there are some mitigating factors, factors which, while they
don't justify administration mistakes, go a long way to helping
them explain and make them understandable:

-The need is still evident today to find some way to alter our
current relationships with Iran;

-The President's compassionate concern over the fate of Ameri-
cans held hostage in Lebanon, especially the fate of Mr. William
Buckley, our CIA Station Chief in Beirut;

-The vital importance of keeping the Nicaraguan Democratic
Resistance alive until Congress could reverse itself and repeal the
Boland amendment;

-The fact that for the President add most of his key advisers
these events did not loom as large at the time they occurred as
they do now;

-Congressional vacillations and uncertainty about our policies
in Central America,

-And finally, a congressional track record of leaks of sensitive
information sufficient to worry even the most apologetic advocate
of an expansive role for the Congress in foreign policymaking.
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It is also, I think, important to point out what these hearings did
not show. There is no evidence that the President had any knowl-
edge of the diversion of profits from the arms sale to the Nicara-
guan Democratic Resistance. In fact, all of the evidence indicates
that he had no knowledge whatsoever of the diversion.

There is also no evidence of any effort by the President or his
senior advisers to cover up these events. On the contrary, the evi-
dence clearly shows that the President and the Attorney General
were the ones primarily responsible for bringing these events and
matters to the attention of the Nation.

In other words, these hearings have demonstrated conclusively in
my opinion that the President has indeed been telling the truth.

What does it all mean? What does it signify? These events have
been characterized by some pretty strong statements by my col-
leagues on the committees and by some in the press over the past 8
months.

We have heard talk of a "grave constitutional crisis," listened to
expressions of moral indignation and outrage-and even been
treated to talk about a "coup in the White House,"-a junta run by
a lieutenant colonel and an admiral.

My own personal view is that there has been far too much apoca-
lyptic rhetoric about these events, most of it unjustified. If there
ever was a crisis-which I doubt-it ended before these committees
were established. And to the extent that corrective action was re-
quired, the President took it unilaterally before our Committees
had taken a single word of public testimony.

Saying that the investigators have sometimes gotten carried
away in an effort to outdo one another's colorful phrase-making in
no way justifies the mistakes that were made. But what is required
here, it seems to me, is a little calm, dispassionate analysis if we
are going to learn from our study of these events.

In some respects, what we have uncovered in the course of these
hearings is just the latest chapter in an unfinished book about the
conduct of U.S. foreign policy.

The struggle between the President and the Congress for control
over policymaking and implementation continues unabated. Nor
should we be surprised that Secretaries of State and NSC Advisers
find themselves at odds over the wisdom of various policies or
engage in intense competition for the ear of the President.

Many of the substantive issues involved in the Iran-Contra affair
have c allenged previous Presidents and are bound to arise again
in future administrations.

Thomas Jefferson had to cope with the problem of Americans
held hostage overseas, and certainly Ronald Reagan's successors
will confront the problem of Soviet efforts to expand their empire
by military means through the use of surrogates in third world
conflict.

As these committees finish the fact-finding phase of our inquiry,
the focus must now shift to the search for ways to improve our gov-
ernment's capability and performance in the conduct of foreign
policy. In the final analysis, an effective foreign policy needs coop-
eration and commitment from both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue.
These hearings have concentrated on the executive end of the
avenue.
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It is always easier to examine someone else's mistakes. But the
executive's problems are fairly easy to correct in principle. Indeed,
the President has already taken a number of steps to guard against
the kinds of actions that got him into trouble in the first place.

I would urge my colleagues to resist the temptation to enact new
legislation designed to guarantee that no future President makes
the mistakes that Ronald Reagan made in this instance. In my
opinion, there is no justification for further restrictions on the
power and flexibility of future Presidents, and I am pleased to note
that Chairman Hamilton's statement this weekend, indicates that
he, too, does not believe additional legislation is required.

Congress' problems, on the other hand, will be harder to correct
because they have to do with institutional proclivities rather than
individual people. Let me touch on just two of them.

I am personally persuaded that the difficulties we have investi-
gated here could have been avoided if the President had vetoed the
Boland amendment in 1984.

But that was an option only if the President was prepared to
shut down the entire Federal Government, since the Boland
amendment was part of that year's continuing resolution. Making
significant change in foreign policy by adding amendments to con-
tinuing resolutions has become a fairly common practice in recent
years. We have seen it on everything from Central American policy
to mandating compliance with unratified arms control agreements.

The effect of this practice is to, first of all, obscure the signifi-
cance of certain foreign policy issues; secondly, to deny the Presi-
dent the opportunity to use his veto effectively; and third, to allow
a simple majority of the Congress to reverse the President on im-
portant policy matters without having to muster the two-thirds
vote that was envisioned in the Constitution. This pernicious prac-
tice contributes significantly to the lack of stability and predictabil-
ity in our foreign policy.

A second major institutional problem confronting the Congress is
its inability to safeguard classified information.

The fact that the executive branch also leaks is no justification
for Congress ignoring its own problems in this area. The fact is
that nearly all sensitive information is generated in and controlled
by the executive branch. Those of us in the legislative branch can
pass statutes spelling out reporting requirements, but in the final
analysis, the willingness of administration officials to share highly
classified information is directly related to their confidence that we
can keep a confidence.

Our track record in this area is not impressive. There are almost
no recorded incidents of Congress disciplining its Members for leak-
ing classified information.

In my opinion, a Congressman or Senator who would divulge
classified information to someone not authorized to receive it dis-
honors the Congress just as much as a Member who would accept a
bribe or sell his vote. Discipline ought to be swift and appropriate.
Unfortunately, as a body we are not yet very good at this disciplin-
ing our colleagues.

I am personally persuaded that Mr. Hyde's recommendation for
the establishment of a small joint intelligence committee would sig-
nificantly improve our ability to safeguard the Nation's secrets. I
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hope it will be considered by this committee as we prepare our
final report.

Clearly, there is plenty of work to be done if Congress is going to
equip itself to play a constructive role in the conduct of U.S. for-
eign policy in the years ahead. And I fervently hope that future
Presidents will take away from these hearings one important
lesson: that no foreign policy can be effective for long without the
wholehearted support of the Congress and the American people

It is often easier to develop a policy to be pursued overseas than
it is to muster the political support here at home to sustain it.

Covert action has its place in the kind of world we live in, but it
is no substitute for the kind of effective political leadership that
brings around a recalcitrant Congress and persuades the American
people of the importance of supporting those who share our faith in
democracy.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. I am honored and pleased to recognize the

Vice Chairman of the Senate Select Committee, Senator Warren
Rudman.

Mr. RUDMAN. Mr. Chairman, Chairman Hamilton, at the outset I
should note that I believe that this statement fairly represents the
views of the Republican members of the Senate Committee.

Mr. Chairman, when we embarked on these hearings on May
5th, we had a goal: to find out exactly what happened and to
present that in an intelligible manner. We wanted to determine
how a policy of selling arms to Iran was conceived, approved, and
implemented contrary to the stated, public, foreign policy of the
United States.

We wanted to know about the diversion of proceeds from those
sales to the Contras-who initiated it, who approved it, who knew
about it, the extent to which the diversion was proper, and what
happened to the money. We wanted to know about other efforts by
U.S. Government officials to assist the Nicaraguan Democratic
Forces when the Boland amendments were in effect, and the extent
to which those activities were properly authorized and in compli-
ance with the law. To the extent things had gone wrong, we
wanted to learn why-was it the people or the process?

The purpose of these hearings has not been to cast blame or
point fingers. It has been to learn from our mistakes by examining
them in the open daylight, to hold them under the magnifying eye
of television so that we can see where the executive branch and
Congress went wrong, and to make such recommendations for
change, if any, in Federal law or the foreign policy process to
ensure that we never face an episode like this again. And since it is
impossible to write laws against all human frailty, a purpose of
these hearings has been to educate the American people, especially
the future leaders of our great country-to dispute the observation
that the only thing we learn form history is that we learn noth-
ing-so that they might learn from the mistakes of others and
avoid some of the pitfalls that face those who are in power.

To accomplish this goal, the Senate and House Select Commit-
tees have taken on an unprecedented task. We have reviewed more
than a quarter of a million pages of documents. We have inter-
viewed nearly 500 people. When we conclude this week, we will
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have had 38 days of public testimony and 3 or 4 days of closed testi-
mony, encompassing 32 witnesses.

To do this job properly, we needed and-I will emphasize this-
received the total cooperation of the President. The President gave
us access to the most sensitive documents in the possession of his
administration, including minutes from National Security Council
meetings, internal White House decision memoranda, and even
drafts of documents that never had official status. The President
allowed us to review his personal diaries. The President waived all
claims of executive privilege, which could have been legitimately
asserted at many times, and he instructed all Federal agencies to
cooperate, which they did.

Neither I nor any of my colleagues are ready at this point to de-
finitively state all of our factual conclusions, much less our policy
recommendations.

Speaking for myself, I am going to need the month of August to
review, digest, and reflect on the mass of information we have col-
lected.

However, there are some things that stand out after these weeks
of testimony.

The policy of selling arms to Iran was duly authorized by Presi-
dent Reagan and, in the main, legally implemented. Whether it
was in reality arms for hostages or whether that is just the
common perception, will never be conclusively determined, but I
suspect there is unanimous agreement on the Senate Committee
that it was an act of folly as a means of re-establishing relations
with Iran.

The testimony of both Admiral Poindexter and Attorney General
Meese establish that the legal route used for the transactions was
agreed to by the President and the Attorney General exclusively to
avoid having to notify the House and Senate Intelligence Commit-
tees or, in the alternative, the House and Senate leadership.

Although the Presidential Finding authorized the operation and
gave control over it to the CIA, operational control was in fact at
the NSC in the person of Colonel North, who reported fully to
Admiral Poindexter.

While one can debate whether other agencies undertook suffi-
cient effort to review the operation, it is clear that Admiral Poin-
dexter attempted to deny the State Department, the Defense De-
partment, and White House staff the information necessary to
enable them to engage in a review.

The diversion of funds to the Contras would not have been possi-
ble but for the mechanism chosen to conduct the Iranian arms
sales.

According to the direct evidence, the diversion of funds was not
authorized by or known to President Reagan. I am firmly con-
vinced that statement is unequivocally correct having reviewed the
entire documentary record, including the President's own personal
diaries, to which we were given access in an extraordinary and un-
precedented decision.

The only U.S. officials who knew of the diversion were Admiral
Poindexter, Colonel North, Colonel Earl, and possibly Director
Casey.
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In addition, Mr. McFarlane learned of the diversion in May 1986,
but he was only informed of it in passing, and had no reason to
assume it was not properly authorized, and was not involved in it.

The diversion of funds was not only improper, but it failed to
provide any meaningful assistance to the Contras. Although the
amount paid to General Secord's Enterprise exceeded the cost of
the weapons and related expenses by $16.34 million, only $3.5 million
ever found its way to the Democratic Resistance.

That this fact came as a total surprise to Colonel North and Ad-
miral Poindexter is interesting and perhaps reveals their naivete
in using private enterprise to conduct foreign policy initiative.

With the exception of Admiral Poindexter, every high-level U.S.
official who testified stated that Admiral Poindexter did not have
the authority to approve the diversion; that the diversion was im-
proper and possibly illegal; and that the President would not have
approved of the diversion had he been consulted.

These officials are Secretary Shultz, Secretary Weinberger,
former Chief of Staff Regan, and Attorney General Meese.

Other covert operations run ott of the National Security Council,
specifically, certain other Contra-support activities of Colonel
North and the hostage release effort involving the DEA, were not
approved the President.

This gives every appearance of violating President Reagan's
orders to his own administration under Executive Order 12333 and
National Security Decision Directive 159 and, in the case of the
Contra-support activities, may have been illegal on other grounds.

The same four officials mentioned above testified that the Na-
tional Security Council staff should not be conducting covert oper-
ations. That point is well taken inasmuch as the primary role of
the National Security Council is to analyze and coordinate policy.

The CIA has recognized the dangers of mixing intelligence analy-
sis and operational activities for years, and has gone to great
lengths to separate the two.

This is further buttressed by the one-sided analyses prepared for
the President by Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter, when
they bothered to consult him, in these matters in which they were
exercising operational control.

Inadequate control was exercised over these covert operations
run out of the NSC. This may be a result of the fact that neither
Admiral Poindexter nor Colonel North had any covert operations
experience whatsoever prior to their time at the NSC. Or, it may
be the result of a single-minded pursuit of goals they thought justi-
fied virtually by any means.

One aberration found in this set of events is that private parties
were involved in the making of foreign policy, as distinguished
from being hired as agents to carry out a task which assists in the
implementation of policy.

For example, there were instances where Mr. Hakim and Gener-
al Secord were apparently negotiating with foreign officials on
behalf of the United States, where the outcome of the talks might
make a tremendous difference to their own financial well being.
The results speak for themselves.

NSC staff attempted to coverup all records of their questionable
activities when the possibility of expos ire arose. That coverup ac-
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celerated when the Attorney General undertook his fact-finding in-
quiry at the behest of the President.

The coverup included shredding of official documents, lying to
the Attorney General and his representatives, and withholding in-
formation from the President.

The allegation that the Attorney General was himself involved
in the coverup is unfair and in my view false. Although some of us
have been strongly critical of some pf the Attorney General's ac-
tions during the course of his inquiry, it was the Attorney General
and his staff who initially uncovered some of the facts of the
wrongdoing and exposed them.

Certain NSC staff showed total disrespect for the laws of the
United States and our system of government, in effect adopting a
position that the end justifies the means.

Admiral Poindexter made major decisions without consulting the
President, misled or lied to Cabinet officers and the Congress, con-
gratulated Colonel North for lying to Congress, and shredded offi-
cial government documents, including those reflecting Presidential
decisions.

Colonel North lied to Congress and the Attorney General, shred-
ded government documents thereby frustrating a fact-finding in-
quiry undertaken at the specific request of the President, and en-
gaged in a number of questionable activities, admittedly with his
superior's approval.

He may have accepted a gift from a private individual knowing
that it was illegal, albeit for understandable motives, and saw noth-
ing wron-with commingling "official" and personal funds.

On this last point, while Colonel North persuasively testified
that he gained no personal benefit from the commingling, he de-
stroyed the only records which would corroborate that.

Both of them flouted virtually every standard operating proce-
dure that exists within the national security establishment for the
development of government policy.

These actions and the attitudes they represent are antithetical to
our democratic system of government. They cannot be justified by
passion, patriotism, appropriate concern over the expansion of com-
munism in Central America, or legitimate dismay over the policies
enacted by the Congress.

Good news also came out of this investigation. With the excep-
tion of those involved in the diversion, all government officials we
heard from understand how our government is supposed to work
and are dedicated to rebuilding the trust between the branches.

To the extent mistakes were made by them, they were errors in
judgment. Errors in judgment, while regrettable, are not a threat
to the core fabric of our political system. Infallibility is not yet a
trait found among mankind, including, of course, those of us serv-
ing in Congress.

This investigation of the two committees has been conducted in a
remarkably fair and bipartisan fashion. The Senators on the
Senate Select Committee have devoted immen-se amounts of time,
not only attending virtually every minute of these hearings, but de-
voting at least as much time again in preparation for the hearings,
in reviewing classified material, and in attendance at depositions
and meetings of the committee.
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Each Senator thoroughly familiarized himself with a mass of in-
formation gathered. Each Senator participated actively in the hear-
ings, asked excellent questions, and contributed to our work. They
have earned the trust placed in them by their constituents.

I want to thank Chairman Hamilton, Chairman Inouye, and Rep-
resentative Cheney. The bipartisan, thorough, fair, and expeditious
nature of this investigation is due in large part to their efforts.

Over the next month, we will be reviewing the record developed
by these hearings and discussing recommendations for the future.

These recommendations should not only deal with changes in thi
process of the executive branch. It is also important for the com-
mittee to look at the way in which Congress is involved in the for-
eign policy process and to make recommendations to improve rela-
tions between Congress and the executive branch. I look forward to
a bipartisan report which will reflect the views of all of us.

I would like to close these remarks with a few comments that are
strictly my own.

The Tower Board essentially concluded that the problem in this
so-called Iran-Contra affair was that the normal processes had been
ignored-and that is largely true. What the Tower Board missed,
however-and this is through no fault of theirs since they lacked
immunity power, subpoena authority, staff, and time-was the
extent to which power was abused by a very small group of individ-
uals.

Senator Nunn opened these hearings with the remark and I
quote him that "we cannot promote democracy abroad by under-
mining it at home." That is what these individuals did and, in my
view, it is the most important revelation of these hearings.

This abuse of power is dangerous to and fundamentally unaccept-
able in our constitutional system of government. And the most im-
portant message that must come out of these hearings is that there
is no room for such behavior in this country.

There are many different perspectives represented on this com-
mittee, yet I have to hear anyone defend the diversion and the way
it came about.

The administration obviously shares that view-the Secretary of
Defense, the Secretary of State, the Attorney General, and the
former White House Chief of Staff all condemned the diversion.

No matter how well intentioned the actions were, the officials re-
sponsible did a great disservice to our President and the country
that they had sworn to serve.

The philosopher Nietzsche said, "Democratic contrivances are
quarantine measures against that ancient plague, the lust for
power. As such, they are very necessary and very boring."

When those safeguards are abused, as they were in this instance,
it threatens the liberty of us all. There is no place for that kind of
behavior or even the attitude it represents among high officials in
our government.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman INOUYE. I thank you very much.
It is now my high privilege and great honor to call upon my dis-

tinguished colleague from the House, the gentleman from Indiana,
the chairman of the House Select Committee, Chairman Hamilton.

Chairman HAMILTON. Thank you very much, Chairman Inouye.
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We are now at the end of one phase of this inquiry, but the work
of the Select Committees will continue. We will take additional
depositions. We will hold closed hearings. Further public hearings
are possible if new evidence warrants them. The committees, of
course, must also write the report.

Nonetheless, this is an appropriate time to pause and assess
where we stand.

What we have heard, as many have suggested, has been depress-
ing, but for me, at least, the process has been refreshing. It has
been refreshing in two respects.

First, I view these hearings and other investigations of these
events as an essential part of the self-cleansing process of our
system of government. Because of them, we know better what hap-
pened and what mistakes were made. We can see more clearly
what needs to be done to make our system work better. As a result
of these inquiries, the process of restoring our institutions is al-
ready well advanced.

Second, I believe these hearings have contributed not only to the
public's understanding of these events, but also the public's educa-
tion on our Constitution and system of government. This, too,
strengthens the Government.

The committees have heard about 240 hours of testimony over
the last 11 weeks from over thirty witnesses. They have examined
well over 200,000 documents.

Several themes emerged.
There was too little accountability for decisions and actions

taken in the name of elected officials.
There was too much secrecy and deception in government. Infor-

mation was withheld from the Congress, other officials, friends and
allies, and from the American people. Information provided was
misleading and evasive. Critical decisions were taken by a handful
of people. The Congress and responsible officials, even the Presi-
dent, were cut out of the process.

There was too little regard for the rule of law. False statements
to the Congress are violations of law, as the Attorney General re-
minded us. Key decisions were made and carried out without writ-
ten legal analysis, and without written notice to Congress as the
law requires.

There was too much reliance on private citizens, foreign nation-
als, and foreign governments to execute American policy, which
contributed to policy failure.

There was too much use of covert actions which contradicted
public policies, and too little accountability for covert actions.

There was too much confusion at the highest levels of govern-
ment. In the words of the Attorney General, "There appeared to be
considerable confusion as to what occurred when." The President
did not know what his own staff was doing; staff did not keep
senior officials informed; policies were often contradictory.

These hearings have been about how the United States governs
itself, and particularly how it runs its foreign policy. For this in-
quiry, the key question now is how we make our system of govern-
ment work better.

The conduct of foreign policy in a democracy is difficult, because
the Constitution gives important powers to the President and the
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Congress. The scholar Edwin Corwin said the Constitution "is an
invitation to struggle for the privilege of directing American for-eign policy."The Congress is a check on the executive, but also a partner. The

Congress is sometimes a critic, yet its support is essential if policies
are to succeed. The Congress sometimes has divisive foreign policy
debates, but when debate ends, the country needs decisiveness and
unity.

Some believe that a decisionmaking process that calls for shared
powers and public debate just will not work in a dangerous world.
They argue that sometimes bypassing normal checks and balances,
through procedural shortcuts and secrecy, are necessary to protect
our freedoms. They argue that the President, and those who work
for him, must be given near total power. Their views have been
stated here with great force and eloquence.

But these hearings make another point: shortcuts in the demo-
cratic process and excessive secrecy in the conduct of government
are a sure road to policy failure. These hearings show us that poli-
cies formed under democratic scrutiny are better and wiser than
policies formed without it.

Policies formed by shortcuts and excessive secrecy undermine a
President's ability to make informed decisions, lead to confusion in
his administration, and deny him the opportunity to gain and sus-
tain congressional and public support for his policies.

Shortcuts that bypass the checks and balances of the system, and
excessive secrecy by those who serve the President, do not
strengthen him. They weaken him and our constitutional system.

Properly conceived, the Constitution is not a burden in the
making of policy, but a source of strength, because it specifies a
process for making policy through informed consent.

In its joint report, the committees should focus on several areas.
First, accountability. Greater accountability to elected officials

and ultimately to the American people will require rigorous over-
sight by the Congress, more openness and less secrecy, more con-
sultation, a more thorough review of legal review, better record-
keeping, use of appropriated funds rather than private or third-
country donations to carry out policy, supervision and acceptance
of responsibility up the chain of command, and decisionmaking by
elected officials rather than staff.

Second, intelligence analysis should be separated from policy for-
mulation. Substantial testimony before these committees shows
great confusion between intelligence and policy functions. Ques-
tionable intelligence was used to bolster poor decisions. Good intel-
ligence is essential to good foreign policy, but intelligence should
drive policy, not vice-versa. Too often intelligence is seen as a tool
to make policy look good, rather than a tool for making good
policy.

Covert actions, which are not really intelligence operations, can
be an important instrument of foreign policy. These hearings show
that we must reassess how we conduct them.

To be effective, covert actions must be based on statutory author-
ity, including a written Finding and notice to the Congress; they
must meet a standard of accountability, including legal review by
the Attorney General and policy review by the Secretaries of State
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and Defense; they must be determined by an intelligence assess-
ment based on facts, not on preconceived notions of policyn'&king;
they must be used to supplement policy, not become the policy
itself; and they must meet a standard of acceptability. That stand-
ard includes consistency with public policies and a reasonable as-
surance that the American people would support a covert action if
they knew about it.

Third, the President and the Congress need to exhibit a greater
sensitivity to their respective roles. The President is the preemi-
nent foreign policymaker. Only he can make the hard decisions.
The buck does not stop anywhere else. The President's decisions
must be clean and crisp. Otherwise, as we have seen in these hear-
ings, confusion follows and those who work for him cannot carry
out his policies successfully. The President must understand that
our system works better if he engages in consultation before, not
after, policy has been formulated.

The Congress also needs to get its house in order. It must
strengthen its ability to protect secrets. It must show a willingness
to engage in consultation, avoid interference in day-to-day policy
implementation, take its share of responsibility for shared deci-
sions on tough issues. The Congress must strike a balance between
responsible criticism and necessary cooperation with the President.

Fourth, the Constitution and the rule of law work if we make
them work. They are not self-executing. We must strengthen our
allegiance to the concept that this is a nation of laws and of checks
and balances.

The solution to the problem of decisionmaking revealed in these
hearings lies less in new structures or new laws than in proper at-
titudes.

Secretary Shultz reminded us that "Trust is the coin of the
realm." He insisted on honesty in public life.

Without trust in those who hold office, democratic government is
not possible. Sometimes that trust is misplaced and the system fal-
ters. But to reject the system because it occasionally falters, and to
rely instead on shortcuts and excessive secrecy-as was done in the
events that these committees have examined-is a prescription for
disaster.

A deep respect for the shared powers of the Congress and the
President is the predicate for making the Constitution work. Presi-
dent John Adams said: "A legislative, an executive, and a judicial
power comprehend the whole of what is meant and understood by
government. It is by balancing each of these powers against the
other two, that the efforts in human nature towards tyranny can
alone be checked and restrained, and any degree of freedom pre-
served in the Constitution."

The separation of powers produces a healthy and a creative ten-
sion. We believe-and these hearings teach us again-that through
the process of open and democratic debate, better and stronger
policies emerge. The democratic process is often time-consuming
and frustrating. It is never tidy and precise. But we believe there is
no better way; the alternatives nre unacceptable.

The Constitution and the rule of law work if we understand
them, and if those in public life practice prudence, discretion and
honesty.
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As this public phase of these hearings draws to a close, may I
join my colleagues in expressing appreciation to several people.

First, to the able staffs of the Select Committees, led by John
Nields and Casey Miller in the House and by Arthur Liman and
Mary Jane Checchi in the Senate. They have performed with great
skill under difficult conditions. They have worked around the clock
for months in order to meet the demands of the Members and the
timetables of these proceedings.

Second, to my colleagues on these committees. They are all very
busy Members, but their participation has been sustained, their
questions and their comments have been excellent. Their efforts
have brought distinction to these committees and to the Congress.
Their remarkable contributions have assured the success of these
hearings.

Third, of course, to Senators Inouye and Rudman, and Represent-
ative Cheney. They deserve great praise. It has been a pleasure and
high privilege for me to work with them throughout these long
weeks. To them, and especially to you, Chairman Inouye, I extend
my deepest appreciation.

Thank you, sir.
Chairman INOUYE. Thank you very much.
Ladies and gentlemen, the public phase of our hearings is now

over, but, as noted by Chairman Hamilton, our work is far from
complete.

It may interest you to know that we have concluded our hearings
in 41 days of testimony, which includes one day of executive ses-
sion, andthis was in accordance with our original schedule.

It may also interest you to know that in the Watergate hearings,
they consumed 53 days of open hearings, 81 days of executive ses-
sion, a total of 134 days as compared to our 41.

While there have been differences of opinion expressed by Mem-
bers from time to time, I will always look back upon these hearings
as a model of how Members of both Houses of Congress can work
together on sensitive foreign policy issues in a bipartisan spirit.
Like Chairman Hamilton, I wish to applaud each Member of both
committees for his contribution to the success of this unique joint
effort. It was a very historic effort.

My vice chairman and partner, Senator Rudman, and Chairman
Hamilton and his ranking minority member, Mr. Cheney, deserve
special recognition for their role in ensuring that these hearings
would not deviate from their high purpose.

I also wish to thank the committee staff: Arthur Liman, without
him, I don't know what history would have written about these
hearings; Mark Belnick, Paul Barbadoro, Mary Jane Checchi,
Lance Morgan. There are two others I would like to acknowledge.
One is Joan Ansheles, and last but not least, Peter Simon.

When these hearings began 3 months ago, I stated that we would
examine what happens when the "trust," which is the bond be-
tween the branches of our government, "is breached by high offi-
cials."

I promised that we would address the following questions: first,
were the statutory restrictions on United States aid to the Contras
violated?

Second, was Congress misled?
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Third, were the executive branch's own internal checks and bal-
ances bypassed in policy decisions on Nicaragua and Iran?

Fourth, was there a public foreign policy and, simultaneously,
was there a very different, covert foreign policy?

Fifth, was American foreign policy privatized?
Sixth, were decisions on the most significant matters of national

security driven or influenced by private profit motives?
We have kept our promise in examining these questions.
The story has now been told. Speaking for myself, I see it as a

chilling story-a story of deceit and duplicity and the arrogant dis-
regard of the rule of law. It is a story of with holding vital informa-
tion from the American people, from the Congress, from the Secre-
tary of State, from the Secretary of Defense, and, according to Ad-
miral Poindexter's testimony, frgm the President himself.

It is also a story of a flawed'policy kept alive by a secret White
House junta despite repeated warnings and signs of failure; with
concession piled upon concession, culminating even in a promise to
help secure the release of the imprisoned Dawa terrorists who
bombed the U.S. embassy in Kuwait.

It is a story of the National Security Council staff becoming a
dominant organ of foreign policy and shutting out those who dis-
agreed with its views.

It is a story of how a great nation betrayed the principles which
have made it great, and thereby became hostage to hostage-takers.

And, sadly, once the unsound policies began to unravel, it
became a story of a coverup, of shredding and altering of the his-
torical record, and of fall guy plans suitable for a grade-B movie, not
a great power.

Whatever the motives of some of the participants, I can only
echo the reaction of Chairman Fascell upon hearing the story of
self-proclaimed patriotism: "How come I don't feel good?"

I believe we have largely succeeded in piecing together the in-
credible chapters of this chilling story and presenting to our fellow
citizens a chronology of events as they occurred.

However, we may never know, with precision and truth, why it
ever happened.

Did this unseemly chapter in our history result from the disre-
gard of our laws and Constitution by well-intentioned, patriotic
zealots who believed in the doctrine espoused by Marxists that the"ends justify the means"?

Or, are we here today because of the inadequacy of our laws and
Constitution? Should they be clarified, amended or repealed?

Or, is this the result of an inadequacy in our national leader-
ship?Obviously, these hearings have been about issues much more pro-

found than who did what or knew what in the Iran-Contra affair.
They have presented two visions of government, much as the 'Con-
stitutional Convention was presented with different views of the re-
lationship between government and its citizens 200 years ago.

One vision was described in the testimony of Admiral Poin-
dexter, Lt. Col. North, General Secord, and Mr. Hakim: that of a
secret government, directed principally by NSC staffers, accounta-
ble to not a single elected official, including apparently the Presi-
dent himself-a shadowy government with its own air force, its
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own navy, its own fundraising mechanism, and the ability to
pursue its own ideas of the national interest, free from all checks
and balances and free from the law itself.

It is an elitist vision of government that trusts no one, not the
people, not the Congress, and not the Cabinet.

It is a vision of a government operated by persons convinced they
have a monopoly on truth.

Albert Hakim, a businessman who admitted he was in it for the
money, could boast to us that he was more competent to manage
the Iran initiative than the Secretary of State.

Richard Secord could tell us he was more capable of running in-
telligence activities than the CIA.

Oliver North could describe, with enthusiasm, Director Casey's
plan for a private, off-the-shelf organization that would conduct
covert operations forbidden to the CIA with funds generated from
the sale of U.S. arms.

John Poindexter could say that this all sounded like a good idea,
maintain that Congress had no meaningful role in foreign policy,
and act secure in the belief that the President would have ap-
proved the diversion of funds.

I believe these hearings will be remembered longest not for the
facts they elicited, but for the extraordinary and extraordinarily
frightening views of government they exposed.

Fortunately, our hearings were able to present another vision of
government: one that is accountable to the people; a legitimate, not
secret, government, in which "trust is the coin of the realm," as
Secretary of State George Shultz said. This is the balanced govern-
ment that our founding fathers contemplated in our Constitution.

In describing their motives for riding roughshod over the consti-
tutional restraints built into our form of government, Admiral
Poindexter and Lt. Col. North used almost the identical words:
"This is a dangerous world," they said. That, my fellow citizens, is
an excuse for autocracy, not for policy.

Because no times were more dangerous than when our country
was born, when revolution was our midwife. Our system of govern-
ment has withstood the tests and tensions of civil conflict, depres-
sion and two world wars, times hardly less challenging than our
own present.

Indeed, as our greatest military leaders, such as Washington,
Marshall, and Eisenhower have recognized, our form of govern-
ment is what gives us strength. It must be safeguarded, particular-
ly when times are dangerous and the temptation to arrogate power
is the greatest.

Vigilance abroad does not require us to abandon our ideals or
rule of law at home. On the contrary, without our principles and
without our ideals, we have little that is special or worthy to
defend.

History records that almost 200 years ago, in September of 1787,
as the Constitutional Convention was finishing its business, a by-
stander asked Benjamin Franklin: "Well, Doctor, what have we
got, a republic or a monarchy?" Dr. Franklin replied: "A republic,
if you can keep it."

By allowing the sunlight on this unseemly affair, and by showing
what happens when foreign policy is conceived and executed by
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cabal and not by lawful consensus, we have tried to make our con-
tribution to "keeping it."

My fellow Americans, out of this experience, may we all better
understand and appreciate our Constitution, strive harder to pre-
serve it, and make a fresh start at restoring the trust between the
branches of government. For, in America, as 200 years ago, the
people still rule.

With that, these hearings stand recessed until further call.
[Whereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the Select Committees recessed, to re-

convene in executive session, at 9:00 a.m., on Tuesday, August 4,
1987.]
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UjI'nIOiwA4,!II~ an44L-l-

EY~ 20 Plarch 194S 4M

Chi if Staff *4 Assistant
t Pres dent

The It@ House Vailqlt O. .QO0- XHIIBIT
Was 0040.
Dear .,

America is already very late. A white paper cleared well over a t lth at
IS still somewhere In the bureaucracy. Supporters on the hill are clamoring
for guidance. As far is I know, none of the material that was to be available
In February has bte seen.

There Is worry that a budget fight may require 'deferring the contra vote.
It's pretty bad if this government amt handle more than one legislative
battle at a time.

The battle for contra funding viewed In Central and Latin America as
a litmus test of US resolve and lon -term Intentions in Central America. We
have Informed our Central American lies In definitive term that we will be
seeking Congressional approval for newed aid imowdiately following the RI
missile vote. Any delay In this a avor, for whatever reasons, will be
interpreted by all observers, frilen y and unfriendly, as a weakening of
US resolve.

t___________0t nd _ _ ich resulted
in TZ arch signing of the Sn Jose itVarat Ion which -MVned key armed
- - wnarmed-oppositiom leaders In Nicaragua arowhd aM f'Tet of principles
and objectives. This declaratlom has beem widely acclaimed by all observers
as a positive development. It has led to key regional leaders, Presidents
larletta of Panama. Lvsiwach of Ve..evels. and Getancur of Colombia moting
for the first time wiI tt % which include leaders
of theattred oppoIltm. has place, 1 ns

of svprt for renewed aid has steeled the resolve of ow io llies and
ofthe Nicaraguan "o~siti~on both arned and unarmed. A qI *Pre S !dA

Re ara°s cear, support and the imomle ve accrwing to t fo 1.)%rcf
c arat on, opositiom leaders are demonstrating conf d , V unity that

a eM* not previously seen. Cveo more Important, re oe allies e
ideMonstrating sigi of a willingness to support our licies. Cony ely

the SndIalstas are demonstrating an atypical and a lack o sure
foote"Imss.

Cl/N~I Jf70U80"lU
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UIIbLIrIFLU' 4863

o s te willbealstl prlyratin art or4te t p romprv wan arnirP vl@o assistance to the FON. Tiss ann vositor
fact sittuatlo, which can only be, changed by mdification of existing
loall tion. It IS our assessment that without renewed ald, advice and

ui d 4@ , theis SandiljU..effort to destroy thi *fftitvenss Of the armed
SiioppoS lam W i be cssful, probably within & trgive-woth period. of

equal ance r is oyr assessment that wl.thout renewed funding the
unity a effectiveness of the unarmed opposition will quickly disintegrate.

Against hs background, It Is crucial that we move quickly and strongly
for renewed funding for the armed opposition. Not to do so will:

.- result In failure to capitalize on our momentum of the mont
and yield the Initiative once again to the Sandinistas;

-- seriously undb.uine our credibility with ou regional partners
and call Into question explicit mess s-passed to them by senior administration
officials;

-- have a highly negative, rhaps even devastating, impact on the
morale and effectiveness of the oppo Ition both armed and unarmed, Internal
and external;

hand the Sandinistas and their Soviet/Cuban backers an unearned
victory;

finally, have a negative Impact internationally as delay will be
Interpreted as an indicator that theLjs once again abandoning its allies
In a moment of crisis.

I &a told that private organizations have made major commitments and set
up their program to Inform the public of what's at stake on a schedule gared
to a tentative government schedule which is some weeks behind on Its
implementation.

God save Americal

Sincere

cc: The Honorable Patrick J. Buchanan --
Assistant to the President

for CoJSnicationst

4NLSS
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QUOTATIONS ABOUT NICARAGUA

" nt us, the Administration, ou as citizens, and your
a the Congress. The people of Central merica can

i f we the assisUnce I have proposed. We mericans

proud of what, together with our friends, we can do In Cemtral America
to support deocracy, home rights, and economic growth, while

serving pete so Close to home. Lot us show the world What we want
hOetilj..umuItst colonies here in the mericas: South, Central,
Nsrth•

President Reagan, Hay 9, 1964

"st is not popular support that sustains the insurgents .... this
Insurgency depends for its life blood -- arms, amunition, financing,
logistics and command-and-control facilities *- upon outside assistance
frOm Nicaragua and Cuba. . 0 . It h4s provided -- by lantd, a Vid air
-- the great bulk of military equipment and support received by O in.

surgents."
On -alvador
U. S Congress, House Permanent
Sol CmUittee on Intelligence
(96 Cogross, 1st Session, 1M3)

'Nicaragua and El Salvador will sO fall to guerrillaa forces" and their
governmntS will 'take their p ace in the trish heap of history.*

Fi Castro, May 1979, before
S4 nfstas took control of Nicaragua

C...

'Today in icaragu there is to Ahre there was once bright hope.'

Eden Pastora

"Armed subversion has but one launching pad: Nicaragua. While Nicaragua
draws the attention of the world by saying that for two years they have
been on the verge of being Invaded, they have not ceased for one Instant
to Invade our country.*

Salvadoran President Alvaro gane,
Wecmber 2t, 1963

"NOthing Is more humanitarian than preventing the Mar it-L Inist
Juggrnaut from imposing 1ts bloody, ruthless' cont ow Central
Me ri ca.

'Every bit of moral fiber in q being tells me It I ., wrong'
to deny the aid. Cent

Senator John P. East ( V 'J 29. 1964

0NUNCLASSIFIED
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Oee

have. cognize that the Cuban art theg fulcm of the solution

JoaqWIn V lllbos, Top Leader of SalvadoranGuerrillas, 1900

Prshal LSoviet Arq Chlet of General Staff Marshal Rikolal V.
irkovJ sitd that over two decades ago, there was only Cuba In Latin
rica; today there are Nicaraqua, Grenada, Ahd a serious battle is

From mmorr~m of conversation beten
pirow 6r1Mov AM WInGoIan ArW 016if OfStaff Einstein l.olison on March 10, l3

It is necessary
wise there will
efforts. •

to "stop LFHGalJ Castro's Influence militarily, other.
be no place left In the Aericas to send our hmanltarian

Dr. Othnell J. Seiden, Wadical Volunteer In
Honduras an icaragua

"internal democracy solves all other problems. If there isn't any,
Nicaragua's threat to its Cent I AIrican neighbors will not abate."

Sen U.S. Official In 1magua

•The easy parts are over. Thing no will take a lot more time, and time
is %*at we don't have suich of.

Vi lie Godey, leader of the opposition
Li el Independent Party (formerly a cabinet
membr of the Sandinistan government

.- I
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EXHIBIT DTR-2

,N 18906
rtom, The Whi'te House

TO, The Sec:etarv of State's Aircraft ! U I Im

Please deliver the following message from Dud rar anto

Secretary Shult2 Personally ard to no other for him. It must

repeat must be opened by the Secretary only. if it is not

possible to do so, then so advise this stations

4U2JtCT" rsraeli-Tranian Contact

1. 4 t r. 4g tV

i 4U ri the ,even
dimensinn to it.

hosted si the lonq ter- dimension invcves the establishment of

private dialogue with .ratian officials on the broader relations

3. :t may perhaps first be useful to provide some background or.

how this natter capa to my attention. Today# I received a

private emissary who asked to convey a message from Prime Minist,

Peres. Reduced to its essentials, the oral message expressed th,

Isrseli position that their access to Iranian officials (which i

becam, clear has Involved extensive dislopue for se tim) had

surfaced serious interest spionq authoritative persons in the

Iranian Herarchy In opening a dialogue with the west. A tionth

or so ago, the Israeli* surfaced this interest In a Peres sessic

soith Michael Ledeen who reported it to me. Separqtely, Rabin

GOr P , "
l% 011 *%aO 1% I . ,

75-937 0 - 88 - 10

a
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repO-*!e tbe Contact to $am Leis And he to you. Ledee. had bee.

in Israel c; his COwr and without ary sponsorship from me but he

di, report the cartact. I was awaiting G chance to report it to

• ,u wen Sam's report reached you and following your stated.

disieclination, I told Lede* to state tersely to whomever he

dealt with that we did not favor such a process. fle did so.

4. Last week. during David Kimche's visit, he asked for 10

minutes with me following a larger meeting. linche
that they wVere Puted by

our disinclination and that he was instructed to determine its

accuracy. I stated flatly that we could not undertake such a

dialogue (or trialoque) at this timse. David did no amplify in

ony degree as to what they intended but clearly understood my

flat turrdcn. He asked again that I raise

it with appropriate authorities and reconfirm it. I committed to

4o so but frankly thought It could vait until your trip and soe

of our more pressing business was behind us. My lone thought at
the time was that It wasl interesting that Rlncho

5. The" cae today's emissary who again#

we stated that Israel has for sam time

been conducting meetings with high level persons in Iran. At a

recent meeting in Germany attended by Kieche, a ran nawed Al

Achwituer (Father of the Israeol aircraft industry), and on the
.. 6, .. -
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:.-r:r side ad ..

ad'-sor to the Prime Minister named Gorbanifar, the Iranians

presented a picture of contemporary Iran that was extremelv

.essimistics continued economic decline, stalemate o, the war

fort; no improvement even assuming Khomeini's passing without

having "an option.- Their hope and that of what they portrayed

as a significant cadre of the hierarchy was to develop a dialogue

with the west. At this point and often throughout the conversatjc

Rimche reminded them that they were talking to Israelis who

aren't the 'west" per se and what did they have in mind? The

interlocutors stated emphatically that they sought a dialogue

'-th the United States. The Israelis pressed (in ithe interest of

vetting the bona fides of the Iranians with the real power in

:ran) for some tangible show of their ability "io deliver' in

such a dialogue. The Iranians stated that they were very confider

.hat they could in the short term, achieve the release of the

soven Americans held hostage in Lebanon. But in exchange they

would need to show some gain. They sought specifically the

delivery from Israel of 100 TO missiles. Rut they stated that

the larger purpose would be the opening of a private dialogue

with a high level Amifeen official and a sustained discussion of

CS-Iranian relatirns.

4. .he concept raises a n%:Pler of Lmpeneerabledquestbfns.

First, there is your very reasonable concern raised a month ago

'.er the issue was lust ir.telligence sharing

That is very real and one has to consider how

suich a 'trialogue' would be affected over time by sustained

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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se'.1 -r...olvement. Surey we ought to expect that Israelis

'ears ever any Arab (as opposed to Iranian) fallout would not
&!ways necessarily coincide wi-th our own.

T. On the-sbor arm_*spet, .tb family of questions

related to our terrorism policy against negotiating with terrorist

(rntwithstanding the thin veil provided by Israel as the Cutout

or. this specific matter). As a footnote I have checked and

determined that Iran had TOW missiles before the Shah's fall and,

consecuertly, their using TOWs now vW4IM V 1arily raise

too many eyebrows.

8. Then one has to c. der where this night lead in terns of

our being asked to up the ante on more and more arms and whee

that could conceivably lead, not just in the compromise of our

position, but toh. p osuib4 e~entuality cL4thwIranians-_vinnin

and vhere.1&at.wouldO[th s ,curi* of hbgl Gu1

State: r uiy tha ,f-w ----. ut Iw014 think that,

given the vulnerability of the Iraniln interlocutor to our

discrete blowing of his cover with Whomeini, ouqht to enable ut

to control that.

9. At the end of the day, our lonq term interest zemaini in

maintaining an ability to renew ties with Iran under some more

sensible successor regime. whether or not this contact is
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ccrrctte@ tC viable, stable parties i. Iran rerna ,ns to be .

It c. 1d we that these people are no more than Usfeservinq,

setf-prc1-oters who seek to cur:y favor with an *ler.., of the

.; 4.t -'.%" - th.csf who happen to want TOWs right now, gut I would

think the:r risk of exposure aqain, provides some insurance

against that. And Israel is not noted for dealing with fools and

charlatans.

10. Georqe, I cannot judqe the equities on this. We need to
think about it. fut r don't think we should tarry.

.On balance my

irstincto are to see our larger interest in establishing an

entree to someone in Iran and the check provided by the !ra1iian

irterlocutor's vulnerability to being "blotn as giving us some

insurance against perfidy. We could make a tentative show oil

interest without comitment and see 'what happens. Or we eou2l

walk away. On balance I tend to favor going ahead.

10. As a final note, and please u.-derstand that I intend no

comment on" the M.A bureau for which I have profound respect, I

don't believe this should go beyond you and Charlie Hill. It

isn't at all that others lack judgment. It is simply a matter of

the potential for compromise as the circle wi.ens which is

ax iomatic.
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"I return to Israel on Tuesday. We Shaiild

qive -r sc.-e s:qnal by then, preferably er, Monday ha±i.;to.

time. I will &,ait ard abide fully by your decision.

12. Finally, te Presider has been in the operat.-nq room I€: 3

hours. 7 w.:* keep yo, advised.

Warm Peqards, aud

p.S. - X have just received word from Don Regan that

has been completed and was entirely successful.

A-C.

U ~ ~ ~ ' Uk0 bU v"'

UNftA*&Lw'D
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.. ' 7.0.,_AI'L THE WHITE MOUse
WASe iota TOm

;~;.~7w v~ur~y Lun~96 64
September 5, 1985

Dear Mr. Chairman"

This is in reply to your letter of August 20, 1915 in which
you called attention to press reports of 0...alleged activities
by the National Security Council Istaff) regarding the contras in
Nicaragua...* and asked for a full report and legal justification
for any such activities. Like you, I take such charges very
seriously and consequently have thoroughly examined the facts and
all matters which in any remote fashion could bear upon these
charges. From that review I can state with deep personal
conviction that at no time did I or any member of the National
Security Council staff violate the letter or spirit of the law.
While your letter refers to the language of the Boland amendment
which proscribes activities 0...for the purpose or which would
have the effect of supporting, directly or indirectly, military
or paramilitary operations in Nicaragua by any nation, group,
organization, movement, or individual,' I would extend my
assurance to the violation of any law.

Your letter does provide a timely opportunity to restate the
policy of this Admitnistration with regard to the Nicaraguan
Freedom Fighters and just what activities have been undertaken tn
support of this policy. First, it t I think clear that
President Reagan believes in the cause espoused by the Freedom
Fighters -- opposition to Sandinista repression and the
achievement of democracy in Nicaragua. But it is also true that
the President has made it emphatically clear that all US support
was to be in strict compliance with the law. What then was the
nature of our contacts with the Freedom Fighters?

In the fall of last year, with the enactment of the Boland
Amendment, it was apparent that the Freedom Fighters were
demoralized at the prospect of an end to US support for their
cause. While we acknowledged to them that we could no longer
contribute directly or indirectly to the milttaly/paramilttary
prosecution of their resistance, we stated that we would continue
to seek Congressional support to do so and that meanwhile they
could usefully devote their efforts in other directions. for
example, it was clear that the Freedom Fighters were at a
disadvantage to the extent that thetr goals, purposes and terms
were poorly understood while those of the Sandinistas were
promoted by their existing diplomatic and public affairs
institutions and those of their bloc patrons, in order to help
balance this promotional effort, we discussed with the Contra
leaders the importance of their explaining their cause to the
public and their providinq information to interested I'enbers of
the Congress. We pointed gut why there was a natural sediment
of antagonism toward them4y some in the United States. Lh this

, --- -a"'--12 . . ZZ
.. ,,'. " : :? " " i .. .. .:

F P
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latter regard, we stressed reports of, alleged atroci'ties tMpUted
to them and urged strongly that they investigate these charges
end, if true, punish those responsible. Separately, we stressed
that their purposes would suffer a lack of credibility for as
long as their activities remained only military. We urged that
they forge a representative political front involving credible
non-mtlttary figures and that this front take responstbtltty for
framing a political program centered on achteving a peaceful,
democratic evolution in Nicaragua. Over time, these efforts led
to the March I San Jose declaration in which the Freedom Ftghters
offered to lay down their arms and enter into a church-medtated
dialogue with the Sandtnstas. As this process began to mature
this past spring we encouraged them to desist from military
activities at a time when their proposal night have had some
,,ance of adoption by the other side. At no time dd ve

encourage military activities. Our emphasis on -a poltctal rather
than a military solution to the situation was as close as we ever
came to tnfluencing the military aspect of their struggle.

It ts equally important to stress what we did not do. Ie
did not solicit funds or other support for military or
paramtlttary activities either from Americans or third parties.
we did not offer tactical advice for the conduct of thetr
military activities or their organization. Nor did outr liaison
contacts seek to influence them toward other than a democratic
outcome. Our most recent contacts with the Freedom fighters have
dealt with the administration of the $27 million in humanttartan
assistance. Our effort has been to ensure that this program ts
properly administered and that it, too, to fully compliant with
the legal requtrements containod in the legislatton. In short,
we want to do it right.

With regard to the leqal justification for the activities I
have cited, I can only state the reasonable requrement that any
Administration gain appreprtate tnformation on whtch to base
coherent policy decisions. The Freedom Fighters comprised one
significat elmint among may on whom it was and rematns
tpotant for the Adiatnstratton to be advised in a timely
fashion. As a personal observation Z would only add that had we
failed to do so# the absence of influence, which in all
likelihood would have ensued, could have led the Freedom Fighters
to adopt a purely military effort -- a course which neither you
nor I would support. But I wish to stress once wire that at no
tim did it seem to m that any of ou; activities was in
contravention of law or the public trust.

Mr. Chairman, Z believe that future events will confirm that our
contact with the resistance has had a positive effect on
achieving a demncratie outcome in the region. I well recogptze
that the Admintstratton and the Congress may differ as to how
best to achieve this goal. Nonetheless, we are both in agreement
that such an outcome ts destrable and that it must be achieved
wLthiA-the limits of our law. Should you so desire, I would be
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most vlltn; to discuss thts matter further With you &Ad other
Muesrs of your comitte. Thank you for this opportun ty to
clarify what has been a most unfortunate Misrepresetation of the
facts.

sincerely,

The Monorable Lee I. Hamilton
Chairma
Permanent Select Coimtttee

on Zntelltqence
Souse of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
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p.S. Kr. Chairman, I would like to call to your attention 4 -
particularly unfortunate result of the recent public
allegations. Followtnq the appearance in A Sunday article
of the charges, Lieutenant Colonel Griver North, the
officer who conducted many of the contacts with the
Freedom fighters, suffered a number of tntrustons on his
family life. Demonstrators at his home pushed down &
fence, one of his pets was poisoned and his automobile was
damaged. He and members of his family received numerous
harassng telephone calls at various times of day and
night. To avoid this harassment, he had to leave home
with his family and take up temporary residence at a
remote location until the demonstrations ceased. z would
ask that you not share these events with anyone for
neither he nor I wish to engender sympathy. I bring them
to your attention in the interest of bringing this matter
to a close. I am at your disposal to help tn any way
possible.

%f7
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us:rPtV~3 a. 1~3 ?weNI rngmouse N 94

Deer Conqcosmn Sames:

This 10 is reply to Your letter of Auust L6, roaz$1 the
activities st member of thex UC statfLA onetom Vth the
vilaquagm, democratic ristaano.. Lie you, zake theso char,.o
very eooraisy and con-q AetLy hes th6rouhly examined the
taste sad cLromstanceg vhtich could ear*Po these chaxes L
&ay foetehio.

ase n this review.I vart te aur*e you that my ar os, sa"
those 0 staff, have been LA .mpl anee with both the spirit
04the Lettex of the law. LA your ltumyu referee
specifically to the proscriptiveI MlPM0 of S4ti 8046 of
1P.1. 916-413--thw SoleAd Jindmnt. * hore nt bees e no wilL
there be, sny ezp .Lturos o fOC funds which wtul have the
effeet of suofttw directly er Ls mreotly iut&ry or pwo-
mlitary operations in wisag" by m y eres, qr9 p,#or agiss-
ties. movement, or idivdu adl. lad*. ou tlons nave been ad
Mat beiS oaoxtmoLty, St only with this pro Iription, but with

Tft letter forte a usftul o oZtanLty to parent upo
al1 nations La the modia re a the activities o Outen~t
Colonel North and other mtrso y " ta . Various 18C staff
offLoers bave bees is soateet with mber of ho *icalu
resistance Lso. the oppoities bea te o rsani isn l112. These
staff eOt4tao ea s as Iy m, #a thoeo of the Presidenta
have beesmportat Ls deterzmiats the course of our policy.
Oteoselesa uth the resistance ladere have helped uo to assess
the iste Lji ot their eemiLment to the c "use of docy ad

atie N a m a a. we hvoe also d"cuoed the evolving"
ebarstet o f U.I. ,port as we od from covert mapport for
tmir aeuoe La 1062- s tamoerestix etfv, ealusvely
political support allowed siase Oetober ot last year to the
ouwest situatiom La whs we se able to pCovLde only
humostartee aesitasee.

Contrary to reports that we sse those cotacts to provide
'tactieel Ltnfluesee or to plea military operations, v wUrged the
reslstae ledes toto oryat a reproseatiVepolitica front,
Involviq credible on-mitayflqurOe. am a4t achieving a
democratic outno n NicarSau. We have also emphasized that
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the reOssance mast iAvest6gte charges of human rights viola-
Lone, punish any guilty p ao•,e and pt in place measures to

prevent such act* frM taig Plce. througout, we have
s ulously abide y the srit ad the letter Of the law.
None of us has solicited fundM, facilitated contacts fog
prospective potential donors, or other i organic ed or
coordiAated the military or paramilitary efforts of the
resin stance.

Since October 1964 when the Boland restrictions were enacted,
Lieutenant Colonel Worth has travelled to Central America eight
times for the purpose of meeting with foreign gMernment
officials re rdIng our Central America policy. During these
trips, as we as In other meeting* in the U.S. he has contered
with leaders of the Nicaraguan resistance. Be acknowledged to
both the foreign government officials and the opposition leaders
that, while we could no Longer contribute directly or Indirmetly
to the military/paramilitary prosecution of their resistance, we
would continue to sek Congressional support for their cause. me
further urge, as X did during my January ISS trip to the
region, that every effort be made to broaden their political base
and establish a political proram providing for negotiations
toward an internal reconciliation. We also urged that they mke
clear their cemitment to a political, not a military solution,
in their international contacts.

These effort& led to the Utarh I San Jose Declaration in which
the freedom fighter& offered to lay don their arms and enter
into a church-sediated dialogue with the Sandinistas. As this
process matured ths post 1 pring, the President met with the
thr e principal resistanc leaders and encouraged them to desist
from military actLvites when it appeared that their proposal
might be accepted by the SandiaLstas. Thes actions resulted in
the June it stement of democratic objectives announced by the
Unified Nicaraguan Opposition (MO) in San Salvador, 1 Sa lvador.
Our mhasis throughout has been n a political rather than a
militacy solution.

Recent contacts with the resistance have focused on ensuring that
the $27 million in humanitarian, assistance is properly
adinistered and fully complant with the legal requirements
contained in the legislation. Zn short, we want to do it right.
I well recognize that the Administration and the Congress may
differ as to how we can best achieve our shared goal of a
democratic outcome in the Central American region. Nonetheless,
we agree on the desirability of this outcme and that it mst be
achieved within the limits of our law.

. ,a
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N. Chairman, like you, z am most concerned 'that at a time when
humaitsrian assistance Ls being extended to the UNO there be no
misgivings as to the existence of any parallel ettort* to
proved, directly or iAdirectly, support for military or
paramilitary activities in Vicarspub. Thee has not been, nor
will there bs, any such activities by the SC staff. Zn the
interest of providing such assurances as say be helpful in
forging mutual trust and confidence, Z remain fully prepared to
discus* those matters With you ad other Mmbers of yout
@ofinttee.

Thank you again for this oppottuaLty to clarity a most
unfortunate misrepresentation of the facts.

sincozoly,

The honorable Mtichael 0. Barnes
louse of Reprosentatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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(Q1354)
26 NOV

0900 - Call from Secord

- Going to i & T.A.

- Advised of Heart atk.

0920 - OAKLEY

- Legis people -
Alichel(?) - Fascell
Borues is problem

call to borues

0930 - Clarridge

- Plane isou u w L. F_

- Return to normal service

0940 - 1050 Mtg w/JMP

- RR directed AD to proceed__

- If Israelis want to provide
d1ff model, then we will
replenish

- We will exercise mgt over
mvmt if yr side cannot do

- Must have one of our people
in on all activities
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*SAV C XW

UNCLASSIFIED
Z6 movefr g85

1 046a
10

MEMORANOUM FOR: Vice Admiral John M. Polndexter. USN
Deputy Assistant to the President

for Ktional Secrity Affairs

SUBJECT: Presidential Finding on Middle East

Pursuant to our conversation this should go to
the President for his signature and should not be
passed around in any hands below our level.

Attachment:
As stated

CL BY 00C8074RVW OADR

,. .

, ,. l. .-

09

.0 .

61 YOQM, I
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rLnding Pursuant to Section 662 of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961, As Amended, Concerning
Operations Undertaken by the Central rnteLligenc*
Aqencv n Foreign Count.-&es, Other Than Those
Intend*4 Solely for the Purpose of Intelligence
COL~ction I 0401

I have been briefed on the efforts beinq made by private
parties to obtain the release of Americans held hostaqe in
the Middle East, and hereby find that the following operations
in foreign countries (including all support. necessary to
such operations) are important to the national security of
the United States. Because of the extreme sensitivity of
these operations, in the exercise of the President's consti-
tutional authorities, I direct the Director of Central
Intelligence not to brief. the Congress of the United States,
as provided for in Section SOL of the National Secrity Act
of 1947, as amended, until such time as I may direct otherwise.

SCOPE

Kostage Rescue -
Middle East

DESCRIPTION

The provision of assistance by the
Central Intelligence Agency to
private parties in their attempt to
obtain the release of Americans
held hostage Ln the Middle East.
Such assistance is to include the
provision of transportation,
communications, and other necessary
support. As part of these efforts
certain foreign materiel and munitions
may be provided to the Governmen:
of Iran which is taking steps to
facilitate ;he release of the
American hostages.

All prior actions taken by U.S.
Government officials in furtherance
of this effort are hereby ratified.

The White House
Washington, D.C.

Date:

'1 ~Q331

C ,V c":
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by 8. Regtr, H~ttonaI euiy a

DONALD T. RGANCHIEF OF STAFF

UNCLASSIFIED
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finding Pursuant to Section 6GI of
The To1in Asistaroe. Act 0 16

a soncerning Operations
urUlrlll~l -h eontFral- inteligrience

a n " _ _ F~ln Countr Ill Other Tha

Shurb $Ind that the following operation in f foreign
untry (in rIng al1 1 9 rt necessary to such operation) Is
portent t , nation security of the United states, and
rice the I ~r of. I a Intelligence, or his designee,
report th &I4 "be intelligence committees of the

ngress puIeU gu tion 501 of the National Security Act
1947, as amen nd to provide such briefings as

cessary.

DESCRIPTION

Work with individuals and organisation$ both
within and outside of Iran, and with selected
foreign liaison aervic 4 other foreign
government entities, t dentify, develop and
promote the advancemen of moderate alternative
leaders in Iran. Prey e intelligence,
counterintelligence, c unications assistance
and funding to the ide tilled potential
alternative leaders to promote the
establishment of a mor moderate government In
Iran and thus reduce t * threat of terrorism
directed against U.S. reons, property and
Interests, Protect an *q0.port these
operations by conduct program of
deception, unilaterall . through third
countries, which.may include the use of all
forms of propaganda..

C 2865

A
I
4I

Provide arms, equipment and related materiel to
the Government of Icon to assist in its
military operations against Iraq In order to
encourage to curtailment of terrorist activit
directed against .,. targets and interests-
This assistance will be terminated if the W*0"
Government learns that this materiel Is b .
used tot purposes other than the furtheraJ..
Iran's war effort against Iraq. W I

rhe hito'House
,lnAhington, D.C.
Ate, 3 January 1986

UNLA SBInLD

)337

COP

iron
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.7.-. FC.:t;'. 11r8%4.4 ;,.k . Junetz noN 1235
tqenc,. r. Former. €ourrasr Otrnor an

hos9 1ntendeg o=0ej' -tr rsF
c4 n 1lience Coeeior

hereby find that the following operation in a foreign
country including all support necessary to such operations ig
important te the national security o the United States, and due
to its extreme sensitivity and security risks. I determine it is
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Intelligence to refrain froM reporting this Finding to
the Congress as provided in Section 501 of the National Security
Act of 1947, as amended, until I otherwise direct.

SCOPE DxSCRIPTIfOf

Iran Work with Iranian elements, groups and individuals,
selected foreign liaison services and third countries,
all of which are sympathetic to 0.S. Government
interests and which do not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the purpose ofl 11) establishing a noer
moderate government In Iran, and (31 obtaining from
them significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable,
to determine the current Iranian Government's inten-
tions with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts. Provide fwnds, intelligence, counter-
intelligence, training, guidance and communications
assistance to these elements, groups, individuals,
liaison services and third countries In support of
these activities.

The USG will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with arms, equipment and
related aterisel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in their effort to achieve a more
pro-V.S. government In Iran by demonstrate g their
ability to obtain requisite resouxrces to defend their
country against Iraq wad intervention by the Soviet
nion. This support will be discontinued If the U.S.

Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderating their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by this Finding.

The White louse OGCR 051-IdOOI-
Washington, D.C. copy 1
Dates 3 January 1986

tatlialy DecjYa fjd/ 6 0 .On 3 .' I
t~nmJ wovlion of Lo. 123M * UXHIBIT

by B. 1R1'. Baloril WeUrity CouncilRE

r
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I 0454

I hereby find that the fOllowing opercatiom in a foreli
country (including all supqport necessary to such operi..o) to
important to the national security of the unted Stese (and
due to itS *tg* ensinetivity and security ruse, I determineit Li eential to itmit prior notice, and dict the Director
of Central Intellilence Lcefrail ro rotinf this Finding
tO the Congree8 s ovd es S~ o Ut'iot~l4
Sec'urity Act of 1,4, as ametnded, until I otherviSe dirct.J

(and dirct the Director of central Intelligence, or hio
designee, to report this Finding to the intelligence committees
of the Congres pursuant to Setion 501 of the National
Security Act of 1547, s amended, and to provide Sucht briefingsas neceFary.a

Wock with Iranian elements, groups and Individuals,
selected foreign liaison services and third countries,
all of Which aCe sympathetic to U.s. GOvernent
interests and which do not conduct or suppoCt
terrocit actions directed against U.S. persons
property oc interests, for the purpose Of:
(1) establishing a mote modecte government In Iran,
and (2) obtaining fcom them significant intelligence
not otherwtes obtainable, to determine the current
Iranian Gavecnent's intentions with respect to its
neighbors and with respect to tecrorist acts. Provide
funds, intelligemee counterintellIgence, training,
guidance and oomaunicatiofts assistance to these
elements# coupe, Individuals, liaison services and
third countries In support of these activities.

latablish contact with the more moderate elements
within and outside the Government ef Iran to establish
th eic cedibility with that Governaent by the
%vi sion of srmes equipment amd related materiel to

so elements om condition that these materials be
limited in their use essentially to the Iran-taqi
conflict. This assistance will be discontinued if the
0.. Governnts leacns that these elements are
misusing or intend to misuse this assistance, for the
ucrpose of ceinstituging terrorist actions against
0.S pesons roePtYoj interests, or otherwise.

T he White louse TI0601 46
W ashinit c, D .C . I L"- & n d I
04M 3 Jnuay i% A.Ps

by S. %*4YgW, l(~i mjy Coa~I

I V
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January 4, lg9F N 1249

ACTION

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTER

FROM: OLIVER L.- NORTH

SUBJECT: Covert Action Finding on Iran

Attached at Tab I is a memorandum from you to the President
forwarding a Covert Action Finding (Tab A). This Finding is
based on our discussions with Nir and my subsequent meeting with
CIA General Counsel Stanley Sporkin.

I
At Sporkin's request, I talked to bill Casey on secure re the'
Finding and the overall approach. He indicated that he thought
the Finding was good and that this is probably the only approach
that will work. He shares our goal of achieving a more moderate
government in Iran through this process.

RECOMMENDATION:

That you sign the memorandum to the President at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - Poindexter Memo to the President

Tab A - Covert Action Finding

I *

0)

;W1, -frop SZOWT Ir-IrD
Df OADRiry, UNOMW
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ACT ION

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM JOKN K. POINDEXTER

SIJUJECTZ Covert Action Finding Regarding Iran

This week, Prime Minister Peres of Israel secretly dispatched his
special advisor on terrorism with instructions to propose a plan
by which the U.S. and Israel can act in concert to bring about a
more moderate government in Iran. The Israelis are obviously
very concerned that the course of the Iran-Iraq war and the
potential for further radicalization in Iran pose a significa
threat to the security of Israel. I

The Israeli plan is promised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power If these factions demonstrate
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and In deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more

I moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally commence selling military materiel to Western-
oriented Iranian factions. It is their belief that by so doing
they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of the
Iranian governing heirarchy. The Israelis are convinced that the
Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise and
intelligence that the provision of these resources will result in
favorable long-term changes in personnel and attitudes within the
Iranian goverrnAnt. Further, once the exchange relationship has
coinenced, a dependency would be established on those who are
providing the requisite resources, thus allowing the providor(s)
to coercively influence near-term events.

As described by the Prime Minister's emissary, the only
requirement the Israelis have is an assurance that they will be
allowed to purchase U.S. replenishments for the stocks that they
sell to Iran. Since the Israeli sales are technically a
violation of our Arms export Control Act embargo for Ira, a

6w 60 0

Or" -.
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The Covert Action Findinq attached at Tab A provides the
lattituce fo: th* transactions indicated above to proceed. 1!
.his Find:nq is signed, we would not interfere when the Israelis
unilaterally commence sales and deliveries o! TOW miSsiles during
January, 196i. we would also be able to legally sell basic TOWs
to Israel where they submit purchase orders for replenishing their
own stocks. The Iranians have indicated an immediate requirement
for 4,000 basic TOW weapons for use in the launchers they already
hold. We would be expected to replace the Israeli stocks in less
than 30 days. 4,000 missiles represent 1/3 of all available TOWs
in Israel.

The Israelis and the Iranians with whom they are in contact agree
that the continued holding of the five American hostages in
Beirut will be immediately solved through commencement of this
action. Prime Minister Peres had his emissary pointedly note
that they well understand our position on making concessions to
terrorists. They also point out, however, that terrorist qrojps,
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governments than they are by direct approach.
in that we have been unable exercise any suasion over Hizballah
during the course of nearly two years of kidnapping, this
approach through the government of Iran may well be our o way
to achieve the release of the Americans held in Beirut. It must
again be noted that since this dialoqu.- vilt the Iranians began
in September, Reverend Weir has been releesed and there have been
no Shia terrorist attacks against Amerizn or Israeli persons,
property, or interests.

The Israelis have asked for our urgent response to this proposal
so that they can plan accordingly. They note that the current
crisis in the Middle Zest provides a rationale for a significant
purchase of TOWs and expedited delivery on our part. In order to
provide an answer to Prime Minister Peres, the Finding at Tab A
should be discussed privately with Secretaries Shultz,
Weinberger, Director Casey and Attorney General Meese. If, based
on their input, you decide to proceed, the Finding should be
signed and held.

Recomendationt

OK No

That you agree to meet with Secretaries Shultz and
Weinberger, Director Casey and Attorney-General
Meese on this matter as soon as possible.
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AI Amenzeo. Concerning Operations

Undera&en v tne Cntra. Intelligence
PAenc ' - foreign Countlies, Otner Thar
Those Intended Solel' for the Purpose

HE ineliigence Collectlo.

N 1254

: hereby find that the following opiration in a foreign
country including9 all support necessary to such operation) it
important to the national security of the United States, and due
to its extreme sensitivity and security risks, I determine it is
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Intelligence to efrain from reporting this Finding to
the Congress as provided in Section 501 of the National Security
Act of 1947, as amended, until I otherwise direct.

SCOPE DESCRIPTION

Iran Work with Iranian elements, groups and individuals,
selected foreign liaison services and third countries,
all of which are sympathetic to U.S. Governmental 9
interests and which do not conduct or support terrorist
actions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the purpose of: (1) establishing a more
moderate government in Iran, and (2) obtaining from •
them significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable,

'. to determine the current Iranian Government's inten-
*tions with respect to its neighbors and with respect to) terrorist acts. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-

intelligence, training, guidance and communications
assistance to these elements, groups, individuals,
liaison services and third countries in support of

A- these activities.

The USG will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by

J .- providing these elements with arms, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in their effort to achieve a more

'pro-U.,S. government in Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
Union. This support will be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderating their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by this Finding.

I.
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SU1JUTC: Covert Action Finding regarding Iran

This week, Prime Hinister Pores of Israel secretly dispatched his
special advisor on terrdrism with instructions to propose a plan
by which Israel, with limited assistance from the U.S., can act
to brinq about a more moderate government in Iran. The Israelis
are very concerned that Iran's deteriorating position in the war
with Iraq# the potential for further radicalisation in Iran, and
the possibility of enhanced Soviet influence in the Gulf all 'pose
significant threats to the security of Israel. They believe It
is essential that they act to at least preserve a balance of
pover in the region.

The Israeli plan is promised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power if these factions demonstrate
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally comence selling military materiel to Western-
oriented Iranian factions. It is their belief that by so doing
they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of the
Iranian governing heirarchy. The Israelis are convinced that the
Iranians are so deeperate for military materiel, expertise and
intelligence that the provision of these resources will result in
favorable long-term changes in personnel and attitudes within the
Iranian overnment. Further, once the exchange relationship has
comenced, a dependency would be established on those who are
providing the requisite resources, thus allowing the provider(s)
to coercively influence neas-term events. Such an outcome is
consistent with our policy objectives and would present
significant advantages for U.S. national interests.

As described by the Prime Minister's emissary, the only

allowed to purchase U.S. replenishments for the stocks that they
sell to Iran. A Vresidoatial Cover Action Finding is reqirod
in order for us to allow the Israeli transfers to proceed, for
our subsequent replenishment sales to Israel. or for other
assistance vhich may be deemed appropriate (e.g., intelligence)

9R easfyons OADS - ii :r 1',,'
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The Coveft Action Finding attached at Tab A provides the lattitude
for the taansactLons indicated above to proceed..If thia 4in -
is sLgned, we would not interfere whon the Israelis unilaterally
comMen1e sales and deliveries of TOW missiles during January,
1906. The Finding also authorizes U.S. sales of basic Tows to
Israel when they submit purchase orders for replenishing their
own stocks. The Zraniane have indicated an immdiate requirement
for 4s000 basic TM weapons for use in the launchers they already
hold. We would be expected to replace the Israeli stocks n less
than 30 days. 4,000 missiles represent 113 of all available Tows
in -Israel.

The Israelis are sensitive to a strong U.S. desire to free our
Beirut hostages and have insisted that the Iranians demonstrate
both influence and good intent by an early release of the five
Americans. Both sides have agreed that the hostages will be
imndiately released upon comencement of this action. Prime
MLnaster Pores had his emAssary pointedly note that they well
understand our position on not making concessions to terrorists.
They also point out, howvere, that terrorist groups, movements,
and organizations are significantly easier to influence through
governments than they are by direct approach. In that we have
been unable to exercise any suasion over Itsbellah during the •
course of nearly two years o kidnappings, this approach through
the oveuenmt of Iran may well be our only way to achieve the
release of the Americans held in eiut. Xt must again be noted
that since this dialogue with the Iranians began in September,
Reverend Weir has been released and there have been no Shis
terrorist attacks against American or Israeli persons, property,
Or interests.

The Israelis have asked for our urgent response to this proposal
so that they can plan accordingly. They note that conditions
inside both Iran and Lebanon are highly violatile and that the
current crisis in the Middle ast provides a ratLonale for a
significant Israeli purchase of TOWs and expedited delivery on
our part. The Israelis are cognizant that this entire operation
will be terminated if the Iranians abandon their goal of oderating
theLt government or allow further acts of terrorism. Zn order to
provide an answer to Prime Minister Peres, the Finding at Tab A
should be discussed with Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger,
Director Casey, and Attorney General )eese. If, based on their
input, you decide to proceed, the Finding should be signed.
Because of the extreme sensitivity of this project, it is
reommendd that you exercise your constitutional perogative to
withhold notification of the Finding to the Congressional
oversight csmittoes until such tim that you deem it to be
appropriate.

j 4
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That yo agree to meet with Secretaries Shultx and
Weinberqeg, Director Casey, and Attorney General
Mesae on this matter as soon as poesLble.

Prepared by:
Oliver L. North

Attachment
Tab A - Covert Action finding

*1 * * 2
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r hereby find that the following operation in a foreign
country (including all support necessary to such operation) is
impozt&At to the national security of the United States, and due
to its extraw sensitivity and security risks, T determine it is
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Zntelligence to retrain from reporting this finding to
the Congress as provided In Section 501 of the National Security
Act of 1947, as amended, until Z otherwise direct.

LS.9Z1 02SCRIPflON

Iran Assist selected friendly foreign liaison services and
third countries, which have establisbe4 relationships
with Iranian es/ntep groups, and individuals
sympathetic to U.S. Government interests and which do
not conduct or support terrorist actions directed
against U.s. persons, property or interests, for thq
pUrpose oft (1) estlishins amoe moderate govern-
mnt in Iran, (2) obtaining from them significant
intellgence not otherwise obtainable, to determine the
current Iranian Government's intentions with respect to
its neighbors and with respect to terrorist acts, and
(3) furtherinq the relesase-of the Amrican hostages
held in Seizut and preventing additional terrorist acts
by these groups. Provide funds, intelligence, counter-
intelligence, training, guidance and communications and
other necessary assistance to these elements, groups,
individuals, liaison services and third countries in
support of these activities.

The 990 will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third countries to establish contact with moderate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elinents with Arms, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elmnts in their effort to achieve a more
pro-O.S. government in Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain roqisite resources to defend their
country against Zraq and intervention by the Soviet
union. Iis suppot will be dLscontinued if the U.S.
Govereat learn that these elements have abandoned
their goals of mderatin their government and
approlate& the materiel for purposes other than that

Washington, D.C.
Date 6 January 1!6$- - ;

dkdb
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I hereo y find that the fellowinag oPeratein a foreign
country (including aLl support necessary to such operation) is
ijaportant to th* national &erity of the United States, ad due
to its extrem ensitivity and sacuritr risks# I determine it to
essential to limit prior notice, and direct the Director of
Central Zntelligence to refrain from reporting this Finding to
the Con reee a# provided in Section $*I of the national Se"rity
Act 0 1947, 40 amended, until I otlevwiS di"ret.

Iran Assist selected friendly foreign liaison Services and
third countries# which have established relatLonships
vith Iranian elements, groups# and individuals
sympathetic to U.S. Government interests and which do
not conduct or support terrorist actions directed
Against U.S. persons. propetY or iAterests, for the
purpose of f (I) eetb]lishin a more moderate govern-
ment in Iran, (3) obtaining fram them signifLicant
intelligence not otherwise obtainable, to determine the
current Iranian Government's intentions with respect to
its neighbors and with respect toterroriet acts, and
(3) furthering the release of the American hostages
held in leirut and preventing additional terrorist acts
by these groups. Provide funds, intelliqoao, counter-
intelligence, training, guidance and communications and
other necessary assistance to these elements, groups*
Individuals, liaison services and third countries in
support of these sativitLes.

The U1G vill at to facilitate efforts by third parties
a third countries to establish contact with moderate

elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with &rs, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in their effort to achieve a meo
pCO-.I, government in Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
cMntry &"Inst Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
Wo. This support will be discontinued it the U.S.

Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of modoratLng their governmentt and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by this Findi".

The White Kous R OOC3 ;JW801-i
wVshiagtoe. T.1. iOP l P 4,1.
Date$ 6 an.uary ,
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WASHINGTON

January 10, 1906

DONALD T. RZGANs / 2276
Attached is the material on Central
America that Dave Fischer promised to
qet to you. I am discussing this ith
the NSC to be suto they are on board
and supportive. Dave thought you
would be interested in seeing the 4
minutes of their commercials so a
video tape is attached. Dave is
hopeful that a Roosevelt Room briefing
can be arranged (with a Pre*idential
drop by) so that this group can be
helpful in the upcoming legislative
effort.

Approve briefing subject
to full verification
(time to be determined)

Need more info before
discussing

-LIM

UEISSBE 3 L & NMU
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M..O3MWUM TO DONALD RZGAI

FROM: David C. rItscher

SUDJECT: Aid to Contras meeting

DAT!: 5 January 1986

Attached is the briefinq.paper for the proposed aid to
the Contras meeting. No private group of Americans have
better supported the President's Central America program
as well as other issues critical to Ronald Reagan. Their
efforts resulted in highly effective network television
and newspaper messages. Transcripts of a few television
spots are attached. A compilation of all 15 and 30 second
television spots is available on video cassette tape.

My conversations with Bud Mcarlane, Oliver Worth and
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrahas confirm my belief that
this meeting is in the President's best interest and will
greatly enhance his efforts in educating Americans and their
elected representatives on Capital ill. Time is critical.
The meeting should be held in January thus enabling this
group to mobilize their efforts as quickly and effectively
as possible.

Once these men and women realize the President recognizes
and appreciates their contribution towards his programs
their continued enthusiastic support will be guaranteed.

A ten day notification period is needed to insure good
attendance at this briefing. The names and accompanying
required information have been given to the Secret Service
for background checks.

WW .O .. M .,,

4'lL im1FI saftW-
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January , 1906• Roosevelt Ro~S
Approx: 4:30 pM

The American Conservative Trust and The National Endowment
the Preservation of Liberty have sponsored several programs in
support of the President's policies including S.D.!., Central
America and Arms Control. This briefing is for the principal
financial contributors whose patriotism and generosity have made
these public education programs so successful and influential.

BACXGROVNI

In 1985 ACT G KEPL spent in excess of $3 million in supporting
the President's programs through public awareness using tele-
vision and newspaper essaqes. Thetr Central American freedomm
Program was initiated in June. White House contacts with Oliver
North, NSC, and Linda Chavez resulted in three White Rouse spon-
sored briefings held in the 1O on June 21, October 17 and
November 21. A representative of ACT a N1PL was invited to a
Presidential S.D.!. Cabinet Room briefing where the President
acknowledged viewing their S.D.!. program'I network television
message. A post Geneva tribute to the President was also aired
on all network affiliates.

This group has budgeted $3 million for educating public opinion
on the issue of aid to the contras over the first few months of
19S6. The purpose of this briefing is to: (l) provide current
status report on the situation in Nicaraqua: (2) recognize and
express gratitude for their efforts in supporting the President:
(3) encourage continuance of their generosity in funding these
worthwhile projects.

PART!CIPAWTS

Approximately 30 supporters and four staff members.

PRESS PLAN

White house photographer only.

SRQUZC 0lf AVElITS

-- Greeting by Chief of Staff Don Regan

-- riefing by Admiral Poindexter G Oliver North

-- Briefing by Assistant Secretary Ellott Abrahas

--5 minute drop-by of the President

UNCLASSIFIED
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January 17, 1964EXIT

ACTION

MZORDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROMs JOHN M. POIHDEXTSI

SUSJZCT: Covert Action finding Regarding Iran

Prime Minister Pares of Israel secretly dispatched his special
advisor on terrorism with instructions to propose a plan by which
Israel, with limited assistance from the U.S., can create
conditions to help bring about a more moderate government in
Iran. The Israelis are very concerned that Iran's deteriorating
position in the war with Iraq, the potential for further
radicalization in Iran, and the possibility of enhanced Soviet
influence in the Gulf all pose significant threats to the
security of Israel. They believe it is essential that they act
to at least preserve a balance of pover in the region.

The Israeli plan is premised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power if these factions demonstrate,
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally comence selling military materiel to
Western-oriented Iranian factions. It is their belief that by so
doing they can achieve a heretofore unobtainable penetration of
the Iranian governing hierarchy. The Israelis are convinced that
the Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise
and intelligence that the provision of these resources will
result in favorable long-toer changes in personnel and attitudes
within the Iranian government. further, once the exchange
relationship has coneencede a dependency vould be established on
those who are providing the requisite resources, thus allowing
the provider(s) to coercively Influence near-term events. Such
an outcome is consistent with our policy objectives and would
present significant advantages for U.S. national interests. As
described by the Prae Minister's eaissary, the only requirement
the Israelis have is an assurance that they will be allowed to
purchase U.S. replenishments for the stocks that they sell to
Iran. We have researched the legal problems of Israel's selling
U.S. manufactured arms to Iran. Because of the requirement in
U.S. law for recipients of U.S. ams to notify the U.S.
government of transfers to thLrd countries, z do not recommend
that you agree with the specific details of the Israeli plan.
However, there is another possibility. Some time ago Attorney •

REC rlF.OD
T ST0AD OP • ,
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General William French Smith determined that under an appropriate
finding you could authorize the CIA to sell arms to countries
outside of the provisions of the laws and reporting requirements
for foreign military sales. The objectives of the Israeli plan
could be mt if the CIA, using an authorized agent as necessary,
purchased arms from the Department of Defense under the Economy
Act and then transferred them to Iran directly after receiving
appropriate payment from Iran.

The Covert Action Finding attached at Tab A provides the latitude
for the transactions indicated above to proceed. The Iranians
have indicated an immediate requirement for 4,000 basic TOW
weapons for use in the launchers they already hold.

The Israeli's are also sensitive to a strong U.S. desire to free
our Beirut hostages and have insisted that the Iranians
demonstrate both influence and good intent by an early release of
the five Americans. Both sides have agreed that the hostages
will be immediately released upon commencement of this action.
Prime minister Peres had his emissary pointedly note that they
well understand our position on not making concessions to
terrorists. They also point out, however, that terrorist groups,
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governAents than they are by direct approach.
in that we have been unable to exercise any suasion over
Hi:ballah during the course of nearly two years of kidnappings,
this approach through the government of Iran may well be our 0
way to achieve the release of the Americans held in Beirut. ix
must again be noted that since this dialogue with the Iranians
began in September, Reverend Weir has been released and there
have been no Shia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli
persons, property, or interests.

Therefore it is proposed that Israel make the necessary
arrangements for the sale of 4000 TOW weapons to Iran.
Sufficient funds to cover the sale would be transferred to an
agent of the CIA. The CIA would then purchase the weapons from
the Department of Defense and deliver the weapons to Iran through
the agent. if all of the hostages are not released after the
first shipment of 1000 weapons, further transfers would cease.

On the other hand, since hostage release is in some respects a
byproduct of a larger effort to develop ties to potentially
moderate forces in Iran, you may wish to redirect such transfers
to other groups within the government at a later time.

TU1
TOP SECRET
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The Israelis have asked for Out urgent response to thLs proposal
so that they can plan accordingly. They note that conditions
inside both Iran and Lebanon are highly volatile. The Ksraelis
are cogniza'it that this entire operation will be terminated if
the Iranians abandon their goal of moderating their government or
allow further acts of terrorism. You have discussed the general
outlines of the Israeli plan with Secretaries Shultx and
Weinbdrger, Attorney General Meese and Director Casey. The
Secretaries do not recommend you proceed with this plan.
Attorney General Meese and Director Casey believe the ehort-term
and long-term objectives of the plan warrant the policy risks
involved and recommend you approve the attached rindinq. Because
of the extreme sensitivity of this project, it is recommended
that you exercise your statutory prerogative to withhold
notification of the Findinq to the Congressional oversight
comttees antil such time that you deem it to be appropriate.

Recommendation

d - That you sign the attached finding.

Prepared by.
Oliver L. North

Attachment
Tab A - Covert Action Findinq /000
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I hereby find that the following operstioG in a foreign
Cotry (including all support necesev to such operation) io
important to the national sec'4ity of United States, and due
to its etr sensitivity and security risks, I determine it is
essential to Lmit prior notice, and direst the Director of
Central Intelligence to refrain from reporting this Finding to
the Congress as provided in .etion 501 of the National Security
Act of 1947, a amnded, until' I otherwise direct.

Assist selected friendly foreign liaison services,
third countries and third parties which have
established relationships vith Iranian elemnts,
groups, and individuals sympathetic to U.S. Government
interests and which do not conduct or support terrq ist
actions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the purpose of. (1) establishing a more
moderate government in Iran, (3) obtaining from then
significant intelligence not otherwise obtainable, to
determine the current Iranian Government's Intentions
with respect to its neighbors and with respect to
terrorist acts, and ()1 furthering the release of the
American hostages held in Beirut and preventing
additional terrorist acts by these groups. Provide
funds, intelligence, counter-intelligonce, training,
guidance and communications and other necessary
assistane to these elements, groups, Individuals,
liaison services and third countries in support of
these Activities.

The USO will act to facilitate efforts by third parties
and third countries to establish contact with m*4erate
elements within and outside the Government of Iran by
providing these elements with arm, equipment and
related materiel in order to enhance the credibility of
these elements in their effort to achieve a more
pro-U.S. government in Iran by demonstrating their
ability to obtain requisite resources to defend their
country against Iraq and intervention by the Soviet
Union. This support will be discontinued if the U.S.
Government learns that these elements have abandoned
their goals of moderatin their government and
appropriated the materiel for purposes other than that
provided by is Vinding.
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ExHmrr DTR-20

Oate and tie 02/2:/6 21:31:46from. KSRCI --CPLA
To: NSOLU -- CPUA

&34, Reply to note of 02/. 2/: 070

IM nM: RO19rT HcARLAMw
Subject: xch"ages
No *weat 01. I Just seat a separate sote about not sbarging with John because
I had forgotten to put it in the other note. And I fully uAdersteM the narrow
path he is trying to walk between those who went to go bells out for the wrong
reasons (Roegan) and those who don't went to do it at all (GPS aMd Cap). So
play

it any way you must. As for my coamitoents don't worry about them; aet it up
any way you wish that it works for them. I only mentioned it to John to ask
that he try to give 4e a heads up soon so that I can cancel--which I am gled
to do--with some grace.

4

EX"HIBIT10a•

AN;W026 70.4
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UIjblu%)0Ir ILU
THE WHITE HOUSrC

WASMI NO ON

I, -

, -. ~

April 4, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR DONALD T. REGAN )i 1 7te

THROUGH: ALFRED H. RINGON

FPRO~e EDWARD J. SUX~

SUBJECT: ft..Golitschek

w~j'Y-%0L .RA0c allied to tell me that he understood you

ha4Lanaintorest in a case bein4 tried in"'the Wj
District~N~rTnovn _a. -'r _G ffeii who
was accused of violatinit the Arms ExporLSnt 1Azt.

On March 31, 1986, Mr. Golitschek was sentenced to 3%
years for wire fraud and conspiracy to violate the Arms
Export Control Act. He apparently was trying to ship 10
Cobra heltcop"exa to. ran.

If you want more information on the case, Willy will be
happy to send you a report.

urN4 VWSt IOIA ot L'4. l235
ty P. Rostra N-iftA 'Wecul-ty Caw-

040

uNUbbll'lt[
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April 4, 1986

M4EMORANDUM4 FOR DONALD T. REGAN

THROUGHs ALFRED H. KINGON -000

FROM$: EDWARD J. STUCXY'WI

13627,

SUBJECT:

Willy Von Raab called ,to tell of that he understood You
wa acncer otin a c ase beingtriedTHtn he-WfternDistrikCt_ f 92W Y rk ! nV Ixfna a K - ' -------- - . .who
as accused of Violatinghe AWN .art Mat ra) I--%

On March 31, 1986, Mr. Golitschek was sentenced to 31
years for wire fraud and conspiracy to violate the Arms
Export Control Act. He apparently was tyn...to-4hip-10'

If you want more information on the case, Willy will be
happy to send you a report.

NOT!n. ".."

un4* Fwi -4 '. 12z%
ty S. Rett , WO Co"Qy a6

UNCLASSIFIED

t7%.

< I
A

I.t

Mr- CnItt4rhak .

I
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• LZAS 0' A K HTAUS IN I N 7515
k Ifn June 16i1, private American nd Israeli citizensen qagn operation to effect the release Of the American.

hostages an Seirut in exchange for providing certain factions ii
Iran with U.S.-or&an Israeli military* materiel. ay SeptIeer,
u.S. and Israeli Government officials became involved in this
endeavor in order to ensure tha" the 050 would:

-- not object to the Israeli transfer of embargoed materi e tc
Irani

sell replacement items to IsrAel as ,eplenishmsent fo like
items sold to Iran by Israel.

On September o4, the Israeli Government, with the endorsement of
the USG, transferred $00 basic TOW missiles to Iron. Forty-eih.
hours later, Reverend enamiAn eair was released in beirut.

Subsequent efforts by both goverments to continue this process
have met with frustration due to the mod to emmicate our
intentions through &a Iranian eaptriate arme dealer In europe.
In January 196, under the provisions of a new Covert Action
Finding, the 08 demasnded a meeting with responsible Irauan
government officials.

On rebtuary 20@ a U.S. Government official met with,

first direct c.S.oIran contact A over five years.-- t
teXs meeatinl the U.S. side made an effort to refocus Iranian
attention on the threat posed by the Soviet UnioD and the need t
establish a longer term relationship between our we countries
based on "ore than ams transactions. It was emphasized that th
hostage issue was a hurdle• which must be crossed before this
improved relationship could prosper. During the meeting, it as
became apprent that our conditions/demands had not been accrast
tranmmittod to the Iranian Government by the intermediary and it
We agreed that,

The Uh G would establish Its good faith and bone fides by
imsdeately providing lw4 TOW missiles for sae to Iran.
This traasactio was covertly completed n Foebruaay 21,
using a private U.S. firm and the Israelis as intermediarif

A subsequent meetag would be beld in Iran with senior U.S
and Iranian office a during which the U.S. hostages would
be released.

Immediately after the hostages wore safely in our hands, ti
U.S. would sell an additional 3#000 TOW missiles to Iran
using the same procedures employed during the September 191
transfer.

0ecCaeetl OADI t
., ' I: " ,, F . ..,. . Z-' .. '.. l
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N 7516

in early March, the Iranian expatriAte inftermediary dmnded that
Iranian conditions for release of the hostages now included the
prior sale of 200 PVOvZeX missiles and an unspecified number of
NAPOOSC misslees, in addition to the 3.00C TOWS which, wouldbe "
delivered after the hostages were released. A subsequent meetin;
was held with the intermediary in Par&$ or. March So wherein it
was explained that the requirement tor prior deliveries violated
the undesta1ftdflAgs reached In rrankfurt OVK ebruary 20, and were
therefore unacceptable. It vas further noted that the Iranian
aircraft and ship launchers for these missiles were !n such
disrepair that the missiles could not be launched even if provided

From March 9 until March 30, there was no further effort
undertaken on our behalf to contact the Iranian Government or the
intermediary. On march 264 made an unsolicited
call to the phojedrop in Maryland vh H-Vi had established for
this purpose. L. Vsked why we had not bein In contact and
urged that We proceed expeditiously since the situation in beirut
vas deteriorating rapidly. as was informed by our Parsi-speaking
interpreter that the conditions requiring additional materiel
beyond the 3,000 TOWs vere unacceptable and that we could in no
so provide anything else prior to the release of our hostages.

observedd that we were correct in our assessment of their
4nabi1?t to use PKOIX and ARFOON missiles and that the est

urgent requirement that Irar had was to place their current HAWX
missile inventory in working condition. In a subsequent phone
call, we agreed to discuss this matter with him and he Indicated
that he would prepare an inventory of parts required to make
their UWK systems operational. This parts list was received or.
March 21. and verified by CIA.

Current Situatio.. On April 3, Ari Gorbanifahr, the Iranian
termediary, arrived in Washington, D.C. with instructions from

to conssmate final arrangements for the return of the
041stages. Gorbanifahr was reportedly enfranchised to negotiate

the types, quantities, and delivery procedures for materiel the
U.S. would sell to Iran through Israel. The meeting lasted
nearly all.ight on April 304, and involved numerous calls to
Tehran.

A Farsi-speakinq CIA officer in
attendance was able to ver-fy the substance of his calls to
Tehran during the meeting. Subject to Presidential approval, it
was agreed to proceed as follows$

- y Monday, April 7, the Iranian Government will transfer
$17 million to an Israeli account in Switzerland. The
Istaelis.will., in turn, transfer to a private U.S.
corporation account in Switzerland the $S of $15 million.

- S:szrzVr
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am On Tuesday, April I (o as soon as the transactions are
verified) 0 the private U.S. corporation will transfer
13.651 million to a CIA account in switserland. CIA will
ther transfer this sum to a covert Departaent of the Army
account &n the U.S.

On Wednesday, April 9, the CIA will comence procuring
13.651 million worth of AWR missile parts (249 parate
line Items$ snd transferrine thjpe parts t

This proAss as
estimated to take seven working ijys.

On Friday, April 11, a private U.S. aircraft (707B) will
pick-up the NAWR missile parts, .and fly them to a
covert Israeli airfield for preositioning (this field was
used for the earlier delivery of the 1000 TOWs). At this
field, the parts will be transferred to an Israeli Defense
Forces' (DT) aircraft with false markings. A SATCOM
capability will be positioned at this location.

- _.QSaMrday, April 19, McFarlane, North, Taicher, Cave.
and a SA2COM coinunioator will boarLA._a CIA aircraft

it TfKfurt, Germany, enroute to Tehran.

-- On Sunday, April 20, the following series of events will
occur:

U.S. party arrives ?hran (A-hour) -- met by
Pafsan3sai, as head of the Iranian delegation.

At A+7 hours# the U.S. hostages will be released in
SeLrut.

At A#1S hours, the IDT aircraft with the NAWK missile
parts aboard will land at Sandar Abbas, Iran.

D ilsesie. Te following points are relevant to this
transaction# the discussions In :ran, and the establish ment of a
broader relationship between the United States and trant

aa The Iranians have been told that our presence In Iran is a
holy comAtmentO on the part of the 050 that we are sincere
and can be trusted. There is great distrust of the U.S.
among the various Iranian parties involved. Without our
presence on the ground in Iran# they will not believe that
we will fulfill our end of the bargain after the hostages
are released.

SZE.STLVpa-TIVII V16V1161
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Flurtrhe the Iranians are well avare that
the eituatinfi'I'e~Irut Is deteriorating rapidly And tha%
the ability of the INC to effect Uh release of the
hostages Will become increasingly go"e difficult over t&ie.

No have convinced the tranliens of a significant near term
and lone range threat tre the Soviet Union. we have real
and deceptive intelligence to demonstrate this threat during
the vIt. They have expresed considerable interest in
this-Setter as part of the loger tom boeationsbip.

We have told the Iranians that we are interested in
assistance they may be villi"g to provide to the AfgJhan
resistance ahd that ye wish to discuss this matter in
Tehran.

The Iranians have been told that their provision of
assistance to Wicaragua Is unacceptable to us and they'have
agreed to discuss this matter in Tehran.

We have further Indicated to the Iranians that we wish to
discuss steps lejuA to a cessation of hostilities between
Iran and Iraq.

The Iranians are well aware that their most immediate need.
are for technical assistance in maintaining their air force
and navy. We should expect that they will raise this Issue
during th discussions in Tehran. Further conversation with
Gorbanifahr on April 4, indicates that they will want to
raise the matter of the Original 3.000 TOs as a significant
deterrent to a potential Soviet move agealnet Iran. They
"ave alm .6%04ested that,- if agreement is reached to proved

tte. __)We have agreed to discuss

The Iranian$ have been told and agreed that they will
reeve neitherMame nor credit for the eiture/releese of
the hostages. f

-P C I tJTV
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The residual funds from this tranactLon ate allocated as
fe lowe

$2 million will be used to purchase replacement TOWSfor the orIVaal Sol sold by Israel to Iran torAthe
release of zen)a&mn Weir. This is the only way that wehave found to meet our comitment to replenish tese
stocks.

812 million will be used to purchase Critically needed
Supplies for the Nicarequan Democratic Rsistance
Forces. This materiel A essential to COver shortaqesin resistance Inventories resulting from their current
offensives and Sandinista COnter-ataks and tobridge: the period betWeen ao an When Congressional:
approved lethal assistance (beyond the 85 million in
defensLve arm&) can be delivered.

The ultimate objective in the trip to Tehran is to comence theprocess of ISProving U.S.-Iranian relations. Seth sides are
aware that the Iran-Iraq War is a aa)or factor that mastbae
discussed. We should not, however, view this meeting as asession which will result in mediate Iranian agreement toproceed with a settlement with Iraq. Rather, this meting, thefirst high-level U.S.-Iranian contact in five years, should beseen as a chance to move in this direction. These discuss&ons,as well as follow-on talks, should be governed by the Terms ofReference (TOR) Mab A) with the reognition that this is,
hopefully, the first of many meetings and tht the hostage issueonce behind us, improves the opportunities for this relationship
Finally. we should recognize that the Iranians will undoubtedly
want to discuss additional arms and commercial transactions as
quaidse for accoodatir.ic ) Nicaragua,

and Iraq. Our easphais onA the Soviet military and subversive
threat, a useful mechanism in bringing them to agreement on thehostage Issue@ has asoI served to increase their desire for mearn:to protect theselves against/deter the Soviets.

MCONKMIATIOU

That the President approve the structure depicted above under
*Current Situation and the Terms of Reference at Tab A.

Approve Disapprove

Attachment
Tab A - U.S.-Iranian Term of Reference

Ti UP ET'~" ~SZN3 T:.V1
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April 4, 1i

.N 75^O

.I. "SIC PILLARS OF V.S. 7ORUCK POLICE (Otienel)

President Reagan came into office at I tise Vhen Iran had
had a certain U*act on the Amrcan POI&tical process --
perhaps not what you intended.

The President represented and embodied Americea's recovery
from a-period of wealness. Ie has rebuilt American militar%
and economic strength.

Most important, he has restored American viii and
self-confidence. The U.S..As not afraid to use its pover ir
defense of its Interests.

-- At the same time, ve are prepared to resolve political
problems on the basis of reciprocity.

-- We see zany international trends -_ economic, technolgical
and political -- working in our favor.

11. U.S. POLICY TOWAD IPX.I BASICC PRIZCIPEIS

A. U.S. Assessment of Iraian Polic .

- We view the Iranjar. revolution as a fact. The U.S. is
not trying to turn the clock back.

Our present attitude to Iran is not a product of
reludie or emotion, but a clear-eyd assessment of
ran's present policies.

ar has used revolutionary Islam' as a weapon to
udemine pro-Western governments and American
interests throughout the Kiddle Last. As long as this
ts Iran's policy, we are boun to be strategic
adversaries.

Support of terrorism and hostage-taking Is part of thi
strategic pattern. we see it used not only against us
but against our friends. We cannot accept either.
Your influence in achieving the release of SL hostaqe
return of those killed (over time) is essen t al.

' , USLSIIVIt
UART-ssiylOADRE..R T
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we see your activityy in &any parts of the world,
including even Central Amerai.

The U.S. knove how Iran views the Soviet Union. out
subversion of Western interests and friends obectivelv-
serves Soviet intortOltS on A global scale.

Thus, our assessment is thet a decisive Iranian victory
an the var vith Iraq would only unleash greater
regional injstabilitye a further erosion of the Western
position. and ereinced opportunities fr Soviet
trouble-akahng.

db The U.S. will therefore do what it Can to prevent Such
a development. We regard the var as dangerous in many
respects and woud like to see an end to it.

a. Possible intersections of U..-traniaRn nterest.

Despite fundamental conflicts, we perceive several
possible intersections of U.S. and Iranian interests.
I propose ye explore these areas.

First, the U.S. has had • traditional interest in
seeing Iran preserve its territorial integrity and
independence. This has not changed. The U.S. opposes
Soviet designs on Iran.

Second .Ae have no interest in aulraqi victory over
Iran.

twe are seeking an end to this
conflict and wa m FU1 en improved rolationshiP with
Iran to further that end.

Third, we have parallel views on Afg.anistaf. Soviet
policy there -&a naked atoression, a threat to all Ln
the region.

cu-t our

i betlve is the s$me the alYTV "F1bet get out and
lot % A"Afghan people choose their own course.

C. .. Objctive Today.

- We have no illusions about what is possible in our
bilateral relate Ole. Perhaps this meeting will reveal
only a limited. momentary. tactical coincidence of
interests. Perhaps more. We are prepared either way.

a0 %n essenCe, we are prepared to have whatever kind of
relationship with Iran that Zra is prepared to have
with us.

eve,,,,sOTGM 
I
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2II. ICVhl? MILITARY POSTUMZN~ ~

Nocow has designs on parts of Iran.(

Afghanistar illustrate$ the price the Soviets are read). te
pay to expand areas under their: direct control.

Su arise Soviet capabilities along border and inside
Afghanistan which could threaten Tehran.

U.S. Lj avare of Soviet activity
)

-- Soviet pl5ns( )Now they would doit

.W Iranian support to Sandinista regime In Nicaragua side and
abets Soviet designs -- makes O.S.-Iranian relationship more
4fficult (8100 million in oil last year, plus aMr).

-m U.S. can help Iran cope with Soviet threat.

IV. AFGRANISA?

mo May be real value for :ran and C.S. to fin d vays to
cooperate against Moscow in Afghanistan.

U.S. can provide humanit&rL&U.&sistance for refugee(

we need to know who you work Vith, what you already provide.
and devise strategy to exploit Iranian comparatzve
advantage.

V. F"ZWaW
Gi-- wv may be prepared to resume a limited military supply

relatiouship.

m eoweVer. Its evolution and ultimate scope will depend ..
whether our convergent or our divergent interests come to
loom larger in the overall picture.

What does Iran want?

tot r- StNSIIT
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ExHiB rR-24

UNCLASSIFIEDi
Free: NSJM? --CPUA
To: NSOLN --CPUA

Reply to note of 04/16/86 16:40

Date and time 0 /16/46 19:0:.42

N 9212
St T -

NOTE FROM: JO)U% POID£XnTR
Subject: PRIVATE ILANK CKECK
You may go ahosd and to. but I vant several points made clear to them. There
are not to be any parts delivered until all the hostages ate free in
accordjice with the plar that you la'od out for me before. Kone of this half
shipsent before any are released crar. It is either all or nothing. Also you
may tell them that the Prestdent is getting very anoyed at theLr continual
stalling. He will not aere to any more changes in the plan. Either they agree
finally on the arrangements that have been discussed or we are goin& to
peranently cut off all contact. If they really want to save their asses from
the Soviets, they should get on board. I am beginning to uspesct that

doesn't have much authority.

cc: NSPIT --CPUA PAUL THOMPSON

A;I" .:C' 1

!PXIusT
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ExHI TR-26

Th DuVWbg W4Q
I- 4870

23 April 1916

11 tlk to the President on the pWn to impress upo his my
concerns 'bovtthe loss of Cemtral Amrica nd the loss of our Intelligence
capabilities. He reacted with greet concern and agreed on the urgency of
taking strong masvres to Improve our position on both of these mtters.

I am working with AoM Poindexter and his staff on the progran indicated
in my I aercA omrandm to Geore Vwltz (attacked). I bellere we
In the direction lmenting this. I vil be sttn tawro.w vi

with John PIndexter and Kea doGriaffeweld, l
i re from aroad -' Friday, I hope that we Will M

something to be reviewed by principa vo your return and ready to be
Implemented quickly.

Yours,

williem J. Casey

Attachmnts (2)

The Honorable Oonald T. Nega
Chief of Staff and Assistant

to the President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 200

ONENI Iowa"

dU±X~sJ
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C BY 000074
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UNCLASSIFIED
S tuatio I _Mrama C 4 871

i udischarIF"O tion is a b-startr-.cannot got 218 ignaliures.

Available NHOA money Is now less tha $2.1 million. Will allow for
purc V enou h f to sustain forces vtil aid-July.

Slastrvcti .hIv9 been issued for troops to go on diminished rations.
No addi 1 pvrcamses of equipment will be sade.

- FON has begun to run short of some munitions. This will accelerate
in June and July.

-- Private resources are not going to be sufficient to met the needs.

--- ithln 45 days, troops which infiltrated Into northwestern Nicaragua
during ril will either need resvpplying or will exfIltrate.

-- All the facts point towards a
sometime during the math of July.

The Imlications:

-- Givn the foregoing, it was ti
we are at a critical junctue. Eithe,
implewt the policy or scrap our pro
final alternatives.

serious debilitating logistical problem

a concluston of the working group that
we get funding for the contras to

4nt policy and move ahead with

-. First, we need an all out effort, laying out the stark alternatives,
to get Congress to vote up or dowe on a program similar to the one approved
by the Senate. It is not clear that the House Parliamentarian will find this
request in order, but it Is the only shot to get legislation before the fall.

- In king the request, we need to sake it clear that if we fal
we will be forced to give up the contra alternative and pursue other options.
Alternative options will require:

Refugee resettlement programs In the US for fight and their
failfes who so desire, running to the tens of th ands,

Hundreds of millions will be required for assis ae f~rdin for
Central American countries.

-* Our long-term security could require mrgoo bl kade or ether
direct military action. Reference should be ade to c s by t e various
meers of Congress that if our security is really at s ake, why don' we do more.

LA I PA.
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NEMORAI0U T e1~tary of State

SUsIJC.,. . . ., Disclosures

,ur foreign policy continues to be undercut and our intelligence
sour a methods damaged by unauthorized disclosures of classified
info tioe.

Aovtdespre'diperception exists In this government that eople who
violate Ir jblation to protect classified information go unpunished.
The perce m is growing that. nobody cares. This undermines the morale of
those who do are.

3. We will be judged harshly by history unless we act effectively to
restore discipline to the handling of sensitive infomtieo.

4. Most organizations in this government rarely, If ever, Investigate
unauthorized disclosures. _Th. DCI Security Committee reports that during
the first quarter of IM *jvesti ons of unauthorized disclosures
were iditiated by CIA, ,bNA and by State with 1e ether mer of
the Intelligence Commun Ty initiating vetigationsp althugh ether elements
of Defense, FBI and Justice could wel have done so. It short, CIA and NSA,
which produce most of the intelligenc , mke more serious efforts to curb
and I mlize unauthorized disclosures do the agencies which receive
Intelligence and where it passes throyJl the hands of the largest number of

S. Agencies take too long to regsize unauthorized disclosure to
report thwn, and to begin Inveftgati 95*Better focused and more sopisticated
Inquiry lnte serious leaks is needed revive discipline. Is discussions
between the Department of Justice,$ VST. WCIA, and NSA, there is agreemnt
that a tea of more high level, more experienced, and more specialized
investigators should be established to concentrate on investigating unauthorized
disclosures.

6. To direct and focus this, we should establish a small committee with
representatives of Defense, Justice, State, NSC, CIA and NSA. It would screen
unauthorized disclosures as they occur and select those where the damage Is
severe, the offense egregious, and the number of* suspects limited" enough to
justify a strong Investigative effort. /

7. Procedures for authorizing and recording contacts th the media
should be developed and applied as appropriate.

S. The essential requirement to limit continuing d go from inauthorized
disclosures is to make users and handlers of classified forsatin highly
conscious that transgressions can be discovered and detqtted. Rest
risk to the misuse of classified information is the key 'to limitiu

fI U WillimJ. Casey CLB0007

C11I/89I33tvx%# RVW OADA
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EXHBI DTR-27
cc: NSPST **CPLA PAUL~ 7Th:%PSCS NSCRF --C?LA ::s :3R7:_:

IP f~e , ** A "_ ft**~~ ed It.'~g .11'4, of

FRO4: NSJIP -CPL'A 70. NSDRF -- CUA 05, 2'86 :L.
NSORF -- CPLA

w Reply to note of 030:.'6 19:2!"
- SECr(T .

NOTE FROXi: JOHN POINDEXTER
Subject: CONMRA PROJECT
When Shultz. Regan and I discussed it yesterday on AF-I, we were a bit
confused as to whether the expedited procedures in the legislation would apply
to this proposal. What pressure would exist on Tip to take action On it?
Pleas, talk to Will Ball. What about the idea chat Jim ltiller and Dennis had
about submitting an urgent-urgent supplemental containing among other things
the Irish aid package?

Next, yesterday in a meeting that I had with the President, he started the
conversation with "I am really serious." "If we can't move the Contra package
before June 9, 1 want to figure out a way to take action uni-laterally to
provide assistance." In other words he does not buy the concept of taking
actions or talking about pulling out as described in the package. He has been
reading Natanyahu's (sp!) book on terrorism, and ' tas taken with the examples
-f Presidentia-l actions in the past without Congre,,sional approval. He also
.-ead an op-ed piece on the same subject. I believe that was the one by Dick
Pipes' son. The President is recalling the 506A action we took on Honduras. I
told him that I didn't think that it would apply here, since we are not
dealing with a government. But the fact remains that the President is ready to
confront the Congress on the Copnstltutional question of who controls foreign

icy. We need to get Abe Softer and other stalwart lawyers thinking in these
ms to see if there is some way we could do this, if all else fails.

with your answers to the first question, we will discuss the package on the
return trip and be ready to proceed on return. I have George's proxy on the
package. George agrees with the President that we have to win some way and we
will not pull out.

cc: NSRKS --CPUA RON SABLE NSOLN --CPVA OLLIE NORTH
NSRBM --CPUA ROD MCDANIEL NSPBT --CPUA PAUL THOMPSON
VWRP --CPUA BOB PEARSON- NSFEG --CPUA FLORENCE GAY'"
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khxHrr DTR-28

.twHIS NoVel
. . "

way 11,O 11
N~m 'g1, I90*

4;N 4P ;;
38721

IiTszPa, W|TX lwS WIATIOL Ii-,l3ITr PLAMING GAop (VPINII

OATS Friday, may 1, 1916
LOCATIOl Wh~te louse Situation Room

TIME. 11.00 a.m. - 1.00 "on

IROM, JoW N. xPONDZX'r T i'1

To resolve issues on aid to the Nicaraguan Deocratic Resistance
forces (DAY) and our current posture in the Contadora process.
It. SACRPORMX

The delay is Cofgressional action e yon r aid proposal for the
03r, coupled with the ongoing Contadora diecussione, are creating
expectations and anxieties in the U.S. and In Central Americs.
The ree&stance itself Is increasingly desperate s8 available
supplies are depleted. As of Nay it so further medical supplies
or clothing are available, Sy *idoJu"e the outside support the
resistance has received vil heve been consumed, and no further
significant support appears readily available.

As time goes on without any USC or outside assistant, the
capabilities and morale of the resistance will be seriously
debilitated. Despite our assurances to the Central American
democracies, we still do not have a clear legislative path thba
will *sure a positive vote In the next few weeks. This factor
is also influencing Central American thiaking on tM Contadorza
accord.

Contadera Aeqotiat
friday. Hay i. U

The Ul dinit s will likely proelam t"t taey are prop"e to
sign another version of the treaty, oontnia4 prepos s whie
o"r friends have reooeted We will then find ourselves engaged
in a propaganda contest In which each side will claa the other
Is Intransigent. Or obleotive shoiald be to support o"r friends,
position as a positive and coastrctive Central- Amrisa effortto deal with the reoeNs' problems. while denounc4i the
Sandinistas for refusing to neote.e

Go vie PresidentDos PItmA~

oJ

- '?. €.t, ; ;.j. , w'nca

a,

"91

- 'I
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a contues to be

vo atil P~ol & $$u seW LcRas created considerable
speculation that a treaty is about to be signed by the CAltral b
Americans which would *sell out* the M31. This IPO meeting ts
an opportunity for you to clarify the facts and restate our
position on Contadorat

- T The US will support a verifiable and enforceable treaty
which ensures that jUj the Contadora 21 Points are
addressed.

-- That this country cannot and will not be a party to any
agreement which does not assure that implementation of these
21 Points can be fully verified.

VR

A consistent Administration position on Contadora, as indicated
above, will be helpful in Central America and with the Congress.
Our legislative experts advise that the only realistic versicle
for aid to the DRY is the military Construction Bill which is
pending Comaittee action in %he House. We have indications that,
while Speaker O'Neill will accept Dir aid amendments to this bill
during the week of June 9, he has no intention of allowing it to
pass. even If such a vehicle passes in the-House, we stand a
qood chance of filibuster in the Senate and the likelihood that
n.o aid would be available until Auqust or September 1986.

Given the urgency of the situation vi_4in the resistances it is
impeitant that we identify measure rsWch can provide some form
o f ummedtateasitJk. Three op*as hive been developed:

-- An immediate reproqramming of $ISM from DO to CIA for
humanitarian assistance to the DRJ. These funds would
reduce your subsequent request from 100M to $SM. This
action would require approval in the Souse and Senate
Intelligence Committees the Armed Services Comittees, and
the Defense Appropriations ub-Comittees. We can sake a
9od case that this humainitarian assistance (ISX per month
through August 1S01 is essential to maintain the option of
03* pressure in order to improve prospects for a verifiable

UIuwV. " "
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and enforceable Contadors agreement. Those who counsel
delay pA any OJ aid until after the Contadora process has
played out can be deterred b1 the argument that a A

Ceasefire under Contadora stil requires the OR? to survive
while *national reconciliation negotiations are underway.

A Presidential appeal for private donations by U.S.
citizens. Such a step would undoubtedly result in
considerable domestic criticism and perhaps & Congressional
move to make such activity unlawful. We would aLso have to
ensure that donations were properly managed and disbursed
in such a way as to support a broad based democratic
resistance movement.

A direct and very private Presidential overture to certain
Heads of State who are financially and politically capable
of "bridging" the resist4ha needs until *more favorable
Congressional ,nvircmrast-jb •as. SucKT1rep would likely
allow gs t demonstrv the t 4N lty owtu-neaetance
withodf hq to furier dum -tic pSttTaft political
debate. This option haswvo sacjficaht lkrbilitiesu

- Public exposure would exacerbate the current partisan
atmosphere.

The foreign contributors would ultimately expect that
theLr largesse would result in some kLnd of USG
concession in their favor.

finally, all agree that our ppicy in the region on both
Contadora and the resistance requires you to increase your
personal profile on the issues. :f this meeting results in
consensus on these two issues. we should quickly submit a
Presidential Message to the Congress noting the imediate need
for the SISm in non-militarl, assistance to the OP.?. Your Mesaqe
should cite the consequences of a failure to act and its national
security implications.

1XX. PAPTfCIPANTS: See clearance list at Tab D.

IV. PRESS PLAN, None.

V. S QOfZ 0? tv1tS: See agenda Tab A. Prepared by:

Oliver Worth
Ray Burghardt

Attachments
Tab A - Agenda
Tab 8 List of Participants

u n g N ".Aft WIE B
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XMETI O W!TW THE NATIONAL SECURITY PLANNING GROUP INSPCI

friday, Mai 16, 11i6
White bOule ituation 904M

iliO0 a.. * 12.00 noon

:NTRODCTION .. .....

INTELLIGZC€ IRIFING

CONTADORA SUMMARY .

PESISTANCE t RULING OPTIONS

DISCUSSIO. ........
IP

SUMMARY .. .. .. .. .

. Johai Poindexter12 sinute@1

-Director Casey
15 mtnutes)

. ....... Secretary ShuLtt
110 minutes)

.John Poindexter
S10 minutes)

.. . . . .All
3C minutes)

.Jo.r. Poidexter
(3 minuteIl

I.

IV.

V.

VI.

I
I

U-c'09 1L -,*pi gg g .,11
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KIUTZHG VtZ TH I NATIONAL SECURITY PLAJ) I. O GROUP INSPOI

rridayKay If, 1909
White Mouse Situation AGcOR
llsO0 a.m. 12:00 noon

VP Office

Mr. Don Gregg

state

Secretary George Shult8
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abreas

Defense

Secretary Caspar Weinberger
Under Secretary Fred IkIe

CIA

fee lamCasey

JcS

Adniral William Creve
.TGEN John moellertnq

White H9ue

Kr. Donald 2e"an
Kr. UlliiM 3a11
ADM John PoiMexter

LICOL Oliver North
,r, Raymond Durghardt

A
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ExmBrr DTR-31

UNCLASSIFIEDE R
MZ"ORA"DUX Or CONVERSATION

SUBJECT: U.S.-Iran DialogueP T z c z P 'rs 7;1 5 .S 7
PAATICIPANTS:

U.,.
Y -President
The Vice President
Donald Reqan
John Poindexter
Robert McFarlane
Oliver North
Howard Teicher
Rod McDaniel

DAThs May 29, 1986
PLACI: Oval Office
TIMEt 9130 a.m.

McFarlane briefed the President on the visit to Tehran. "We did
not succeed in gaining the hostages, release. The current state
of government in Iran lacks competence. The competent were
decapitated. One hundred thousand or more are gone. The
tentative overtures to U.S. result from a recognition of their
declining circumstances.*

McFarlane described their bazaar-style negotiating tactics' andapparent fear of failure. On the terms of reference, there was
disagreement, but some areas of agreement as well, e.g., the
Soviet threat, Afghanistan. The Iranians have never stepped up
to the reality of hostage release process. Misunderstandings
were caused by Ghorbanifar's letter.

On possibilities for future, the Iranians are moved by the
opportunity to restore ties to serve their strategic and economic
interests. *They will be back in touch with us. They have now
met with Worth and Teicher. I reconend no more meetings untilthe hostages are released. A lot may be possible. You have
begun to open the door to these people.* (S)
The meting ended at 9140.

Prepared by,

Howard TeicherUNCLASSIFIED o C 11BIJDeclassify ons OADR r g 0 r s
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July 21". 986

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Ths is in reply to your letter to the President
of June 25, 1986, requestinq comments on
H. Res. 485, relating to the alleqations of
improper activities by members of the National
Security Council ste.ff in support of the.
Nicaraquan resistance. The Administration
strongly opposes enactment of the resolution;

Last fall, in an effort to ccoperate with
Chairman Barnes, my predecessor, Robert C.
:cFarlane, met with members of your committee
and the House Foreiqn Affairs Committee. While ..
I did not participate in these discussions, I
understand that Lmatolation-n the specific
issues raised in H. Res. 485, was provided;to
your Committee and that this information made it
clear that the actions of the National Security
Council staff were in camp iancf with both thu 4
spirit and letter of the law regarding support
of the Nicaraguan resistance.

Thank you for the opportunity to coneat 'on
H. Res. 485. 1 have forvardad siLilar letters
to Chairman rascell and Chairman Aepin and -
sincerely hope this matter can finally be put to
rest,

Sincerely,
'p2

John m. Poindexter

The Honorable Lee Hamilton
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

2XHISIT

3
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The President
rThe Whte ,bee

Wasungtoi. 0. C. 20500

'flu

July I , m

4
m writinI to rMq'.t YOW € i, L Ps 46& a reowl;tion of

inqu ry lretinq i t'e Presidnmt to provide .o t..A House of .ersse:.',v,
C@r*3.* 3CtOF rc- ncurWun ,tiVities *f LieuteAnt. COLor. .vor .Jbrt.
or any orr m r of the stff of tr Nationl Security Cbocil in support
of '.me Ocaraq an resistae,.

This re olu.'n ws intrded m t.me bse an June 24, I)6 V4 referred
jointly o tne C ttw CM 1rin Mft ir, A SarlC usd t.- Porma.-An.
Lelect Zwtuw an L'wALUJ~g . Unm thm rules of the IMate. tne

Cattehs mwn at this L"alilation withn 14 IlsLstl , tiginru.qJune 25. 3ine m the July 4th rectum period fts inrvo, true time period
w11 be up Lr the ed at July. hiete , Z reepwt fiily res your
response r* .au a ramoLton no Law thea %L 3i n order to i ve ,,-e
C=Mztte aJait. t4l to C=W8L the MitW.

A cW of M. ba. 4a is welam for aw reforenn.

Lmn S11tm

MWL~we
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June 25. 1;86

The Presidont
The White Kouse
Washington, o. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

I am writing to request your comments on H.Res. 415, a resolui:-
of inquiry directing eno President to provide to the House of
Representatives certain Lnformaion concerning activities of Le. Col.
Oliver North or any other member of the staff of the National Secu:;:,.
Council in support of the Nicaraguan resistance.

This resolution was introduced in the House on June 24, 1986 an
referred jointly to the Committees on Foreign Affairs, Armed Servi:*s
and the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. Under the r-jles
of the House, the committees must act on this legislation within 14
legislative days, beginning June 25. Since the July 4th recess per:
will start shortly, this time period wiLL not be up until the end o!
July. Therefore, 1especstfuLl y:eqwee your response to this
resolution no later than July 2)9 Ln order to give the committee
adequate time to consider the matter.

A copy of M.es. 485 is enclosed faor your reference.

With highest rewards, I an

~42~ v
t nC*tLy yours,

Dalte 9.a
Chairman

N 1 !3

Enclosure
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EXHIBIT DTR-33
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PARTZCIPATS LZ*T

ire-arieS -- 2:00 - 2:30 p.m. (Oval Office)

thee President
Tnse Vice President

---- ,Secretary Shults
Secretary Weinberger
Donald T. Regan

-John m. Poindexter
AeigtaftZ Secretary Richard Ruihy

-AAbahuadOr Thomas Pickerin9
anmm m,,ennis Ross MSC J taif

One-On" " p m=M$M., Oftice)

The United SPtfmO

I- ,,.. aelo,Ki,,nmmmu -- sr __ I
Plenary .Atiln@ - 2:45 - 3130.m. (Cabinet Rocm)

TheL Unj14otates

--- Te Vice President
-- Se~retary Shultz

---- etr y Weinberger
-- Donald ?. 2eqa
-- ohn N. POLndAItef

ry axpeakes
-- istt, 5eretary Richarurphy

..--- basador Thomas Pickerift
-enaie Poem, NSC staff

.W.-i a ~1rnse, USC Statf

e~lA

by 9. Rtg, M wI wl. l

ULA~*ILU

-4

Op- 2. .' fool/
0 00.... i

-- Pr~aIe Nisxjer Fresw
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Israel '7.

.- v---m Minister Shimon Pares
. Ambassador Mlr Rosenne

.,.--Abrah&.mTamir, Director General, Office of the
Prime Minister

_____ IHanan Bar-On, Deputy Director General,
Ministry of Foreiqn Affairs

0Dr. Niarod )iovik, Policy Advisor to the Prije Hinister
. D-..an Halperin, Economic Minister, Embassy of Israel
.... Sriqadier General Asciel evo, military Secretary to the

Primm minister
Uri Savi:rfM Advis to the Prime Minister

-z -a

Departur eStatemnts-- 330 - 3:40 D.n.

The UnIt States
The Presi ent

ri raoLPrim Miiser Peres

K

undire wt .i of L. 123
Ey B. Rfer, NI:U!cn- S.,u.;y C0eWW

UNCLASSIFIED

I(t~h LavTa)m
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Ex~mrt DTR-36

7501
0-7. TROl: 1OBERT 6CFARLT!

SLM .T: Cur:ent Events

Rati.. been out of twn for two days and maintaining the no comment lins, I
ret.;."ed today to find that Don Regan has backgrounded the weeklies and laid
the entire probe at my feet; my idea, my manasle.ent, 4 strict 4ars for
hos:gea deal, no larger agenda in mind, etc. I was told this not by a
jovrlilst but by my closest friend who had been getting calls ll day to the
*(ffct chat "lud is being hung out to dry by Don legan." I st&lhsve nor,
cinmited to anyone.

but " must cell you that if this is true, I 'illl be quite and. This vill'be
the second lie Don legin has @owed against my character and I won't stand for
it.

It might be useful co review just what the truth is.

You will recall that when the Israelis first approached us in June 'S,
presented the idea of engaging in a dialogue with th9 lranians'-no sentii at
all of any arms exchanges at all--and he approved it.

lie ten heard nothing until August when the IsraelLs introduced the
req'-'-:roe fer TOWs. I told Kiacke no.

They vent ahead on their own but than asked that va replace the TOWS an6 after
¢heciang with the President, we agreed. Welr was released as a consequence of
tbeir action.

.4y oet involvement was to go to London where I presented our w&llingiea4 to
ope a political dialogue but that we could not participate in am arm
trL.-ster for hostages. Gorbanifar ranted and raved but we did not change our
posi ion.

I re urned to the States and debriefed the President (with Cap present, and
Regan) that we had taken the poaities of being open to a political dialogue
oe our hostages were released but not before and ruled out an arms trasfer.
I a.so said that Gerbenifac was not to be tursced &ad recosoaded that weo
log er crry on businels with iem. You were present John. I thea left te
geve rmseat•

some dialogue smet have aotiued with Gorbanifar between Nv Year's and.April.
netwithasaaLaJ my recerneadation. In April yo" contacted oe to go to Iran

to oae the political dialogue. I did so. Once there, faced with bd failh on
their part (not havLn released our people ad without meetings with rh__
decision makere) K aborted the mission. Ollie can verify all this.

Upon my return. I debriefred the Ad once sore recomended against
carrying on the arms connected k waiting them out on the political
dialogue. E
4ow this is a far cry fro the Way Began Is supposed to be reporting it John.
I have supported the idea of the political dialogue but time and again, have
registered my opposition to the arms deal. You know that.

if soy of these reports of what Regan is saying aire true--they are suppose L to
be IAA Tine &ad Newsweek on Monday-fift will be cause for i libel suit by Nj.
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te s t serv , *o .ape of preberving %he position of Rafs iA4 , ta.. i6:
wOa't tolerate: frog Do eAn.
Joh- .ai&Sht be useful for yc.u to try to find out from Con of by asking the
@a#s directly. lust what they ate r nning with. t have made no ccMent (ocher
thaz the "fencINI &Ad f ICO OUu" s ine In my CeveIAnd Q&) and V&:. not,
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EXT fDTR-88
5355 p.M.

O53Oz-
.ran P.es i ce

0: About Mcrarlane or spare parts or arms to Iran?

A: We have no comment on these reports. As long as there are
Auerican hostages being held in the Middle Last we will not be

responding to questions- --tke- -th- --- Impl- no coml'e- W il- .

side to all questions about talks or actions that might or might

not be taking place. You should inter nothing to these
gesponses. __

0: Does the U.S. still have an arms embargo against Iran in the

2ran-2raq War?

As long as Iran advocates the use of terrorism, the U.S.
As

&-~amarea-will continue.
_moreover, the U.S. position on the

Iran-Iraq war :eaains that the fighting should stop and the two

sides should reach a negoeiated settlement of their dispute. we

favor an outcome wherein there ore o winAnece or losers. -

Parially Dec"sfied/Releasid on2 L , -Ai'.
undir provision of E.O. 12356

by 9. Rr, National Securty Council
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ExHmrr DTR-39

'5 UNCLA IfILL
4" ' IVI. r LAl

N 7499
I've b4o O Of tOM for two days, as I oee1 YOU have too. After five ifothsv:. ou* speech, for some reason I have had to do two of them en the $&SOday. 60th were foLlowed by Q4A with the first questions being on the Iranianhal1e0. I rplied that 1 could not cement but vould veicome the chance todo 8e at the appropriate tuMe in order to correct What hive baen "ieCifUL and
leraelyfictattous" stories.

Altoaagh Carolina tells se that I have had hadreds of calls, I have refused
a&. of thisnd Will continue to do so. I have been told on very goodauthority however, that Don Aean s obegnning to brief on this laying the
whoe thiag at my feet.

I ON proud of What We have set ins f en and'believe it ay still have soeprmitse especially in the context of restoring so"e stability in theroS:4atlShip with Iran which has always been my esive as Yo mkne. SimilarlyI %AVe always been a$ain dealts& with GorbmIfar. out mame of thisooee,
"%e.orofm i bj¢ record.

______________________I__._._______.IILT iewktAongI
Iwith It £541. Voh-ave about two wmtks ta getS7t smjig accompished beforethe tsde of congressional investigation overwhelm eus. It is a good story to
e: as it steads ;it ca be better.

Let's stay a touch.

,~ *~p
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ExHIrt DTR-40
'' !q& ,t,lt.

flZSS S . OW 3C4 4 2

)T 5 iOsLd41nt today met Wn 9ationaL *em sty

fvisor re rdlnp the oati of the Lmetie thssta"gOe
&oU*. no e **I af WSC pwts.4by tm1eesideats sn lesoxov fyo

the1safety at the roAWm l biete eAd hia tear tat the spate

* ofs peeuLative pterfies vh el ha e:L..a iLme the nIleee o4

kvL4 Jecobesf may put them a dthers at rLisk
* Spring mese" e 'a [ Hwd . effots

• Ahim the tofiaees o fal thm hoestaes, aseil O* etmr
broadP olicy eeraI La M tMiddl Ilat "W Ipersiax tl,*e
k bo oml the as** LaiWtI&Cl it svwit th e 0JftOSUld ldat 4A I

se8 1w advieeue rs-*athi m d44 mg' vewe slLaIMS l t few
4 he el eu.. -wlle sop itm l d loifle41neeed at t eam q

' mGet be diL e f o tm 7 sL1e d d as it be OhaaLIS4 th

as i.e8. la$have bo"sex Vil be v atd arld thal to " Iley
me mki,, aeeee/o to tea'wle em~La lata.

At the cowisio oi tW06mtt *r P"eledeAt ade it *leat to
he hapretat4 thiI e@poe "d elfforts togets

safe rele! Of all. USheose qee. S'es the ta"t Ua%
oesqe vlies are at sUa&, "$ t rheSdat asked hiseadgtsen Io

WaUrs that theL# departoee neftat3fmi0ukLaq aI t q?
speouLatlag a&be efbse smtte
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EXmmT DTR-42

WAS 041INO1ON

?ovembtr 12, 1986

ADIHIISTRATZVRLY CONFIDUTWXAL

SUIMt D rog R C IiHIZ/OS Of. sSTAIN'U

IRON, PAT 3UCRANA(~

SU&JICT: IMNIAN/IIOSTA 9 !SSU3

4 '-'5 1 u4'i/o~g75

NOTED BY DTR

S13749

This may be redundant, but you ought to know that we face a grave
communications problem over this rranian/Rostage Issue. The
uparance of things is that we have negotiated vith a terrorist
regime nore detested by the American people than the Soviet
Union, that we have paid in spare parts and military eqil.ent
for our hostages, that we violated our policy and traduced our
principles, that we are now stonewalling. Not since I came here

as there appeared such an issue which could do such deep and
permanent damage to the President's standing. I realize this is
all being held extresmely tight, for obviously good reasons, but
we have already witnessed some jubilant assaults upon Ronald
Reagan's reputation for principle -- from his enemies -- and some
bitter assaults from some of his friends. (We got them on the
weekend shows.) We are fortunate Cingress is otit.

However, the best response on this, I should think, would be
earliest and fullest disclosure of what we did, what we
attempted, why, eta. The story will not die, until some much
fuller explanation -- giving our arguments -- is provided.

Predictioes if swewai three weeks, the President's approval
will be dew in the mid-fifties at best.
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UNCLASSIFIO
Handwritten note on document N13749:

"I agree, and have so advocated for a week, we are
going to do something on Thurs(tmrw). Finally. Its
late, but I hope not too late. Will check with you
Thurs A.M."

Don

11/12/86

g gt ILt
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.Administration of Ronold Reagan. 1.96 / .%ou 13

er uiid- ncmitted-to-this cause. I
think we represent a poVerful force for hu.
manity. And when that happens. there'll be
no sanctuary on Earth for those who %,ere
pilfering human dignity and pandering de.
spair.

So, I'm counting on all of you. and I'm
looking forward to hearing your views now.
Maybe you've heard enough from all of us
at this side.

Note. The President spoke at 1:35 p.m. in
the Cabinet Room at the White House.

.$ Ambassadors to 21 countries at-
tended the 2-day conference. which was
held at the White House.

Iran-United States Relations

Addreu to the Nation. ,ove ber 13, 1986

Cood evening.
* I know you've been reading, seeing, and

hearing a lot of stories the past several days
attributed to Danish sailors, unnamed ob-
servers at Italian ports and Spanish harbors,
and especially unnamed government offi.
cias of my administration. Well. now you're
going to hear the facts from a White House
souice, and you know my name.

I wanted this time to talk with you about
an extremely sensitive and profoundly im-
portant matter of foreign policy. For 18
months now we have had underway a
secret diplomat initiative to Iram That lii
tiative was udrtaken for the simplest and
best of renams to renew a relationship with
the naon of Iran, to brinS an honorab
end to the bloody 6-yeu war between Iran
and Iraq, to eliminate state-sponsored ter-
rorism and subversion, and to effect the
safe return of A hostages. Without Iran's
cooperation. we cannot bring an end to the
Persian Gulf war; without iran I concur-
fence, there can be no enduring peace in
the Middle Eas

For 10 days now. the American and
world press have been ful of reports and
rumors about this initiative and these objec-
tives. Now, my fellow Amercas there*s an
old saying that nothing spreads so quickly as
a rumor. So, I thought it was time to speak

with you directly to tell -.ou- fir-sthand abou-t
our dealings with Iran As Will Rogers once
said. -Rumor travels faster, but it don't stay
put as long as truth." So. let s get to the
facts.

The charge has been made that the
United States has shipped weapons to Iran
as ransom payment for the release of Amer.
ican hostages in Lebanon, that the United
States undercut its allies and secretly vilat.
ed American policy apast trafficking with
tenmats. Those charges are utterly flse.
The United States has not made concesions
to those who hold our people captive in
Lebanon. And we wiU not. The United
States has not swapped boatloads or plane.
loads of American weapons for the return
of American hostages. And we wil not.

Other reports have surfaced &leging U.S.
involvement: reports of a sealift to Iran
using Danish ships to carry American arms;
of vessels in Spanish ports being employed
in secret U.S. arms shipment; of Italian
ports being used; of the U.S. sending spare
parts and weapons for combat aircraft. All
these report are quite exciting, but as far
as we're concerned, not one of them is true.

During the course of our secret discus-
sions, I authored the trne of sma
amounts of defensive weapo and spa
pes for defensive systems to Iran. My put-
poe was to convince Tehran that our smp
tators were acting with my authoity, to
send a gnal that the United States was
prepured to replace the animosity between
us with a new relaoship. These modest
deiveWis taken toethe. could easily fit
into a dge car pl e. They culd not,
taken toethe, saict the outcome of the 6
year w betweA Ir= and Iraq nor could
they adt in any way the mitary balance
between the two cotutnes.

Those with whom we were in contact
took considerable risks and needed a signal
of our serious intent if they were to carry

rndbr ""d ' M mu. At the same
time we undertook this initiative, we made
clme thmt Irn must oppose all forms of
internatiorl temorisu as a condition of
progrer in our relationship. The most sil-
nificat step which Iran could take. we indi-
cated, woul be to use its influence in Lab.
anon to secure the release of aU hostages
held there.

9 1339
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. . Sore--progress hs -alreadv been made domination to bring an honorable end to
Since U.S. Government contact began with the bloody Iran-Iraq war. to htlr the export
Iran, there's been no evidence of Iranian of subversion and terrorism in the region. A
Government complicity in acts of terrorism major unpediment to those goals has been
against the United States. Hostages have an absence of dialog, a cutoff in comrnuni.*
come home. ,nd we welcome the efforts cation between us. It's because of Iran's
that the Government of Iran has taken in strategic importance and its influence in
the past and is currently undertaking the Islamic world that we chose to probe

But why. you might ask, is any relation. for a better relationship between our coun-
ship with Iran important to the United tries.
States? Our discussions continued into the spring

Iran encompasses some of the most criti. of thu year. Based upon the progress we
cal geography in the world. It lies between felt we had made. we sought to raise the
the Soviet Union and access to the warm diplomatic level of contacts. A meeting was
waterss of the Indian Ocean .eography ex. arranged in Tehran. I then asked my
plaus why the Soviet Union has sent an former national security advLser, Robert
army into Afghanistan to dominate that McFarlane. to undertake a secret mission
country and. if they could. Iran and Paki. and gave hum explicit istructions. I t,,ed
stan. Iran's geography gives it a critical posi- hm to i to Iran to open a dudog, making
tion from which adversaries could interfere stark and clear outr basic objectives and d.
with od flows from the Arab States that agreements. The 4 days of talks were can-
border the Persian Gulf. Apart from geogra, ducted in a civil fashion, and Amencan per.
phy, Iran's oil deposits are important to the sonnel were not mistreated. Since then. the
long-term health of the world economy, dialog has €ontiued and step-by-step

For these reasons, it is in our national hg s continued ade.
interest to watch for changes within Iran pro ere continues to be made. C
that might offer hope for an improved rela- Let me repeat: Our nterest are chary
tionship. Untti last year there was little to served by open a dinlo with Iran and
justify that hope. thereby helps to end the Iran.raq wa.

Indeed, we have bitter and enduring di. That wihas dra ed on for more th a 6
agreements that persist today. At the heart years, with no prospect of a negotited set-
of our quarrel has been Iran's past sponsor. cement. The slaughter on both sides has
ship of international terrorism. Iranmn been enornou, and the adverse economic
policy has been devoted to expelling all and political consequences for that vital
Western influence from the Middle East. region of the world have been growing. We
We cannot abide that because our interests sought to establish commucation with
in the Middle East are vital. At the same both sides in that senseless struggle, so that
time, we seek no territory or special posi. we could assist in brining about a ceae-
tion in Iran. The Iranian revolution is a fact fire and, eventually, a settlement. We have
of history, but between American and Irani. sought to be evenhanded by working with
an basic national interests there need be no both sides and with other interested nations
permanent conflkt, to prevent a widening of the war.

Since 1983 various contries have made This sensitive undertaking has entailed
overtures to stimulate direct contact be- great risk for those involved. There is no
tween the United States and Iran; Europe- question but that we could never have
an, Near Eaut and Far East munries have begun or continued this dialo had the initi.

VV fte-fff~ D- tve been dida"ir'iat,,ti
spite a US. wlllngneu to proceed, none of publicity of the pest week, the entire iuta.
thee overturn bore fuWt. With this history tive is very much at rik today.
in mind, we were receptive lut year when There is ample precedent in our history
we were alerted to the posbility of estab- for this kind of secret diplomacy. In 1971
lishing a direct dialg with Iranian officials. then.President Nixon sent his national se.

Now, let me repeat: America's longstand- curty adviser on a secret mission to China.
ing goals in the region have been to help In that case, as today, there was a basic
preserve Iran's independence from Soviet requirement for discretion and for a sensi.

156 ~
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S ivity to the-stuaticn in the nation %e ere
attempting to engage.

Since the welcome return of former hos.
tage David Jacobsen, there his been
unprecedented speculation and countless
reports that have not only been wrong but
have been potentially dangerous to the hos-
tages and destructive of the opportunity
before us, The efforts of courageous people
like Terry Waite have been jeopardized. So
extensive have been the false rumors and
erroneous reports that the risks of remain.
ing silent now exceed the ruks of speaking
out. And that's why I decided to address
you tonight.

It's been widely reported, for example,
that the Congress, as weU as top executive
branch officials, were circumvented. Al-
though the efforts we undertook were
highly sensitive and involvement of govem-
ment officials was limited to those with a
strict need to know. all appropriate Cabinet
officers were fully consulted. The actions I
authorized were, and continue to be, in full
compliance with Federal law. And the rele-
vant committees of Congress are being, and
will be. fuUy informed.

Another charge is that we have tilted
toward Iran in the Gulf war. This, too, is
unfounded. We have consistently con-
demned the violence on both sides. We
have consistently sought a negotiated settle-
ment that preserves the territories integrity
of both nations. The overtures we've made
to the Government of Iran have not been a
shift to supporting one side over the other.
rather. it has been a dipkoatc hitiative to
gain some degree of access and influence
within ran-a we a Ira-e to bring
about an honorab"i end to that bloody con-
flict. It is in the interests of al parties in the
Gulf region to end that war as soon as
posible.

To summsaze: Our government has a
firm policy not to capitulate to terrorist de-
nuds. That no concessions policy remains
in force, in spite of the w y speculie
and false stores about arms for hostages
and alleged ransom payments. We did
not-repeat--did not trade weapons or any-
thing else for hostages nor wi we. Thos
who think that we have gone soft on terror-
ism should take up the question with Colo-
nel Qadhafi.

We have not, nor- wil we capitulate to
terrorists We wil, however, get on ith
advancing the vital interests of our great
nation-in spite of terronsts and radicals
who seek to sabotage our efforts and immo-
bilize the United States. Our goals have
been. and remain, to restore a relationship
with Iran; to bring an honorable end to the
war in the Gulf; to bring a halt to state-
supported terror in the Middle East; and
finally, to effect the safe return of all hos-
tages from Lebanon.

As President, I've always operated on the
belief that, given the facts, the American
people will make the right decision. I be-
lieve that to be true now. I cannot guaran-
tee the outcome. but as in the past, I ask
for your support because I believe you
share the hope for peace in the Middle
East, for freedom for aH hostages, and for a
world free of terrorism. Certainly there are
risks in this pursuit, but there are greater
risks if we do not persevere

It will take patience and understanding; it
will take continued resistance to those who
commit terrorist acts; and it will take coop-
eration with all who seek to rid the world of
this scourge.

T ank you. and God bless you.

No e e PMr sidert spoke t 8.:01 p.m. from
the Oval Offi at the White Houm. The
addrm uw broadcast li, on nationwide
radio and televisio.

National Philanthropy Day, 1986

Remarks a a White Houm Bnefing for
Ph lanthropiett November 14. 196

Thank you very much. I have just read a
clipping this morning from the United Pros
th-sw, how the private sector i spread-
ing and things of this kind in philanthropy;
that the First Lady of the Soviet Union has
been named to the board of directors of a
private, and privately financed. group in
the Soviet Union. But I appreciate this op-
portunity to be with you today in recogni-
tion of one of America's greatest national

IWAt
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To NM1104 --CPA
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Subject: Perspective

Jlt is et ware %bag you have this.
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To: NSJHP --CPUA JOHN0 N. POINDKX1hR

'ON4MONO

NOT M PtoW: ROIURT NCFARLANK
SUJECT: Perspective

Jonny an I are leaving today to go to Chicago to see HelLssa.perfor in a
play. I will also be giving a speech before t're Simon Voisenthal center for
the Study Of terroise ( I think the V.P. is also apeakine there tonight).

But before leaving I Vented to write down some prelIWJ"Azi os what we oght
to expect heit at home ad a.ab1#ian the days ahead. '

It is diffiColt to know whether or It so, when, public opinlos can be altered
here at home. I think time probably is on our side, conditioned uro whether
something adverse happens in Iron with the "good guys." But I don t think we
need be too pessimistic. Remember the other side had ton days to build the ,
case in the public mind against us and we have only Just begus to fight back.
For what it is worth, I received a five-einute standing ovatio whom I laid
out the whole story before the Young President's Organization audience. It baa
a very broad cross section of successful young, but small businessmen sad is
about evenly split between Demoe and Republicans.

And even among journalists, I have found that the more I explain the mor they
begin to understand that this is not as superficial as they have portrayed it.

A major problem we face is that, quite apart from its substance, it is a
vehicle for beating the President. So that motive will drive Democrats on the
Hill into a frenzy. I think we need to work against that in a rather careful

" way. For example, I think the President's tone toward the Hill generally ought
to be to reach out and seek cooperation. Any other approach will be saicidal.
They control both houses. If he is serious about trying to accomplish
something, he will need to try to build a core of Deos who will support. In
today's radio speech, I sensed that perhaps Pat believes it Is hopeless and
has urged a strategy of running against the partisan dees in '8. That is
irresponsible end I think, also bad politics, for Republicans are not yet a
majority--we will need demos to win in '8,. So point one is that .he
President's public remarks toward the Kiil ought to conciliatory, not
confrontational on all issues, not just this one. I am inclined to thizk that
he ought to try to get a small group of Senators with integrity down to visit
on this Issue. The V.P.'s advice would be good on this. But a sAIall group to
include John Stennis, Lloyd Bentsen, maybe Peter RodLo and a few Republicans
of similar credentials (e.g. GColdwater--aftro some softening up by mo--Tower)
and talk deliberately about the big picture. Now that may be basically wrong
John. Your stress on how the President was preoccupied with the
hostages--which -is astonishing- *eight lead his to put the emphasis on that A
lead people to the wrong conclusion. You are the best judge.

Apart from the President, I think it.is essential that we have a

Comunications gase plan which deals with the editorial boa:do as well as the QJj
r and electronic journalists (although ruling out those who are

UNCLASSIFIED
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clearly irrtrvable) . And it oa"'o$$IM IO. " s a togL.eLirl
p19ad the sensitivty, although it better preserves the P(Jicy Pot ential ofthe enteprilse. Because the simple truth is that unless v sake a bqtfjr case
tha the opposition, the Policy potential will be overvbelmed by ney low
anyway and we end up in the same place. And I also bei5ve that if we believevat we say--:hat here really is a circle of sensible people in Iran, that
they too must be brOught to the awareness--by a Ion$ letter to thee or by a
thorough expluatiom La 4 *eeting..that we are both of us at a moment of
truth. It we air to caty this forward it will take soe performance from the@
in ways that onjy they can Judge but that we cannot avoid laying out the whole
thin& here.

If that is the way we decide to So--and I will abide by bhatever you and the
President decide--then I beleive I can help by being very active but not
necessarily visible (although I don't oppose that) with editorial boards and
in one-on-one sessions with Goldwater, Bentsen, Foley, Murtha, maybe Nunn,
Luger etc. But we camot, I repeat ca-mot, hunker down on ths and the
Iranians must be told that. They may very well Jump shir right exn41
that that i likalv-ohut thaw Ava -e -49k-& -. 2 ---- hL4 1-

A final cement. I lived throught Vatergate John. Vell-eeaninf people who were
in on the early planning of the cowmunications strategy, dida t intend to lie
but ultimately cam around to it. I don't know how Aegan will tend. He eight
choose two courses; either to push it off on someone outside the Vhite Rouse,
which is fine with me, or he might So ahead with a "sell it on its merits"
strategy. If the letter is the course followed, it must not be
confrontational, but open and candid.

Tho Judgments made on this and other matters in the next four or five days
will be crucial. I will be glad'to talk about when I return from Chicago on
Tuesday if you wish.

cc: NSAGK --CPUA ALTON G. KEEL

UNCLASSIFIED U.."
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(Thomas/Iuchanan)
November 18, 1966
12030 a.m.

OPENING STATEMENT

PasS CONFERENCE

Good evening. forte taking questions. I have some brief

remarks.

Eighteen months ago -- as I said last Thursday -- this

Administration began a secret initiative to the Middle last -- to

the Islamic Republic of Iran. Our purposes were fourfold. To

replace a relationship of total hostility, with something 
better.

To bring a negotiated end to the Iran-Iraq war that would protect

Western interests in the Persian Gulf. To effect the release of

our hostagesl and to bring an end to terrorism and the taking of

hostages.

We knew this undertaking involved great risks -- especially

for the hostages and for the Iranian officials with whom we were

in contact. That is why information was restricted to Cabinet

officers and officials with an absolute need 
to know.

This undertakilng was a matter of concern and differences

within Administration councils. There was a full and free

debate. Several officials opposed the transfer of even a modest

shipment of defensive weapons and spare parts 
to Iran --- others

felt no progress could be made without this transfer. I weighed.

their views. I considered the risks it we failed and the rewards

if we succeeded.

IIVLA SSiEID _
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As Mr. Lincoln said, of another presidential decision If

it turns out right, the criticism will not matter. If it turns

out wrong, ten angels swearing I was right will make no

difference.

So, if there were mistakes, they were mine. If there is

responsibility for the decision, it too, is mine. For having

listened to the debate and weighed the options I decided the

potential for reducing the root causes of terrorism, bringing an

end to the slaughter of thousands of human beings in the war

between Iran and Iraq, bringing stability to the region, and

finally, securing the release of hostages was worth the risks.

With respect to trading arms for hostages, our policy was

and remains -- we will never pay ransom for the release of

hostages. I can understand how our initiative may appear to

violate that principle -- I can only assure you that was not the

case. And if anyone doubts our resolve in acting against those

who take hostages or support terrorism our action in response to

the hijacking of the Achille Lauro and against Lybia speak with

greater force than any words that I could use tonight.

Nonetheless, tn remove any doubt I have directed my senior

foreign policy advisors to notify our allies we will not provide

additional arms, in any amount, to any country, including Iran,

as long as they support, condone or in any way participate in

terrorism or terrorists acts.

uI JL lr r.U
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If there were differences on how we achieve our policy goals

there was and is no difference on what those goals are. We must

find a way to bring Iran back into the community of responsible

nations, to end a war that has taken Lives and to

eliminate the causes of terrorism. We must not continually be

bound to simply finding new ways to secure the release of

hostages.

If we are to be successful in this and other foreign policy

initiatives, it will require the support of the American people

and the Congress -- Oemocrats and Republicans. I cannot put it

better than Jim Wright, soon to be Speaker of the House, who said

ewo need to restore the kind of atmosphere that existed when I

first came to Congress, when Sam Raybura was the Speaker and Mr.

Eisenhower was the President, and we worked together." Well, Mr.

Wright, we can work together. The Congress will have my full

cooperation in pursuing this and other foreign pol.tcy

initiatives. Toward that end I have directed that all

information relating to our initiative be provided to the

appropriate Members of Congress.

But we cannot be effective as a country -- be it in

eliminating the causes of terrorismor in our goal to eliminate

nuclear weapons -- unless we are united and speak with one,

certain and sure voice. In the past we have been able to build a

consensus on difficult domestic and foreign policy issues. I

remain hopeful such a consensus can be brought together on the

Middle last and the Persian Gulf.

UNCLASSIFIED
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But. my friends, that letter may have
been addressed to me. but it wasn't written
to me alone. It was written also to each of
you, to all Americans. and to our allies as
well. It was written in thanks to all those
who've joined in our bipartisan crusade to
make Amcnica stronger. And it was written
an thanks to all of those who have returned
us to our values and reminded us of what
they mean in this world. At the National
Review dinner last December, I closed my
remarks by saying thanks to Bill Buckley for
.'setting loose so much good in the world."
But tonight. BW, Ernie, Paul, Don, Jeane,
and everyone, others far away, thank you,
too. Thank you, Cod bless you all.

Note. The Prsriden spoke at 7:32 p.m. in
the Int national Ballroom of the Washing.
ton Hilton Hotel.

The President's
News Conference of
November 19, 1986

IMn-U Reltion
The Pn tiden. Good evening. I have a

few words here before I take your ques-
tions, some brief remarks.

Eighteen months ago, a I mid last Thurs.
day, this administration began a secret initi-
ative to the Islamic Republic of Iran. Our
purposes were fourfold: to replace a rela-
tionship of total hostility with something
better, to bring a negotiate and to the
Iran.Iraq war, and to bMg an end to ter.
rorism and to eflec th relmn of our hoe-
tages.

We knew this undertaklng involved great
ruls, especially for our pope and for the
Iranian officials with whom we dealt. That's
why the infmation was restricted to ap.
proprite Cabinet officers and those officials
with an absolute need to know.

This undeta.ng was a matter of consk-
erable debate within admUistmion circles.
Our policy objeves were never in di-
pute. There wer dilfferences on how best
to proceed The principal issie in conten-
tion was whether we should make isolated
and limited exceptions to our arm embargo
as a signal of our serious intent. Several top

advisers opposed the sale of even a modest
shipment of defensive weapons and spare
parts to Iran. Others felt no progress could
be made without this sale. I weighed their
views. I considered the risks of falure and
the rewards of success, and I decided to
proceed. And the responsibility for the deci-
sion and the operation is mine and mine
alone. As Mr. Lincoln said of another presi.
dental decision, "If it turns out night, the
criticism wll not matter. If it turns out
wrong, ten angels sweanng I was right wl
make no difference."

I understand this decision is deeply con-
troversial and that some profoundly dis-
agree with what was done. Even some who
suppor, our secret iNrtiative believe it was a
mistake to send any* weapons to Iran. I un-
derstand and I respect those views, but I
deeply believe in the correctness of my de-
cision. I was convinced then and I am con-
vinced now that while the risks were great,
so, too, was the potential reward. Bringing
Iran back into the community of responsi-
ble nations, ending its participaton in polit-
ical terror, brMgn an end to that trrible
war, and bringng our hostages home-
these are the causes that justify taking risk.

In foreign polky the presence of risks
alone cannot be reason enough not to act.
There were risks when we liberated Grena-
da, when we went into Lebanon, when we
aided the Philippines, and when we acted
against Libya. So, we'll continue our efforts.
However, to eltmiate the widespread but
mistaken perception that we have been ex-
char4on rs for hostaM I have dircted

ta of arms of any kind be
sent to Iran. I have further directed that all
information relating to our initiative be pro.
vided to the appropriate Members of Con-
pra There may be mome questions which
for reasons of national security or to protect
the safety of the hostages I will be unable to
answer publily. But again, all formation
wi be provided to the appropriate Mem-
ben of Conenp.

And now IM take your questions. Helen
[Helen Thomas United Prom Intemation-
all?

Q. Mr. President, in the recent pest there
was an administration whose byword was
"Watch what we do, not what we my."
How would you mes the credibility of

1583
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your own administration in the light of the
prolonged deception of Congress and the
public in terms of your secret dealings with
Iran. the disinformation, the trading of Zak.
harov for Daniloff? And I'd like to follow
up.

rhe PruidenL Well. Helen, let me take
the last one first. I know some persist in
saying that we traded Zakharov for Dana-
loff. We did not. We said that we would
have no dealings with the Soviet Union,
even on going to Iceland, untd Danxloff was
in our hands.

But to bring it up to date on this, there
was no deception intended by us. There
was the knowledge that we were embark.
ing on something that could be of great ruk
to the people we were talking to. great risk
to our hostages. And, therefore, we had to
have it liruted to only the barest number o."
people that had to know. I was not break.
ing any law in doing that. It is provided for
me to do that. At the same time, I have the
right under the law to defer reporting to
Congress, to the proper congressional com.
mittees, on an action, and defer it until
such time as I believe it can safely be done
with no ruk to others.

And that's why I have ordered in this
coming week the proper committees will
be briefed on this. And there are still some
parts of this that we cannot go public with,
because it will bring to rsk and danger
people that are held and people that we
have been negotiating with. We were not
negotiating goverLment to government. We
were negotiating with certain individuals
within that country.

Q. You don't think your credibility has
been damaged? And are you prepared now
to disavow the finding which let you make
end runs around the Irani arms embargo?
Are you going to tear it up?

The PraidmL No. as I say, we are going
to observe that embago. And it's pert of
the same reason that, as I've said, we were
doing this in the rt plac And that is to
-1, amog the other ium involved, if we
can help bring about peace between those
two countries, a peace without victory to
either one or defeat and that will recognize
the teritoral integrity of both. And this is
something that all of our allies a seeking
also.

But I think the people understand that
sometimes you have to keep a secret in
order to save human lives and to succeed in
the musion, just as we went into Grenada
without prior notice. because then we
would have put to risk all of those men who
were going to hit the beach.

Yes. Mike (Mike Putzel, Associated Press]
Secretary of Stage Shult:

Q. Mr. President, has Secretary Shultz
discussed his resignation with you? Have
you agreed to accept it, or have you asked
him to stay on?

The Pmidvt. Mike, he has never sug-
gested to me in our meetings that resigna.
tion. Ard in fact. he has made it plain that
he will stay as long as I want him, and I
want him. So, there's never been any dis.
cussion there. He knows twt I want him to
stay, and he has, in advax.r . said that he
wants to. There's been no talk of resign.
tion.

Q. If I may follow up, sr: Has he made
his staying conditioned on your agreeing
not to send further arms to Iran?

h p?,pwidenL No. there have been no
conditions, As I say, we didn't-discus that.-
And as I've sd now, there is no need to go
further with this. The mision was served
that made us waive temporauily that for
that really minuscule amount of spare parts
and defensive weapons.

Chris (Chris Wallace, NBC News?
Q. Mr. President, you have stated flatly,

and you stated flatly again tonight, that you
did not trade weapons for hostages. And yet
the record shows that every time an Ameri-
can hostage was releed--ast September.
this July, and again just this very month-
there had been a major shipment of arms
just before thaL Are we All to believe that
was just a coincidence?

The rwidmL Chris, the only thing I
know about major shipments of arms-as
I've sad everything that we sOd them
could be put in one cargo plane, and there
would be plenty of room left over. Now, if
there were major shipments-and we know
this has been going on-.tre have been
other countries that have been dealing ian
arms with Iran. There have been also pri-
vate merchants of such things that have
been doing the same thing. Now, I've seen
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the stories about a Danish tramp steamer
and a Danish sailors union officials talking
about their ships taking various supplies to
Iran. I didn't know anything about that
untd I saw the press on it, because we cer-
tainly never had any contact with anything
of the kind. And so, it's )ust that we did
something for a particular mission. There
was a rsk entailed. And Iran held no hos-
tages. Iran did not kidnap anyone. to our
knowledge. And the fact that part of the
operation was that we knew, however, that
the kidnapers of our hostages did have
some kind of relationship in which Iran
could at tunes influence them-not
aiways-but could influence them. And so
three of our hostages came home.

Q, But if I may follow up, sir: On that
first point, your own Chief of Staff, Mr.
Regan, has said that the U.S. condoned Is-
raeli shipments of arms to lran. And aren't
you, in effect, sending the very message
you always said you didn't want to send?
Aren't you saying to terrorists either you or
your state sponsor-which in this case was
Irant-can gain from the holding of hos-
tages?

The Pride L No, because I don't see
where the kidnapers or the hostage-holders
gained anything. They didn't get anything.
They let the hostages go. Now, whatever is
the pressure that brought that about, I'm
just grateful to it for the fact that we got
them. As a matter of fact, if there had not
been so much publicity, we would have had
two more that we were expecting.

Sam [Sam Donaldson, ABC News]?
Q, Mr. Present, when you had the arms

embargo on, you were asking other nations,
our alies particularly, to observe it--public-
ly. But at the same time, privately, you con-
cede you were authorizing a breaking of
that embargo by the United States. How
can you justify this duplicity?

Th, PideaL I don't think it was duplic-
ity. And as I say, the socalled violation did
not in any way alter the military balance
between the two countries. But what we
were aimig for, I think, made it worth-
while. And this was a waiver of our own
embargo; the embargo still stays now and
for the future. But the cause that I out.
lined here in my opening statement-rst
of al to try and establish a relationship
with a country that is of great strategic im-

portance to peace and everything else in
the Middle East. at the same time, also. to
strike a blow against terrorism, and to get
our hostages back, as we did. And this par-
ticular thing was, we felt, necessary in order
to make the contacts that we made and that
could lead to better relations with us. And
there was a fourth item, also, as I pointed
out.

Q. Sir, if I may, the polls show that a lot
of Amencan people just simply don't
believe you. But the one thing that you've
had going for you, more than anything else
in your Presidency, your credibility, has
been severely damaged. Can you repair it?
What does ,t mean for the rest of your Pres-
idency?

The President. Well, I imagine I'm the
only one around who wants to repair it, and
I didn't have anything to do with damaging
it.

Bill [Bill Plante, CBS News)?
Q. Mr. President, you say that the equip-

ment which was shipped didn't alter the
rmihtary balance. Yet several things: We un-
derstand that there were 1,000 TOW anti-
tank misiles shipped by the U.S. The U..
apperendy condoned shipment by Lan-.'l
and other nations of other quantitis of
arms u an ancillary pet of thi deal-not
directly connected, but had to condone it,
or the shipments could not have gone for-
ward, Air. So, how can you my that it cannot
alter the military balance? And how can
you say, sir, that it didn't break the-law,
when the Naonal Security Act of 1977
plainly ks about timely nonfiction of
Conrm and also, si, stipulates that if the
national security required secrecy the Presi-
dent is ftil required advise the leader.
ship and the c i'mn of the intelligence
€omnutteew

The Aw .dmL Bil, everything you've
said here is baed on a mappoition that is
false. We did not cndoem and do not con.
done the metof anns frM other
oun Aws the other point

that you mae hee.---
Q. There were the anttank mimiles sir.
Tu Pwm& Oh no, about tho4hat it

didn't-no, that it didn't violate the-.or
that did violate the law. No. as I've said the
President, believe it or not, does have the
power if, in his belief, national secunty can
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be served to waive the provisions of that
law as weU as to defer the notification of
the Congress on thu.

Q. Isn't it possible that the Iraqis, sir,
might think that a thousand antitank mu-
stles was enough to alter the balance of that
war?

Th Prniddvit This u a purely defensive
weapon. It is a shoulder-carried weapon.
And we don't think that in this defensive
thng-we didn't add to any offensive
power on the part of Iran. We know that
Iraq has already announced that they would
be wbilng to settle the conflict, as we've
said, with no winners or losers. And the
other parts happened to be spare parts for
an antiaircraft Hawk battery And. as I say,
all of those weapons could be very easily
cared in one mission.

Now, I think-Charles (Charles Bier.
bauer, Cable News Network1.

Q. Mr. President, I don't think it's still
clear just what Israel's role was in th. The
questions that have been asked about a con-
doned shipment. We do understand that
the Israelis sent a shipment in 1985, and
there were aLso reports that it was the Is.
raelis that contacted your administration
and suggested that you make contact with
Iran. Could you explam what the IsraeU
role was here?

T7 Prnident. No, because we, as I say,
have had nothing to do with other countries
or their shipment of arms or doing what
they're doing. And, no, as a matter of fact,
the first ideas about the need to restore
relations between Iran and the United
States, or the Western World for that
matter, actually began before our adminis.
tration was here. But from the very first, if
you look down the road at what could
happen and perhaps a change of govern.
meant there, that it was absolutely vital for
the Wetern World and to the hopes for
peace in the Middle East and aU for us tow
be trying to establish this relationship. And
we w m-oh it started about 18 months
ago, really, as we began to find out some
individual that it might be possible for us
to deo with and who also were looking at
the probablity of a further accident.

Trudie?
Q. Can I follow up please, if I may, on

that? The contacts that you're suggesting
are with moderates in the Iranian Govern,

ment and in the Iranian system. Sa',y
Coldwater tonight sad in hu judgment
there are no moderates in Iran. I don't
mean to suggest that there may not be. but
how did you know that you were reaching
the moderates? And how do you define a
moderate in that kind of a government?

TAe PresidenL Well. again you're asking
questions that I cannot get into with regard
to the answers. But believe me, we had
information that led us to believe that there
are factions within Iran. and many of them
with an eye toward the fact that they think
sooner rather than later there u going to be
a change in the government there. And
there is great dissatisfaction among the
people in Iran.

Trudie (Trudie Fiekdman, Transfeaturesj?

Armed Redvutior Negoaieiow
Q. Mr. President, could we turn to U.S..

Soviet relations for a moment, please?
Te PdidmLe I'd be delighted. (Lsugh-

Q. Your chief arms negotiator, Max Kam-
pelman, said that as a result of your meet.
ing with Mr. Gorbachev. in Iceland that
there indeed were substantial results and
agreements. But the leadership of the
Soviet Union say that there were no rMults,
nothing positive, ad the amre is widely
scattered stiLL How do you propose, in the
remainder of your term, to close the gap for
an agreement?

The AwidmL Well Trudie, the thing is,
about that situation, they are not widely
scattered. All the agreement, or the appLr.
eant places where we agreed at Reykavik,
are on the table no%' with our arms negOtia-
tors in Geneva. And for the fiRst time there
was an agreement reached on the dain-bil-
ity of eliminting aHl strategic nuclear mis.
stes in a 3-year period and then dealing
with the intermediate-range misses in Ger.
many. And just before the meeting broke
up was the Art time that-it had Always
been our purpose, and it was our Purpose
when we went there, to me if this.-thae
are the destabilizing weapons. these are the
weapons that people in their mind can pic-
ture someone pushes a button and lot of
places blow up. And we always thought that
if we could make a start on those, the desta-
bilizing missiles, and then we could work on
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to the other nuclear weapons--bombs car.
ned by airplanes and so forth. And %4e had
gone there with the express purpose of
seeing if we could arrive at some kind of a
settlement on one or the other of these
other two missde types. And it was just
before the meeting broke up that for the
first time they suggested that they were
taJking about ail nuclear weapons. not )ust
the others. Well. there was no time for us to
discuss them-ti us new force that was in
there.

But I think Mr. Kanpelman was saying
right-that I just call to your attention that
never in the history of the Soviet Union has
a Soviet leader ever publicly proposed
eliminating weapons they already have.
And this Soviet leader has. He has talked
actually of totally eliminating them. And so
the only thing I can say to thi is-I know
they are ddifcult to deal with-but all I can
say is they're still at the table- in Geneva,
and the proposals are still there. So, I con-
tinue to be optimutic.

Q. I just want to follow up. Do you think
you're going to see Mr. Gorbachev again
during your term, or do you think he is
thinking that he'll wait for the next Presi-
dent to negotiate an arms control agree-
ment?

rho PreidenL WeU, I have to believe
there is reason for optimis, because he
humsef suggested the Iceland meeting as a
forerunner to the summit that was sup-
posed to take place in the United States.
And all I can do is recill that when the
Soviets, sometime ago. got up and walked
out of the Geneva arms meetings, because
we were installing medum-rnge-the
Pershings and the cruse minils in Europe.
And they walked out M said, "Thit does
it." Well. they came beck.

Q. Do you have a date.-
TU Praoen. What?
Q. Do you have a date to meet them

agin?
YU PidenL No, that's what we're wait.

ing for--is for them to give us a date.
Ir,.-U.$ ,.latoss

Q. Mr. President, going beck over your
answers tonight about the arms shipments
and the numbers of them, are you telling us
tonight that the only shipments with which
we were involved were the one or two that

followed )our January 17th finding and
that, whatever your aides have said on
background or on the record, there were no
other shipments with which the U.S. con-
doned?

The PrevidenL That's right. I'm saying
nothing, but the miles that we sold-and
remember, there are too many people that
are saying "gave.* They bought them.

Andrea [Andrea Mitchell, NBC News)?
Q. Mr. President, to follow up on that:

We've been told by the Chief of Staff,
Donald Regan, that we condoned-this gov-
ernment condoned-an Israeli shipment in
September of 1985, shortly before the re-
lease of hostage Benjamin Weir. That wu 4
months before your inteUlence finding on
January 17th that' you say gave you the
legal authority not to notify Congres. Now,
can you clear that up-why this govern-
ment was not in violation of its arms embar--
go and of the notification to Congress for
having condoned American-made weapons
shipped to Iran in September of 1985?

The PrsidenL Well, no. I've never heard
Mr. Regan say that, and I'll ask him about
that. Because we believe in the embargo,
and as I say, we waived it for a specific
purpose, in fact, with four goals in mind.

Yes.
Q. Can I just follow up on that For a

second, sr, because what is unclear to, I
think, many people in the American public
is why-if you are saying tonight that there
will be no further arms shipments to Iran-
why you won't cancel the January 17th in.
tellhgence rindig so that you can put to
rest any suggestion that you might again,
without notification and in complete secre-
cy and perhaps with the objection of some
of your Cabinet members, continue to ship
weapons if you think that it is necesary?

77.e hidmL No, I have no intention of
doing that, but at the same time, we ar
hopeful that we're goi g to be able to con.
tinue our meetings with these people, these
indiviul

Q. But you won't cancel the intelligence
finding?

TU Po 1iden. I don't know whether it's
called for or whether I have to wait until
we've reported to Congress and all. I don't
know just what the technicality legally Is on
that.'
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Q. Yes, Mr. President. Why do you
think-its strategic position not withstand.
ang--the American people would ever sup-
port weapons to the Ayatollah Khomeini?

Te Prvuid#,L We werent giving them
to the Ayatollah Khomeini. It's a strange
situation As I say, we were dealing with
individuals, and we believe that those-and
some of those individuals are in govern.
ment. in positions in government. But it
was not a meeting officially of the United
States head of state and the Iranian head of
state. But these people, we beheved, and
their closeness to the Iran military was such
that this was necessary to let them know.
number one, that we were senous and sin-
cere in our effort about good relations and
also that they were dealing with the head of
government over here, that this wasn't
something coming out of some agency or
bureau, that I was behind it.

Q. Well, sir, if that's the case, some have
asked that if Libya occupied a strategical
position as [ran did, would you then arm
Qadhafi and bomb Khomeini?

The P'idefl. Believe me. t" at's about as
hypothetical a question as anyone could
imagine. The situations are quite different.

Q. Mr President, you said that you were
not swapping-or you did not think you
were swapping arms for hostages. But did it
,ever occur to you, or did it never occur to
you, that certainly the Iranians would see it
that way and that they might take it as an
inducement to take more hostages, especial.
ly in light of the fact that they've released
three but taken three more?

The ProuideriL No, to the best of our
knowledge. Iran does not own or have au.
thority over the Hizbalah. They cannot
order them to do something. It is apparent
that they, evidently, have either some per.
suasion-and they don't always succeed-
but they can sometimes persuade or pres.
sure the Hizbelaih into doing what they did
in this instance. And as I say, the Iranian
Government had no hostages, and they
bought a 49pment from us. And we, in
turn-I nigh as weU teU you that we. in
tum, had W sa when they wanted to kind of
know our position and whether we were

I Radical Shi ite group operating in Lba.
non.

trustworthy and all of this--we told them
that we did not want to do business with
any nation that openly backed terrorism.
And they gave us information that they did
not. And they said also that they had some
evidence that there had been a lessening of
this on the part of the Khomeini and the
government and that they'd made some
progress. As a matter of fact. some individ.
uals usociate.d with terrorist acts had been
put in prison there. And so that was when
we said, "Well, there's a very easy way for
you to verify that if that's the way you feel.
and they're being held hostage in Leba.
non.

Q. Well, if I can follow up: If your arms
shipments had no effect on the release of
the hostages. then how do you explain the
release of the hostages at the same time
that the shipments were coming in?

The pwidenL No. I said that at the time
I said to them that there was something
they could do to show their sincenty. And if
they really meant it that they were not in
favor of backing terrorists, they could begin
by releasing our hostages. And as a matter
of fact I believe and have reason to believe
that we would have had all five of them by
this last weekend, had it not been for the
attendant confusion that arose here in the
reporting room.

You don't have your red mittens on.
Q. On that point, you said earlier, and

you said just now again, that, but for the
publicity, two other hostages would have
been returned home by now. As you know,
the publicity began in a Syrian-backed, pro-
Syran magazine--

The PrwidenL Yes.
Q. -- in Lebanon. My question is, there-

fore, are you suggesting that someone who
was a party to this sabotaged it by deliber-
ately leaking that original report?

ThU PwidenL To our best information,
the leak came from a person in government
in Iran and not one of the people that we
were dealing with, someone that would be
more hostile to us. And that individual gave
the story to the magazine, and the maga-
zine then printed the story there in Beirut.

Q. Mr. President. there has been an obvi-
ous change in policy towards Iran: from re-
fusing to deal with a terrorist state to even
sending weapons a a gesture of good will.
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Would you ce.nsider. in the name of the
same geopolitical interest that you invoked
with Iran, changing your policy towards
Nicaragua?

TU Prnidmt. No. and I believe that I've
answered that question, I think, more than
once here-that no. we still hold to our po-
sition, and Iran officially is stJI on our list of
nations that have been supporting terror-
ism. But I'm talking about the people that
we were doing business with, and they gave
us indication and evidence that that policy
was changing. And so. u I said. to give
them more prestige and muscle there
where they were, we made this sale.
Nic.,wguva

Q Then, Mr. President. would you con-
sider breaking diplomatic relations with
Nicaragua to increase the pressure on the
Sandinista government?

Th PrwidenL No, we have not thought
of that, and we still believe very much in
supporting the contras. because we believe
in the omt'm cause. The contmi have
made it plain that aU they seek is to be able
to put enough pressure on the Sandinista
government for that government to negoti.
ate with them and the people of Niwagua
for the kind of government that they alto.
gether had promised when they were fight.
ing the revolution agat the Somoza dict.&
torshAip. And it was the Sdmistais who, as
Communist groups usually do. sip,, when
the revolution wa over. they did every.
hnet" te d to get ri of tha ir Eslw

up -m- w and they aeinid power and
Creote a - alt-' omnaem 11".

Now, the Sandkta.-o the ame have
never - wovethoing the govern.
ment. They have repeatedly offed and
said" We simply want to be able to negoti-
ate and have a chance to have the govern.
ment installed that we'd promised the Or-
ganization of American States we were
fighting for." So, I think we continue to
help them, but we believe that there is a
value in maintaining relations. It gives us
listening post in Nicmrgua.
Ive-U.1S Rieloti.

Q. Mr. President. there is a mood in
Washington tonight of a President who is
very much beleaguered, very much on the
defensive. Why don't you seize the offen.

sie bv qa ing your Secretary of State a vote
of confidence declaring that all future
covert activities will have his support and
by shaking up the National Security Counci
r., such a way as to satisfy the concerns in
Congress that it has been running a pars-
nulitary operation out of the basement of
thme White House in deftance of the State
Department and the Congress?

"he Pmidemt The State Department-or
1he Secretary of State was involved, the Di.
?ector of the CIA was involved, in what we
were doing and, as I said before, there are
certain laws in which, for certain actions, I
would not have been able to keep them a
secret as they were. But thee people
you've mentioned have been involved-do
know what was going on. And I don't n
that the action that you've suggested has
caled for it. But what you've disappomted
me the most in is suggesting that I sound
defensive up here. I've just been trying to
answer aU your questions as well a I ca
And I don't feel that I have anything to
defend about at all. With the circum s
the way they were, the decision I made I
still behove was the correct decision, and I
believe that we achieved some portion of
our goals.

Q. Mr. President. do you believe that any
of the additional hostages will be released?

The ?widwL I have to believe that.
Q. And dung any of these discussions
h your admintramti, was tbere ever

my hit or "aggesim da these weapons
might be used to topple the Ayateflah

FU ePrewdimI No, /d 1 don't me in my
way bow that cud be, with the patcua
things that we Wenew I don1 me
where the Ayatollhcol be a lNoia
target for an untiircraft mus or even For
a TOW miesd for that matter.

Q. Mr. President, you mad an exception
for the arms embUgo when you thought it
was in the U.S interest to do so. Why
shouldn't other nation ship weapons to
Iran when they think it's in their interests?

JTh PwsdenaL Well I would like to we
the indication as to how it coul be in their
interest. I know that them are other nations
that feel as we do that the Western World
should be trying to fnd an avenue to get
Iran back where it once wa&--and that is in
the family of democratic nations and the
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famrndy of nations that want peace in the
Middle East and so forth

Q. How. Mr. President-if I may follow
up-how does shipping weapons to Iran
help bring them back into the community
of nations? You've acknowledged that you
were dealing with only a small portion of
the government?

The Pmidevl. I wu talking of strength-
ening a particular group wiho needed the
prestige that that could give them. who
needed that, well, that bargaining power.
themselves, within their own ranks.

Jerry Leremiah O'Leary. Washington
TimesI?

Q. Mr President. I believe you may have
been slightly in error in de:ribing a TOW
as a shoulder-mounted weapon. It's a
ground-to-ground weapon. Red-eye is the
shoulder weapon, but that's beside the
point. TOW's are used to destroy tanks.

Te PrniduL Yes, I know, Jerry, I know
it's a tank weapon.

Q. I don't think it's fired from your shoul-
der.

Te Prn"dent WeU, now-4aughter)-4
I have been misinormed, then I wiU yield
on that. But it was my understanding that
that is a man-carried weapon, and we have
a number of other shoulder-borne weapons.

Q. I did have a question, though. [lAugh-
ter]

The Presidet. You mean that wasn't a
question? [Laughter)

Q. No, sir, I thought I knew what a TOW
Was.

I just wanted to ask you what would be
wrong at this stage of the lame, snce ev.
erything seems to have gone wrong that
could possibly go wrong, like the Murphy
Law, the Reagan Law, the O'Lary Law,
this week-what would be wrong in saying
that a mistake was made on a very high-risk
gamble so that you can ge on with the next

Te htids Because I don't think a
mistake was made. It was a high-risk
pamble, and it was a gamble that, as I've
sad. I believe the circumstances warranted.
And I don't s that it has been a iasco or a
great failure of any kind. We si have
those contacts. We still have made some
ground. We got our hostages back-three of
them. And so, I think that what we did was

right. and we're going to continue on thu
path.

Federal Aid to the Homeless

Q. Mr. President, Mr President. please
one domestic question, would you please?
Sir, thu is the question-

The Pruident. Helen. will you yield to
this?

Q. This is a question that wdl not wait.
It's cold weather out there, and the grow.
ing number of hungry and cold people who
are homeless in all of our cities--ad these
volunteers that you urge to take part in this
and try to help have now made their sur.
veys across the Nation. They've come back
and said we can't feed the hungry and take
care of the homeless by ourselves. We've
got to have Federal help. You have no
policy in the White Houe, I believe, to do
this, and you're now just leaving this to
local government and local groups. They
can't take care of it. Won't you please give
us a federally coordinated program with
long-time pamming?

The .wide"L I think that in things of
that kind we are still spending more than
has ever been spent before trying to help
the needy. I will be very pleased to look
into that particular facet and see if there is
some snafu there, biut I don't think so. But I
do think that many of these programs are
being undertaken at a State and at a local
level and with the aid of Federal Rnauvicg.
liut Ill look into it.

Q. They're doing a great job, sir, but they
simply say themselves-,the churches, the
nonprofits-we can't do it sufficiently. The
number is growing so rapidly. They've got
to have Federal help.

ThU Pr ident. No. well. as I'm Saying-
I'm going to Rnd out, because I think and
believe that there is such help. I just read
this morning in the paper about a needy
family in New York that Is being put up in
a hotel, and the cost to welfare just for the
rent of the hotel room is 837.000 a year.
And I wonder why somebody doesn't build
them a house for *37.000?

Note The Prrident's 39th neOO confernce
began at &Oi p.u. in the ELt Room at the

1590
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.Administration of Ronald Reagan, 1966 / Vot 20

White House it was broadcast ive on na.
tonuwtde radio and television

Before uns'enig the last series of ques-
tions, the President addressed Helen Thomas.
who as the senior member of the White
House press corps indicates when the news
conference has ended

Iran-United States Relations

Statement by the President.
November 19, 1986

There may be some misunderstanding of
one of my answers tonight. There was a
third country involved in our secret project
with Iran. But taking this into account, all
of the shipments of the token amounts of
defensive arms and parts that 1 have au.
thorized or condoned taken in total could
be placed aboard a single cargo aircraft.
This includes all shipments by the United
States or any third country. Any other ship-
menu by third countries were not author.
ized by the U.S. Government.

Noe The President's statement refers to his
niew conference.

The National Floral Emblem of the
United States of America
The Rose

Proclamation 5574. November 20 1986

By the Prmdent of the United State
of A merkc
A Proclamtion

Americns have always loved the flowers
with which God decorates our land. More
often than any other flower, we hold the
roe dear as the symbol of life and love and
devotion, of beauty and eternity. For the
love of man and woman, for the love of
mani and God, for the love of country,
Americans who would speak the lanpUage
of the hear do to with a rose.

We see proofs of this everywhere. The
study of fossil reveals that the rose has e-
isted in America for age upon age. We have
always cultivated roses in our gardens. Our

first President. George Washington, bred
roses. and a variety he namcd after his
mother is still grown today. The White
House itself boasts a beautiful Rose Garden.
We grow roses in all our fifty States. We
find roses throughout our art, music. and
Nterature. We decorate our celebrations
and parades with roses. Most of all. we
present roses to those we love, and we
lavish them on our altars, our civil shrines.
and the final resting places of our honored
dead.

The American people have long held a
special place in their hearts for roses. Let us
continue to cherish them, to honor the love
and devotion they represent. and to bestow
them on all we we love just as Cod has
bestowed them on us.

The Congress. by Senate Joint Resolution
159. has designated the rose as the National
Floral Emblem of the United States and au-
thorized and requested the President to
issue a proclamation dechuring this fact.

Now, Therefore, 1, Ronald Reagan, Presi-
dent of the United States of America, do
hereby proclaim the rose as the National
Floral Embler of the United States of
America.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand this twentieth day of November,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and eighty.six, and of the Independence of
the United States of America the two hun-
dred and eleventh.

Ronald Reagan

(Filed with ts* Office of the Fedeal Regis-
wr, 11.02 a.m., November 21. 19861

Pmident's Commission on Executive
Exchange

Ez itiw Order 12574. Nowber 20. 196

ESTAlUSHIN AN ExnIIMtNTAL Pato.
GRAM WrmItN ThU PuawofrT's Comums-
SiON ON EXKCLTIIVK ExCmANCt

By the authority vested in me as Presi-
dent by the Constitution and statutes of the
United States of America including the Ex.
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ExHBrTl"R-49

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS: U.S.-!ran Oalogue

1965

Jan MLchael Ledeen suggested to the NSC that :srae'
contacts may be useful in obtaining release tf tne
U.S. hostages in Lebanen. GhorbanLfar was
introduced to Ledeen and the NSC as an ZranLan
intemediary.

Feb 14: Jeremy Levin escaped.

Jun 14: TWA-47 hijacking. Iranian government officials,
contacted by Israelis and Ohorbanifar, help in
obtaining the release of four Americans held
separately from the rest of the hijacked passen-
gers. Last kncwn instance of Iranian influenced
group perpetrating terrorism against U.S. nationals.

Jun : Oroft NSOD on Iran circulated to principals.

Aug 22: David Kinche met with Bud McFarlane in Washington.

Aug 30: 50S TOW missiles delivered to Iran from Israel.

Sep 01:

Sep 14: Reverend Ben:amin Weir :eleased.

Oct 04: Islamic Jihad clained it murdered U.S. hostage
William Buckley in retaliation for Israeli raids
in Tunis.

Nov 17-8: Separate meetings in Lcndcn w4t! Ghorbanifa: and
Waite.

Nov 24: *vered 19 UAWX missiles to :ra

Dec 06-0s: Meeting in London with McFarlane and Ghorbanifar.

Dec 20: Hostage Location Task Force (HLT?) fornted at C!A.

Dec 22: Ghorbanifar to U.S. for talks with U.S. officials.

Dec 23: Nir became primary Israeli POC.

TOP SECRET eT,
Nela sy: OADR t I I

•i I,

If.s-o-'l],
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TOP SECRET

1986
Jan 17:

Feb 05-0":

Feb 14:

Feb 19-21:

Feb 20-21:

Late Feb:

Apr 17:

Apr 22:

May 09:

May 15:

May 22-29:

May 23:

May

May

24:

25-27

Jun 10:

Jun 30-Jul

TOP SECRET

N 7716

!Ieetings in Geneva with Ni: and 5horbanifar (C:A
and NSC).

U.S. delivers 1,000 TCWs to Israel.

Meeting s London and Frankfurt (Ghorban'a'

1,000 TOWs delivered to Tehran from Israel.

18 HAWK missiles returned to Israel.

U.S. hostage Peter Kilburn murdered in retaliation
for U.S. raid on Libya.

Ghorbanifar atrested in Switzerland for indebtness
apparently related to the FBI sting of arms sales
to Iran by private citizens from the U.S.,
Germany, and Israel.

Planning meeting at CIA (00O and NSC personnel)

Terms of Reference (TOR) approved for establish!.nc
a strategic dialogue with Iran. U.S. objectyes:

-- Establish a correct relationship with :ran.
-- End Iran-Iraq war.
-- Return U.S. hostages.

meetings in Londcja;n CypruCInI and
Tel Aviv MNir and Aabi.). <

U.S. delivers 508 TOWs to :srael (replacements)

McFarlane party to Tehran. Some of the 240 HAWK
missile parts accompany the party.

Rafsanjani news conference containing possible
"signal" that Iran wanted improved relations with
the U.S.

02: Ghorbanifar in U.S. for discussions with C:A and
NSC. U ee st o

U i~VtA~SWi Lu
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uiL4'$~ftPU
Jul 26-28:

:ui :6:

Aug 0 3:

Aug 06:

Aug 10:

Sep 19-20:

Sep 22-23:

Oct 03:

Oct 05-07:

Oct 26-28:

Oct

Nov

Nov

Nov

29:

02:

05-0 :

07:

TOP SECRET

N 7717

Meetings in Frankfurt (Ghcrbanifar, .- , NSc, and
C:A).

Father Jenco released.

Remainder of 240 HAWK missi'e parts delivered to
Tehran.

Frankfurt greetings.

Initial contacts wit ;.n
Madrid and London.

Discussions in Washington with new Iranian
intermediary (NSC and CIA).

Meetings in London (CIA, NSC with Nit).

Whitq House approves Provision of intelligence to
Iran 

O P

Frankfurt meetings (CIA, NSC E NAi)

Frankfurt (Mainz) meetings of U.S. and Irania ..
jr~el.ntatives (CIA, NSC, Israeli rep (NirJ

500 TOW missiles delivered to Iran from Israel

David Jacobsen released.

Meetings in Geneva withi ,..NSC and CIA).

500 TOW missiles del.-vered to Israel
(replacements).

vUeAEiFE
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ExHmrr DTR-51

THE WHITE HOUSeI 90784
WASMINOtON(L~ J

November 21, 1986

Meeting With Senior Presidential Advisors
DATE: November 24, 1986

LOCATION: Situation Room
TIME: 2S00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

FROM: JOHN M. POINDEXTER

I. PURPOSE

To review the situation in Iran and discuss how best to
reinvigorate our policy in the Middle East and Persian Gulf.

II. BACKGROUND

The disclosure of the Iran initiative has exacerbated the
leadership struggle in Tehran and damaged our influence in the
Middle East and Persian Gulf. To assess the consequences of this
situation, and what we can do to restore our position, our
discussion will open with a detailed briefing on the internal
situation in Iran. George Cave, CIA's premier expert on Iran
Iwho accompanied Bud to Tehran and participated in other meetings
with the Iranians), will provide the group with an intelligence
briefing based on our most recent contacts. Cave will depart at
the conclusion of his presentation.

In the follow-up discussion, it is essential that we reach a
consensus on how to proceed in our efforts with Iran. Of even
greater significance is the need to marshAl bureaucratic
resources -- notably the State Department -- to explain the
rationale for our initiative and to dispatch a special emissary
to key posts. The mission of the emissary (perhaps the Vice
President with Under Secretary Armacost) would be to explain not
only the strategic rationale for our action, but also to place
the initiative in the context of our broader regional objectives.
For instance, he must also address th- peace process, U.S.

V relations with Syria, and the Soviet role in the Middle East, in
" W I addition to Iran. He should probably visit Jordan, Iraq, Saudi
Nit E Arabia, Egypt, Pakistan and several European countries. The

assignment of such a mission to State, to include participationii :'rom NSC, Defense and CIA, might provide the catalyst necessary
to generate much-needed bureaucratic activism. It would also
send 6 signal of governmental unity, overcoming a perception in
the region that internal divisions have paralyzed our ability to" act.

~.~m A~mrrfl ccj_ Vice President
SECRET on O Ugann .43ecTassify on# OADRU D
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II. PARTICIPANTS

The Vice President
Secretary of State Shultz
Secretary of Defense Weinberger
Attorney General Meese
Director Casey
Donald T. Regan
John X. Poindexter
Alton G. Keel
George Cave

IV. PRESS PLAN

None.

V. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

George Cave briefing on the situation in Iran.

- Discussion.

N 45671

Prepared by:
Howard R. Teicher
Oliver L. North

HNCLU~
SECRET
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Exmrr DTR-52

%t 07

USC Matter -- Plan of Action
Donald T. Regan

1. Widen scope of investigation by Attorney General into NSc.
Promise report to Congress as-eoon as it convenes in
January. Urge Attorney General to use PVZAM expertise.

2. Call Senate and House leaders to meeting in White House at
liz00.m. Include chairmen and ranking mobers of
Intelligence comttee. Byrd# Dole, Wright and Michel.
Tell them all the facts we know.

3. Accept resignation of Admiral Poindexter because of failure
to inform President of possible Lsfeasance by members of
his staff, and failure to Lnvestigate.

4. Order reaseLgment of Marine Corps Lt. Col Oliver Worth, and
relieve him of all duties pending further investigation.

S. Invite Secretaries of State, Defense, Treasury, and Director of
the CIA to meeting with Congressional leaders. Have the
informed by Chief of Staff as to reason for meeting.

6. Chief of Staff to prepare Presidential statement using his
own White House staff plus representatives from Attorney
General's office. Wallison, Thomas, Buchanan, Speakes.

7 President to go to Press room around noon to deliver
statement. In it he should state he ordered Attorney
General to look into arm shiment and who knew what.
Discuss findings. lew much detail to be decided by counsel.
Snough to get our full story. how to pro"e% "ocent, or
not harm fture oon610 of fore4 relatteme should be
decided quickly. Statement shood express his shagri, eAnd
shook at goelatiese. Should praise full Laveetigatioa as
is P1. Tell of Us- acceptance of John PoLmexter'I
resignation and reassignment of North.

S. Who should background for press?
Attorney General, or his representative to be decided.
Admit details still fuzsy, further work is needed.
Congress, and public to be fully informed when investigation
completed.

oft !MOAK.0: I=
bB. Pi,~ 'Aaf h". CO'U

UNOLASSIFIEB
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9. Tough as it seems. blame must be put at NSC's door -° rogue
operation, going on without President's knowledge or
sanction. When suspicions arose he took charge, ordered
investigation, had meeting of top advisors to get at facts,
and find out who knew what. Try to make the best of a
sensational story. Anticipate charges of "out of controiu,
OPresident doesn't know what's, going on, =Who's in charge,
"State Department is right in its suspicions of NSCO,
*secret dealing with nefarious characters', *Should break
off any contacts with a) Iranians, bk Contras

10. Try to get answers to such charges in advance. President
should not answer in Press room, but others in
Administration are going to be asked. President must ask
George Shultz to muzzle State Department, ditto for Cap
Weinberger, and Bill Casey, and Chief of Staff, or else
there will be all kinds of stories and malicious gossip that
can only hurt Admiral Poindexter. Remind all that Attorney
General is investigating, and its best not to surmise what
might happen, or be discovered.

11. Appoint a special review board to examine NBC policy
implementation and procedures.
The board should consit of three members, one with
Congressional connections, and one a democrat.

12. Put Al Keel in charge of NSC on a temporary basis. Ask him
to try to carry on business as usual. Use Chief of Staff's
guidance, if needed.

13. Find replacement for John Poindexter as soon as possible.
Warn President that George Shultz may *suggest" he take
over both agencies on a temporary basis. He will put in his
person and then return operation to White House. It will
then be an outpost of State Department.
Best course, to be recommended to President, "Find an
outstanding person in Foreign Affairs/Foreign
Polity/Intelligence Community and put him/her in charge
immediately. Have person somewhat acquainted with job when
Attorney General's findings are complete. Have person
recruit new staff, and tighten all proceedures.
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14. Qualificatione for NSC head.
a. Knowledge of foreign affairs, and experience in

government in this area
b. Some knowledge of intelligence gathering
c. Vast knowledge of intelligence interpretation
d. Mature judgement
e. Calm exterior particularly.in crisis
f. Ability to analyze, verbalize.
g. Desire to remain "out of sights, advise to President

only, low profile An media
h. Some knowledge of Congress# and ability to get along "on

the Hills
L. Ability to recruited and manage a staff of, hopefully,

brilliant younger people.
J. Diplomatic skills to be able to handle disparate views

of Cabinet level officers and their deputies.
k. Willingness to york extraordinary hours.
1. Must agree to serve at least through January 1989, or

at the pleasure of the President.
m. Mon-military.

"RIC&S1F ILI

4
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UbL)%)I ILU 213

1' 533
NSC Matter -- Plan of Action

Donald T. Regan

1. Widen scope of investigation by Attorney General into NSC.
Promise report to Congress as soon as it convenes in
January. Urge Attorney General to use PrIAB expertise.

2. Call Senate and House Leaders to meeting in White House at
llt00a.m. Include chairmen and ranking members of
Intelligence committee. Byrd, Dole, Wright and Michel.
Tell them all the facts we know.

3. Accept resignation of Admiral Poindexter because of failure
to inform President of possible misfeasance by members of
his staff, and failure to investigate.

4. Order reassigment of Marine Corps Lt. Cal Oliver Worth, and
relieve him of all duties pending further investigation.

5. Invite Secretaries of State, Defense, Treasury, and Director of
the CIA to meeting with Congressional leaders. Have thew-
informed by Chief of Staff as to reason for meeting.

6. Chief of Staff to prepare Presidential statement using his
own White House staff plus representatives from Attorney
General's office. Wallison, Thomas, Buchanan, Speakes.

7 President to go to Press room around noon to deliver
statement. In it he should state he ordered Attorney
General to look into Cn@ shipment and who knew what.
Discuss findings. How msch detail to be decided by counsel.
Enough to get:oux full sgy,.z.oW .to protect innocent, or
not harm future con4uct.of fazegn elations snld be
decided quickly. *Satement should expres rhis 10agrin, and
shock at revelations. Should promise.full investigation as
in 91. Tell of his aiceptanceof John Poindexg;er.s
resignation and reasignment @4orth.,,--r .. ,

S. Who should background for press?
Attorney General, or his representative to be decided.
Admit details still fuzzy, further work is needed.
Congress, and public to be fully informed when investigation
completed. l MM mmi.

'-%Ci jsjuaw/wAmo-M L
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.m'iet ou When suspicions arose ook charge; ordered
investigation, had meeting of top advisors to get at facts,
and find out who knew what. Try to make the best of a
sensational story. Anticipate charges of "out of control",
"President doesn't know what's going on," *Who's in charge",
"State Department is right in its suspicions Of NSCO,
"secret dealing with nefarious characters', "Should break
off any contacts with a) Iranians, b) Contras

10. Try to get answers to such charges in advance. President
should not answer in Press room, but others in
Administration are going to be asked. President must ask
George Shultz to muzzle State Department, ditto for Cap
Weinberger, and Bill Casey, and Chief of Staff, or else
there will be all kinds of stories and malicious gossip that
can only hurt Admiral Poindexter. Remind all that Attorney
General is investigating, and its best not to surmise what
might happen, or be discovered.

11. Appoint a special review board to examine NSC policy
implementation and procedures.
The board should consit of three members, one with
Congressional connections, and one a democrat.

12. Put Al Keel in charge of NSC on a temporary basis. Ask him
to try to carry on business as usual. Us* Chief of Staff's
guidance, if needed.

13. Find replacement for John Poindexter as soon as possible.
Warn President that George Shultz may "suggest" he take
over both agencies on a temporary basis. He will put in his
person and then return operation to White House. It will
then be an outpost of State Department.
Best course, to be recommended to President, "Find an
outstanding person in Foreign Affairs/Foreign
Policy/Intelligence Comunity and put him/her in charge
immediately. Have person somewhat acquainted with job when
Attorney General's findings are complete. Have person
recruit now staff, and tighten all procedures.

UNiCLASSIFIED
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14. Qualifications for NSC head.
a. nowledge of foreign affairs, and experience in

government in this area
b. Some knowledge of intelligence gathering
c. Vast knowledge of intelligence interpretation
d. Mature judgement
e. Calm exterior particularly in crisis
f. Ability to analyze, verbalize.
g. Desire to remain *out of sight", advise to President

only, low profile in media"
h. Some knowledge of Congress, and ability to get along "on

the Hills
i. Ability to recruit, and manage a staff of, hopefully,

brilliant younger people.
J. Diplomatic skills to be able to handle disparate views

of Cabinet level officers and their deputies.
k. Willingness to work extraordinary hours.
1. Must agree to serve at Least through January 1989, or

at the pleasure of the President.
m. Mon-military.

UNCLASSIFIED
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bou t, .. h l.. U1LlQLflnS that* 1 enbsld.

!.:) 4. 094 The J.l-htngton Poet, Povmber 02. 1906

Geersl Mees, Can Vo- &ell us who is running nasion&l security PGi&-j

jGu :'.Qar -.p f#3, th- Aier' .an people. is S ec--retrY CCeorge P I Shultz ,.jtra

;Jt.u J . bit. S s w ,, * w secUriby &jvt,w r7 And whi, are Vyou rgco Im5m5J& ' * •

or j r--.tr ... turng t.he Whtit HOli st Staff?

-; .t ,, *u *j ,ur .usls&Ja2 an order, at &hi present tie. t.OI' :'JaA,.J .,14

9 P. 5yY~ A'5,A~J l4visnn hM " oset - m CAIVos to I Kezi C.-r
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a - .. f' Is AS a 'ot vset islC'tqd a SlCdW5ct,. but he wall do so 4"
soon &b pou.atoL

4onretary Shultv iq Peqalntg in his position as s eeorj of state That ha

noc bow a s&attr Of conjecaurT. or dkesSlion. or znquir. And the &thln parL
of Vour questoisn

0:,wt. *lssLO. wall woo &mke" Wc- wall moth whaii.ser
f~i:- .,'r r't'-d- meyo -310 F311t M# t t. boo% more paper I-a -j . he,
Wail LiQ hn101.i11j A SM&ll CummAIikaon WhIl-h waIl 1,ob int&o itl6l''wus
ro"o Of th.. Nq, rNs'ona&l $4euvttj Co0olsmec1 9tsff( n.g will 4llkp -.p ;r

rcc.Jcmi~J.~uui.o him QS Far ab %,r. PrfaVsb$ fdr 0.0 Pu sW..r

If 1041100 TNT Washington post, Novemb,.r 36, 10,6

Uft'vv LVvl 4034 L.tAt thi president was operating. tas %he DoWinning of tril'

eperatioen 111- oi.'ir .11J- If 1*105. on4 10941 GopiIOns -- mot Writt-sm, but Ora'.,
ff-t.m jOeI N j., ou1e Can ask , then. e you , at this Point. sorry 6ht aOu gave
the j.Lv r. *h ,o. l . ift NSC "1hrUj1d dei thi , Operait On , Ov5P5rlOktgj t.he objecion;
5.-Ao ,And O.-Fanu.al;,

The ari'j -qIa opinion t.hai. was involved had to do with %ih ru%&,no
.oncuro'enca wit, he finding OF january 1996. Tha the only Ilt.ial ap,-i..r.,
legal *civ$.:e that wAs asked for. or that was givim

GC6n,-al Mga.eg who in &he NSC was awape that thie emtr semi. um. , .. ,.j .

being t^r#qferred to the so-called contras or lender %heir -.on.rall Oil

PioAnd i.or %pegAFsaallV knowlt Who else knew, and did the CIA k cow, W,%-..
Oir:%ter U 1llm. J I Cxsoy aware of this?

Thu onlV person in the United Sateo government that know pro.itilj
%hi%, 'hn m lj person, was L% Col. C01tvsr L I North Ads Po onq%,:r' JL I

that osoehng of this nature was occurring. but he did not loub &04j..

furthotr.

And wh&t, if I CSeud~j ls.j.W up. *ir, whLt aout CIA OrGC.or Coam,,'!

• 5washtinton Poot. Neveeler 26, 194

CMA sei e1te 9 taiv of 5tt% Shult. Secretary of 00fenhe Lc.,.Ar

U 2 We~inbePer.Wglp the ethos eebers in the NIC -- 40E of us knew.

Womhen Vou &Ay 6ht PoiSiemer knew, do-Vo mean he proved of Ab7

No. Ado Poindenter knew generallV that oOmethtng of this nature wA.

happening. He did not know the details.

He did not troj to stop It, though?

I don'. k.,w Prbt4SOl' when he learned Lt. He know of it 0 meti AQ ', I

*j ear

Cut h i don'tt try tj stop it. O r?
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C,&oerdil ?,ess. let no ask you this. Tn the course of your &nvesg&gSLLOn.
did you IItiSJ yourself that yOu know exactly how m ny shipments of &rag want
Frcm the United StaLes or Zitmre to Iran, and exactly what they conta&nmea
rhies1 4uito a bit of controversy ovrlr %hat

.I 11CS Ihp tWaaI-ng4o. P'us6, Novtb.5-Lcr n6, L'06

P~. 'i.'1j -d tha. We keienw mf 'hq -.hI to ets 1f 0 r * e, a.P.^

-.09e. 11.i.,t We know i % was %.Iaioped ouw ofa 000 C Ofspar &sunt Laf CNits. j
1Jt i l M j krin' -- wm .nI ,j kow LI tht 1tim what th9 IJ %tld stn.al

i. 1., ..: a,4,d :n W, don', know wit ari-j 3,her ar*% sales tha . may h.iv 1.-- rL .
P),, w' jr knw 1hnJqo that the, 11mntorl %tales part lipated %m

WWII. '.., md Ju.t PolloW COp Have you established in your Anvmstig..iorI

,'5..hrim. I n tp-9 limitedl 6t.tt's qoverneen§t gave A wink. a Rod. an ae.:ors u

.r', kL.0 If F pruval for ,r &pecnt wmsic Israel or any other third eour)LrIj a.,

W-11, all of the shipments that, In which the United States' equip**% ias

involved, were made by, through orail -- were made by Israel.

WjLa hat lcgal? Was that 10a17 3

Mir ALLorney General. do I understand, air, .hat what you're rwpi

hi% mrnnum and what the president reported on this mortng %% 4L d4:J*". ,"

,l'-lrjjUi1 of funds? The central questions that &vO been asked for' %m.j 1..

.re- or Feilr %weeks about the propriety Of shiplaont to -- iris to [rln, ,4r J -

(c) 1996 The Washington Post, November 26, 1996

tho 1J 5 arms dembargo at the time, the qiietions that the Nill. haq 0-I. *1.k'

-- you have, if I understand correctly, we 'lav%; heard nothin j nuwd on h-

qntstlon today. to Shal earret?

We have hea 84SA.new t.hat hasn't been testified to esseim ally all .
14i.l Thsr "W .a have sore information than has baln brought .4

I-Jh. aireao-¢,l ee-* i d with Congress basaally. I think O rco' C".-,,

E:u. this tV !,"k eiscovery and the announcement, rather, today t mv

dtirston of funds - we take it by 1"o North -- that does not dri.-t 03 1-,

thos , other questions. Did what Col. Nortil do, is th&t a crime? Will hu. 6.

prosecuted?

We are presently looking into the legal aspects of it as to whether 01%.,"'
any raltmnlitV involved. We're also looking precisely at his invol-,qrtM",

what he did. so %hat the pgnclusilon as to whether there's any crtginAl -'. ,.

involved s still uider inquiry by us.

?on' L &,6 a his time likely, even preferable from your point OF V& ,

qjr+-i, prre-u.nr be appointOd to Rxamtne thsse quostionel You'r t,4Lht 1;

orjA,_abaut uhe law about the Iramian transactions, but the congrok-.Ar.['-
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F,- nS Th, Wanqt4'jO Pt01, November G. 1414

StriCLurb Ag&%iflS. the military Aid t0 the contres Isn't it now t es for &

spe.:tal prosecutor
7

No. S e fle tl'h~ Sthre s any crimanalitt -- whi ch £5 et there have been

- Lx...'. A.. . L n cuivtd , then.AeL would L.~ &s.- 't~.

L n,,, d- -1 . -1t,.tw.u wnu ntaIImanm j ot&herat; a r

vi A gr.. . : oio so a. graced jury tAkA,'d .

NO ?hr-is Mo j,-.ad jiIr-j &atthe PresenOt timeO

canA, dsbl'. :--.11, i At, wasI ti t a m stabe k - thw 1" j-u+a'.- wa . A

. ,t ,r- ,,n 3' t-j .. 'i l ans . d to tmw trAniP raqti r. to ;r'jo.decrea .",

~.t.tfl.A.~/Li'h f 4 teen&.1 .L l 6Ofi ,qt e Middle Ems,aid % . g.our nusidget

b:h A
1 1  

'cl :-~vc -1-'tainly were not Ca2 mi.0%Ah4

'r:'4- AY .OA' QW Id i %ht diersaitof Funds ot oincluding

z1h9i . h.tr.r o9:i

C '36 The Wasriangin Post, November 26, 7'6

It didn't I-ad to the diversion of fudetm"0 funds Were iraroerrtr .%m I

that's onea of the things that has disturbed So and disturbed the prvaden. Wc.
m o -t nm ' nhF - ir9.oanjthtnq having to do with IheoC'j%.-1r

111-4te. , wa. .w.-lly ,an aberrtioiL n from the policy and from evejrAitaw -

'- ,. , d- I.tn t ?-*preeldet and to the other members of ."I Na ,.

Sf I &.1 j CLCoucl

Cjn^au.Jilals sq esttfl if Congress had bn m tified, don't josl tflirk 1 .

wan~l I.AV0 w11asil,&k~aly for 'this to happen?

No I thnk exactly th vase thing could well have happeedbq bcul;'kh".LJa

*.0mtting that was unkneA.ta ,&my of the officials that gave &wohI. au A... ..

.htq In the firte%1la-.4

Cold ya " 4& Adn 'Cthese funds wereusd for?

I dn' heirSdent knew thalt anyone does 'Y'Weywere jisl pro.-id!' ;a-3

cons rae-#.nvt.at-ht -ar-*fl nt*ownr.s&e ow

anyone in the JUiced It&e gevernoeefit tnwing anything about what haiaWP2I9-'l c

thee.

(c 1906 Thi Washigton 04% Poe, Noveb '3 .3, "196

plow dd uLp discacausr at, PMr A;w.nww Generall?

iow 'ild we 1ls%,nva# It .Memkirqvg of a n reviewOf fdonute q " -

aCrom A rrnc . lto the poss&bIliti of cipgreCO I in, amo'; b..w-,'

,. -PA -
4

% 1qa f u5 wV'.. , . In q"l ' f I'k 5 
1

waOJ 'h' 'q,'
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C 1. o • ..b • r. .nj d 5*i'ihp s.a *-, -1I'

trat wo fund White It didn't M6vea1 the wASIOe *5twaon ei"Vso hs
the basis fi r OrDSOedIAG further a d discusI& wish se of s heparlp4klPq%
what this all Iasnt..And that's how thiS was discovered

WhL.,1 OV talked to Col. North ovur he eekenU., dad heads&%,$hat he t6d a,.

1. ¢ ' i fl, bV~n r -i'Q' 'd%-% -3 -01n t e Li wha;,. I think 1 .dr.jj f, n ,.
Abl.bIS..W for OW %61 OU .611.t.A%

intor4at0On wk%" provi ded 1O r p 0ese0tiv 0o0 he Zor slt ov1rn6nLsae the

Funds - or rmIpr ';nta,.ve uaf Isral. I should d uay -- and %Ihln he4II F nds w.,
put in.to th. aewFounss o fai as e. know It ths stage, no Ao-i-ctn person

actually hand .d &fny of the funds that went tO the forces in Central Ace,-...

ri~audble~ Tr~s-l e wosisdimongej to Pugb. tat IL2had1786

dNoSt&% he OmCo fv Iwlr Povwh LeAd uny O o SetaccountswiereF4€ bl .h . .' .

YI~tw. nowr. by, of'I-- e&tvesof 0* #reas in Centrgtal . orq'i -nd 6I.

mF l*raIm hr iv 'ou mde atn'y finng regaras the use of ths a tonalse the
.cnll .anf ad any fptheuOnl ,aen t of h t government, and ,&C i,. wu.J

-r. soaething tlko tist?

T:.is -s whall thI beArd or the momai-Sj on that the prsidn will s. . . -.
rsi% ab, be looking at. We will Zrabablj be maksn rm ndaccounsnt d m ,-,.

whe am$m*o !emllt4r dt e% I -- g M0

hI d a ehaash toon PostiNoemberer-,o190

You made th eO umareh with the president from Californa, and thher

aany, *ansj roporte that his California frienlds and supporters do think tic.-ishould be racl shaheaup the trop. Ysthe gv, a No. a nan t the ta

opposing s, dIffering and so forth. Do you think that Secretary Shulta h 0.

behaved inl the proper style, and( should he stay Of" Mind what do Uou ch~nh .hc,
happen? Jlat '% happening so the prsoiint

Youm adeh e *jngsmarw thtis h r the oitet Sfi years that ,'v4 b-an t.L. z
, a nevr oa ahenCd On ny% other mafber of the iesads tratrs Id n t yin iii

hehavedino h op d thyn.dk --- I wult sh ths I think vhaomoumber i n.k

ajmasiscrasio w e% I it to the president to stand shoulder-to-should-r w.h *L

and qoonrs the O'p4-ias that he has -- the noltie deciutons he has -' A
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tn@%Q, a I% th41 44, &nd wh re As a&s vsj 4curagsOu5 .l I th ad@ It

tsasiaislW avtl~bks is is A0% aQSrCin pgblC &Aid tO t COngreegS And Z sI een
do the% Other pspOI 9CanS peak fOrtheOselves.

ir Met*, setting aold* whet 401e president idn't eknow untll last night

about the divePsion o funds . OU have the SpeCtClte O fhM tOP soeOePS of ghtl

n: Iti. tsj utn.. .inuLhor lake .. sand dosover po.lsc-. 4 nd cro

vr -i. 1'9it -t -AI-hi 0'-1 h~-i *I4A Irl a .Q a Prqs6 t Hav@ e l Jon9n' ro htg ...j

i.) 1,6 Tit,. sani'g ia nobt, November 26. Ivi6

.alJrest hA,"' NlAOinJOne hn'-eaddreosed xi'

I .a.rsk, .dioI.A .I w would involve co oenting on ciphers esber of fhe

&2ajtrtstor nwh -hC w don't d10 lt'vq aIreladj said that m position is. ,i'-,

po J, L. ,.L -ittl-j .Ih.t I I thk anyone who & I eSMbOr Of the president,'&S

ora .r prild'n*-iq .CAn0. hs .%A Ol ittiOnl existhe OS Suppor% the pOiaC4

J-.r 2ahfsxns f ito ,widefl'. rror u90L. out

5p .-. e i ij, :hoiqh ,thmirds hav been published ,lepota that jy. have

.,gsq.relJ .o .st,% prea&dsn. orMris CNafncy3 RagaL Or to someone tht s cr-a,

lldo t,2 ' fl - msll At th. White Hous t&# IS that go?

No

No,

1 ItaveO o tro public l d reports I've seen are those mhIch Asa %4,.

i b.gt'.. qMOhOW itth a, quOtlte. ralp of Calttiforlal" WhCh had t- 40 -

majOr shake ups an the governMenti I have fOt had an oCornversaUtS .i.t.. .

abI{for.mtni labouts. 1ch a Grop Or king such recomlideeatioris

(Cc )16 The Waethingtonf Pot, November2 6, 1936

lav@ jou had iany .enverestionq with r4w Lewis about replacing LWhtta bo*Oi-j

chief of staf#3 Donald ftjiP,,SlF7

NO. * .- .

You have If le *D ew Lews 7

_ have .tot 1td Dam Lewis. and hd has ne% calleds about gettinigq

no.

Is the job coon?

No.

ecusC me, sir You %aid that bet een 0 10 s10mi fl lind g0 million ,irp

fud roe the ra na aoes sale say have , ben diverted to Source* in t' -

I %ay, smay have bean trafllred.

Thai'S might The public reports and what the White House has maid ,

'hTt 0nl t S IP -9 1 412n t I0 '46 6 * '41 - fO% o thoS4 o *hS '.-'t .
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c0 196 rhe Wshington PeSt, Novebeip g6, 1l9S

The difference is -- it was 1 12 MIllion worth -- pproxtSOtelV -- wth o
o*e that Was teSRofeppe free 00 sto0k0 Tht's --

7. bha# ',ow 0.t~ Israes1Le -sold chow For 6 10 to 6 20 m4llaun mcar., h-ri

That- aIi -- ethat'% the bet of our unda-rotnAding Xt the eronr t,

DiJ *OU know they were selling %hem at a premium?

Mo une t % o-im.and level in the United Statea qovernme,,& Ile NZ

Wha. wL% th." purpose, as you determined IS ,Or Ietl nj Up bh &s
Olve" th- finding that' been approved, Why Was it Ltht 1semong in the uI-.,w
HUi.C Felt 1 b nocessarV tn funnel ihis extra mnej to %he cor,.ras7

W#0lI, I uol nt know pr~alsoloj -- eio-ep% that %ti was sAt I flr- dujrinP2 a
wt.en he ftnding was not being prGvided big the Conureoss This w&s all done pr~ti
to the ftret ef this fs-al -jmsav whvm funding waas -meamod Sa, i~ Was
when too fuiidL; Were being provided bV %he Urni ed Sa&;b gurnm#n&..

T hi s9Rt'nttqlj tn vtolqtton -r the law, %hsrul

!,) 1796 The Wahxniton Pool, tuvosbar 26, .706

%a%.9  osithI.v9 we're Inoking At at the pr-rent ce bocuie0 1L. !;tn

.W. .I.44.6s prec&selV what bas done and precisely who did I&. in rela.. uP -r,.
pop Pi r mr.' 'nited Itatest offiPts. or United States -Ittzeu - I,

~zm ,n1hat, their conduct was. That's whot we're 8%t1: IWQKind &.

Tn jour #onvmrqa'tooe wtth Ads PoIndexter. how dos he explain no. ha .,
.l-.r',vd .anVne %KA6 this waS going un? AS you said, he was aware of 0.Ot.*
!%r.pp,.arIm';iI1 ad '

e.ga*n, I'm ne going . n precise conversations with auryone whIle 0-,r
-,.nuiry ts stisl Let se just say that he did not nOtify anjoro or

.;.ix, partis:ul~.~'S~ i~dens, or any of the other members of the Pai(Jra.b;

OiJ he qui trod?

Ads. eidosore ne--- or Aottvall requested reassigneene to t. -I. .- A
hsis own accord before anlsne ever raised any qoueotion about th&s. He did %tLl.
his *wn volition because h fet - because he felt that it Ws his
reuponosbility to take that setien to &void anV Possible confusion over, .ht,
matter and to allow the president t have I new sart in tors of hts na.LCnA:

seurity operations.

(cl 1996 The Washt ton Pot, Noveeber 86. 10A6

When did he do that, sir?

We 0iqM4Wftd~d with so. oeterdsu. and he actually -- and he
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That was water the a#fOrOsat1on had COme out about thas diversion 0o#undo I
;he .ontr&l. Vatd

It was dif ing the same Conversation that I diOCuse ed wish his that he
sentioned what his feeling had been as to what he ought to do tn regard .o tho
whole stter.

. , 1,lj 4ft. r I%- was twoirs that this had becoelt piiI L , An i,3,, V

S, hti not hrvaose publtv at that time

LL, 0.A% ,LJ knww abOUt it, correct?

This %I No--c owever , twas led to believe that he had al-tad-d pLa-i..
ro.igm ps*Jjur to ht-z cuflversidtigu with me, and he aLCtual1lj told %her Pro.eLus-
-.his Morning

U2 1706 The Washington Post November 36, 1726

Ynti - j .ho msam rs of th- a itnistration should support the preoid or
OLut W e daoQ uha l.;ave .he uecretary of state?,

V'* Rnt tslktng about %n part.Li1lar prson Conlusions ar* your bu;.'. .e
not mn

UaolilS yet, please, clarify the whole question of the presldert 6r,,
Lhird-Luun..sy shipment prior to signing thas order -- this mntelit nr.. r.,
Lm .Jano'ar'j Cxactj what did the president kmow, and who did P kno w,'
,;.ld r.im. jjh5 detaLIs were. in terms of top&*%l shipping atres to Iran, dil..

,h'.s tddztlnal question of shipping arms to the contrast?

ThsL, t st11 being looked into. The president did nut have full de0:ai1.;
.ll1 ef thm aspect$ Of transaCtitOns that took place prior to th4 finding Th.;r
were -- there wan a% le&sq e sranesctsin that we know aatoeS in whic-h fsorawl
shipped weapons without ILAV euthertlatift #POe the Umited States. Th-ro 6.;
another transaction of a seillar nature, although there was probably kr.owlvQ.e
an the part of people In .h.?Wnited %tates about St, and this

When was.

li 196 The Washington POOt. November 86, 1936

-- is one of -- there was a transaction oa transaction In late Augusi
iepteeber, and there was another transactionen . - .of @1"5 -- in Nov.,aL.r

And in the November transaction. actually, those w os were returmeJ bu
Israel, It's our unders ntdig. That was - that whole -- both of those
transactions Sek pia between Ilsal and Iron, did net involve, &I tha. fi
the United States.'

Ai. What pw&nt did the president know? You said he didn't ha*ve thu
J' . at L ,3
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Whalt 14%&0l 1"d he have 400-it 04oe 10raA5&A L&n, and hen did he ht *

The president -- this Is one of the things that we're recO ln, now. The

presidents wal informed generallV that there had been an sraelt Ohipment ef
wea~ans to lran 0o2eti1e during the 14e summer earll Fall of M5.1. and then he
later learn** oPere, sf 196 4eta1il Ab~ut ahitheP ShIpMent thit had *ab,,

p1A.' in N.,'m.l- ,4r .. whJzh had ditvuollyj bn I*bn, ufle c bis ss ri..ravi,

Of *94

(.) '06 The' Wa,,Lh.g-on Pubb. Novvsber" 26. I'M.S

If h- : Jmlt -jtjj 'nnw. uh-j Ild 6%- ttll 41h - man Vewrof to 0.'iAt'. 
4 

i

.. fci E.o,,aaati W.:Lm-* r-1 c W!.,j d.Ld he* rall the bhen Israeli Pam Lf .a

to .hanh htm *op T--or s hPap 1n qmendtq thAt %htpment of Ares?

U.,11. I..I .AtN.J * z.12cd --. ' %'un'. kne. bcmcavbw tha,.*s soetehing

h&rv -%Or L14h th th'e PF4Vti-!-flt ,p-I-all th" -Al tC Sham.o r Ell--'.
tu. I t..tnk i.rnr. %#5o q.ri.eon h.&,, he s'relis had teon helpful In tera*

th.,ir *-n. i,di' o*.0%r people in rovoard lo 840%r9

ZIn-. b.i.rnc-, Consra.t Ads 'JinJ*'ite. has uLvd reporters %,hait %h-4 proa n

.4rb%llj authorl.-nI that VIpmnv in gaptonobr of 19PS from Israel an~f

%iour anformd-Lanf daspku~ Ih&e

O)up information ti that the president know about t% probably aftvr -L
and agreed with the general concept of continuing our dtSCUhm&On% WL~h

0.aei Movmne'P~e those master That's %he %-formation I hAy-i

Cu. .WNO had the awthorisation Abiattj, If not the pretbadent? Whu ,..
%u ,hor t z

W1l, I.ot-ody -- to my knowledge To s'y knowledge , nobcdV a,,tIU4 L.-..'

tPla. particular shtpment specifically.

Cd 1"96 The Wshington PoEt. November 6, 190A

The Israel heir own?

00o you elat th%t they never did anjihing ,.a$thrut -

knowledge, unoneents of the United States governaen4'

My undertandtn1 S that in terms of that partilaur shipment -- Ar .ht,

one of the --

Which one? The lepteeber '657

The Septeaber -- August er September. it's either August or September

on that parti-mar occasion, it was donet at their -- on their, own me)tiu' tj

IsaoSlis. It was known to us. and It's uncertain AS to whether &6 wA% kjwn

before or after, and --

Oidn't Cporaor national security advimer3 Eud Whlbe.-4,.C.1 "crF&rl^- vt .

an Israelt ojffiiatl ,lt at %hat ttme?

I1*
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Walk a ma"Ute .et Ne fAfliSh Sy AnMw4r -- anJ %A%L a was. however, after %-
fac at least. was Condoned by the UJntted StateS governeeno.

(c) 1996 The WA%?.ngton Post, November 86, 19S&

Vrjm, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? "-.r ,."" " . . n Q k., .1 41,49t P.*ton b#1x44*Vn hom t-t,*i.,.j t go,,. ,n..

-An.J 1i..1_6lA ,. s.L. - nvO:vU -n the JtoVkrlOn of fumiis. Are jwu £m6,1.,j.n .
'4 - ,-i -1 m.'.Ihn$j -,ts I e- 1,ho Calorooarnt anod that (they are*, i n ia...

l orls 4*e?.nd .h - this oporaLton to davurb the funds

Je.l, n-s aF tl' things that's v rj dilFeivllt is to be mllhin .%boo.t
,hs middle of an &nquarV which Lz not yet complete. We gon & know iI ..I .
And so. as Pr ni hinges that% ir happentrqa other 0Imn tnvoLvt.mo L'n- -d .
pV'rsOnl or Uited SLtA*% govjrnaen6 offici&lo that we have t-aLked %a, w..
know all the fao'-ts That's wj T'9 b-tfq verj CarefiA to *My that, m -. %,
know, they w-re .&pre*n %.Ve0S Ur I SCdsl. Whether ,hey were, specsficallGy
outhirized byj th- .Invooermmt or not. is an* of theQ thinq% T woulds assume we wit!~
tmid ou.

Whet's to pr, ,,n. %r tin*r.z-Pnl'tV .,jmto'.t potbtt. * from Lhtnktng that Ve-' ur.
looking for a scaw-go&. And jou came up with th f s whopper, but &% doesn.lt h4av
lot ^.o Mo u'&h 0%hn ,mr~jina l nrr,.ry

Well, &ho only .hing &has I ain soa as that we have been very careful I&a,
cu& %he factq for ojoai nol otmer Ih A ertcan public joist as rapidly as we'v^
fjobn thea -- much, ouch differra. than we could do In a normal inqur',j u
invosttgattnn, when we usuallyy wait 'nttil the inquirV tit o!saplete. Dolt

4c) 1 786 The W&shsngton Pom%, Noveeber 116. 1196

,mti.lint f-It that in the interest" OF getting the full story out, tha.

st.ould mhe the t&temlent that he did today and that I should Apear t-Fc.r.- .j,.
and answer quesions -- which I think you will agree ts doing everthinr -- -. %
do w be sure that there to ne hint that anVthing as trying .a be curco--l-, u

Mr. I
tm

oeme, how high did thie gel In other werds, do you believe, .n rd re
b4ing abed to believe, she$ a lieutenant colonel took this inataabolom Air,. '.A!
thos funds ransfeee 4Od, j"...hat only dts Peindeater knew about it' H-w "i j"
did at e"

Wellwh~ ha~' said to an ote-itrate pi-ture, of what we know a. hi.

tame. And toboo, " of M our knowledge -- and we have Checked this rihttr
extensivel*. * 'td m go any higher than that.

Mir. meeme, wae Cretired oaor general CJehn, X.3 Stnglub or Creaxrovu
sajer3 general Ciehara V 3 elecrd or anlbol in that network providilng L.lJ
the contrast -- were they involve$ in this?

Well, I can't telt yOU because wO have net el e 6o60 d our tnquirV, and ,h.'
onlV naaes that Z have used are people with whoa we have talked and have pob,
good inforeatten to to wh' l who.

l".t 1936 The WUmhsng%.on Plt, November 36. L906

VO'leot talked aho',t divinfl osu *oie Inforeatiocn Ibe°°' the F.1 'I...

75-937 0 - 88 - 15
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c•I~.b ~ O~~5,,* . *,... a. .snl. * 'n 8Aa',I -I

peovl1-2 5 .it to 0 Co mtOe&@ 04ven't vow. bas d strictly on a he inforeaLL0
you've given uS tOdSy, violated the BOlanid aseneaero, and hagj'% one of the

prsItdent'% Staff bel0bfrs overseen %tait

Th4.. IS something that we are looking into at L1se present tas*. AS to the

-Ipot'1,l appli lLilItt Of varxetv of laws and whether t* act% that partSCul-h,-

&-- - ' j34%Aof uf huov liws.. 1 *0 n o arid A. t. .L4

'-ru *eir1nqio s-ftitios %ha t ,a 4 si I to Mdar cnndjrtir

4%' Ij ,M~11 h.% h-j- iw itidn ha I o he ttoPrit :mnis w, ~ h & ~t. a .

L 1 %.-.m I* V. whbe ujasa? tkn .i i.~

H a I~' iDo'i sa~j Ada r'otindeQ1 Is being raos1tireld Shoulj 1-.2t.
r %L a a. J .ro L ear a&nt ion being &&do as to whether or no r

tisn inj .:rit'itlJ '.nvolved here?

L'N.l. Ii . nia.. j 0 'fiacr, a vwrj distlKguighold naval officer. me hta ak.
t.- -',.~ti tk Navj. tntl thot pr sidoent has otgt-ed to asin-i. hilt ite i3,

IP9n 6 T P-o War.I n 9,Loi Pa 9. No v aube r 36,. 1906

t ' eI m' '1 Amtt-OP af him de'tdtonq to "eltnquish htl position as th;
a LO la i. prouidsnt for ntSonal SeIurtl affairs. So he Autolmat.4il j
;nvs Oak to the Nav, as he's requested.

C.I i. .1 .: Oo Vou believe, or has the president expressed bO Yo 1Or.

-''r.-n thtit perhaps he nees to change Some of hts staff operate os in ic
Fir hl'a .u ri.;-:vw more &nfoMa&OnL and have nore of a hands-on prousJetr, j?

Tt'i o t a .at,,r of having a handi-on presidency, It's making surv# .hat.
t1..s@.'oplw who are working for him are following the procedures Tha., s .a

r-i-s;Qn whi he h.t% this coemistion which will be reviewing sopecfteially w-

uh..5 procoagwrts and what theme standards of conduct are. As far as w1.a*. t..
pi,-,ilent didn't know, t enI mentioned %wr %tes -- one tie wNere ,o kr.,w
ngt;'1,, whach was the transfer of funds to the forces An Nicaragua. The ,,I
.hing was where he didn't have complete inforeatten t the time regarding
Nwv.mlber tLansaelti1n. A ;.m he sumer the August situation In which he w"..

ti,:rned of 1 hSLlS s0 Sill the #ct. And it's sV undersitandtnq that he- '1-L

Sai.es 1mdlvii Sft vO were also Inforoed a#or the fact.

Out does h levethaz he has baton badly Served
9 1s he angered toj -hi

(c) 1736 The Uashington Post, November 36, 196

I thtn what -- ,hIL that Call* for a clUsienLt. I'M just talking -.4.-
fac ks

What does this do to jour c.redibtlttV with Cengreel t mean, how car ,;J,

paiplv nuw Wo down to Congress and look them In the *We when ihej I.-;

*ppo*tin funts fer the contrae and your adainieotratlOn. howeVer t ,

wu hd up sending that monlet?

Ithink 9,"m ja~om watl you dow whon an'jbadq in this admtntstrtt@" do"1v :t2
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that Is not correct Awbd that to, Vow to down to Congres
euact'.j what happened, whtch is wJAt the president and wftns I se
think anyone can be responsible if Someone on the lower oChelini of gevernont
do*% somehtng that we don't #el -- Or that -- ob eCtively vieweg as nt
:orre@t. lut when that happens and you find out about it, you inveltigate it and
Vou take th: . larv aton, which Is exactly what we did and what th4

don'J~rt lik*- t.0 I %.MlL ho Wig% Larry's CWh,e% Iuu.w ....

~~ ~ p~rmtrmton o take ftd'1t9%onftt 'V1409tion-11. ho~t T'R rvi. *' i

I--% JeA The Washingjton Don't. Nevomb-r 20,, 190>.0

Congr~zr. will undoubt..dlU require is own investigation, on the theAry ,h,.
th'q .1%sn%5tt 1q'M % fl '%MO OP p Pe investigate %tset# in thie #Ltier. wi. jott

wh k d r..? ongresu~unal !n'.w*.9.sAon?

Z 41Mt ALC.-ept Ujir promise th^t Cnqgres will feeI tht wm *can't investiga,
otrselvwu We''1W ilot investaoting ourselves. W ere Irvestag.atirg cer-tdin &P
withim tho administritton Thre'ls no quaetton whatsoever or no implicatio .h .

anyd inW ,h.&, wan done was administration policy or directed by yap _
adxtnistration officials Wowevr. t&e president hA4 already directed -1 *%'-

old jou. I .hink alsos two weeks age -- tha% he wanted all member* oF .,

gfvorneqet to cooperate fully with the Congrqes so that all tho Facs wue'I -
prosontvd o them And that's why such an Immediate presentation t. ih- h .. ,-,.,
was *a *, as %t was this morning.

Sir. wai there -- can I ask you. wha4 did Col. Nor~h actually C.1 ,ju ." -j

did he do It, and whe was the money deposttedl Was t% in on bank )r 1 , '

banks'

:'m Pot going to go into specific -converqattons. for the rqasoni ;ha. I

a ntiuntd warlier My -- the Information We have at the present time ts %.
,as done because this was during a period when Congress had not provilnd m-,

to the conLrasi it was "o during a ti e in which. it ti my undersh.ndAny,

Washington Post, November 16. 19.6

.h .& provwla e by Congress so permit the United Sahes ,u -

funding of aragua frost third countries and - whtt was ,h-z

other part 7 .... And the bank 'accuns -- my unders,%Aidiw
to that tee #re in Switzerland and that they were -- wI'cr4 nt.,

dposito are made inO runts -- into numbered accounts, and %hen &hA W4w.

withdrawn by the reprQonat&iv0s Of the forces In Nicaragua.

Was Ccontra loader2 Adolfo Calero involved? Was he the man tham. NOrh.

contacted?

I'm not going to be able to talk sbout people where I don't know spd,,-t rL.;

Facts.

I would like to know what's going to become of it. Col. Norbh, anj LF

going back to tho Marine Corps?

L&. Col Nor~t has reaoested to return &o the Marine CArom. anJ 0-,j- I.-

BIr *A - LAtI
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N*. . 5 4"&d'i &mnaaated %hat he &8 retartng free the f. fte&nq Core. b1ldut
.rat !J A a4 to eock

nPot%. NOi.vl.bf 26. L?36

h.u ih,,wlJ4t9 - T.a thatt j. Iuwr But SptscFtc. W AL1 . .jI

*4'r m.t i -r . e of t'l .s C"%b'"fr tt 06 r49. in thAt m tr n-

C..'.], Fu. wo vfcur. .hab he wants to ave happen nowt?

Y-m b.AOu ..101k. I nmv-r onmmn an m..vI nq% with %".9 pee l~. Ait wh' *

* jnim iaij - tnethtAt *aoe' was owed 'to the U 41 government.* tha -1 3.3
m&1L.jg,i c. 1 -10 -. ,tllon. &re you gOi ng to --

I wit, m-%% mwd to ths9 U S qovqemaL All h*e *onmt that wa Owed a

.... d -_ foernomenk wAS paid to 'bhe Un&Led State government.
f

A.- -jcii 1-tn' m t rtqo ,i e that that addtttona1 money that ti t to tho co .,rL

z * 4. .:u *i J !: ~ ja.vr e n 10.' a

04j2 hsj.- no -nnirel ovap that on*. It. was never United Smateq #unii. % i .%
svv.r .rj property of UnIte6 States officIIs, so we have no Co,,bral .t.'

whatt soovasr

Cc:) 1"6 The Washington Pao%, November 26. 1-36

rt"niublP e M the president l1*utloateoly ePet to 9et anU¢ %trj

4QcupAi*ftd on Cp .ol Hill unless he makes some changes?

T ,+itnk the president has already indicated that he will RtkA sale ,P.:.J-'

'3no o the things he's going %O do ti to have a commission to review .he

Vrc#.sdures and %he p@1i qt UR oftijenal tfovritV Council Staff Alroadv. Am

!1. -.. dcAtor hailre- rtur %l t the avv. s %she president can oak* uoiCo
_-in go .5 fin th U l ..._1~ s~.pot • • st I thin k the h. nge- are narngi ve

way

UJ rnP" tipeeer naltinal seaUi ti advisor who was de*9tj

ivolved 14 i 0Project. did he knaw about this diversion of funu c.'

SuJ ?cFrlane know about it. fe was sold about It In the middle of -heur

-- April or may of LI 6 - ALt a time WWn W was no longer in th. godernM.)b.

So he bium aware of this while It was going On?

"ht'q my underetandtng, Mes.

Cc) 190& The WashinatOn Poot. November 24. L0
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,Ad posibtly af Illegal &at -- an illegal dtvorsiOf of funds,

You're cooing to conclusions that we haven't iadO 4e.

WhV did Vie administration decide not to send medttne And huesitti&r..111.
and isn't it StPtV that If you had devided to go that route, you woul4n'. to &a

La iaGhI4'- 104- fure&gt' polat..j explir.we .b.~ .'~

Do jou #paot f r'tI1er rstqna%1eos nr M11 h- Ii.* 64. - .1 r -!"
bo eS*b-bli*h iA3 aredabAl;iy And so 'zhow that L;- Caba.,1. 3 ,

! tt M% t&t ti I t* .jirnta a h.iq aI --. je e04.!anq t tr tl t% I
d -e full d olaur%#O hub f-&cL, ' *hw's o ,qoo. aaf dhe Cabahddh
function "A, -t n' -- lt inittenol t?-- sqeitnq woe'v" NId yOsut.*Plfy Ind Lvqa,
- and :staw of no doher rCiUna&ion hat are either zCflh*SPlaned or

ra1141'lItiSS Of hiS

V tlau aa n . w 9 . s.r .h. 0.9- Cngr* s say have aud.oried what eu4
P'arth aie 4- - .oti' n) *,idth I- thn -ai tr-t ond third o coufirnsl Otd you Sean C

I'!' teq6 The Washington Poet, November 26, 6

I *:prhainl4, Congrtbss never specifically ausarl~ed wha.4 Cal .,;6 J;
THa qisd'st.o %hit he% to he look d at, as & legal Matter. to '.Iihhr h.
Oz...a.ic.ed -ny vigl~taon of law At the tie* hot 4*d that.

Cit unr- yJou sug~lfgthat thel in*tellige Pomsitt'e saij $%-.- 31 .j

go &a the CIA, for instance, to raise money fro* th.i d

. NCO, I did mot t did Adet cemnt an that aspect of i1t a t allI Al'.1 4L

.hh onls pan Chat. Il aking -- Is that before determining wh.her .... vr.

AnIy crimtl te,#01 a4, you have to find cut what. how the law applies to ,

Act -- mnd ithal o going on as the praien &,as&.

To follow up, Sir, esuld lew explain Nowe it to that thaj presidenti ma.uvtl
se,6urALy advi*eW.9 she h proold-ent' ear, could nemail 4110l~eh, 4i'r'ss.

chief af Staffi, aef %thi?

I %annes M~r, thanu the fathas it happftned.

SinCe n@ 0 ,ON& these two son know about %tois And SIn*:I ut-0
president Intsg's-'Woid net aakIP A sMistabe In sho Iran deal so Lugin wti2

wihj was the investigative begun? Why did he ease to yeu last week an's1 j

into thib'7

fel 106 The Washington Poet, 'feveeber 26. 1"6t

He didn't. I case to his.

Stecause as * various -- I had been in eoetanga -- in loakang a I

aagetcli. of the teetiony -- and there appeared to be thing% tha; wols ',L-

k?**:a%'sIC also vor-son Paed done this and a.%4 @murAAnjR Anre 1,#-
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tovecj *Teess- s$&-) %~ . hVed -.M t%6gam. 4e nismIl, par *opt~
nature of Ltheopert&GnOf, a Is& Of p0ol0 ditd ne &now cetle4n Shngg &§,
gOing on. that were betng done bV Othqrs. 4 Vuggeetin tgo %1* 1 *P intNot
tht we get all of the fct Itogethor S be supe thai seRVoe "O fIiVnR befe
Cengrof w40 being b1olL1%dl &C@¢utL%, nOSORt V &4 to what ,hKO knew*, but A t-
Other fetO, s i O iheV woe reriU*Ontilg the admlnistration. The Presiagn&
suqgo't UdS that be Idone -- ' '. 1q fAt &It be pulled together !t was in

J Ll TE 0 form t b.oi.;.

,dk..; . t , 1. L *"r,.r~ i,. .J ' 1%0" Ign -- but An whg .. .
I, 9 ? M Odr"l) A %irw 2 r flrfnOfq 't 4h, welren ' ' t ,hlJ?

WC Ii r .. h.a '.a .. j... h& ".J h% he pAr, ttp t.ld ,en C.r %.n -
~r11. ~in,''I'r -'n hae' h' hftd opposed %he .:nrt-p, if

-he 1 I: W..As -.tn qn Post, NoVeSbr 26,

:-3 "i' PqV. ' 19 .t.'m" I 3%l nt hIs 2'a % lv, l h-'* i tm prorsod abou a r a"
' A . , "-~,..-" ,rij *.t..r' lI.'An d,ha. I have Fuund, 6nc.jng V

tI1 '24f.9 *l t ,:. f. erlf-j the,. that In 0*ss-itixallej 0':rro.. !5
t.a ,#; jncV w.s a. ,If , ,' . a " a wan'& heo Unr46C . 6a kos agevO noent

tun-

I .jcl . ,.Ow l.4u asto~.ajt%4-,jwas sivapprcprlasod

EC. ,. ,wp'1vj_'.Vt % ore*1 Sorq ibaut how the prICI0g 0 thi RqoW _.,'-,
Gj lic I .m n. wt. .. w.S who w t;he prEse for 'the ITrnen., t an hun. ,,,.

4jre 1 Uts No th . wa 1. .. thow IsraeliT?

M V'nert...anJang s -haI& all O fha tLook place in ne,3g ajons I,.,
,-e o ; ; ' "'t u ,, . . h t ,ol l b ,j " , p r e o qn t n , I ? % l# i e n d p n p l , r ' - -

.r.-,i And, .o -- tP,.t his was not do"e In the presence of. or witi. .,r..
;.r*tipttion aF ny AnrIlen persoRn, to the beSt of our kawmld-. ' A
boe Th&a's one ,of the things thet we'll be looking no.

aid Israelt officelSS hkewe e hgt this meneid Shen was b'sirqn a-olr'
contras -- that that we the al * Othe atret of &?

Wasqhtngon Peat, Novebqr 6 l"t

I don't & %I14 ral cFF .Ials aO oppesad to ropresenAt',;.
d$peiin ndtlM,9 on O 1 p.l. fWere. knew - that'* One of the things ,iatr ...

will be looking St.

Who were theT SrAelIL nd who wetr the Iraniane?

Again, : can't mention Ad nnoes uel$ we actualV havethoseo things pfn..i.
down. whti'h t onos of the things w 01wel be ohin aSt.

Wasl Chi# Cal. North's tdo? Was It COl. North's Idea -- if we Ln V".. .
imourt. Of aMOMn" t'n Trnian'i .rq pajgl. w ianm tahe that* u;Fr nrj
1 %O he oritras" Od he come up with the original idea? W44 iA% l, .
idos" And a soq-IrA111^ ttOn, 'ir -- the"" have be n ellatian .ha.a.
rrQidsn £uzh w3s Livalved in supplVilg mne a O raiding "1e suPi u. : 0 ..

%,. 'Oitt, l iO tii hrnw t .'etLhdr o rmet hew ag W WR. o4 "Isrc1 4 ,'...
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wO r s.,A' don't knflOt, Poc&9olVl lh&. &he ¢CO vOfljai b "o & wr -e ,, * &SO1 0

who -- Wheo" %is thntfl firet got started Again. e a* stesp %tres o &
under ldo kinogL . 2 d@ k4ow that the presiAdt - thtS the Vlee prmeft di
not kne ow Oi t *fl j of this until yesterday when T informed his osetilly
the iLW infsreata~ I hadgi von the priadent.

V*

I .WI ~ uch of %.5*.an goon e-ud ho pJrebi.JsjI. nu Ailuw e ?.7 ,,

." %Ji*adni . Lollhim4r ss.eh e we,% .. U, ,.
'.'j~tj.noqp- ra perIP(24# SOs. q4ir or eight Mmth. .And-,i.

.4.. - ..~l~mI1&n Iho m .wat.Lon Lo., ll anybody I Ancluidiny &h%.,.
P-,, n @ immi a ,rS*.-a iif) hp-j '. rent..jo WOlln t kinow, seosm t kno ,...!

jf zgmndwas Informod.

Mr , I hoij were It P -.imfli. wh-.4 ionj was Lh1.

6, 1 .1*&It ha&'S - I would &&$ssumehas 1it cihor belongeg to %00 par.v
toat. whn g1d sold the weopors to the tamlis, or it belorgod S ttlhlpar
who PadI jjt.,h t: Q ponsa id alven Pe uoneV. Thai'Is-- bUI I think of Oul
prnisabj l thq pqtj that h alia9 l 4 he weapons to the traAlns

W.V',, A-ly OF bhQ pr-IMO'iAmI ont M.he ranln or the srarli *sJ,1
to'ij tjv3l"o-1 In -;1460-5 th.at the uittLe .apartsliut Wl pPro ierut-ui; or
Al..,iku .. &ara'-j -- Ftrs&7 Anid second. was ;ha t-.

n - - 1r ew iu u l g e . i n a n s ko -r t o j o u r q u o i t t % nI

(.: 190 The Washington Post, No-eaber 26, L 76

t'" %he-9 t nk .1uMs e -- is thero anyj evidefte oor tM1-&tti'oM ,lhr- .- I...
-. un.,. iwre set up bV the CIA7

1,3 There's no mdlooeuirt ALL.

.ha~~h~b 46Ia IIUt wish the help of %he CIA?

"o0 Tor ,I*o M i whatsoever, to the bet of our knowlelg. - h
n. in P-e.7 nIIh C IAU about It

Cn n .ot, emplign i, why, if it was to people who are leaving -.odA..i
w.v2re %he ,ius who proposed So the president the Idea of area Shipsen.4 .a 1,a-- iF, perhaps, theyl had otheri tnformatlon for the president on that pilioij.
well, .wh doesn't the president ask for a reexamination of that policy ,
the four goals that you %entiened, whie-h they proposed -- that there's A
qu ction about the@, as well? Perhaps the prlsideni has bon miStled &buu-. .,L
larger poltcy,. s well, $t owe know that4 eoretar shut $t opposes it ,%r.6
Secretary Weairberger opposes it, but the main &dve Ca&s 60from NSC, fr1 1frOe
coptl who are now busylving Oonl't Oi think the president qhotil'd r4-iie-t'.. .-

WO.44 as di.W0117
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).1 194 The uotilngtom Pose, Neveee .B . 16 "

No. because she people who are leaving edaV E0 no% he peole that
proposed %h OIIcV to the president The Pe|leg Was proposed inittallv as a
reOsulL of Cnveratmlans with Israel It was then prosenteg V1 the president b
the theo-eestsime % to fthe president for national aeourtV affairs It was

dL.QU 31-% %4L1. . 11f b.r ,h. omoberts in JanuarV, with all uf thw aeoers of ,r.-

Patinftl -- n " AtIOM t MIX Of the **Ul 0q o tOf e N tVMn&l .-tF*iLj rour..il i,

thau On &ht NaLIOnal S&CuiLty Councal there was a op1i6 of opzn&oj,. Cu.
hearing all of the mr3timtent. pro anti P-an. the prosidqn% doavid-#j 1h -..
po-sn..±al for arhxeAng the goals Of eFfec&Lng Peace An Lho rtjdj . F.L...
iomuro %h~At arqas~ tmpp~ng a war and obta~ning Our hM.%&stagtw, s -
Lnvslved

ean yj~ ja' that .ih.' tP-m president made that d.'-tuiom -- Who W... hL,
na.xoniil sectrr~ty advaswe?

Ad * poin'1 tr was ctsialt' -- it realty Wag 1t thq tto when ud Mc ra ta
was leavang 7lr& diw.:ursias w&th 6he president &OIut ihis specific series of
eventl hid gainm an ,nildr Mr M1'Prtlane tring 19.5 alnd te spq" Pte Otoculatz
of sees of s.e things haf, led io h* finding in JanuarV had actu&lV sar.
in De:%br,, whit" Mr rFarlame was here.

Cc; 1936 The Washangtom Peo, Novesbor 16, L'P96

14e wal traniffserin Ott% furing the lator part of ecober
of JanuarV. At th.h iA.W. Ads. Poindeater Case In.

So hm bmoea about details o# t%is @prration but didn't tel
aesAiisr~bkin for -

Mr MeFeailmo

Y6s

m 1,. 1~il 0' ll"eof sa~e, of the tr,,ftetiene Involving the
i'merica milpPO6U4q ..*+4 MOV of 19.M.

Ue d* e9

U9 domeg~ *9, If*dS

and .? . ',II

PaMYerr tM%*-

forces At Cm.

lHe dAdof' --

(as 1get The Waehiton Past. Weveeber 316. 1906

-- in May of that year. right? Me was a rePresentative Of he pr .h ..

That's Corrent. Whether he talked with the preeidont during th -,
ti0, 1 don's know.

7 Eg C
BE* IL4-O
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well. ,nJ o?.,uld tIma pP"Q.o nt tae Oteso meogle's aewca, oear ion

Well, WW5wse -- the preoldnt didn't just t&e these P"plo'o adviCe as %s

%he overall poli. Of had the advice of the entire rne of his national

seourity advisrss.

Most toe adised against Lt.

All oF l1.3 auvsers ow ,f -- base uf ohos adv.sod agasno$ x4. .cap

of whoSI J'id in f&vot of i;

WhG ,;2o advised aii favor of lb besideS mbebrs of the NSCI

,i joe. bnow. T dom't tflh about whO dtv'S5 %dvt to th Or"tSdem

Th.Q people who ,Jou say profited From this diversion of fund., thee h-

~t*q pimp1' ON&% we wforv working with. people perhaps that %were even &tboar-:

(szl 1.6 Thc WashangtOn Pos., Nmvember 26, 1.906

1ar 4 w t Me M e 'nral' e Into !rsn

No. so The people whu pruf&tedl I don' know that anyone profltod. Ihe Fun

-- Is%, who Vou tag

I don't know that nyone In Israel --

owned the money that got diverted Into --

Th., ftonel that was transferred to the forces in Nicaragua -- t Oo0'% k.,)

VI .hnz onm who was involved in that transaction was necessarily on h.i PIA.1.i

wt; MO* M'Parlane That'e sesething we haven't gone into yet

we now know of three specific shipsentso unless I'm estuken -" Ihe one L.1

late N,1guSt. early Septeebe. as you'vuS deenribed it; one in November. w he.'.

returned to srael; and then another one In Maw. The di.'mlions of funds %Quk

place from which of t"*go all three of these?

There we-re e& l eSt9ents -- there were, I believe. three or for

shipments dwrpjr ) Z.-- give you the prectse dates The tranbsfr of

Washigton Post, November 6. 19 6

funds were involved wit at lest ens and possiblV three a? those shipsenI

during he period fro roughly January of 1906 or FebruarV through probaull

Septeeor of L96.

Mr. Me e, Mr. CKugenes Hasenfus is in jal5l i Nicar5m. as Vou know. F

running supplies into Nicaragua to help the otras. Did his sttlen. can ju

now say, was it In any way funded bV &ny of these diverted funds?

I have no knowledge and I 4oubt if we'll ever find out si*Oe we h.%v" J

inforsaiofn about fow those funds wer used once they were ultlo&ael'j

1MlAP94l'" Photo, Oesd ent P sqan -iLe aside as Atorno*V Clneral Edwin "' '

117 rrv.&(*aF 1 *11 sef' - rot~awO's *-I- .h,. 'ihi. H ouse I reasPiflni -am
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Exmrr DTR-55

<M6A3CJ)

%MSG FROM: NSWPO -- CP
To: "S9gm -CPUA
NOTE FROP: SO PEARSON

?GSPgT -*CPUA
11fZI6 14:11:3

CSU!J[(CT)
Subject: OLN tO STI

(TEXT>
*** Forwarding note from WSJW -*CPUA
Tot WSoRP -- CPUA:

** eoty to note of 11128186 j3842

t4 19138
1111/P86 13:59 **.

-- SECRET --
NOTE PROMS HAROLD WEST
Subject: OLN to OTi
I RAVI S!ARCHED 3OTH SYSTEMS# WE HAVE NO MEMOS FROM NORTH TO E l STRECYLr.
THERE ARE RECORDS TENEATES BT NORTH BUT We BI[PING PAPERS FOR PRES RTYS
TRAItSITTED Vi POINOEIrERI'S M03 TO PIES AN9 PEGAN ALONG WI VICE PRESIDENT
WEle SENT INFO CyS.

$ OLI to DTIr

11N1'LASSIFIED
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Ii71 -1

EHIBIT IIr-r.

TI4( WHTI NousK ; 5
WAS PIPNO ON

December 8,1986

MIORANDUN FOR DONALD T. REGAN

FRO:Ms David L. CheVAL/

SUSJBCT. Getting the Iran Facts out

The weekend talk shows and newspapers produced no new changes or
revelation on the Iran matter, but they all drove home on simple
points The President simply must get all the facts of what
happened and his involvement in them into the public arena.
There is still a great deal of confusion aS to what happened
when, who nw what and how this all could have happened.
We have finally got the mechanisms and structure set properly.
The independent Counsel will review the legal mattersn the Towr
Comission will tell us what needs to be fixed at the VSCr and
the Congress will determine what legislative actions need to be
taken. All of these entities will attempt to reconstruct their
version of the "facts." Under present procedures this will take
weeks or perhaps months. The Independent Counsel, for example,
is not likely to make his "facts" public, only his conclusions.
Thus, the American people are to be subjected to the slow process
of a gradual assembling of what happened rather than a more rapid
accounting.

Getting the full story out has been our primary objective. The
President has pledged to do so on a number of occasions. Your
effort to put together a chronology of Presidential involvement
wag directed at this point. (Peter tells me NSC has said their
records are so poor such a chronology is not possible to recon-
boruct -- what this tells us about HSC procedures is an important
ssae e fot another discussion.)

Raving the President make an accounting of what he knew when.
while it has risks, I believe has enormous benefits.

While I don't have the final solution to how to go public with
the facts, I hope we can spevd some time this week exploring
various possibilities. In our previous discussions we have
agreed that making such a disclosure is conceptually a good idea,
but we have not been able to agree on how it can best be done.

"'" 'IKCLHASSIFIED c
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UNL.A IILt 1i W6499

we have taken virtually all the actions urged on us by the
various conMntators except the disclosure of the Ofacts" or the
chronorloqy. Our actions to date have helped to change the nature
and tore of the public debate. We must, in my opinion, pursue
how we can best take this 

next step,

UNCLASSIFIED
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ExHmrr DTR-57

4WSIED

STATEMENT BY THE -

PRINCIPAL DEPUTY PRESS SECRETARY

Many members of Congress have called for immunity for former

National Security Adviser John Poindexter and for Lt. Cal. Oliver

North. These calls are based on a desire to have the full story

come out as quickly as possible about Iran, the alleged transfer

of funds, Swiss bank accounts -- everything.

The President agrees fully with these sentiments. Although he

would like Colonel North and Admiral Poindexter to provide this

information, he does not want then to be deprived of their

constitutional rights. However, Congress passed legislation 16 J
years ago authorizing the Senate and the Rouse of RepresentativesL..

or any committee or sub-committee to grant special limited

immunity to any witness so that the witness can give testimony ., ,

that is pertinent to a Congressional inquiry. This limited

inunity , called "use immunity*, still permits prosecution based C -

on evidence other than the testimony given before Congress.

The President believes that there is an urgent need for full

disclosure of all facts surrounding this controversy, so that w

can get on with the business at hand and put this behind us.

Therefore, the President is asking the Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence for bi-partisan support to grant iwunity to Admiral

Poindexter and Lt. CiA ~xet of the country as a

whole. Igr tAFED

11312
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UNCLASSIFIED
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ExmBrr DTR-59

PAGE 02 OF 13 STATE 386623 C |/1$ 113611

ORIGIN NODS-I# f,
INFO LOG-11 /I0 

CRAFTED IT. TEXT PROVIDED 1Y VHITE HOUSE
APPROVED 31: S/S:KMOUINN
0: UGROSSMAN 15116
5/5'O. RiII SHOP'"

01$11(0 ISTRIIUTION ..

NoT TO ADS
.................. 062332 13IS41Z /it

O 130539? DEc 66 ZFFI
FU SCSTATE VASHOC
TO ANCONSUL FRANKFURT NIACT IMMEDIATE

S- ; P L SE . - 1in--$TATE 38123 .

S/S-o
OUTO I uG

NOD4S I

NOOIS
TREAT AS SPECIAL CAPTION

.E.O. 12356: DECL: OAOR I
TAGS:
SUIJECT. CAVE/OUNIAR TALKING POINTS FOR USE WITN

EYES ONLY FOR CNARLES DUNIAR OF NEA FROM S/5

I. TOP SECRET - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. FOLLOWING DISCUSSIONS Will TNE WHITE NOUSE. THE
ACTING SECRETARY VAS, DIRECTED TNKT TO 1S3 TNE FOLLOWING
TALKING POINTS IN TOUR MEETING O I(C'tER I. TIES[
TALKING POINTS SUPERCESE ALL PREVIOUS POINTS.

3. NSC/WNITE HOUSE APPROYEi
CAOE/DUNIAR 01CUSSION WITH

[ERENCE FOR

1111111 ~ Aa%~3bmm~m

._=;rAA&iwwQ mWON-=;6-7 it Lo.-Vj IL Wws NONA Wx*
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PAGE 93 OF 63 STATE 316623

S/S-.O
OUTGOII

Cll/S 113617 7 004S

.. THE MUTUAL STRATEGIC INTERESTS OF OUR NATIONS REMAIN
UNCHANGEo DESPITE RECENT REVELATIONS. THEREFORE.
PRESIDENT INTENDS TO CONTINUE A CHANNEL OF COMMUNICATIONS
TO THE GOVERNMENT OF IRAN.

.. THE CURRENT CHANNEL.
THE PLACE OF CAVE, WILL
POLICY AND INTELLIGENCE

CVN THOUGH A 'COLLEAGUE WILL TAXE
CONTINUE TO SEiMDC FOR BOTH
DISCUSSIONS. .

.- IN THE FUTURE. THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE WILL'IE ES-
TAILISHING AN APPROPRIATE CHANNEL 'FOR PASSING
AUTHORITATIVE POLICY MESSAGES.

- THE UNITED STATES SEES THE UTILITY OF HAVING A MEANS
OF CONDUCTING A DIALOGUE WITH TOUR GOVERNMENT. HOWEVER.
THERE WILt I NO FURTHER TRANSFERS OF AMERICAN MILITARY
EQUIPMENT TO YOUR GOVERNMENT WHILE IRAN REFUSES TO
NEGOTIATE AN END TO IRAN-IRAQ WAR AND WHILE IRAN CONTINUES
TO SUPPORT TERRORISM AND SUBVERSION.

.. THE CONTINUED HOLDING HOSTAGE OF U.S. CITIZENS I
LEBANON IT A GROUP SUSCEPTIBLE TO TOUR GOVERNMENT'S
INFLUENCE REMAINS A MAJOR OBSTACLE IN THE IMPROVEMENT

OF RELATIONS BETWEEN OUR TWO COUNTRIES.

WE TRUST THAT IN FURTHERANCE OF OUR MUTUAL GOALS.
YOU WILL TARE IT UPON YOURSELF TO ARRANGE THE RELEASE
OF ALL WESTERN HOSTAGES HELD IN LEBANON AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE.

S3H N9L TZ
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WASHITl

December 15, ll

DONALD ?. UGAI

Attached is a copy of a Statemint by
the Presi&nt -efardinq the Iranian
controversy that will be released on
Tueday, D-ember 16th.

Also attachetK is a draft letter that
has been forwarded to the President
for his approval that will be sent
to his Cabinet, Depdrtmnt and Aqency
heads, and to t" e senior White Rouse
staff.

David L. Chew

:3

N 354M9

f I -

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

. .1% 'e; - # .
70 1 . 4W*LASS
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UIIULfIOIl ILU
STATZKZW ST TOT PPZSIZD ?

There is an urgent nmed for full disclosure of all 4 91

surroudLi the Iranian controversy. 08 smut get ou with the

business at hand and put this issue behind us.

It is my desire to have the full story about Iran

out as quickly as possible -- the alleged transfer of funs4

the Sviss bank accounts, who was involved - everything.

Although I would like Vice Adiral John N. Poindexter and

Lt. Colonel Oliver Worth to provide this information, they

should not be deprived of their constitutional rights. now-

ever, Congress may grant limited iinity to any witness so

that the witness can give testimony that is pertinent to a

Congressional Liquiry; This limited im ity, called euse

Lanwity*, still permits prosecution based on evidence other

than the testimony given before Congress.

Therefore, I am making the Senate Selet Coamittee on

intelligence to grant *use immnityO to Admiral Poindexter and

Lt. Col. North in order that the whole truth -- all of the

facts on %ran - may be told. This is essential because the

controversy surrounding the Iranian matter is becoming a

preoccupatios with the Congress and the news media. There

is a meOd to get on with the business ol. government.

gUs LimunityO - as prescribed by law -- does not

preclude that those responsible for any wrongdoing be bought

to justice. Thus it does not interfere with the duties and

responsibilities of the Independont Counsel. A C")
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3549

Sinct the disclosure that funds from the sale of arms to

Iran may haie been diverted to assist the anti-Sandinista

forces in Cotral America, I have been comitted to seeing

that all the facts are brought to light and shared with the

American people. I established a special board chaired by

former Senator Toter to review the activities of the NSC staff

and make recommendations on how it could be improved called

for a coordinated Congressional inquiry and endorsed the

appointment of an independent counsel.

All of these actions were taken to fired out what

happened -- quickly and fairly. I write to you nov to request

your cooperation (and that of your agency) in having all the

facts and information relating to this matter brought to the

attention of the appropriate inquiry -- be it the Special

Review Board# Congressional Committees, or the independent

Counsel.

Specifically, it is my hope that you will determine what,

if any information you might have that could shed light on

this matt:or, provide that information immediately to the

appropriats inqiry, and respond to their efforts as they seek

testimony, &4.'uments or materials. I understand this appeal

may be extraordinary, but so too is-the nature of this con-

troversy. While debate over our policy goals toward Iran is

understandable and appropriate, there can be no debate over

UNCLASSIFIED
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35 493

the need to anMr all of the legitimate questions posed by

those cond ctLiq the reviews and most importantly those asked

by the American peope. Total restoration of trust and

confidence is dependent upon cOMplete cooperation and full

disclosure.

I will share vith the mrican people everything I leirn

regarding this matter. It is imperative that those who have

knowledge share it, those who have information provide it ajd

those who have answers give thea.

I pledged to the American people I would set things

right. With you help we will.

Sincerely,

Monl Id Reagan

UNCLASSIFIED
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ExHIrt DTR-61

December 15o 1916

NOTE

The attached statement seeks to establish
reflect your open and responsive approach
inquiry.

a positive tone and
to the Comittee's

The statement does not attempt to be a substantive outline of
what you know or what you do not know. It is felt that
information should be provided in response to questions.

Rather than releasing an opening statement, *sense of purposes
remarks as you walk to the Bearing would be better. A relaxed
demeanor and words that say 81 welcome this opportunity, and will
answer all questions" will be the message in. The message out
might be 01 hope my appearance demonstrates the President's
comitment to cooperate and has assisted the Committee in its
work.

The Press will attempt to show you defending your self -- you
will want to show the President and you being responsive and
cooperative.

wdk pooI* af P. M I

ly AIONSOIIEDOW

UNCLASIFIED
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,HE w14TE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Re Lease December 16, 19#6

STATEMMT BY THE PXESIONT

There is an urgent need for full disclosure of all facts
surrounding the Iranian controversy. I want to got this
information out. we must get On with the business at hand and
put this issue behind us.

It is my desire to have the full story about Iran come out now --
the alleged transfer of funds, the Swiss bank accounts, who was
involved -- everything.

The law provides a process for Congress to obtain this
information from Vice Admiral John X. Potinexter, Lieutenant
Colonel Oliver Worth, and any other witnesses without depriving
them of their constitutional rights.

Congress passed legislation 16 years ago authorizing the Senate
and the louse of Representatives or any co ..ttee or
sub-cowittee to grant special limited *immunity* to any witness
so that the witness must give testimony that is pertinent to a
Congressional inquiry. This Limited immunity also protects the
witness by providing tha. such testimony cannot be used against
him in any criminal proceedings. At the ame time the law still
permits prosecution based on all evidence other than the
testimony given before Congress.

Such Ouse immunity" is not amnesty or clemency. This legal
process obtains the facts before Congress but does not prevent
those rosppnsiblo for any wrongdoing from being brought to
justice.*, Thus it does not interfere with the duties and
responsibilities of the Independent Counsel.

Therefore, am asking the Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence to immediately seek Ouse imMunity" for Admiral
Poindexter and Lieutenant Colonel worth in order that the whole
truth -- all of the facts on Iran -- may be told. This is
essential because of the controversy surrounding the Iranian
matter. There is an absolute need to get on with the business of
government.

/kkIN" -"U

UNGLASSI ED
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1"f8tLSSIFIEU
TH WHiT MOU58

WAr MI@ VON

Deeber 30, 198, jina [Atter with 10 attachmnts filed Ln
Sate L nsitPRom with copy An JBS classified ch"ons.
(Letter t-oUS*e Permanent Seloct Comautte on Intelligence)

N 54438

UNCLASSIFIED

11234
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TiWe WHITIg HOUSe
WASIW@YTOe

December 22, 1986

N 54439

Dear Mr. Chairmna
During my testimony on Thursday, December 11, Can reesman McCurdyasked me to review a cable dated Januar 25 _le@, to theDirector of Central Zntelligence-"-rd thes, et o hmissiles and to advise whther that cable or toits u of To*reviewed by or known to the President.

Z have discussed this matter with the President and VicePresident And an author ed to advise that neither they nor XCould recall having seen the cable prior to the time it wasbrought to our attention by your Ca tteej nor were an of usaware Until- the cable was brought to or attention, of4proposal to deliver the Informatlon discussed in the cable.Z hope this Information is helpful to the Comiteeo Inquiry.

Sincerely,

Donald T. IeganChief of Staff to the President

The Sonorable Lee amiltonChairma-
Nouse Permanent Select

Comittee on IntelligenceWashington, D.C. 20515

UNCLASSIFIED
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;%vMS-bILl)
THe WHITES HOUse

WASMINO"TON

December 22o 198

N. 54440

Dear xr. Chairmant

During my testimony on Thursday, December 10, Congressman Kacurdy
asked as to review a cable dated January 25, 1906, to the
Director of Central Intelligence regarding the movement of TOW
missiles, -and to adviu-vhether that cable or Its subject was
reviewed by or known to the President.

I have discussed this matter with the President and Vice
President and an authorized to advise that neither they nor I
could recall having seen the cable prior to the time it was
brought to our attention by your Ccnitte, nor was any of us
aware, until the cable was brought to our attention, of a
proposal to deliver the information discussed in the cable.

I hope this information is helpful to the Coemittoe's inquiry.

Sincerely,

Donald T. Regan
Chief of Staff to the Pesident

The Honorable Lee Hamilton
ChaLrmn -
House Permanent Select

ComLttee on Intelligence
Washington, D.C. 20515

!IM0 ASIFIEDI
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* THE WHITE HOUSE
WAGMIN OTON

December 22, 1946 letter and attachments filed in oafe in

sit room with a copy of the letter in JXi8 classified chrons.

N 54441

UNCLASSIFIED
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Conpuoa1 M r ma, e eI
of Cwmwdt I do

Materw Submttd

THE L ERARY OF CONGRUS
W &S)WCTV. DC 3

TRANSLATION-OF LETTERS

%o Ira and Ste imt s2AI

artiele

Lauuse Pen Ina

Dmi. 'o efln June 5, 198T

SN and Ad4,m
of s~ef ________ _____________

Tnmdatedby ? ib n Vi . ph &i Ati r@leaa Mand dd.o ht, Ate Ie " tu 8 t tSf&O e e b Se7

Daoe June 8, 1987

SCociplew Abstut-M'laa ca~ Wb Conunioea1 Raauc Service (210.5700), if ComfIaeetnnaoo k deio.. •..._- .

U. Lat c .is m cian early ammoaon to late -t night. .

1. Iran pay, 50. 0m 70M ti , AM vfilirgqo Iran will provide t-.heo fU'ra,,
for the MIK . rpa pztm wich temia fom the earlier ag:---:.nt.

2In 9 wm rjq- days;, th' WO IMe "~ the SAM spaze, parts (padirq Iran's
qpxrovil), aryd fro@ (gifted) dicaina will be deliveted to Iran.

3. &8dote it 4 as stated belaw tI aazie5 vt, Albert will prcsont tha plan fc.
rz-~u a the 17 Kuwaitis LrpIsonwd iz Kuait.

.. i LJI uil* (1 &-finitely m L.~se 2 with~ upatiic .frj.'mi:izan
agco s Lbwo, tbloa~the effort of Iran# vi 11 be f ito', the iond of. -i

%w r, o. ~n. (3- ~ fa ~.2. y of ;oarit 2

-maLstcrs Co~~ j.)LM I.

Iz~l~l

I I

- .
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.. % ,, (N w% . ' ".W16n t ..:"IN .-o ts , - ". 1 '4.1 4 ,,I' .. ,c -. .r q :. .
Itam, mtr.tioref! abova, will br - .;,. :- to J ,N. I P.N! ;I 11 t.- - . '
1500 =rr - 10c 500 ,VC. ftT,nt.!onc. .bo'm ,rgi J130 .3de.luel.mr-.. :. :
Iv( 0 ",AW will bc "-3c ", & ....: ... C %. I";" ! t;r.ir,')I;ot "-lyv.

6. Am o will uopOrt P..4 . "c<c- wnil .sistmrc, ir'c.t,,rim ln .'pc .e:

.10 . -the Ccrt ..... . . % prov,'c ... y Mi .

7. k3, r' r.:L, ' : .'g:., c.J .,..."- w., .' :.::.' : ' L: ('' ' .- ,.
U'.bomon .-.r tv mv.isy.r o• "".: ..... ,.o t: ~ 'x -O . n .. o. o I ,' ; ;.

9. Vv 2t*ps for d,,'.-ry of io.--t n::& to in ik' cx p'.rt ol.
itam G :-ftiorre1 ribu,%, 'wt ;...,:,

".').c L;t t " of" (..1it w:1; L. op.,t ..r! ir; !:,,oi:of fir. ;lusnire .:n.; will ,.i,: t .-.

o,y o !or .x "; :v,.,bL t y 't2la,' qtO . nf , t'r o. 7r--':.

lim prisoner* that i'tr be. writ-.n 1r~c anditit . -!!Organization" ~. t
11 ba- written in ttJ.t follown e-rnJnaro . .
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Translation by Albert Hakim of

the Farse Original of the -9 Points"

Note: The date is the 16th day of the 7th month of the Iranian
year which I believe corresponds to 8 October 1986, but
needs to be checked. It also indicates the discuistons
started in the afternoon and lasted until late at niqht.

Summation of Us and Hakim

1. Iran provides funds to Mr. Hakim for 500 TOWs and, if
willing, Iranians will provide for the Hawk spare
parts which remain from the previous agreement.

2. Nine working days from now the 500 TOWs and the Hawk
spare parts (if accepted by Iran) and the gifted
medicines will be delivered to Iran.

3. Before executing item 4 below, Albert will provide the
plan for the release of the Kuvaitis (17 persons).

4. 1 1/2 (0 definitely and the 2nd with all effective
possible effort) American hostages in Lebanon, through
the effort of Iran, will be released by the Lebanese.

'5. Using the Letter of Credit method, (three to four days
after delivery of shipment stipulated in Item 2)
additional 500 TOWs (together with a maximum of 100
launchers), within four days after the execution of
Item 4 above, will be delivered to Iran. The method
of Letter of ? dit will be reviewed between Albert
--- a .- toorow sight. Iran will pay
the fnso1500 TOWs (the 506 TOWs mentioned above
plus an-additional 1666 TOWs) and the 1600 TOWS will

delivered to Iran within nine days.

4. The United States will start with the technical
support of the Hawks (material and know-how), update
of the military intelligence and maps, establishment
and commissioning of the special comannication link,
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and will prepare the chart related to the 4:ems
(provided by Mr. ) indicating price and
delivery to Iran.

7

8.

C

Israel and its cover organization. La Had. and
the text written in the Seven Step Document of
Mr. North (illegible)

I Before the return of Mt. *o 4 to Tehran. theSubject of the Moslem-prisoners (Shia) in Lebanon andthe manner of their release by the involved Partieswill be reviewed by Mr. Secord.

Iran will continue its effort for creating the grounds
for the release of the rest of the hostages.

The steps for delivery of items referred to In the
second part of Item 6 above will start.

The Letter of Credit will be opened in favor of
Mr. jco,&, . and he will make the money for the 500
TOWs available by using 80% of the Letter of Credit.

After discussion bet ween Mr. Secord and Mr . m ,

it was agreed regardinq regarding the Moslem prisoners
that the sentence (text) will be written in the ,_J
following manner:

Is~& rc '-W t .D , , -
AA)W

4 A~

-4k, ~ 4~ ~L~/ -

C? /-- -(akl,

/
I

.:-- Xe
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ExHmrr DTR-65

:EMORANDUM TO DONALD REGAN N 1 3 676
F RGM: David C. Fischer

SUBJECT: Aid to Contras meeting

DATE: 5 January 1986

Attached is the briefing iaa.er for the pcooosed aid to
the Contras meeting. No private qi'okp of Anericans !-ave
better supported the President's Central .mecica program
as well as other issues critical to Ronald Reagan. Their
efforts resulted in highly effective network television
and newspaper messages. Transcripts of a few television
spots are attached. A compilation of all 15 and 30 second
television spots is available on video cassette tape.

1y conversations with Bud McFarlane, Oliver North -nd
Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrahms confirm ny holtef that
this meeting is in the President's best interest and will
greatly enhance his efforts in educating Americans and Lheir
elected representatives on Capital 11111. Time is critical.
The meeting should be held in January thus enabling this
group to mobilize their efforts as quickly and effectively
as possible.

Once these men and women realize the President recognizes
and appreciates their contribution towards his programs
their continued enthusiastic support will be guaranteed.

A ten day notification period is needed to insure good
attendance at this briefing. The names and accompanying
required information have been given to the Secret Service
for background checks.
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17NT?AL ;%.:ThK ; ICN ELD(rM PRO(;%"M
January , 1986
PooseveltRoom

- Approx: 4:30 pa

PURPOSE

Tl-e Ar eric3n Conservative Trust and The National rndo.,-ent Vor 3 67 7
the Pcosqivation of Liberty have sponsored several pcoqrams in
;',port of the President's policies including S.D.T., Central

erica and Arms Control. This briefing is for the principal
f nanciAl contrtbtitors whose patriotism ind generosity hdv , inde
LTese public oaucation proqrvrs so succssful 4nd infl,.:ntial.

In 13S ACT & NEPL spent in excess of $3 million in s,:.:porting
the President's programs through public awareness using tele-
vision and newspaper messages. Their Central American Freedom
Program was initiated in June. White House contacts with Oliver
.Zorth, NSC, and Linda Chavez resulted in three White Rouse spon-
sored briefings held in the LOD on June 21, October 17 and
:ovember 21. A representative of ACT 6 NEPL was invited to a
Presidential S.D.Z. Cabinet Room briefing where the Presilent
ac:- :owledged viewing their S.D.I. program's network television
ossage. A post Geneva tribute to the President was also aired

on all network affiliates.

This group has budgeted $3 million for educating public opinion
on the issue of aid to the contras over the first few months of
1986. The purpose of this briefing is toe (1) provide current
status report on the situation in Nicaragua; (2) recognize and
express gratitude for their efforts in supporting the President;
(3) encourage continuance of their generosity in funding these
worthwhile projects.

PARTICIPANTS

Approximately 30 supporters and four staff members.

PRESS PLAN

whitee House photographer only.

SEQUENCE or EVENTS

--Greeting by Chief of Staff Don Reqan

--Briefing by Admiral Poindexter & Oliver North

-- Briefing by Assistant Secretary Elliott Abrahms

--S minute drop-by of the President
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30 SEC

N 13678

'The President is working long into
the night for a lasting world peace.

(Move La)

He will carry with htin to the sumnmit
his program and our hopes for
disarmament.

(Dissolve to chUd asleep)

And if we can, indeed, create a do ren-
sive shield to keep the weapons of
nuclear destruction far from this
earth...

(Dawn breaks)

...then she, we, all of us can awaken
to a morning of peace and security
we haven't had in thirty years.

Tel the Presidentyour prayers are
with him. You can...by calling this
number.
The American Conservative Trust."

I.

I,

i

i

I
i
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• J'.. . . . %
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Tell your Congressman you want
freedom to stay alive in Nicaragua"

'I

g~%, * *~.

2 I

I

A .: .

: -°

]

i

N 1367
MUSIC, UNDER FOR

"Freedom can't work on an einpty
stomach. People...

(Pull back)
...without hope have little to hope for
and nothLng to fight for.

President Reagan wants to help the
people of Nlcaragua...not with guns...

(Move In)

...but with food and medicine. Giving
them the chance to find their own
future...

(Pull back)
...without American boys fighting
or dying on foreign soil. If we support
our..

(PuU back)
...Presidint todAy, our boys wont be
sent oit to die tomorrow.

;i

I

•t.;loe 
I

%W

° .
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(Fade to Black)

...the.ot'c oven

I
"Th~e American Cons ervative Trust"

(Move Ln)

"This is & message in search of two
votes. Two more Congressmen vho
will vote 'no' to Communism r.
Nlcaraguia

N 13680

(Pull back)

WTe know what happened whun the
last vote iled.

While Sandanistas danced in the
streets, Commandante Ortega
celebrated in Moscow.

(ftn left to rnght)
And Russia promised two hundred
million more dollars in military and
other aid to their Russian friends.

(Move In)
They had a ball, alright This time,
let's tell them...
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Tell your Congressman you war it
freedom to stay alive in Nicaragu a"

I I I V . I i I . L

i

r
!

I

DRUM BEATS, UNDER FOR
"hen the i.ss! ins shot down

Kovien airliner double-oh seven...

N 13681

...ki.ling sixty-one Americans and
Congressman Larry...

... McDonald, America protested and
went about its business.

(Pull back)

When a Russian soldier shot down
Americah Major Arthur D. Nicholson
in East Germany, Anerica mourned...
and went about Its business.

(Pul back)
The freedom fighters in Nicaragua
need our help now. If we just keep
going about our business...

(it-rove li1)

...one day freedom will be out of
business.
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THE ."HeTE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 10, 1986

DO'.AT,D T. REGAN: N 1 3675
Atti,:hed is the material on C?ntrg1
,z,-aica that ra.ve Fichar prcmised to
got to you. I .m disc,.;nq this with
the %'.C to he 5,ire thsy ,ace on s:acd
ind yo ,r.,'. ,l. ,,,h 'u
tiould be int.costad in "3ing L!-e 4
minLtos of their i:,:.,er'ia1s so a
video tape is attached. Dave is
hopeful that a Roosevelt Room briefing
can be arranged (with a Presidential
drop by) so that this group can be
helpful in the upconing legislative
effort.

Approve briefing subject
to full verification
(time to be determined)

Need more info before
discussing

D"ev
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EXHIBrr DTR-66

August 25. 1986

Me-o to David Fischer

RE: Draft memo for Don Regan

FROM: Spitz Channeil, National End~~ for'h( f~
Preservation of Liberty 1. ,k44Ae40.

in January 1986, the National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty and Sentinel Initiated a 14.1
million educational arid lobbying campaign which eventually
reached 28 states. The purpose of thls 8 month campaign was
to give support to President Reagan's Nicaraguan policies
with special focus on the Freedom Fighter aid package the
President submitted to the Congress for approval In January.

Many consider this effort to be the largest of Its kind
devoted to supporting Ronald Reagan on a foreign policy
Issue In the past 6 years.

Television educational and Informational messages were
broadcast by the National Endowment for the Preservation of
Liberty In 49 Congressional districts and the Distrlc of
Columbia In varying degrees of intensity from March through
August (139 days). Ads were broadcast th Vlfflcult-to-win
Congressional districts whose Congressmen were undecided as
to their vote for or against Freedom Fighter aid. Over
$2.500,000 went to the television campaign alone.

W0 was spent by Sentinel diectly to build
Congressional support for President Neagan. This included
advocacy television messages In 32 Congressional districts.
the production of two 30 minute television documentaries
supporting the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighter cause filmed
secretly In Nicaragua, active lobbying of Congress by a
staff of 5, newspaper ads In major media markets (New York
and the District of Columbia), and continuous work with
Assistant Secretary. Bureau of Inter-American Affairs.
Department of State. Elliott Abrams.
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$600,OOO was spent by the National Endowment for the
Preservation of Liberty to conduct Pro-Nicaraguan Freedom
Fighter speaking tours In 27 Congressional districts in the
7 months prior to the first House vote In March on Freedom
Fighter aid.

$86.000 was devoted to nine Washington, D.C. briefings
with opinion leaders, political activists, and volunteer
supporters for the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighter cause.

On the d~y In June of the historic House reversal,
which resulted In a victory for Ronald Reagan on Freedom
Fighter aid, It was determined that the National Endowment
for the Preservation of Liberty and Sentinel 'had carried the
support program for the President successfully Into 32 of
the 51 Democratlc districts that ultimately stood with
Ronald Reagan on this Issue.
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EXHImrr CWW-1

• ,eoi 1,00

b LASFIED
The t aorabu WillIm a. Cagey
Cenutal zmelilence 4e8W
Wsablogtwen D.C. 20505

lt
$

Dear Bills
I

Me have been adulhise the State Department's LegalAdvLsec that the Foreign ss stanCe Act and the Armt E;:oort
CotCol Act rere" not Intended, and have not been' applied, bycongress to be the exclusive means fot sales of U.S. Wer.2cmu
to foreign countries and that the President say approve v
transter outside the conte .4.ftlatatd tes. Accordin.1y,
I believe the exchane foc may be legally cor.
pleteds based upon a 4ete rinIErrWcesident that thest
Acts cannot be used ad tlot the au! ities of the Economyct and Nsational Seiutl%7 e may be utilized to achieve a
significant itellige eetive. In order to satisfy the
congressional n 9i irtements imposod on the Secretary
of Defense under SO0 *ffSt eiations Autbocriation Acts
(10 U.S.C. 133# Nte) you by the ntelligence O'ei.,;..
Act of 1900 (50 U.S.C. 413) the Woust and Sane t sel c-.:e
Coamsitees should .be .informed Of this proposal an'% t10Presidents' i eteeainatons. CS)

CXA. Weaponryr
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ExHmBrr CWW-2

SECRET TARY OF THE AnMY
W a U0414 VON

'Oo 001

9 May 1983 UtICL SIREB
MDIORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Sensitive OD Support Activities (S)

(S) As you are aware, the Department of Defense (DO0)provides sensitive o rational tic support to the
r es for OD

* ppoct are-often in fuctheranco-4 1 activities

(covert action), as reviewed by the Nationa Security Planning
Group (NSPG) and approved by. the President. With in

fr u~ u otey Q Presidential Findingsahhth has ben requesting 000 support
h1h shod be' sideci ignificnt and raises some diffi-

cult policy and legal questions. Three examples of sgnt
cant and sensitive D0D u pport which have -

in connection with its activities
art S& orth in Tab A.

(S) The purpose of this Memoraa&ul.js to raise several
Issues regarding the manner in which requests for DOD
support are reviewed within the appr"Viito agencies of the
Executive Sranch and arp reported to Congress, if necessary.
These types of issues have taken on special significance in
light of the increased Congressional and media interest in
this area. This memorandum is not inttoded to challenge the
validity of utility of covet action as a tool of foreign
policy or to call into question the process by which Presi-
dential Findings are reviewed and approved.

(5) requests for o00 support are reviewed within
DOD to deiiitne whether 000 is willing to and capable of
providing the requested support. Presumably, before such
requests are made of DO0 they are reviewed within the CtA
and other appropriate agencies, and determined to be legal
and proper. There are, however, at least four important
issues which.may not be receiving sufficient attention in
the review process, either within or outside 000.

CLASSIFIED By DASP
DECLASSIFYON OADR

QP4IARMnE M
-ra Ln L

ILQ Ia
Ses Dst Coal X2. 544
Se7 otCs - KI~'

U

I

I,
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4.'
ii'

" .FY
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I W EC B 28

-2-

IS) First, there is a question ccgrd.n,.the undrcilying
authority by which O00 provides support t cPecial Ictivis

ties.. That is, of course, no explicit statutory authority
for thepoo conduct or the DOD to support special ctivi-
ties. Rat er, the National Security Act, the inherent ;owers
of the President, a President.ial Executive Order, an* the
Congressional authorization and appropriation process are
used to authorize special activities in general. The Economy

is usually cited as the authority by which DOD supports
pecial activities.

(S) Rarely has authorization or recognition of the
need for DOD support been acknowledged in the Presidential

tne Attorney venerah r!wuea WTru iU ,
activities be authorized by the President. Th O,
and the Department of Justice have agreed that frfreeable
and significant DOD support (to be determined pursuant to a
reasonableness test), will be noticed explicitly within the
Presidential Finding and that all other support will be set
forth in the scope paper which accompanies the Finding.
while not as definitive as explicit statutory authority,
such an arrangement will substantially yolidify the authority
by which DO provides support to theo n a case by case
basis.

ITS) The second major issue relates to the breath of
Presidential Findings and the question of whether DOD support
which is requested is consistent witHfand authorized by the
Finding. Presidential Findings, by necessity and nature,
are broad in scope, though by no means limitless. Also,
Findings are often operative for a number of years. Support
requests must be ceviewed to determine whether they are
within the legal p tes of t finding which the r uest
seeks t IMlo ent

Thus, whi execute eum,
t cc ~tien40 approval upon~ an 1 oriori notification to
Congress of the exact nature of. the operation given conflicting
mission statements in the transmittal memoranda between the
participating agencies. ore this, and various other reasons,
the Army raised obj* tom he support request and it was
eventually withdraw raw"

& -P-E~-* C I "ITra..t.t

114

1

€
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(S) Additionally, and perhmps most import ntly. ,4qu,.,.t,
(or ,nQmttive DOD Support must be rvva'wed for complljnce
with the ctacutory requirements relating to Congrtozional
oversight of special activities (50 U.S.C. S 413; 22 U.SAC.
S 2422) and the War Powor. Resolution (50 U.S.C. SS 1541-
1548). The CIA must, of course, inform the Congressional
Intelli nce Oversight Committees of all special activities.

:. Similarly, the President must consult with and report to
I. .. ~congress whenever armed forces are introduced into situations

involving the imminent threat of hostilities. Although the
CIA is a civilian agency and is thus not governed by the War

.* Powers Resolution, it is conceivable that a CIA special
activity involving DOD support could invoke the reporting
requirements of both 50 U.S.C. S 413 (with regard to the CIA

I.. special activity) and the War Powers Resolution 1with regard
to the involvement of U.S. armed forces). Moreover, even if
the requested DOD support does not invoke the War Powers

- Resolution, it may invoke the 50.U.S.C. S 413 and Executive
Order 12333 requirements to report to the Congressional
Intelligence Oversight Committees.

(s) Finally, with regard to Central America, requests
for support must also be reviewed to determine compliance '

with the Boland Amendment. That amendment was attached to
the 0OD Appropriation Act and prohibits the CIA or DOD from
ex.eqding funds for the purposes of overthrowing Nicaragua
or provoking a military exchange between Nicaragua and
Honduras.

(S) The problem whiich I perceive relating to these
issues is the absence of a system or process by which they
are addressed. Unlike the moe formal process by which
Presidetial Findings atr iewed within the NSPG, the
above issues relating to requests for DOD support are
reviewed for legality. i-arall, in an ad hoc manner, both
within and outside 000. It appears that support requests
are reviewed by the Office of the General Counsel of the
only it the operational component believes that the request
raises a legal issue. At the State Department, the Off ice
of the Legal'Adviser reviews all significant support requests;
however, requests relating to Central America are reviewed
exclusively by the Central American Management Core Group.
finally, within 000, 1 do not believe that the Deputy Under
Secretary of Defense (Policy) routinely solicits the review
of the Off ce ot, .thv General Counsel. Because of the subtle.
but volitile legal aspects of the issues discussed above, I
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believe it is important that all significant requests (or
sensitLve DOD support be reviewed in a COnsistnt and ,
systematic manner, to include an appropriate role for the
agencies' legal adviser, within and among all affected
agencies. Also, such a system guarantees that .he heads of
each agency are aware of the scope of the agency's involve-
ment in special activities.

(S) Within the Army, I am pleased with the review
system which has been established tolle .u sts for Army
sup tr submittedd by'the JCS inficer to the
Arm ffaRoicr. If the- - request ior major end
ltems, ifat equipment; the initiation of or change to
any specialized, unique, or sensitive services the initiation
of or change to programs involving substantial expenditures
of money; or requests which require an exception to policy,
.1 personally review and approve the request. Before it is
submitted to me, it is reviewed by the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Operations and Plans, any other Army staff chief affected
by the request, the Chief of Staff, and the General Counsel.
The Acay staff addresses primarily the question of whether -
the Army is capable of providing the requested support. The
General Counsel examines the issues outlined above. In
light of the guidance I receive, I determine whether the
Army should provide the requested support.

(S) Based upon the foregoing, I believe it is important
that you encourage the establishment of formal intra and
inter-agency procedures, including the.participation of the
Depa tus a. relating to the review of requests to
supprc activities. In addition, because of the
significanIe t issues involved, the Army will continue
to scrutinize foc legality and propriety all arguably signifi-
cant requests fog military support implicating the issues
noted above.

(U) If I can be of any further assistance, please feel
free to contact me.

fa Marsh, O. ,

Attachment

NMI-NSt~E
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LxampeC o( Sgna(icant CIA request:0 for Support

%:d rw& PuWA of Lo. 1
by I. RcjIr8 ILaticua S~ty Council

UNL&$IlE4 -sd u

75-937 0 - 88 - 17

'0
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EXHIBIT CWW-3

I V I ,.'L 6 .% . I

TNC SCICc1AllY Of OCPCNSC

WASM410?N T.* 04YtNCSto OCOL.VQ4A

a ..

0 28Ad

KIOR OUM FOR T9ll S ICUIA OF ?99 ARM

SUIjCT'S *0 port Activities (S)

9 gay nenocandus on management of DoO support to
m"Olties raises significant points.

() I aIree that the procedure whereby foreseeable and
significant DoO support will henceforth be noted in the Presidential

A.d& &b . . b I *f , A 1 &.a d 6a a .

scop papers provided a solid authority for our support.

(5) YOe point concerning notification to the Congressional
committeee is well taken, Tbe Depty Uder SIecrety of Defense
toe Policy (0081P) to responsible Toc action on te"e notifications:
after appropriate ordination With the DoD General Counsel, DOD
Legislative 1•itaie, CIA# the Joint Staff, DMAe and the Nilitay
eportanU. o r Ourrent Proect - in which Yog repreenta tkves

are participating 0 to identify significant and sensitive activities
to be ceported to me and, if neeary. to the Congress, should
assist in deisios on matters in this area. We m=st omply
filly with all statutory and Presidential direction on s
gortlng. Beyond these requirmenta. I vie to he as diligent

in intoingf te apprw late Congressional ocemittees asgoo
managait and division of autbcity between the Le islalye and
zoecutits Sranchee permit. BOWever, We must recognise the preiary
responsibility of the C concerning decisions on reporting special

letiVitiet the Congress.
L

(S) Internal req sts for DoD support I 4.
see as a matterON q p) recentl djujs this
and related rie wt"or parronnel of a*n nd was
assured that ld revi its internal eoTi ensure
Proper can l on of letal issues before such requests are
made to COO.

'N L MMI

Classified byo So et
Declassify I Ohm

rj(~i~>

Doun~rade to SECRET
. .a €-:.- r Upon Removal of Tab A

-.. :..A~ ;". . :

F %

I.
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TOP SECRET u °

2

(8) "O; current DoD poce . .~q es t. for,
operational support through the$yyetstuL

0o c. All such requests shoul 9htndedt up he
S pursuant to DoepecOef letter, subjecti Pcov -- of

Operational and Logistic Support (U), 20 December 1979.

(S) In this connection, 00 and Joint Staff records indicate
that the three exaples you cited were properly handled by those
officers further details ac at Tab A.

(8) Legal counsel is readily available to all participants
in this process. All proposIas and requests for action in these
areas referred to 060 ace handled by the D05D(F). The latter's
staff is especially experienced in and attuned to policy, procedural
oonstraints, and general legal issues pertinent to these activities. .4
in addition, In order to ensure that a complete legal review is
carried out, all such r eaueste will be referred to the Office of
the DoO Genecal Counsel for evaluation. in view of the
institutionalised legal review, the establishment of additional
intra-agenay or interagency review procedures to evaluate and
dise outside the current nteren-y coordination process iP

not necessary. An additional review process independent of the
department heeds' regular policy and operations process, would be
fteffioient. and undermine agency heads' norl management and
dontrol.

........(SDUSOV(P), with the Joint Staff, ia.ML~l~l.APropose$
u of Understanding (HOG nd Other

This MOU will be cooedi 4TW wTith an the

riliar cit nte. The USD(V) will ensure that oDo implementint
instructions accompanying the OU emphasise the need fOr appropciat,
legal counsel at Sao level at decision.

(S) 1 o randum raises a question about the nature and
extent o ct exploratory discussions with elements of the
ilitary#l cer- concerning possible support bef"

is cefe'red to the Joint Staff and 060 through th
System. I have instructed the 0USO(P) to evaluate 9 PiiE
to detecine if he should undertake an increased role in the
early stages of the process.

". . . * " ~ L
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TNH WHITA NOUS,
w~~lo~m0 91

June 17. UHSS

Jtc Oz5
ATA8 81HN

MN.OAWDU FOR ?N lOPOM ,I GZOM P. SJWTt
The Secretary of State

TSR XCPOJASLI CASPAR W. vIl UGl ,
The Secretary of Defense

S113.EC1: U.S. Policy Toward Iran lftn

T.i. Director of Central Intelligence has JUst dLitribut*d in S.:1
o. ":rar.: Prospect@ for ear*9eTr Instability, Which I hop. you
have received. This SIZ Makes clear that instability in Iran is
accelerating. vwih potentially ntous coeseqiaences for U.S.
st:aetqic inter seta. It seen sensible to ask whether our
eurrent policy toward Iran is 8eeqwte to achieve owr interests.
My staff has prepared a draft 35M ftab A) which can serve to
stiMlate oa thjankng 0 0.&. policy toward Iran. I mtld
a&-preciate yewt reviewing te draft em a eve Wl basis am
providing so with year ese ts w MA s"$ie. W concerned
about the possibility of leehag = e decide ot to paurse
this change in policy with the President. It YM feel that we
should consider this Chan". then I wud refer the paper to the
62GmP) in prsaratio for an am motlaq vith the President.

C. Nsla:lane

~.

." *:GAZA
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Dynamic political evolution i taking place inside Irea.
instability caused by the pressures of the Iraq-Ira hwar,
economic deterioration and regime infighting create the pte
for major changes in Iran. The Soviet ale is better positio-h.
than the U.S. to exploit and benefit fiem any J1or strvgle th
results in chanagesi the Iranian regie, as vel a. incresnLg
socio-political pressures. In this eaviroament, the Smersence o
a :eUe mre compatible with American and westernn interests is
unlikely. Soviet success in king advatage of the rn g
power strvlgle to insinuate it ranvould't~ha -
stratetic balavnce LAthe ** ______a_______

_______ ______MY____ wnje vspursue a mmi.er of broac,
Iowngj-ter goals. a"ouVER-rY- ahort-erm challenge must be to
block oscow's efforts to increase Soviet influence (now and
after the death of Khomeini . 5tis will require an active and
sustained prcqraa to beild beth oar leverage and our
understanding of the nLte l sitution so as to e.able as to
exert a greater dMAsoe eeatructive ifluMce over Irahian
polities. We At mtsve me abilityy to protect our interests
during the strggle ft ueoeeeseel.

.S nterst o

Tho eet Imedate 1.S. laterests L"nlude4

IlI Pteventing the dieiateratie of Iran and preserving It as
an ijdependent stategic buffer Which separates the Soviet
onion Ires the ersian Glfs

( t" L ing the scope and epportumity for Soviet actions In
Iran$ While pobitieming oatsees to cope with the chllngin
IrAian ilternal situation# .

41 , Mlantaig a"e"ss to Persia h 4 11 aadensuring
animpeded tr aIt of the Strait ef zmusaS and

-ft

(4) An ed to thUe Iranian g9veut' S sonsorship o._terror8w
and its attowts to deetabillse the government o other
tolicVna,1sutte. ;

Ll. -polig

I
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We also seek oteg broad and iortant, if less iandiately

I) Uaa's resmqptioa of m0erate And constructive role a a
maber respectively of the so-comanist political
sel/init, ofIts regio, d Of tfte World petroleum

(31 ..WtiueWd Iranian resistance to the expansion of Soviet
power in general, and to the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan in particulars

(31 an early end to the Iran-Iraq var which tis not mediated by
the Soviet Unies and which does not fundamentally alter the
bala co of power in the regisa

(4) elliJnatio of rash's flagrant ases of boman rights

(I aevenent toward eventual ecmlization of U..-Iranian
diplomatic consular and cultural relations# and bilateral
trado/cemercial activities;

(6) resolution %American legal and fiamial Claims through

the ngue 1-ibnmal a"d

17) Iranian edosatief en OC lpdcLia policy.

"osy " f -z ts e bwill be difficult _o achieve. given
%Teidity with ubieb OOMS Oaa ving.40sm e sgItudeof
We ebso, t Iso0104a that uget mew oftMar e"Vaed. is
mWv eaard we met be especially careful to balasceemr

rolae- emip -withUI is a semer tmt doe.st dame
te oer tom p e 9Ws 1e as,.

Presen iuasmm el5l. UinMMn

I"e I*""& I eetO fee~ itsO mee diffimlt ch ~ n1 e o$Uee
Ms. I bsIF s eal ul at b"c decl ed .igak.Licantoithe

post ois ms e Prilyl el c head isteIf loed diilli ea men
Wit& ' I AmLnil el 48esU e the dstiluaed i Usie-i of
Mamic ects a p*"I"**o "na&plautio crs ITlrelucetant t,
*cot Ouch has"mague@*.4 a steu"afeefibto brgt an
Psiserill bir 0decAlnngoil uefew$. as"sof theo
III. NNb l ne is Istesiied hbytherealiattoin tatAyatol Ah

~iaismenta sad hysial health Is faIle. which In turn
cast a pll f mertaiaty eVer the dail1 etisie-making

Fees..
i .'
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Unless the aeceleratlen of adverse Military, plitital '
ecoMIsc devel o nts is reversed, the Rhoseini regme Vill face
serious instablity (i.e. repeated anti-regame 4emonstrations,
strikes* assalsintioe attempts, abetge an other destabiliing
activities throughout. 1mereasiglly LMvolvig the lover classes).
?Uis eonditien will s1 official* energies end government
resources, intensiftyi differences among Iranian loaders as the
government tries to avoid mistakes that vould provoke popular
upheaval and threaten contained control.

WMIle it is impossible to predict the course of th emerging
power struggle, it is possible to discern several trends which
must be accounted for by U.S. policy. As domestic pressures
mount, docislon-making is likely to be monopolised by individual$
representing the same unstable mix of radical, conservative &Ar
ultra-onservative factions that now control the Iranian
government. The loner Roheani lingers Is power# the more
likely the power struggle viii inteasify# and the greater the
.- zer of potential leaders vho might af.ect the outcme ot. the

k struggle.

The ultimate strength of various clerical groups and the pawe:
coalition$ the? may form are not knoWn. iOWever, the veaknesues
of various opposition groups -- inside Iran and abroad -- are
evident, especially the lack ot a leader with sufficient stature3 to rival KOMinIAi Od hi ideas. ?he most likely faction in a
power setrggle to shtft U4a81a policy is directloas Nore
acceptable to the Ut_- seld their iLaeci increase --
eonAsrvaLVes Wh g frmi within the grrnment aais the
radicals. Uadialo ftth the tolm# aW the leftist
egpoeities, ar the It lely to Influeme the coals of

event is ways Lnmical to Western interests.

Iranan regular ere fo res' reI esent a potential weerce of
be"hPoor a" iselinatim to mo iras beck etato a or
pC*-Wtern* Pesitie. lopreseativis of every fatties inside
aM side the rgim regnse the potestiel iortance of Uh
military and are eul4Avatiin' eeeta ets wth theso forces.
inowevr, as leta as th Am rmim 6a0intted in the var with
Iraq it will m e Is a pseitie to seven Tehan.

ether itvseit eoa rdate.r tMewlitlawr sr4, Is
bee" Le 1184'..ca apart

hecsia i!~?±?.ido~ ah% icin e *eWegae is a me3or

goo" %teYAO~to I9b m seafie.ib f t Srd wIll be,
at the 4"ntr Of the pVuf tru
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Ie Soviets are well aware 0 the evolvingdeveloments ifAtlan.
Thwy vil etime t o aptly flrot:.Adstish iMentivee to ie
iR the hpe Of bWi"IgiTOl eh to NOISOW '5 tflSor a &imtoed
bilateral relationship that oId servo s a basis fot ler
gromdth is Soviet 2I12imesOImIran. Nosew w ill clearly resist
any tire" toward the restoration of a 3tel- lta 1rani41
govemett

Despite strong lerieal antip.th to Nocow and A*Mnmima,•-ahran's !,.ste IVaidiems-9. I@€oc -1 4 @tt.? .A O L

-LOSSOU4 -m " 414ot sa0 interested in improvinlties with s.
V118-ni An liassesat is probably based 0 eTOM 9View0 of
what Noscow cam do for ** cud against - Iran tether than e 0an
Ideological preference to oadmct relations with Moscow. The
ussooalready has moh leverage over ?er- in stark contrast
to the U.$.

0oguts tue r 4446001c 8
11 +t meeand possibly Glena illtary O"Irmeat.

LW while they have heretofore balked at providig mjor weapon
system, the Soviets might relal their igo it the right
pol-tal egoa ets 1esresented themsevs. mu. oscow wuld
probably t t "nI, a1101r9that severelydis41ra I its relation
with salbha , .ives 2raCdepeadey so t.UP...e. ..nd
forces oqeitt. N9e6440 pmesoesesaIdeable rem fe maeOve
it it s$Mses aa e*W! aksLis "WANfee ta establlmset of a
positioa of ipfalent aflomee.

msos my sloe oea sutrategy base mso""% tof separatist

ginsl ass onliel to hellemlelthe cenrou

tm agf atras a"Jasontto the $Soit herder, the Soviets
sea Wo1d a ity b 4r tl to Protein rebelUessetas i
greep from episiale.

ThI .5m iin isthe U 1111MI WIS .A 64

- ,Ith"Owe. -- -- W Im will
y e- - m o e ofIsl# Am ats. on.. A

".. ..... •Y I-: A 00

0
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#all M C d to have a u l i Al-A fti- L s bias.A o

'erret eiOiro e lhi3 wit t*A &a the Othet
-twin-Wtol i to

Oar leverage vith Iran it osarplr e#eod by the curret deree
of hostility t"at spriate $ e 14mOft 1 of tUe radical
eleTIy, especially as it some teir etp olley goels.
moreover, the moderate adConservatlve sml o th e Clergy
say also share the radicals belief that we are i 'texatey
hostile to the Islamic rva ent. makia accodaties hthe
U.S. impossible. Tbe er lca esLo costims to bellee that
tbisU.. has Mnot accepted the revolutie ad ltead. to reverse
the course of events ad install a peppet government. ibis
perception has been reinforced by out rastoratie of diplomatic
relations with Iraq, effort$ to cut the flew of arm to Iran, amd
direct threats of military aetion in retaliatioe for
Iranian-Inspired antl-g.8, terorim.

The dynaMLc political situation Is iro and the coesequcaces for
U.S. Siterests Of growa Soviet and radical 1asf ence cmpel
th U.S. dertakeae iage of eort- ad lemg torm A tlatives
tht will ebsae e our " l l ie s feraa . It posble
0a1l0aie tht of to Swiets. Psitlishlr eattiees m s he id
to avoldiag sltuetleas i1e6 e"*l the Iealas to twr to the
Soests, iart-terwmaRsuee should be adertakea is a mmwr
that forestalls Soviet prospects ad el anese our ability,
directly and In4I ?cV!y, 4 bu a4S. a. d eastern inf.luece in
Ire tO the maxima. eatest possible A the futu:e. 1lan1ing for
the follw g tnitiatives should therefore proceed em a fast and
leqegtm. tiek. The ea 0eats of .. plley wll be to#

(1) seerege Vt al~ lies sad frimd to help Is meet its |
mpteiremats os "to sde the attractiveness of

soviet aslstae ad t erade offes.NMI*etmestratLag thei
value ef eerest relatives th the sst. I"is Leelw4es

*visiemof s e mlity epooct as detraied ena
4" - _1 - bas"O. _ __ _
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(3)

(4) take advantage of gjromi political freeataties byl
discreetly Gimnnicatiag on desire for rlee%
relations to Poteatially receive Iraniaa lade0s 0

-- provide sin npport to elements opposed to Xboseisl and
the radicals.

Avoid actions vhicb could alienate gropes potentially
:eceptive to Lproved U.S.-?raala relations.

respond to Iraniam-upported terrorim vith ailltary action
against terrorist ifrastractsre.

(7) !ne. e at: effort to discredit Noscovs IslaILc credentials
vith a mioe vigorous VGA effort targeted on lIrn.

A) oeveloob: ec:!:ves
KhoeiMAI
infloesee

is) with' :eOP4

aties pla in nPrort 1the basic eipi ay .
both f e arteuorn e 6a8es (e.g. 4" o

as veil as the lg-telm restoratloe of U...
La ftebas.

ct to the Gulf wars

-- CoAtLau to eNcoUrage third party initiatives to ,eek "1
an Mad to the waslI

Increase military coopera tios vith 414 ! Coopeationt
Comsel outries. anld sr .. Silltaz ,

P capabilities IS thie 42 to enable = MMo be

-- eekto ccbbZ oe0lud~fiftS with it Vwxbl
allies (i.. qriA and / ). .,

(')

i.

i .A ' ~ tt :

V

OPM
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SU9IJCTS US Policy Toward Iran (S)

(?S) This memorandum responds to your request for Coements on
the draft WSD0 on US-IranLan relations. While I agree with many of
the major points in the paper, several of the proposed actions deem
queetibnable. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to consider an
explicit revision of our policy toward Iran as long as we continue
to receive evidence of Iranian complicity in terrorist actions and
planning against us. I do not believe, therefore, an NSD0 should
be isesud in the proposed form.

(TO) I fully support the policy objective that 'our primary
short-term challenge must be to %lock Hoscow's efforts to Increase
Soviet influence.* if we are successful, of course. this will put
us in a better position to realize a longer-tern goal of having at
least neutral/non-hostile relations with poet-1homeini Iran. Under
no circuntances, however, should we mw eae our restriction on arm
sales to Iran. Attempting to cut off am while remaining neutral
on sales to either belligerent is one of the few ways we have to
protect our longer-range Interests in both Iran and Iraq. A policy
reversal would be seen as inexplicably inconsistent by those nations
whom we have urged to refrain from such sales, and would likely
lead to increased arm sales by them and a possible alteration of
the strategic balance in favor of Iran while Ihomeini is still the
controlling influence. It would adversely affect our newly emerging
relationship with Iraq.

(M8) There are other actions, however, some of which are isVli
in the draft NSDO, that we could take now under our current policy
to try to prevent an increase in Soviet influence and to lead toward
a more moderate post-osmeini Iran.

sntellitence

-- ZWuroV Us intelligence gathering capabilities in the areas
CC roweass idetified in the SI1 e vciall with regard

ashou be on ent ying key
players the p0litlal arena who my be more favorably
disposed to US concerns in the region.

" ~;r~ ~d F o. 12 -
CF.JII0_7I wY S.de Roer of

CLASSIFIED By Ssef~

DEC'ASIYr w 0AD4Wf1 f 6E Copy -/ a k- copies1NCIAS&1IIE. , t_.
UleeUVet Coallt.
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Given better information from intelligence s

who play imortant roles nthe a strat"n a4c
rule but who also favor policies more gavorable %o US
and Western interests, and develop tactics for providing
political and/or financial support to those elements
opposed to Khomeini and the radicals.

Political

-- Through contacts with allies and friends, ve should dLe.
creetly cominunicate our desire for correct relations to
potentially receptive Iranian leaders based on their
renunciation of state-supported terrorism, their willing-
noes to seek a negotiated settlement to the IranIraq war.,
their non-interference in other states' affairs, and their
cooperation in-settlLng US-Iranian claLme io the agoue
Tribunal,

maintain our neutrality in the Iran-Iraq var while encour-
aging third party initiatives to *ad the conflict and in-
creasing politLcal-military cooperation vith Gulf Cooper-
ation Council countries.

Public Diplomacy

-- Our public statements on Iran should bring preesre to
bear squarely where it is needed--on the current Iranian
regime. In tone, our public position met avoid casting
Iran as a country and the Iranian people and culture, a
well as Shia Islam, as the enemy, but should emphasize
oppoLtion to the policies of the present Iranian government
and the corrupt mllahe inside the government. Our state-
ments should aim to encourage those elements in Iran who
disagree or oppose regime policies.

Economic

I-d II of U controls are alrea in -99ct

curbing all but strictly GAVilift exports.

In conjunction with discreet political contacts proposed
above, we could suggest to the Iranians that correct re-
lations would include relaltioC of current US trade
restrictions and norml tcade relations with a poet-
Momeini Iran that is not hostile to US Lntgresta.

u-aM
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3
(S) I concur with the balance of the recomimedatlokc ea

draft 116D0D In eofar as they support current US policy. My re©t!
mandatilw reflect my very stroAg view that US poLicy must re6aLn
stqadfast In the face of international lawlessness perpetrated bt
the Iranian regime. Changes in policy and in conduct, therefore,
must be initiated by a new Iranian government. By remaining firmly
opposed to current Iranian government policies and action, yet
supportive of moderation and a longer term improvement in relations
once the regime has changed, we can avoid the future eumity of the
Iranian people and develop the leverage necessary to counter a
possibly very dangerous increase in Soviet influence. In parti.
ular, we need to be prepared for a possible period of turmoil as
the regime b"ins to change, by building up effective instruments
of Lnfluence and access to people and organizations within Iran,
so as to counter a Soviet attempt to promote a pro-Soviet successor
regime.

ces Seeretary Shultz

uRP~wo

UNO! fiti
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4 F 91~UNCL4SfJiI:
. .ss;:e zre'ava:a::e r;- : s=..:a:e !:r ::re;; ja
;Uora 7 !t- is,*s at I'* R&e? orArsensa, t tndt -7

ASa. n r . S.een of t:qse are f:7 !

as 5t''; a;ee:e.

7 :'u,, the t3ta '1I n. Is I55IIs wou I. be S35*:
70 this. a;;I cable car;es uould have to be aded :\A. I t
adc-nistrat;on c-ar;. ;ack ng and transport chr;eus ;Liss to r a e .

- The *ssil*s for Korea and UAE would have to be replaced, so
OSAA will need the money to replace them.

" The modalities (or sale to Iran present formidable difficulties:

. -Iran -is not currently certified for tales, includ.nz
indirectly as a third country, per Sec. 3 of the ;2:A.

Congress must be notified of all sales of S14 million
or more, whether it is a direct sale or indirect to a
third country. The notice must be unclassified (except
for some details), and the sale cannot take place until

- 30 days after the notice. The 30 days can be waived for
direct sales, but the third country transfer has no such
provisions, and notice must still be given in any case.

Thus, even if the missiles were laundered through Israel.
Congress would have to be notified.

- It is conceivable that the sale could be broken into 3 or 4
packages, in order to evade Congressional notice.

While ihere is no explicit injunction against sPILt:t-n
up such * sale (subject to check...), the spirit and the

' nN|BIT practice ef the law is against that, and all Adnninisrat.:.s
hays.observed this scrupulously. ".

-- It is concetivble that, upon satisfactory consultation ut
Chairmen Lugar and Faseall and their minority counterparts,
they might agree to splitting the sale i6Ao smaller
packages.

The customer countries (UAE and lorea) would have to be tcld that
their deliveries had been rescheduled, but we %ould no: have tO
tell thei why. e would not wan: to charge the! more for 13ttr
deliveries.

• .*
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ex;.-.- :.er sales.

It the sale eczo k..:., all bars would be removed fro-
sales by such count.r:es as S;a-n, Portugal, Greece, UK,
Italy, and FRG. countries who are only barely restrained
from overt, large sales to Iran now.

In short, the risk is that of prolonging and intensifying
the Iran-lraq war, while seriously compromising US influence
over Israel and other countries to restrain sales to tran.

• :r ' '
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EXmDr CWW-9

UNCLE IEB 21524 A,

P OOS6eCTS An UUOIATI' S-MPO of I-ai am I-IN M-SZ@SW .

" there are 164 8188e4 avelable at USe lIwer
late del sr on a" 64 got lorea. The aseolles have
ho let oeItaMaN.e. tested# ht W U e 4very lovisit et
failure. he lmssIlee vill be at led IlRaeatil Gebft
19l fe teetime.
" .There wftld be so lmpet oe the GNl If we ship theiri ssile . T M P g s H e a ppedW 'a *%her w y , s M eaccmmodatd ttUIS the SOrM1l prodetile leed time er- repae
sent mielee. opine

o lroea Veld he" tO be o.elted to @ftetals the Ia .t o6
their program# it it is afeeasary to skip amym
tIels- t ttz is metiosed eheqS. ft*eoset 1oad tie to replaceBowe. massile wald be aboet 33 oetle.

- o the eetbest of mewledpe, ell *I .. AM -U arewth "its ad shold a"t be 0oeeIdered from iersio.

o mit replacemet price of WE missile to I a.t $4e?.71total rek0. plre for S wMild aproilmate 32.SNg for to0
eat 451. Pt@aMe prie Itwlese M sciehrges.

-013 hAn b "NOG~ isclediS hLZ )e eadsame a disti iemeset Of
ING IM issiles are available i ka

eet eso the nbtee. the £7t m 394 iippe 3.34" t 0 e di lately Wld he sa eml ut t IsA O tel'4ble, .-
a "ties weld haes to he takes from treepste. " the

selesese e Of the reuqiremet OWl " etooa is Sid te mr"60,6 8M 58-11 rpt"Wt Siselese it te Iiklip tat t--

smy eld, relstaatly asqale to imedsiate shis" $Ib

- tit Pei@* ad the retlaceseat a'iZ 1 S5l Is sh6et 6133201total lups Pete "od 4desmate $4M with NO reow.
40 sliwwiy ties predestles 4f*V0R 0 e asu msseles to the,
A3 weld mat e ett ...... o CT 1,MO
theejh this is met r -. P,,ietu,7.0 *seleated
qu tee a u . .L. I l-UNC5 , KbirtO
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?here to sod way .t6 "ee this troet froe ultimately
bl ade e sollwihe aH three lea motioeo together
with 0 dee sibility of mprese.

- The President CGm make a 6sterisatioe•, Setio 614 of
the Porealg hasistame #&%, which "old Vale the stste 
requires the normal C eeessiosal, sotifteaties sier Secttos

M(b) of the Am Import cestrol let 1iMCA). -0

- President oust notify the Seaker of the ISmeo &ad the
Chairnia of the Porigle olatiOes C ittoe,-povide a written
justificatioa ad cossilt with both the CMirman of the foreign
Relation Cittee and the Chairmas of the Poretg a Affets
Comitt . this could be done in a Classified, alose-bold manner
&A is the best prospect for eliminating leas, team Coeressiona
sources. leveer, the problem weld come with actelly exocutt
a Letter of Offer (LA) fo the material witboot diseloeing to
the entire ecrity Asi-tafe CnAty that the President had
waived the seed for sectioe MMb motificatto Ueadquarters
Army, USAW, and UCO1 all are aware of the leal requirement
Got to process the WUM withoot th 34(b) notificationa probers).

T The 080 General Cousel sbould be skAd personally to confirm
that S*ctioa $14 is legal Met thes circumstaaces, since this
authority never has bees exercised is this way.

o The President meld oils as smereosaY notification uder
S ISotios 36(b), waiving the formal 34-by mtif8icatioa period.
: this requires a certification that asmorgoa.ee? ists, Ad the

raso es therefore. bile this oetificatioe "eld be classified,
the distrihetie af the Seetioe M(ba otieo is sech broader thae
would be tree for the $eties 614 detmuiaties metiowed Above.
Aitiosellyt the SecurOty Asosiamce Cl iy sOld have to be
informed that the Presidest hA made the rgeecl deteriinatios,
MA Nived, Secties 34(b) befrea tie UM could be prepared Ad
issued. Twore weld he m0 good eiPlae tie as to why as
omexgeWe wel mist for this countrys puchasifn g U missiles-

e"p40t im"oe if ti" permits. weld be to treat the salt
as_ reetimo enelaseified aeties mdet Ieties 361b). Ibis Woeld
reque the full se y motifcatie pried (imoLeilng the 20-do
W MI "tee) f4o nosaieoeml review. lth systest are is

the iseentery of the aesm involved, 4d it is Poesible that
the ntificatie Wald flow treh wtut quotsle. This
loet Goetaisly aW he tMru for I-oailt is th qustLty
Owteeplated the -W qsatities might r might " ot eaue
speulatie, .

iWAZ liot 6

it T Soo

(e)

RX"
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-6 A further potestiak a e= ,. . . .th t* o, tt temnis - eseatedtW --169--altL, 6 *
th. d ountr y tra.n .sto Ar p...u , CeOtoAAt* f VLOicates tbatw es tw.t Control.@ontrytrensefer .. a am o trywe 4 get , e2*eLoeths, t equiro the thirdOMM * *l n t srll to, 'ettaa .,eaur es, OMdor the *ruem " tLpgha rtboc r P'lele..probably can b eoercme or stancga go j* . stefor

UNCA IRED

0J 2*1 526UNCLASSIFIED
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Exnrr CWW-1l

UNCLASSIlVED
Z6 i o m., 965

SUIJfC?:

VtCS Aigi lj0R . polpdxtep S;uOOtMt)'Asssgnt to tfi* g0on44t
for ?Itlon41 S PIr ty AffaitBs

Peggi'tlt.If4 Pfnctn9 an M' !f lit

Pisuaint toour 1f COfatton tis 1soul4 goOn Pssit e I for h Is9AtMulh Wshoul 4 not oa
0tased 4 lnh in any ha4nd s1ow our lovw1.

AtU4CMit:

CL SY =S....

•.VWAC

C. I .I.
. . ..... ... '.a .m

S1 ,7

400

.%-

i , WrtlI T
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Tr LndfMI Q rsut to e*l 'nEfo ro oign
'enyLzi-!t 4Re.* t15 .. .. .s

A

C40

: have seen ObLeted on t, e eW forts beanq Made y .'-a-e
Pat&eg to obta L. Ue ce4seae of AMetLeans held hosuaqe LA
the M~ddl$ a&Ss. &Ad herSDY find 04%~ theO fOllL9n QPerat..VS
Lf foreiqn .osnu,es (LAludLnq all support necessary -o
such opeatLona) age iapersans to the naJonaL seeq.Lty of
the United States. lea'ube of the extreme set8 vLty o!
these operations, &A te exec?.ie of the Pres dent,$ cs.-A-
tus&onal autorities, dLrect Me OLeto et Cenical
Intelligence not to brief ti e Conqreas os the United States,
as provided foe in Section SOL of thie NationaL ,Seoauasy Act
of 147, as amended. qnstLI uch LaMe as : May direct a.her o Ge.

Hostage Rescue-
ftddle fast

The provisional esletanee by the
CentraL tnasLLigeAee Ageney to
private paisiesn their atemps :
obtain the release of AMaeLeans
held hostae la th1eMIe ast.
Sueh assiasAe is to include me
provision of traatspertason,
COIMVf&e4%LO5. and o0e necessarY
Support. AS past of these eftfors
certain foreign 2aterieL and muft:-=-s
may be provided t" the Gaverfl~enl
of ZCan vhl-ft is taking $teps to
faeiLiase the release of the
MeASasG hGOstages.

All prior ae%"s aken by U.S.
eveumeas off iclel in 4SiTerance

of this *flfogs s*e hereby rsafied.

I

I"1 V .1'the uhLte *o0ae

11

* ~ -

I

'O, •
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ExHmrr CWW-12

?I= nm;1 WAR "M "'

,.,eply MP o of 0/31/U U6
Subject: C"rse I tatus a J OprAt Lam bR&Cvery: To Ilowis "aIemer is
basd s ds&sr Lees LA ONWSe R Kim", Cop,, Gatbaif filmt a" 2 I8

,h we" renuded this weeke, saheeque dim oes II
A e" J& here ba Vskip which ar c4RuiLnata, A lkes bIRu

cow MA gLib As asset (Mimi") vii is obey slttua the [asnau La
P.a* (whea 'yAO ae aft CeilA6 pidnw free TeWLrm).

r... attemted trm e in f is 9 stue Vast am
bes.. the transim es WMO 7Syea that Wesj be
Gapehls of stappie Sie eELta the tM IzrnIS"Usv
besides rm Ia tM Irasta/lWmqI bo d e. Gaerb upt tam those gli*ts Owa

.aeguglawly me an dio* an 4 mi I ran~ airspag.. Seem.* SaheiMr
mdLedees were usgasLt~am with the opor-sLoal pormagg of ej AM , they

agreed to ship LZ@ WeqPm tugt were total iqute to sge the "=a
eetablbed by the Lrmin . Thi dlivery has exegg" ftm of
ehtsediawy d"irmat as the pean Go the Imir; is Z&ashe'

vie, be .be th arediility ot the er a u sosLa ham
probably ber sertmly sealed Late q"Sie s a.
Oplte thi pexipisM (Geira sId rmss times the ts YMl th Ag
was a "CatCia6 $MP Oft the mart Of the Isreo is) , Copp 4 Kim"k Uwve
bad& able* to preset with a sed itupe whisk still pmisas bape
far AieevLLag ocr three objectLvea:

suppoCS far a MOMwetl - aCT: erlasted ftsti WhIch .. I4 take over
La & chase o premest - r
ntx=i of te five AM=i Mam
s "re terrorism dirosted. a4ast U.S. persassel or Ltereets.

Trm these MW* disesswLcm, wich is tM cseas iluladed ImstB
s4ILtary off Last, Copp asi ltiash coasluds, that the plLuaxy sItuatim ::
LA Itis L dspeate. The Irasis desoptIoMS Go the stats of their
equipsas:, Iash of c4amsm am.es , Lauihrty to use eek of the
rgmeinia U.S. seterll peto th real peeLbility of a slitary
collapse (at least by U AM) is the sear to s4*-taw. Thm, there La
camaLdaabl presume as th Latensu s Ltar pe " prdsa - quickly.

Civas the relatively low level of cempetmse on the part of the Iraias - "
La garope, and the feem tha t asupllee delivered will odebtedly have
to be exza d by as Am or Air Toes odftser, it is ver des.tftl On
a "aLDS1e tiOMeatia" arrsgsest as be worked ant with the Parties La
Tebras, as matter w i s apeed to La Lamps. r. shert they have be"I So eaY tIme La the VS tha th atIitde Of UItrest L& very
high =s their part. At the saw SUM$, Lsalel dimesei (Imelvdift today's
phsee cals) the a dieperse to imlude m d WA ad is the
set 10 day i e a M seIn ad LA I C q L

v bel eve tha y a r very oa he iY ly
rM, leverage peLat beii&d the Jas LM ISM) My be illQd or ep I,

roem"by the SytMSs, Daw tee. L Oflag o AlI is the esar fturew. ige35a
easseta with the septere seem to serreesta L Jtim is veoy s@bot for all partis casserned. IN F . V~f
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Tilnally, there is the mtter of uuljtu what we.
sbuld be attuet A4 to ,complish vi. vs the ra&-Iraq war e" 2',729
a ore reasonable government in Irai. Frou my person I discussions
with itche &04 Neron it is apparent the the Israelis want: the war to
comtinuo At a stalemate, a more moderate Iranian governmet Ln the end
and will somehow ftnd a way to continue Setting their people (Jews) out
of Iran through some kind of barter Arrangement. In tht the first two
of theklr Soals are, it would seen, generally congruent w/ our intereess,
and their last a fact of life, we should probably be seeLng the return
o.f the AICIT hostages As a subsidiary benefit - not the primary objective,
though it may. be a part of the necessary firs. steps in achievia the broader
objectives. While Kiche, Meron, Copp mnd I all agree that thoce is a high
degree of risk in pursuing the course we have stared, we are, nw so far
down the road that stopping what las beem started could have eves oars
serious repercussios. We all view the nex stops " *cunfid"e
buildLng" on the part of bth sides. oes of us have any Llusions about
the cast of characters we are dealing with on the other side. They are
a primitive, unsophisticted group who AVe extroordinarily distrustful of
the West La general and the Israelis/U.S. Ln particular. They have not the
slightest idea of what is going on La our government or how our system works.
Today for example, Gorbe called Copp Ln absol.ite confuLon over the fat
that Rafsanjani had jut received a letter from (of all people) Sen. Holm
regardLng the American lVoetages. Since the Iranians are Adamant that they
not be publicly connected with the seisure, holding or release of the ACfls,
why, Gorbs wanted to know, was Helm bag brought into this "solutio to
the pussle." Gorba reiterated that "Dstri ought to have more control over
the members of his parliment" than to allow them to confuse an already
difficult problem. Dick told him the letter had nothing to do with whet
we are about, but Gorba did not seem convinced that this wasn't some sort
of effort to embarrass Iran.
Ovan this very unsophisticated view of things on their part And the dis-
trust that the Iranians obvioa.ly feol, we believe that if we stop the
current effort at this point and do not at least proceed with a "test" of
the current relationship we:

run the risk of never being able to establish a "foothold" for the
longer term Vols in that the people we are dealing with will be
totally discredited at home; and

-- incur the greater likelihood of reprisals inast us for "leading
then on." These reprisals could take the form of additional hostase
seizures, execution of some/all of those new held, or both.

While the threat to carry out sanctions against us has not, to my kelwoudge,
ever arisen (it certainly has not since K Lmlhe/Copp/North have been
directly engaged a-nd tL ichael never meatioed it), it is interesting to note
that when Copp quoetom4 the bona fides of Gorbe and his Cohorts an capable
of delivering om their and of the Arrangement. GOrb carefully noted that
since these discuLos began w/ Michael 4 Scbuimer, there has not been a
single Islamic Jihad bomb threat, hijackL Ar kidn pping -a d that there

would be none if this "worked." D.K., Copn ad I regard this to be At least
one sig of confidence that this activLty W, yet proper. There are some
lesser indications of confidence in recnt days:

in response to Copp'e deman for reau to be depoeited La dvace to
defray operatiel cots, AM what te irUana wore tOld were "psrcheos"
on the arm erket a tots of $41M bn bees deposited;
the 18 RAWM delivered last week he ben repackaged and are ready for
return to origin em the next available flight; " I
the parties La gutspe continue so stress that their requirements are I
long-term And that they are anxious to get em with a longer range program
of Israeli origiated support which wmuld imeado techaidsl assistance w/ "
sophisticated hardware which is critically needed but d4adlned (is this

$Wr9A&M oech.at moe point noted that at time they have as few As S0
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.eperattoal tanks mt les thit £ 6ot.2 23730
Vilh all o9 the above C lengthy premble descuLbigg am zoay-

asti¢ weea v/.the lsra.lL & triaLans, the following proposal Ihes evolved
aLae the Icasifts today "ait they Vd like to discuss La detail
00 Saturdy:

Te total "peckag""tftm the Israelis Vd COsist of 0 1 KAWLs v PIP
(prodMe topronenset Poakase) wnd 3300 basic Twsa.

0DeLvei08 V coNma s. or abou It 1 ecmber a" follows:
N-hr: 1 1 707 w/300 TOWS I ANIT
2+lOhr: L 707 (Im A/C) W/300 TOW S I AMCt?
3l6s: 1 747 v/SO KAM a A. '00 TWs 0 2 AMCITs

-SItOat: 1 707 v/300 TOs a I ANIT
Ue3All: I1 74 /200 IM TS Free Mostage

All involved as out side recenise that this does noet met s of the
ba~e Stitei=3 estbl&Sh54 at the O9lSag of this venture: a sinle
trem@ctio which Vit be preceded by a release of the hostages. However,
give the peot8a aboe regarding the uitsal distruat is the dialogue, we
all believe It is abo t the only way we cm got the overall process moving.

aPsuree have bees takes. to roda" the chae for d'plisity os the part of
the IrmsiLss and to prervse measure of 0MC in trying out the
trM&catoe. Zn th case of a double cross, om of the traiems will
be Ia the, hap"s of "sets we control throughout. One of them
has already suffered a uerios (tbouo apparently not fatal)
after last week Ma K transaction failed to produce results. The first
two delivertee, via 707-freighters ate relatively sall Ied if they do not
T4odse the desired outcoes, all else stope. All S are aw under our
os-.rol.

OpSEC concerns are threefold: tmomunicatios, delivers entrote
to :ran and roplesbset of the Israeli staks. To solve the first
problem an Of Code is now in use by all paties. This code is similar
to :he one sed to oversee doliverie to the Ncearasan lasistance a d
has never be coromised. Th delivery/flLght planning security problem
has been solved by a moch ore deliberate selection of aircraft and aircrews
a well "s a seoiea of tramsies airfield. which can be used erout* to the

fieod controlled by the IgraLas Army at Tabris. Apprriate arragmeanss
hae also bees ade to enure t a thn overflight of o is sat
challenged. All A/C wilL be mipeated by os of tbe trmaize at a
tra seat loeanto betwom Tel Aviv and Tabris. Before the A/C actully
crosses Late Iranian alpese, the appr"rate release(s) mot occur.
The last 01C aomrl, that of replessisk. Israeli stok, is probably
the ant delisate isse. The quantity of Mes requested represents

Hetm md I are werkiag w/ the Isreeli parches
offas. La MC to s teas that the reple'lshmesteem be a~ is ck
after Doceeper 11 as possible. All recepise tat qusities&

odao ,sreeli reedless m that the Itm W4i m to
'be dLspaaeLy La cier to prealude dlsaffeetle an looks. M o hba

eelvod as joun on of the problems La this rord by L4estityig a means of
trassforrig the retired sash t~o as W eemot whieh will allo comb (rather)lu h S credit) peashoae fr(e the U.S.

Is trier to pet this plom Late action, KiAhe, Copps SWc, mer mi Goode,
plan to mee iLa Lom an Saturday earning to revieI all arugmests. If
we are sOatLed thi all our asuts (nosey, e aLrat, Sixrm, transit
facilitie, ef liLt asrarngaeete an militaur -0 1) copa ed.
CoeM ah ilc e nie .ht b-Gorba. and13 E to fIsL"I IS
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CaVLO 4 5. SL5UCkC.a-jea. Wdd them 4411ta 1 /OU C46 ag o Cpu G),
%,saeCt te ume4 a gn esstu f for proval and, &ft

xaa~,Lmthe & Cap" will 0"etWAsiaw/ the Iramianesan Suda a-21-12...73 1
to aeu am w m rermns with the plam. CoPP & Goo".wd rmt t to the
U.S. Swa, p.e. on Sea4rate flSiWe. 00 the l1tb, the d v befoto

lamia to be executed, C o" will etablish C? isIn at e
' C o n ro l e d a t f a u W er e h e c mr n e o s te o r 0 "-will be cover" "byCop" comt 1 aswe are ne wtting of we desti. rio e mcuLst::od fco r sI I"

£vC but who ca " " I WthULa La a hurry It 11s4cthIa4 o s wrong. One
ot our other pel l bo ie La nCtact troughout.

0 Is be u w L eflow to LaE acsa os
oat " -*3 where they I be p thaod u 41 -141 md (I nto
Viesbaden for debriefing. lrVm lases 0kler will preteed from rMi £A
to VLeebadd ith faly mber, -- sh allowing u 14 minrrpted ho,,m
for debilefing. The brief tam will be uted a tViesbedo 1 2 bous la
e.vmase, Jut as we did an weeks W withor.ua noarty. Doey is the, oly
*char .e ly witting of ti esiCe pluM. Copp is wt, biefed o,

a thouh he suspects. The Iraeli.ar La tk saw
!!Ft 4 uead I hae bee th ro the wole concepttewia looking

for hales and can fiM little that ca be dose so eprev, it rLvmbhe"9 rus factor" with the Irs . Is at tall peanies Lavelv have
&rea: int eres t inkfin.Ag&hIp a"qUIet-38 ssbe,_

iwbelove Li to be
the rsuk. have ot aided La Deey • 1mog: tm gpals

ild/should hope to ahieve.. Tha, se oly pasti e tull ware of
Cu'ismesions of what we are about are yft mad A.

I have given careful couaideatio ta o what T sug eted ce ma I I mtcing
;ith the Irsdians Ln 4A effort to ob ain release o the hostages before
' eatingg On a effort co under the present regie La Tehran. Lik eyou ad
ud, L±fn d the Idea of bartering over the lives of thes poor mm repugast.
'etholess. I believe that we an, at thin point, barringa or ee a develop-

. s LLondon or Tel Aviv, too fa 41mg with. the lreaiamm to risk turning
& mow. If we do not at least etis me mre stry at th point, we
Id a good chance of oadinias mee or all to death md a refwhed
Sof Islaic JL" cemrri. Whil the lsk of proeoodIAg are

2ificMt, othe risk. of ft 0 1"1s la timoe are evs Se2494.

UI"
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EXHBrr CWW-13

N 28746

Oc= ber t, 2185 A

pMDIo ot ROIRI C. MCtA? t
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N 28747

The Saeqs thlS WMehAnd vith the efLS and ef'anAfaht ves
LaeGOmLbe. Geota"aif lets e tdo to o eu jttO, ,,ut
me, tha4 0 M0thum doliveluies wibe lettamaUntil , all
uhe hetagese" es eleased. Getai s ad the IsraelLs .both
belie t i i h to 1•u a m 0ehe he irlann
ivii*"toate l w uv Pfnster it

Gerbaalt"s afted %tIat &aMIh leht go:(E4a nmon
tor Tsaaa MhL"eA1 sad V tp the pl IOLde olrs
all ited l tale the heetapow wto e lle WelMd be for

b Lof WbLa weL de o t eae te lIdays aeA W oipeas*Pe
wheowl So mt owe eas teums ubfat. The 18160110belieY
his so be ogeane. @rbaaf sh esl mIerF _0ee plaa 4dlvexed
kove"ead Wr. es has proposed tha, we dl'v se emthi .eg
ctt be ea4r remta eredibLity wt erbei MU A tM o, IS
eves n suee Ued that te ,espes dUve iraed e eefulalye.the
Aumyo x JuVrce tn the e,,etiray .uds) ad tuhmey be
Otedmically dtsabLed.e no ued t"has1o sawL #d -A,.,were
WKt feasib1e, te at least e "athndepeaosie kin*of
delivery between n ad the ed of the we. s said V eot
rsWowntse tt, it Toiare providedtt ,theywi l probably go to

The Isr4el, l have Willingly0 eeMelAl t o elekamolnt
albjllows t Isuaell o m l ta Gevbaa.faht a

Israel boUeso stneffliy Las uastwp aIUyt
< f" aa. TAi l & thee ,WeVenat Va a tsw year period

hawe beA ei0steat " IS a e.

mter we trat GlSb"1if of ' o met. be to imutably th
eest"pesatmweave yet1 Ute.. .I.. ,, nia

eeGrdt e VM St le Wastold ,e eof Iof efeelo evershMe past
several awwwhs.* 01Ow ability teoLafiseo te course o
ees La 1eS a re meerate IranAaGeverm epes-on
the vdidtJ el at GebalJaht h_._..._.+ .,_,,,a seld use -- d his.,

ezedmibhty a weoe isvue de WN1t tJ-4Irasas need.
M&IS IsopeSeible that eesbmaifam SA dow~Lia So efsimly

11LaUO meism U-0-s.we hae SIAlasvely littowe LaI

Osa otae.aeI"ewsd.*ththelhw bandOasuply
peuio mamo e&l vey welow 1, taeO l,,t heclaim.

o u'. . ' .

.. r,-'-:f, ,V',.,

75-937 0 - 88 - 18
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N 28748

The veMt et tuatiom i one to v Lch 1OItLOR isLacalets,
the 9 "9atLUoe of the y vae paatleLpInteorulft e ad Ott
opeStlomI euOol teu us th t aWe WS had to 44 4
Mmeluevely thrwm the ZseoS. The n Am team risk to th
hestsee has u dotedly bon wLaermems iby Z u"A..eXpm.onse
irionh tfrn 5"ust deeloaa to prseeed vith d iv n b

Ous greatest liability ta me t ass ~Lame09of national
cetrol oer t eea witw sGerbal-aj a.*. The uaaU oetat,
SehwMtIr. hae artdAl l iveri of vf e&SON wher nt

reusted by Gerbami.Zz orthem Isatee military. Pwier. the
to siw hich be aqLot"le are 4Lai4satqeou W te te r sadOW
ability to replesish the buraets. It WaS SZat. onOai tUm
metsin gwithlie. % that Gogrbaefalr preferred to deliver
waly item sedoful to %the IrAO Ian ilit aa m %M tvo 3WWO r
Guard. Despite dmais snt to the ooUy. rSehimie _
altoady awraaqed for the 3,310 rfs as part t 0fte mt s"9s.

Sehvtmer' s rrqemnts woued have exchanged the 3,300 TOe for
tree hostages at a price whiehtwould not allow the ?D to recoup
expenses, thus lia tniq our ability to replenish 2DI? stores.

a short, mot f othe problems With hs endevor have arisea

awtAt thre of e| ita t aeed that we wold eint

bacht o Gorbs _£aha_$ m. -4elra.tO n!XtPG. Me departedfor Geneva to hate toA te effect a
*teeb aial dAft .= ---- A-N-N---- before teC
dei veares esa he s dle4.*ift" qesiS boa e-i- at hesd shWl e ak

sea tql UWeatd deivry eetiagtnwahoe fothetT hweatou

bLd wt deI"it W? 10 _ s a de111" y &ere tO takeparted ,c.
I htaveneva an testa tockeefc.ast

baqsis t o ammvoiddaigete stiei.hol w ak

y; 71sC

B1 -AALALECOY

16- 1 -op
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it we a=&M pmeat thedath of Mfg of tbe heaes I -t e
ne ft I,f pe ear to haVe tfos opton avstIle,

0 &A" Ja thiralh wulerls i9410 plans A
St-teh and reie"OsiSent to :4ra41 oVer several enths
making, Ls &U6.

1ot*$ M e 5 3U 11rk storielly. Cost ad cover
05beo maintaind y "I* frem stoS to Zsrael overtim.

If sta os m recover" disclosure doesn't ha mch.

0 AlW te hIsraelisto d"LvOr 400a,00 4O Vle tickbUPis maui s ite"to sh owgd faith to bot fcoan1
Irasa

- This oMli cas" Ian to deliver a bosuqe as uin of
cooperation. it wil &e "rve to boost Goeraifahr's
reputation.

a Ifrael so"ld do this unilaterally Ad seek routine
repl aennts.

a-This givesV A. rare brathiq tim maybeel.

Do 0nothing.

-4 V0 'ely daG eta" e l"ma faLoo lso earlier

Re we57eiiII wi md-suesa IAignite
Sflm -- be4ez tld be o MW nim osses.

?hse toa alifth pties v"O ha8S n t yet been discussed. We
seed, vithayP opriatie seventeton FindinG, sence.
4 wLtswso, si"gOsod a4s u" e oedamt tocontrol
oeesehr ead" 4elivry Satiose. tYis ipef . has

~ovl to ue mi i8 thawe Vi o all m nm erabilities in
ae -et-_s-i-- of Z8641 00s04 A" eam PrOviem e1.
the &NO"r"-ed 3(Pa 2:1 U) Athe rgras ir e n vsts A
the Usrselisdo ave. V flly, $41100d448enage for third

emiay slf t S o m a I of reSWaand air military
reqmhrnetswhiebis ~a i IIb ba eesatt~ting toobsas lur the :orae too aeauly thies anta.

mIUI V ,......-, -
). (
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____ UI~IiiL *'~287SO

December 10 1,55

* kapoun Several oths ago. @0 of the agents *1969#d in
9 4 r 9 91 te N pi w1re SiAStac one4 the Probeaeb

0go*sl" steeis in8 C vghoae. lIqulgits1d4t"td tht the SIL la ts d lIW v of Israeli origin beingsutpped y a Ir V&"e e n ay for "iso to Iran. When e
S0roe1d1owo a5 C.o011 officiaL W&O %hih aw e, we

ws advised that th @ Was s e e7 violatiAs tho
a. as s* shipment$ to Ira ts that i$wnt bew-LA-Ctwn by a woleve en tl

;We were to that441voe &e o re ctiroed to Israel-
Za discling the mtter with tho Israeli@* thy iLOtd that
their obleatives Ls "pezittinge this activity were threefolds.

ge g the aima sales to build tMhe credibility of moderate
elients in the Iranian auy is hopes tMat tey wuld become
sufficiently powerful to establish a more reasonable
goveramnt in Tehran.

Deliver sufficient milLtary materiel to ensure that the
Iranian ilitay does not coll8PSe USAMer te preitsear Of an
inureasilnly effecLve Zreqi alitary effort.

in early 5 emert La e0*s that ve not take action to terminate
t arm es, th IM re i proposed that this process be e
as leveSaqe to u*vea th arican aiAIens hold bIostSe in
Lebao. i decided to test th validity of this proposal
and em kp r 14. th lIraells, using shared aircraft,
del red SW mssleso YIrs, ran. Prior to comancing
%he qeratiet, we cesLtted to the Israele that we would sell
tbem re&Omeats for the items they had sold and delivered to
Irm. 5o days later Severeod Sea amisWeAA r was released.

HIMT
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-- ~26 751

s-rqN , q me -, hy" G a tve ait 16ea0 . he*t i

-- 4480 :MR qba" Zase. bythei ow 64464."' $abeto~s toat nam t t h : t eal tr 7 hy $o*lel ait.
ft"meno p alaoapsblt 1 l deal Vith t&LS eao l'-a
:864. have U Q4 the ZeueLsy, vwiOtv e nLs
Moae ae to o. mm bIa e pnelle whkih orslt* La the lease ofea4asa ser.

.e "t -I-- offes Uto aeftleo, "a 09 W14the hees ethaoay
dipam 7R*theg se aft e pw SL4*64s. ?be$ age

dinrous e Ladidaeian tudas r6w e Pam aehe s.L r
Ropeative of the Areh of an 0? , that

timtoa ruLq oufor the hobOq We swe "L. 1tiYLy

The temansa*wohv b e'ee w~ith the USis.1180are
eoqnLssAt ."e prepare beLog paeeL od on wz IUsballah
emxrolates La toaon MA that " t oeatirely liUely that theon ly leveragethey will M" vero u(%M Meta~fl) y so onqer
be available the oat ftsre. T Te"t aU lhmntea
arranged the relee of Vet, have now proeed thawt inphmaq*
for an mediate delLve y of 3,300 TO W saclee ad 10 4*roved
NAWR A u feewosU bLssilee frm i esnalo, hey vllI. 1 uaret

- The release of t five Amercaas and one of the reach
hostagesstll. elag eld.

~ Nofurhat etsSbia tukamntalisa t~jrtiem (hijaehingst
boagfs Uh1d04ptaq4 dirC~ted aq&Le * .property of

There is eeosidebsle reason not to Accept thLs proposal. It is
contrary to ow stated poLicy of not aking concessions to
terorr oo et he"Oe whosponsor thme. Z t L o possible that
moah as anavlemaw to cne-osse i nthtthe Irania&s can
Os of vU st emeae the eaivoe as se'd I* h a
ragemiet, bhawuv for the Uves e0 9aosathm hebeas i
tgwe t4Ms. Imy, the quaiMeS1 w"ob the wtaeish to

pagohase villa setigAmfaly doerad Isvali stockpile MAnd
roei very prwst repleaaent.

0%11
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, I3.mthtaadiaqn the sadesifablo Mt~Ie *f *€ .

1on %be e wd Ite first we
4630"Wm an esejpet with oue @Ow itsts$

M- A mewe moderate IrasleT , I.rament is *s"tLal to seabilie"
ivrthe Persiana441 6"end Mdlst.

-- 1S a @haqe of Vewri--t Li t9an 1s mot likely to me
abot as a 08seqes- of a Crediblo iILtaiy *etabliefment
wh c is able to Vtustand theis1 l 0"100"addt

~~ ~in teeaalwnm t e

gute ta VW46 as eiteisa $"Loss eattq tes oL lU 1 + orI ;0_4111 fo-

mer interests MAeadwnet sedea o 8to tstspead.

he tM of te.m eriOaM hApme will relief asalor
domestLC ead t n Latermsilos SV 1 * 1s 6 edttstso it
obvious MIUMLtOae aspe.

The figst three ofthese 9 mayoe v ellbe aLevabLe e and the
fourth acerwwed6a sub eq beaefit -by SinadI3lfthe
proess of allowing the Zereei salsas Proposed by thes Irananz
agents in Europe. It is %&likey o17, hr. %ht ye 442 p"Wed
further toward the first there -aaMWneS at all as the otae
release unless we allow t process of delivery to begin.

DiUsione towrWe " hve benpg ab the
Israelis, Zreafia* aW a U.S. buinessman aftin privatly on
behalf of the 0 fr rnerG9 three weeks. the tw esral
indications0of fdL&&"fa t "a ere at abe onsnLated
in thie et 10 days ieo mId result the m l ee of the
host e at 0f 6 6roe loadingtowardithe first
thre ol b%:lt above. I - MtrY SitostiS ln the Irea/Iraq
war ad the i La q Ipessure oa the twbll"ab in WLe&bA both
point towa rd iti1te etm. 'era ibs soaO#"Ue Ieran
lntS i51i elae absence of
A" 11easeMotals

as bubWaisic tis dial"" began in Sepimbsr.
Mile there hae •t bowexrssed or qled threats by the
ZeaISG14s %bum e diesio5,the Israeli aOw O'S. private
.1ttseepOItisAIat5 e ]*11 mtht If the Ourweat efort is not at
leat tU weEV. t fish o1 apande"t8 b"h t" leeger term

go&a" athe L~uo ef rapI"&$a:e awa as sfeI Leading
thee 48,19 Te gepIls mid V ebl tas e t =erof

ddOalmeesa"e Woam 0 1the" am
bld, o beth.

''.4 
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fIGA -;s' ,n ra&"&a#s the Israelis, an~d our 0.8. ftstjagma
so poo% we Lee lan* Satustaye 0o00"r 6 to di4 1Sqg

6on to )ros*" Vath t1W "is of the Two AM4 Ans. T
Isrei f t h a"eO ly told us &It if they a" be
uson& of *#lot* Nesply, they will sell the quI5ti~tes
rted %Mir peipositiowA var reserve. 30300 Two4"r mly "if UWIR avilable r liee.

I%* .. su wuenm ma arranged for th chatt two
"ea-.5, reqstere &Lgraft got use in t deliveries. The
t!ai delivery mA ] e eonucted ls 5 flights fr Mj Aviv to

.. IAI Irlia via Later*.m airfields ia Surope priorSaeh delivery to to result Ln th release a Ele I
S 9ostes. Ana t for the LAeRIa airfields,
over tlight uits. sad fithtpisA ae bee a&&, i oee vth the
belp of tM CIA. A anami atiMSo c0e to preserVO opestoIal
se tty to avilable for u b all parties. ata llt mud
be ispete by sl rcte
boome" Te& dto
he easlleted, 24 a m $to

Ies te Is~l

gersia a tranla provde ftuds to a Israeli Doefema . o
1 ) count. which Will be-us for parehasLAV LOm sot
neoscoLey r C FbyVM. ?hey Will have to prchAse the
roopleais"Ot iteks, tral the 0.8. La noS transaction tram 0.5.
stocks. Beth the uwber of veape. sad tM ese of th cash
tr sfer could draw attention. Z9 a single trasactinU Is Sar

$han 814.9 K, we woul norMally bve to ntfy Ceqress. The
Israeli$ are prepared to justify the large quantity and azqency
based on 4oge 53 to the 4MuM in ltArel.

If this process astieveS the release of the hostafeq &M proVC
the @red4.bIli of th Ira"an Cotacs 1A EurOpe, Sud KclarlsAe
wml thea sto in f s'vise aeO"vinq the longer r&ane goals.
Aditioail met,4.s8 wth the Irania$ WOuld be axrnqed t
ttr ou objestvea without requirinq such large scale sales/
delivestie by the Israelis.

Approal is "- required foir us to take the at, steps OR
Satuxdy. After amfully oas"Ide"ria the liabilities i.h. ont
Is th&is PUa, it mI aPear tht we mt Noka em last tZY Of
we Vill risk ot wmisq m of all of th hostgeo to deth an
aaderyLaq a rewe wve of :$Lode JULIA terrorim. while tAe
ris" of preceedta9 are sirgufteSt, t risks of not trying are

,geae&~~
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ACTIO
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iNOR!MAfiON

CONCURII'C % JM1PlOIONI
. O'46C9 It1LW, .l,.o
IO'ID)AVCI I G$,NAi. |

S|MARKS

NSC INTELI
DOCUMI

NSiICS CONTRO. NO .4C0

COPY NO A Of

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL O .

.IGENCEp
ENT 4 IV ' .

Atollogeme S&~ ar4 moft" S^vow

NATI*ONL SICURrY INFORMATION
UnbawIum opK~we %uSn * (Am.A S&,%Mom
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UNCLASIFED
Jan uary 4, :91( 1 24§

ACT:ON

KZNONDU. ?ORt JOK M. POND3XTUi

FROK:

SUlJZCT:

OLIVIA . NORTH

Cavort Action FLnding on Iran

Attached at Tab I is a memorandum from you to the President
forwarding a Covert Action Finding (Tab A). This Finding is
based on our discussions vith Nir and My B*sequent meeting vth
CIA General Counsel Stanley Sporkin.

At Sporkin-s request, I talked to bill Casey on secure re the'
Finding and the overall approach. Ne indicated that he though%
the Finding was good and that this Is probably the only appro4,n
that will work. He shares our goal of achieving a more moderate
government in Iran through this process.

RICOMZMIAT lONs

That you sign the memorandum to the President at Tab 1.

Approve - Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I - PoLadexter NMo to M President

Tab A - Covert Aetho. Ff iAng

"IM' Da iId d tax
0 9

9
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N 1 2 5 1. .

ACTION

ZM;ORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: JOHN M. POINDEXTUR

SUBJECT: Covert Action Finding Regarding Iran

This week, Prime Minister Pores of Israel secretly dispatched his
special advisor on terrorism with instructions to propose a plan
by which the U.S. and Israel can act in concert to brinq about a
more moderate government in Iran. The Israelis are obviously
very concerned that the course of the Iran-Iraq war and the
potential for further radical ization in Iran pose a si nificant
threat to the security of Israel.

The Israeli plan is premised on the assumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power if these factions demonstrate
their credibility in defending Iran against Iraq and in deterring
Soviet intervention. To achieve the strateqic goal of a more
moderate Iranian government, the Israelis are prepared to
unilaterally comence selling military materiel to Western-
oriented Iranian factions. It is their belief that by so doing
they can achieve a heretofore uaobtainable penetration of the
Iranian governing heirarchy. The Israelis are convinced that the
Iranians are so desperate for military materiel, expertise and
intelligence that the provision ,f these resources will result ir.
favorable long-term changes in personnel and attitudes within the
Iranian government. further, once the exchange relationship has
comsenced, a dependency would be established cn those who are
providing the requisite resources, thus allowing the providor(s)
to coercively influene near-teg event.

As described by the Prime Kinister's emissary, the only
requirement the Israelis have is an assurame that they will be

allowed to pusrcha U.S. replenismnt5 for the stocks that they
sell to Iran. $ine the Israeli s"les are technically a
violation of our Arms Ixport Cotrol Act embargo for Iran, a
presidential Covert Action rindLn is required in order for us to
allow the Israeli slee to proceed ud for our subsequent
replentsame sales.

e iyon OADR
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NO 1252

The Covert Action Frinding attached at Tab A provide@ Vie
I t-.%U# f*or the trasacat&ons indicated above to proeed. 1!th is Finng~ is siged. we would no% Iterfere wthen the ZIsraqSIL

nlterall y omene lot ad delverieOf o0M IOll16 dr~q
Januar.y, 19i. NOe old 41ia b* able to 1e"11Y le11 baic TCk'l
to IsZrael vhtr they etbftt purchase orer@fer 9epIen~eh~nq their-

ow tocks. The Ira~lans have indited &a LmJ&&% te"Lremenm-
for 4,000 basic TOW weapon$ tar U"e in the laubeets Uey already
hold. Ne would be epOcted to replace the Israeli stocks Ln lose
than 30 days. 4,000 miilIeI represent 1/3 of all available TOWE
&A Israel.

The Israeli$ and the iranians with m they are in contact agroe
that the Continued holding of the five Ameriean hostages Ini&rut vill be Umediately selve though cemNncement of this
action. Prime Minister Pores had his emissary pointedly note
that they well understand Our pOStAon on maXUn concessions to
terrorists. They lo point onto however, that terrorist qrops,
movements, and oranIsationA are sigaifieantly easier toinfluence through qoverOMetS than tey ate by direct approach.
in that wte have been aie 49ereie ay suas@eo over hliballah,
during the course of nearly to years of kidnappinge this
approach through the government of Iran m well be our onl ay
to achieve the release of the ANerican held In 5eirut. -T-Must
again be noted that sanes this dialoge with the Iranians began
in september. Reverend Weir has ben released and there have beer.
no hia terrorist attacks against American or Israeli poisons.
property, of nterest.

The Is1ai1 have asked fr o r u et response to this proposal
so that hyear plan ae"ordi Aly. They note that the current
crisis in t& Iddle 240t poids a rationsle for a liqfcant
purchase of TOgs ad aspedited delivery on our part. In order te
provide an aswer to PrIe Munster Pores, the ending at Tab A
shoid be disoused privately wits Seerearies thultI.
weinberger. DLree Casy and Attorney G 4eraH4 6eee. Uf, based
oo thei inZ m &Wndeide to aeeeed e mVinding should be

219M = 14Meeememdat ifts

-That yn agree to Met wth 8oeretaries Ihultz and
-W.. -'r-We *. Direejo Casey end Attorney General

ooee emt ti• latter as eoem as posibe.

40~

WOMEN"
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IILASSIRED
!j.-f*~ ~ t: S:1.19111652 C! N .2
M 444,cone* g ,

0 e

Thereby find that the following operation in a foretir.couAttry (including all support necessazy to such operation) isImportant to the natLonal s*imtty of the United states, and due
J6 to its oxtrem sensitSvIty and serity ritks, I determine it it

essential to Lnt prior notice, en direct the Director of
Central ntOl'&gence to refrain fr os reporting this Flndinq te
the Congress as provided in section 101 of the National SecurltF
Act of 1947, as amended until I otherwise direct.

Iran work with Iranian elements, groups and individual,
selected foreign li&Laon services and third countries,
all of which are Syumpthetic to U.S. Goverment
interest and which do bet conduct or support terrorLstactions directed against U.S. persons, property or
interests, for the porpse of: III establishing a more
mderate ,;vernment In Iras, and 42) obtaining from .
them signl ficant Intelligence not otherwise obteirable.to dete mine the current Irnian Government's inten-
tions with respect to Its neighbors and with respect t*
Serrornft acts. Provide tweds, intelligence, counter-
intelligemee, training* ui dane and communicationasstaee to these eleets, groups. individuals,
lisisee services es d tArd countries In support of

"--175" the". -iviti.

- T~~The s will" t to faeilitate efforts by third parties
* and t Aird eeenie to establish coetaet with moderate.la.s,.within nd outside the, Government o Iran by
providing these elements With a m, O"ipment and

related materiel ia or" to enhance the rodibility of
these elts a theLr effort to achieve a moreS .pro-.S. overnmet L i mre by demonstrating their
ability to oaLA re quie re-soes to defend their
country agins t tIraq an stervetios by the Soviet
Unie. tis upprt will be diasaotianed if the U.S.
Govermeat r eatmt theeelements ha"e abationed
their 9goIs of meratgtmir overinnt and
approiated te Umateriel fo grpses other than that

___ provided by tusimi .
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ExHnBrr CWW-15

......... f.a. thee tho felltaq epei511oS LA 0 ftsmip
.maa Lr il ita, *q euappt 5eee w 5 eo Itiee) 1*
ta atw thaa loJea somLt7e 09 @LA4 lteo a dee
aso Assto m sse&Uty ad Ne Z dote, ag LC iseSeesNOUl Imt" t moasio , 4 te SLasos og
Cetaeo Ia.sUleeo o rtetAa td a pmit l th1 _ Vta to

the CMofe as prewI4d ia 6ooth. $,@& a# the saOSS enmityy
A" 94 ifAs aweadod, "~f

lram Aist mo eleted4 eiadlytorSiMu 9oW1 S 08owe
turd eeafgle which bwe ofiabl s retaU0e0hl.
vith tfasiea elme"Ma4 "mp. MA UALvLdaes
lye ube to t .1. 4o4eri1at aStoeos$* "Ai vk% do
raee .5M of ne"on tarrmLs MaMo dim%"
*qeaee 5.9. g.ose# I ty OR atoreste, far th.

"" .ofs V) eea lIo Laqe mr eaouste gewwm-
mat La 1a1. (1| e La, tuA r m'thmo fif9511 east
Latelliqa. met %ouwise, obusablef, to daterasas %he
eamrei haaaa Gowouaeat• Lateatoa with reject to
Its Belolmore ad vith respect to %**"lust ole, sao
(3) ftrtul.9aq the "slese of the Aserioaa hetate
hold U leumt "A pueostlaq adLtesal tarisit aet*
by thms is . pusie4 ftsds. Latolltgea. Smates-
Latelliwao touLawaq, jwansoe MA oin0aleatioLe ",,d
*Uwe soosamTay aiotsuee to tse elem4atp gae,
LadMvg6JH16f Daorese aid thed 4eatz es in
oppen, ead t.ee &GUqtvAe.

IM W il MM to folalitato eftorts by thurd Ienriee
sd thI d oeae to establish etaeo vith Moderate
41aet Vitta aid oesid.,43 GheV @o eat 1 trsa by
pes"lIag" thse olma00ts w1th &Moo eq~4pweat sad
estate "rtatl La o rd as oeaao. the ed4bil ty of

Ixes elmesato La thei effoer to eabteve a msoe
4., fowrinoat La trsa by 4e6n06taata their

ii 6_ tt t L* reuisito er ees as reeM utei
Ueat a aset :neq MA lko ie.14 Ueby t

ItA"e TUG Sepoo" wilt bo d&416MtM4tas It the 9.6.
6"0210at I*&*"%Mt eoe eLaest he" shMaosed.

he a.L st o pepoa* ow" S t
PM~ wfM6 -R89

"e uto e0448e
Vashtartgs, D.C.
Datsa 0 :ramaq

0u2

I
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ExHIBrr CWW-17

am #AOL? to note of 0I1/3i/I ."-46 U. £
Ii ~

... .. -

Cft1jmwi o f W1 we h is w whe I seat tO hIS AN KS ) ...
CMWp belsmL m Cap will wSlage s to see 1041eeh "ftI be to
told hp AM 0 Pridess vasa mas so am NIM o h I CO viii
h o e t s it . Ca.w paaso we sme we ow se qee t ema
tULMe dif foremt meo4ee Lam a ofet to SIsy C" a emeema
4d soe e oseti Wht we do shre asL at" a eOoeeie. he (t
a Cdowep a eoed ow GlLoe.ir mww .1 lviWa Cawp d4l d4 ftli visa
s10 SIN Of 8 .aaiae 441 0ee fuee. S1 did We 04o MW p68t1aelu pgo.
Is v/ eiAfi Capp M aM few she CIA ia sALs edeovioe fro bea easeed.
" io i v40 m objeesieisloe wiless be iS s'1d So peoewd. CotL&
Pmell. VO sas eas so ae dUa Cap's $peoem aied se follmua queaesLo
(W nssen oe LdaiIed):
Q. Dow ca dea W/ tlarm U or Isaoelia?
A. Visa se laoall.

Q. ta s i aisllisesa a proersqaits?
A. IS s La 0 p~hif sme1fig thbt awm meestlas4 ell hut La 4941 e ies

LS an a wetnoste. ts is gavered Ia s fiadLa4 ed I0 'a toe me
of she we we he o sae" a leesl seI poerssm Is ItN&,.
*r slea mse ebjossive ef Ohaia remederas aI S . La ervId sh.

Q. Whos 6wes athe I erie tllwIllA& to pMy for she h44&L Tm1
A. They (San Cowp) hove f91d seo a fair arhesm Vaeue (O1w auId

ho aheat 14M4040 04w. depeedi aw ae) Mit go e shet M 10t Of
Stspar sia. Ihe do a be ee0uo to pay ftw I TM (l t e
s9w 4 of IM II ((okns $MM0 .). We have freq0esip geid
she Iseaolia weope/safI4e l as 1M vee slh reploselsme e4t t she
U.S. s"o w have ever t00o= f se "a b ea T La eu mserov imd
cerns evesoo Is Ia taISAi * so is a", ve emot so l as a h s s
ee oppotsuaisy so ellees e a wooee which we area's MOUa (all are La
A aceerdtw 14 sosk) md will evesually ave to dtopese t boeaa4e

we games sell t off esho o. ?'.a sold stI ftskso heft, she ef .
hoe i egremoes wl Mam all aOmeal NO croa"41toews will be oidlod
"o a predweor sole 1L eder so e 0.0 " D a Mawwe0tSLSila she p4eduat Le
Itee by vel.Lft eil Old tea).

Th imes reeeml peocaI (C a e0m fo tbe CIA md sales so he
lserooli WO sk deli, wePse t1o a* IrefIto) ewe aip weyt it
we ee as sh leSelia to ee up we e8 ir pri"e. I hovo be"
wmeabl so eimeset KM on is La ktfa for a 00816 to we$$III & "a0 hIM JSM We f$ 4M901 that 01 at 1ill %" lof~st i1l be se s o weoe moreo shot sh Kimie ove efisred
M per 1W. iS ho bwever lets a eose sas V We'. kve a sol

Me desa, teLs sodoy shs& alt.£ 1M.4etral~
Tsm shi clad hove o

0. --% I

cm-, 'r O.. . 'J
1/ *"" . .. , * ... ., "
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To: '% sP -CpAiu I '

m om 1 0y Pe ta O&*/of iS. 1,:1 N 28735

NAt JUG u, 1L ept,. e N O a k soied thate he believes tho 01 ,at

to tofnlly vL tMge its offer t o&iet as mthis Satter so that isoes

be blamed hvbm be CATS oi killed. tsked him eabut the ruf,. thatsas

bad 444y NiOld. 10 repLied ta't it V" pCOh'bly tkosr of fte

Jew sib"1boy (lftsalla) will usoebtedly kill the Jews tietsomake
tbeif poist.
Stem ked Nis to reosefLtm the requaiaftflto s " a e derte them .No

sid tbat tb etraml vast l 10w. 2 NMsle rlesed by Lab"d

M the aca11l A i alk *styVfIWO Wl j vd e ireleae4od lasS W/ M e it

Li oe (the i) am still fim him.
e Ieorolf e " ri v97 easeerod that they soamul Sakm a delitol? of

IOO Tw o/ a peMe to replemish. Nit poa e eO tohat heas eratLa

in as mvilromeSt whik is very bosil, ,enc em o eover d geed s 4I

pramsLato pe0lip4 o rplmis the* 18iIMTl a 50 f o t t eh hipped La.

86em in 6ha i4 vst oe dbet 8 nea% staio"s iapMiled itiols t have

beam possible t tdo the thr"O risk of as boar 1000.
law iesrwias have ta ited60S4 Vh to eta v/ Caay La It eto at 170

as Threday. t L ey s a ha by that tin we will ba"o amgto the

00t th9at thy are witiramiAg their Offer. S it p46il04 9 0 raft a

s$*ure oeferonco esal t oei t to see if we tam sake tie vot ? VA OeTk

. ...:. A __ .. _
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ExHIBI CWW-18

To: N$.N . - .A

" Pjaply to note of 06/31/65 13:UA 1i,.

M% -lu 287?36WOTI r"on OLIVU MM 27.
Subject: niVAt sImI c
Per LetT"utiOP, I caLled RCM to uadersta nLig on the utiginal 504

Toe shipped by Israel to Iran. As I understand it, there was a US4
co ittseent to SILL, over tine, replacemnts to the L.ralis for what they
set for Vest. V DO, acCordLng to M01 have a comitsent to make this
SAL&. Ve did NOT have Say 4reement oR prices Ir ultiate dates, though
it wa understood by both sides that the transaction vd be concluded
promptly.
As I understand the current problem w/ the purchase of the 504:

The Israelis received funds adequa" to purchase only the bast
10W. Whether this is becaUSe SchwLsmer Lockeed the rest or whether
there wa a kick-back to neither Nit nor I know.
Gorb tsild so that he h, a O -e ce for these weeps and
pocketed $500 for each one delivered.

Vhen the Isreali purchasing office iLs NYC, following their normal
procedures, made inquiries w/ the Amy ilajarwl Coeaand (AMC) es the avail-
ability and price of baseic TOWs, the AMC Lmediately began to question
why the Or wanted to revert to the basic model which was e longer in
production and the 1D0 has already begun purchases of the I TMW for their
inventory upgrade. MIC noted thet .here wa an "understanding" with the
hfgr nor to compete v/ the production line by selling the older weeps to
ay stocks and that selling fm Army sto4ks wd be the only source available

for the basic TOW. At this point, the pur,.hasing office terminated the
inquiry since they believed that the prucbase vd raise so mAny questions
that it vd leak end complicate further action which, by then, Was in the
planning stages. The Israelis have made no further effort to purchase
the basic TOWe but have been told in an unsolicited call from AMC that
the basic model wd have to be the sae p:ice as the I TOW so thtc the
AMC can recover replacement coats.

Mir continues to be apprehensive about Soing back in to ask his jpiople
to ship w/o some kUi of guarantee of rplenishaent whether or not it
succeeds in getting the hoetage3 out. ie is going to get bbck to se At
0300 EST re results of hia meietig w/ the P.M. I passed yr s verbatim
to include Ke laughed and noted

that the IbF would have even greater impetus if the

hostages were killed rather than released, thus there ere soe wUh have
argued agaLnast proeeeding on this tack any further since it jeopardizes
Israel V/ n praOise of return.

At 'hie point I believe that we could proceed alon the following lines.

Hit goes directly to Garbs (cvttL out Scbwimier 'and gets
MNOH for 1000 bosic TO9. N. thea sends 1000 base iW T --t orin' stocks

to Ira. hopefull the boetages are then released. No gives Secord whatever
the 1W price is for 504 Ts f(om the SIN (should be about $2.1M1).

Socerd then buys aAd shipe 504 To to tsral as replacoent for the first

aeckeg (Ver). This process vd at least provide the ID? W/ one third
of whet they had witbdrwem freo Lvestry. It is important to note that
in my lass discussion with Mir (he dess t sleep either) he is very concerned
about credibility all around. Ne noted that before they shipped the first

504, they had what they believed to be so ironclad proof. e to allow then to

buy replacement but that all along the way there have been obstqties. He

has confided that part of the pressure is indeed political is that be is con

.'
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*corsmo' about A ,ma2 0'5. , the CabLnet ro 1Qo060% wto La diuaffc:.4 ovg
the drwn of t,, but It ve vMte hin to Isko tot t. k4 Would. t
betevo thit Nir hLaaIw f is both so exiaistod i Sw u sg O rdy4y ol
Iata his Job over this that he say no looser be twuctional. I do mso4 28737
believe thst Ni t Iyti8 to US. I do belLeve he is 'l6cerely conerned
ahot te inte4m dad vMsts to d4 what he cam -- for both Israel and the US.
so bas promptly apemd to every proposal we have "ado to date except
the 1la41 ON Of ohLpMa4 1000 TOs Wio promise of rOPlentiShentHe vil
be b k to m-J11II odvieo.

0.
I
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ExmnI CWW-1 9

UIIUgLASSIFILD)

Here are t.',e Tlkn
Points you asked me for
today.

q ',S ' 'J[ SI':

StAn 1/VySporkin
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:A.T:NZ PO:x:S

rar.r.e: ara. 0e:od In wltich toe DO car. o1 0e,;n8 to
t. .rd Farties Is an- ss-e that 002 r~s% de:etrA.e, rr?
a C:A standpoint, since there is a p:esidential find;ng,
CIA is authorized to assist in the obtaining at the
mater el n question. If CIA actually took control of
materiel through an Economy Act transfer bf DODO this
would seem to be the preferred way to hand e the proposal
from a legal standpoint. This would provide the maximum
use of CIA authorities.

It CIA merely acts as an accomodation party and, in
effect, requests 00D to deal with a particular agent,
this might also be pope but it would be up to DoD to
tell us whether thei, authorities would allow such a
transaction outside of the Economy Act. We have found no
such precedent.

The key issue in this entire matter revolves around
whether or not there will be reports made to Congress.
Each of the Acts involved--the Foreign Assistance Act,
the Arm" Export Control Act and indeed the National
Security Act as amended--have certain reporting
provisions in them. While the national Security Act
provides for a certain limited reporting procedure, it is
my view that there may be other ways of making a suitable
report by exercise of the President's constitutional
ptecogatives.

One such possibility would be Dot to report the activity
until after it has been successfully concluded and to
brief only the cbairman end ranking minority SeSbers of

OUR TS 0802-!L
Copy j_ of ._

CL V? 0916573
09CL OfDEC -is

UNCL*S?4P11.
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:*;.&:ein s t s : antO e. : :ato ba.:#
t~ da I f~ car. ce &.-. a~e~, rt 4 ;

:4 r ad t It If*. . zes tre ris I SK n inn~~e~ ay M 'SJc !
~.r.ertakins, and te. way tnat the pro~eet is Carried 0.
can then be p ;t on a less fractious basis.

Finally, whatever plan is adopted, such action should be
taken only after it has been discussed vith the Attocney
General, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of
States and the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs.

/ As you know, the Act itself provides foe a report to be
liried to the chairman and ranking minoritymembers of the
intelligence corr.ittees, the Speaker and minority leader of the
Moue of Repcesentatives, and the aisority and minority leaders of
the Senate.

OGCR IS 0801-II
copy O.
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ExHmII CWW-20

r)t WHIrTSMOUSC 10046
*A5mtN~ON a

JanuarY 17,

ACT& 
IIXH IT

KJVO DMA fOR '. PRU NT.

rROM: JOH M. P N0XTR34

SUsi CT: Cover% Acton Finding eardiaq Iran

Prime minister Pores of Israel Secretly dispatched hLs specLal
advisor on terrorvLe wlh instrutions to pCoPoS* & plan by wt€c.
Israel. #w limited assistance from the U.S., can create

condition to help bring about a more Soderate government in
Iran. The Israelis are very concerned that Iran'd4eteriora4tnq
position in the war with Iraq, the potential for further
radlicahizationi n usan, and the possibility of enhanced Sovet
ingluenco Ln the Gulf all pose significant treats to the
security of Israel. They believe it Is essential that they act

to at least preserve a balance of power in the region.

The Israeli plan is premised on the asumption that moderate
elements in Iran can come to power it these factions demonstrate,
their credibility xn defending Iran against Iraq and in deterrL..

Soviet Intervention. To achieve the strategic goal of a more

moderate Iraanian goverment the Israel1s are prepared to
unilaterally comence selling military materiel to
westernoortietad 1IranLA factions. It 8 their belief that by so

doing they can achieve a heretofore wwobtainable penetration of
the Iraoian yoverfliq hierarchy. The Israelis are convinced thae
the Iranians are to despeate for military."mteriel .eperti 8

and Intelligence ta%te provision af these resources will
result in favorable le4. o55 changes in personnel and attitudes

within theIa Mign ae ",efir. fUrer, onethe e oohange

relatiOnship has ae4. a devvedenY would be established an

thoewho are prewiAW the requisite resourcest thus allowing
the providelef pto .eruivel1 . im- a -& -near-.eris events. Such

an outcm to eemistetvith ou policyo,oectives&Mwol nd would

Preis"% OL ftgiea advataes for . . national Lnterests. hs

described by t"ePrim minister' em8el the only requiteaent

the I1r86011haMe is AS astamethat'they will be allowed to
purchase 9.8. replenielemats for t stocks that they sell to

%ran. we have ressarehed the ep09r Poblems of oIrae's selling

91.8. u wufataed em so : . SeflSN e tM reqisoent In

0.01.law for eipiestsofV es .. am to ewtiy the U.S.

govermftoi.. rea"961 to.. thd ecaUtiee, I de not oeamend

tha you a49ee with thseific&"Is of th ei the Israeli plan.

Mowevet lthere " is me w ps.o* ibilie Some twm ago Attorrey -

. rw REC.V'%IFD

"0 001 too~ten, "it NRAO N

A'P
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TOP SECRET )e097

General William French SiLth determined that under an Appropriate
finding you Could authorLse the CIA to sell arms to countrLes
outside of the ProvLLons of the laws and reportIng requresMses
for foreign military sales. The objectives of the jsraeL pLan
could be met Lf the CIAO using an authorased agent as necessary,
purchased arms from the Department of Defense under tne g[onoy
Act and then transferred them to Iran directly after receLvLnq
appropriate paynst from Iran.

The Covert Action rinding attached at Tab A provides the Lat&t-tde
for the transactLons Lndcated a"ove te proceed. The Iranians
have indicated an Lnmedhate req~oirement for 4,000 basLc TOW
weapons for use Ln the Launchers they already hold.

The ISralisLo are also sensitive to a strong U.. desire to free
our Searut hostages and have insisted that the Iranians
demonstrate both Lnfluence and good intent by an early release of
the five Anericans. oth side have aqreed that the hostages
wall be imodiately released upon comencemens of this action.
Prim Minister Poree had his eMssary poLntedLy noXe that they
well understand our postian on not making concessions to
terroniets. They aLso point out, however, that terrorist groups 1
movements, and organizations are significantly easier to
influence through governMents than they are by direct approach.
In that we have been unable to ezerciSe any suaeion over

asballh during the course of nearly two years of kidnappinqs,
this approach through the government of Iran may well be our O
way toe achieve the release of the Americane held in 8eirt.T r
must again be noted that siUbe this dialogue with the Iranians
began in epte ver, wemed Weir has been released and there
have been no Sia terrorLS Attacke agansL American or Israeli
persona. property, or Laterests.

Therefore it Le proposed tft IsraemL Me the necessary
arrangaento foe te sa1e of 4000 Tow V*wpons to Iren.
sufficient fuie to eve the sale Would be transferred to an
4e4t of te eta. "be CZA weeld thee purchase the weapons from
the DpaUMeAt of Oefense and delaIer t"e eapono to Iran through
the aget, tit all of the heeaes are net released after the
flre stmAt *f 1000 weapoe, fur"er uanfers would cease.

On the otAer hood. enee heads release i in so respects a
byproduct of a larger offrt to deveep ties to potentially
moderate forces &a tran, ye say vish to redirect such t ransfers
to other groups within the 1everM as a Later ti"e.

* II

ya GOCT
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kur otL~u,

The sraeLi$ have asked for our Utqent response to thI.s pro0sa,,
so that they can plan accordlnglY. They note that conditions,
inside both tran and Lebanon are hiqhLy Volatile. The Israelis
are coqnizant that this entre Operation vill be terminated 1!
tune Iranians abandon tieiqoa]. 0g moferat&nq their qovecnmene or
allow further acts of terrorism. YoU have discussed the qenera.
outlines of the Israeli plan w&th Secretaries Shultz and
WeinJerWqer Attorney General 9464 and Dre1tor Casey. The
Secretaries do not recomaend yOU proceed with this plan.
Attorney General Keese and Director Casey believe the short e
and long-term objectives of the plan warrant the policy rsks
involved and recinend you approve the attached Finding. Because
of the extreme sensitivLty of this proewt, it is recoemen4ed
that you exercise your statutory prerogative to vlthh .J4
notification of the rindinq to the Congressional overesvht
co ittees until such time that you desm it to be appropr:Lte.

Recomendat ion

That you sign the attached Find4inq.

Pr ,%,arod byl
Ol11ver L. North

Attachment
Tab A-Covert ActioU Finding /000

9da

.%4 f -am
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' Assist selected friendly rter 4l4 es eeloo esthird conatuies and tUsrd part o whisk haeestablished relationship with ftaaia emns
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assistance to these lamns ue pe, individuals.
'late"s seNUNvee ad third ms iL support of
these activits$*

Oate Jawl

The @ vill am t o LIitat e 1fest by tAtd parties&ad U&9r ooSULaLeo to eSe'"It" Ceee44t W16t moderateelements withia ad outsLde the Gevemnment el :ta, bypevewdLIog Shese o inah with ame. eqvIpment andrlbej4 marioel Ls eder to enshane the ceedibility ofthese elmenat ia t"Io eose% to achieve a Wore
pr.8s. qgee ne1st La frta by dinestrat their
ability to *buta reqsLe remsee-o 4leed their
"e~my aes0 rC" sad tatemastif by 10A soviet%

umies. Mbts wPWOen wil be dieeeanmd it the U.S.
cveimas leam Uwe Uwee elias have abandoned
toeise~ "W1* edor."Ute qoVrmwas and
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ExHIBI CWW-21

D 2916
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

o0,WWt oC. TrW OCCA COUNIL.

WmA3S1#4'1O, DC 8*310

13 FEB W8$

,NEKORANDUM FOR ?ON SICUTARY OF TON ARMY

SUBJECT: Support to Intelligence Operations

During a recent review of an issue in our office,
we noted a significant provision in the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1986 that we wanted
to call to your attention.

During Fiscal Year 1966, the transfer of defense
articles or services exceeding one million dollars by
an intelligence agency to a recipient outside that
agency is considered a significant anticipated intelli-
gence activity for the purpose of reporting to Congres-
sional intelligence oversight committees. In addition,
an intelligence agency may not transfer any defense ar-
ticles or services outside the agency in conjunction
with any intelligence or intelligence-related activity
for which funds were denied by the Congress.

These provisions appear to reinforce our view of
the importance of Congressional notifications in con-
nection with support to intelligence operations.

Susan J. Crawford (I
General Counsel .

-,,5t •oil Lr o l
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ExUIBIT CWW~

rL ti

9897

d~t ,Z C..

RECENED

Nov 29 L986

Cooy ,s Recelot

K:00

CUC

i

//el a ed uMon Ite1V
ci er provision of E.O. 12356

b y . R e ; r , , 13te ; a l S e c u d i s C o u n c il aJ
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Olr iC OF THI 55C ICTARY O FDOrNSZ

WASHINGTON. mc sCet
N 9899

12 March I91

P 9 OPANDUK FOR VIC I llhMkL POINDITIR

The attached memorandum froe the Director of the Army Staff
Is self-explanatorv. It reflects the unease of the Aray General
Counsel's office over the transfer of Items with which you are
familiar. As you know ye have been handling this program on a
very close hold basis, and the Any has been told nothing with
respect to destination. Per guidance received from NSC, the Army
has been told that they have no responsibility for Congressional
notification. The Army has also been told that whatever notifi-
cations are to be made will be taken care of at the appropriate
time by the appropriate agency and that the Attorney General has
provided an ooinion that supports this position. S

The Secretary asked that I make you aware of the Army's
concerns In the event you wish to advise the DCI or the Attorney
General.

Colin L. PoweifT<
Hajor General, USA
Senior military Assistant

to the Secretary of Defense

!.'). ~25

-~ ~Coui~I1

4.15
NI. c:i~

QNCW:1Ao,,
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OI[PARTMENT OF TN ARMY
OePIC6 O r 16e C0N0IP OF 61API

WAGNNGroO,51C • a0314
N 9900

7 MAR ;inVACSI-SO

XMORANDO F0R TH MILXTAXYOAIDSTANT TO Ton SECRETARY Op DEFENSE

SUoJu"' Congressional Notification of Significant intelligence
Activities (U)

1. S/NOIVORN) On 16 January 1984, the Ary responded to a verbal
tasking from your office to provide 1,000 TOW &LsLlel to the
Central Intelligence Agency wLth a contingency for 3,509 more at a
later date. The first 1,000 missiles wer delivered on
14 February 1966 to the CIA.

j. Q N) This request for support circumvented the normal.
system for reasons of security, yet the support

* N o $1 million threshold established in the VYI0E
Intelligence Authorization Dill for reporting'to Congress as a
'significant intellLgence activity.' Funds in excess of $3.5
million were provided by the CIA to reLaburse the Azy for the
first 1,000 missiles. Billing and payment will occur within 60
days, or when all missiles are delivered, whichever is shorter.
The Agency expects to complete the project within 60 days.

3. rWOOlM) S=RD marandumof 13 June 1983, subject: DOD
Support( S), establishes responsibility
for notification of Congress o Do support to the Agency with the
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy. It also confirms
that primary responsibLILty resides with the Director, Central
Intelligence. in the case of the IO Missiles, the ArMy
understanding on responsibilities for notification conforms with
your June 1963 memorandum.

4. tWI44MPORN) ?bis memo Ls to assure understanding of statutory
requLrements should this issue be raised by one of the
Congressional Lntelligence coinittees in the future.

?aticl/e:"ssf:./g!eleaWe o06-
.; C:3r o,,S Cf E.*. 12356

Re::-r, ;';at; a! Security Council
L.. ,

CLASSIFEs SyI
DSCLASSIFT On$

ART= a. BROWN , Ji.
Lieutenant General, a8
Director of the Am Staff

DtlJPck WBNOFORN

11 6(2
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ExHmrr CWWr - S

Or o0 0U1v Vom" wP erAplw Pop epeeS m5
woMwews vm awAP MS

• 18 APR U

KRJIOR N "M DIRCIOlk, JXIVT "A"

suACI, system (a)

l. (5) ,he System provides a si gle channel for
AeF1EsI.I 'ON the central intell igence Agency to the

Dejparten o n"H. The system protects extremely sensitive
Information from both inadvectent and deliberate disclosure,
allov fcr covert support to Agency operations worldwide. and
insures adequate Service review of the requested .

2. (0) Recently', a number of requests involvLng transfer of*hh
technology weapons large quantities of limited, eSophisticated

smiles, - /or spares for low density weapons hae bypassd the
System. "ese re ests have bee mnde by embers of

e d secretary of ense Osten" to ServLce off -

ciala. a either not per-

U

t llpa or has be so after the fact. -

3. (0) Requests which bypass thsystem receive less
Service and no joint Staff scmq if yet L act on the
Service's varffLhti9 Capabilities. The Secretary of Defense
sho ld be made e~ge that using ad bo "channels to support the CIA
may degrade security Overall and Lapair national security.

Lieutenant General, a$
Deputy Chief of Staff for

e ,4-. 3abu eiIS -i Operations and Plans

...... . 1 tI 4AW • 0
A
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L iT I A Ow*Y TLOCiIIO1, A** 'W.I TOIPM A. oa'i cr a n'ndib4 MilK mu,
MlftT2 40 0s t|a Iw.
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KI NO M0UNF ?$a3 S1 UYMA8 Of ?V2 AMT!

SUS 33CT Additioal. support of Project Crocus {0)

(U) The action meorandum to you of Septomer ,
1986, SAl, concerA additional support fo this project
beyond that already provided in Nay 19M6. The Chiet.
T70 provided s with the action aemorandum and sup-
porting documentation because the or I !_ e t was
not processed through the pcorbed0system U
and did not receive the legal roviews - the
DASP(U). The action memorandum on addiction supportt

C,! also omits TiO, OtJAG, and my office.

(S) I have not bees provided vith sufficient
Information on this project to permit a complete legal
review or concurrence, but the available infoceation
(of lack thereof) does raise serious legal and policy
concerns that should be resolved prior to your action
on this request. Specifically.

a. ($I Since the eltiste purpose of this
cequot and destination for the materiel have not been
disclosed, I cammot address statutory or other retric-
tions that might apply, or the approval authority
required under 000 Directive 5210.34. Review by the
0D(P) Is required It this cequest.involves Substan-
tial risk of embarrassment to the Gaited States or 000,
or, If in Yoar judmo, it Involves questions of pol-
icy or propriety.

b. I) The teqet, if supported, will
result in &a Inventory "to balance on three Items and
Impact oe t heelys ait defense capability. Bth 000
Nieative 5210.6 ad the "sip sot foeth a policy of
prewidia sport to sm-Pw agencies If It will not
interface with, or Lap*.e# the performace, of the mis-
cIlos 6d fumtiose "sind to 000. tbus, the Impact
of this reqiested support ask th Army should be care-
fully. evelused.

CLASSSV____________
Special handlimg ef this demlt us
retired. Mdarry OWi1 reusing;
normal aimlstative distrlhution ___

chels shall met be used. Access .L S.F
anst be l1itils to these whe ftSt ,

k"MJ the 111foatigale?4

F
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C. (S) Lt is aoleat tro the supporting
memocan4a whethe 2 still contemplates trans-
fercing radac syella that vets previously identified
as Icanian assets pending settlement of claims by the
U.S. - Icanian Claims ?cibunal. Any such proposed
transfer should be cevieved by OSD. This would be
treated as a separate request foc end items, cather
than repaic parts.

(U) I as concerned that It was deemed necessary
to handle both the original and ad tional requests
through othec then the established ( J System
and to exclude both OTJAG and my of ice fcom te review
process. Due to his attendance at the JAG Confecence,
NO Ovecbolt has not yet had an opportunity to ceview
this mattec, but I am confident that he would concuc in
my view that sensitive progcas, should be given pcoper
legal review before the Acy leadecsbip is committed to
their support.

General Counse,

as*f MuWni a E0. e
by L Rqpt6 Na" SIWrlt Coud

L. F

UNItMSIFIED
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EXHIBIT CWW-27

TA034 i

vwITI "OUSt SITUATION $00P PA4t '1

N 1243V

fTis71
Si;lRM ;u

. . I w.-o - VIS PRIVACY CHMAhqLS EYIS OkT aNICiZ

ITIS OLYV FOR SECRITIII G(OIM SPULTZ PROP AISISTANT TO TP!
PESIOSNT CG* 'ATIOhAL ;ICURITY AFSA:KS JQP ,:;N4!XT.:A

MUJI U.S. P(jLICV ON raN TS)

FI F SICTO 23o

DEAR 610461.,

I* TNANK YOU FOR PIOVI SNI Wll VJTN YOUR P&RSPACTZVt ON OUR PSOILIMS
WiTN IRAN. I SNAIl YOUR 9151 TO PIND A WAY TO PREVENT FURTHER
SPICULATIOO A%& LIES ABOUT Voss POLICY ON IRAN. NOT ONLY WILL
SUCH COMPLICATE OUR IfPORIS TO SICURI Thl ISLIASI OF OTNi
NOSTAGISp OUT PAT ALSO UNDIAMINI OPPORTUNITIES$ PO EVINTUALLT
qSTABLISNIMN A cOmeeCT 2ILATIONSIP ITN IAN AND POSSBILIMTS
FOR AN ACTIVE U.s$. RCL# IN MIN TNI INAM-1RAS VAR.

TMl WNITE HOUS CAil *TO1:0 NOV 86 PSI: 0?6cZ9
-. TONS 349121192

OP .,S T 'a A''s:1

me f

# t s ... .. u 1 2 .+: , 44r '
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*gg~4T0 .: £bC. Rit Je.

OAT| M1C6/6S WRITE ROUSE SITUATION OOP PAR, 02

qSSj61 (CONVZNUE0) :

? o AT 1OE POINT WE bILl. XAVf TO LAY. CUT ALL OF THE FACTS.
I AA C3%V| KCC wNw1 bE CO LAY CUT TH. FACTS YNST IT W;LL it
VELL |ICEIViD SI1N4C *T IS A GO.D STOQT hAVIkG SAID THAT, I
fCT BELIEVE THAT NOW IS ThE TIPE TO GIVE THI FACTS TO TUE
0U9LIC. THERE ARE SIV.RAL FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN ASITION '
THE 001D TO SIT THF OTHER HOSTAGES OUT AND THIN BRIEF THE
INTELLIGENCE CONPITTIES 6FN1 THE ADRINISTRATION SPIAS

PUILICLT ON THIS PATTER: FIRST, WHILE WE All NOT CORPLITELT
$UPI bNAT PROVOKED RAFSANJANI TO RAKI THESE RELEVATIOiS (WHICH
All NOT TOTALLY ACCURATE), IT I$ APPARENTT THAT A "WAR STRUGGLE
OF SOMf SORT is UNDERWAY IN IRAN. THIS STRUGGLE COULD PROPPY
OTHER IRANIAN OFFICIAL! TO RAKE AOITIONAL RILEVATIONSl,
OISCLOSUR9S S THE l1,So CCULS LEAO TO CONTPADZCTORY IRANIAN
STATEMENTS AND MISIkTIEPRETATION OVER OUR ATTITUOIS AND

INTENTIONSe SECOND. tE MAY HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO AFFECT THE

INTERNAL POLITICAL SITUATION IE TEHRAN AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF I7

P3 4:ViN,CE C,'J- fic C CAL A%- ''vTI-T!00C9I.T |kT!R!S'S, HWEVIA,
'F91:IL S'ATc-E'.TS :?~ Y". t. mLL ",%LY 00AT LNT%^ THI MANC!
OF *ADICAL IRA"]ANS %HO CCN3INUE TO WANT TO DIS,TAkeC IRAN FROR
T( IfU.S. A% r E Til v'S 'C 7 X PA II FUR 111 T! ' PO SS I6IEo

. TkHIEFORE FENAIN CONVINCED THAT WE MUST *;.NAIN AlSOLUTILY
.LOSf*POUTW( WHILE STRESSING TNAT OUR 0?ASIC PCLICT TOWARD IRAN,
'HE GULF wAR, AN DEALING WITH TER0OniSTS HAS NOT CHAN4,

POREOV!R, SP.CULATIC. AOOUT OUR IFFOPTS TO SICUAE TUE HOSTAGES
qtLLASE OLY 1t4CPEAScS THE DANGER TO THE NOSTAEiSo

4, TO!AY I NAV T--'%910 blPH V0, CAP AND GILL CASEY. TH.Y
46E wITm AY APPROACh.

S. I HAVE ASKD RI STAFF TO PREPAPE A CARLE TO RELEVANT POSTS

EXPLAINING OUR POLICY IN TH IRAN-ITAG WAR HAS NOT CHANCE| AN&

WE ARE NOT GOING TO COPRENT ON NEWS REPORTS AND SPECULATION

FIECAUSE OF THE DANGER TO HOSTAGIS. Wi WILL SIN& THI DRAFT OVER

TO STATE*

6. TODAY I AR ESTAILISKIWG TWO COMPARTMENTS* ONE IS

OPERATIONAL AND I AN WILLING TO BRIF J6O11 lRiIR INTO IT

PROVISIkI HE REPORTS ONLY TO YOU. THI SECO0B IS ON POLICY AM*

LOWS TERM STRATEGY TCWAR9 IRAno I WOULD LIKE TO LOCLU6I ONLT

THE WHITE MOUSE 0652 *TG:0o iNOV 86 PSmi 076029
TOR: '0912219Z

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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d11L ~'t~t' N 12441

OAT& 120610 WkITC NOUSI SITUATION 1000 PA a

VISAI (COk@SNUt) I

PIKE PAQCOST IAN AI f oAPHIL IN 'H?"s ONE. IT IS ESSMITIAL I
1NAT KWGVLGEI Of 1TOlA C'A.91PI ? Nt !&?Atlfqg LIRITIS .

?o TOPOOROW I Will WITH NO WILL IE ITINIST1 :1
HIS ASSESSMNT AS T NATr1 MG N I NRAM, 8Y T1E WAY,
VI DISAI1I 1WITN TH14INK AITICLI IN THIS nO1mzqeS SUMNA2Y,
GUOTI INANs T149 POLITICAL POT IOILS UNSUOTI. INM YOU SIT BACK
I WILL GIV OU Y P IiW AS TO WHAT IS HAPP|IIIN, I THINI IT IS
VINY SIGNIFICANT THAT NAFSANJAWIOS STATMPIT fTjITIfAI TEAT $we
VENT TO TWHIAN IN SIPTENINq AN* OTHE4 FACTS All WONGo SINCI
HE OSIOUSLI KNOWS THU FACTS, I SILIME NI S TYIN 10 SINS US
A oIf S SAGt.i

. PRESS GUIDANCE ATTACHED.

2: AbCtW 'CALAN! 0! 1 *AR( PAITS ON S1 IC RlA'.

4: .1 KAVI 'NO CC"Ijl'j .'M To'!S! P-.0047S. AS LeChi kiTH4 At..
AEICA% HOSTAGES lING HELD IN THEN IDOLE IAST WE WILL NOT I
RESPONIING TO QUESTIOhS LIKE TwIS. A SIPPLE O COUNT WILL Of
PADI 10 ALL QUESTZOh-e 'OLT TALKS OR ACTIONS THAT nIGHT ON P16NT

NO? SE TAK14G PLACE. OU SHOULD INFER NOTNI0G TO THIS! RESPONSES.

4: )C!S T4I UeS. .T!LL H14AVE A% ARPSI 1I6AGC ASAIST IRAN IN7 T"!
IRAN-ISAS WAR?

A: AS LONG AS IRAN LOVOCATIS THE USE OF TE0ROIIS, TE NU.S.
iP* L -kV&4O-bttLL CONTIM!MA(~NRCV119 T"I U.S.POSIT04 NC4 rHt
;all .!r oA0 010.47,, 10 i F ' ut $ ;Ol., D $ 'CS 4N3 TPI-7 T.a

31613 SHOULD REACH A NIGOTIATIV SETTLE INT OF THEIR DISPUTE. WI
FAVOR AN OUTCONI vHleIN TNII All NO IERIh S O LOSERS.

9. HOPE TUE TALKS VIIH 60W ILL.

WARR RIGARDS, JOHN

THE W1411 HOUSE 0652 ITsO$ NOV 86 PSN: 060V9
TO1: 3 9" 92
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MEMOXAMDUH M R O
SUSJ=Tt Meeting Of November 10, 1966, with the President,

Vies President, koretary Shults, DI Casey,
Attorney General Mesae, Don Regan, Admiral
Polaidexter, and Al Keel, in the Oval Office

gone someday, and we wan~t r "Overage with the new government
and witk their military. That is why we felt it necessary
to give them some small defensive weapons.

We can discuss that publicly, but no way could we ever
disclose it all without getting our hostages executed. (We
must make it plain that we are not doing bwelnese with terrorists.
We aren*t paying then or dealing with them.) We are trying
to get better relations with Iran, and we can't discuss the
details of this publicly without endsanering the people we
are working through and with in Iran . I pointed out we must
bear in mind we have given the Ieraties and the Iranians the
opportunity to blackmail us by reporting selectively bits and
piees of the total story. I also pointed out that Congress
could -and probably would -- hold legislative hearings. Admiral
Poindexter pointed out that we do want a better relationship
with Iran.

In - 1986; the Presidentu-ade formal finding under -
Section 501 of the Arms Zxport Control Act which directes the
DCI not to notify Congress until further notice, and authorizes
discussion with friendly groups which are trying to get a better

o?:rn~en in raft _T had not knowba of this finding hafor. Amavd1( L'
-- Shultz said h had not kn - of it either. We needed to
help those elements to get a more pro-U.S. government in Iran.
Poinexter eomtinued that we assisted Isrn
we found Israel was eeding aim to Ira

&PA also wanted the Iraa-Iraq war to ead a..s Voss
A;di.& ?oLadentee said that oarlane west to Iran in Nay
It", &ad that was the only trip he made, and them we started
working through of Rasfanjani. Previomoly we had
used an Israeli agent called Gorbantar. We also used man
channels to try to get the hostages back.
others provqdL no good because the Iranians always insisted
that the Da$M1 prisoners held by Kuwait be released. We finally
did authorise the release of 500 TOWS sold by Israel to Iran,
and another 500 were sent last week. This was all arranged
as a result of a meeting with Rasfanjani's
came here to show that he was a legitimate representative o
the government. Poindexter reported there were several meeti

a* Moog,, 36~
Ly stalMIOLa. I~~1
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in inurope and elsewhere.
I reminded John that he had always told me that there

would be no more weapons sent to Iran, after the first 500
TOWS, until after alof the hostages were returned, but unfortunately,
we did send a second 500 because it seemed the only way to
get the hostages outer, according to Poindexter.

Poindexter pointed out the hostage taking had stopped
for a year. I pointed out that they took three more quite
recently. Poindexter pointed out that this was not done by
the same people or Iranians.

out against the U.S. and the McFarlane trip. Because of the
obvious errors in Rasfanjani's speech, Poindexter thinks he
is sending a message that he *wants to work with us.' Colonel
North thinks we can get two more hostages out by the weekend.
I don't. (We didn't.) We have told all our P-'iends in the
Mid-Bast, and according to Poindexter they agree, the would
like a neoiated settlement and the war to end.

The President said this is what you had to do to reward
Iran for the efforts of those who could help. Actually the
captors do not benefit at all. We buy the support and the
oportunity to persuade the Iranians.

I again pointed out we will have to answer many questions
and have Congressional hearings. The President said we need
to point out any discussion endangers our source in Iran and
our plan, because we do want to get additional hostages released.
Mr. Shults spoke up for the first time, saying that it is the
responsibility of the government to look after its citizens,
but once you do deal for hostages, you expose everyone to future
capture. He said we don't know, but we have to assume the
captors will get someone. He said he felt the Isralies sucked
us up into their operation so we could not object to their
sales to Iran. He pointed out there will be a lot of questions
after any statement, even after a statement such as Mr. Casey
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-3-

proposed to read. The President said we should release thestatement, but not take any questions. Mr. Regan said we are
being hung out to dry, our credibility is at stake# and we
have to say enough. Shortly thereafter the meeting adjourned
on the note that revised drafts of the Casey proposed statement
will be sent to us.

ffPDf'r~QLIIQrntw
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EXHIBIT CWW-31

UI1eorLNal chreolo")

U.S./IPANIA CONTACTS AND TH AM'ERICANI HOSTAGES

From the earliest month~ following the Islamic revolution in
Iran, the U.S. Goverruent has attempted to reestablish official
contact with that government in order to discuss strategic
developments in this critical part of the world and reconstruct a
working relationship. Even before President Reagan came to
office the U.S. Government agreed to try to expand security,
economic, political, and intelligence relationships at a pace
acceptable to Tehran. In the fall of 1979, the U.S. undertook
three secret missions to Tehranj

September 1979 - (et secretly with lazargan at the
request of the Iraniano)

- Octobe 1979*

-- Otober-November 1979 (discussed
normalization of relations)

When these meetings and the secret November 1, 1979 meeting in
Algiers, between Urxezinski and Prime Minister Bazargan, became
public in Iran, they helped precipitate tme takeover of the U.S.
embassy by radical elements and led to t. e resignation of the
Bazargan governments. These events have adversely influenced
Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact
with the USG. -L7-.

Oespite mutual difficulties involved in re-establishing normal
relations, our strategic interests in the Persian Gulf mandate
persistent efforts to establish a dialme. In this regard, it
is notable that only a few major countries do not have relations
with Iran -- Egypt, Jordan, Morocco, Israel," outh Africa, and
the United States. Even Iraq continues to have diplomatic
relations with Iran.

Iran is the key to a region of vital importance to the West, yet
it is increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military power
and political influence along its borders and inside its
territory. Over th* course of the last two years, the Soviets
and their surrogates have moved actively to gain greater
influence in the Gulf:

-- The Soviets believe that once Xhomoini dies, they will have
an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a
government in Tehran thatserves Soviet strategic ,nterests
in the area.

UPd of E.O. -

Tbj. A. REj *UiY CIuncjI
TOSECRET'
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-- Coiwunist nations have become the principal arms SuppIers

to Iran -- making :ran dependent on this source of supply In
contending with an increasingly strengthened Iraq. This
leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may well be
attempting to pursue their own revolution in Iran. That Is,
by fueling both sides in the conflict, the SOviets could
well encourage a disastrous *final offensive" by Jran that
would precipitate a political disintegration in Iran,
leaving a power vacuum which the Soviets could exploit.
Specifically, the indicators of Comunit influence in Iran
aret

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran-Iraq
war has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence.
Moreover, Soviet designs in Afghanistan, pressure on Pakistan,
and actual crossborder strikes in Iran from Afghanistan hAve made
reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important.

"TOP SECRET
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Zn short . the Soviets were far better positioned to improve
szqnificantly their influence Ln the region in 1985 when we were
presented with an, opportunity to open a dialogue with Iran. in
deciding to exploit this openLnq, we evaluated previous efforts
through more conventional channels whica had not succeeded.

About two years ago, senior Iranian officials apparently decided
that some accoumodation with the U.S. was necessary. Since 19o3,
various countries have been engaged in overtu s to th d

ran inn r.t stimulate 
direct cna

however, n ern te it difficult
the an 9 o respond to these overtures.

Numerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iranor in seeking Iranian 4tan soofa i

held hostsei Lbn

in the spring of 1965, a private American citizen (Michael
Ledeen) learned from an Israeli government official (David

Kimche) that the Israelis had established a liaison relationship
with an Iranian expatriate (Ranuchehr Ghorbanifarl in turope who

sought Israeli help in establishing contact with the U.S. Govern-
ment. in acknovedging the need to demonstrate the bonafides of

the Iranian officials involved, he (Ghorbanifar) indicated that

his *sponsors* in Tehran could als* help to resolve the American
hostage situation in Beirut.

in June of 1945 in the midst of the TWA-847 hijacking, the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expatriate

asked him to use his influence with senior Iranian officials to

obtain the release of the hijacked passengers. Two days after

this approach, four Americans held separately from the 
rest of

the hiljacked oai were freed and turned over to Syrian

author ties. 
I MaliC

Speaker Rafsinjani, who was traveling. n the mid-east at the

time, and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayati both intervened with

the captors. afsanjani, in his speech on ovember 4, 1966, for

the first time publicly acknowledged his role in tI is matter.

TOP SEREt
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on JulwR 2- IMP during a visit to Washington, an Israeli

offici al (Rimcho) advised National Security Advisor, Robert
Mcrarlane, that Israel had established a channel of communIcatLon
with authoritative elements In Iran who were interested in
determining whether the United States was open to a discreet,
high-level dialogue. The Iranians were described as comprLsinq
the principal figures of the government li.e., Speaker of the
malis Rafsanjani, Prime minister Musavi, and Khomeini's
heir-apparent, Ayatollah Montaseril and as being devoted to a
reorientation of Iranian policy.

At this first meeting, m=rarlane vent to great length to draw out
the Israeli as to why he found the Iranian proposal credible,
given the events of the past six years. The Israeli replied that
their exhaustive analysis had gone beyond the surface logic
deriving from the chaos and decline within Iran and the
degenerative effects of the war, to more concrete tests of the
willingness of the Iranians to take personal risks. He noted
that the Iranians had exposed themselves to possible compromise
by meeting with Israelis and by passing extremely sensitive
intelligence on the situation land political li n-within Iran
-- information which was pr)ven valid.

The Isra&eLi ked AMU@~
No s 1a " wflmad ofany pre-c!nd-Itions o-r iranian- prior, ies.
McFar tine conveyed this proposal to the President I(in the
presence of the Chief of 3t&=. TWe-resident said thaithe
balieyed such a dialogue would be worthwhile at least to the
point of determining the validity of the interlocutors. This
decision was passed to the Isqjlt diplomat by telephonee.
July 30.

On Au gust 2y gj , the Israeli called again on Mcrarlane. At
this meeting, he stated that he had conveyed our position to the
Iranian Intermediary and that the Iranians had responded that
they recognized the need for both sides to have tangible evidence
of the bona fides of the other and that they believed they could
affect the release of the Americans held hostage in Lebanon.

According to the Israeli, the Iranians separately stated thet
they were vulnerable as a group and before having any prospect of
being able to affect change within Iran they would need to be
substantially strengthened. To do so, they would need to secure
the cooperation of military and/or Revolutionary Guard leaders.
Toward this end, they expressed the view that the most credible
demonstration of their influence and abilities would be to secure
limited mounts of U.S. equipment. The Israeli asked for our
position oh such actions.

w9P AU
~TOPSEU
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Mr. McFarlane elevated thLs proposition to the President at a
meeting within days that included the Secretaries of State and
defense and the Director of Central Intelligence. The President
stated that, while he. could understand that assuming the
eiqLtimacy of t.e Lnterslocutors, they would be quite vulnerable
and ultimately miqht deseve our 54pport to inclu* tanqible
materiel at the time, With ut any first hand experience in
dealing with thee, he coulXnot authorize any transfers of
military materiel. This was conveyed to the Israeli.

On Auqust 22, S191, the Israeli diplomat called once more to
report that the message had been conveyed and that an impasse of
confidence existed. Me asked what the position of the U.S.
Government would be to an Israeli transfer of modest quantittes
of defensive military materie:l. Mclatlaf replied %at % Li%,
Ma -an atioft would eavcla distlAfton fttlwat difrne
Tho Israeli diplomat explained at Imt lepJth that .rel WA
its own policy interests Mat would b e wod foeterinq such a
diealqge Ln behalf of the U.S. but that a rml would arise
when ul matteW they needed to Mgt& ectiesHo a.Lesked -

Ubeth at v I4 he cuLdb pb CC o me f or
thychose to shtep NWm" W!"WS.a nott

th -oder 40 fe m e6e w Itg were

.*red he€udt qpoenytse r oj to~r shteip or
al low **New~ et;i frK~y -u~qJIra. grac Ii

asked for a position from our noveryent. ftrarlaie elevated the
quectio to the President and to the Secretaries of State and

Defense and the Director of Central Intellience). The President
stated that, while he could envision providing materiel support
to odeate elements in Iran if all the Western hostages were
!reed. he could not approve any transfer of military materiel at
that tim. This position was conveyed te, the Israeli diplomat.

on September 14. 199s, Neverend Genjaminis, a7vs released in
keiruat by the tisaen Jihed Ocgaxiatan.Th is Voleaee t
preede by an intone. effort 01i the part atft. walr %he~iI

Spoetal ftisary ef t"e Asekbishep of Canterbury. To Wfidr-atep
me. Waite reains the oml Westerner to ye meet direcel with

a*** inape

in late September, we learned that the Israelis had transferred
Sol TOW missiles to Iran and that tkLis shipment had taken place
in late August. The Israelis tol * that they undertook the
action, despite our oabections, ee they believed it to be in
their strategic interests. Th Israelis managed this entire
operation, to include delivery arrangements, funding, and
transportation. After discuesinq this matter with the President.
it was decided not to expose this Israeli delivery because we
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wanted to retain the option of exploiting the existing Israeli
channel with Tehran in our own effort to establish a strategic
dialogue with the Zranian government. The total value of the 508
TOWs shipped by :srael was estimated to be less than $2 mfllon.

On October'4, 198S, Islamic Jihad announced :.et *4-had "executed*
Beirut Station Chief william Buckley in retaliation fr tAe
October I Israeli air raid on PLO installations 4x ?is. This
announcement led to a series of meetings in Rurofe a4 he0 U.S.
(CIA and NSC), Israeli, and Iranian intermdWriee.--n.t 4fe
meetings, the Iranians indicated that, while their ability to
influence the Hitzballah was waning, the Hifballah had not killed
Iuckleyl he h4d in fact died several months earlier ofJ natu al
causes. We have since subatanlEted..td * atarmo tio e t#
of Fatsba "qe o'-And Oavid Jacokun,-both at vhom indicate % hat
Buckley probably died on Jun. 3, 198S of- eu nia-lLke ylptoMe.

In mid-November, the Israelis through a senior officer in the
Prime Minister's office (Amram KiT, indicated that the Government
of Israel wa-. convinced that they were nearing a breakthrough

S with Iran oi a high-level dialoque. The Israeli asked a U.S.
'..,e official 'orth) for the name of a European-based airline which

could di icr e L s ...2o Iran !or the purpose of deliverimnq
, passenger~ and cargo.-Weyere assured, at the time, that the
, Israelis .r: woinq to y oil drilling parts as an incentive,"

, since we had expressed so much displeasure ver-, ea rsTOW
shipment. The fazme of the propretarywas
passed to the Israeli, who subsequently had the aircra t
chartered thro.igh normal commercial contract for a flight frO-. ,
Tel Aviv to Tibria, Iran, on November 25, 1985. In January, we)v_,"
Learned that the Israelis, responding to urgent entreaties from
the Iranians, used the aircraft to transport 18 HAWK missiles to
Iran in an effort t -prove taestatic air defenses &round
Tehran. The Israe is -ere unwitting oU IRThCAs1InvoLveet in

ae' ir ne and the airline was paid at the normal commercial
rate (approximately $1270700). The airline personal woere also
unwitting of the cargo they l ,ot

The Israeli delivery of HAsrised serious US(C. r
that these deliveries w*reopardiziin4rour objective of arranging

. a direct meeting h high vanofficials. As a conse-"_ eof U.S. cfrti and by mutual agreement of all three

these mwere subsequently returned to Israel in
ry1986.

On December 7, the President convened a meeting in the White
House (residence) to discuss next steps in our efforts to
establish direct contact with the Iranians. Attending the
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Seating were the Chief of Staff, Secretaries of State and
Defense, the Deputy Director of Central rntelligence, and the
Assistant to the President for National Security Affai:s and his
Deputy. :-rediately after the meeting, Mr. McFarlane departed
for London to meet with the Israeli official and the Iranian
contact to make clear the nature of our interest in a dia!oque
with Iran. At this meeting, Mz. Mctarlane, as instructed by the
President, stated that

-- the U.S. was open to a political dialogue with Iran, but
that no such dialogue could make progress for as long as
groups seen as dominated by Iran held U.S. hostages; and

-- the U.S. could under no circumstances transfer arms to Iran
in exchange for hostages.

These points were made directly to the Iranian interlocutor. The
Iranian replied that, unless his associates in Tehran were
strengthened, they could not risk going ahead with the dialogue.
Mr. McFarlane acknowledged the position but stated we could not
change our position. In a separate meeting with the Israeli
official, Mr. McFarlane made clear our strong objections to the
Israeli shipment of the TOW missiles. Following these meetings,
Mr. McFarlane returned to Washington and shortly thereafter left
active government service.

On January 2, the Prime Minister of Israel dispatched a special
emissary to the U.S. (Amiram Nir) to review proposals for next
steps in dealing with Iran. The Israelis urged that we reconsider//
the issue of providing limited defensive arms to those attempting .
to take power in Tehran, since all other incentives (economic
assistance, medical supplies, machine parts) were of no value in
shoring-up those who wanted an opening to the West. Admiral
Poindexter noted our slntent 9b3e ioni to the KAWK missile
shipments in November &nd noted that the U.S. would have to act
to have them returned Ia step undertaken in February, when all
l1 issiles were returned to Israel). In that any implementation

o he Israeli proposals would require the active participation
of the intelligence community, the NSC Staff (North) was tasked.oJprgere a covert action finding. Work on this Pree~dentel

finding comwced on January 4.

On January 6, the President, the Vice President, the Chie of
Staff, and the National Security Advisor and his assistant
reviewed the first draft of the Finding and the recommendations
made by the Prime Minister of Israel through his special
emissary.

On January 7, the President met in the Oval Of!ice with the Vice

President, the Chief of Staff, Secretaries Shult: and Weiniorger,
Attorney General Masse, Director Casey, and the National Security

S ET P .. . ..
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Advisor to discuss the overall situation in Iran and prospects
for a strategic dialogue. It was again noted that Kr. Mcfarlane.
on return from his trip to London, had recommended that no
further action be taken unless a mechanism could be established
by which the U.S. could exert better control over events. Ke
agreed, in principle, with Director Casey that providing limited
quantities of defensive arms after the hostages were released
still had merit. Both Secretary Shult and Secretary Weinberger
objected to any provision of arms, citing that we could not be
sure that these would really help moderate elements and that, If
exposed, the project would not be understood by moderate Arabs
and would be. seen as contravening our policy of not dealing with
states that support terrorism. The President decided that we
should attempt to keep the Israeli channel active as long as it
offered possibilities for meetings with high-level Iranian
officials and left open the issue of providing defensive arms to
Iran if all the hostages were released.

It was further determined by the President that any dialogue with
the Iranians must be aimed at achieving the following goals:

Devising a formula for re-establishinq a strategic
relationship with Tehran.

- Ending the Iran-Iraq War on honorable terms.

Convincing tran to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion.

Helping ensure the territorial integrity of Iran and
coordinating ways in which we might counter Soviet
activities in the region.

The President made clear that a Western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless Iran were willing to use its influence to
achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut. He also made
clear that we could not and would not engage in trading arms f:r

hostages. Secretaries Shultz and Weinberger retained their
original position on providing any &mrs to Iran,. but Attorney
General Messe and Oirector Casey both supported the concept as a
valid means of opening the dialogue. Attorney General Meese
noted a 1901 determination by then Attorney General French Smith
that transferring small quantities of arms through third
countries under a Covert Action Finding was not illegal.

NMUlOPK
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On January 16, a meeting was held in the National Security
Advisor's office with Secretary Weinberger, Attorney General
Meese, Director Casey, and CIA General Counsel Stanley Sporkin.
At this meeting, the final draft of the Covert Action rindinq was
reviewed and was forwarded to the President with Secretary
Weinberger dissenting.

On January 17, 1986, the President approved a Covert Action
Finding (Tab A) directing that the intelligence community proceed
with special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set
forth above. The President futher determined that the activities
authorized by the Finding justified -Wiolding prior Congressional
notification due to the extreme sensitivity of the dialogue beinq
established. He further noted that puJblic knowledge of the
program would place the American hostages in Lebanon at greater
risk. Noting his concern for the lives of those carrying out the
operation (both U.S. and foreign), he directed that the Director
of Central Intelligence refrain from reporting the Finding to the
appropriate committees of the Congress until reasonably sure that
those involved would no longer be in jeopardy.

represento~iv • Arthe--sa P n 1L)•

t at, the USG would provide defensive weapons (TOWs) to Iran,
they would, in turn, provide same to the Afghan Mujahideen. The
U.S. side agreed to explore this possibility and, working with
the Israelis, established the following mechanism for transfer of
the weapons:

-- The Iranian intermediary (Ghorbanifar) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account.

-- The Israelis would transfer funds to a sterile U.S.-
controlled account in an overseas bank.

-- Using these funds, the CIA would covertly obtain materiel
authorized for transfer from U.S. military stocks and
transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran.

bsUing the procedures stipulated above, $3.7 million was deposited
in the CIA account in Geneva on February 11, 1916 and on
February 14, 1,000 TOws were transported to Israel for pre-position-
ing. These TOWs were transferred by CIA from 000 1U S. A
st c s i rton, Alabama) an%! trans r.! 5 through

using standard CIA-00!0C9q.stTiT
arrangements. Policy-level cooreSinatios for these arrangements
was effected by NBC (North) wlh DO0 (Armitage) and CIA (Clair
George). The TOWs were placed in a covert Israeli facility

TOP SECRETh
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On February 19-1, U.S. (N&C and CIAI Israeli and Iranian
officials met in Germany to discuss problems in arranging a
meeting among hgher-level Officials. t this meetingv th ,

Afteran c auhoriato

was received from Washington, the 0. * side aeIed to provide
1,000 TWS to Iran as a clear signal of U.S. Mincerty. This
-delivery was co nced on the morning of february I and
completed in tvo tranits t Tehran on rebruary 21. L4ans.-
portation from Israel to Iran was aboard a false flag Israeli
aircraft.

On February 24, U.S. (CIA and M) ot t"418 met 4ftain in
Frankfurt with the Israeli- and Iranian officials to discuss next
steps. At this meeting, the U.S. side urged that the Iranians
expedite a meeting a~tn htgher-leveL o ficiaLa -asboth sides.

On February 28, the Prime Mitis re of Israel wrote to President
Reagan 1Tab 8) urging continued efforts to achieve a strateq&c
breakthrough with Ira4,.h m& lnq considerat for the safety
of recently seised W . '.e

On March 7, U.S. (CIA and NSC) and Israeli representatives met
with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any
further progress was possible in arranging for a high-leveL
meeting vith U.S. and Iranian officials. Touring these mee rnqs,
the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation
in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi ML' Ltav
effectiveness.

The escalation of tensions with Libya, leading up to the April 14
strike, prevented further dialogue from taking place until the
Iranians urged the intermediary lhorbanifar) to accelerate the
effort in late April, 1906. At that point, the Iranian expatriate
advised us through the Israeli point-of-contact that the
leadership in Tehran was prepared to comence a secret dialogue

TOP SECRET"
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with the United States alonq the lines of our established goals.
We believe that the Iranians were stimulated to renew he contactb th__te_April 17 murder of hostages Peter Xl~bur

The Iranian expatriate to the SC and CIA officers, who met
with him in Kurope at the end of April, that the Iranians did not
wishka csed of any cul ablit n -Kilburns N eoth

On Kay 6, 7, 1966, U.S. and Israeli officers met in London with
the Iranian intermediary in which he urged that we take immediate
steps to arrange for a high-level U.S./tranian meeting in Tehran.
During the London meeting, the Iranian urged that we (U.S. and
Israel) take immediate steps to help with Iranian air defense.
He emphasized that the Iraq& Air force was increasingly effective
of late and that the Iranians were desperate to stop attacks on
population centers. The Israelis also used this opportunity to
privately ask the U.S. to replace the 508 TOWs which they had
sent to Iran in August, 1985. The IsraeLis were informed via
coded message on May 15 that the U.S. had agreed to the Iranian
request for limited anti-air defense equipment and to replenish
the 500 TOWs sent by Israel.

Based on assurances that we could at last meet face-to-face with
top-level Ir anian officials, on May 15, the President authorized
a secret mission to Tehran by former National Security Advisor
McFarlane, accompanied by a CIA annuitant, CIA communicators,
members of the NSC staff, and the Israeli and Iranian interlocu-
tors.

On May 16# the Iranians, through the Israelis provided S6.SM for
deposit in the CIA secure funding mechanism. The funds were used
to acquire 500 TOW missiles (for replenishing the TOWs Israel
shipped in September 1965) and acquiring HAWK missile
pa arts. This material was subsequently moved to

repackaged and shipped to Relly AFS for onward movement to
Israeon May 22. As in the February shipment, the CIA provided
loqistics support for the movement of this materiel to Israel.

In order to ensure operational security, the McFarlane trip was
made from Israel, coincident with the delivery of a pallet of

,___._,_,_ paV p for Iranian defensive weapons systems (HAWK spare

.
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electronic parts). At the S request of the Iranians,
alias foreign documentation S °° obtained from the CIA -0

was used. CIA also provide overt transportation support from
CONUS to Israel for the 14carlane party.. The group was
transported from Israel to Tehran aboard an Israel& Air force 707
with false flag markings.

in the course of the four-day (May 25-29) visit, lengthy meeting
were held with high-level Iranian officials, the first direct
contact between the two governments in over six years. Kr.
Mcrarlane and his team were able to establish the basis for a
continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives,
concerns, and intentions. The group was also able to assess
first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the
effect of the war which Iran clearly can no longer win. using
Presldentially approved Terms of Reference ITab ), which had
been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet officers,
Mcrarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the
hostages, but the continued detention of hostages by a Lebanese
group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.
During the visit. Kr. McFarlane made clear,

-- that we 0d-delogat.loR p. 0A o Agj ito expel us
from the KiddWa . 3V', -

-0 that we firmly opposed their use of terrorism,

that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to
reverse it;

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional
policies (i.e., Lebanone Nicaragua* etc.), but might also
find areas of comon interest i.e.. Afghanistan and the
Soviet threat to the Gulf) through dialogue.

During these meetings, both sides used the opportunity to detail
the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between
the two countries. In addition to the points noted above, Mr.
NcFarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian
involvemnt in the hostage issue. The Zanians objected to the
USO embargo on U.S. military supplies already paid for plus the
continued UIG blocking of Iranian assets in the U.S., even after
U.S. courts had ruled in their favor. During the course of these
meetings, the Iranian officials adpitted that they could not win
the war, but were in a dilema in Tehran over how to end the
conflict given the need to present an Iraniat. "victory" before it
could be.concluded. They emphasized that the original aggressor,
Saddam Husseain. must be removed from power in order fOr the war
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to end. me. mcrarlane concluded the visit by surarx:inq that
notwithstanding Iran&an Lnterest in carrying on with the dialogue,
we could not proceed with further discussions in light of their
unwillingness to exert the full weLght of their influence to
cause the release of the WeStefn hostages in Lebanon.

On June 10, Majlia Speaker Rafsan)ani, in a speech in Tehran made
guarded reference to Zranian interest in improved relations with
the U.S. On July 26, rather Lawrence Jenco was released in the
bakka Valley and found his way to a Syrian military checkpoint.

On August 3. the remaining three pallets less than % planSload)
of electronic parts for Iranian anti-aircraft defenses (NAWI
missile sub-components) arrived in Tehran. As In all flights
to/fromt ran this delivery was& ade with ___Israeli A rFqrce
aircraft (707) using false flag sarki s. siinq ot. the dblivery
was based on codrdination among U.S. Israeli and Iranian
officials .

In early August 1966, the contact with the Iranian expatri te
began to focus exclusively on the waLingness of the USO to
provide military assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and
we sought to establish different channels of comunLcation which
would lead us more directly to pragmatic and moderate elements in
the Iranian hieracachy. In mid-August, a private American
citizen (NGMN Richard Secord, USAF (Ret.I) acting within the
purview ofI o Act Li nding, mdo c ct in
Europe with a relative of a
senior Irani T@anjanOT With tho stance of the
CIA, this Iranian i as brought covertly to Washington for
detailed discuss Judged this effort to be useful in
establishing contact vith a close confidant of the man judged to
be the most influential ad pragmatic political figure in Iran
(Rafsanjani). These discussions reaffirmed the basic objectives
of the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with ?ehran. We also
provided assesments 4esined to discourage an Iranian offensive
and contribute to an Iran ian decision to negotiate an end to the
war. The assessments also detailed the Soviet threat to Iran.

Through Agust. September, and October 1946t numerous additional
meetings were held in urope between U.S. representatives and the
new Iranian contacts. During the October 26. 1i66 meeting in
Frankfurt, Germany, the U.S. side, as in the past, insisted that
the release the host was a pre-requisite to any progress.
The Iranians urged th t we take a more active role
in suI-,.ort fhj ani esistan

75-937-0 - 88 - 20

N
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The Iranian$ also proffered, and the U.S. accepted, the offer of
a Soviet T-72 t mnk n ° The Iranianh have also
offered to provide acopy the page intarteAtNAton of Beirut
station Chief WLIlam uckley. At this meeting heated that
there was a 'very good chance that another Amoran or two would
be freed soon.* On October 29, with U.S. acquiscence, Israel
provided Iran with an additional increment of defensive weapons
(500 TOW missiles).

Late on October 31,0called the U.S. citizen
(8akim) tasked to maintain contact and advised t Ia had
exercised its influence with the Lebanese' in oer obtain
the release of A wricaA -- D4vWJacobsen -- an a nrtan
number of Trench hostages. Ne t f.rt l.xm- at -* I be
part of the p'.wloee of the ZranA." tW e_
Syria an e&twe tbcams awo f r,
stated that the situation in Tehrana ins
over W ohdeet

0 v s iesn was to hil Cartogt near old

Americanwbasly cOupound In Welt Ikrut-. WeU..aftbal I n
East lerut im edately dispatched &% embassy oMer oto
leirut to pick up Mr. Jacobsen.

it is now apparent that persistent U.S. efforts to establish
contact with Iran and subsequent public speculation regarding
these contacts have probably exacerbated the power struggle in
Iran between pragmatic elements (led by Rafsanjani) and nore
radical factions (under the overall sponsorship of Ayatollah
ontaleri). In late October. radical supporters (of Nontaxeri)

revealed the (PRafttamniL oontact withhe Ufa and the terms of

the contact. n order to defend himself against charges o
colluding with %JUSG and to preserve a degree of 1titude for
both parties, Nallis Jeaker afstnajafli provided a purposely
distorted version ottJM Nay 1946 Iarlane mission In his

November 4 a4ddres to the masses. Hoderate Iranian political
leaders apparently now feel constrained to settle their internal
political ,roblemsbefore proceeding with the U.S. relationship.
The revelations in Tehran regarding the Macrerlane mission are
demonstrable evidence of the Internal power struggle. The

October 1966 arrest of radical leader Mehdi Hashemi, a close

confident and son in-law of Ayatollah Nontesari, for acts of
terrorism and treason has caused further internal conflict.

PesolutLon of the Lebanon hostage situation is also complicated
by waning Iranian influence in Lebanon due in part to financial
constraints and the fact that the Libyans are expanding their

Nam.--
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On November 7, the day after a meeting with VW.-officals,
Iranian government authorities arrested six other individuals
involved in radical activities. Awnq the two wore senior
military officers and a Ma3lis deputy (Ahead Pashani), the
grandson of Ayatollah Kashani, a conspirator -4 the lt9 attempt
against the Shah.

Despite these internal difficultte a "atend&t-p%&1qLJoy it
the Western media, the Iranians continue to Martaiu eipbct
contact with the USG *ad met aai r 9-10%
with NSC and VIA rsiu'eon tatives.

the Wte orne NAPIrea contect

U
disclosures could ha-Ethea per
interests of the two countries.

- gi W 0 ULI1 60 4%dL 1 11V&

sonally and the lonqar-term

It is important to note that since the initiation of the USG
contact with Iran there has been no evidence of Icanian qovern-
ment complicity in acts of terrorism against the U.S. We do not
know who sealed the last three American hostages in Beirut
Messrs. Reed, Cicippio, and Tracy). The Islamic Jihad

Organization (JO) has d4Aclaimd resoonsibility -- as have our
Iranian interlocutors.

t eTpossible that hese irse
Americans were kidnapped at the direction of Iranian radicals

IOAADttm P,
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loyal to the now imprisoned Mehdi Hashemi. If so, this could be
an effort to undermine the nascent U.S.-Iranian strateqgc
dialogue and exacerbate- the internal Iranian power struggle
against the pragmatic faction with which we have been in contact.

Throughout this process, the USG has acted within the limits of
established policy and in compliance with all U.S. law. The
shipment of 2,001 U.S. TOWs and 235 KANX missile electronic spare
parts was undertaken within the provisions of a Covert Act,.
Finding.

During the course of this operation -- and before the U.S. was
cognisant of only three shipments from Israel to Iran.
Specifically

-- The Israelis acknowledged the Augrust 1915 shipment of 50
TOWs after it had taken place. Until we were advised by the
Israe =, and had the information subsequently confirmed by
Iranian authorities, we were unaware of the coMposition oC.
the shipment. We subsequently agreed to replace theseTOWs
in May of 1904. W V

-- The- vember l9L shipment-oo .I Z#rtell ljssiIes was
nw as authortsWexception to policy. ThU illpment was
retrieved in February 1966 as a consequdfce of U.S.
intervention. - -4

-- The October 1916 shipment of 500 TOWs from Israel to Iran
was undertaken with U.S. acquiescence. These TOWs were
replaced on November 7.

in support of this Finding and at the direction of the President.
the CIA provided the following operational assistance:

CIA communications officers and an annuitant to assist in
various phases of the operation.

Sterile overseasbank accounts for financial transactions.

A scure transhipment point for the dispatch of U.S.
military items from the U.S.

-- Transhipment of military items from thi U.S. to Israel.

-- Communications and intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the mcrarlane trip to Tehran in
may.

Trio ocrOCT
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Cleared meeting sites in Europe for meetings with lranxan
officials.

fabricated and alias docuNentation for U.S. and foreign
officials for meetings in Zurope and Tehran.

rhe weapons and materiel provided under this program were judqed
to be inadequate to alter either the balance of military power -r
the outcome of the war with Iraq. They have, however, demonstrated
the U.S. commitment to Iranian territorial integrity and served
to support those in Iran interested in opening a strategic
relationship with the U.S. U.S. efforts over the last 18 months
have had tangible results on Iranian policy,

The Rafsanjani/Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
0847 passengers (June 191S).

Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan Am 073 would not be
received in Iranian territory if it left Karachi.

-- The release of three American and at least two trench
hostages.

The initiation of an Iranian dialogue with their regional
neighbors.

-- Continued delay in the Iranian "final offensive.*

finally, it must also be noted that the U.S. arms embargo
notwithstanding# West ftropean nations have provided S500 million
a year in military equipment to Iran. Most of these transfers
were accomplished with government knowledq. and/or acquiescence.

All appropriate Cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout.
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our tranian contacts and the
potential consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia. finally, our efforts to achieve the release of the
hostages in Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot perform if they are revealed.

TflP SEcLR
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UNNU. WIUIA MMUI SYSTEM 

THE WHITE H4ouse 90784

WASI- NGTON

November 21, 1906

N
Meeting With Senior Presidential Advisors

2ATEs' November 24, 1956
LOCATION: Situation Room

TIhu: 2:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m.

rROMI

456','U

Jog" N. POINDOXTIR

I. pUPOSS

To review the situation in Iran and discuss how beat t0
reinvigorate our policy in the Middle Zast and Persian Gulf.

II. BACKGROUND

The disclosure of the Iran initiative has exacerbated the
leadership struggle in Tehran and damaged our influence in the
Middle tast and Persian Gulf. To assess the consequences of this
situation, and what we can do to restore our position, our
discussion-vill open with a detailed briefing on the internal
situation in Iran. George Cave, CIA's premier expert on Iran
(who accompanied Dud to Tehran and participated in other meetings
with the Iranians), will provide the group with an intelligence
briefing based on our most recent contacts. Cave will depart at
the conclusion of his presentation.

In the follow-up discussion, it is essential that we reach a
consensus on how to proceed in our efforts with Iran. Of even
greater significance is the need to marshal bureaucratic
resources -- notably the State Department -- to explain the

rationale for our initiative and to dispatch a special emissary
to key posts. The mission of the emissary (perhaps the Vice
President with Under Secretary Armacost) would be to explain not
only the strategic rationale for our action, but also to place
the initiative in the context of our broader regional objectives.
For instance, he must also address the peace process, U.S.

relations with Syria, and the Soviet role in the Middle East, in

addition to Iran. ne should probably visit Jordan, Iraq, Saudi

Arabia, Iypt. Pakistan and several Suropean countries. The
assignment of such a mission to State, to include participation
from VSC, Defense and CIA, might provide the catalyst necessary
to generate mach-needed bureaucratic activism. It would also

aepd & signal of governmental unity, overcoming a peretion in
the region that internal divisions have paralysed our abIlity to
act,.

sO

cc: Vice president

OADI

IolI
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III. PARTICIPANTS

The Vice President
Secretary of State Shultz
Secretary of Defense Weinberger
Attorney General Meese
Director Casey
Donald T. Regan
John M. Poindexter
Alton G. Keel
George Cave

N 45671

IV. PRESS PLAN

None.

V. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

George Cave briefing on the situation in Iran.

Discussion.

Prepared by:
Howard R. Teicher
Oliver L. North

SECRET OW Atd~
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me b ha a repoeIbilit for0etifteatiee of Coe*"0e st materiel tvanefers and It thatreepaoibility flls on the Ceqe wtor/reipie*t of the materiel.

MO' A Ou:, wi li

MOC DACUM.,P ,:xr: ,i.ar,,, -,,mm

ISC O'W 4p ' ; : n ' ; - ,V,:-' .: ..
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ExHIrr CWW-33

UVNC ED 83

SUJ3CT0 Question$ and Answers for the Record from secretary
of Defense Testimony Before the House Permanent
Select Committeo on Inteillignce. S December 1946 (8)

1. The Committee requests a copy of the Army Inspector Oeneral/
General Counsel report on their Investigation of the pricing of
TOW Lissiles transferred to the CIA.-

As (U) Upon completion of the report, a copy will be provided

to the Committee.

2. The Committee requests a copy of the Secretary of Defense
memorandum and marginal notes on the Draft ISDD of June 190S

As (U) These are provided at TAS A.

3. Was the bee TOW sold to any other country in the last
two or three years?

As (C) Yeo. From FY 1963 to T 1964, basic TOW was sold to

the following countries (quantities in parentheses). Japan

Kna Kra Morocco r -

and Thailan~d

.4. Did General 8ocord have any kind of Consultant contract,
or other relationship or poet with the Department of Defense
after his retirement?

As (U) Te. Vollowing his retirement on I May 1903. N r
Scord was approved as a cosultant appointee for the

Office of the Assistant crtary of Defense (International
Security Affairs)# specifically for the 0ear Sastern and

South Asian Aff&Lrs RegLon. ffoative 11 July 1903, M
Seo.d was autborised 130 days at a rate of $242.00 per
day,, but he d"d not serve any days in a pay status. On 11

July 1964, M oord was again awaroved as a Consultant

appointee and authorised 90 daye at a rat* of $242.00 per

day. but he did not serve any 6ays in a pay statue. lib
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secord'e appointment was terminated on 10 July 1965. On S

August 1945 NO recordd was appointed as a consultant without

copensation for up to ten days. This appointment was

terminated on 4 August 1986, and the Department has no

record of his having been on a duty status on this appointment,

with the following exception. On S August 1905# NO Secord

was appointed as a consultant, without ooupneation, to

the Special Operations Policy Advisory Group (SOPAG). His

term on the SOPAG expired effective 4 August IM4. During

this one-year term, NO Secord participated in one meeting

of the SOPAG, on 15 November 1965. He has not participated

since, and this is the last consulting activity in which

he participated, according to Department records. Pertinent

documentation is enclosed at TAB S.

S. Was General $*cord dropped from one of our cmittees for
failing to execute a fina wial statement?

As (U) M Seord served on the Special Operations Policy

Advisory Group (0PAG) frm Jauary 1964 to August 1964.

although he last participated in November 1965, NO Secord's

moerhip om te 9WA wa terLinated, effective 4 August

1906, based upon his ftelure to provide the Department

with fiminaAl -informtiom (a required in form Sf 195).

Amplifying information is closed at TAD C.

6. ave any in5 or other arm sales by the Department been
made to ay "agmts or middlemese as oppoeed directly to a
recipient f Austry?

As (U) No noS or other arm "Ie to foreign tries

have been sad by the Department through a private aient

UNCLASCRD
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or middleman. There is no legal authority to sell under

the Arms Iport Control Act to other than an eligible

foreign country, except for sales to U.S. contractors

under Section 30 of the Act for incorporation into end

iteme and subsequent export. The Departent has sold

iteme to other agencies of the federal government. in

accordance with the Economy Act.

7. Di4 any DoD intelligence personnel knov anything about
furnishing any intelligence to Iran vering such matters
as battle planes, results of gathering of the
Iran-Iraq front line# etc.? The Comtttee made reference
to a mewsage to Congressman Kastenmeier from the Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence, Kr. NKethon.)

As (TI/B No one in the Department, including the

Defense Intelligence Agency, knew of the furnishing of

U.S. Intelligence of any type to Iran until the question

was put to me In the IS December Cmmittee hearing.

Upon careful review of intelligence files pursuant to my

diretion, two pee of informatlon have been retrieved

3hcLab appear to be related 0
to this question. Ike first Itest isW D

U~me a00
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8. D i(ahave any relationshipwt anyone who wag selling arms to the Mntras during the tinewhen such sales wore prohibit?

As (8)~ reaw aware that a private group was

operating in support of the Nicaraguan Contra*, and (as
instructed by the U.S. Aba ssador d) monitored

its ac-ivities. On one occasion, upon instruction from the
U.S. A"asedor,) admonished the group to
improve itq behavior ' and on another occasion,
at the request of a group member (a pilot), he translated

into Spanish for E the

pilot's request for fuel.
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EXHort CWW-34

THE SECRETARY OF o[DrP 4U

WA4NGTON T.H[ DTMIT O cOSTUhWA

December 23, 1984 N 36548
6411

Honorable George P. Shults
Secretary of State
DepartAnt of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Georget

I attach a memorandum which I have sent to the White
Rouse, and about which I feel very strongly. I think the
memo discusses a very bad way to do very bad business. I
hope that we will soon have an NSPO to prevent what I see
ts substantial further damage that can come to the
Administration from a continuation of the same practices
that have caused so much of the trouble we are experiencing
now.

I think. it is particularly unfortunate that the State
Department's public statements are nov denying that we are
continuing contacts with the Iranian government through Third
Country representatives, which is true only in the most
technical sense of terms, and vhich I am afraid will cause
further adverse reactions when the truth is known.

Sincerely,

4CC2

UNOLAs8IFIED *-

k" \'I
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SYSTEM I
90114

WAVJOGTO. INC OtSTOICT OF €OLUMNA

2 90[C 1M

MIMORANDUN FOR THR ACTING ASSISTANT TO Tt PRESIDER? ?ON
NATIONAL SECURITY APPAIRS 4

When the President announced in late November or early
December that all further arms shipments to Iran had ceased,
and after it became apparent that the channels we were using
to discuss hostage release, and other matters with the Iranians
were, at the very least, ineffective, and, as is easily apparent
now, totally counterproductive, I had assumed that we were
finished with that entire Iranian episode and so testified to
Congressional Comeittees during last week. I was astounded,
therefore, to learn, on Friday, December 19, 1986, fter my
testimony, that United States "negotiators" were still meeting
with the same Iranians. I learned this not from our State
Department or from anyone in the American government, but by
the same route I learned initially of the origin s
w e Ial.,# that is to 1ayo

ired of 61 i U
MWC as to the meaning was finally yv sW
that we did indeed ha a nego atoit e ly, Mr. Raphael of
the State Departaent, and probably others, still negotiating
with the same elements in the Iraitian group. I was told that
we were no longer talking with them about selling then. arms
and I hope this " true, but I have no way of knowing if it
is true.

I must point out as strongly as I can that any attempt
to conduct major activities in the security field with the
deliberate exclusion of those who have some responsibility for
security cannot succeed in anything but adding to the troubles

-- we- already have. I would very much have appreciated an
opportunity to present to the President arguments as to why
we should not continue dealing with these channels in Iran.
Their total-unreliability and inability to produce anything
except public accusations against the United States makes the
entire procedure not only fruitless, but particularly dangerous
in view of today's Iranian problems.

I think the President was entitled to have the advice of
all of his security advisors, and I must strongly object that
the continuation of this practice of secrecy and attempts to
pclude various advisors whose advice it is apparently feared

by 8. %*, Wity t" oCn rut - r--, up 1 S35

,-CUMOMM we, S....
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may not support the agenda of the State Department, in this
case, or some other agenda in other cases, can only get us in
more and more difficulty, and serves the President very badly.
I therefore ask that there be a meeting of the National Security
Planning, Group so this matter can be discussed properly, an4
presented properly, to the President, and that our so-callpd
negotiators with the Iranian government, wherever they arei
be brought home and instructed not to take any further action
of any kind to meet with or discuss anything with Iranian
government officials unless and until there is a Presidential
decision growing out of an NSPG meeting to do so. And if there
is such a decision, I would ask that the Defense Department
and the NSC be kept fully informed and advised, and n uted
as to what is happening or about to happen. N 4  4 eS

I am sorry to be sq blunt about it, but it seems to me
incredibly wrong that the precise mechanisms of secrec- and
attempts to exclude advisors who, it is feared may have different
views, which helped cause so many of our present difficulties,
are apparently being pursued by the State Departsaent at this
time.

r have now learned, thanks to your forthcomingness with
me, and by reason of our investigations, that McFarlane had
actually offered the Iranians sensitive intelligence information,
passed by the U.S. as to Iraq, and that State plans another
meeting with the Iranians on December 27 in Genena. Z urgently
urge that no such meetings be permitted until we have had the
NSPG you very forthrightly offered.

I will urge, at that meeting that we tell all Iranians
in whatever channel or channels there may be that we will discuss
nothing with any of them until all American hostages are returned
unharmed. -The terms of reference you kindly showed me today
seem to me to be wholly inadequate.

cc: Don Regan

D m
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EXHIBIT CWW-35

41:,M.14A.4DUM !On 7!1K ': :

: re eived my copy of the attAcned memo from $ecOef
We0noerger to then-acting NatiOnal Security Adviser KeeL on
Oecemaoer 24. L964. I called Cap that day to tell him ,Z
reaction tO his memo. I told hi Nill 4sUmptions wore wrong
that I vas glad to Let Mim know what 0 gOinl on and if ne
wanted tS knoW the factt he ought to Cea firing off
intemperate 0emo8 aOout 9. Stat. DePartment and instead picK
ip t e pnone and calL me. Cap laid he would do that.

The State Department found out about continuing woe of a
channel to the Iranians after the fact. te is ironic that
others would accuse us of perpetuating a tactic We found
Outrageous. t specified for Cap some of t%e numerous OCcioons
when we tried to shut this don and When we found out after tried
"I that te Channel was Still being kept open.

A Week before John PoindeXter resigned We teied
decision on nora ara to Iran. we feund out

was6 communimcating direotL th:
rector CIAs I ve not been a party to th4ae contacts.

we found out the Iranians'had been maintaining direct
contact with eX-CIA officiaL George Cave ad Wanted to nave
another meeting. When we fOAnd o6t th meeting was to tate
place, we insisted on avinal one of our people there.
Charlie Ounbab, a Uarsi-speatinq foreign Service officer
joined Cave. We maw this meeting S an opportuRity to tell
the Iranians 1) Ve wouLd provide no doe arms, and ') this
channel Would no Lone9r be used by the JSG to convey policy
mssagos we werb there to Liston. Casey subsequently made
af end run to Oon Reysm wo veUt to the PFeident - 4 told
"SC direto Seel to Change the instruetions fo the
meeting and Keep the 66nel e"M bott fe policy and
intelligence emekanes. "e we teund this out. I Went
tack to the Preeldent ad got agreement that Mike Awraoet
would be in charge efl co"dinatimg or pILly on Iran,
including identifying and letting control of all the
various change l. re President 8aid he wanted to pursue
contacts With the Iranians but no dore arms would go to
them.

When the meeting took place, our representative Dunbar
found out that the Iranians didn't have the word that this
Channel, had changed, were operating on promises of arms and
trying to negotiate with is on the basis of a nine point
agenda which they cl;iiel nad been agreed upon.

*A .r Ounbar left rcan'jrt, Cave mot 4,tn is ICan
cgn:ac: the n~ext d6?: !o? 2 econd tile. Tne C:A contends
t: . "ie i; t.OOM p.~.:v .,. Pana4 req@uet., we didmot
i-j t',Or2 i t .. %:1 s socom, , d:" ,I d; # t were 'lot ;m-&o0.red ,m -.
advance it was to %.aK, P.*&ce. ' -. i
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j
4

Wash 1 lqt 3 d-, V, ri m: V, 0. 9f) LOC-ifft'Oe 9) 1:',l;. An"

was prse. !e 4 at :ne Aqency sa;d wore a!. 3f t:.e ;r.c.
:alZ S. Z.i: ,., e40* :-e Cave end of :. :1'Alq1. 'Ov:
tn*11# :V 'I{e sai ons~, tne :ranlIin eompnasi zed tn.&% tn . St;.
expe-:ed Arms to De deLt.ered and xpte$sed it5 1Ls$.,s.:s
over S:ae Zepar:uen, invoe.Oqtfen: :n C.40 Islue. S. ce S:f:.
•as 54 *e19 to $:IO t :..Aus".

FinaLly. on :.nuar Zg.
Cave Rampne

Io di i ate.I 4 #d :o CLose down tn*
Since there w4 1o Jse*!j;

~NCLA3t31PIED

op Qr#15 Z S
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ExmBrr CWW-36

N M34 vatt?. piitcm ibf ilipo SYSWI it
90012

W*aMN6AOO ?ke ITmC? Of COLs IA..

$ J" MS

IMON4.DUK FOR ASSISTANT T0 TN P.ID TFOR HATISICUR ITY AFFAltM

SU crCT U.S. Policy Toward Nicaragua (U)

(C) I believe it' urgent that we update our policy "
Nicaragua. Z particular, when Congress returnee we will have
to address the problem of funding for the Freedom fighters.

(I so far as I know# your four objectives for Nicaragua
(established by NIDO 124) are still fully valid$

genuine implementation of democracy

verified end to export of subversion

verified removal of Cubn/Soviet bloc personnel, and

verified reduction of Nicaraguan military forces to
regional parity.

(SM There seems to be no prospect of accomplishing these
objectives without improved assistance to the freedom
fighters. This calls for plannir to generate the requisite
Congressional &pproval. We may Wish to consider mixtures of
supports overt and Oooveng direct and indirect (through
third Z couhdrde-- lot sxail)Do iat'al. humanitarian. and
Military. Th%. .o01t Cbof a of Staff share my view that our
support for te resistame to the SandAinistas must continue
and also that ue most brig our political, diplomatic, And
oooAmic strength to bear.

(C) I eoead tt ym have an VU9P meeting schtleo,
so" aos s feasible in January to develop an updated approach
toward Vitragua, with particular focus effective p-
pro&*k to Congress. . efetv

oat chairman JC

-. 1,, I
°Al" °

I
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EXHrr CWW-37

Vc (Ifiilfl (if 3W)cceA
PA4 61 I"% " 1E

:mpg 6,@6I AfS-4E C04@o /s60 t

-t II4Till wII 24I
" of41P4- 1-486 .661 86000 &A"I PUAS 1141

PW ,-6&ASS _ . ii

POPAPA OPIALO J@Igg,6 a~mo

1 Cl.Qltll

FILE COPY
SIpEIAL HANnl tr.,

ICS. 138141 .ULQLGA1

Smoog,
4486

TM Mw L-o@omA mossAm wag oscu:vs sy Am
FROM 41811A.NA *OPMM ONt PGORANAY I.

I. "as"W. ?IXrt

SUSJGCC? "aP BUa PUTw fItAy sy C@141 MTK~A
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011.31 Amgss me ftWa pa @:66, opaf wm re amAiewsk

t wf"I AlAmoSI "S 0WAyS 3oPAost cowS re S@?WC Pon
0~SMS02OO W6 CAN ."WOO 04=01ph6Th6l t? WILd. A6,4

W P6 We011 re tmg OPwGR6A2@Ne PMOPIt W1 6
A" M94? 61mmubA ftpw loth& our a4lS Ago""S
we TWA? los INVN WAS To Pori oqwoPjg am .owAl
WSpAVIl"S gum"=S IN AMS ?MAT Alf04N kl
?"AN aOSLVN 9IH COWNYSOATSS. t
w":u6S rnm Sw ftw M&w" P$NOINS VEAMSPUR

~~~u~~L. I V TWkAr WC *Im. 6. WA"&

USSPINY :14 07" P#.ANS, ".Mg ASIR AN@ AGVtCg t: MUCH
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ExHmr CWW-38

mOUTING
To Nam ad Asot" 04 ~I'

'I-

AP9OVAL INPOWATION

COw~my (IMPAXE mg[9'Y
cowumupcU (miCo0 INDATION

OICPLY 1RtTUNN
OIJPAT04 IGP4ATUfR!

ItIMARKS ,
cc Oliver North 012 and 3)

James RadaLmaki (04)

N 7182

NSCIICS CONTROL NO. 420.21 5

COPYNO.-- OF "O

HANDLE VIA SYSTEM IV CHANNEL ONLY

NSC INTELLIGENCE
DOCUMENT

-- -
.4

'III

N

NS

N

N

N

N

Imvgc, weeti M.e Inesired

NATIONAL SECURITY iNFORMATION
U A h~w too Set',)om
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N 7183Nso admi ,culy Council

The White HousSem,

UNCLASSIFIED ,
sob Mtauw

JhKimmlt

NSC Swetnat

Situ"*"o oom

55Q4J MI TO

-p

-3-

"AS M$EN
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M Z.MOR ANDU.M uNfAl
NATIONAL SZCL RITY COUNCIL

SYSTED IV
NSC/ICS-400210

N 7184

March 5,. 1985

RMANDUN FOR ROZES? C. NCYAR"Ne.

FOM I OLIVER L. "OR?=

SUBJMI L

"' 1 ~l .r,

- ;.,o SS
C• uj :,

jAid to the Nicaraguan Resistance

Attached at Tab I is a memo from you to secretaries Shultz and
Weinberger, Director Casey, and Gongr.; Vessey asking for their
views on increased U.S. assistance! - / Your smeo is
cast as suggestion which derives irr &rLp to the region.

The real purpoqj of your 8emoJs to find a way by which we can
compensate thel " the extraordinary assistance they
are providing t6 the Nicar"j5h Lreedom fiqhterL, At Tab I are
end-user certificates which the . _. provided for the
purchase of nearly $S worth of anitijnS tot ielvered to the
PON. The@* nine documnts are a dirqo coDequence of the
informal liaison we )ave establihjAL.. land yowa.
meeting with he and_ he auniti nd eaons

identified in theme iocuents willie delivered in several
shipments (2 by aircraft and I by sea) starting or, ox about e
march 10, Its8 L. l shipments will be delivered be
receipted for: anr turned over to
TeN representbs'ves at. on
arrival. Adolfo is convinced, and I agree, that
have MI removed or withheld any equipment/munit7-oes from the rT4
delivijies vhich have occurred to date.
Dur"i one of the ueetingsi-n of gshioh a

process above yes arranged, ne of
presented a 'Wish lists of items whi h they desperately need in
order to prosecute their war against the COban-supportoed
guerrillas. A copy of the list is attached at Tab III. Zach of
the items identifid are in priority within foug principal
categories Aircraft* Ground Forces Equipment, Weapons and
unitions, end Pon-Tactical military Equipment.

Jp;QEY/8 TdV9%_ vrowmip- %,vvl Is 0 r ..
lug
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I I L01 ;El
. 2 N 7185

Your memo at Tab I does not refor to the arrangements vhich have
been made for supporting the resistance through it
does, however, urge that we take steps nov to Improve their
situation. Once we have approval for at least some of whatty
have asked for, ye can ensure that the right people in
understand that we are able to provide results fro the .r
cooperation on the resistance issue.

RZCONEWATION

That you sign and tranldit the memo at Tab I.

Approve Disapprove

Attachments
Tab I t rarlane ae € to Shultz/Weinberqer/Casey/Vessey
Tab It ~nd-User Certificates
Tab III rlitary Iquipment Requirements

-I
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a" 1E i SYSTEM IVUW4 M NSC/ICS-40021S
THE WHITE MOUSE A

N 7187
march 11. lSS S$WITXVX

MN8OIUMM FOR TIlE NONOIULE GIORGI P. SNULT$
The Secretary of Stat.

Tt NOWOUPASII CASPAR W. WEIE ROCt
The Secretary of Defeese

TN! WOMPALI WILLIAM J. CASSY
The Director of Central lntelliernce

GErWAL ion W. VmSIY, JR.
The Charuan, Joint Chief$ of Staff

SEJICli Assiatiui Progress toward Democragy (C)

During my briq) stop in- made ae - oR wrmade a .onvnc£A I case f
commilmaent tolemocracy. They also noted their critical need for
relatively eaill amounts of security assistance, economic aid,
and support for their strugglinq aqricultural sector. (C)

in rmnt wee'k , there appears to have been an increase in
guerrilla attacks and subversion. It is entirely lik jy that we,
will see more polariAirn activity of this kind as the( -

elections approach..Eniees ae Army has adequate support,
eertian eleentt( may use the guerilla action as a
reeoon to defer elections ec-to jsetify cou ter-productive,
erossigee measures. Unfortunately, the Congress only jrovided

in Tos5 IS= funde from the Adminitration'l%.
sec#rLty assistance request. While the rY-46 request for-

________ in security assistance provides hope for the future,
t woul- - tht w need to look for ways in vhich we can help
. w beta now aed tbeir electLons. (8)

tis t, therefore, requested that tLae take te lead W
derlopiag Lmaginative alternatives con be
pwwevid with *" 6i4d' to top"" 4%hiihc .mgrtyr sitwatie. we

(7 I ____________ fag well
"s aotAvlt1*s by ethe U.S. ageniies vhikch could Sav a Positive
effect on internal security conditions.I

Our goal in . o'.thi sboeld be to provide all possible
assistance t- progress toward democracy. (S)

'.,el P VI,: " ' of U.. 12356 Rort C.

SZNS IT IV
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N 7189

8/r,

1" do tb ro 4. 1,9 .

SMiores
EII¥GY RSOMURCE3 33IMATICIAL0 Msplo Ave. Es sViena, "a., 22180.

Soflores:

.os d.r gi.os a ustodel, pra sanif.stexles queo po' eL

to mat~t*ostanos extoM~oe.do c~uc.:: Z Z ::~ :
por ZZ MIL (10,000) rifles aat omiticost los cualel serLz

destiLndos par& usO e*xlusivo de. Ejrci:.o doe

no so'L roortal:s ni voclitcs a oro pait, s.o.

ci~o dest1.no fiscal.
-La

crtbirso atentasemto,

*) ,. i -:.

t • a , , , I t
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'I s

14 do febroro do 1,993.

SWforem:
&NUORG RESURCES INTWATIONAL
4.40 Maple Ave. East
Viona, Va.t 22180.

stores:

Nos dirigmos t. ust*,os, par& asni.estarles quo por ,j

t todlo eesaz8 extend ierdo "'"" .... : . D-'S::.:O 7::.

por DIEZ MIL (10,000) libras do explosive (C) - CA o .TN2

UA .ZL qUINW'U.S (1,50W) de4tonadores variados, los culles

eexLn dost sos par& uso oxcliivo do!. $jirc.e de.

my no o s A reexportados nt vendido$ a otro gil: -

@3 estin*t~4

gin otro pamrtlauia1 aprowecho la oportmni4da par& @uj

eribirme
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S N 7191

Viona Vs.,22180

t' k

C-o..:,CA::O:: 3E Dv.TIIc- O ?V,::,-

n/14 do febrero da 1,985.

S . 1ore 0 dENIRtOY RESOVRCES INTLRYATIOUCL
C.Maple ve. .ast

V Dea, a., 22180.

Sedtores =

;:as diri inos a ustedes, :pars, canifestarles qo~u por'eg-
to media eosazos exteand.e o 3TZ.?XCAC.'bO; Dv" D IS : v:;0 1":.

del material quo a cotiauacL6n so deallas e1 57IL seri des
Sinadot pa pa use eoulusiva, 4peo vorco i es p p O ae-

ri oexaortame n venido a oUr pis, s 1ea 1  e.*-
A. 150 eaesralladoras
3. 150 sorte.-os de 60=m. -€ompletos-.
C. 100 zort:eros ( e Sim. -€ompletos-.
D. '150 lanzagrantai M-79
E. -30 rustles sin retrocese de 57cm.

Sin otra' particular, aprovecho Is, oport uaidad par& sus-
crti-ae aatasoeee.
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N 7192

C¢.'-FZCACIO:! DZ.; : .::O Fl.::4.L

( 1 do febrero do'i,985.

Soloro e:
li GY RESOURCES I -;TUATIONAL
440 Maple Ave. East
Viona, Va., 22180.

Scores:

Nos dirigizos a usteles, a~ra a.'*estarl33 quo por is
to r.dio estazos *xto d!9ndo c.:~ . :,: :)zDsi::*o
del material quo a conzinuacift to dealla, el, c .al $art
dest inao pars, o exeluuivo del E3jrcito de( 7 ao
sort reexportado ni vendido a otro pas, sioddo-
el destiue final:

A. 10,000 r.anasdas .-79.
. .3,000 granadas do 60=.

C. -2,000 greada. do Siam.

Sin otro particular, a;rovecho la oportuni4al Tara a.
cribirme atentLzenvo.

UNCLASSIFIED
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febaor, 49 1,985.

Se1oreoo
EbOMEWY RE.SOURhCES IffEROAflZN&L
440 Maple Ave. East
Vieoa, Vs., 22180.

rot. disizoo a ustoede, pare, canlfestarles quo por 93-
to :edio *u:amoa exceed'. o c-.3.7:CAC:., D! D-ST r..
del cavei.al que a eoatinuacida so doallu *I cual,sori d"eJ
tinitlo ;are usoe xclusivo del. Zv~rcito d <_ ly AA. Se-
ri roexpertado n veado e a otro pais, sttad. #1 -
destino final 

.

A. 3,000 rradav RP4.4.
* .100 lawa paiadas RP-7.

Sin otro particular, aproveCb la oportuzida para sus-
criblzae atentameave.

UHCL&SSIfIED'
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cu::nCACoOo I t vo. ,Iv. "L

Sef~ores:
MOT sUROCZu nITZROATIONAL

A40 Maple Ave. East
Viena, va., 22180.

Scores:

Nos diriaom a ustedes, para aaif c starles que pot ejL

te medio estauos extne eAo Cz -:: ME DES? .:O z:; ,

par DOS ZJL (2,000) alnas antipersenalea y UV ML (',000)

ain" ati-tequo, l" culeo sorin destinades pars uso ox-

clusivo del gJdx'stto dS y no serin reoxportadas -

ni vendidas a otro pais, siedat (.el deostno final.

sin ot o particular, sproveocho la oportunidad p a s.l

IcN I UHISIE
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CUTI~:FICOAC'6cI DUTDL1fl0 7UIAL:

1 ' do Sobroro do-19985.

Uffores a
ErMBOY RZUICZS I MUrA710AL
4 0 lHapi Ave. ZaSt
Viense, V., 22180.

Wafre s:

Nos drLigzoa a usteoes, paz' niss, fest:ax'i quo por'ej

paz' TRE hiL (3,000) LlW RO ?S, quo vione destlnados pa-

ra uso oxa4uotvo del t4dclto d( no sorin roex-

portadoo ni vendldos s otaro pass, s eitodk 1 destL

so final.

51n oro part c' ar, ap-ovocho Is oporatuidsd par& a.

UNCLASSIFIED
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I$& do febrezo di 19965.

/

Seiore
EMMOT RESOURCES fLnMT.NAL

40 Maple Ave. Ea
Visas, V., 22160.
Stflorest

Nos drigltom a £ustces, pars caifestarios quo por'Os.

to cedio *ata.cs extendiendo C~ZA: DI 7: : XC ZJL
por DI= (10) luacobet es tireza-ate y Cfl"ICTA (50) al

lea tierra-aize, loo cusles vienez. 4easti1dos pars, uso eu:lo

siLvo del Ellr o d y '.no s.rLm reexportedo ni -.

vendtdoe a otro pais, 9ien4oI ""ei 1es'ino t1is.

Sin otro psrtlicular, aprovecho is, oportuzidad pars su
cibLze stgsetxaente.

UNCLASSIFIE o
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CL. :,7!TCACIO4 DE DJLIO TINIAL

)14 do febraood 95

Bdores DMGY O Tr C NATIONAL
440 Maple Ave. rs t
Viens, Vs., 22W0.

SeAcrost

I os d rigios a uastedel, part manifestarles quo por as*

to medlo east:os tend4endo C I.IACI, DS DXST£NO MIPLL

por GrnWCO iimrzs (5,00,000) do can-uchos Sall Amos ta1.k
bra ?.62c., ls ouseJs seriz destusdoo pazLs uso excluieivo

del rzjS6. to dq y no etLr reexportadoe ni vendi-

do@ a at:. pals, sionG( *I deutizo fl~l.

Sin otto Particular, a*iroYech~o Is cp:?-.L14ad para m;I

cribizue de ustedes. ateutamentse.

UNCLASSIFIED
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N 7195

The following military .qpipment arnjervi~ls have bqn
identified as the highest priority Inmy in
combatting the Comunist guserrillasF mTeyre lst: in sequence
of highest to lowest need within each category.

-0 NOw or refurbished helicopters and spare parts for existing
inventory.

MW Space parts for fixed wing car"o aircraft.

M.0 New or refurbished ground attack aircraft and spare parts
for existing inventory.

MM New trainer aircraft and reld spare parts.

Ground forces Zmimgnntt

-M Comwnications equipment, including secure voice systems.

M M Various vehicles fox troop and logistical transport.

-- Engineering equipment. including bulldozers, road-graderG,
a s ujrveyinstrlmants.

weapons and futnitionts

-G Light and medim n weapons, Including K-1l rifles, K-SO
machine guns, pistols (9 and .45 caliber), SIimi and Oi
nortars, and 9O= recoilless rifles.

-0 round for e maitices, includi g mortir, recoilless rifle,
and artillery rounds, assrtd IS sand explosives, stand
7.62 s S linked eamitiom, plus an grenades.

-O Aerial nations, includIng 200 and 500 pond bombs and 2.75
inch rocka vith appropriate warhead i xes.

itional ,* -Tactical Suflhies d 3 nsntI
-- Field hospital equipmet, general medical supplies, and

training for pazamdlas.

-- Tactical radars for use In detocting border: infiltration.

IMOMl Anl |reuru
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UNCLASSIFIED

ME1ORAUM FOR:

SUBJECT:

C 2710
IS March 1985

THE RECORD

Irek~fast with Secretary and Deputy
Secretary of Defense, IS March 190S
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UNCLAssiiLU
C 2711

7. Question of the support to the Contras came up. The Director
noted that we should have another meeting on it but following last eek's
meeting of the LSG we tended to be leaning towards non-lethal aid. I

described the assignment given to lotlev to develop different options
which could be packaged and t"en played against Senators Lugar and
Durenberger to see what combination of options in a single package might
be acceptable to Congress. But I noted at the meeting that there was no
agreement that we would be limited to non-lethal aid. The Director said
that McFarlane was to meet with Lugar and Durenb r r today. Inclosing
th retary stated that he had heard thdtW M

had earmarked $25 mill ion for the Co a In $ millionSnc rement,

nl N.ri Neffi r.n

cc DOI
DOO

.-IA/DDC I
EA/DC I
Exec. Sec.

Exec. Registry

4

Partially DecisSfied.1W N30J . a l
unddi pospo M*J=

by B. Ri 1 ir, MO WOt'a

UNCLASSIFIED I.. I

* 4'U'.-.
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SEC"T !WON. D.."; . .?-0 ' oS..

ACTION " " January 15, 1916

d.ZjORA, UM FOR JOHN M. PorNDEXT R

r oAt OLIVYR L. NORTH

SUBJECT r Meeting with General Jack Galvin, USSOUTCHOM

You are scheduled to meet with General Jack Calvin on Thursday,
January 16 from 1030-1100 a.m. General Calvin has some specific
recommendations on future plans for more effective support to the
Democratic Resistance Forces IDRPI in-Nicaragua. In this regard,
Elliott Abrahms advised today that Senator Dole is drafting a
bill which will provide overt military support for the Dk?. Be
reportedly has Senators Lugar, Dumpers, and Boren as co-sponsors
and Senator Sam Nunn is considering whether or not to "sign-on."

General Gornan was and is an active proponent of a greater role
for the Special Forces in trainIng/advising both the Salvadoran
military the DR.?. General Galvin shares this belief. Both
remain convinced that the CIA lacks the military expertise
necessary to adequately train and advise the DR.r in an appropriate
strategy or even the proper tactics. Their concern is not
unfounded. To this date, the CIA has been unable to produce a

coeetmilitary strategy, the tactics to support such a
strategy, or to adequately train the force to accomplish either.
Admittedly, some of the problem is because of our "on again-
off again* Congressional restrictions. But, no mall part of the
"roblem is a lack of expertise in the paramilitary side of the
CIA operations direcorate.

Finally, General Galvin has asked that you agree to periodic
(about e a""t to 8-

tino with a return Tuesday morning.

RZCOIKONDATIOW

%That you review the points above prior to your meeting.

SECRET Approve 
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WORKING PAPER
ACS - 1740/86-b
24 October 1986
copy 1 of I

C

K *A' ". . Th:-"

KDI34 FOR: The Record

FROM:

SUBJECT:

outlls George
Chtef, Arms Control intelligence Staff

Overview of OCI-SECOEF Breakfast, 24 October 1986

1. This memorandum provides an overview, which I estimate to be 100
percent accurate In scope and about 85 percent coelete on the most Import~nt
details, of today's breakfast betwee-t1 Casey and SCCDEF Weinberger. Deputy
Secretary Taft and I were the only otlr .attendees. The topics below are laid
out In what I believe to be the orda: 1&*Ich they cam up.(OUO)

I _~

r
p,3rtiaj~iy ec!assfW lgW w &^ L A

u n de r povfsou of EO. 12$%~
by .3. Rigor, $aWoMIaj JmYCourdJ

UNCLASSIrnI
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UNCLASSIFIED C 3737

21. e Rricu, the DCI said that Secretary Abrams had
reported that were 'holding us up.* Secretarj Taft said that it
WASOW Ueame o T ory,: tU (i.e., gear.-the F-S) and faster. And the US
was olog exactly that. (S/NF)

.3
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UNCLASSIFIED
Ce antre h e t c. Aq ..

-"'10 .L 0MIr Vt , P 323 October 1986

NOTE FOR: DC1

SUlTIT: Stutp/Hamilton Ltter, 15 Oct 86

We have been informed chat Secretary
Weinberger vants to talk about the Stump/
Hamilton letter of 15 October. I understand
that General Heinz briefed you on this in
your veckly with him this afternoon.

Attachment

-, ,-~c4
~

,ner rvi~icd of F.. IO M
by 3. Reger, liola" *urdty. Ceut

I *~
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23 October L986

MMLOAU PORtI Ilr t of C*tral atelligsfce

SMiJl areakfat itch Secretary Vutaberger
24 October, at 0745 (Tb featagoo)

md Deputy Secretar7 Taft,

0

~rnc1c

o.nde; ,rlvI:iOS of E.O. 12k5G
ty 3. Re r, .'.Wr_ a ,urdty Court..f
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EXHIrr CWW-48

ODEPARTMIENT Of THE ARMY
OFi I[ OF Ima "IFIPCOo aghtn Al.

WAlMIOTON 0 C 80310-i7O0

DAIC-O '; ,

SUBJECT: Final Report of Investigation Into the Facts and
Circumstances Surrounding the Sale and/or Transfer of
Missiles, Spare Parts, arid Other Related Equipment to
Selected Middle Eastern Countries (U)

Secretary of the Army
Headquarters, Department of the Army
Washington, D.C. 20310

I. (U) AUTHORITY

1. (U) Pursuant to the Secretary oi tie Army's (SA) directive
of 26 November 1986, this investigation was conducted from 28
November 1946 through 30 January 1987 by COLe Ned W. Bkcheldor
and James 0. Morton, LTCs Richard L. Whitenton, Robert F.
Trotter, and Thomas R. Prickett, MAJ Isaac grown and Ms. Sandra
0. Sieber, United States Army Inspector Ge.eral Agency (USAIGA).
(Exhibit A)

THIS DOCUXiNw CONTAINS CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY PROPRIETARY
INORIATION. THIS INOIRATIOK IS KARlUD ORCON 1K THE
CMS8IFICATIOM PORTION HAMISS. SPECIAL HANDLING OF THIS
DOCVXT IS REQUIRU. ACCS TO IN7ORXATION XA3UD ORCON IN THIS
DOCUMENT IS LIMITED TO T1O6 IDIVZDUAA APPROVED BY TH2
SICRZTARY OF DZYES3. SAND CAMY DURING ROUTING. MORALL
ADNIXISTRATIVE CAIEIZ SNAIL WT 52 USED.

TIM MAKES LISTED L, W MICK AR YOU IN THE BASIC REPORT
Alto/Olt M]I3ITS TO P OUVRT, ARM CLASSIC IZD SECRET WEN
ASSOCIATED 0 VI CIA.
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I1. (S) XATTIRS IWVSTIOAT1D

s. (s) The irves.tgati' addressed 10 questions:

a. (8) @ What vms the nature and extent of the
Army's participation in the transfer., of TOW missiles and KAWK
ground support equipment repair parts to the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA)?

b. (U) Issue #2: Did provisions of Army Regulation (AR)
37-60 on determining the price of items to be Sold to another
government agency under the Iconomy Act comply with the law?

c. (S) Issue 03: What price should the Army have charged
the CIA for the TOW missiles?

d. (S) Issue 04: Why was the CIA charged an incorrect
price for the TOW missiles?

e. (2) Issue #5: To what extent wore external pressures a
factor in charging the CIA an incorrect price?

f. (S) Issue 06: Is it legal for the Army to present the
CIA an amended bill or the TOW missiles?

q. (U) Issue 7: Why did the Army provide such an odd
number of TOW missiles?

h. (S) Issue WOi Did the sale of HAWX ground support
equipment repair parts to the CIA reduce the readiness of U.S.
Army air defense forces?

i. (S) f js 9t is it possible to upgrade a KAWX missile
system using the repair parts sold to the CIA?

J. (U)Jseus r10a Did the Army charge the correct price
for the MANX qr(urA support equipment repair parts?

11. (8) "

3. (8) Guidance. On 20 November 1986, LTG Henry Doctor, Jr.#
The Inspactor-General (T),# was called to the office of the
Ronorab e JamesIt. Ambrose, Under Secretary of the AMy
(UloftA), to receive a requirement to investigate the Aryy's
participation in the shipment of arms to Iran. Discussion
centered on the transfer of 2,008 TOW anti-tank missiles and
several hundred HAWX ground support equipment repair parts from

S *fCM IL AO S IU
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Army stocks to the CIA. The primary requirements were to
determine the details of Army participation and the basis for
financial charges to the CIA. These issues are addressed inSection IV, along with other issues raised in that initial
session and developed during the inv.estigation.

4. (S) lethodoloqy

a. (U) This investigation has been the highest priority
activity in the USAIOA. Activities included contacts with 95
individuals at nine locations the taking of sworn, recorded
testimony from 27 persons and review of the few documents that
could be obtained. The investigators relied principally on the
evorn, recorded testimony of key players.

b. (U) The investigation was limited in scope. It did notinclude examination of such highly publicized matters as the
manner in which funds to pay for the missiles and repair parts
were obtained, the disposition of any proceeds from the sale of
missiles and repair parts to other countries, and the total
involvement o enior government officials outside the Department
of Army (DA). Most witnesses were members of Army organizations
and activities. SOme swo-,*n testimony was taken from non-Army
officials, but that was done to help establish the actions of
Army officials, and not for the purpose of examining the
involvement of other government activities and employees.

.e(5) The Army established a detailed procedure to augment
th described in paragraph 15) in September
1904 to prove suppoM to the CIA and other selected agencies.Because the req'ireaents for TOW missiles and HAWK ground support
equipment repair parts were considered exceptionally sensitive,
most Army officials made no written record of their activities.
Because records were sketchy and many witnesses understandably
lacked a complete memory of events that transpired about a yearaqo, some conflicts regarding events and dates could not be
resolved.

d. (8) Sources have mentioned existing documents that maybe relevant to this investigation but to which the investigators
Were denied access. specifically

(1) (S) An internal CIA investigation reportedly-addressed CIA interface with the Armya The CIA report allegedly
mentions several AMy officials, including one who was said tohave received guidance direatly from LTC Oliver North, then on
the National Security Council (NIC) staff. This investigation
produced no evidence that any member of an AM organization
received any guidance directly from anyone in the NSiC.

Z.4__
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(3) (5) The investigators were told the federal Bureau
of investigation (FBI) ay have NBC notes or other documents
concerning guidance from LTC North to CIA and/or Army officials
on TOW misile prices. This investigation produced no evidence
that any NIC official discussed TOW missile prices with any
member of an Army organization.

(3) (U) The investigators have also been told the MSC
prepared a chronology that is relevant to the investigation. The
investigators learned nothing of the substance of that
chronology.

e. (U) The fact that this investigation was conducted as
expeditiously as possible, concurrent with other independent and
sensitive reviews (i.e., President's Special Review Board,
independent Counsel, Congressional Select Committees, FBI, CIA,
General Accounting Office, Army Audit Agency) raises the
possibility that at some future date, some person or activity
will reveal information pertinent to this investigation that is
not addressed in this report or that conflicts with this report.
Additionally,. there say be other documentation or evidence
currently available of which the investigators are unaware that
could have changed the conclusions in this report.

f. (U) The investigators gave periodic status reports to
the Honorable John 0. Karsh, Jr., Secretary of the Army (SA), the
USofA, and GEN John A. Wickham, Jr., Chief of Staff, Army (CSA).
As the investigation neared conclusion, briefings and documents
were also given to the Honorable Caspar W. Weinberger, Secretary
of Defense (SECDEF). The most significant was a 23 January 1967
summary report, which was based on a draft of this report. The
substance of that document has been incorporated into this
report. The summary report and other documents used to provide
information to SICOIF are at Exhibits Al through AL.

IV. (s) CONSIDERATION Of THS ISSUES

S. (8) reuejlt What was the nature and extent of the Army's
participation in the transfer of TOW missiles and HAWK ground
support equipment repair parts to the CIA?

a. (8) Summary and analysis of the TOW missile chronology.

(1) (9) Discussiont

(a) (s) The Army was involved in the transfer of TOW
missiles to the CIA by providing that agency with price and
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availability information, converting improved TOWS (ITOWs) to
basic TOWs to meet the CIA's requirements for basic TOWs,
shipping 2,008 TOW missiles to a location where they could be

--picked up by the CIA, and billing the CIA for the goods and
services delivered. Details of Army involvement in this project,
which the Army called Project SNOWBALL, are in the chronology at
Exhibit P. The following paragraphs present a summary.

(b) (S) Nvidence collected during this investigation
showed the Army first became involved in the transfer of TOW
missiles to the CIA on Saturday, 16 January 1966. (The CIA agent
who was the Agency's principal point of contact with
Xeadquarters, Department of Army (HQDA) testified that he
contacted LTG (then MG) Vincent X. _RuAUs, the Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics (ADCSLOG), on Friday, 17 January
1966, but this date was refuted by the agent's supervisor and LTG
Russo, and all other evidence pointed to 16 January.) On 18
January, LTG Colin L. Powell, then a MG serving as Senior
Military Assistant to Ii1-CDEF, gave GEM Maxwell R. TAL.Man,
the Vice Chief of Staff, Army (VCSA), a warning order to be
prepared to deliver approximately 4,000 basic TOW missiles to the
CIA. The first shipment was to be for 1,000 missiles, with 3,000
more to follow. LTG Powell told thf VCSA the project was to be
closely held, and to expect "6 to 12 to 36 .-urs" notice before
the first delivery. Based on this guidance, the VCSA personally
contacted LTG Benjamin F. Register, jr., the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Loqistics (DCSL6G), that same day. Later that day,
upon return o the CSA, the VCSA informed the CSA of the tasking.
The VCSA also told LTG Powell he had "turned on the !yl~ch," and
had th prepare a
memorandum or record) (Zxhibits B-1, pp 2-31 M, pp 3-6;
B-3, pp 2-31 3-4, p 1: B-26, pp 6-11: 3-27, pp 2-5, 10, 13, 14,
16; B-32, pp 2-6; 3-331 3-34, pp 4,6; AL)

(c) (S) Upon receipt of the requirement from the
VCSA, LTG Register tasked MAY Christopher Sim_4p_ ODCSLOG's
classified program manager, and Mr. John 1. il, also in
ODCSLOG, ftO determine if the Army could support the requirement.
KXY aftqf =viewed the Army Master Data File (AMDF) and
determined the price of the basic TOW missile (model 3GM 71A,
national stock number (NSN) 1410-00-067-1521) was $3,169. He
relayed that information, and the requirement to be prepared to
ship l,000 basic TOWs on short notice to an unspecified customer,
to COL James a. CA--o1n, the Project Manager (PH), TOW, on 16
January 196. (Exhibits 9-4, p 1; 9-5, pp 3-5; B-9, pp 21-24; 5-
11, Vp S, 10, 13, 26 -2#, pp 6, 7, 29, 32, 35, 491 P3)

(d) (S) During the next week, there were many
discussions between representatives of the CIA and ODCSLOG, DA,

p!!CZJLACACUS IED, , A-
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and between ODCSLOG and the office of PM TOW. Requirements were
established for a total oX 4,508 missile.. At some point in the
discussions the requirement was modified to specify Condition
Code "A" (CCA) (serviceable without restrictions; missiles. The
CIA stated they did not specifically request CCA but they did
want serviceable missiles. The PM TOW determined that 4,508 CCA
basic TOWs were not available in depot stocks. When the CIA
would not accept ITOW or TOW 2 missiles to fill thtir
requirement, the PM TOW suggested, and ODCSLOG approved,
replacing the warheads on 2,500 ITOWs with basic TOW warheads
from a stock pile, creating 2,500 extended range basic TOW
missiles. (Exhibits B-7, p 13; B-9, pp 5, 22-24, 50; B-11, pp
10-11, 28; 8-12, pp 4, 5, 24, 25; 8-13, pp 8, 12; B-21,, p 6; B-
22, pp 3, 5; B-26, pp 21, 31: 3-27, pp 19, 23, 26; B-28, pp 68-
70, 74)

(e) (S) During this same period, there were many
discussions between the PM TOW and ODCSLOG and between ODCSLOG
and the CIA about the proper price for missiles. Issues two
through six address the various aspects of pricing the missiles.
(Exhibit B-34, pp 3, 4)

(f) (S) Based on a verbal request from the CIA, the
first shipment of 1,000 basic TOW missiles (with a missile
ordnance inhibitor circuit (MOIC) previously installed, model BGM
71A2, NSN 1410-01-139-1512) was taken from inventory at Anniston
Army Depot (ANAD) and moved to Redstone Arsenal on 29 January
1986. The missiles were prepared for air movestent from Redstone
Army Airfield, where they remained for 14 days while the CIA
coordinated onward movement. In the meantime, on 30 January
1986, ANAD was directed to prepare to exchange the warheads on
2,500 ITOWs. The exchange actually began on 3 4'ebruary 1986 and
was completed on 28 February 1966. This procedure converted
2,500 ITOWs (model BGM 71C, 1IN 1410-01-106-8514) into an equal
number of extended range basic TOWs (model BGM 71A1, NSH 1410-01-
007-2507). The converted missiles were stored at ANAD pending
shipping instructions. (Exhibits 3-21, pp 3,5; 3-28, 68-70; 0;
P-l, pp 6,71 P-5; P-6: P-l0; P-11i P-12)

(g) (2) On 13 February liii, the first shipment of
1,000 TOW missiles was signed for at Redstone Arsenal by MAJ
Limpson for HQDA and then by a CIA representative.. The missiles
were loaded on commercial trucks and departed Redsitone Arsenal.
(Exhibits B-12, pp 26, 27, 29; 93-13, pp 32, 37-38; If; P-l pp 7-
6)

(h) (6) On 16 Nay 1966, the CIA asked RQDA to prepare
an additional SOS missiles (identical to those in the first
shipment) for shipment by truck from Redstone Arsenal. On 19 May

-E
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196, the missiles departed Redstone on commercial trucks
provided by the CIA. (Exhibits B-1l, p 43; 8-13, pp 37, 38; P-
161 P-17; P-18)

(i) (S) The third, and last, shipment under Project
SNOWBALL occurred on 3 November 1966, after several conversations
between the CIA and HQDA and between HQDA and PM TOW to ensure
the shipment consisted of TOWs from the newest lots (see Issue 07
for an explanation on why lots were important). The 500 missiles
shipped were extended range (3750 meters) basic TOWs (model BGM
71A1) which came from the 2,500 reworked ITOWs. This left 2,000
reworked ITOWs in storage at ANAD. Again, the missiles left Army
control when they departed Redstone Arsenal on commercial trucks
provided by the CIA. (Exhibits 49I p43; 8-22, pp 11, 12; N;
O; P-l, p 12; P-19; P-20; P-21; P-22)

Mi) (S) Seventeen witnesses were qeried about the
knowledge they and others possessed on the destination of the TOW
missiles. No U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM) witnesses knew,
at that time, that the miieiles were being transferred to the
CIA. The evidence further indicated that no one then serving in
an Army organization or activity know the ultimate destination of
the missiles after they were transferred to the CIA. (LTG
Powell, an Army officer, knew the destination, but he was then
assigned to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)).
(Exhibits B-1, pp 2, 3; 1-2, p 7; B-3, p 4; 8-4; B-7, p 10; 8-8,
p 3; 3-9, pp 78, 79; B-10, p 5; B-ll, pp 43-46; B-12, p 39; B-13,
p 37; B-14; B-15, p 38; 8-16, p 27; 8-19; B-20; B-21, p 4)

(2) (S) Conclusions:

(a) (S) The Army was first alerted of a requirement
to transfer TOW missiles to the CIA on 18 January 1986.

(b) (8) The Army and especially MICOM (PM TOW) and
HQDA (ODCSLOG) were deeply involved in planning for and
transferring 2,006 TOW missiles to the CIA.

(c) (8) Available evidence showed no one at MICOM
knew the CIA was the recipient of the missiles.

(d) (3) Available evidence showed no one then in an
Army organization knew the ultimate destination of the missiles.

b. (S) Sumary and analysis of HAWK chronology.

(1) (S) Discussion:

I
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(a) (S) The Army was involved in the transfer of HAWK
ground support equipment repair parts to the CIA by providing
availability data, identifying substitutes when the requested
item was not available, consolidating all requested items at one
depot, contracting for transportation to deliver the parts from
that depot to a location designated by the CIA, and billing the
CIA for goods and services furnished. Details of Army
involvement in this project, which the Army called Project
CROCUS, are in the chronology at Exhibit R. The following
paragraphs present a summary.

(b) (5) Army involvement began on 9 April 1966, when
the Honorable William X. Taft, IV, Deputy Secretary of Defense,
advised the CSA of a requirement to provide 240 line items of
HAWK repair parts to the CIA. GEN Wickham subsequently tasked
LTG Russo to act as the Army point of contact with the Agency.
Still on 9 April 1986, LTG Russo established contact with a CIA
representative, who later (10 April) provided LTG Russo a list of
234 repair parts, in varying quantities required for support of
HAWK ground support equipment. (Exhibits R-2: R-3)

(c) (S) Over the next 20 days, •DCSLOG coordinated an
exhaustive search, involving numerous Army organizations, the
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and the United States Air Force
(UISA), to identify and find the 234 line item numbers (LIs),
which consisted of 146 HAWK peculiar lines, 11 lines that
ultimately could not be identified, and 77 common items. When
requested items appeared unavailable, the search was expanded to
determine if the requirement could be satisfied with either a
substitute item or the next higher assembly. During this period
there was constant interchange between ODCSLOG and the CIA, and
LTG Russo provided verbal updates to the VCSA and to the
Executive Officers to the CIA and SA. By 29 April, available
Army items were eonsolidated at Red River Army Depot (MRAD), and
on 30 April, the CIA was provided availability (in some cases,
the quantity available was less than requested; and price data
for 221 LINs (11 stock numbers provided could nc.t be identified
and 2 wee at sero balance). Ike CIA was given a total cost, to
include ok~ag, crating, handling and transportation charges, of
$4.4 m111m.J (Ihibits R-4, p 31 R-5; R-6, pp 1-21 S)

(d) (s) On 35 April 1986, the CIA advised ODCSLOG of
an additional requirement for two "pro phase 11 PIP (produCt
improvement program) configured" MAWK radar systems. Review by
ODCSLOGO, S Army Xateriel command (ANC) and NICON revealed that
the only assets in stock wire two AM/IP-46 high-power
illuinator radars, outing $3,068,600 each, purchased by the
Iranians before av4 OftXWDI-0hab eing hold at

-sFIczu. AcCua 3IRZD
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LetterkennY Army Depot pending disposition of Iranian claims.
This information was passed to the CIA, which was also advised,
on 13 May 1966, that the radars could not be treated as part of
the HAWK parts project and would have to be requested separately.
(Exhibits 3-6, p 41; R-l, p 31 W)

(e) (5) On 16 May 1986, th A crtifie
availability of funds in the amount o ffor the
purchase of the requested parts, less te radrs. On that day,

shied the parts which had been consolidated at RMAD to
NThe DLA was

reacted to ship the 11 items it managed. On Ma 6, the
CIA confirmed receipt of all items shipped to
(Exhibits R-6, p 4: R-6; R-9)

(f) (5) On 19 or 20 May 1986, the CIA requested two
post phase II (A /]PQ-57) HAWK radars, a newer version of the

Go and on 20 May, the CIA certified availability of
to test, inspect and service W -4 adar sets

pr ously identified. According to CIA, the

CIA requested the newer radars with 0-i intent of trad hq Israel
the two AN/MPQ-57 radars for two Israeli AN/MPQ-46 radars which
could then be shipped to Iran. The AN/MPQ-6 radars were checked
by Army personnel as requested. AMC also identified two AN/MPQ-
57 radars, in depot stocks, which were held pending further
instructions from HQDA. On. 29 May 1966 MICOM advised HQDA that
use of the Iranian owned ANMPQ-46 radars would have no impact on
Army programs but release of the AN/MPQ-57s would affect a
scheduled transfer of assets to the U.S. Marine Corps. (Exhibits
3-26, pp 70, 93; R-10i R-11; 3-23, pp 6-71 R-12i W)

(g) (8) On 2 June 1986, the CIA put the radar
transfer action on "hold", a status which continued until 30 July

1986. On that date, the CIA advised ODCSLOG the radars were
again a topic of discussion and a decision could be imminent.
ODCSLOG began inquiries into release procedures for the Iranian
assets (AN/lOP-46). On 4 August 1986, the Defense Security
Assistance Agency (DSAA) informed ODCSLOG that the Iranian assets
could not be released as title had been passed to Iran in
connection with Iran's $12 billion law suit against DOD. This
information was relayed to the CIA on 5 August 1986. (Ehibits
5-4p p 41-431 R-l)

(h) (8) During the 5 August 1966 exchange with the
CIA, ODCSLOG was asked to check the current status of KAWX repair
arts not available at the time of the original shipment. A few
tems were found, and on 19 August 1986, ODCSLOG directed
freezing of available assets. On 4 September 1986, the CIA

I I
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provided ODCSLOG a list of requirements for 30 LINs, including
added quantities Of items previously shipped and items requested
but not shipped. Some items on this list were also found and on
$ September 1966 ODCSL0O directed these assets be frozen pending
J er idance from H DA. a a 22 ptember 1966 lemorandum,

The Army General Counsel (AGC) @rated that concern on 10
Octoberg1986 and withheld concurrence in the 8 September 1986
ODCSLOG action memorandum on additional support of Project CROCUS
because there was insufficient information on the ultimate
purpose aj .insion of the items in question. On 22 October
1916 the sent the SA a memo recommending no further
release o after efor Project CROCUS until details of the
project were made available and a legal position established. On
24 October 1966, Mr. Marsh discussed the subject with Mr. Taft.
As a result of that meeting, the action was placed on hold and as
of 30 January 1987, the parts and radars were still being held by
the Army. (Exhibits R-l: R-71 R-131 R-14; R-1S: R-16)

(i) (U) The investigators asked twenty-five persons
(18 in informal discussions, seven in sworn testimony) about the
knowledge they and others possessed on the destination of the
HAWK repair parts. There was no evidence any military or
civilian member of any %roy organization knew the ultimate
destination of the repair parts. (Exhibits B-3, p 4; -7, p 10;
B-9, pp 78, 79; B-10, p 5; B-14; B-19; B-20; AM)

(2) (S) Conclusions:

(a) (S) The Army, with MICQM as the principal player
in execution and with ODCSLW, DA, providing guidance and
interface with the CIA, was heavily involved in the transfer of
HAWK ground support equipment repair parts to the CIA.

(b) (U) The DEA and USAF participated with ODCSLOG in
execution to the extent that some of the HAWXK ground support
equipment repair parts were supplied by their organizations.

(a) (U) Available evidence showed no one then in an
Army organization knew the ultimate destination of the repair
parts.

6. (U) issue a2 Did provisions of AR 37-60 on deteraining the
price of Iimiaito be sold to another government agency under the
Xconomy Act comply with the law?

a. (U) Discussion:

- SpCZAL ACCZES REQUIRD
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(1) (U) Economy Act/AR 37-60.

(a) (U) The Economy Act (31 USC Section 1535) stated
an agency could order goods or services from another agency if
four conditions were met: (1) amounts were available, (2) the
transaction was in the best Interest of the US Government, (_)
the agency to fill the order was able to provide or get the goods
or services by contract, and (4) ordered goods or services could
not be provided by contract as conveniently or cheaply by a
commercial enterprise. The Economy Act also said payment may be
made in advance or on delivery and "shall be for any part of the
estimated or actual cost as determined by the agency or unit
filling the order." The Act further provided that advance
payments shall be adjusted "on the basis of the actual cost of
goods or services provided." (Exhibit D)

(b) (U) AR 37-60, Pricing for Materiel and Services,
15 October 1985, said standard pricing would provide a basis for
reimbursement of Army appropriations and funds from all customers
except for Foreign Xilitary Sales (FMS) and Xilitary Assistance
Program (MAP). It further said items with a 1ISN were centrally
managed and their standard price was published in the AXOF.
(Exhibit C)

(c) (U) In a 2 January 1967 memo, the investigators
asked the Office of The Judge Advocate General (OTJAG) if AR 37-
60 complied with the Economy Act and if AR 37-60 should have been
used as a basis for deteriining the price of goods transferred to
another government agency or if a price based on actual cost
should have been used.

(d) (U) In its 7 January 1987 response, OTJAG said:
"The term 'actual cost' in the Economy Act refers to direct
historical or acquisition cost incurred by the Army in obtaining
supplies or equipment. It also includes indirect costs which are
significantly related to the furnishii:g of supplies or equipment
to another Federal agency and which are funded from currently
available appropriations (examples of such costs include
transportation, packaging, labeling, and handling). No statute
authorizes the Department of Defense (DOD) or DA to deviate from
fte Sconomy Act's actual cost reimbursement requirement.
Nevertheless, the Economy Act gave the DOD and DA considerable
latitude in determining the proper reimbursement for items
tresferred to other Federal agencies. Opinions of the
Comptroller General recognize that the term 'actual cost' has 'a
flexible meaning' and must reflect 'distinctions or differences
in the nature of the performing agency, and the purposes or goals
intended to be accomplished'.*

- mLL
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(4) (U) In its 7 January 1967 opinion, OTJAG also
said, "AR 37-60 prescribes a proper methodology for deternininq
the price of items transferred under the Economy Act." OTJAG
further said the standard pricing mechanisms prescribed in
AR 37-60 "represent a reasonable exercise of the discretion
afforded Federal agency heads by 31 USC Section 1535 (b)." TJAG
coordinated its response with the offices of the Army General
Counsel, Comptroller of the Army, and (by telephone) the General
Counsel, DOD. (Exhibits Eu F; AN)

(2) (U) DOD 7510.4/AR 37-60

(a) (U) DOD Instruction 7510.4, Uniform Policy for
Charging Accessorial and/or Administrative Costs Incident to
Issues, Sales, and Transfers of Materials, Supplies and
Equipment, 7 April 1967, said the standard rates set forth in the
instruction "shall be applicable" to sales and transfers of all
materials to other government departments, agencies or
instrumentalities. Actual costs could be charged only it unit
price exceeded $10,000. However, the 15 October 1986 version of
AR 31-60, in effect at the time of the first two shipments, said
"actual or estimated costs may be used when the supplying agency
decides that a fairer charge will result for items having a unit
value of less than $10,000." (Exhibits C; G)

(b) (U) By a 5 January 1987 memo, the investigators
asked OTJAG for the proper reconciliation of these conflicting
regulations, as related to accessorial and administrative costs.
On 14 January 1987, a reply was received from the Assistant COA
for Fiscal Policy, the proponent for AR 37-60, to whom the
question had been referred. The reply indicated the 28 July 1986
update of AR 37-60 eliminated the actual cost exception for items
under $10,000. This change was based on guidance from DOD that
the 15 October 19e5 version yas not in conformance with DOD!
7510.4; the Army should have required and should have been

.haLrqina 3.4 of materiel costs for accessorial costs on items
with a unt td'8Ot of loes than $10,000. (Exhibits Hi I)

b. (U) Conclusions:

(1) (U) Provisions of AR 37-60 on determining the
unit price of items to be sold to another government agency under
the Economy Act complied with the law.

(2) (U) That portion of AR 37-60 which permitted
charging actual costs, in lieu of standard rates, when unit value
was less than $10,000, conflicted with DODI 7510.4. COA

SC.ACCZS UQ D
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eliminated that conflict wken it published an update cf AR 37-60
o 28 July 1986.

7. (5) Ise#:What price should the Army have charged the
CIA for TOW msies?

a. (S) Disciasion:

(1) (5) the Army was tasked oa 16 January 1986 to be
prepared to provide 4,000 TOW missiles, on short notice, to the
CIA. Details of this tasking are at Issue 9l. (Exhibits B-l, p
3; B-2, p 3)

(2) (5), The tasking for "basic" TOWs was translated
in Army terms to mean BGX-71A TOW missiles. On the basis of
subsequent discussions with the CIA, MQDA modified the
requirement to specify Condition Code "A" (CCA) (serviceable
without restriction) missiles. Since all Army stocks of BGX-71As
were Condition Code "Y" (CC) (restricted - combat use only), the
next best way to meet the requirement was to provide BGM-71A2
missiles (a DGN-7A missile with a Xissile Ordnance Inhibitor
Circuit (MOIC) installed). owaver, Army stocks of BGM-7lA2s
(2,356 on hand) were not sufficient to satisfy the entire
requirement (4,508). .JSDA then decided to provide 2,008 BGM-
7lA2s from stock asid convert 2,500 BGX-71C (ITOW missiles) to
DGX-71AI by removing the ITOW warhead and replacing it with a
basic missile warhead. (IMhibits B-4; B-9, pp 21-24, 25-28, 46,
49-S0; B-13, pp 1:1-11,; 3-12, pp 4-5, 11, 24)

(3) (5) A prioe of $3,469 for the missiles was
established on or about 27 January 1986 by LTG Russo, ADCSLOG,
using the folloviY4 logie:

(a) (U) Amy Iftater Data Pile (AXDF) price for DGX-
71A a $3,169

(b) (U) Estimated cost of a NOIC and installation -
$300

(a) (U) Dsic missiles were all the same, regardless
of the increased range.

(d) (U) Replaement cots were not applicable mnder
tbe Doey Act. (xbit 5-6, p 6, 10-11)

(4) (f) 'Astmal coets in the amount of $30,691
($23,191 for the first two shipments, $7,100 !or the third) for
aooesorial expenAes associated with the shipments were charged
to the CIA. A detailed sumaay of the original charges for TOW
misiles is provide below.
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TOw MISSILE CHARGE MATRIX
(ORIGINAL CHARGES TO CIA)

BGM 71A2
MISSILES (1,506) (lot and 2d Shipment)

00nit Price 3,469
71A (3,1691
'oIc C300]

ANCILLARY COSTS
Transportation 4,583
Labor/Materials 9,901
Other (Security, TDY) 8,707

MISSILE MODIFICATION (from ITOW to basic TOW)

COSTS
$5,231,252

23,191

377,720

71A2 Missiles (SUBTOTAL)(1st and 2d Shipment) $5,632,1631

5GM 71A1
MISSILES (500) (3d Shipment) $1,734,500

Unit Price 3,469
71A r3.1691

MOIC
ANCILLARY COSTS

Transportation
Labor/Materials
Security

*C300]
7,500

3,383
3,960

157

71AI Missiles (SUBTOTAL) (3d Shipment)

TOTAL

NOTES:
1. (S) Amount paid to the Army by the CIA
1987.

2. (S) As.of 30 January 1987, the CIA had
the third shipment.

$1,742,0002

$7,374,163

as of 30 January

not paid the Army for

(5) (a) The investigation included an independent
price assessment by DAIG investigators, based on appropriate DOD
and DA regulations and input from the offices of the DOD and Army
G"eral Counsels, to either validate or correct the price the
Army charged the CIA. In this assessment, the investigators
found: (Exhibits I; Ji K; L; M)

(a) (U) Pricing procedures in AR 37-60 called for
extracting the itexs standard price from the AMDF and adding
ancillary charges, vhen appropriate, to arrive at the total cost

lealr - SCIL, L , RIQII4D
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of the items sold. The application of depot modifications to
items in inventory, as was done to 2,500 missiles, was to be
treated as a procurement cost, per paragraph 2-2q, AR 37-eo, and
added to the existing standard price to arrive at the revised
standard price. (Exhibit C)

(b) (U) Standard prices for materiel were Contained
in t'a AXDF, published monthly by the AMC Cataloq Data Activity
(CDA) based on input from ANC. ANC had overall responsibility
for determining AMDF prices, with the item manager at subordinate
commands responsible for price input to the ANDF. (Exhibit AN)

(c) (S) The basis for what the Army should have
charged the CIA was:

(1) (U) Construction of the unit price for the first and
second shipments of 1,508 missiles (SGX-71A2) should have been
based on the latest procurement/ANDF standard price of $3,169 for
the basic TOW (BGX-71A) and the cost of the HOIC plus
installation cost. The XOIC kits were procured from Huqhes
Aircraft under contract DAAH01-84-C-0940 at a unit cost of
$156.90, and ANAD installation/labor cost was $168 per missile,
thus establishing a "should have been charged" price of $3493.90.
A suuary of the corrected charges for the 1,506 missiles in the
first two shipments is provided below:

PRICE CONSTRUCTION

(GM 71A2 - lot and 2d SHIPMZNT - 1,508 XSLS)
January 19&6 AXDF Standard Price (BGX-71A) $3,169.001
MOIC Kit 156.90
Labor 168.00
Corected Standard Unit Price for 71A2 $3,493.90

(Exhibit AF)

(2) (S) To meet the CIA requirement, 2,500 ITOWs (BGM-71C)
were oditied by exchanging ITOW warheads for basic TOW warheads
from depot stocks at a depot cost of $377,619.23 or unit cost of
$151.05. The original varhead cost of $356.74 for the 500
missiles shipped vas computed by applying the veighted average,
as specified in AR 37-40, to three lots of warheads of various
quantities and prices. The same procedure as above vas used to
arrive at the current unit price of $206.74 for the basic TOW
varhead, vhich replaced the ITOW warhead. A stauary of the
corrected charge for the last 500 missiles transferred to the
CIA is provided below: (Exhibits C1 AT; AG)

•P C w : - "
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(36 71Al - 3rd SNInCDJT - 500 KSLS)

January 1986 NWDT ITW ftamderd Price corrected $8,d69.001/2
Labor Cost for Warhead Chane4 151.05
Basic TOW Warhead 208.74

-subtota1 8428.79
Credit for ITOW Warhead <358.74>

(remaed in ITON prod~eti6om) /
Corrected 71I1 Unit Pries $8070.0S

1 Price indicated is the most accurate po"sible at the time of
investigation and aso~ts for mathematical and obvious errors in
the methodology used. The pricing proe/d4tres, as reflected in
this report, are in accordance with AJR37-60. Due to the 9 sral
nature ead eamplexity of the regular" uad the lack of 3
im1emaltinq instructions at inte4diate levels of operation,
changes in the procedures may be rqu ired.

2 The January 1986 MdM price of $8,675 for a DGM-71C, N(S 110-
01-106-8514, was based upon input from the 16 July 1985 TOW PM
annual review forwarded to the TON Item Manager in the Missile
Loqistics Center (MLC) on 29 Auqust 1985. The figure traitemitted
to MW was extracted from the wronq line of the form used by PW
TO to oomute cost and included monrecurr.nq and unfunded costs
not authorized in coumatatiom of standard price. The figure
transmitted to KLC was $6,619, the total FXS sales price, and in
fact should have been $6,069, the base FYtS price. Before the 2
October 1965 submission to CD , the item manager added another 3%
surcharge not authorized by AR 37-60. (xibits L; AT; AO; AP;
AQ)

(3) (S) A illavy oests were computed lAW a provision
iLj AlR 37-60, dated 15 Oefober 1965, that allowed for the use of
actual peckinq, rating, sd handling (PCX) costs for items with
a unit price wnder $10,000. Uwver, that method was contrary to
ivdaee in DO Zanstrustion 7510.4 dated 7 April 1967. Based on

Mo0 ideawee, an dpate of AR 37-60, dated 28 July 1986,
elIinated te provisions for use of actual costs for PCX for
items uWr $10,000 each Desed on this DOD guidance and the
aeded version of AR 37-0, and with the support of OTJAG and
OCA qpinions, te investigators fovUn the CIA should have been

]aged 3.5t of the aZOee e0t for PM. (Ixhibits C; 0; I)

(4) (S) Moa CIA MW saryd $277,619.23 for labor
est. %o eaneu SOLW Zjae bo basis ?Mo. The individual
missile prie tat sbowid bve been Verd for the last 500
missiles lpek 0d includes $5,5323.65 of the total labor costs.
IM iaimqg $3o3ro.3S is still a valid **at to the CIA

!m'
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because all 2,500 missiles Vere converted in February 1986. Asummary of what the Army. ,A&YL*ay !Echargd the CIA is provided
below. (ExWf5brtiiP-14; 2-15)

COmmXCI TOW MISSuIE PRICE
1AW AR 37-60

Missile Hardware (1,508) (5GM 71A2)
(1st and 2d Shipments)
Packing, Crating and

Handling Costs for the 5GM 71A29

Missile Hardware (500) (BGM 71A1)
(3d Shipment)

Packing, Crating and
Handling Costs for BGM 7lAls

Modification Cost for Remaining 2,000 Missiles
Total
Total Shortfall

Notes: 1.

2.
3.

4.

$5,268,801.201

184,408.042

$4,035,025.003

141,225.872

$302.,095.38 4
$9,g31,555.49

<$,557,393.49)

(U) AMDF price of $3,169 for BGH-71A plus actual cost
of $324.90 for the MOIC kit and installation
cost.

(U) Represents 3.5% of 1he hardware cost.
(U) Based on a corrected GW 71A1 unit price of

$8070.05.
(U) Depot m)dification cost for 500 missiles included

in the missile hardware (500) price is
$75,523.85.

(5) (5) Conclusions:

(a) (U). Me Army should have charged $3,493.90 eachfor XZ mis e e (first and second shipment) and $8,070.05
each mftermwsiab 500 (third shipment).

(b) (VgtAncillary costs sould have been charged at
tA* rate of 3.li of hardware costs# to cmply with 0001 7510 .
The actual amount charged for ancillary costs was inconsistentwith DOD policy because provisions of AR 37-60 dated 15 October
1965 were contrary Ab DOD instruction 7510.4.

(c) (5) The CIA should have been charged $302,095.36to rooover the cost of modification to missiles moditied tosupport the requiremnt but not shipped.

xPzCIAL Ac8 z W3Z
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(d) (U) The PM 7W and )IZCo used incorrect
peoedures when developing the Army standard price, Published in
the ANDF, for ITM (3WM-7lC) missiles.

S. (8) Io~s 04: Why was the CIA charged an incorrect price
for the TMWTi~s

a. (S) Evidence:

(1) (S) GM1 Thurman described receiving the tasking to
provide TOW missiles from LTG Powell on 16 January 1906. G0K
Urman said be inquired of LTG Powell, "You're talking about

vanilla T'O*?* and LTG Powell responded, "Yeah. I'm talking
about vanilla TOW." 43W Thurman asked LTG Powell if he would
receive anything in writing on the mission (indicating he had no
written docaent at the time) but did not recall LTG Powell's
response. (Exhibit S-2, p 3)

(2) (S) LTG Pwll testified that throughout the fall
of 1961 interlocutors from outside DOD questioned his regarding
OW pries. ge contacted DMAA and was told the price of a TOW

missile wae $10-11,000. Se perceived an emeri ng idea o$
pevidi" TOW missiles to Iran. In reference to the sale of TOW
missile@ to the CIA, he said, *over the course of the fall and
th- after the decision was mae in January (1966) and after the
iniial trnsattion& took place, that price kept flo" tin back
and forth...' Me said it was a function of whether you priced it
out as an F3 contract, which was clearly not the right way to do
it." It wa 'always clear that we were using the Economy Act.
Mi so the price floated back and forth over pe riod of weeks

and moutbe for that matter, both before the decision and after
the doisioa.s It went "everywhere from $4,000 to $10,000. And
maybe eves a ta higher.* Cncerning his conversation with Vice
Admiral Jobs N. Peindexter, National Security Advisor, LTG Powell
ade, ever the ovurse of the fall and winter, we were talking
abult u MMlre floating from $10-11,000 down to 4 or 5
or 6 s . b the cost got below $4,000, he said, "I was
*dt ----- What it want that low because all the while we
h" ess l about something higher tran 7, 4, 9...." me
f nometE reported to his o a couple of occasions "there's
a WW to d tis a4n cost will come in lower.' e told LTG
f to woxer tMe east of the missiles and services and to

t he a &m m ' at out se dollar.0 Ne said he had -
esinevetioll 1 with Admiral Poindexter eud maybe LTC Worth about
pise but h.s only dissasion on price within the Amy were with
Las o. e kept %he Seeretary of Defense informed on the
status of UM fMesosI discussions with the CIA. There was
aftereet fres Airal Do e ad/or Le Nmo in what the

-~ ~-D-in2D
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prLe should be aid in getting the price lover but he never felt
pressure to get the price lower. LTG Powe11 said he believed LTG
rise was also receiving inquiries from the NSC or through the
CIA about getting the price lover. When the price came in at
zmmi the $4,000 point that vs what LTG Powell's NSC contacts

had said all along that it should have been. He assumed the NsC
had been pressing his to justify the higher estimate ($10,000)
because they had to explain it to the buyer. He knew of no money
that would be going anywhere but to the Treasury of the United
states. The context in which he wae answering questions and
giving guidance to LTG Russo had nothing to do with trying to get
the cost low in order to sake money available for some nefarious
purpose. His total mindset was that all the money, regardless of
the amount, would be paid to the Army and the buyer would pay
only for TOWs, not TO~s plus some additional amount of revenue
that would be used for another purpose. With respect to the
CIA's interaction with the Army regarding cost, LTO Powell
stated, "I was aware that General Russo was working with the CIA
to determine what the cost would be." He gave LTG Russo no
direction to keep the price down but N... as time progressed the
numbers kept floating back and forth every time I t&lo.ed to LTO
Russo and they were always floating downward." (Zxhibits B-l, pp
2-10, 14Y B:-2Vv pp 3-4)

(3) (S) Upon being told of the -.ssion, LTG Register
tasked KAJ Simpson to determine if the mission was supportable
and tasked Mr. John Hill, Loqistics Support Office, ODCSLOQ, to
provide the status of TOW.issiles, worldwide. LTG Register was
briefed by Hr. Hill concerning the 30 September 1965 status of
the basic TOW (71A), ITOW (71C), and TOW 2 (71D). He recalled
that conversation centered on the basic TOW (71A) but did not
recall if XAJ Simpson was in the room when Mzr. Hill provided the
information. On 30 or 21 January 1956, LTG Register passed
respnibility or the action to LTG Rue&

eqstar' s
subsequent o yemen-was 1 ted to receipt of periodic status
reports from LTG Russo. He was not involved in any pricing
discussions but had a general knowledge of the requirement for a
warhead change on the ITOW. It was his understanding that the
price to be charged for the missiles was the price of the basic
TO (71A) plus the cost of the MOIC modification. (Exhibit B-4,
pp 1-2)

(4) (U) Mr. Hill confirmed that he was called to theoffice one Saturday by LTG Register, who wanted to know where TOW
missile assets were located, by type and condition code. He did
not remember specifically when he was called in other than that
it was in the January to March time frame. Using the 30

Soar=t- SPfCZAC Acc/S RZQUIPZD
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September 1985 Missile Distribution Plan (MIoP), he told LTG
Reqisteir where TOW missile assets were, worldwide, and condition
codes he was aware of. He said LTG Register wrote down
approximately four major locations where the Army had Tows
stored, recording it by missile type,.*NSN, and model number. He
did not recall a price discussion. (Exhibit B-S, pp 3, 5-6)

(5) (5) LTG Russo testified that he believed his
initial involvement was Monday of the first week (20 January
1966) and that M A Simpson told him the price of the BGX-71A
missile was $3,169. He knew of no exploratory actions on TOW
missile pricing or availability before the Army's initial
involvement oo Janus 196. He r ormeetings wit CA

prior to 20 January 1 He reca meetng wV
during the week of 20 January 196 and discussing the
merkings from the TOW boxes, the type of aircraft to be used, how
meny missiles would fit on a pallet, etc. He said he did not
deal in terms. of Condition Code "A" or "N" until "about two weeks
ago" (approximately 1 December 1966). However, he was told by
MJ Simpson that a safety related modification to the basic TOW
was required. The modification was the addition of the MOIC,
which MA Simpson told his would cost $300. In recall testimony,
LTG Russo said he did not know the addition of the MOIC converted
the 71A model to a 71A2 model, and if previous testimony
indicated differently, it was incorrect. Aso, he did not know
there was a price difference, except for the $300 cost of the
modification. He said LTG Powell gave him no specific guidance
on missile pricing but did tell him, "make sure that the Army
doesn't get screwed in the process.* LTG Russo added, "I was
torn on one end, don't screw the Army, on tha other hand, Economy
kat says actual costs. I couldn't find the difference between
these three basic missiles that we were transferring and so ahk --
I's back to that same point." He told MAY Simpson to impress
upon everyon, to collect the costs associated with the missile.
L Russo said he recalled only one telephone conversation with
I= Peter a. Suarftes, then a NO in command of MICOM, concerning
this transaction. He said LTG Mazule talked about a
usignificant price difference." He further discussed their
emversation, saying that LTO lurbules "...alluded to the fact
"at the missile being provided was a more expensive missile, and
z bpt asking the question, 'Zs it or isn't it a basic TOW?' The
amw vwas, yes." He said whatever LTG Varbules was talking
e mt fell into that category of basic TOW. That's where he had
a ftwdamental block in communicating with LTG Durbules. He said
he did mot know if their conversation involved the ITOR missile.
" think--you know--had we gotten to the stock number level I
t"tah it Wld have been reasonable for me to have. somehow

i o
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challenged that more firmly with the folks, in terms of how we
got from thirty-four sixty-nine to eight thousand and change. I
didn't do that." He told LTG Burbules it just did not sake sense
having a basic TOW that cost $3,169, adding a XOIC !or $300, and
charging more than $3,469. LTG Russo added, ... .what we were
taking was some missiles that had already gone through that
process of the basic 71A, adding the $300 NOIC to it, and coming
up with this. And my judgement at that time was a 71A with a
MOIC applied. Now the fact that it is a 71A2 (he apparently
believed 72A2 was also a model number for a basic TOW), I really
didn't ascribe anything to it, and I frankly discounted the eight
thousand figure.* Me did not recall any TOW missile cost or
requirements discussions with LTG Powell prior to 15 January
1906. LTG Russo initially did not remember discussing any
variances in price with LTG Powell other than $3,169 and $3,469.
Ne subsequently recalled a conversation with LTG Powell during
which he may have told LTG Powell there was a more significant
price involved which could go as high as $6,000. Me said he may
also have related the MzCOi pricing concerns to LTG Powell but
told LTG Powell the price should stay at $3,169 or something like
that. LTG Russo did not recall having told LTG Powell, "There's
a way to do it for less money." LTQ Russo said his memory was a
little "fuzzy" on the conversations with LTG Powell but he
believed that during one of the conversations a working figure of
around $6,000 as a cost was brought into the conversation by LTG
Powell. LTG Russo added that he may have given the CIA an
estimated cost of $6,000 per missile, which would have included
all costs associated with the project, such as missile cost,
transportation, security, warhead change, etc. No did not recall
anyone from the CIA telling him the $6,000 price was too high,
and said..&atthat time he didn't know who LTC Worth was. Also, no
one told his "it the.-NWC was interested in getting the price
lower. In explaining the Price determination he said the Army
had a certain number of basis TOW missilesyith an AMDF price of
$3,169 to which a NOIC had been added for $30ba6akinq the price
$3,469. Ne said, "I knew $3,169. I kn ew $300 for the MOIC which
made it $3,469 and I don't ever remember another number after-'----
that." Ne referred to thM &onoay Act, AR 37-60 (table 3-1), and
W ecauas ense to arrive at a price of $3,469. "Wow, if the

reorids reflect I was tthat mistake." On 20 or 21
January 1916 he advised (CIA) the price was 69
Oa c, so later the Sue o up and he advised

he price would be $3,469. The Army told the CI*AZat
0 pr cee would be, not the other way arowd. There was no

haggling and the CIA did not ask his if he could fiLM a way to
get the price to a lower level. e said the Army gave then a
prise and that was acceptable to the CIA. Ne added that was when
he bli v . d said, "Wll, that kps us inside the 25

he Smze CL &CCM
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million window." He added tha Was not upset with
the $300 price increase for the 0Hebelieved the source of
funding to pay for the project was money appropriated by Congress
for the CIA. He had no contact with LTC Worth or other NSC
representatives and did not know the NBC was involved. (Exhibits
3-6, pp 5-7, 9-12, 20-21, 29-30; 9-7i pp 2-4, 9, 13, 16, 22, 27-
311 3-27, pp 2-3, 5-7, 10, 13, 15, 11, 21-24, 28-32, 34)

(6) (8) LTC Durbules testified that he was under the
impression the transfer was an MHS transaction with country "X".
He did not know at the time that there was one price for lns
transactions and a different price for Economy Act sales. He
said COL Lincoln, PM TOW, advised him that he believed the TOW
price "directed" by ODCSLOG was excessively low because the
replacement cost would be substantially higher. COL Lincoln did
not discuss with him a different missile stock number, condition
codes, or ANDF prices, nor did he mention that the requirement
had been elevated fromb.ac TOWs to 71A2 pisslles. He said, "I
wa told by COL Lincoln the eT@iituaYi3W general terms; Xhat we
ware selling a TOW missile priced at about $3,000 but that to
replace that missile, that perfectly good tank killer, by current
production missiles would be, you know, $5,OOO substantially
more than the old price. And I felt that we should charge the
replacement value. And that's what I told LTG Russo. LTG Russo
apparently decided otherwise. We were told by DA DCSL0G that
would be the price that we charge and in my mind that was a
Headquarters, Department of the Army decision and the matter was
closed." He did not advise LTG Russo that a modified ITOW would
still be a basic TOW. He did not know the missiles were being
transferred to the CIA. (Exhibit 5-e, pp 3-9, p 11, pp 17-18,
and p 21)

(7) (8) HA67 Simpson testified that his initial
knowledge of and involvement in the transaction was on Saturday,
18 January 1906, when he was called to the office to meet with
the DCSLOG. He did not discuss TOW missile pricing prior to that
time, even on an exploratory or "what-if" basis. LTG Register
told him approximately 4,000 basic TOWs were required right away
and his (IW gimpoon's) task was to determine if the mission
could be supported. NAT Simpson recalled being told by LTG
Register that either the CSA or VCSA had said a minimum number of
people were to be involved and minimal records were to be kept.
mr. John Hill gave him a stock number for the basic TOW misile
that Saturday norninq (18 January 1956). Having the stock
number, XAJ Simpson checked the January 1966 ANDY and determined
a price of $3,169. He passed the stock number to COL Lincoln and
by the end of the day COL Lincoln told him he could support the
a soion with the stock number t Simpson had provided him at a
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cost of $3,169 per missile. COL Lincoln caveatod his response by
saying that none of %is professionals were available at the
nmo to ver the information he provided). On 20 January
184,( (CIA) established the requirement that the
Miamsi- e- 17i dn edition Code "A". A Simpson was certain that
he passed the change in the requirement to COL Lincoln or his
Deputy, Mr. "orge Williams, "the minute I got it from the
agency." Subsequent'y, the price of $3,169 was determined to be
inaccurate because that price was for a missile which was not in
condition code "A". On 27 January 1986, Mr. Williams, Deputy PM
TOW, told MAJ Simpson that to put the missiles in condition code
"A", the installation of a MOIC was required. Mr. Williams
quoted a price of $300 to install the XOIC. MAJ Simpson and COL
Lincoln agreed that adding a MOIC to a basic TOW to bring it to
condition code "A" would raise the total price to $3,469. When
he was told of the need for a $300 'price increase, it was he, not
LTG Russo, who made the decision and advised the CIA Comptroller
that the new price was $3,469. There was never an argument from
the CIA that the price was too high. The Army advised the CIA of
tho price; the CIA confirmed the price: and there was no
bartering. After the CIA was told of the increase to a price of
$3,469, they were never given any other price. It was
subsequently determined that not enough MOIs were available to
make the conversion. The CIA was offered ::OW* instead, but
refused them. Mr. Williams suggested convertinq (downgrading)
ITOWs to complete the mission within the required time but added
that the ITOW was a more expensive missile and would cost the

IL customer more. MAJ Simpson said he would not tell the DCSLOG
more money waa required and that someone in the PM TOW office
would have to do so. He said it was easier for MICOM personnel
to explain why they had not provided correct information than it
was for him to do so. He added that he believed "they sure as
hell could have done it right the first tine." He speculated
that his comment was what led to the conversation between LTG
Russo and LTO urbulas. In 7 :e November 1946, MAJ Simpson net
with COL Lincolni they determined the $300 price for adding the
NOIC wes incorrect because it did not include a labor charge.
Concerning the price of the missiles, he said the only persons in
KICON or the P TOW Office that he dealt with were COL Lincoln,
his Deputy (Kr. George Williams), and Chris Leachman. He said he
did not discuss pricing of the basic missile with Mr. Leachman,
but did discuss the incremental cost of adding the KOiC. Mr.
Williams did not tell him that missiles with a MOIC had a.
different NBN and he did not know at the time that the AMDtF
listed a different stock number and price for a basic TOW with a
NOIC installed. Additionally, Kr. L*acnaan did not tell him
there was a different USY or a different ANDY price for a basic
TOW vith NOIC. XAJ Simpson added that he did not know the NSN
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for the basic TOW differed from the NSE for the basic TOW with
NOIC until around Thanksgiving, 1986. Additionally, he did not
know that Anniston Army Depot had been installing XOICs on basic
TOW* since 1981 or 1982. MAJ Simpson was asked about the DD Form
1345-1 he signed on 13 February 1986 for 1,000 BGM-'lA2 TOW
missiles, NEW 1410-01-139-1512, priced at $3,469 each. Me said
that while he was at Redstone Arsenal, Mr. Leachman gave him a
blank form (DO Form 1348-1) and asked him to fill it out. XAj
Simpson provided everything on the top line of the form except
the "Stock or Part Number." Explaining why he signed for
missiles of a type and with an NS other than what was requested,
MAJ Simpson said he had not taken his notebook with him and did
not have "the foggiest idea what stock number I was signing for
that morning." Ne said he signed the receipt at about 0130 or
0200 in the morning. He denied htvinq taken with him (from
Washington to Redstone Arsenal) a draft DD Form 1348-1. Prior to
the first delivery of missiles tc the CIA, COL Lincoln notified
MAY Simpson that the price was too low because the Army could not
replace TOW missiles with ITOWs or TOW 2a for the price being
charged. Ne thought COL Lincoln said the price should be
approximately $9,000. NAJ Simpson replied that the ANDF price
was the correct price to be charged for an item no longer in
production. In later testimony describing that conversation, he
said, "... we had already reviewed that s.ie and killed it with
the regulation." He reported COL Lincoln's call to LTG Russo,
who told him to get the lawyers involved because he (LTG Russo)
too thought the price was too low. At that time, or perhaps
sooner, LTG Russo told him he thought the price was about $6,000.
XAJ Simpson did not know where LTG Russo got that figure. He
said LTG Russo studied AR 37-60 and told him that it was a
terrible price ($3,469), but "we're fixed." He said that LTG
Russo felt like COL Lincoln did and wasn't happy with the
decision to charge $3,469. That was the last time he and LTG
Russo discussed TOW missile pricing. He said he never went back
to the CIA for more money. In late May 1966 (after completion of
the IT0W conversion), Mr. George Williams advised MAJ Simpson
that an error had been made and missiles which had been converted
(from 71C to 71A1) vers still in Condition Code "N". MAY Simpson
replied, *...well, does that affect, you know, we'd already had
our second mission and the third one was unscheduled, there was
mso fixed date anymore for the third one, just that it was going
to happen sometime in the year. And in my closing days, I said,
well, George, I said, you'll have to bring that issue up when
they get ready to do the third shipment, I said, because as far
as I's concerned, r said, I don't have any problem with you
charging more for that. I said that was something you didn't
know about and I said, to me, you know, we'vp asked then before
on a third shipment, that's a new, kind of a new project. And,
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but d I .there vasn't any fixed date or schedule, and in
"OW was getting ready to leave to go overseas at
a oe timaso he said, there may not even be a third

shipment, said that may be all that we've asked for." (IG NOTE:
During the conversion process, Anniston Army Depot queried the PM
TOW office as to which missiles to use and vere told by Mr. Los
Alkenberg that it didn't matter. As a result, Condition Code "N"
DGN-71C missiles were pulled from stock for conversion to 71A1.
Five hundred of these missiles were subsequently transferred to
the CIA in the third shipment. The CIA has been advised of their
Condition Code "N" status. The remainder are on hold at Anniston
Army Depot. (Exhibits 0; AD)] When asked if he believed LTG
Russo had enough information available to sake the right pricing
decisions, IAY Simpson said that LTG Russo relied on him for
information and that he (MAJ Simpson) did not have enough
information. Ne added that if there was a pricing error, he
believed that he and NZCOM wore Jointly responsible. He said
that in retrospect, he believed the price should have been much
higher than what was charged. (Exhibits B-9, pp 20-24, 27, 29,
31-3S, 40, 42-45, 47-46, 50-53, 66-69, C-5S, C-59, C-76, C-61-83,
C-8S, C-90, C-98i 3-26, pp 6, 7, 23, 24, 37, 381 0 AD)

() (3 MAJ Edward Frothin a, Legal Adviso i
from approxinatelyipteaber

1984 to March 19147 testified a a initial involvement in the
missile sale was when KAJ Simpson asked him to meet with LTG
Russo concerning the establishment of a reimbursement figure for
the TOW missiles. He did not know the ultimate destination of
the missiles but did know they were being transferred to the CIA
under the Economy Act. At the meeting with LTG Russo, two prices
were discussed, the replacement coat versus the procurement cost
plus modification and shipping. Re said NAJ Simpson was also at
the meeting with ZXG Russo when he (MAJ Frothingham) initially
advised th; the Army should charge a price sufficient to restore
our stock of-missiles. ge recalled that price being
approxinately $8,000. He did not recall being advised that there
was a specft'L price for a missile with a NOIC. Had he been told
there wes an ANDY price for a basic TOW with MOIC, he would have

-advised to charge that price. He said that LTG Russo's reaction
was that charging the higher price would not be fair to the CIA
since the Army would be receiving more than the cost of the basic
TOM plus modification and shipping costs. There was discussion
of reducing the cost "to be more in line with the lack of -
desirability of the Ltem or the depreciation, if you will, of the
item." The end result was that the ArMy would charge whatever it
cost for the basic TOW plus the cost of modification. Ne
remembered it to be approximately $3,500 per missile. Xe did not
make an extensive review or take notes because he thought ODCSLOG
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would come to him for a final review. He advised his boos, COL
xcDonald, of what he had done and had no more thoughts of the
matter until he read of it in the newspaper. (Exhibit B-10, pp
$-I, 10)

(9) (5) COL Lincoln, PH TOW, said that during one of
the very first contacts he, or perhaps someone in his office had
vith ODCSLOG, MAJ Simpson stated the need for BGM-71A TOW
missiles and said he had personally looked up the price of the
missiles and determined the ANlDY price to be $3,169. The PH TOW
office confirmed that MA. Simpsan had determined the correct
price for a DGM-71A. COL Lincoln did not know the missiles were
for the CIA. When the requirement lias added that missiles be in
Condition Code "A", MAY Simpson was advised that a HOIC must be
installed. KlJ Simpson asked what that cost would be and was
told "about $300." MAY Simpson said, "1 guess we will add $300
to the price that we have already come up with, adding $300 to
$3,169, and that will be the price." COL Lincoln said that he
was not involved, but there appeared to be agreement by both
parties that was proper. And so, we arrived at the price of
$3,469 as the proper price." When asked why the price was not
set at $8,435, he said, "Because after the initial look-up it was
determined that we were only adding this three hundred dollar
item to the missile that was reflected as thirty-one sixty-nine,
so the proper pricing change would be simply to add the three
hundred dollars to the price we had already looked up." COL
Lincoln did not know of anyone in his office who advised the
DCSLOG point of contact (MAY Simpson) that there was a different
NSK for a basic missile with a MOXC. COL Lincoln only became
aware of the NsN difference in the last few weeks (Kovember-
December 1986). At sone later time, after MAJ Simpson added the
requirement that all missiles must be in Condition Code "A", he
(MAY Simpson) was told by someone in the PH TOW office that
"adequate stocks were not available" and a missile with a MOIC
installed and with *a different model number" was required. CIG
NOTE: At the time the requirement.&. SMWon Code "A"
missiles became known, there we IGM-71A2 missiles on
hand. There were approximatel OZCso "hand, an
insufficient number to modify enouVi72A missiles, converting
then to 71A2 missiles. These two facts are apparently what COL
Lincoln meant by "adequate stocks wore not available." The

."different model number" he referred to was apparently the 71A1
missiles to be "produced" by converting or downgrading the. 71C
ITOW missiles.] COL Lincoln testified that upon discovering that
insufficient MOICe were on hand to meet the customer's needs,---
ITOWs were offered but rejected. The decision was then made to
modify ITOWe (converting 7lCs to 71A15) to accomplish the
mission. When told that there was evidence that MAJ Simpson had
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get the CIA would have paid anything that was asked if good
reason were given, COL Lincoln said he went to a general officer
(not further identified; probably LTG burbules) and tried to make
a case with hi3 for charging a higher price, and fal-led. No also
said Mr. George Williams made enough of a point to get MAY
limpeon to go to the General Counsel to inquire about the price
and word came back that the price would stay like it was. On two
other occasions in his testimony, COL Lincoln made reference to
hearing that the AM General Counsel rejected PH TOW arguments
for a higher price. He said, "we started with a certain price,
we became semi-locked into that price, and we did make these
other attempts to change the price, which were not adequate." He
further testified he did not recall hearing of a price of $8,435
during the time the transactions were taking place. He said both
he and his Deputy, Mr. Williams, believed the price charged was
drastically low from the point of view of buying TOW 2s as
replacements. They made that point with LTG Durbules, and COL
Lincoln was in the room when LTG Burbules talked to LTG Russo.
He said LTG Buroules made the point that the price was too low,
but the argument was rejected by LTG Russo. in summarizing his
testimony about pricing missiles for the transaction, he said it
was agreed upon by both parties that $3,169 was an appropriate
price for a basic TOW, "...and then with the new condition of a
NOIC, simply adding three hundred dollars made sense to both
parties. One or both parties perhaps should have had the
foresight or the training to say maybe a different price applies,
AMDF price specifically, but at least during the critical
deliberations, to my knowledge, that didn't go through anybody's
mind. Maybe it did someone later, maybe some of the other
individuals involved can state that, yes, they in fact did that.
X don't have any direct knowledge that someone was triggered to
think that we nov have a different price, a different AMDF price,
and we need to go look it up or change the price." (Exhibits B-
11, pp 4-5, 7, 9-15, 21-22, 35-39, 431 0)

(10j (U) Mr. George 0. Williams, former Deputy PH TOW,
testified that the original mission from ODCSLOG, which was
passed to COL Lincoln, called for the basic, 3,000 meter TOW
missile with a S inch warhead. When ODCSLOG was told the only
way the mission could be accomplished was with Condition Code "N"
misLles, the request was modified to add the requirement that
the missiles be in Condition Code "Am. Ne was aware by the
second week into the mission that it would be necessary to.
provide missiles with a NOIC installed. At the time the initial
transactions were taking place, he did not know that a basic TOW
and a basic TOW with u NOIC installed had a different NS. He
learned about the different NIX sometime after the first shipment
but did not tell NAJr Simpson there was a different NSK. At the
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time of the transaction, he was not aware of the $8,435 price and
did not know until recently that there was a different price.
The price for the basic TOW without a HOIC had been established
at $3,169. The PM TOW office stated the price of the xOIC was
$300, based on what they were paying for it plus an estimate for
the cost of installation. He believed the price of $3,469 was
set by the people in ODCSLOG by adding $300 to the cost of a
basic TOW. Mr. Williams said that all of his conversations with
MAJ Simpson were directed at obtaining a price which would
replace the missiles being transferred with TOW 2 missiles. He
said MA3 Simpson conferred with DA legal counsel (not further
identified) and subsequently advised him that the $3,169 was
legal. He added that he "had the impression all through this
whole deal that the customer had been told a price, and we
weren't going to vary a whole hell of a lot different than that.
Now that is my personal opinion of the whole thing." Mr.
Williams did not learn of the six up on Condition Code "N" versus
"A" during the conversion of ITOWs until approximately one month
after it was done. (Exhibit 5-12, pp 4-5, 7-10, 15-16, 30-31,
39)

(11) (U) Mr. Chris J. Leachman, -r. former Logistics
Management Specialist and current Acting Ceputy PM TOW, testified
that his initial involvement was when he was called one Sunday
(probably 19 January 1986) by COL Lincoln and told to check
pricing and availability on some TOW missiles when he went to
work the following day. He believed COL Lincoln mentioned a
price of $3,169 for a basic TOW missile in his telephone call but
he knew that amount would not RWchase TOW 23 as replacements.
He did not think the requester understood at the time the
difference between Condition Codes 0AN and "N". He knew there
was a different NON for a basic TOW and a TOW with MOIC installed
but didn't know it he made anyone aware of the difference. He
said if the PK and his Deputy didn't know there were different
NSNs for the two missiles, it was probably his fault for not
telling them. In discussing whether or not the PM TOW pricing
experts were involved in pricing this transaction, he said, "I
believe the price was determined by the people in DCSLOG telling
us it was thirty-one sixty-nine. We said, 'no.' We told them
what it was really worth, and they said, 'Well, what is the MOIC
worth?' we told then about three hundred dollars, and they came
up with thirty-four sixty-nine and I think it was a dictated
price." When asked It anyone in ODCSLOG was notified of the

\ $8,435 price, he said, "I don't remember the conversation, but I
believe we did. I believe that they had access to the AMDF
price, the sam, vell, I know they had access to the AMDP price,
they came up with the first thirty-one sixty-nine. once it was
decided that we were going with missiles with HOICs on them they
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also knev what that stock number vat, 1512; they had access to
Ue same AXDF that I had., The prices were there in January of
'66." Xe further testified that NAJ Simpson had the stock number
for the basic TOW with XOIC 71A2, saying, "I know that he had the
stock number when he came down here to pick them up. He knew
what-- he-- I didn't keep it, but he had a handwritten copy of a
1345 with stock number and everything on it. I have no evidence
of that because we threw it away. We took it and typed it." Me
added that it was the correct stock number for the missiles which
were delivered. Xr. Leachuan knew the ITOW had a different KSX
and price. When it became necessary to modify the ITOWs, they
did not bring up price again because it was considered to be a
moot issue. Me did not know the ultimate destination of the
missiles. Me added that he honestly believed the price for the
missiles had been dictated to then by ODCSLOG. When told there
was evidence that the PK TOW office failed to provide any good
arguments to increase the price and failed to tell him there was
a different MEW and ANDF after the first day, he replied,
Absolutely untrue." (Exhibit 3-13, pp 6-9, 11, 13-17, .24-25,

26, 37-30)

(12) (U) LTC Larry W. krabriqht, Loqistics Support
Coordinator, OUCSLOG, stated that he only recently learned that a
basic missile with a NOIC had a different XSN than a basic
missile without a NOIC. Ne didn't know there was a different
price for a missile with a NOIC installed. In Nay 1986 he did
not know there was a model number other than 71A2 involved.
while accepting the third shipment in November 1986 he noticed
the model and MSM were different from the Ray shipment. Xe was
told by Mr. Collier (Nr George X. Collier, PM TOW Office) that
addition of the NOIC changed the model number. No only recently
learned that Zfe yore downgraded to satisfy the total
requirement. Xe did not discuss pricing with LTG Russo or KAJ
Frothingham nor did be know of any discussions about keeping the
price down. -en asked if be know before 17 November 1986 if COL
Lincoln bed ehailesgd the IM missile priee, he referenced a 14
May 136 disasion and replied as follows. "It seem to me --
challenged I dMt think is the right word -- as I recall when 1,
and I badn't t2-o--Aht of this until just now but, as I recall,
V4fm I wae there in way, COL Linoolm and r. Leackman and I had
a -- that's the firet I bed met them, so we were sitting there
talking, and, uk, a qvestiom cae up on, ut, that they were -- a
statemt to the effect they were unhappy with the price. But
that v&s because that ws the price in the ANDY, because they
hadn't changed the AXDMW and they were stvck with the AXD? price.
It wesn't that they were getting something different. It wasn't
that there had been modifications made, models, stock numbers,
no&* of that came up. it was only, we've qot an error in the
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ANDM and the ANDY price is what we have to live with $cause
that's ..... and weIre taking steps to correct the AMD?. Uh, so
that may counter everything I told you earlier, but I hadn't
thought of that conversation. They didn't really chal.enqe the
price. That was just a Owe're unhappy but we've screwed up; we
didn't update the AxD? and we're going to have to do that." He
said there was no discussion that the MND? price for the missile
being shipped was actually much higher than what was being
charged. (Exhibit 3-14, pp 1-4)

(13) (U) Mr. Collier testified that he and Mr. Leachaan
talked about the fact that $3,169 was too low a price for the
ITOW. There was a marked difference between the ANDF price for
an ITOW and the price being charged for a converted IT0W.
(Zxhibit B-IS, p 22)

(14) (U) Mr. Billy R. Bentley, Chief, Program
Management Office, PM TOW Office, testified that his office was
responsible for pricing TOW missiles. His office was not
involved at the outset in the establishment of a correct missile
price. He attended a meeting at HQ MICOM along with Mr.
Leachman, Mr. Williams, a CIA representative, and MA3 Simpson.
It was his impression that MAY Simpson was informing then what
the price of the missiles would be. It was Mr. Bentley's
understanding that the price had already been determined to be
$3,469 ($3,169 plus $300). (Exhibit 9-16, pp 5, 7-6, 13)

69 Dr/O cON)a " rat ons, , te ed tat is

T Involvement in the arm transfer was on 14 January (1986)
at a meeting in the White iouse where he met with Admiral
Poindexter, LTC Worth, and two other CIA representatives. He was
shown the Presidential Finding which authorized the sale of
military equipment to to su building a strategic
relationship with Iran. o was to be the CIA contact
for LTC North and vas to up istics and finance mechanism
by which uwney could be transferred to an account controlled by
the CIA and subsequently turned over to DOD in payment for
American weapons that would oome out of DOD stocks. A few days
later LTC Worth told him to contact LTG Powell for instructions.
LTC North said he would arrange to have Mr. Weinberger or Mr.
Taft informed of the CIA financial and logistical mechanism and
would 11 apons to the CIA. As instructed by LTG
PoRellcottrusso. They discussed the sale
of TOW aas ls said the initial discussion may
not have specified a e figure 17508 because the number varied
from 4,500 to 4,506 and finally settled at 4,506. The first sale
was to be 1,000 TOWs. Ne testifted that on 22 January 1966 LTG
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Russo gave him a price figure of $4,000 per missile.
said he had some experience with pricing and differenIT1TIa 7y

sales figures so h^ asked LTO Riusso vhat that figure represented.
Although not certain of LTG Russo's specific response, he
recalled it was "the cnjrrent replacement value for the TOW." He
said LTC North had told ktm Jt was not important to give the
Iranians the most recent leo. He further testified that LTC
North said, *What the Army ought to do is try and find the oldest
batch in the warehouse anywhere in the country and use those."
Speaking of the guidance he got from LTC North, he said Ve didn't
care if a couple of the didn't go off, adding that this was not
the usual kind of FS sale where wre'r terribly concerned about
U.S. bona fides or giving good weapons. He dimly recalled that
when he told LTC North the $4,000 figure, LTC North said
something like, "that's too such" or "that can't be the right
figure. He said he seemed to remember that he called LTC Russo
two or three times about pricing and dimly recalled one
conversation in which he told LTC Russo that LTC North thought
the $6,000 price was too high because ve weren't buying current
model TOWs." He did not remember receiving a price figure from
LTC North that he was to pass to LTG Russo. He recalled LTG
Russo's response to be that he would *have another look at those
figures and that he would have to seek guidance on... what the
cost would be In t.ne project." His discussions with LTG Russo
were an attempt tQ get the price 3~wer based on the fact that LTC
North had told him the $4,000 figure was too high. He said that
in retrospect one cold wonder it the attempt to get a lower
price had anything to do with Contra funding, but at that point
there was no hint to him that there was anything suspicious in
the fact that LTC Worth thought we ought to be buyin OW W
missiles and that he thought the price was too high.
said the money for payment was coming from Iran throuW
intermediaries and the CIA wanted to ensure that both ! _.jnd the
CIA did not lose money and that the CIA didn't profit.
in said the price did not change directly from $6,iooto
11740C'. Rather, he said, LTG Russo mentioned several other
figures in between. The price never went above $4,000. He said
his cement on the intermediate prices was based on "fuzzy"
recollectLon and t ch emphas s iL.k placed on his
comment. testitied that (CIA) and KAJ
Simson OeIWualy cae up with the price betveen $3,000 and
$3,400. On 27 January 1866, LTG Russo told him the
$3,469. He passed the price to LTC North. He said
zeorted to his at one point that the Army was "hayv Ter•rb a

out which prices to charge" and he remembered that
told him that XAJ7 Simpon him at one poi

tce was $4,500 or $4,400. addedd tha f
I had one or two conversations *ith ALTO Rueso and then he
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,Iand KAJ Simpson "started going crazy together,
ye day toc awo weeks...until they got that figure settled on..

me d 6 not recall what type or model number of TOW was requested,
other than a basic TOW. He did not know what the terms Cond on
Code DA" or "N" or XOIC meant and did not remember
4jkcusin_ thooe terms with him. Once a price wa t n

eoeased that to LTC North along with instructions on
~Ii ~ deposit the money in, what account number to use,

and the total amount of funding required. said he
had no indication that anyone in the Armay te final
destination of the missiles. tlxhibits 3-22, pp 2-10, 14, 15,
17, 19; B-32, p 1; 1-34, p 1)

(16) (S/ORCON) ___

CIA, testified that at ab L730 on 17 January 1966 he attended
a meeting at the CIA headquarters concern the tra s#& t
approximately 4,505 TOW a Iran. a
representative from the and two ep oyees
vere present. 01d aW group other* we confUsion in
the Army on t !he i t w thought to be approximately
$6,000 per missile. a.L__.L amie was associated with the
pricing uncertainty. was sent to the Pentagon that
evening to visit LTO Ri6-o dIn ermi t.he a ec ic version of
the TOW to be provided and the price. a said he would
91 l s to arrange the meeting W O h was expecting

m p po his arrival the evening of 17 January 1966 (IG
4*14 *itUer investigation revealed that the meeting with LTG
Russo probably took place on 24 January 1964). LTG Russo told
his there had been confusion on the price and that further
research shoved the higher price had been based on a later
version of the TOW. The missile being provided would cost
approximately $3,400-plus ancillary costs such apck.knj
crating, transportation, and a modification the
thought involved improvements to the guidance sy on. so d
that LTG Russo requested at the 17 January 1986 meeting that the
CIA sign for the missiles at the point of transfer and once the
missiles vere under CIA control, that they accomplish min

sanLtisinq such as the removal of lot numbers.
vas of the opinion that some background work hadbeen

on*iipi or to his 17 January 1966 meeting with LTG Russo.
Otherwise, he said, it would not be likely that I7Y1 Russo would
have been able to quote TOW missile prices. He vz, LTG Russo did
not discuss condition c 0 5 c j g.to establish that the missiles
would be serviceable. assumed they would be
Condition Code PAN becik-ause wh normal procedure in obtaining
ordnance from the ArMy. Within a week of meeting with LTG Russo
the price had been pinned down to $3,469 plus the add-ons and
ITOW modification. When asked why a written request was not
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presented to the Aryy, said normal requisitionprocedures vere not folowed because of the sensitivity of theproject. It van a CIA decision to handle the project by word ofmouth, except for the fund certification document. Ahe did not discuss NSNs in any of his Army dealings.said there yas no reason for him to believe LTG Russo F0"Simpson was under any pressure to establish a lover price or tokeep the price low. To his knowledge, no one within the Armyknew that the ultimate destination was Iran. He recalled noarguments or debates concerning the price increase due tochanging from Condition Code O" to "A" nor did he rememberindicating Kr. Casey would have to obtain Pore money to pay the
increased amount. He added that he may have made such astatement because he served as the messenger relaying financialinformation between the CIA and the Army. With respect topricing, he said there were no negotiat ions he argued with MA)Simpson on packing and crating charges, but the Army set theprices. (Exhibit 3-26, pp 8-13, 17-19, 23, 29, 30, 37, 41, 49,
51, 56, 56, 64, 62, 83, 36 67, 91)

17 (5/ORCON)
testified thatet the time money was made aviii'blethe Ay, he did not know the source of the funds but hewas assured that they vere not funds appropriated by Congress.He was not aware that there was a price change from $3,169 to$3,469 but knev of the modification cost associated with the May1906 transaction. He did not recall telling anyone that Mr.Casey would have to obtain sore money from the White House or

from the Cabinet. (W Lbit 2-35, pp 20-22, 25)

(16) (3/O3W)in

LROWMe utl"at-U of August 1966 * Prior to thattise, he had no knowledge of the transfer of Army arms to Iran.His duty was to serve as a facilitator between the CIA andoutside agencies, specifically the NBC. He had no directdealings vLth anyone in DOD. The price of $3,469 per missile hadbeen set before he assumed his duties. In September or October1906 a message was passed to him from LTC )zsbright, through aCZA employee, that future TOW missiles beyond the original 4,508would cost in the range of $4,000 to $7,000 to $8,000
informed no one of the potential for future change."
sid he knew of no pressure to establish a low price a1missiles. (fhibit 51-30, pp 3-8, 13)

(19) (S) LTG Russo and XAJ Simpson, the key ODCSLOGplayers and UQDA points of contact in the transaction, knew thetransfer of arms to the CIA was to be accomplished pursuant to

WINE"E
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the Economy Act. LTG Burbuleas and COL Lincoln, key MICOX players
with respect to missile pricing, did not know the sale was an
Economy Act transfer. Further, LTG Durbules believed it was an
M2S transaction. Paragraph 1-3, AR 37-60, stated that sales to
no customers would be at the replacement or standard price,
whichever yes higher. (Exhibits 5-6, pp 10, 221 5-7, pp 2, 19;
5-0, pp 9, 11, 21: 3-9, p 41s 3-11, pp 17, 411 C)

(20) (5) The following individuals were interviewed but
provided no significant information concerning the pricing of TOW
missiles for transfer to the CIA:

(a) GZE John A. Wickham, Jr. (Exhibit 5-3)
(b) Kr. Richard L. k-mitage, Exec Level IV (Exhibit 3-17)
(c) VAOM Donald S. Jones (Exhibit 3-1S)
(d) NG William K. Suter (Exhibit 8-19)
(a) Mr. David C. Rosenthal, 05-13 (Exhi it B-20)
(f) Mr. John C. Coward, 08-11 (Exhibit 3-21)
(g) Kr. Thomas A. Williford, 05-13 (Exhibit B-23)
(h) Two CIA employees (Exhibits 3-31, B-33)

b. (5) Discussion: The only pricing guidance passed to the
Army by LTG Powell was that the arms transfer to the CIA was to
be accomplished under the Economy Act and that the Army was to
recover the cost of the missiles and services. The investigation
surfaced no guidance to keep the price low or to establish any
specific price. When LTG Powell tasked the Army, the missile to
be provided was describe only as a "basic TOW" or "vanilla TOW"
missile. The tasking was passed orally and no model number was
included. Upon receipt of the mission, LTG Register tasked KtJ
Simpson to determine TOW pricing and availability data. 1K
Simpson got the NS5 from Mr. Will and determined the AXDF price
of the "basic TOW" iseile to be $3,149. He passed the NSN to
COL Lincoln and by the end of the first day, COL Lincoln had
confirmed the price in the ANDF and advised KMA Simpson thct he
could sport the mLssion with missiles of the NSM specified at a
cost of sile. On 20 or 21 January 1986, LTG Russo
advised CIA, that the price per missile would be
$3,15.9 Laterie first week, it vas determined that the
price quoted vas for Condition Code "NO missiles and that the CIA
needed Condition Code *A" missiles. It is not h d
request or even if there was a specific request,

G a lvays for serviceable ammunition, ,ch to the CIA
ln The PK TOW office advised that installation of a
aed to convert the missiles to Condition Code "A".

Approximately $300 was established by the PM4 TOW office as the
cost of purchasing and installing the KOIC. After discussions
between ODCSW3 end the t1 TOW Of f cdthe adjusted price for the
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missiles was set at $3,469. Both Mr. Leachman anid Mr. Bentley
believed that P TOW pricing experts were riot utilized during the
establishment of a correct Tom price. The CIA was told of the
revised price and offered no objection. LTG Russo did not know
the addition of a MOIC to the 71A mo4el converted it to a 71A2
model and he did not knov there was a price difference except for
the $300 modification charge. Neither COL Lincoln, MAJ Simpson,
nor Mr. Williams knew there was a difference in NSN or price,
except for the $300 modification charge, between a basic TOW with
a MOIC installed and one without a KOIC. A potential $6,000
price was apparently provided to the CIA by the Army early on,
but we o no evi nce it was used In the final computation.
Althoug*recalled he told LTG Russo a price of $6,000seemed too higlhln

s e i n er LTG Russo nor MAY Simpson reported any
haggling over price by the CIA. Rven if the CIA did relay a
concern that the $6,000 figure was too high, there is no evidence
that the comment had any impact on the final price. The price
was simply extracted from the A DF for the basic missiles the
Army thought they were providing and the cost of the KOIC
modification was added to it. It is clear that the Army, not the k
CIA, established the price. A sho:'t time after the CIA was told
of the price increAse to $3,469, it was determined there were not
enough MOIC devices available to convert the required number of
missiles in the time allotted. The decision was made to
downgrade ITOWe, converting them from 71Cs to 71Als. Mr.
Williams told KAY Simpson the 71C was a more expensive missile
and the customer should be charged more monsy. MAY Simpson
refused to tell the DSL0 of the price increase and told Mr.
Williams that someone from the lK TOtf offices would have to
explain the increase to the DCILOG, adding that it would be
easier for them to explain why they had not provided correct
information. ne speculated that his comment led to the
conversation between LTG Russo and LTG 3urbules. However, LTG
krbules believed it was an 11M3 transaction and made the argument
th.-t the Army should charge replacement cost. LTG Russo's
contention was that the Army was still selling the CIA a basic
TOW with & NOIC and it did not make sense to charge sore Utan
$3,469. ft-,Ineoted LTG 3Arbales argument and the CIA was not
asked to Vy a h ilber price. Kr. Leashman said MAY Simpson knew
the correct NUN, but KAY Simpson denied it, and no one could
specifically remember providing his with the NSN. Concerning LTG
Powell's comment that LTG Russo said, Theres a way to do this
and the cost will come in lower.tm the investigators found no
supporting evidence. LTG Russo recalled telling LTG Powell of
the $3#169 and $3,449 prices and also that he may have told hi
the price could go as high as $l,000. He also may
Powell of NICOs p ricing concerns. LIT Powell and
both indicated price fluctuations but =0 Russo # ,eSmpson

he ~'3V
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would not recall any prices provided to LTG Powell or the cIA
except the initial $6,000 and later $3,169 and $3,469. Although
mistakes were made, they appeared to be honest mistakes. None of
the evidence indicated intentional underpricing on the part of
any Army individual.

(c) (U) Conclusions:

(1) (U) The pric, for a basic TOW in Condition Code
A"* was determined by adding the estimated cost of an installed
MOIC, $300, to the AKDF price of the basic (BGM-71A) TOW, $3,169.
The revised price, $3,469, was erroneously used for all missiles
sold to the CIA. The correct grico for the BGM-71AI1 (downgraded
from a DOK-71C) was not changed for the last 500 missiles sold.
The errors made by Army personnel resulted from honest mistakes.
Contributing factors were:

(a) (U) The lack of a written document specifically
identifying-the missile being requested.

(b) (U) Failure of KICON personnel to understand that
the transaction was being accomplished under the Economy Act and
that replacement prices were not to be charged.

(c) (U) Incomplete k)owlodqe of the NSNs and standard
prices for th missiles supplied.

(d) (U) Failure to fully utilize tuchnical personnel
in the pricing process.

(2) (U) There was no evidence that anyone
intentionally established an incorrect TOW mitsile price.

9. (8) Issue 15L To what extent were external pressures a
factor in hargU4 the CIA an incorrect prices

a. (8) evidence:

(1) (g) Kr. Richard L. Aimit e, Assistant Secretary
of Defense (International Security Affairs)(ASD(IIA)) said he was
informed in late January by M o1ell that he (Powell) had been
given instructions by the Seczrtary of Defense to have the Army
mve weapons to the CIA. no was subsequently told by LTG, well,
and by the Secretary of Defense, that the instructions were

Joncey Act and don't lose monAy. Mr. Armitage testified there
was no pressure by him to kee the price down and he didn't know
of any such pressure. however, he was told by a Senate Select
Comittee on Intelligence ("CI) tff member that *... tfere may

AM"Piui
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have been a conversation that 01lie North had with one of the
Aem fellows involved." (Exhibit 5-17, pp 4, 6, 10, 14)

(2) (M) LTG Powe11 stated that in deterzLnq the
price, They (the Army) were under no pressure from the Office of
the Secretary of Defense or anybody in the Department of
Defense,...no pressure came from us to do anything but charge the
price that vs the correct price..." He al" saId that he was
not aware of any pressure by the CIA to avoid price changes.
When asked if anyone tried to influence his to get the price
lower, LTG Powe11 answered "xO. There was interest in what the
price should be and there was interest in getting the price
lover.' LTG Poel1 did not indicate he felt under pressure
external to DOD but he stated he had discussions on cost with
Admiral Poindexter and possibly LTC North and that "Ohere was an
issue early on as to how such the missiles were going to
cet...how much was available to buy missiles and how many
missiles the people they were negotiating with wanted ...Iran had,
obviously, TOWs to begin withi they had some feel for how such a
TOW cost'. He also said "I's sure that...Goneral Russo was also
receiving inquiries as to how to get the price at a lower level,
if possible, by perhaps the same interlocutors or probably
through the CIA.* LTG Powell said that in the beginning everyone
(to include the lSC) had the impression that TOWs cost around
$4,000, and they were questioning the $10,0o0 figure mentioned
later. When the price got down into the $4,000 range, it was
*down where my interlocutors in the NBC hod told me all along it
ought to be.* With respect to the discussions LTG Powell had
with the NSC, he believed "the context in which we were answering
questions and giving guidance to General Russo had nothing to do
with trying to get the cost as low in order to get as mach of the
available money for some other nefarious purpose." (Exhibits 3-
1, pp 7-1 5-24, pp 3 4# 6)

(3 (8) ." "m stated "...nobody pressured me to
keep the oeft down.' ge testified that LTG Powell said, "The
Army was to--you know--retain thei:r posture in terms of cost..."
With respect to prices quoted to the CIA, he said that the CIA
did not set or suggest the price sajd that, "There would have been
nothing that would have precluded as from going back to the
agency and telling then that the price is incorrect." LTG Russo
sid he did not talk to LTC North or Admira rt r anyone
else on the NBC. ne added that when he of the
$300 increase for the iOIC, he thoughhrs aid
"...well, that keeps us inside the $ase00,000 viT0ov," and
stated there were no discussions on how high the dollar price
was. With regard to pressures outside DOD or the CIA, LTG Russo
stated "...Povell never, to my recollection, never mentioned the

soUc"MX4RQD
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NBC or the White House.* When asked about priLcing pressure byLTC North on the Army ho replied, "He may hav, but I don't knowwho he would have been talking to.' (Exhibits $-G, pp 22, 32,
37p &-? pp 9, 13-16)

(4) (S) With respect to pressure put on his inpricing, NA7 Simpson stated that no one ever pressured his to
establish a certain price and no one ever told his to lower theprice. ne said he did not negotiate with the CIA or anyone to
establish a price. When asked if he felt pressured by the CIA to
keep the price down, he said "No, the only thing is when
the...$300 was added, you know, we started vith $3,169 and when Ivent back to get the $300 (for the NOIC) that was a big tight.'
He yes told the boss, 'and X know he meant Kr. Casey,' would have
to go back to the White Rouse to get this resolved and '...thatis intimidating when you know that every time somebody sakes a
mistake it's going to go to the White Rouse to get resolved."
Additionally, W Simpson said he told Kr. Willias that the
price increase would be very embarrassing because _ hd
already committed itself to a price. Re also said
from the CIA said someone from the NIC was intimate y nvov
and since it was that level of people, "both. he and the
Comptroller were concerned about things beinq correct andstraight.' JY Simpson then learned from M:COK at least a weekinto the transaction (on approximately 27 January 1916) that tosatisfy the entire 4,508 requiremeknt, some ITOWs would have to beconverted into basic TOWs because NOICs could not be provided ina timely manner. The Deputy PN, Kr. Williams, said that it was adifferent priced missile with a significantly higher price andthat, wthe customer is going to have to pay more." KAY Simpsonresponded that "if somebody is going to tell the DCSlnG that weneed more money nov, aain, yet again.then you guys are goingto have to go to the O LOG ad tell them you need more money andtell them (sic) you screwed up...that's your problem right now asfar as I'm cranedd' Y Simpson said he dAd not inform LTQRusso ot this new pricing problem himself. He told KICOM that ifthe price Ws goinq to change, they were going to have to settlewith the DC@WG. Re further testified that the reason he wanted
someone else to explain we because of the impact it was going tohave and because it would be easier for Mr. Williams to explainthe error. 0I never heard another word about it. Me did not
know it this specific problem wes brought to LTC Russo's
attention, but he did not inform We tusso that IMN aid'the

ed ITOys would cost more. MY S n did add, however,
they never argued

M pre. *atever pri we gave , thoy paid.* Theconcern was about the trouble of continually going back withchanges. Concerning pressures outside Of DOD and the CIA, KAY

a to
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simpeon said he never talked to LTC North. Admiral Poindexter or
anyone from the NSC or the White House. (Ixhibit 5-9, pp is, 29,
30, 50, 51, 62, 64, 6, 91, 97, 114)

(5) (U) LTC Durbules, NICON commander at the time of
the transaction, said he was involved in pricing because the PH
TOW advised him that the price he was directed to charqs by
DCLIOG seemed low. He took this issue to LTC Russo, who said he
would take it under advisement. LTG lurbules Owes later informed
that the decision had been mads and the lover price would be the
price that vould be used." This call could not be specifically
related to the concern by the Deputy PM TOW that the converted
ITOWs should cost more, however. LTG Durbules said, "We were
being told the price. I objected to that price. DA overruled my
objection. I saluted and moved up (sic) and didn't fight the
issue any more." LTG Durbules did not get the impression that -
LTG Russo was under pressure. He also stated he did not have any
conversations with anyone outside the Army on this subject.
(Ixhibit 3-6, pp 3, 21, 23)

(6) (S) COL Lincoln, PH TOW, said he did not talk to
anyone from the White House, NIC, or CIA. With respect to
discussions vith HQDA, he said, "I recall.. that there was an
impression given (from HODA to the TOW Project Office) that the
customer had been told about this price and we had better not
change it." He also said; *Because of the highly unusual nature
of this mission, I think that inhibited all of us from perhaps
raising more substantive issues about the price. Perhaps not
that strong, but I--I vaguely recall that such an impression was
given to myself and some of the other people, that we more or
less had a--ve had determined a price in the beginning, within
the first week or two there, and because of the highly unusual
nature of this mission I think that inhibited all of us from
perhaps raising more subetantial Issues about this price. For
exeple, I I was. told that we would get zero for these missiles
I probably wouldn't have questioned it, the whole deal was so
unusual. so there were--w were all to some degree inhibited
about going through our normal procedures, not only in the
pricing area but in all areas having to do with this mission,
because It was so unusual, in that t was all done by phone
calls. That certainly Inhibited m throughout this whole
affair." Although he raised his concerns with LTG lurbules that
the price of $3,469 was too low because the Army could not,
replace the basic TOW with a current version for that price, he
"I d that the major point was not that the correct ANDY price was
different. Inovever, he thinks it would not have made any
difference to UQDA It they had come up with a different NSN or
AnIiDpriae because awe became se i-locked into that price."
(Mhibit 2-11, pp g, 15, 22, 35, .36)
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-(7) (5/ORCON) Wi e CIA influence on the

,, vLgOg sne roAlowIng nrormaeion.
atedo dimly recall one conversation In which 1 9oRse ack that North thought that original cost figure of $6,000vas too high because we weren't buying current model TOWs." Headded that LTC No maidhe going to do some investigationon his side but he did not know who LTC Northwalked to or wheth a a any direct bearing on the final cost.M" said he told LTO Russo that the figure was too high.Russoresponded that he would have another look at thefigures and that he would a guidance on what the costwould be in the project. loo said price was notterribi i rtnt to the IA as lo as they broke even and gotpaid. was asked whether or not he thought there werenegoti on n the Army and the CIA and he said no, thatthe Ar ry told the CIA the price. He said no one in the Army gavehim any indication they were trying to hold the price down to acertain figure or a lower figure, but 0I think the question cameup whether this was the actual replacement cost of the missile.It was my undjrtnd n at the basic TOW was no longer inproduction." further said he did not believe for anyreason that ey were er any pressure to keep the price downor get the price down- "quite contrary, we were being gouged alittle bit, $241,000 or whatever to repair it." He said hewasn't involved with MSC people until the second phase. Later,he net with NEC people, and, "...my uod this thing camefrom the highest levels..." avoever, did not hearany discussions in ant so much moneyto pay for a missile. "was not aware of anyonein CIA...being under proru owi--ovn costs" and was notaware of any CIA concern about price except that the addition ofthe depot modification cost (for converting ITO e into basicTOWs) "vas somewhat of a surprise to us." He said he was notaware of any consternation over a change in price or of the CIAtelling the Army that approval would be required from the WhiteHouse for such a price increase. However, he said he felt it wasimperative to know what the best estimate was whenever talking tothe Army because "as I understood, there was no returning formoney once you got an estimate published, that was it." Exhibits5-22, pp S, d, 81 3-35o pp 7, I, 111 3-34, pp SS, 54, 87, 91)

(8) (U) VACK Jones, GIN Wickh m, GEN Thuramn and LTGog ister said they did not disuse pricing or provide any pricingguidance. Wring a discussion of this investigation on 18January 187, GIN Vickhau observed that it is not uncommon orunreasonable for the CZA to solicit the best possible price forequipment. (CMAibits 5-2, pp 6, 71 5-3, pp 3, -4, pp 1-4 PP
1, pp 4-5)

I lot' " m mm .
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b. (5) Discussion: It appears there vs no impression
given to anyone in the Army that the price needed to be reduced
to a specified amount or that it needed to be lowered 50 that
excess funds could 44 used for another purpose or for any other
reason. There was evidence that comments were made zo the Army
that the initial price figure mentioned to the CIA (which could
be construed to be a "replacement" price) vas considered too
high, but only from the standpoint that the TOWs requested were
older missiles and people in the NSC had an ide of what they
thought was a reasonable price for those missiles there was no
impropriety in the CIA (or NISC) seeking the best possible price
for items it was purchasing. The investigators could not verify
the S$CI staff comment that Othere may have beon conversation
that Ollie North had with one of the Army follows involved.w
There appears to have been subtle pressure by HQDA on RICOM and
the PM TOW not to change the price. This impression may hav
stemmed from the fact that the NQDA action officer *aid he was
told by the CIA that approval for the funds was coming from a
very high level. Therefore, HQDA was concerned about making any
price changes once an initial price quote of $3,169 had been
provided.

c. (S) Conclusions:

(1) (S) It is not uncommon for the CIA to solicit
best possible prices for equipment. Hence some pressures may
have been applied from the CIA to IQDA for a lover price and from
HQDA to RICOH not to change the originally quotedd price.
However, there was no evidence of dir*t or indirect pressure
applied to keep the price low, per se.

(a) (U) While the" pressures apparently did not
affect the initial price determination, they say have served to
inhibit a review of what the correct price should have been for
the converted ITOW missiles.

(3) (8) There was no evidence of price negotiations
or bartering with the CIA. The Army established the TOW missile
price.

10. (8) Iose_ is Is it legal for the Army to present the CIA
an amended bill for the TOW m issles?

a. (U) Discussions in a 3 January 1967 memorandum, the
investigatore asked OTJAG about the legality of submitting a
revised bill to another government agency if an conomy Act
transfer was incorrectly priced. In its 7 January 1987 reply,

,' -. :., .' , .I .1
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-OTJA stated, "This office perceives no legal objection tosubmitting to the concerned agency a supplemental voucher to sakethe necessary adjustments.. This a a matter vhich can beresolved by the mutual agreement of the agencies concerned."
(Exhibits 3) 7)

b. (S) Conclusion: It is legal for the Army to present theC .A an amended bill for the TOW missiles.
11. (3) Issue 01: Why did the Army provide such an odd number
of TOW missiles?

a. (5) Discussion:
(1) (S) On 11 January 1904 LTG Powell tasked GENThurman to be prepared to deliver 4,000 basic TOW missiles to theCIA. In earlier discussions vith the NEC staff LTG Povell hadbecome avare of "a floating number of 500" missiles, but thatadditional quantity vas not conveyed to the VCSA,. Over the nextseveral days, in discussions vith ODCSLOG representatives, theCIA increased the requirement to 4,504 and then to 4,508.

(Exhibits B-1, pp 2, 31 9-2, pp 3-4)

(2) (5) The Army prepared 4,308 TOW missiles fordelivery to the CIA. The number actually transferred vas 2,000:1,000 on 13 February 1916, the *odd number" of 506 on 19 may1946, and 500 on 3 November 1944. (Exhibits , 0 and P-1)
(3) (/ORCON) maid all 1,000 missiles inthe first shipment vere s rYini (Exhibit 5-22, p 3)
(4) (0/0&=) Mr. Armitage, AID(ISA), said he heardWx'. Casey, Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), or someoneelse testify before a Congressional committee to the effect that

areal sn 00 TM missiles to Iran in August or Septeaber 1915.said the 506 TOWs delivered to the CIA at RedstoneAr4eT1kay 1964 vent to Israel as replacements for themssiles Mpped to Iran in the fall of 1965. (Exhibits 3-17, pp
6-111 5022, p 6).

(5) (5/ORCO) P also testified that Israelhad expressed dissatisfaction vh he age of the sreved as payback for the 1945 shipment to Iran.reported that vheti LTC North asked that Israel ship*0 aislesto Iran to help expedite release of an American hostage, Israelsent Iran 500 of the 506 older missiles it had received from theU.S. These missiles from Israeli stocks vere replaced vith 500never missiles which the U.S. provided Israel in the last

-nw SPSCZI A c SEQUINE
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shipment. The never missiles were selected first by the CIA
requesting all lot numbers for the remining 3,000 missiles and
then requesting that the next 500 be pulled from the newest lots.
The CIA specified now missiles for that shipment because the
missiles were going into Israeli stocks. (;xhibits 3-a2, pp 10-
121 3-31, pp 14-16)

c. (S/ORCON) Conclusion: The evidence indicated that LTC
North, NSC staff, sade the decision to ship an "odd number" of
506 TOW missiles to Israel based on an assumption that 508 was
the number Israel sent to Iran in 1985.
12. (J) Issue Msz Did the sale of KAWK ground support

equipment repair parts to the CIA reduce the readiness of U.S.
Army air defense forces?

a. (5) Discussion:

(1) (3) In response to a 10 April 1986 telephonic
tasking by the ODCSLOG Logistics Account Office, later confirmed
by a 23 April 1956 message, NQ AMC reviewed a CIA list of 234
line items of HAWX system parts for price, availability and
impact on readiness. With the majority of the ites controlled
by their command, KICON took the lead for AMC in assessing the
impact. Eleven items could not be identified. Seventy-five of
the remaining 223 line item numbers (LIN) were managed by other
AMC commands, DZA, and the USA?, and KICOM passed the requirement
for these LINe to the responsible agencies. This left HICOM with
146 missile peculiar LINs which it managed. With respect to
these LINe, NICON found two were no longer stocked. KICOX
review the remaining 144 LINe to determine how providing the
kind and number of parts requested would affect support of US air
defense units. The assessment included review of assets on hand,
parts due in from production and repair, average monthly demand,
and know requirements, and incorporated the subjective judgement
of responsible NICOK personnel. The outcome va a determination
that at b tred LIVe oould be furnished without seriously

sltock, but providing the remaining 46 LINs in the
&Wue quantities might effect US forces' readiness. for 15
L=e, Army stocks would be totally depleted, and for 11 LIZs,
over halt the IrmslU, stocks would be required. The anticipated
effect of furnishing the othe 20 LING was less but still
onsidered significant. NICON relayed this information to-HQ
AMC, which passed it to the Logietics Accounts Office, ODCSLOG,
DA. Subeeuetly, O0IW0 directed shipment of all parts, to
include thee managed by DIA and the Air Force. exhibitss 0; Ri
5)
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(2) (C) The investigators reviewed monthly unit status
reports submitted by the nine U.S. Army HAWK battalions and MlcOx
stock records for the 46 LI~e identified as potential problems in
the initial HICON assessment to deteraina the actual of jctot

the re errs0as@. The found

m-ess reports

indicated sale of the parts did not harm readinoss. Further, a
review of NICON stock records on 7 January 1987 showed HICOM had
stocks on hand for all 46 LINe and no bac)k orders for
nonoperational equipment for any of the 46 LI s. (Exhibit T)

b. (S) Conclusion: The sale of RAW ground support
equipment repair parts to the CIA did not reduce the readiness of
U.S. Army air defense forces.

13. (S) Issue 09: Is it possible to upgrade a HAWK missile

system using the repair parts sold to the CIA?

a. (S) Discussion:

(1) (S) A technical auqmentee to the DAIG
investigation team reviewed the 144 HAWK peculiar parts on the
list of 234 lire sites requested by the CIA. This review
revealed that all 146 it em were for the AN/PQ-46 radar, a high-
povet illuminator radar to which certain product improvements
have not been applied and which is no longer used by U.S. Army
HAWK units. It has been replaced by the AI/KPQ-57, which is
basically an AI/KPQ-44 with OPhase 110 u~pgrades. Upgrade of an
AN/MPQ-46 to an AX/NPQ.57 requires 39 specific parts. Hone of
these 39 parts were on the CIA list. Two other parts on the list
could be used on te AXriQ-S7, but had equal application to
either modeli The remainder of the radar parts were applicable
only to the Al/XPQ-46. (Zibit V)

(2) (U) A sacind end indepAndent review of the parts
list by the U.S. Army Air Defense School, Ft Bliss, Texas, found
the parts to be consistent with support of Phase I RAWK batteries
and not to US HAWK batteries, which Mave been upgraded through
application of lhaseo 114 product Lmproveents. (Lxhibit V)

(3) (S) In April 1914, the CIA attempted to add two
complete AN/XP-46 radars to the hiut of 234 parts requested
earlier. The Army responded that the radars would have to be
handled as a separate request. ODCSLO reviewed assets and

m - mnCAL AM" u290M
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advised the CIA, in May 19@6, that the only A/MPQ-46 assets in
the ArMy inventory were two units purchased by Iran before
overthrow of the Shah and being held pendingjje. ion of claims
by Iran. The CIA certified availability of to cover the
cost of making the AN/MPQ-46e ready for shipuent . :Te Army
prepared the radars as requested, but they vere not shipped (to
date, the Army has not billed the CIA for this york.) In
response to a CIA request, ODCSLOG also provided the CIA price
and availability information for two AN/XPQ-57 radars, but no
AN/INQ-37s vere transferred to the CIA. Thus, while considerable
effort was expended in anticipation of transferring complete
radars to the CIA, those transactions were not completed, and
there vas no upgrade of Iran's capability through provision of
complete radars. (Exhibit W)

b. (S) Conclusion: It is not possible to upgrade a HAWK
missile system using the repair parts sold to the CIA in May
1986.

14. (5) Issue 010: Did the Army charge the correct price for
the HAWK ground support equipment repair parts?

a. (S) Discussion. The Army shipped 216-of the 234
requested line items of HAWK repair parts to the CIA on 19 May
1986. The amount charged for each item was correctly extracted
from the AND?, as prescribed by AR 37-60. The items' unit cost
by NSN vas substantiated by reviewing and verifying the amounts
in the April/Xay 1966 ANfD, the SF 1080 billings, and detailed
billing lists provided by the Finance and Accounting Office,
Redstone Arsenal. The total costs are summarized below.
Estimated figures are used in the data because to date, the Army
has only received bills totalling $3,162,645 from MICOM, DLA and
the USA? for the HAWK parts they provided. Other bills are still
due in.

RAWK REPAIR PARTS

$ CERTIFIED
rim AVAILABLE

316 LIN! ITIZS (RA WARE ONLY) $4,132,923
PACKING, CRATING I HANDLING COSTS $154,502

TOTAL $4,337,42J (EST)

The amount of certified as available by the CIA for
accessorial cfrre Wappears to be adequate. To date, however,
the Depot System Conand (DESCON) has not billed the Army for any
accessorial charges. Consequently, the Army has not billed the

396W SOCIAL AccaS3ZQUIARD
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CIA for the KHAWX repair parts and associated accessorial costs.
(Exhibit X)

b. (S) Conclusione The Army charged the correct price forthe HAWK ground support equipment repair parts, but td CIA has
not received the total bill to date.

V. (8) OTHU R S D D DURING THE IVESTIGCAT o

a. (8) Discussion.

(1) (5) Zn some respects, the established procedures
for providing ArMy support to the CIA vere not follow during
the execution of Projects SNOWAXL end CWM3. in the case of
Project CROCUS$, this appears to have created no problems and the
prices charged were proper. In the came of Project SNOWVALL,
this failure to follow established procedures may have
contributed to the establishment of improper prices for the TOW
missiles transferred to the CIA.

o support, 0 December 19?
coony rtered o a th esyto~r INmorand m," which has been

superseded by DOD Dllr 1210.26, 10 Jun 1164, "Provision of DODSensitive Support o DO O C rontsstt$ her Depen t n ad
Agenies the U.S. vernntue t )a r he

Sthe peaey o; DOa o rrovo;
to o fedora eeas the .pthT

s y o D a interfere wndth DO0 misions, should be
consistent vit~h the law, Executive Orders and DOD policy, and!thatt thse oetsof b support sheod he fully rembred byth
receiving e y. A u r! to ts iA w ha has beo be

e s Supor a tl Oe C-olor stical support were properly
stated to ensure hat the support mat l l legal, inancialaend

ll - SP5ZZA A CS8 REQUztED

rooolving ~ ~ ; otmm ,- AMspott teCAwst

.ont , -

sp ty or
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'a ng went

a , requirements, espeo
wore put In writing by the CIA,, thus making very

difficult the accurate determination of what the requirement was
or what it should cost.

b. (S) Conclusions:

(1) (6) The Army did not peformto standard
ha coordination function

during the execution ot ojocts IW LL and CRCUS
04"!"'1Lseitivity of the projects and the fact that the Army
was responding to orders, not requests.

(2) (5) The lack of adequate oversight and

fave contributed to te proper pricing
of the TOW miss transferred to tie CIA.

16. (S) Frozen Assets

a. (S) Discussion:

(1) (S) On 24 October 1906, Kr. Taft and Hr. Marsh
discussed the pending transfer of HAWK radars and HAWK ground
support equipment repair parts to the CIA. They decided to place
these transactions on hold' until they could be thoroughly
reviewed, Since then, ODCSL4G has kept two AK/XPQ-46 radars, two
AN/KPQ-57 radars, ad the requested repair parts in a "hold" or
frozen status. (lhibits R-1, p 141 R-3; R-li R-13)

(3) (S) Following media reports that the United
States was involved in providing TOW alsles and HAWK parts to
Iran, and in accordance with 26 November 1984 guidance from Mr.
Ambrose, ODCSL*O also frobe, pending Investigation, the 2,000
3UI-71AI and 500 G-72,A2 TOW missiles not yet transferred-to the
CZA. To convert missiles frm ITOWs to basic TOWs, the ITOw
warheads were removed. These warheads, which had been shipped
from ANAD to Rughes Aircraft Corporation for use on the ITOW
production line, were also frozen pending investigation.
(Exhibit AR)

0 1' NMC.ALAccZS 7R ED
A. 47 -
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(3) (U) Upon approval of this report, the Amyos
investigation vill be coup etod. Neither TIG nor DCSLOQ is aware.-
of any need to keep the ta -.-e Iepair parts, missiles and
warheads in frozen status.

b. (S) Conclusiont Assets frozen pending completion of
this investigation should be released to AMC for appropriate
disposition.

V1. (S) RXCOWKWMTIONS

limaw in the future, the Army not devi ata

16. (8) That the Army submit a corrected bill to the CIA tr an
additional $2,SS7,393.49 for the TOW missiles.

19. (1) That HAWK radars, HAWK ground support equipment repair
parts. TOW missiles, and TOW varheads frozen pending completion
of this investigation be released to AMC for appropriate
disposition.

20. (U) That appropriate persons be informed.

21. (U) That this report be approved.

22. (U) That this investigation be concluded based on evidence
presently available, subject to reopening it required because of
ney evidence resulting trm inquiries conducted by other
organizations.

SaD V. SACWLDOR
COLMOtEL IQ
Chief, Intelligence

Oversight Division

COWCUR APrOVID

RYDCIJR . -4 7. ARSH, JR.
Lieutenant General, USA artary of the Army
The Inspector General

!~ 4~5cZA sa rnII
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16 November z9s4

1 10DUq TO: Director of Central Intelligence

V F. Doherty

*n IalCounsel

SU Discussion with Stanley SPOrkt about the'Iranian Finding

17 O 6'17 November I met with Stan Sporkin to get his
recollection of out involvement with the Iranian finding that
has been discussed in the press recently. Stan recalled that
he was rought into this by DOCI NcHahon who asked Stan to get
briefed-by twoindividuals from t"-ivlsion. Uhile Stan yes
not sure of the exact dates recalls that he learned that
some equipment had been ahi to Iran. ue concluded that a
Finding was needed for CIA vement and he recalls working
on *-draft which he gave to Mchahon. ge also thinks be
had some discussion of this you.

2. Later, after these #, Stan received a call from
Oliver Korth who asked that come over to help draft a
Finding. Stdn recalls that aid he couldn't do this without
clearance from you and he c you to get your approval vhen
you Vere. it Palm Springs, baequent check of your calendar
indicates that you vere in Springs between Christmas and
New Years 1985.1

3. After working with North on a draft iinding, Stan
recalls that he told North that the operation and draft finding
had to be cleared with you. On a Sunday, Stan recalls that he
and North went to your house and met with you and that be and
North then went back to the White Rouse* Stan recalls that he
suggested putting In the third (3) objective in endingwhich was to further the release of hostages b elut and
prevent additional terrorist acts by the group them.
(Stan pointed out that the second paragraph o ing,
which authorizes providing arms and equipment parties
and third countries to fac;Iitate establishi Ith
moderate elements within and o6tside the go At an, is
Separate from the paragraph which states th 3
Objective is to further the release of hos
Beirut.

- - . I, 3
e r* ! "' CL SY 04634s4

ALL PORTIONS DtCL OADA
CLASSFItID SECRET DtRVt5Fjt ipf ~j-
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P 'Wl tallqd a meeting with Scrtry Weinberger and

*#',einrplYU!*ese and others at which the legality of
Ing vi .Finding and withholding notice was
led. Im alied that you said the next day that

erger bad told you that the DOD lavyers had no problems
the proposed Finding. The Attorney General said he would
t it an l recalls that the earl itJ1 t iflL

Inning an exchange for
he AG's concurrence. I

lusion, Stan suggested empbasizing that the
paragrapb authorizing provision of arms Vs not directly

... eleit~~ o.pbtaining the hostages and that there were several
non-covert action objectives at issue, one of which vas to get

more intelligence on who was controlling the hostages and
whether or not Syria was involved .

id F. Doherty

L30

Cr.7E:1 50?'

217

UNCLA&SIFI!
Q.'r i..k
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D194FNSE L GAL SERVICES

In reply rWeer tot
1-000443/07

*Di..u UCIYIV £ASC A6IHY
w~~ . a.", January 21, l$7

KMIOMNDMN FOR THE DIRECTOR, DSAA

SUB3CT$ Arms Sales to Iran

This responds to your. request for a legal analysis of the
U.S. laws applicable to the transfers of defense articles to Iran
as have been publicly disclosed over the last ten weeks or so.
Since we have no factual Information concerning these transfers,
this analysis proceeds on the assumption that the facts of the
matter as alleged in the press are true. Issues concerning the
commission of crimes, if any, or the receipt and application of
funds for such transfers are beyond the scope of your request.
Questions concerning the lawful roles of various Executive Branch
agencies or international terrorism policy are likewise generally
excluded from this analysis.

The ars transfers to Iran that are the subject of this
memorandum appear to fall into two categories. first, transfers
of defense articles originally sold to the Goverment of Israel
under the Arms Export Control Act by the U.S. Government or under
munitions export license by private United States fires. These
transfers were apparently made by the Government of Israel,
directly or indirectly, to the GovernAent of Iran in the latter
half of calender year 1955. 0.S. Government approval ('prior
consents) or condonation ('after-the-fact acceptance') of these
Israeli transfers was allegedly involved as well as a commitment
by the U.S. Government to replace the defense. articles trans-
ferred with substitute itens in order to maintain the readiness
of Israeli defense forces. Second transfers of defense articles
by the U.S. Government, directlyor indirectly, to the Government
of Iran during the first ten months of calendar year 1986. These
transfers were apparently made by the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) under a Presidential finding on January 17, 1916
authorising such transfers. The defense articles transferred by
the CIA were obtained in whole or in part from DoD stocks by the
CIA under the Economy Act of 1932, as amended, prior to their
transfer to Iran.

I. Israeli Transfers to Iran

Defense articles are authorized to be sold under the Arms
Export Control Act (AUCA) for only five purposes spelled out in
section 4 ACAs internal security of the purchasers legitimate
self-defense of the purchasers regional or collective'arrange-

p In which the purchaser participate s: z........ UNCLASSIFIED
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Nations collective measures in which the purchaser participates,
and military civic action activities in which the military forces
of the purchaser participate, Salts Are not authorized to be made
to enable the purchaser to retrahifer the items sold to another
party, governmental or otherwise. An exception to the last state-
ment is recognized in the case of inta-NATO lead-nation procure-
ment by paragraph (4)(C) of subsection 3(d) AECA. It is,
nevetNe less, correct to say that foreign military sales (VFS) may
not legally be made by the U.S. Government if the purpose of the
sale is known at the time of the sale to be the retransfer, by
sale or othervise, to any other party outside the NATO Alliance.
A comitment by the U.S. Government to replace defense articles
in Israeli stocks through the PHS program with the actual
knowledge that the shortages in such stocks would result from
Israeli third-party transfers of Items sold originally under MS
to Israel is inconsistent with the spirit of section 4 ACA, even
assuming lawful prior U.S. consent to such third-party transfers.
The situation may, however, be ameliorated if prior Congressional
notice of the circumstances involved in the proposed third-party
transfer and resupply wre made under section 3(d) AECA and sec-
tion 36(b) (1) AUCA. This is so because the ADCA emphasizes the
desire of the Congress for oversight of Obilateralg arms transfer
decisions by the U.S. Gvoernment vis-a-vis each foreign reci-
plent. In the event that the dollar vaues involved in the
third-party transfer and resupply do not meet or exceed the
threshholds specified in section 3(d) ACIA and section 36(b) (1)
ABCA, Congressional notification is ina appropriate and no legal
basis for the combined operation is available. In such cir-
cumstances an VMS transaction directly with the Othird-partyg is
required.

A variation of the above analysis may be found where the
defense articles are exported by private United States firms
under munitions export license authority pursuant to section 38
A.DCA. The International Traffic in A ms Regulations (ITARS)
require the exporter to declare on its export license application
the Ocountry of ultimate destination' and, in the case of a
foreign manufacturing agreement, the Osales territory' in which
the manufactured items may be sold. Congressional notification
requirements for third-party transfers of such items and for
export of then from the United States are found in section
3(d) (3) ASCA and section 36(c)(1) AUCA. The ITARe themselves
specify the conditions under which prior U.S. Government consent
is required for retransfers of items exported thereunder.

Defense articles sold under the VMS program by the U.S.
Government must be sold subject to the conditions set forth in
section 3(a)(2) ARCA, i.e., that the purchaser agree not to
transfer then to ;anyone not an officer, employee, or agent* of
the purchaser 'unless the consent of the President has first been
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obtained.0 The actual sales contract clarifies that the consent
must be 'written' (paragraph 3.9, Annex A, DD oterm 1S13) as well
as prior to the transfer. If Israel transferred items to Iran
without the prior consent of the President, section 3(e) AECA
requires that any information to that effect be reported
'immediately' to the Congress. This responsibility has been
delegated to the Secretary of State by Executive Order 11958.
Moreover, section 3(c) A=CA would, in that event, make Israel
ineligible for additional FMS credits unless neither the
President nor the Congress by joint resolution determined that a
Substantial violation' occurred. Cash sales and deliveries of
previous FMS'to Israel would be terminated in the event it is
determined under similar conditions that a 'substantial viola-
tion' occurred in using the items for a purpose 'not authorized
under section 4.'

however, if Israel sought the written consent of the
President (or the Secretary of State to whom this function is
also delegated by Executive Order 11958) prior to the transfer to
Iran, section 3(a) ASCA requires that consent be withheld until
the proposed recipient foreign country (i.e., Iran) 'provides a
comItnent in writing to the United States Government that it
will not transfer such defense articles, if not demilitarized, to
any other foreign country or person without first obtaining the
consent of the President.' Moreover, the last paragraph of sec-
tion 3(a) ANCA prohibits the President from giving his consent to
a third-party transfer 'unless the United States itself would
transfer the defense article under consideration to that
country.' Congress is thereby prohibiting the transfer of
defense items indirectly if the United States would not -- for
legal or policy reasons -- itself transfer then directly. The
United States maintains a policy of strict neutraity towards
Iran and Iraq as regards their conflict and conducts a campaign,
publicly and privately, against military supplies for either
belligerent. Iranian Foreign Asset Control Regulations, issued
pursuant to various Izecutive Orders, strictly prohibit financial
transactions with Iran except under Treasury license. finally
the U.2. Government has repeatedly identified lran as engaged in
'state-supported international terrorism.' Section 3(f) ASCA
prohibits 1xS directly to 'any government which aids or abets, by
granting sanctuary from prosecution to, any individual or group
which has committed an act of international terrorism.* The
Iranian government has apparently strong influence over certain
terrorist groups in Lebanon and may have afforded then
'sanctuary' within the meaning of section 3(f) AWA There are,
thus, several bases -- legal and policy bases -- on which one
must nalyse the legality of any prior written consent to
transfer 1MS-origin items to Iran, if indeed there was such con-
sent. On the other hand, assuming that the United States
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Government shortly thereafter made sales of military item of
similar capabilities itself to Iran, it may be argued that the
statutory test was demonstrably met in that Othe United States
itself vould transfer the defense article under consideration to
that country.' No Iranian retransfer assurances were, of course,
obtained by the U.S. Government in writing. This conclusion
leads one to opine that the Israeli transfers to Iran during the
latter half of calendar year 1965 were made without the prior
written consent of the United States Government.

Il. CIA Transfers to Iran

DoD stocks of defense articles are authorized to be sold to
*any eligible countryO under certain conditions set out in sec-
tion 21(a) AZCA. Iran was made eligible by the President for ymS
by a formal determination reaffirming its eligibility on Januaxy 2,
1973 (38 Fed. Req. 72111 3 CPR (1971-1975 Coup.) 1105) pursuant to
section 3(a) A CAt

"S'C. 3. Eligibility.-(a) No defense article or
defense service shall be sold or leased by the United
States Government under this act to any country ...
unless--

'(1) the President finds that the furnishing of
defense articles and defense services to such country

w00 Will strengthen the security of the United States
and promote world peace

M(4) the country .. : is otherwise eligible to purchase
or lease defense articles or defense services." (emphasis
added.)

As noted above, there is substantial question 'as to whether Iran
was "otherwise eligible' in 1966 for FlU based upon, inter alia,
its support of international terrorism within the meaning of sec-
tion 3(f) A CA. Toever, the prohibition in section 3(a) ARCA
that is quoted above is limited to sales made under the Arns
Export Control Act. Similarly, the detailed rules pertaining to
YlS throughout the AlCA, e.g., section 36(b)(1) ANCA, are quite
rightly limited to sales made under that act.

The transfers to Iran in 1966 wet. apparently made by the
CIA under a different, authority. Section 662 of the Foreign
Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, provides

"'DC. 662. Limitation on Intelligence Activities.-
No funds appropriated under the authority of this or
any other Act may be expended by or on behalf of the

UNCLASSIFIED
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Central Intelligence Agency for op rations in foreign
countries, other than activities intended solely for
obtaining necessary intelligence unless and until the
President finds that each such operation is important
to the national security of the United States. Each
such operation shall be considered a significant anti-
cipated intelligence activity for the purpose of sec-
tion 501 of the National Security Act of 1947.'

Section 501 of the National Security Act of 1947, referred
to above, provides in pertinent parts

*SEC. 501. Congressional oversight

a(a) Reports to Congressional Committees of current
and proposed activities

OTo the extent consistent with all applicable
authorities and duties, including those conferred by-
the Constitution upon the executive and legislative
branches of the Government, ... the*Director of Central
Intelligence ... shall--

(1) Keep the Select Committee on Intelligence of
the Senate and the Permanent Select Committee on
intelligence of the House of Repcesentatives ... fully
and currently informed of all intelligence activities

.. including any significant anticipated intelligence
activity, except that ... if the President determines
it is essential to limit prior notice to meet extraor-
dinary circumstances affecting vital interests of the
United States, such notice shall be limited to the
chairman and ranking minority members of the intelli-
gence committees, the Speaker and minority leader of
the louse of Representatives, and the majority and
minority leaders of the Senate.

6(b) Failure to inform reasons

'The President shall fully inform the intelligence
committee in a time fashion of intelligence opera-
tions in foreign countries, other than activities
intended solely for obtaining necessary intelligence,
for which prior notice was not given under subsection
(a) of this section and shall provide : statement of
the reasons for not giving prior notice.

1114ei SlfE
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9(c) Zetablishment of procedures for relaying

Information

"The President and the intelligence committees shall
each establish such procedures as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of
this section.' (emphasis added.)

Until 1985 there were disputes concerning the statutory authority
of the CIA to transfer military items to foreign governments out-
side the Arms Export Control Act and the Foreign Assistance Act
of 1961 and, -in particular, whether such transfers could legally
be considered to form a part of a *significant anticipated
intelligence activity' within the meaning of section 662 of the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 and section 501 of the National
Security Act of 1947. These disputes ere settled with the
enactment on December 4, 1965, of section 403 of the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1986 (P.L. 99-169, 99 Stat.
1002, 1006). That section read:

'Notice to Congress of Certain Transfers of Defense
Articles and Defense Services

'SEC. 403. (a) (1) During fiscal year 1986, the
transfer of a defense article or defense service
exceeding $1,000,000 in value by an intelligence
agency to a recipient outside that agency shall be
considered a significant anticipated intelligence
activity for the purpose of section 501 of the
rational Securty Act of 1947.' (emphasis added.)

Paraqraph (2) of section 403 of P.L. 99-169 provided that
paragraph (1) did not apply if the transfer 'is being made pur-
suant to authorities' contained in security assistance legisla-
tion or if the transfer *is not being made in conjunction with an
intelligence or intelligence-related activity.' The provisions
of section 403 were made permanent and a part of the National
Security Act of 1947 by section 602 of the intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1917 (P.L. 99-569, October 27,
1966).

Thus, the presidential finding of January 17, 1986,
apparently authorized the CIA to transfer defense articles of a
value in excess of $1 million each to Iran, subject to the noti-
fication requirements of section 501 of the National Seourity Act
of 1947. To the extent that the value of each defense article
was less than $1 million, section 662 of the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1961 appears to treat its transfer also, as a significant
anticipated intelligence activity.

I It M- KqkVI
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The CIA purchased some or all of the defense articles
involved from DOD stocks pursuant to the Zconomy Act of 1932, as
amended (31 USC 1535, 1536) based upon their Oactual value.' The
CIA's authority in this regard Is expressly recognized by section
502(a) (4) of the National Security Act of 1947, enacted by sec-
tion 401 of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
1966 (P.L. 99vl69, Dec. 4, 1985, 99 stat. 1002,1005).

It should be noted parenthetically that apparently all but
the last of the CIA transfers to Iran occurred before August 27,
1986, when the Ownibus Diplomatic Security and Antiterrorism Act
of 1986 was enacted. Section 509 of this Act (P.L. 99-399, 100
Stat. 653, 674) added a new section 40 AUCA that specifically
prohibits export of Munitions List Items to countries that
repeatedly provide support for acts of international terrorism;
Iran has been so designated. The press has reported that the
Department of State suggested to the Congress that section 40
AECA does not nullify the presidential finding with regard to
Iran made on January 17, 1986.

H. Silber

Atchst
VMS Eligibility Determination, 1973
Sec. 40 ABCA
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presidential ocuments
Title S-The President

MEMORANDUM OF JANUARY 2, 1973

Eligibility for the Purchase of
efense Articles Under the Foreign

Military Sales Act, As Amended
MmordWum fo the Seretary of State

Txs Wm r Houst,
Waaikiqtmo, aI,,7 2, 1973.

In "cordaut with the recotmndatc in yawr memornwm of
ba 4, 1 by iAnd purvAnt to Sec$( (s)(1) o the Foreign

Sale A w wamneed, tht ate ame of dtfmartikle and
'msw to: FAR EAST: Awuz 3Znm, m un, C = amboUa

epybg& of C ,insInceema Jap a, Iqmbk KoKam, Lae, Ma.
aNew Zeeland, lflppb^laenpare Thailandepubic of

Yleaam 5ROfl: Aua, Segium, Dawtari Finland,
Iac FedW erlIpublicof Oaiiray, ce W and, 1arAIU Luxwn.

akaNeebjn& Norway, Fortugal, Spain, Sweden, S'.itw.
nitd Kingdom, Yuglavla; WSTWERN HEMISPHERE:

Brug.Can&&aWk. Colombia. CcA&Riea.Do-
&Sd cJudoraKuvais CeanN, HAl, Oadnur
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RAN CORAiS UNCLASSIi'u "' '
A. Could the FMS or cowoercial licensing system have been s

to ke these sales - with or without Congressional
notification?

Sales can only be made by the USC to foreign countries
and international organizations that the President for-
mally determines to be eligible for sales because "tie
furnishing of defense articles and- defense services to
such country or international organization will
strengthen the security of the united States and pro-
mote world peace."

Sales can onl be made for one or more of the following
purposes: 2W internal security (2) legitimate self-"
defense; (3) military civic action; (4) participation
in regional or collective arrangements consistent with
the UN Charter; and (5) participation in collective
measures' requested by the UN.

The purchaser must agree not to transfer title to (or
possession of) the sold items to any third party or to
use them for purposes other than those for which fur-
nished without the prior consent of the President (the
actual sales contract requires that the consent be in
writing).

The purchaser must agree to maintain the security of
theitems sold.

The purchaser must agree to pay for the items sold in
U.S. dollars -- generally in advance of delivery from
DoD stocks or at such times as DoD requires such
payments in order to make payments on a DoD procurement
contract.

a. What are the prohibitions to sales?

Sales may not be made by the USG 'if the purchaser
requires in performance of the sales discrimination
against any U.S. person on the basis of race, religion,
national origin, or sex.

sales way not be made if USQ or contractor personnel
are to perform any duties of a combatant nature,
Including any duties related to training or advising
that may engage U.S. personnel in combat activities,
outside the United States.

Sales may not be made to any government which "aids or
abets, by granting sanctuary from proscutod to. any
individual or group which has comitted an act of
International terrorism.0

Sales may not be made to any economically less deve-
loped country diverting U.S. development assistance or
its own resources to "unnecessary ailayexpend tus AcoFo.%
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UNCLASSIi2
- Sales may not be made unless the Congress is C1%'tn prior
notification of the proposed sales If the sales Is uorth
$50 million or more (514 million or more of major defense
equipment) -- and the Congress does not enact a law pro-
hibiting the notified sales wv-thln a specified time period.

C. What are the requirements for third party transfers?

- The President (or the Secretary of State by delegation of
authority) must Live prinr written consent to any proposed
transfer of the items soid by ,ny purchaser to any person,
firm, or government that is not the purchaser's "officer,
employee, or agent.."

- Consent to transfer may not be givenunless the United States
itself would transfer the defense article under consideration'"
to that thrd party.

- Transfers of slgnificant defense articles may not be
consented to unless (1) the foreiSn country requesting
consent to transfer arees to demilitarize such defense
articles prior to transfer, or (2) the proposed recipient
foreign country provides a commitment In writing to the
USG that it will not transfer such items, if not demilit-
arized, to any other foreign country or person without
first obtaining the consent of the President..

D. Regarding third party transfers, what are the requirements
for Congressional notification?

- Before consent to transfer may be given, the Congress
must first be notified of the proposed transfer -- and the
Congress does not enact a law prohibiting the notified
transfer within a specified time period -- in those cases
where the transfer Is of items originally worth $50 million
or more ($14 million or more of majgr defense equipment).

E. Are there any proposed transfers to third parties that do not
require prior Congressional notification?

- Yes, if the transferred items are below the dollar threshholds
listed above). However, even in those cases the President
must give prior written consent to the purchaser and must
obtain the required written retransfer assurances from the
third country.

- No Congressional notification Is required in the case of
transfers either on a temporary basis for the sole purpose
of maintenance, repair, or overhaul or If they involve
NATO cooperative cross servicintintra-NATO lead-nation
procurement (and so previously notified to the Congress
if above notification threshholds).

U~tCI.SS1F1I
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UN!LASSIIEV
F. Regardin proposed USG sales to foreign countries and inter.

national orlanisations of iM0 million or more (S4 n1ll1
or more if major defense equi pent), what must the Congress
be told about the proposed le?

Each notification must identify the purchaser, the dollar
amount of the sale and the quantity, a description of the
Item to be sold, the military department proposing to make
the sale, whether and the amount of any agents' tees or
contributions to be made to promote the sale, and the
sensitivity of technology proposed to be sold and a detailed
justification of the reasons necessitating the sale in view
of the sensitivity of such technology. A cross-reference
to any prior quarterly report to the Congresa on price and
availabil$ty given pertaining to the proposed sale must also
be included in the notification.

- At the request of either the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee or the House Foretin Affairs Comittee, additional
very detailed information must be supplied concerning the
proposed sale.

G. Regarding r. above, are there any circumstances which maI
require additional notification to the Congress about thesame sale,

- Yeat it the fundamental nature of the proposed sale is
altered by the Executive Drench after notification and
before the sale is actually offered and accepted or if the
estimated price or other conditions are substantially
different than that notified when the sales contract is mad

Further notification or report must be made to the Congress
the sensitivity of technology or capability as described
in the original notification is to be enhanced or up-
graded prior to delivery. If the cost of the enhancement
or upgrade Is above the original notification threshholds,
the notification must be made before the change Is put on
contract or otherwise implemented -- and the Congress does
enact a lav prohibiting the notified enhancement or upgrade
within a specified time period.

H. Are there any differences with regard to Congressional notifi-
cation between USG proposed sales and proposed direct coamerc,
exports?

- Direct comercial contracts may be made without prior Con-
gressional notification; only exports in implementation of
such contracts may be notified to Congress and then only if
above dollar threshholds.

- The information supplied to the Congress on direct C€o80fcs
exports is much less comprehensive and detailed then that F
vided regarding USC sales.

'I~e~ ri fl-Congress is not ei(forded a specified time period to 'Which
enact a law prohibiting exports to NATO, Japan, Australia*'[At a-lJ JJJ .. .F .. - ..

75-937 0 - 88 - 24
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ExmBrr CWW-51
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J hIACT IMMEDIATID
k0l AMBASSADOR PIC]IRM AD COL $TEELPFROM GEN GORMAN

, SU*J,.CT: ELIE RODRIGUZZ
1. (C) I EATE JUST MIT NIER IIWE FELIX AODRIGU Z,

OifoRom iIAMI. JON IN COlA, A VTIMAN OF GJEREILLA OJ

L

79 .--

TV

VF .RA.aA IW A3 A raw*, IAll W&.I &|l NUF A& A6WVA,1KAAoa&I2F WITH ilL T?
1S ReL INOUOM, GOING ]AC4 TO LATTIRt'S DAYS AS DCI.

- . (C) RODRIGUIZ' PRIWIAA..OMI1ITMIN? TO TSE I31ON IS IN
WE&-fz 31 WANTS TO JSSIST.TEZI JN. I IOLD'AIM TATTl FbDi t
-- S ?IORITT, I ALSO TOLD SIM TEAT TOUR VOL WITH TIt PEAL WAS

-, ALTA:,CING WELL, AND TEAT VI BAD MADE PROGISS.WITI TRAINING OTH!.
-. k1Rt V.?OMC S. I bArN9 BIM TSAT WEAT&V9I 61 CONSULTIN% ROLE It .,

iiAL ,C'JNrB 1o, El COULD NOT JMCO'E VISISIE TO Tit PRESS IN ANYI
i 'iS' aITdOUT DAiAoINQ OUR CAUSk TLBRL. I ALSC CAUTIONED hgAT L9

.1. A ViRT MDC "ORE DELICATE INtIROI rINT 4Ii RISPICT 10 CIVIL-
'IL,IT.AT LLATIONS AND RESPECT FOR JU"A& RITS TIAN ANT St lAD
,, .'.AE IN 411021.
* (C) 31t bILL bANT TO )LY VITi TJ1 LsIA TO .STASLISS 1IS

I;iT , JUT TEAT SIT OF MACI-SMO srs TO ME OTH UNNECISSART

'-" . (C) MY JVU.MLNT IS T34T EIS ADVICE rILL .EIKFORCE OURS, AND
li't u SEOILC P'jT NO OISTACLSS IN IS WAr TO CONSULTING .iT1

-. A.LU OR :1USTILLO UNLESS AND UNTIL wE G0 J ICATIONS. I
10I. END TEAT JIM STILZ "kI? VITI IIU- AND LANASSALO.1

|IAT' .AL U UAN 0 T I iHY =1ro JUT OJ II.T* 1.5I IS, AS I S:Z
o, 'O IhSUCR VI %NOV VIAT 8E I3 TILLING 3LANDCR AND 3USTILLO VI%
* II AND OJT-SRIBI.

'".(C) ASSUMING TO" APPROVAL, I WILL SEND RODRIGUZZ TO
0'&.~' 5~ ?is IN oNE 01T C-12S. 3' WILL AiRITZ ARO 6 k&~

LC.AL. I1 IS A LONG-TIrE ?IMND 07 LOU RODIGUEZ AND, It AfAILA,.4!,
'AJ;L APPRiCIATE IT IF LOU COULD 61 315 CONTACT POINT. I INTICIPA:1

- riLL BANT TO DEPART FO. MIAMI ON SATURDAY.
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SdA -NIGLASSIFIED
eACm CMAP'dE" l coma

&CTION: STATE RCI, IMMEDIATE
USSOUTHCOM, IMMEDIATE

EYES ONLY F, ' ASA V. TLEY AND JOHNSTONE; SOUTHCOM FOR GENERAL

GCI:r'A% F O PICKERING

23180
, J

SUJ: I-'E:T !JG WITH FELIX RODRIGUEZ

1. 1 hAD A VALUABLE MEETING WITH 
FELIX RODRIGUEZ FEBRUARY 15.

2. HE HmAS CVTLrE A TACTIC WHICH I BELIEVE HAS MERIT A,D SHOULD

EE T!ED OUT, VIoZ:

OBVIOUSLY OTHER VARIATIONS ARE 
POSSIBLE, BUT WE WILL HAVE TO

.NTEGRATEh 
ISSUE AND HANDLE IT BETTER THAN EVER

BEFORE IF IT IS TO WORK, SOIq.ETHING I ACREE WITH ON ITS OWN.
d

3. RODRIGUEZ WILL RETURN IN 3"4 WEEKS TO WORK WITH 
SUSTILLO

(FAS) AND STEELE. STEELE WILL MONITOR CLOSELY* 
RODRIGUEZ UNDER

STANDS MY GENERAL RULES -- NO CIVILIAN CASUALTIES AND HE IS NOT .

TO ACCOMPANY FAS OCO l1p ASAlfh WE WILL START
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UNCLASSIFIED 0 23181

SLOWLY AND CAREFULLY TO SEE WHAT APPROACH CAN PRODUCE. HE WILL

TAKE ON HIGHER PRIORITY MISSION FIRST.

4. FOR ARA: PLEASE BRIEF DO4 GREGG IN YP'S OFFICE FOR ME.

UNCLSIIED
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ExHmrr tIM52

VACS-DMNP

NnMqRANOUM FOR

a 9324

I SEP W

VICI CHRil Of STAFF, At~ :4 24 (

IU3JIZC ROAN STOCK Support (U)

1. (U) Reference OCCILOG action memorandum first under.

2. (8) Support to project CROCUS was directed by the CSA to
OOCSLOG in late May or early April 1914. Althouqh the Chief
was advised jred support, tiskings did not flow
through the System. Therefore, supporting memorandum
with normal and formal Army leadership approval are
unavailable. Reference was prepared In an attempt to begin
formal written documentation for support to project CROCUS.
However, the OOCSLOG semorandum fails to adequately provide the
necessary background for the leadership. V

3. (C) Recommend you discuss this issue with the DCSL0G as the
requested support does impact on the Army's air defense
capability.

SOIIR? ?, HOWARD '
Colonel, OS
Chief, Technology Managaent Office

~~~~~45 o/P ,46he~~ 44;-

IN~ , I L

"L:307 ?Ifls DCXCI? is

; =U 7-!'T 74SN .2 "0% vlUI
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THY I ,se

WAS4INGTO T1101STfmCTOfC¢LU*A •

P 3: U

lie 
I JUN We

N 44E 4,
MEHORANDUN FOR ASSISTANT TO THE PUSIDF*T FOR

NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS

SUBJECTs U.S. Export Policy Toward Iran (U)

W In your May 7, 1984 memorandum regarding *Iraqi
Military Needs, you directed an interagency review and
recommendations on U.S. export policy toward Iran. Unable to
reach interagency agreement on specific recommendations,
State coordinated and has submitted a discussion paper on U.S.
Export Policy Toward Iran for USC consideration. In light of
recent escalation of the Iran-Iraq war in the Gulf and the
increased threat of Iranian military and terrorist action
against the United States and/or the Gulf States, I strongly
recomend current export controls on Iran be tightened
immediately.

4; A serious gap exists in current U.S. export control
regulations, which allow dual-use items ouch as aircraft and
spare parts valued under $3 million, helicopters under 10,000
lbe, and other item controlled for national security purposes
valued under $7 million to be exported legally to Iran.
These monetary and weight thresholds are essentially arbitrary
figures in the anti-terrorism control regulations and have
allowed countries such as Iran to circumvent the political
goals and intent of U.S. foreign and national security export
policies.

W Although the value of such items is low, their
export to Iran has contributed to Iran's military and terrorist
capabilities, which might soon be directed against us or the
Gulf States. Dual-use items such as light aircraft would be
particularly useful in terrorist actions against our interests.
In addition, continuation of this trade totally undermines
our efforts with other countries to dry up arms supplies to
Iran. We cannot expect the United Kingdom, Italy, South
Korea, and others to restrict sales of item similar to those
we allow to be exported to Iran.

Classified by ScDef . .
Declassify on, OU.,;: LOS 2W

Lte9-.-, S .ee. Do oteX30997.
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N 4

.Wt We recognize the potential costs of export controls
on relatiOCA with our allies. However, these costs are an
essential political price to achieve our goals. The additional
coats of eliminating these thresholds vould not be significantly
greater then those created by existing export controls applied
to countries supporting international terrorism. These costs
should be weighed against the longer-tern price of continued
Iranian intransigence and hostility directed at U.S. interests.

t" Finally, we should not allow the limitations of our
controls effectively to stop the flow oe all dual-use item
to Iran to be used as an excuse for not making our best
possible efforts to stop this trade. in view of the above, I
strongly recomend that ye immediately eliminate the monetary
and veLgqt thresholds in current anti-terrorism export control
regulations in order to ste the flow of dual-use items to Ira.

cc:
secretary of State
Secretary of Commerce
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ExiMrr CWW-55

3SIC UI1

CHRONOLOGT Of tVlNT
PROJECT SIOWIALL

as *5 orSEP Is

Fall 65

17 JAN 86

is JAM 66 ($)

1 JAN 86 (S)

* *~ hIgb. t

(5) Israel sent 508 TOWs to Iran. (Kr. Armitage,
vswore testimony, 24 Dee 86 @ad Nr.

3CIA* awore testimony, 7 Jam 6?)
38-17 and 8-22)

(3) Idea of TOW missiles for Iran discussed by
USC. MSC staff (VD Poindexter or Lt Col
North) mentioned $25 million available# and
they ware trying to get as many missiles as
possible for the amount. Military Assistant
to SICDIF asked to find cost of TOW. Re went
to the Defense Security Assistance Agency and
got price of 610 to 611 thousand each. (LTG
Powell, former Seoer Nilitary Assistast to
SeoDof# swore testimony, 22 Dee 86) (91HI1IT
5-1)

(3) CIA lent contao* QupLI bout transfer
of TOWs to CIA. CS), CIA sworn
te sJL ._.J2 Ja 7) (11M 5IT 3-26) NOTEs
Mr. based this date on a recalling a
FrtIoeetleg to plan the project before
contacting MO Russo. The meettn, and hence
the contact, actually occurred on 24 Jan 86.
See below.

MO Powell, on authority of SECD9F, told VCSA
of requirement to ship approximately 4000 TOW
missiles to the CIA, ultimate destination not
specified. (LTG Powell, former Semlor
Nilitary Assistant to SeeDef, swore
testimony. 22 Bee 86) (1XMIDI 5-1)

VCSA, as Acting CSA, received order from
Military Assistant to $ECD9F to be prepared
to ship 1000 basic vanilla TOWs to CIA, with
follow oa shipments of up to 3000 more. Was
told it was a closely held order and could
oxpeot I to 12 to 36 hours nttes, lot -told
to whom shipment was going. (O82 Tbrrmme,
TCSA, swor tetinaon, 31 oe 64) (3XNIBIT
5-2)

Is JAN 66 (5)40 q1JE

lINADXT P-1 . A511 191QOZ210
OTC1i Dates and sources to bold type indicate DAIG
Investigators' additions to DCSLOO Chromolosy.

0 9Z 08
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SECRET Mfg ID

Is JAN 66 (3)

1I JAN 86 (3)

18 JAN 86 (3)

1 JAN 56 ()

!! Jay 66 (V)

VCSA vent to LTC Register, the DCSLOG, and
told him to be prepared to ship 1000 vanilla
TOW missiles with no eights, followed by 3000
TOWS later. He was told the order to ship
nor come at any ties, to keep a record of the
costs end who we do business with, and keep
the CSA Informed. (LTG Register, DCSLOG, DA,
swore testimony, 26 Doe 06) (EXHIBIT 3-4)

VCSA told COL McDonald, THO, of the
requirement and of his actions and directed a
NFA be written. VCSA also informed CSA of
the requirement and his actions, and informed
MO Powell that he 'had turned on the switch.'
(GEE Thurmam. IC3A, sworm teatimsoy, 31 Dee
86 and TNO NFl, Vermiag Order, 1S Ja $6)
(EXHIBITS 3-2 and At)

The VCSA was verbally tasked by NO Powell,
OSD. to provide TOW missiles to the customer.
DCSLOO tasked verbally by VC3A to be prepared
to provide support. Quantity requesteds
about 4000 basic TOWs. (DALO-SMS-LA NFR (3),
subject: Project 3NOWBALLe Chronology of
Events (U), 9 Dec 86) (Attached os EXHIBIT
P-2)

NAJ Simpson tasked to contact MICON and ask
for assessment of Army ability to support the
short suspense requirement for basic TOWs.
NAJ Simpson contacted COL Lincoln at MICON
(PM-TOW) to request assistance. (DALO-SMS-LA
N|F (M), subject: Project 3NOWBALL
Chronology or Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBIT P-
2)

LTO Register called HAJ Simpson into his
office and told him the requirement and told
to call COL Lincoln, PN TOW, with the
requirement. He else discussed how to
document the transactions. (LTG Register.
DCSLOG@ D&, swore testimomy, 26 Dee S6)
(EXHIBIT 8-4)

LTO Register called Im John N1ll, ODCSLOG DA

Logistics Staff Offier for TOW, 'to get the

WEUASSFEDA.
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3EC1IT - 35,,LI iL~i Ui

is JAM 66 (U)

I& JAM 86 (U)

18 or 19 JAN 96
(U)

MST 20 JAN 8

2% JAN 86

2M JAN 46

20: JAN 86

20: JAN 66

TOW worldwide asset availability and
condition code status. (Jobs 111 swore
testieom, 23 Dec 66) (EXHIBIT 3-5)

MA Simpson looked up price of basic TOW in
AN 1 3169) and passed that, with the
requirement, to COL Lincoln, PH TOW. (NAJ
S1pao sworE testimony, 19 Doe 86) (EXHIBIT
8-9)

MAJ Simpson called COL Lincoln and told hi&
of requirement to have 1000 TOW missiles,
model SON 71A, prepared for shipment, that
the AND? price was $3169, and that he did not
know the destination. (COL Linoal umaworm
testimony, 12 Do. 06) (EXHIBIT P-3)

COL Lincoln called George Williams, Deputy PM
TOW, and Chris Leachman, Chief, PM TOW
Logistios, and Informed them of the
requirement. Also informed Mr. Leachman of
the price of $3169. (Mr. Leaobma sworn
tetimony, 15 Dee 86) (EXHIBIT 8-13)

6 Lt Col Nortt told, CIA, to call
(3) NO Powell as the Do onteat for the

arms transfer. U, swore
toetimoay. 20 Jan X t 3-32)

(U) LTG Register called NO Russo, ADCSLOG, and
told him of project and that he, NO Russo,
was responsible for its exeoution.(LTO Russo
avor teitimomy, 13 Joe 87) (EXHIBIT 5-27)

(S) NO Russo told by NO Po e t his point of
contact In the CIA was and to
expect his call.(LTO 1uoo kUnIOstimoo,
13 Jan 87) (EXHIBIT 8-27)

(3) NO Russo called 0yj a ad told him
his action officer W "W Som. (LTO
Russo avers testimony, 13 Jam 6?) (IXHIBIT
8-27)

(3)

8199os3 A"

.J 2:o
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20 JAN 86 (3)

21 JAN 86
1800 brs

22 JAN 86

22 JAN 86

($)

tAl called MAJ Sipson and
that the missiles should be in

condition gods A (CC A). (NAJ Siupson
swere testioomy. 1, Dee 66) (eXHIBIT 0-9)

advised MAJ Simpson that G
" M y1TF5U1000 was to be delivered as early
as 29 Jon $6. (DALO-SMS-LA NFR (S), subjvat:
Project SNOWBALL: Chronology of Events, ?
D*s 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

Ma Powell called CSA and gave him execution
order fortfirst shipment of 1000. (Unaworn
discussion with 01 VikhemS, 15 Joe S$I after
roferriug to his classified telephone log.)

(3) NO Russ *and
of TOW* at IS
testwlnoy 20 Jae ST) (1I

($)

20-23 JAN (U)

20-23 JAM 86(3)
(Approx)

I

a price
svorm

ad vised MAJ Simpson that the
MfIj!I'~ tityW ould be 4504 (later
Increased to 4506 o/a 25 Jan 86): delivery
would be in three Increments within 45 days.
(DALO-SMS-LA XF3 (S), subject: Project
SNOWBALL: Chronology o Events, 9 Do 86)
(EXHIBIT P-2)

George Williams Informed MAJ Simpson that
some of the missiles were In CC N, that it
would require the Installation of a Missile
Ordnance Inhibit Circuit (MOIC) to put then
into CC A, and this would cost $300 per
missile. (MNJ Simpson swore teatimony. 19
Dee 66) (EXHIBIT B-9)

ADCSLOODA, talked with
CIA, about the price of $3 6for
1 ith the NOIC Installed.

ieantoned that the Agency had *25
0 I valuable for the missiles. (1st or
2nd day Into action told CIA $3169. Day or
so later raised to $3469.) (LTG lusso. sworn
testimomy (reeall), 27 bee 86)
(EXHIBIT 3-7) .. ,,m

3nW SPECIALL ILASSfIE

i 92;~
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SECRET . LA S~i
22 JAN 86 (3)

0/a 23 JAN 86
($)

24 Jam 86 (3)
5 P.N.

24 JAN 86 (U)

o/e 25 JAN 86
(U)

c/s 25 JAN 86
(3)

27 JAN 86 (3)

Arrangements for arrival of aircraft to
receive first shipment of tO00 missiles
discussed with CIA. (DALO-SMS-LA NFR (S),
subjects Project SNOWBALLt Chronology of
Events, 9 De* 66) (EXHIBIT P-2)

RAJ Simpson discussed pricing with COL
Lincoln and Mr. Williams. The price of $3169
for the basic TOW (USN 1410-00-087-1521) was
determined to be accurate. (DALO-SMS3LA MFR
(5), subjects Project SNOWBALL: Chronology
of Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

CIA meeting to plea transfer* of TOW missiles
ro the CIA. Meeting verified
b froam his calender. He also
verit L imilar occurred on 17 Jon
86. sworm testimomy, 20 Jam 87)

Aircraft sent from Redstone Arsenal to Ft
Campbell to pick up aircraft cargo nets.
(SNI Form Letter 1000-1, signed by Nr. John
Fimafroek, Act Dir, Nat Mgt Dir, Missile
Logistles Center, undated) (EXHIBIT P-4)

MO Ruso advised by M0 Powell and separately
by Mr. Tom Taylor, Office of the Army General
Counsel (OSAGC), that this action was
governed by the Economy Act. (DALO-SMS-LA
NFR (3), subject: Project SNOWBALL:
Chronology of Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBIT P-
2)

Requested quantity of missiles increased
508. (DALO-SMS-LA MFI (3), subject:

Project SNOWIALL: Chronology of Events,
Dec 86)(EXHIBIT P-20

to

9

MO Russo informe in that the price
of the TOWs was $T11 IT.1$'The CIA
a. a use $6000 as a planning figure.

sworm teatimool. 20 1tp 6?)
(0 xh"I " ,a nnmirr '

mt~. UEIAL
9

a 92: 2
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27 JAN 86 (0

ILT 27 JAN 16
(o

27 JAN 86 (S

WLT 28 JAN 86
(U)

29 JAN 86 tM)

29 JAN 86 (0)

)

)

Phone call from NO lurbules, Cdr, MICOm, to
MO Russo, ADCSLOG, DA, to attempt to get
price Increased. (LTO Russo swore testimony,
13 Joe $7 sod ADCSLOO telephone log)
(EXHIBITS P-23 and 8-27)

Meeting between MICOM ?OW Item Manager (MR.
John Coward) and PH TOW (Mr. Williams, Mr.
Leachman, and Mr. Perry Miobaels). Item
ManaSer told to be prepared to ship 4500 TOW
missiles when ordered. Included would be
2000 basic TOWs with MOIC (NSM 1512) and 2500
extended range basic TOWs (NS 2507). (Mr.
Jobs Coward swore testimony, 29 Dee 86)
(EXHIBIT 8-21)

MAJ Simpson contacted by PM TOW (Mr.
Williams) on project and need to put in
condition code A. Cost of MOIC established
by PM TOW as $300. Cost per missile
Increased to $34691 need tor ds
(4508 x $300) discussed with
(DALO-SMS-LA MFR (3), subjeo ~roU
SNOWBALLU Chronology of Events, 9 Dee 66)
(EXHIBIT- P-2)

PH TOW (probably Mr. Leachman) called TOW
Item Manager and told him to process
documents to ship 1000 TOWs with KOIC. NSN
1512. Item Manager drafted DRSMI.4 rorm 496,
Request for Supply Aetior, telling Anniston
Army Depot (ANAD) to ahip these missiles to
Reatone Arsenal (ASA). (EXHIBIT P-5) Price
of $8435 on torm obtained from AND?. (Mr.
Jobe Coward swore testimony# 29 Dee 86)
(EXHIBIT B-21)

DSMI-S form 496 approved by Mr. Finafrook
and materiel release order (MAO) called to
iLAD (Ms Orittia) by Mr. Coward. (Er. Johe
Coward swore testimony, 29 Dee $6 ed LEAD
ASA eard, dated 5 p.m. 1/28) (IXHIBITS B-21
and P-6)

SPICA~jJ4~I~~FI.

0 0 --0 4. ,
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1000 basic TOVs with NOICnoadel SGH 71A2, NSN
1410-01-139-1512, are shipped to ISA from
ALAD on seven LNAD trucks and signed for by
Hr. Leaohnn. (DO Forms 1348-lA, 500 Single
Line Its@ Ieieele/oeceipt Doemaeat, doted 29
Jam 06, sad 805AM Form 320o Lmmumitios Work
Project) (BXNIDIT P-? and P-S)

30 JAN 66 (0) DOLO-ZI message dtg 301521ZJ6li6 sortified
$160000 for Snowball. (CIINIIT P-9)

(5) PH TOW (Mr. Alkonborg) directs ANAD to begin
preparations to remove warheads from 1000 1
TOo and replace then with basis TOW
warheads, When asked, he stated that
condition code of missiles could be either A
or V. Quantity was later increased to 2500.
(Nr. Cbarleo Towa sad mi. Billy Prio, &lAD,
viewers tetioateso, 11 Do* 06) (EI111IT 0)

SJAN 6 (5) ANCPN-T@ aoaeabe dtS 301SSSJAE 86 direts
TOV work to belia 3 Fob 06o workiag two It-
hour shifts matil the work is does*
(gXNhIDT P-10)

30 JAN 86 (9) ANCPN-TO-N letter to LAD direts warhead
roplaeemet be *barged to 5018 program fuds.
([XNIZIT P-11)

30 JAN $6 (3) MAJ Sipson advised hat some
depot work was reqvie e a EtI jW or
TOl I would be aeeeptable.
replied that the reqvtreant orIiaa
was firm. (RALO-SMI-LA NFl ($). subJeott
Project SEOWUALLi Chronology of Events, 9
Dee 86) (gXNIIIT P-2)

31 JAm 86 (0)

31 JAN-
12 FED 86 (3).

ALAD wrote SOP to hangede 1020 warheads.
(6DSA1 Form 320-1, Amaumitioo Vork Project@
Couvereo of TOW Nisallos 31 Jam 66)
(IXHISIT P-12)

CIA continued to delay departure of missiles

from ASA on a day-by-day basis. DeLO-SMS-LA

SPECIAL U M

30 JAN 86
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1173 (M), aubjeotl Project SNOVALLI
Chronology of events, 9 De 86) (1H1NIIT P.
2)

Personnel from PM TOW and Hughes Aircraft
(MAC) visit ANAD to review procedures for
warhead exchange. Warhead exchange began.
(Mr. Charles Towne md Nr. Billy Prices A110,
mowers testisomuesr 11 ee 66) (hXHISIT 0)

3 P91 86 (3) MAJ Simpaon and
(Nultipls soures

11 F1 86
1730 kra

is FEB 86
1500 bra

Is FIB 86

13 Fal 66

(S)

CIA, visit ASA.

CIA asked DALO-IHS-LA te be prepared te
execute Phase I (shipment of 1000 rounds) at
1200 bra, 13 rob 64, by air. (CALO-SNS-LA
Kra ($), svbject: Projeot SNOWBALL
Chronqlogy of Events, 9 See 66) (SXNIUI? P-
2)

(3) CIA informed DALO-SNS-LA that MAC airlift not
available om 1314 Fee as requested_

r. o * VIWALLt
Chronology of Events, 9 Doe All) (EX1I3IT P-
2)

(S) CIA letter (8) to VCULOG certIfIed
availability of $3.519 million for initial
phase ef oovball. (EXHIBIT P-13)

(V) Ne. Crawford, 34OC, ame for SeeArmy.
svbjeots Support to Intellilenee Operations,
informed SeeArmy that Intelligenee
Authorisatiom Aet of FT 66 required reporting
to Congressional Intelligence Oversight
Committees of the transfer of defense
articles or services eoeeding one million
dollars. Ms. Crawford stated verbally to NG
Russo that when Army supports another agency,
they, mot Army, must advise Congress as
required by low. (NO laese mote em Crawford
memo) (EXHII T Y)

t3 FIB 66 (3) Mj;t I

($)
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1000 TOW missiles, BON 1Al, M13 1"10*01-139.
15,1 alpine. I.sog. ODC$LOG,DA,
and then by CA . Document
reflects unit p * (DD Form 138.
1A, docuuent number V74IDv 6t4 COO1 (3))
(EXHIBIT I)

13 FEB 86 (3) Phase I (1000 basio.TOW ti.l
ranal to

C(DALO-KITWUT

$1!3NOWBALL: Chronology of
Event, 9. Dee 86) (XHIBIT P-2)

13 FEB 86 (U) DALO-SNS-LA Os to NICON reviled 30 Jan ass.
Funds available now to MICON equals $424K for
ancillary support. (DALO-SS-.LA MFA (5),
subject: Project SNOWBALLs Chronology of
Events, 9 Deo 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

24 FIES 6 (3) Na Crawford, NO Russo, NO Suter, 30 Cavezza,
and COL McDonald met with the Secretary of
the Army. MO Russo related the Army's
actions to date to the Secretary. Ns
Crawtord expressed concern that there was an
offline request with no documentation for
Army equipment end that the Army did not know
where the equipment was destined.
Additionally, the responsibility for
Congressional notification was addressed and
the General Counsel stated that the receiving
agency had the requirement to notify
Congress. The Seoretary suggested that MG
Russo prepare a memorandum recording the
actions taken to date and that the Office of
the Seoretary of Defense should be notified
of the Secretary's concern about
Congressional notification. (DALO-SMS-LA MNF
(3), subjects Project SNOWBALL: Chronology
of Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

25 FI9 86 (3) ADCSLOO prepared NFI an Support for
Intelligence Activities. (DALO-ZI Mel,
aubjeetl SUpport for Istelligeme
Activities) (EXHIBIT 2)

5 NAI 6 ().

UI'GLAEQUR., .
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ADCSLOO discussed action and Oenerel Counsel
legal opinion about Congressional
notifioation with 9O Powell (OSD). NO Powell
passed memo from Army about Congressional
notification to VADN Poindexter, USC. No
*know at that time that proper@
legal...authorities had advised USC staff and
they advised us that the Issue of the
notification Was being taken care ot In a way
that was proper and legal. NO Powell asked
NO Russo to assure the 3ecArmy that the
receiving agenoy was fully aware of its
reporting requirement. (LTG Powell avor@
testimomy, 22 Dee 86, aud DALO-SNI-LA NFl
(M). subjects Projeet S1OVIALLI Chromology
of evaeta, 9 Doe 86) (9XHIBIT 8-1 and P-2)

5 NAN 86 (U) AMID informed PH TOW that total cost for
replacement of TOW warheads was $377, 33.
(AIADsmal dts 0515351NAR$61 subject Operation
Snowball) (EXHIBIT P-14)

29 APR 86 (U) NICON meg 291600ZAP386 stated coat incurred
by NICON for Smowball was $3,469,000 for 1000
missiles and $393.411 for other associated
eoato. (EXHIBIT P-1S)

16 NAY 86 (3) DALO-SMS-LA alerted PM TOW to prepare for
shipment of additional 508 missiles. (DALO-
S3N-LA NFR (3), subjeati Project SNOWBALL:
Chronology of Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBIT P-
2)

16 NAT 86 (S)

16 RAT 86 (U)

19 NAT 86 (5)

CIA certified availability of $1,762,252 for
50 missiles and $248,152 for ancillary
costs. (CIA letter (5), 601088, subject:
Tramafer of Funds (Project Snowball) (U).
dated 16 Nay 86) (EXHIBIT P-16)

N1O ealled from Nr!ON to ALAD to ebip 508 CC
I TOVa, IbI 141C-01-139-1512, from iLAD to
1SA. (DISNI-S form 496) (EXHIBIT P-17)

508 TOW mlssilee, model 71A2, NU 1410-01-
139-1512, were shipped from ANAD to 1SA and

U a 0 t. 1sE NQUINED
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signed for by Mr. Course Collier, PM TOW.
The missiles were then signed for by LTC
Larry Armbrilht, DALO-SNS-LA. (0D 1315-1A,
19 Apr 16) (EXHIBIT P-i$ and N)

19 MAT 86 (S) 508 TOV..LIJaka. were shipped from Redstone
Arsenal (DALO-SNS-LA Mr (5),
subjetoF~i* ot 3OVSWBALL: Chronology of
Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

21 MAT 86 (3) LTC Armbeight transferred formal
W t jl1ty for S08 missiles to

CIA) at Lanlley, VA. (DD
as number VWTPII 6139 C002 S),
reflected date ot 19 May) (DALO-SMS-LA MNF
CS), subjects Project SNOWBALL: Chronololy
of Events, 9 Dec 86) (EXHIBITS N &nd P-2)

NAT 86 (3) a€s shipped to Israel by CIA.
CA , sworn testimony, 7 Jam 67)

AUG 86 35) CIA action of.0icee
requested lnformati nd
quantities of rounds modified. PM TOW
contacted. (DALO-SMq-LA NF (S), SUBJECT:
PROJECT SNOWBALL: CHROKOLOGT OF EVENTS, 9
DEC 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

28 AUG 86 () Price of 500 Missiles provided toI
(DALO-SMS-A Nll (5), M SUBJECT: P2O9 W
SNOWBALL: CHRONOLOGY Or EVENTS, 9 DEC 86)
(EXHIBIT P-2)

AU, 86 (S) Info on lot numbers provided to
(DALO-SMS-L 1Fl (5), M SUBJECT q : 0O9WT

SNOWBALL: CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS, 9 DEC 86)
(EXHIBIT P-2)

SP 86 (3) CIA alerted DALO-SMS-LA of pending request
for release of 500 missiles. (DALO-SMS-LA
MFI (5), SUBJECT: PROJECT SNOWSALLi
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS, 9 DEC 86) (.XHIBIT P.

2)
SNGlAj SSUE ""*"II
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(3) Serts of 'hesds-up ftro that
shipment decision was peo -H-LA
MFR (5), SUBJECTI PROJECT SNOMUALLi
CHRONOLOGY OF E[ENT, 9 DEC 86) (EXHIBIT P.
2)

(5) Isreel ships 500 missiles to Iran to hl. the
f an Amerieae hold hostage.
CIA sVor testimony# I Jam 87
3.?-?)

20 OCT 86 (5) CIA notified DALO.SMS-LA that decision to
receive 500 missiles had bees made. Money
would be forthoomingi they vast newest
missiles (lost two lot numbers). (DALO.SMS-
LA xiR (5), SOBJECT: PROJECT SNOWBALL:
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS, 9 DEC 86) (EXHIBIT P-
2)

21 OCT 86 (S)

24 OCT 86 (5)

28 OCT 86 (3)

29-30 OCT 86(U)

U

CIA requested that a representative from
DALO-SMS-LA be present to inspeot and slim
for missiles at Redstone. (DALO-S3S-LA MFR
(5), SUBJECT: PROJECT SNOWBALLs CHRONOLOGY

OF EVENTS, 9 DEC 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

LTC Arubrilht met with LTC Russo to discuss
SNOWBALL; met with 50 Cavezt (03A) and
provided him copies of Ms Crawford's 13 Fab
memo end LTO Russo's 25 XFR. (DALO-SMS-LA
NFR (3), SUBJICT: PROJECT SNOWBALLi
CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS, 9 DEC 66) (EXHIBIT P-
2)

-advised DALO-SMS-LA that shipment
ale III was being determined. He

will oheok on transportstion. COL Lincoln
(TOW PH) alorted. (DALO-S3$-LA HF1 (S),
SUBJECT: PROJECT SNOWBALL CNROIOLOOT OF
EVENTS. 9 DEC 66) (EUIBIT P-2)

Discussed funding actions (reference O&MA
funds for procurement) with Mr Dagby (COA)
end Hr Greenblat USAFWC). Proper-Wording

ZF E
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provided they will support to the event of
problems. (DALO.$13-LA NFA (), SUIJECT:
FROJUCT SNOV1ALLi CHRONOLOGY Of gVENTS, 9
D9C 86) (EIINIT P-2) -

29 OC7T $6 (3) oaelld that shipment date will be
" .0 lerted. (DALO-S3S-LA MVt (5),
SUSJtCT# PIOJICT SNOWIALL, CHRONOLOGY Of
1V|NTS, 9 DgC 86) (EXHIBIT P-2)

30 OCT 86 (3) Delivery date changed to morn L_,
then to afternoon of 3 lo by PK
notitledl eon support. (DALO- oft - (S),
SUBJECT: PROJECT SNOWSALLi CHRONOLOOT OF
EVENTS, 9 DEC 86) (EXHIIT P-2)

30 OCT 6 (3) CIA letter eertitfylng 1,73,500. for
misl8es and $,O0. for ameillery cost
provided to DALO-SNS-LA. (9H113? P-19)

30 OCT 06 (U) PH TOW directed AAD through the RICOH TOW
Item Manager to ship 500 TOVs to Redstone
Arsenal, to arrive OL? 1400 hours 3 Nov 36.
(Mr. John Coward, TOW Item Manager, NICOM,
sworm teatimomy, 29 Dee 66, and D$N3I-S Form
496, 3 low 66) (EX11l15?-8-21 and P-20)

31 OCT 66 (C) DALO-SN-LA a to NICON directed PN TOW to
ship 500 missiles on 3 lov ad Votified
availability of funds for that purpose.
(EXHIBIT P-21)

3 la0 66 (a) 500 TOW miassles# mdel SON 111, I1 1410-
01-40-2507, shipped from ANAD to Redstone
Arnenal on douncut number V31GI 6303 DO01.
(CXHIIIT P-22)

3 NaV 06 (3) 500 TOW missiles, model IN 71*1, I1 1410-
01-007-SO?, accepted by
Armbrlght, and by the CIA
(DD 1344-I&, document ame W TIT
C003) (EXHIIT N)

3 0 o 66 ( ) ioi a, 3 UMlSCt

13QO IEE
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Phase II (500 missiles) shipped from
Redstone Arassal to CSSA. LTC Arubright not
and discussed financial protodures with COL
Lincoln (PM, 7'OV), Mr. Leochmin (DPP, TOW),
and Hr ill Bentley (Ch, ProlraaM anit
Offie). (DALO-SNS.LA XT (s), sU$JLCT:
PROJECT SNOVIALLi CHRONOLOGYOf VEOTS, 9
09C 86) (I][IXUIT P-2)

(3) 500 TOW misiles shipped by CIA to Irael to
replace 500 miss le sa el to
Iran In btober 86. CI, svore
teitimomy, 7 Jam 87)- )

,,AFO

Rol 86
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EXHIBrr CWW-56

a&AP, OOP I4l OOIPM ,,FC Oa CO.LU&WA

SE ?% 3
N 22988

Judge William P. Clark, Jr.
Aesistant to the Prestdent

for National Security Affairs
Ground floor
hite House

Dear I111

During my recently completed trip to Central America
one of your staff menbers, Kajor Ollie North, accompanied
no. You are fortunate to have a son of Ollie' caliber.
I found him Informed, inightful, and decisive on the
issues and well respected in the region by 0.3. and
Central American officials.

Yhis note is by way of expressing to you my appre-
c-tion for -Ollie's contribution to a moot successful
visit.

Sincerely.

Aun A10sm 4A 610"
ro, PIIPe•. II

UNCLASSIFIED
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The following are provided in response to the questions provided.

1. Ot WHAT TYPE WEAPONS WERE TRANSFERRED?

A: The DOD transferred the following items:

Basic TOW Missiles.

Repair parts for the'Hawk surface-to-air missile system.

2. Ot NUMBERS OF WEAPONS TRANSFERRED?

At 4509 TOW missiles were requested - 200R have been transferred,

the remainder are on hold at an Army facility.

218 lines of Hawk system repair parts.

3. 0: WHERE DID THESE WEAPONS COME FROM?

As Army Materiel Command, Defense Loqistic Aqency, and Tinker PB.

4. O WHEN WERE TRANSFERS MADE?

A: The materiel was transferred on the following dates:

13 Feb 86 - TOW missiles (1000 each)

16-23 May 86 - Hawk system repair parts

19 May 86 - TOW missiles (508 each)

3 Nov 86 - TOW missiles (500 each)

5. O HOW WERE THEY PAID FOR?

A: DOD was provided separate letters certifing the availability

of funds for each action. Funds were provided to cover, the

cost of the materiel, PC&H (packing, cratinq & handlinq),

CONUS transportation, plus any other administrative costs

incurred in support of thl..request. The supplier is reim-

bursed by DOD and DOD in turn is reimbursed with US Treasury

checks. To date, only the first two TOW shipments have

11" completed this financial cycle.

''•.:" - . "' O - 3, ,'" 19 NOV S6

too B 006 "
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OFFICE OF THE A SI#,M4OT O1JEFENSE
w .. T o ,SEC DOF

HAS SEEN
NOV 4 f- 1986

18 November 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEIPNSI (LA)

SUBJECT: Transfer of eapons to Irani Request by House Permanent
Select Committee on Intelligence (HPSCI) for
Information

On 18 November 1986 I met with Tom Latimer and Duane Andrews,
Staff Director and PSM of the KPSCI respectively, concerning
their Committee's inquiry into the U.S. Government transfer of
weapons to Iran. Mr. ArmLtage, ASD(ISh), is currently scheduled
to appear before the Committee on 21 November to brief the
members on DoD involvement with the weapons transfer.

Mr. Andrews requested that those staff personnel within DoD who
have detailed knowledge of the transfer met with him on the
morning of 19 November to provide advance answers to the
following questions.

1. What type weapons were transferred?

2. Numbers of weapons transferred?

3. Where did these weapons come from?

4. When were transfers made?

S. How were they paid for?

6. What records reflect this payment?

7. How were transfers accomplished?

S.

9.

Were DoD assets used to transport the weapons?

Was ystem used to arrange transfer?

10. Any other related questions designed to determine
extent of Do0 involvement.

The answers to these questions are to be incorporated into a
staff paper which will be provided to the Committee "mbers
before Mr. Armitage appears before the HPSCI.

the

CLA4 f01'; 92 "01-4,
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0: WAT RECORDS REFLECT THESE PAYMITS?

A The standard billing document reflects the costs involved, and

copies of the U.S. Treasury checks show that payment has been

completed. A listing of funds obligate , funds ditnbursed, and

transmittal letters on billinqs/reimbursements for transac-

tions processed are maintained.

7. 0: HOW WERE TRANSFERS ACCOMPLISHED?

As After receiving direction to provide the recuested materiel

and receipt of the fund certification letter, the source of

supply was directed by electronic message to ship the materiel

to a designated CONUS location.

The TOWs were shipped from Anniston Army Depot to Redstone

Arsenal, AL by U.S. Army vehicles. The items were then

shipped t San Antonio TX, by

commercial carrier using a

Government Bill of Lading.

The Hawk system repair parts were transferred to Kelly AFB, TX

by various modes of transportation, including overnight

express mail and commercial surface carriers using Government

Bills of Lading. From Kelly the materiel was picked up bv

representatives fromin

8. Ot WERE DOD ASSETS USED TO TRANSPORT THE WEAPONS?

As Yes. From Anniston to Redstone..

9. Qa WAS SYSTEM USED TO ARRANGE TRANSFER?

At In reference to the actual transfer of the items in question,

Army I rodure. c--e not' followed, however the m

System was used.

A AOV 0!9N
~N~IAS&IEqD 2079
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CONTENTS

TAB A -- Equipment Quantities and Costs and Status of Shipments
(Parts List Attached)

TAB B -- Certification of Reimbursement Funds

TAB C -- Transfer Receipts

TAB D-- Readiness Impact Statement

TAB £ -- Equipment Weight and Volume
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DATE

Jan R6

9 Apr R6

ITEM

TOW missile

Repair parts for
Hawk missile system

O1Y

450Q

234 line

ITEMS SHIPPED

K:-.

ITEM

TOW missiles

AN/MP046 Radars

ITEM OTY

TOW missile 1000

TOW missile 508

TOW missile 500

Repair parts for 218
Hawk missile system

Line Items(2)

Hardware

$3,46q,000.00

$1,762,252.00

$1,734,500.00

$4,1R2,423.42

ITEMS ON HOLD

OTY REMARKS

2501 *Missile modification(3)
billed w/19 May invoice.
Hardware related costs $ 8,675,969.00

4 Operational check and test
(Work already completed)
Hardware related costs $12,777,600.00

:OTE: (1) Transportation costs to CONUS depot, a standard 3 1/2 % for PC
k (2) Difference due to non-availability of certain line items.
cz. (3) A Missile Ordnance Inhibit Circuit. a -afety modification was
l quantity of 4509.

(4) Funds certified available. !

.r.

im Amorn

items

COSTS (1)
LNCILLARYCOST 'otai

$46,000.00 S3,q1l,0

'24R,152.00- $2,010,A'

$8,100.00 $1,742,0(

;154.502.A2 S4,337,4A

A5.00

)0.00

DOLLAR VALUE

S303,65R.41

$ 24,000.00

$45A.AiO.O0

LH. plus Quardl

added for total

2

s 8,979,627.91,

S ?A,oO0.00 (4

$13,736.%40.00

and TDY costs.

acDroveA

0 NovI

DATE

13 Feb

19 May

3 Nov

6-23 May

86

86

86

86

I

*1*

4>'

~iii~i'
J
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NOMECLATL0m NSt;

CIRC BOARD WAVE

CONTROL BRIDGE HOSE

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

CONTROL POWER SUPPLY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

AMP, ELEC, TRIPPLE

SPRING, SPIRAL

RESISTOR, FIXED

AMP, MODULATOR

ELECTRON TUBE

SIMULATOR, CONTROL

AMP, INTERMEDIATE

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

FAN CENTRIFUGAL

FAN, CIRCULATING

TRANSFORMER ASSY

DUMQY LOAD, ELEC

COOLER UNIT, LIQUID

TANK SECTION, FLUID

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

FILTER, FLUID

SWITCH, DELAY LINE

.1430009257366

1430011153327

1430004916945

1430004812779

1430008750740

1430004804461

1430014082496

1430004916943

5360009373080

1430009174610

1430011678000

5960011670763

1430001558288

1430008750838

1430004848562

1430004805642

4140008759846

4140004634276

6120004812766

1430009270651

1430008887169

143000228784A

4720000832753

4720000832752

1430000205562

143000920,6734

i
A *~j

TY

-cl

O 982ui

i
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S -o

CONTROL FROE

AMPLIFIER DOPPLER

SIMULATOR, STATION

ELEC COMPONENT ASSY

DRIVE & SYCHRO ASSY

MOTOR TACHO

CABLE ASSY, POWER

CABLE CONNECT BOX

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

DETECTOR FLOW RATE

POWER SUPPLY

TRACKER SPEEDGATE

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

FILTER BANDPASS

WASHER KIT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

TRANSMISSION CONTROL

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CONTROL, RANGE, ANT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

AMP, ELECTRONIC

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

POWER SUPPLY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

1430009334162

1430010367228

1430004848559

1430002385627

1430009408603

1430009677029

1430000192970

1430008287136

4720000118511

1430009567140

1430010789648

1430010741615

1430004916951

1430009004422

1430004082496

1430004916950

5915004913475

6720010182144

1430007345346

1430001356650

1430004511092

1430009798827

1430004308964

1430009116625

1430004916886

1430002909100

1430004916889
' :: .,,l

2 0 t,

~2t~~1 799
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I

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

INDICATOR ASSY

AMP I.F.

DELAY LINE

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

ELECTRO MECHANICAL

AMP ELECTRO CONTROL

CAVITY TUrNE

DRIVE ASSY

CONTPL OSC

PARTS KIT

SEAL WAVE GUIDE

PUMP

MOTOR AMP PUMP

MOUDLATOR SUB ASSY

POWER SUPPLY

COOLER LIQUID, ELEC

BLOWER

CONTROL POWER SUPPLY

PLUG DISCONNECT

SEAL RING

REPAIR KIT

WIRING HARNESS

REPAIR KIT, PUMP

SWITCH ASSY

1430002303654

1430002303653

1430002303652

1430009747846

1430005031852

5840006793939

1430010212423

1430000271984

1430007881198

1430007882949

1430005606963

1430007890834

1430010679012

5985010255013

1430009101565

1430000564746

1430010709935

1430001962725

1430010872449

1430000564747

1430006478471

1430000564721

1430000564772

1430004211664

1430009253837

1430000100355

1430009105332

J II
i. I *I

";LG.
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HORN WAVE GUIE Viil

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY

STALO OCILLATOR

STABLIZER

PEDESTAL ANTENNA

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

PUMP VALVE

VALVE, REGULATOR

ELECTRONIC - TUBE

RING PISTO-U

ARM DRIVE

"CONTACT ASSY EL

AMP ELE CONTROL

SYNCRRO, CONTROL

SYNCHRO, CONTROL

INSTRUMENT ASSY

VALVE FLOW REG.

COLLER ASSY, HYD

COLLER ASSY, HYD

VALVE REG PRESSURE

CONTROL UNIT, TEKP

1430004072705

1430004072744

1440000011267

1440004511054

1430007869169

59SS007882955

1430C1064801S

1430010146419

1430004035777

1430004035787

1430004035178

1430009105323

1430009105319

5960007679048

Y400646834T

1440008156580

5999003504073

1440010721063

5990009222449

1430004881091

1440004812815

4820007903387

1440007457645

1440007457645

4820006771192

1440004812805
.) 4 ~I
,. IJ 
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VALVE HYDRALIC

VALVE SOLENOID

PUMP PISTON

SERVO MECHANISM

SERVO MECRANISM

STUD RETAINING

BATTERY NONRECHARGE

Amp - ELECTRIC

TRANSDUCTER ASSY

CABLE ASSY

OSCILLATOR

ISO MODULATOR

CIRCUIT CAR ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

CIRCUIT CARD ASSY

TEST SETo RADAR

MICROWAVE

CONVERTOR FREO

WAVE GUIDE ASSY

CAVITY, TUNED

ATTENUATOR VAR

WIRING HARNESS

SEMI CONDUCTOR DEVlCI

SEMI CONDUCTOR DEVIC!

SEMI CONDUCTOR DEVIC]

CRYSTAL MIXER

FILTER SIDE BAND

,.1~ *1 ~

4620008863047

4810008863044

4320001769995

1265008905129

1440000559905

1440003160179

6135002744035

1440006574739

6625007775183

1440010122810

5955007861173

1430004823820

1430004916917

1430004097991

1430004072692

4935004084749

4935004076980

1430002562995

1430007295599

1430004076954

5985004720813

5995010530898

E 5961010223623

e 5961010223623

E 5961010229294

5985004939151

143000256 2989

* % J -~'~ V.. -'*1

!

!

!

elk40
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CABLE

DETECTOR CRYS

WAVE GUIDE AS

DETECTOR CRYS

RADIATOR

RADOME ANTETh

ANTENNA PEDES

DEISEL ENGIN!

POWER SUPPLY

CIRCUIT CARD

CIRCUIT CARD

AMP

ELECTRON - Tt

ELECTRON - Tt

TRANSISTOR

TRANS ISTOR

COIL, RADIO F

CCIL, RADIO F

COIL, RADIO F

REPAIR KIT

VALVE CHECK

VALVE, SAFE,

HOLDER, SEMIC

DISTRIBUTION

HOSE ASSY, NC

1430008265721

TAL 1430004082526

SY 5985004140757

TA.L 1430004082489

2930003220600

A 5985001660223

TAXL 5985001660222

2815004303480

1430004321352

NSSY 1430004332273

ASSY 1430010048206

1430005483191

BE 5960005834110

IBE 5960002305228

5961003669047

5961004177447

REEQ 5950009846110

REO0 5950009685453

'REQ 5950009844082

1430009074837

48 20008759928

RELIEF 4820008759874

:ONDUCT 5961008759838

BOX 6110008328280

NMIETAL 472000R329890

4. 103
-1-0O3
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-. p

ROSE, PREFORMED

ROSE ASSY, NONMETAL

COUPL RALF, OUICK

VALVE INDICATOR

BRUSH

WAVE GUIDE. ASSY

RELAY ROTARY

ELECTRON - TUBE

FILTER, FAN SUPPORT

MOTOR D.C.

COU"ZCR BALANCE

SYNCHRO, TRANSMIT

BRUSH, ELECTRIC

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

COUPL, HALF, QUICK

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

COUPL, HALF, QUICK

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

HOSE ASSY, NONMETAL

DIODE HOLDER

WAVE GUIDE ASSY

SYNCHRO CONTROL

CARTRIDGE DEHYDRATOR

ELECTRON - TUBE

ELECTRON - TUBE

ELEC COMPONENT

4720008887166

4720000832754

473000883161%7

1430008750845

5977000501479

1430008027540

5945004004668

5960005834109

5915009182905

6105006608724

3460009796870

5990008828950

5977008764052

4720000559197

4730008831687

4720000559196

4730000765866

4720009130814

4720000658641

4720000559194

5961008759838

1430009216009

5990008121341

4440009613753

5960006791791

5960005427181

1430009283679

'j~~UiEB 2-01 r"04
1
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TRANSFORMER, POWER

INNER CONDUCTOR

SHELL CORE ASSY

ADAPTER WAVESWIDE

ELECTRONIC COMPONENT

BRACK ELECTRIC

COUPL, SHAFT, FLPX

SHAFT, SHOULDERED

RADIO, FREO, FILTER

RELAY MOTOR DRIVEN

ANTENNA

RADIO, FROEl SWITrC2"

RADIO, FREO, LINE

RADIO, FREO, SWITCH

RELAY

RELAY

SYNCHRO CONTROL

RELAY, ELECT HAG

RELAY ARMATURE

ELECTRON - TUBE

ELECTRON - TUBE

RELAY ARM, ELEC

RELAY ARM, ELEC

PARTS KIT

SHUTTER

COUPL, DIRECTIONAL

COUPL, DIRECTIONAL

5950006498346

1430001942703

1430001942704

1430006468301

1430004072734

6110007949739

3010009695588

1430006470499

5915006791995

5945008123454

1430009220387

5985004820495

1430005606545

5985007882888

5945008252516

5945006791831

5990008138808

5945000519672

5945009337995

5960005834109

5960005834110

5945004919082

5945004974505

1430009418603

1430009201528

5985004916517

5985004811030

UNCLASSIFIED
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SW WAVE 85ff 0267

CIRCUIT CORD ASSY 6130003640828

FUEL, PUMP, ELEC 2910009309367

ACTUATOR, HYDRAULIC 6115009715599

PUMP RECIPROCATING 4320012154572

UI9LAYSIFMu LOIS0G
0
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OFFICe OFP rpg cmigEF oF sTAFF
*. DEPA A h4 4 J

o--,cc o @N. SC 191Po- ST

DACS-DMP 1* DEC s

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJECT: Withdrawal of Documents

The following documents have been removed at the request of the
Central intelligence Agency Cre ojew 44 . %a,' w-,,; v

a. (S) Memo for DCSLOG, HQOA, Subject: Transfer of Funds (short
title), dated 39 Oct 86.

b. (S) Memo for DCSLOG, HOCA, Subject: Transfer of Funds
(short title), dated 16 May 86.

C. (S) Letter for DCSLOG, HQOA, Subject: Transfer of Funds
(short title), dated 13 Feb 86.

) d. (S) Memo for DCSLO.', HQOA, Subject: Transfer of Funds
(short title), dated 16 May 86.

e. (S) Memo for DCSLOG, HQODA, Subject: Transfer of Funds
(short title) dated 20 May 86.

RUBERT T. HOWARD

b ..lonel, CS

," .

?AING ....
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OCe 09 ?"I UCNEAAV 0 IM ,

AS"v0ee rc Me986

20 November 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HONORABLE RICHARD L. ARMITAGE,
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
(INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS)

Attached is in response to your question of
weapons systems transfer and their impact on
Army readiness.

/Josph C. Oebbecke
Lieutenant Colonel, GS
Military Assistant to the
Secretary of the Army

0

Attachment

r ,, * " 1' 'tO 1735
-. l1. CoArfll

L[ O i tee 2t'I&~13
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UN p2

Impact on Readiness

o Near Term is inconsequential - minimum impact.
Old missiles being used up in training. Many are
being retrofitted for new motors.

o 2,000 Nis

o Total AAO
On hand a

siless

)jjiasR

of on-hand stocks.

missile
iles or ays of supplies.

*N -)i w

0 0 NOV ,.

£01S14
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U N (PIFIED
The following responds to the question:

"What was the weight and cube of the items shipped and
what type of aircraft are large enough to transport total
quantities?"

Repair parts HAWK System

TOW Missiles

Type Aircraft

CS
747

weight (Ibs)

45,244

185,767
231,011

Max Capacities

291,066lbs
186,00glbs

Volume(cubic ft)

5255

9666

19,699 cubic ft
27,30 cubic ft

7, 07

Xci.C

2 0 NOV 1986

201316

AV-6 4

40 n
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EXHIBrT CWW-59

v~F6r- S?;AJ. AIF JiL.AZ,

DEPARTMENT OP THE ARMY
orpocI OF Tie IlPlCTOR *t1ISAL

wh1"1k6POTO SC 1C 46816 1?"

% 2
(2 , :3

SUIJECT: Final Report of Investigation Into the Facts and
Clrcumstancee Surrounding the Sale and/or Transfer of
Missiles, Spare Parts, and Other Related Equipment to
Selected Middle Eastern Countries (U)

Secretary of the Army
Headquarters, Department of the Army
Washington, D.C. 20310

I. (U) AUTHORITY

1. (U) Pursuant to the Secretary of the Army's (SA) directive
of 21 Noveiber 1936, this investigation was conducted froa 28
November 1914 through 30 January 1987 by COLa Ned W. Bacheldor
and James 0. Morton, LTC9 Richard L. Whitenton, Robert F.
Trotter, and Thomas R. Prickett, MAJ Isaac Brovn and Ms. Sandra
0. Sieber, United States Army Inspector General Agency (USAIGA).
(Exhibit A)

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS CENTRAL INTLLIGNCE AGENCY PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION. THIS INFORMATION IS KARD O ORCON IN THE
CLASSIFICATION PORTION NAREINGS. SPECIAL HANDLING OF THIS
DOCUKINT IS RXQUIRUD. ACCZS8 TO INORXATION KARU D ORCON IN THIS
DOCUXZNT is LIrMTED TO T106 INDIVIDUALS APPROVED BY THE
SICEJTARY OF DII8. SAND CAMY OU"IN ROUTING. NORMAL
AJ[INISTRATIVI CZANIflSI SHALL NOT M USED.

TE NAM.S LISTED UELMW, "HICE ARE FOUND IN THE BASIC REPORT
AND/OR2 EXIBITS TO T' REPORT, ARE CLASSIFIED SECRET WHEN
ASSOCIATED WITS TKH CIA.

i
0,-

(

SCL86ST"y CNOUjk&-

DAIG-r0
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- SPECIAL ACCESS REQUIRED

DAIG-IO
SUBJECT: Final Report of Investigation...(U)

II. (S) MATTERS INVESTIGATED

2. (S) The investigation addressed 10 questions:

a. (S) Issue 01: What was the nature and extent of the
Army's participation in the transfer of TOW missiles and HAWK
ground support equipment repair parts to the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA)?

b. (U) Issue 02: Did provisions of Army Regulation (AR)
37-60 on determining the price of items to be sold to another
government agency under the Economy Act comply with the law?

c. (S) Issue 03: What price should the Army have charged
the CIA for the TOW missiles?

d. (S) Issue #4: Why was the CIA charged an incorrect
price for the TOW missiles?

e. (S) Issue #5: To what extent were external pressures a
factor in charging the CIA an incorrect price?

f. (S) Issue #6: Is it legal for the Army to present the
CIA an amended bill for the TOW missiles?

g. (U) Issue #7: Why did the Army provide such an odd
number of TOW missiles?

h. (S) Issue 09: Did the sale of HAWK ground support
equipment repair parts to the CIA reduce the readiness of U.S.
Army air defense forces?

i. (S) Issue #9: Is it possible to upgrade a HAWK missile
system using the repair parts sold to the CIA?

J. (U) issue flO: Did the Army charge the correct price
for the HAWK ground support equipment repair parts?

III. (8) BACKGORUND

3. (5) Guidance. On 26 November 1986, LTG Henry Doctor, Jr.,
The Inspector General (TIG), was called to the office of the
Honorable James R. Ambrose, Under Secretary of the Army
(USofA), to receive a requirement to investigate the Army's
participation in the shipment of arms to Iran. Discussion
centered on the transfer of 2,008 TOW anti-tank missiles and
several hundred HAUK ground support equipment repair parts from

MT SMZCZA ACCESS REQUIRED
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SPICIAL ACCESS REQUIRED D4
DAIG-1O
SUBJECT: Final Report of Investigation... (U)

Army stocks to the CIA. The primary requirements ver to
determine the details of Army participation and the basis for
financial charges to the CIA. These issues are addressed in
Section IV, along with other issues raised in that initial
session and developed during the investigation.

4. (S) Methodoloqy

a. (U) This investigation has been the highest priority
activity in the USAIGA. Activities included contacts with 95
individuals at nine locations the taking of sworn, recorded
testimony from 27 persons; and review of the few documents that
could be obtained. The investigators relied principally on the
sworn, recorded testimony of key players.

b. (U) The investigation was limited in scope. It did not
include examination of such highly publicized matters as the
manner in which funds to pay for the missiles and repair parts
were obtained, the disposition of any proceeds from the sale of
missiles and repair parts to other countries, and the total
involvement of senior government officials outside the Department
of Army (DA). Most witnesses were members of Army organizations
and cctivitieo. Some sworn testimony was taken from non-Army
officials, but that was done to help establish the actions of
Army officials, and not for the purpose of examining the
involvement of other government activities and employees.

S c.S) The Ar*established a detailed procedure to augment
the _____described in paragraph 15) in September
1984 * 0 support to the CIA and other selected agencies.
Because the requirements for TOW missiles and HAWK ground support
equipment repair parts were considered exceptionally sensitive,
most Army officials made no written record of their activities.
Because records were sketchy and many witnesses understandably
lacked a complete memory of events that transpired about a year
ago, some conflicts regarding events and dates could not be
resolved.

d. (5) Sources have mentioned existing documents that may
be relevant to this investigation but to which the investigators
wer denied access. Specifically:

(1) (8) An internal CIA investigation reportedly-
addressed CIA interface with the Army. The CIA report allegedly
mentions several Army officials, including one who was said to
have received guidance directly from LTC Oliver North, then on
the National Security Council (NSC) staff. This investigation
produced no evidence that any omber of an Army organizationreceived any guidance directly from anyone in the KSC.
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(2) (S) The investigators were told the Federal Bureau
of investigation (FBI) nay have NBC notes or other documents
concerning guidance from LTC North to CIA and/or Army officials
on TOW missile prices. This investigation produced no evidence
that any NSC official discussed TOW missile prices with any
member of an Army organization.

(3) (U) The investigators have also been told the NSC
prepared a chronology that is relevant to the investigation. The
investigators learned nothing of the substance of that
chronology.

e. (U) The fact that this investigation was conducted as
expeditiously as possible, concurrent with other independent and
sensitive reviews (i.e., President's Specihl Review Board,
Independent Counsel, Congressional Select Committees, FBI, CIA,
General Accounting Office, Army Audit Agency) raises the
possibility that at some future date, some person or activity
will reveal information pertinent to this investigation that is
not addressed in this report or that conflicts with this report.
Additionally, there may be other documentation or evidence
currently available of which the investigators are unaware that
could have changed the conclusions in this report.

f. (U) The investigators gave periodic status reports to
the Honorable John 0. Marsh, Jr., Secretary of the Army (SA), the
USofA, and GEN John A. Wickham, Jr., Chief of Staff, Army (CSA).
As the investigation neared conclusion, briefings and documents
were also given to the Honorable Caspar W. Weinberger, Secretary
of Defense (SECDEF). The most significant was a 23 January 1987
summary report, which was based on a draft of this report. The
substance of that document has been incorporated into this
report. The summary report and other documents used to provide
information to SECDEF are at xhibits Al through AL.

XV. (5) CONSIDERATION Of THE ISSUES

5. (S) Issue fl: What was the nature and extent of the Army's
participation in the transfer of TOW missiles and HAWK ground
support equipment repair parts to the CIA?

a. (S) Summary and analysis of the TOW missile chronology.

(1) (S) Discussion:

(a)- (8) The Army was involved in the transfer of TOW
missiles to the CIA by providing that agency with price and

rcA; I RMI
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availability information, converting improved TOWs (1TOWs) to
basic TOWs to meet the CIA's requirements for basic TOWs,
shipping 2,008 TOW missiles to a location where they could be
picked up by the CIA, and billing the CIA for the goods and
services delivered. Details of Army involvement in this project,
which the Army called Project SNOWBALL, are in the chronology at
Exhibit P. The following paragraphs present a summary.

(b) (S) Evidence collected during this investigation
showed the Army first became involved in the transfer of TOW
missiles to the CIA on' Saturday, 16 January 1966. (The CIA ager.t
who was the Agency's principal point of contact with
Headquarters, Department of Army (HQDA) testified that he
contacted LTO (then MG) Vincent M. Ju&1L, the Assistant Deputy
Chief of Staff for Logistics (ADCSLOG), on Friday, 17 January
1966, but this date was refuted by the agent's supervisor and LTG
Russo, and all other evidence pointed to 16 January.) On 16
January, LTG Colin L. Powell, then a MG serving as Senior
Military Assistant to fie MCDEF, gave GEN Maxwell R. ThUman,
the Vice Chief of Staff, Army (VCSA), a warning order to be
prepared to deliver approximately 4,000 basic TOW missiles to the
CIA. The first shipment was to be for 1,000 missiles, with 3,000
more to follow. LTG Powell told the VCSA the project was to be
closely held, and to expect "S to 12 to 36 hours" notice before
the first delivery. Based on this guidance, the VCSA personally
contacted LTG Benjamin F. Register, Jr., the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Logistics (DCSL4G), that same day. Later that day,
upon return of the CSA, the VCSA informed the CSA of the taskinq.
The VCS also told LTG Powell he had "turned on the a ch," and
had th prepare a
memoran u or record (Zxh ts -I, pp 2-J B- , pp 3-6;
B-3, pp 2-31 B-4, p If B-26, pp 6-11; B-27, pp 2-5, 10, 13, 14,
IS B-32, pp 2-61 B-33; 9-34, pp 4,61 AE)

(c) (S) Upon receipt of the requirement from the
VCSA, LTG Register tasked HAJ Christopher Simiuga, ODCSLOG's
classified program manager, and Mr. John c-71ill, also in
ODCSOG, to determine if the Army could support the requirement.
XAY 8 .pn 3aviewed the Army Master Data File (AMDF) and
determined the price of the basic TOW missile (model SON 71A,
national stock number (NSN) 1410-00-067-1521) was $3,169. He
relayed that information, and the requirement to be prepared to
ship 1,000 basic TOWs on short notice to an unspecified customer,
to COL James B. !Lnca.nt the Project Manager (PH), TOW, on 16
January l9s6.--(Zxhbite B-4, p 1; B-, pp 3-51 5-9, pp 21-24$ B-
11, pp S, 10, 13, 261 15-26, pp S, 7, 29, 32, 35, 49 P3)

(d) (5) During the next week, there were many
discussions between representatives of the CIA and ODCSL0q, DA,
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and between ODCSLOG and the office of PI4 TOW. Requirements were
established for a total of 4,508 missiles. At Gome point in the
discussions the requirement was modified to specify Condition
Code "A" (CCA) (serviceable without restrictions) missiles. The
CIA stated they did not specifically request CCA but they did
want serviceable missiles. The PM TOW determined that 4,508 CCA
basic TOWs were not available in depot stocks. When the CIA
would not accept ITOW or TOW 2 missiles to fill their
requirement, the PM TOW suggested, and ODCSLOG approved,
replacing the warheads on 2,500 ITOWs with basic TOW warheads
from a stock pile, creating 2,500 extended range basic TOW
missiles. (Exhibits B-7, p 13; B-9, pp 5, 22-24, 50; B-11, pp -
10-11, 28; B-12, pp 4, 5, 24, 25; B-13, pp 8, 121 B-21, p 6; a-
22, pp 3, 5; B-26, pp 21, 31; 8-27, pp 19, 23, 26; B-28, pp 68-
70, 74)

(e) (S) During this same period, there were many
discussions between the PM TOW and ODCSLOG and between ODCSLOG
and the CIA about the proper price for missiles. Issues two
through six address the various aspects of pricing the missiles.
(Exhibit B-34, pp 3, 4)

(f) (S) Based on a verbal request from the CIA, the
first shipment of 1,000 basic TOW missiles (with a missile
ordnance inhibitor circuit (MOIC) previously installed, model BGM
71A2, NSN 1410-01-139-1512) was taken from inventory at Anniston
Army Depot (ANAD) and moved to Redstone Arsenal on 29 January
1986. The missiles were prepared for air movement from Redstone
Army Airfield, where they remained for 14 days while the CIA
coordinated onward movement. In the meantime, on 30 January
1986, ANAD was directed to prepare to exchange the warheads on
2,500 ITOWs. The exchange actually began on 3 February 1986 and
was completed on 28 February 1986. This procedure converted
2,500 ITOWs (model 3GM 71C, NSN 1410-01-106-8514) into an equal
number of extended range basic TOWs (model 8GM 71A1, NSN 1410-01-
007-2507). The converted missiles were stored at ANAD pending
shipping instructions. (Exhibits 5-21, pp 3,51 B-28, 68-70; 0;
P-l, pp 6,71 P-Si P-6; P-10; P-1l; P-12)

(g) (8) On 13 February 1986, the first shipment of1,000 TOW missiles was signed for at Redstone Nrsenal by MAY
Simpson for HQDA and then by a CIA representative. The missiles
vere loaded on commercial trucks and departed Redstone Arsenal.
(Zxhibits 8-12, pp 20, 27, 29; 3-13, pp 32, 37-3811 9 P-i, pp 7-
6)

(h) (5) On 16 May 1966, the CIA asked RQDA to preparean additional 508 missiles (identical to those in the first
shipment) for shipment by truck from Redstone Arsenal. On 19 May
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1366, the missiles departed Redstone on commercial trucks
provided by the CIA. (Exhibits 3-11, p 431 5-13, pp 37, 38; P-
16: P-171 P-18)

Mi) (S) The third, and lest, shipment under Project
SNOWBALL occurred on 3 November 1986, after several conversations
between the CIA and HQDA and between HQDA and PM TOW to ensure
the shipment consisted of TOs from the newest lots (See Issue 07
for an explanation on why lots were important). The 500 missiles
shipped were extended range (3750 meters) basic TOWs (model BGM
71AI) which came from the 2,500 reworked ITOWs. This left 2,000
reworked ITOWe in storage at ANAD. Again, the missiles left Army
control when they departed Aedstone Arsenal on commercial trucks
provided by the CIA. (Exhibits 5-11, p 43; B-22, pp Il, 12; N;
01 P-i, p 12; P-19; P-20; P-21; P-22)

(J) (S) Seventeen witnesses were queried about the
knowledge they and others possessed on the destination of the TOW
missiles. No U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM) witnesses knew,
at that time, that the missiles were being transferred to the
CIA. The evidence further indicated that no one then serving in
an Army organization or activity knew the ultimate destination of
the missiles after they were transferred to the CIA. (LTG
Powell, an Army officer, knew the destination, but he was then
assigned to the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD)).
(Exhibits B-1, pp 2, 3; 3-2, p 71 3-3, p 4; B-4 5-7, p 10; B-8,
p 3; 3-9, pp 78, 791 B-10, p 5; B-11, pp 43-46; B-12, p 391 B-13,
p 37: 3-14; B-15, p 38; B-16, p 27; B-19; 5-20; B-21, p 4)

(2) (S) Conclusions:

(a) (S) The Army was first alerted of a requirement
to transfer TOW missiles to the CIA on 16 January 1986.

(b) (S) The Army and especially )ICOM (PM TOW) and
HQDA (ODCSLOG) were deeply involved in planning for and
transferring 2,006 TOW missiles to the CIA.

(c) (8) Available evidence showed no one at MICOM
knew the CIA was the recipient of the missiles.

(d) (S) Available evidence showed no one then in an

Army organization knew the ultimate destination of the missiles.

b. (8) Sumary and analysis of HAWK chronology.

(1) (8) Discussiont

oil
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(a) (S) The Army was involved in the transfer of HAWK
ground support equipment repair parts to the CIA by providing
availability data, identifyi.ng substitutes when the requested
item was not available, consolidating all requested items at one
depot, contracting for transportation to deliver the parts from
that depot to a location designated by the CIA, and billing the
CIA for goods and services furnished. Details of Army
involvement in this project, which the Army called Project
CROCUS, are in the chronology at Exhibit R. The following
paragraphs present a summary.

(b) (S) Army involvement began on 9 April 1986, when
the Honorable William H. Taft, IV, Deputy Secretary of Defense,
advised the CSA of a requirement to provide 240 line items of
HAWK repair parts to the CIA. GEM Wickham subsequently tasked
LTG Russo to act as the Army point of contact with the Agency.
still on 9 April 1986, LTG Russo established contact with a CIA
representative, who later (10 April) provided LTG Russo a list of
234 repair parts, in varying quantities required for support of
KAWK ground support equipment. (Exhibits R-21 R-3)

(c) (S) Over the next 20 days, ODCSLOG coordinated an
exhaustive search, involving numerous Army organizations, the
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), and the United States Air Force
(USAF), to identify and find the 234 line item numbers (LINe),
which consisted of 146 HAWK peculiar lines, 11 lines that
ultimately could not be identified, and 77 common items. When
requested items appeared unavailable, the search was expanded to
determine if the requirement could be satisfied with either a
substitute item or the next higher assembly. During this period
there was constant interchange between ODCSLOG and the CIA, and
LTG Russo provided verbal updates to the VCSA and to the
Executive Officers to the CSA and SA. By 29 April, available
Army items were consolidated at Red River Army Depot (RRAD), and
on 30 April, the CIA was provided availability (in some cases,
the quantity available was less than requested) and price data
for 221 LIXe (11 stock numbers provided could not be identified
and 2 were at sero balance). The CIA was given a total cost, to
include packing, crating, handling and transportation charges, of
$4.4 million. (Exhibits R-4, p 2: R-5; R-6, pp 1-21 S)

(d) (8) On 25 April 1986, the CIA advised ODCSLOG of
an additional requirement for two "pre phase I PIP (produCt
improvement program) configured" HAWK radar systems. Review by
ODCSLOG, HQ Army Materiel Command (AMC) and MICOM revealed that
the only assets in stock were two AN/KPQ-46 high-power
illuminator radars, costing $3,066,600 each, purchased by the
Iranians before ov rw0,,.of. , ,a' p4being held at
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Letterkenny Army Depot pending disposition of Iranian claims.
This information was passed to the CIA, which was also advised,
on 13 May 1986, that the radars could not be treated as part of
the HAWK parts project and would have to be requested separately.
(Exhibits 9-6, p 41: R-l, p 3; W)

(e) (S) On 16 May 1986, th IA cert
availability of funds in the amount ofo for the
purchase of the requested parts, less te"raflrs. On that day,
the Army shipped the parts which had been consolidated at RRAD to

The DLA was
OSTcted to ship the 11 items it managed. on~j, the
CIA confirmed receipt of all items shipped to
(Exhibits R-6, p 41 R-8; R-9)

(f) (S) On 19 or 20 May 1986, the CIA requested two
post phase II (AH/MPQ-57) HAWK radars, a newer version of the

6, and on 20 May, the CIA certified availability of
to test, inspect and service M -4 adar sets

prevously identified. According to# CIA, the
CIA requested the newer radars with antnt of ra ng Israel
the two AN/MPQ-57 radars for two Israeli AN/MPQ-46 radars which
could then be shipped to Iran. The AN/MPQ-46 radars were checked
by Army personnel as requested. AMC also identified two AN/MPQ-
57 radars, in depot stocks, which were held pending further
instructions from HQDA. On 29 May 198f MICOM advised HQODA that
use of the Iranian owned AN/MPQ-46 radars would have no impact on
Army programs but release of the AN/MPQ-57S would affect a
scheduled transfer of assets to the U.S. Marine Corps. (Exhibits
B-26, pp 70, 931 R-10; R-ll B-23, pp 6-7; R-12; W)

(g) (S) On 2 June 1986, the CIA put the radar
transfer action on "hold", a status which continued until 30 July
1986. On that date, the CIA advised ODCSLOG the radars were
again a topic of discussion and a decision could be imminent.
ODCSLO3 began inquiries into release procedures for the Iranian
assets (AN/KPQ-46). On 4 August 1986, the Defense Security
Assistance Agency (DSAA) informed ODCSLOG that the Iranian assets
could not be released as title had been passed to Iran in
connection with Iran's $12 billion law suit against DOD. This
information was relayed to the CIA on 5 August 1986. (Exhibits
3-6, pp 41-431 R-l)

(h) (8) During the 5 August 1966 exchange with the
CIA, ODCSLOG was asked to check the current status of HAWK repair
parts not available at the time of the original shipment. A few
items were found, and on 19 August 1906, ODCSLOG directed
freezing of available assets. On 4 September 1986, the CIA
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provided ODCSLOG a list of requirements for 30 LINs, including
added quantities of items previously shipped and items requested
but not shipped. Some items on this list vere also found and on
S September 1966 ODCSLOG directed these ases be frozen pending
f er idance from H DA. B a 22 pteaber 1966 memorandum,

The Army General Counsel (AGC) rate that concern on 10
October 1966 and withheld concurrence in the I September 1986
ODCSLOG action memorandum on additional support of Project CROCUS
because there was insufficient information on the ultimate
purpose igJ.SJflon of the items in question. On 22 October
1986 the sent the SA a mon recommending no further
release oTmaterie for Project CROCUS until details of the
project were made available and a legal position established. On
24 October 1986, Hr. Harsh discussed the subject with Mr. Taft.
As a result of that meeting, the action was placed on hold and as
of 30 January 1987, the parts and radars were still being held by
the Army. (Exhibits R-1; R-7; R-13; R-14; R-15i R-16)

(M) (U) The investigators asked twenty-five persons
(18 in informal discussions, seven in sworn testimony) about the
knowledge they and others possessed on the destination of the
HAWK repair parts. There was no evidence any military or
civilian member of any Army organization knew the ultimate
destination of the repair parts. (Exhibits 8-3, p 4; B-7, p 10:
B-9, pp 78, 79; B-10, p 5: 5-141 B-19; B-20; AM)

(2) (S) Conclusions:

(a) (S) The Army, with MICOM as the principal player
in execution and with ODCSLOG, DA, providing guidance and
interface with the CIA, was heavily involved in the transfer of
HAWK ground support equipment repair parts to the CIA.

(b) (U) The DLA and USAF participated with ODCSLOG in
execution to the extent that some of the HAWK ground support
equipment repair parts were supplied by their organizations.

(a) (U) Available evidence shoved no one then in an
Army organization knew the ultimate destination of the repair
parts.

6. (U) Issue #2: Did provisions of AR 37-60 on detersininq the
price of items to be sold to another government agency under the
Economy Act comply with the law?

a. (U) Discussion:

W * SM-CIAL ACCZ88 REQUIRED
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(1) (U) Economy Act/AR 37-60.

(a) (U) The Economy Act (31 USC Section 1535) stated
an agency could order goods or services from another agency if
four conditions were net: (1) amounts were available, (2) the
transaction was in the best Interest of the US Government, (3)
the agency to fill the order was able to provide or get the goods
or services by contract, and (4) ordered goods or services could
not be provided by contract as conveniently or cheaply by a
commercial enterprise. The Economy Act also said payment may be
made in advance or on delivery and "shall be for any part of the
estimated or actual cost as determined by the agency or unit
filling the order." The Act further provided that advance
payments shall be adjusted "on the basis of the actual cost of
goods or services provided." (Exhibit D)

(b) (U) AR 37-60, Pricing for aterial and Services,
15 October 1965, said standard pricing would provide a basis for
reimbursement of Army appropriations and funds from all customers
except for Foreign Military Sales (FMS) and Military Assistance
Program (MAP). It further said items with a NSN were centrally
managed and their standard price was published in the AMDF.
(Exhibit C)

(e) (U) In a 2 January 1987 memo, the investigators
asked the Office of The Judge Advocate General (OTJAG) if AR 37-
60 complied with the Economy Act and if AR 37-60 should have been
used as a basis for determining the price of goods transferred to
another government agency or if a price based on actual cost
should have been used.

(d) (U) In its 7 January 1987 response, OTJAG said:
"The term 'actual cost' in the Economy Act refers to direct
historical or acquisition cost incurred by the Army in obtaining
supplies or equipment. It also includes indirect costs which are
significantly related to the furnishing of supplies or equipment
to another Federal agency and which are funded from currently
available appropriations (examples of such costs include
transportation, packaging, lal.elinq, and handling). No statute
authorisee the Department of Defense (DOD) or DA to deviate from
the Economy Act's actual cost reimbursement requirement.
Nevertheless, the Economy Act gave the DOD and DA considerable
latitude in determining the proper reimbursement for items
transferred to other Federal agencies. Opinions of the
Comptroller General recognize that thE term 'actual cost' hai 'a
flexible meaning' and must reflect 'distinctions or differences
in the nature of the performing agency, and the purposes or goals
intended to be accomplished'."

SX qACCESS '~IRSD1;7
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(a) (U) In its 7 January 1987 opinion, OTJAG also
said, "AR 37-60 prescribes a proper methodology for determining
the price of items transferred under the Economy Act." OTJAG
further said the standard pricing mechanisme prescribed in
AR 37-60 "represent a reasonable exorcise of the discretion
afforded Federal agency heads by 31 USC Section 1535 (b)." OTJAG
coordinated its response with the offices of the Army General
Counsel, Comptroller of the Army, and (by telephone) the General
Counsel, DOD. (Exhibits Ei F; AN)

(2) (U) DOI 7510.4/AR 37-60

(a) (U) DOD Instruction 7510.4, Uniform Policy for
Charging Accessorial and/or Administrative Costs Incident to
Issues, Sales, and Transfers of Materials, Supplies and
Equipment, 7 April 1967, said the standard rates set forth in the
instruction "shall be applicable" to sales and transfers of all
materials to other government departments, agencies or
instrumentalities. Actual costs could be charged only if unit
price exceeded $10,000; However, the 15 October 1985 version of
AR 37-60, in effect at the time of the first two shipments, said
"actual or estimated costs may be used when the supplying agency
decides that a fairer charge will result for items having a unit
value of less than $10,000." (Exhibits C; G)

(b) (U) By a 5 January 1987 memo, the investigators
asked OTJAG for the proper reconciliation of these conflicting
regulations, as related to accessorial and administrative costs.
On 14 January 1967, a reply was received from the Assistant COA
for Fiscal Policy, the proponent for AR 37-60, to whom the
question had been referred. The reply indicated the 28 July 1986
update of AR 37-60 eliminated the actual cost exception for items
under $10,000. This change was based on guidance from DOD that
the 15 October 1915 version was not in conformance with DODI
7510.4: the Army should have required and should have been
cbha ina 3.5% of materiel costs for accessorial costs on items
with a unit cost of less than $10,000. (Exhibits H; I)

b. (U) Conclusions:

(1) (U) Provisions of AR 37-60 on determining the
unit price of items to be sold to another government agency under
the Economy Act complied with the law.

(2) (U) That portion of AR 37-60 which permitted
charging actual costs, in lieu of standard rates, when unit value
was lees than $10,000, conflicted with DODI 7510.4. COA \
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eliminated that conflict when it published an update of AR 37-60
on 28 July 1986.

7. (a) rsu- What price should the Ar-my have charged the
CIA for

a. (9) Discussion:

(1) (5) The Army was tasked on 16 January 1986 to be
prepared to provide 4,000 TOW missiles, on short notice, to the
CIA. Details of this tasking are at Issue 01. (Exhibits B-i, p
3; B-2, p 3)

(2) (8) The tasking for "basic" TOWs was translated
in Army terms to m4n BGK-71A TOW missiles. On the basis of
subsequent discussions with the CIA, HQDA modified the
requirement to specify Condition Code "A" (CCA) (serviceable
without restriction) missiles. Since all Army stocks of BGH-7lAs
were Condition Code "N" (CCH) (restricted - combat use only), the
next best way to meet the requirement was to provide BGH-71A2
missiles (a IGK-71A missile with a Missile Ordnance Inhibitor
Circuit (HOIC) installed). However, Amy stocks of BGH-7lA2s
(2,356 on hand) were not sufficient to satisfy the entire
requirement (4,508). HQDA then decided to provide 2,008 BGq-
71A2s from stock and convert 2,500 BGM-71C (ITOW missiles) to
BGM-71A1 by removing the ITOW warhead and replacing it with a
basic missile warhead. (Exhibits B-41 B-9, pp 21-24, 25-28, 46,
49-50; B-13, pp 13-140 B-12, pp 4-5, 11, 24)

(3) (S) A price of $3,469 for the missiles was
established on or about 27 January 1986 by LTG Russo, ADCSLOG,
using the following logic

(a) (U) Army Kaster Data File (ANDF) price for 1GM-
71A w $3,169

(b) (U) Estimated cost of a MOIC and installation -
$300

(0) (U) Basic missiles were all the same, regardless
of the increased range.

(d) (U) Replacement costs were not applicable under
the Economy Act. (Exhibit 3-6, pp 6, 10-11)

(4) (8) Actual costs in the amount of $30,691
($23,191 for the first two shipments, $7,500 for the third) for
accessorial expenses associated with the shipments were charged
to the CIA. A detailed summary of the original charges ,for TOW
missiles is provided below.

~PCACCESS REQUIRED
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TON MISSILE CHARGE MATRIX
(ORIGINAL CHARGES TO CIA)

BGM 71A2
MISSILES (1,S06) (Is

Unit Price
71A

MOIC
ANCILLARY COSTS

Transportation
Labor/Materials
Other (Security,

MISSILE MODIFICATION

t and 2d Shipment)
3,469

(3,169)
(300

4,583
9,901

TDY) 8,707
(from ITOW to basic TOW)

71A2 Missiles (SUBTOTAL)(Ist and 2d Shipment)

BGM 71A1
MISSILES (500) (3d Shipment)

Unit Price
71A (

MOIC
ANCILLARY COSTS

Transportation
Labor/Materials
Security

3,469
3,169)
(300)

3,363
3,960

157

71AI Missiles (SUBTOTAL) (3d Shipment)

TOTAL

NOTES:
1. (S) Amount paid to the Army by the CIA as of
1987.

0

COSTS
$5,231,252

23,191

377,720

$5,632,1631

$1,734,500

7,500

$1,742,0002

$7,374,163

30 January

2. (S) As .of 30 January 1987, the CIA had not paid the Army for
the third shipment.

(5) (8) The investigation included an independent
price assessment by DAIG investigators, based on appropriate DOD
and DA regulations and input from the offices of the DOD and Army
General Counsels, to either validate or correct the price the
Army charged the CIA. In this assessment, the investigators
founds (Exhibits I; Ji K; L M)

(a) (U) Pricing procedures in AR 37-60 called for
extracting the item's standard price from the AMDF and adding
ancillary charges, vhen appropriate, to arrive at the total cost

0- SPECIAL ACCES REQUIRED
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of the items sold. The application of depot modifications to
items In inventory, as was done te 2,500 missiles, was to be
treated as a procurement cost, per paragraph 2-2g, AR 37-60, and
added to the existing standard price to arrive at the revised
standard price. (Exhibit C)

(b) (U) Standard prices for materiel were contained
in the AXDF, published monthly by the AMC Catalog Data Activity
(CDA) based on input from AMC. AMC had overall responsibility
for determining ANDF prices, with the item Yanaqer at subordinate
commands responsible for price input to the ANDF. (Exhibit AH)

(c) (5) The basis for what the Army should have
charged the CIA was:

(1) (U) Construction of the unit price for the first and •
second shipments of 1,506 missiles (BGN-71A2) should have been
based on the latest procurement/AMDF standard price of $3,169 for
the basic TOW (BGM-71A) and the cost of the MOIC plus
installation cost. The MOIC kits were procured from Hughes
Aircraft under contract DAAHOl-$4-C-0940 at a unit cost of
$156.90, and ANAD installation/labor cost was $168 per missile,
thus establishing a "should have been charged" price of $3493.90.
A summary of the corrected charges for the 1,506 missiles in the
first two shipments is provided below:

PRICE CoNSTRUCTION

(BGM 71A2 - lot and 2d SNIP(EMT - 1,508 KSLS) I
January 19&6 AMDF Standard Price (BGX-71A) $3,169.00
1OC Kit 156.90
Labor 166.00
Corrected Standard Unit Price for 71A2 $3,493.90

(Exhibit AF)

(2) (5) To meet the CIA requirement, 2,500 ITOWs (BGM-71C)
were modified by exchanging ITOW warheads for basic TOW warheads
from depot stocks at a depot cost of $377,619.23 or unit cost of
$151.05. The original warhead cost of $358.74 for the 500
missiles shipped was computed by applying the weighted average,
as specified in AR 37-60, to three lots of warheads of various
quantities and prices. The same procedure as above was used to
arrive at the current unit price of $206.74 for the basic TOW
warhead, which replaced the ITOW warhead. A summary of the
corrected charges for the last 500 missiles transferred to the
CIA is provided below: (Exhibits Cr AJi AG)

. } :. -4 IL. -*41 t itL- 5~Z~LA2 A~~U IRE
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(DO 71A1 - 3rd SHIVCKZXT - 500 MSLS)

January 1986 ANDY ITOW Standard Price (corrected $8,069.ool/2
Labor Cost tar Warhead Change 151.05
Basic TOW Warhead 206.74

Subtotal 3426.79
Credit for ITOW Warhead <358.74>

(reused in ITOW production) /
Corrected 71AI Unit Price $8070.05

1 Price indicated is the most accurate poaible at the time of
investigation and accounts for mathematical and obvious errors in
the methodology used. The pricing procedures, as reflected in
this report, are in accordance with A137-60. Due to the 96mral
nature and complexity of the realat'on and the lack at 3
implementing instructions at inter diate levels of operation, *
changes in the procedures may be r quired.
2 The January 1916 AKDF price oft $8,675 for a BOX-71C, NSM 1410-
01-106-8514, was based upon input trom the 16 July 1985 TOW PM
annual review forwarded to the TOW Item Nanager in the Xissile
Logistics Center (XLC) on 29 August 195. The figure transmitted
to MLC wes extracted trom the wrong line of the form used by P
TOW to compute cost and included nonrecurring and unfunded costs
not authorized in computation of standard price. The figure
transmitted to NLC was $6,619, the total FMS sales price, and in
fact should have been $6,069, the base FXS price. Before the 2
October 1985 submission to CDA, the item manager added another 3%
surcharge not authorized by AR 37-60. (Exhibits Lt AF: AO; APi
AQ)

(3) (8) Ancillary costs were computed lAW a provision
in AR 37-60, dated 15 October 1965, that allowed for the use of
actual packing, crating, and handling (PCH) costs for items with
a unit price under $10,000. However, that method was contrary to
guidance in DOD Instruction 7510.4 dated 7 April 1967. Based on
DOD guidance, an update of AR 37-60, dated 28 July 1986,
eliminated the provisions for use of actual costs for PiC for
items under $10,000 each. Based on this DOD guidance and the
amended version of AR 37-60, and with the support of OTJAG and
COA opinions, the investigators found the CIA should have been
charged 3.5% of the hardware coat for PCH. (Exhibits C; Gs 1)

(4) (8) The CIA was charged $377,619.23 for labor
costs to convert 2,500 ITOs to basic TOWs. The individual
missile price that should have been charged for the last 500
missiles shipped includes $75,523.55 of the total labor costs.
The remaining $302,095.38 is still a valid cost to the CIA
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because all 2,500 missiles vera converted in February 1986. Asummary of what the Arym h luayech. Aed the qIA is providedbaley. (Ex TSiP- 14: P-iS)

CORRECT TOl MISS ILE PRICE
1AW AR 37-60

Missile Hardware (1,508) (5GM 71A2)
(let and 2d Shipments)
Packing, Crating and
Handling Costs for the BGM 7lA2s

Missile Hardware (500) (BGM 71A1)
(3d Shipment)

Packing, Crating and
Handling Costs for BGM 71Als

Modification Cost for Remaining 2,000 Missiles
Total
Total Shortfall

Notes: 1.

$5,268,801.201

184,408.042

$4,035,025.003

141,225.872

$302.,095.38 4
$9,931,555.49

<$2, 557 , 392 . 49>

(U) ANDF price of $3,169 for BGH-71A plus actual cost
of $324.90 for the MOIC kit and installation

2. (U)
3. (U)

4. (U)

cost.
Represents 3.5% of the hardware cost.
Based on a corrected BGM 71AI unit price of
$8070.05.
Depot modification cost for 500 missiles included
in the missile hardware (500) price is
$75,523.85.

(5) (5) Conclusions:

(a) (U- Me Army should have charged $3,493.90 eachfor IUS V40Jmi eI#.a0e (first and second shipment) and $8,070.05
each fW-fZma1nbq 500 (third shipment).

(b) (V9tAncillary oosts should have been charged atthe rate of 3.54 of badware ooet, to omply With DODI 7510.4.
The actual amount charged for ancillary costs was inconsistent
with DOD policy because provisions of AP 37-60 dated 15 October
1985 were contrary to DOD Instruction 7510.4.

(c) (8) The CIA should have been charged $302,095.38
to recover the coat of modification to missiles modified to
support the requirement but not shipped.

ml- ,S P E CIAL ACCESS REQUIRED
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d) (U) The PM TOW and M)ICO used incorrect
procedures when developing the Army standard price, published in
the ANDY, for ITOW (DB)(-71C) missiles.

1. (5) Issue #4: Why was the CIA charged an incorrect price
for the TOW missiles?

a. (8) Evidence:

(1) (8) OEN Thurman described receiving the tasking to
provide TOW missiles from LTG Powell on 18 January 1986. GEN
Thurman said he inquired of LTG Powell, "You're talking about
vanilla TOWs?" and LTO Powell responded, "Yeah. I'm talking
about vanilla TOW@." GIN Thurman asked LTG Powell if he would
receive anything in writing on the mission (indicating he had no
written document at the time) but did not recall LTG Powell's
response. (Exhibit 5-2, p 3)

(2) (8) LTG Povell testified that throughout the fall
of 1985 interlocutors from outside DOD questioned him regarding
TOW prices. He contacted DSAA and was told the price of a TOW
missile was $10-11,000. He perceived an emerging idea oS
providing TOW missiles to Iran. In reference to the sale of TOW
missiles to the CIA, he said, Rover the course of the fall and
then after the decision was made in January (1966) and after the
initial transactions took place, that price kept floating back
and forth..." He said it yam a function of whether you priced it
out as an MlU contract, which was clearly not the right way to do
it." It was "always clear that we were using the Iconomy Act.
And so the price floated back and forth over a period of weeks
and months for that matter, both before the decision and after
the decision It went "everywhere from $4,000 to $10,000. And
maybe even a tad higher." Cmcerning his conversation with Vice
Aftiral John X. Pelndexter, National Security Advisor, LTG Powell
added, "over the course of the fall and winter, we were talking
about. numbers tlwere floating from $10-11,000 down to 4 or 5
or 6 t.o Oan.6 the cost got below $4,000, he said, "I was
quite a see that it went that low because all the while we
had been t Lal~ng about something higher than 7, 6, 9...." He
sid LT* MgM reported to him on a couple of occasions "there's
a wy to do this and the coot vill cone in lower." He told LTG
ase to recover the coat of the missiles and services and to
ensure the Army was "not out one dollar." He said he had .
conversations with Admiral Poindexter and maybe LTC North about
price but his only discussions on price within the Army were with
LTG Russo. He kept the Secretary of Defense informed on the
status of LTG Russo's discussions with the CIA. There was
interest from Admiral Poindexter and/or LTC North in what the
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price should be end in getting the price lower but he never felt
pressure to got the price lover. LTG Powell said he believed LTC
usoo was also receivinq inquiries from the NSC or through the

CIA about getting the price lover. When the price came in at
around the $4,000 point that was what LTG Powell's NBc contacts
had said all long that it should have been. He assumed the NSC
had been pressing him to justify the higher estimate ($10,000)
because they had to explain it to the buyer. NO knew of no money
that would be going anywhere but to the Treasury of the United
states. The context in which he was answering questions and
giving guidance to LTG Russo had nothing to do with trying to get
the cost low in order to make money available for s6me nefarious
purpose. His total mindset was that all the money, regardless of
the amount, would be paid to the Army and the buyer would pay
only for TOWs, not TOWs plus some additional amount of revenue
that would be used for another purpose. With respect to the
CIA's interaction with the Army regarding cost, LTG Powell
stated, "I was aware that General Russo was working with the CIA
to determine what the cost would be." He gave LTO Russo no
d.roction to keep the price down but 0... as time progressed the
nusbers kept floating back and forth every time I talked to LTG
ftse* and they were always floating downvard." (Exhibits B-1, pp
2-10f, 14* B24, pp 3-4)

(3) (5) Upon being told of the mission, LTG Register
tasked KAJ Simpson to determine if the mission was supportable
and tasked Mr. John Hill, Logistics Support Office, ODCSLOG, to
provide the status of TOW missiles, worldwide. LTG Register was
briefed by Kr. Hill concerning the 30 September 1945 status of
the basic TOW (71A), ITOW (71C), and TOW 2 (71D). He recalled
that conversation centered on the basic TOW (71A) but did not
recall if M 7 Simpson was In the room when Kr. Hill provided the
information. On 20 or 21 January 1966, LTG R ister eased

-sbsequent men was l td to receipt of periodic status
reports from LTG tusso. He was not involved in any pricing
discussions but had a general knowledge of the requirement for a
warhead change on the ITOW. It was his understanding that the
price to be charged for the missiles was the price of the basic
TOW (71A) plus the cost of the NOIC modification. (Exhibit B-4,
pp 1-2) 4P

(4) (U) Mr. Hill confirmed that he was called to the
office one Saturday by LTG Register, who wanted to know where TOW
missile assets were located, by type and condition code. He did
not remember specifically when he was called in other than that
it was in the January to March time fran. Using the 30
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September 1965 Missile Distribution Plan (MIDP), he told LTG
Register here TOR missile assets were, worldwide, and condition
codes he vas aware of. He said LTG Register wrote down
approximately four major locations where the Army had TOws
stored, recording it by missile type, HSX, and model number. He
did not recall a price discussion. (Zxhibit B-S, pp 3, 5-6)

(5) (5) LTG tusso testified that he believed his
initial involvement was Monday of the first week (20 January
1986) and that MAJ Simpson told him the price of the BGX-71A
missile was $3,169. He knew of no exploratory actions on TOW
missile pricing or availability before the Army's initials
involvement o Janus e o conversations ormeetings wit
prior to 20 January -go did recai meeting wi"during the week of 20 January 1946 and discussing the o
markings from the TOW boxes, the type of aircraft to be used, how
many missiles would fit on a pallet, etc. He said he did not
deal in terms of Condition Code "A" or "N" until "about two weeks
ago" (approximately I December 1966). However, he was told by
HAJ Simpson that a safety related modification to the basic TOW
was required. The modification was the addition of the MOIC,
which MAJ Simpson told him would cost $300. in recall testimony,
LTG Russo said he did not know the addition of the NOIC converted
the 71A model to a 71A2 model, and if previous testimony
indicated differently, it was incorrect. Also, he did not know
there was a price difference, except tor the $3. cost of 
modification. He said LTG Powell gave him no specific guidance
on missile pricing but did tell him, "make sure that the Amy
doesn't get screwed in the process. LTG Russo added, "I was
torn on one end, don't screw the Uxy, on the other hand, Economy
Act says actual costs. I couldn't find the difference between
these three basic missiles that ye were transferring and so ah --
I's back to that ese point." He told MAJ Simpson to impress
upon everyone to collect the costs associated with the missile.
LTG Russo said he recalled only one telephone conversation with
LTG Peter 0. burbules, then a NO in command of EICOM, concerning
this transaction. Ne said LTG ft bugq talked about a
"significant price difference." He further discussed their
conversation, saying that LTG lfrbules "...alluded to the fact
that the missile being provided was a more expensive missile, and
I kept asking the quest ion, 'Is it or isn't it a basic TOW?' Theanswer was, yes." He said whatever LTO Burbules was talking
about fell into that category of basic TOW. That's where he had
a fundamental block in communicating with LTG Durbules. He said
he did not know if their conversation involved the ITOW missile.
"I think--you know--had we gotten to the stock number level I
think it would have been reasonable for me to have somehow
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challenged that more firmly with the folks, in terms of how weot from-thirty-four sixty-nine to eight thousand and change. I
Ldn't do that. He tola LTG Burbules it just did not make sense

having a basic TOW that cost $3,X69, adding a KOIC for $300, and
charging more than $3,469. LTG Russo added, "...what we were
taking was some missiles that had already gone through that
process of the basic 71A, adding the $300 HOZC to it, and coming
up with this. And my judgement at that time was a 71A with a
MOIC applied. Nov the fact that it is a 71A2 (he apparently
believed 71A2 was also a model number for a basic TOW), I really
didn't ascribe anything to it, and I frankly discounted the eight
thousand figure." He did not recall any TOW missile cost or
requirements discussions with LTG Powell prior to 16 January
1966. LTG Russo initially did not remember discussing any
variances in price with LTG Powell other than $3,169 and $3,469.
He subsequently recalled a conversation with LTG Powell during
which he may have told LTG Powell there was a more significant
price involved which could go as high as $8,000. He said he may
also have related the NICON pricing concerns to LTG Powsll but
told LTG Powell the price should stay at $3,169 or something like
that. LTG Russo did not recall having told LTG Powell, "There's
a way to do it for less money." ITG Russo said his memory was a
little "fuzzy" on the conversations with LTG Powell but he
believed that during one of the conversations a working figure of
around $6,000 as a cost was brought into the conversation by LTG
Powell. LTG Russo added that he may have given the CIA an
estimated cost of $6,000 per missile, which would have included

-e~eteee~t~-vh.-ro ctsuch-Slr- iss*l-cost-
transportation, security, warhead change, etc. He did not recall
anyone from the CIA telling him the $6,000 price was too high,
and said at that time he didn't know who LTC North was. Also, no
one told him that the NIC was interested in getting the price
lower. In explaining the price determination he said the Army
had a certain number of basic TOW missiles with an ANDF price of
$3,169 to which a NOIC had been added for $300 making the price
$3,469. He said, "I knwe $3,169. 1 knew $300 for the NOIC which
made it $3,469'and I don't ever remember another number after
that." He referred to the economy Act, AR 37-60 (table 2-1), and
used comon sense to arrive at a prica of $3,469. "Now, if the
records reflect v. es a t mistake." On 20 or 21
January 1966 he advised # % (CIA) the price was 69.
A doao so later the ague a up and he advised

he price would be $3,469. The Army told the CXA-hat
t2i' sce would be, not the other way around. There was no
haggling and the CIA did not ask him if he could find a way to
get the price to a lover level. ne said the Amy gave then a
price and that was acce table to the CIA. He added that was when
he believes id, 'Well, that keeps us inside the 25
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million window-" He added that tw as not uplet with
the $300 price increase for the e believed the source of
funding to pay for the project was money appropriated by Congress
for the CIA. He had no contact with LTC Worth or other NBC
representatives and did not know the NSC was involved. (Exhibits
3-6, pp 5-7, 9-12, 20-21, 29-301 5-7# pp 2-4, 9, 13, 16, 22, 27-
311 3-i7 pp 2-3, 5-7, 10, 13, 15, 1, 21-24, 28-32, 34)

(6) (S) LTG Durbules testified that he was under the
imprestion the transfer was an /MS transaction with country "X".
He did not know at the time that there was one price for VHS
transactions and a different price for Economy Act sales. He
said COL Lincoln, PH TOW, advised him that he believed the TOW
price "directed* by ODCSLOO was excessively low because the
replacement cost would be substantially higher. COL Lincoln did
not discuss with him a different missile stock number, condition
codes, or AKDr' prices, nor did he mention that the requirement
had been elevated from_bauL. TOWs to 7A;_ missiles. He said, "I
was told by COL Lincoln the Stuation l-n general terms; that we
were selling a TOW missile priced at about $3,000 but that to
replace that missile, that perfectly good tank killer, by current
production missiles would be, you know, $0,000i substantially
more than the old price. And I felt that we should charge the
replacement value. And that's what I told LTG Russo. LTG Russo
apparently decided otherwise. We were told by DA DCSLOG that
would be the price that we charge and in my mind that was a
HeadqmuArtar, Departmant of the Army cidscJJionLanh__tas mate ....
closed." He did not advise LTG Russo that a modified ITOW would
still be a basic TOW. He did not know the missiles were being
transferred to the CIA. (Exhibit 3-6, pp 3-9, p 11, pp 17-18,
and p 21)

(7) (5) KAJ Simpson testified that his initial
knowledge of and involvement in the transaction was on Saturday,
18 January 1966, when he was called to the office to meet with
the DCSLOG. He did not discuss TOW missile pricing prior to that
time, even on an exploratory or "what-if" basis. LTG Register
told him approximately 4,000 basic TOWs were required right away
and his (KA. Simpeon's) task was to determine if the mission
could be supported. NAJ Simpson recalled being told by LTG
Reister that either the C A or VCSA had said a minimum number of
people were to be involved and minimal records were to be kept.
Xr. John Hill gave him a stock number for the basic TOW missile
that Saturday morning (16 January 1986). Having the stock
number, 1W Simpson checked the January 1966 AND? and determined
a price of $3,169. e passed the stock number to COL Lincoln and
by the end of the day COL Lincoln told him he could support the
mission with the stock number MAJ Simpson had provided him at a
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cc .f $3,169 per missile. COL Lincoln caveated his response by
a& iq that none of his professionals were available at the

o, •the information he provided). On 20 January
it CIA) established the requirement that the
mi, Oeatselnodition Code "A". KAJ Simpson was certain that
he eased the change in the requirement to COL Lincoln or his
DeF.iy, Mr. George Williams, "the minute I got it from the
agency." Subsequently, the price of $3,169 was determined to be
inaccurate because tat price was for a missile which was not in
condition code "A*. On 27 January 198S6, Mr. Williams, Deputy PH
TOW, told MAJ Simpson that to put the missiles in condition code
"A", the installation of a KOIC was required. Mr. Williams
quoted a price of $300 to install the MOIC. AJ Simpson and COL
Lincoln agreed that adding a MOIC to a basic TOW to bring it to
condition code "A" would raise the total price to $3,469. When
he was told of the need for a $300 price increase, it was he, not
LTG Russo, who made the decision and advised the CIA Comptroller
that the new price was $3,469. There was never an argument from
the CIA that the price was too high. The Army advised the CIA of
the prices the CIA confirmed the pricer and there was no
bartering. After the CIA was told of the increase to a price of
$3,469, they were never given any other price. It was
subsequently determined that not enough MOICs were available to
make the conversion. The CIA was offered ITOWs instead, but
refused then. Mr. Williams suggested converting (downgradinq)
ITOWs to complete the mission within the required time but added
that the ITOW was a more expensive missile and would cost the
c customer more. MAJ Simpson said he would not tell the DCSLOG

-- aLore -money vwasrequi ed_ and that someone in the PM TOW office
would have to do so. He said it was easier for MICOK personnel
to explain why they had not provided correct information than it
was for him to do so. He added that he believed "they sure as
hell could have done it right the first time." He speculated
that his comment was what led to the conversation between LTG
Russo and LTG Burbules. In late November 196, MAJ Simpson met
with COL Lincolni they determined the $300 price for adding the
NOIC was incorrect because it did not include a labor charge.
Concerning the price of the missiles, he said the only persons in
MICOM or the PM TOW Office that he dealt with were COL Lincoln,
his Deputy (Mr. George Williams), and Chris Leachman. He said he
did not discuss pricing of the basic missile with Mr. Leachman,
but did discuss the incremental cost of adding the MOIC. Mr.
Williams did not tell his that missiles with a MOIC had a
different NSH and he did not know at the time that the AM ?
listed a different stock number and price for a basic TOW with a
MOIC installed. Additionally# Mr. Leachaan did not tell him
there was a different NSK or a different AMD? price for a basic
TOW with OIC. MA Simpson added that he did not know the NSN
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the basic TOW differed from the NSH for the basic TOW with
:C until around Thanksgiving, 1986. Additionally, he did not
iv that Anniston Army Depot had been installing mOrcs on basic
4s since 1981 or 1982. MA Simpson was asked about the DD Form
%$-I he signed on 13 February 1986 for 1,000 BGM-71A2 TOW
sales, NSH 1410-01-139-1512, priced at $3,469 each. He said

%.iat while he was at Redstone Arsenal, Mr. Leachuan gave him a
bank form (DD Form 1346-1) and asked him to fill it out. KAj
Simpson provided everything on the top line of the form except
the "Stock or Part Number." Explaining why he signed for
missiles of a type and with an NSN other than what was requested,
MAJ Simpson said he had not taken his notebook with him and did
not have "the foggiest idea what stock number I was signing for
that morning." He said he signed the receipt at about 0130 or
0200 in the morning. He denied having taken with him (from
Washington to Redstone Arsenal) a draft DD Form 1348-1. Prior to
the first delivery of missiles to the CIA, COL Lincoln notified
XMA Simpson that the pri."e was too low because the Army could not
replace TOW missiles with ITOWs or TOW 2s for the price being
charged. He thought COL Lincoln said the price should be
approximately $9,000. MAJ Simpson replied that the AMDF price
was the correct price to be charged for an item no longer in
production. In later testimony describing that conversation, he
said, "... we had already reviewed that issue and killed it with
the regulation." He reported COL Lincoln's call to LTG Russo,
who told him to get the lawyers involved because he (LTG Russo)
too thought the price was too low. At that time, or perhaps
sooner, LTG Russo told him he thought the price was about $6,000.
MAY SLApson di-d not -Xnovwhere- LTG-Russo -got that-f qure .... He-
said LTG Russo studied AR 37-60 and told him that it was a
terrible price ($3,469), but "we're fixed." He said that LTG
Russo felt like COL Lincoln did and wasn't happy with the
decision to charge $3,469. That was the last time he and LTG
Russo discussed TOW missile pricing. He said he never went back
to the CIA for more money. In late May 1986 (after completion of
the ITOW conversion), Kr. George Williams advised MA. Simpson
that an error had been made and missiles which had been converted
(from 71C to 71Al) were still in Condition Code "N". MA. Simpson
replied, 0...vell, does that affect, you know, we'd already had
our second mission and the third one was unscheduled, there was
no fixed date anymore for the third one, just that it was going
to happen sometime in the year. And in my closing days, I said,
well, George, I said, you'll have to bring that issue up when
they get ready to do the third shipment, I said, because as far
as I'm concerned, I said, I don't have any problem with you
charging more for that. I said that was something you didn't
know about and I said, to me, you know, we've asked then before
on a third shipment, that's a new, kind of a new project. And,
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bi d there wasn't any fixed date or schedule, and in
f.. #a as getting ready to leave to go overseas at
tl., he said, there may not even be a third
sh;puent, said that may be all that we've asked for." (IG NOTE:
During the conversion process, Anniston Army Depot queried the Pm
TOW office as to which missiles to use and were told by Mr. Los
Alkonberg that it didn't matter. As a result, Condition Code "H"
DGI-71C missiles were pulled from stock for conversion to 71Al.
Five hundred of these missiles were subsequently transferred to
the CIA in the third shipment. The CIA has been advised of their
Condition Code "N" status. The remainder are on hold at Anniston
Army Depot. (Exhibits 01 AD)] When asked It he believed LTG
Russo had enough information available to make the right pricing
decisions, KAJ Simpson said that LTG Russo relied on him for
information and that he (OAJ Simpson) did not have enough
information. He added that if there was a pricing error, he
believed that he and KICOM were jointly responsible. He said
that in retrospect, he believed the price should have been muca
higher than what was charged. (Exhibits 8-9, pp 20-24, 27, 29,
31-38, 40, 42-45# 47-46, 50-53, 68-69, C-SI, C-59P C-76, C-81-83,
C-S, C-90, C-9Si 5-26, pp 6, 7, 23, 24, 31, 301 01 AD)

.I) () K Edward Friothnqhair, Legal dvi cll
from approxilatelyepIteaber

1984 to Maztc1 testified a initial involvement in the
missile sale was when MA Simpson asked him to meet with LTG
Russo concerning the establishment of a reimbursement figure for
the TQItmsailes. ne did not know the ultimate destination of
the missiles but did kno-ereb-lng t- aniferedt -tb --

under the Economy Act. At the meeting with LTG Russo, two prices
were discussed, the replacement cost versus the procurement cost
plus modification and shipping. He said MAY Simpson was also at
the meeting with LTG Russo when he (MAY Frothingham) initially
advised that the Army should charge a price aufticient to restore
our stock of Missiles. He recalled that price being
approximately $5,000. He did not recall being advised that there
was a specific price for a missile with a MOIC. Had he been told
there was an MXF price for a basic TOW with MOIC, he would have
advised to charge that price, He said that LTO Russo's reaction
was that charging the higher price would not be fair to the CIA
since the Army would be receiving more than the cost of the basic
TOW plus modification and shipping costs. There was discussion
of reducing the cost "to be more in line with the lack of -
desirability of the itm or the depreciation, if you wili, of the
ite".a The end result was that the Army would charge whatever it
cost for the basic Toy plus the cost of modification. He
remembered it to be approximately $3,500 per missile. He did not
saks an extensive review or take notes because he thought ODCSLOG
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would come to him for a final review. He advised his boom, COL
McDonald, of what he had done and had no more though hts Of the
matter until he read of it in the newspaper. (Exhibit a-10, pp
s-&, 10)

(9) (8) COL Lincoln, PH TOW, said that during one of
the very first contacts he, or perhaps someone in his office had
-with ODCSLOG, HAJ Simpson stated the need for BGM-71A TOW
missiles and said he had personally looked up the price of the
missiles and determined the AXDF price to be $3,169. The PH TOW
office confirmed that MAJ Simpson had determined the correct
price for a SGM-71A. COL Lincoln did not know the missiles were
for the CIA. When the requirement was added that missiles be in
Condition Code "A", KAJ Simpson was advised that a MOIC must be
installed. MAJ Simpson asked what that cost would be and was
told "about $300.' MAY Simpson said, "I guess we will add $300
to the price that we have already come up with, adding $300 to
$3,169, and that will be the price." COL Lincoln said that he
was not involved, but "there appeared to be agreement by both
parties that was proper. And so, we arrived at the price of
$3,469 as the proper price." When asked why the price was not
set at $5,435, he said, "Because after the initial look-up it was
determined that we were only adding this three hundred dollar
item to the missile that was reflected as thirty-one sixty-nine,
so the proper pricing change would be simply to add the three
hundred dollars to the price we had already looked up." COL
Lincoln did not know of anyone in his office who advised the
DCSLOG point of contact (NAJ Simpson) that there was a different
NaS for a basic missile with a MOIC. COL Lincoln only became
aware of the NSN difference in the last few weeks (Noveaber-
December 1986). At some later time, after NAJ Simpson added the
requirement that all missiles must be in Condition Code "A", he
(KAJ Simpson) was told by someone in the PH TOW office that
"adequate stocks were not available" and a missile with a MOIC
installed and with "a different model number" was required. (1G
NOTE: At the time the requiremen . ion Code "A"
missiles became known, there ve i GM-71A2 missiles on
hand. There were approximate, l IS hand, an
insufficient number to modify enoIuh "71A msmsiles, converting
then to 71A2 missiles. These two facts are apparently what COL
Lincoln meant by "adequate stocks were not available.* The
'different model number" he referred to was apparently the 71A1
missiles to be "produced" by converting or dovngradLng the. 71C
ITOW missiles.) COL Lincoln testified that upon discovering that
insufficient MOICs were on hand to meet the customer's needs,
ITOWo were offered but rejected. The decision was then made to
modify ITOWs (converting 7lCs to 71AIo) to accomplish the
mission. When told that there was evidence that MAJ Simpson had
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said the CIA would have paid anything that was asked it good
reason were given, COL Lincoln said he went to a general officer
(not further identified probably LTG Burbules) and tried to make
a case with him for charging a higher price, and failed. He also
said Mr. George Williams made enough of a point to get AJ
Simpson to go to the General Counsel to inquire about the price
and word came back that the price would stay like it was. on two
other occasions in his testimony, COL Lincoln made reference to
hearing that the Army General Counsel rejected P4 TOW arguments
for a higher price. He said, "we started with a certain price,
we became semi-locked into that price, and we did make these
other attempts to change th% price, which were not adequate." He
further testified he did not recall hearing of a price of $6,435
during the time the transactions were taking place. He said both
he and his Deputy, Mr. Williams, believed the price charged was
drastically low from the point of view of buying TOW 2s as
replacements. They made that point with LTG Durbules, and COL
Lincoln was in the room when LTG Burbules talked to LTG Russo.
He said LTG Surbules made the point that the price was too low,
but the argument was rejected by LTG Russo. In summarizing his
testimony about pricing missiles for the transaction, he said it
was agreed upon by both parties that $3,169 was an appropriate
price for a basic TOW, "...and then with the new condition of a
MOIC, simply adding three hundred dollars made sense to both
parties. One or both parties perhaps should have had the
foresight or the training to say maybe a different price applies,
AMDF price specifically, but at least during the critical
deliberations, to my knowledge, that didn't go through anybody's
mind. Maybe it did someone later, maybe some of the other
individuals involved can state that, yes, they in fact did that.
I don't have any direct knowledge that someone was triggered to
think that we now have a different price, a different AMDF price,
and we need to go look it up or change the price." (Exhibits B-
11, pp 4-5, 7, 9-15, 31-22, 35-39, 431 0)

(10 (U) Kr. George 0. Williams, former Deputy PM TOW,
testified that the original mission from ODCSLOG, which was
passed to COL Lincoln, called for the basic, 3,000 meter TOW
missile with a 5 inch warhead. When ODCSLOG was told the only
way the mission could be accomplished was with Condition Code "N"
missiles, the request was modified to add the raluirement that
the missiles be in Condition Code "A". He was aware by the
second week into the mission that it would be necessary to.provide missiles with a MOIC installed. At the time the initial
transactions were taking place, he did not know that a basic TOW
and a basic TOW with a NOIC installed had a different NSX. He
learned about the different SN sometime after the first shipment
but did not tell KAJ Simpson there was a different NSN. At the
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time of the transaction, he was not aware of the $8,435 price and
did not know until recently that there was a different price.
The price for the basic TOW without a NOIC had been established
at $3,169. The PH TOW office stated the price of the NOIC was
$300, based on what they were paying for it plus an estimate for
the cost of installation. He believed the price of $3,469 was
met by the people in ODCSLOO by adding $300 to the cost of a
basic TOW. Kr. Williams said that all of his conversations with
KAJ Simpson were directed at obtaining a price which would
replace the missiles being transferred with TOW 2 missiles. He
said MAJ Simpson conferred with DA legal counsel (not further
identified) and subsequently advised him that the $3,169 was
legal. He added that he "had the impression all through this
whole deal that the customer had been told a price, and we
weren't going to vary a whole hell of a lot different than that.
Nov that is my personal opinion of the whole thing." Mr.
Williams did not learn of the mix up on Condition Code "H" versus
"A" during the conversion of ITOWs until approximately one month
after it was done. (Exhibit B-12, pp 4-5, 7-10, 15-16, 30-31,
39)

(11) (U) Mr. Chris 3. Leachman, Jr. former Logistics
Management Specialist and current Acting Deputy PH TOW, testified
that his initial involvement was when he was called one Sunday
(probably 19 Janua ry 1986) by COL Lincoln and told to check
pricing and availability on some TOW missiles when he went to
work the following day. He believed COL Lincoln mentioned a
price of $3,169 for a basic TOW missile in his telephone call but
ho knew that amount would not purchase TOW 2a as replacements.
He did not think the requestor understood at the time the
difference between Condition Codes *A" and "N". He knew there
vas a different NKS for a basic TOW and a TOW with MOIC installed
but didn't know if he made anyone aware of the difference. He
said if the PH1 and his Deputy didn't know there were different
NSs for the two missiles, it was probably his fault for not
telling then. In discussing whether or not the PH1 TOW pricing
experts were involved in pricing this transaction, he said, "I
believe the price was determined by the people in DCSLOG telling
us it was thirty-one sixty-nine. We said, 'no.' We told then
what it was really worth, and they said, 'Well, what is the KOIC
worth?' We told them about throe hundred dollars, and they came
up with thirty-four sixty-nine and I think it was a dictated
price." When asked if anyone in ODCSL4G was notified of the
$6,435 price, he said, "I don't remember the conversation, but I
believe we did. I believe that they had access to the ANDF
price, the same, well, I know they had access to the ANDF price,
they came up with the first thirty-one sixty-nine. Once it was
decided that we were going with missiles with MOICs on then theyl-, J#BW - SPiCIAL ACCESS REQUIRED
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also knew what that stock number was, 15121 they had access to
the same ANDF that I had.. The prices wore there in January of
'86.0 He further testified that MAJ Simpson had the stock nuiD.er
for the basic TOW with MOIC 71A2, saying, "I know that he had the
stock number when he came down here to pick them up. He knew
what-- he-- I didn't keep it, but he had a handwritten copy of a
1348 with stock number and everything on it. I have 11o evidence
of that because we threw it away. We took it and typed it." He
added that it was the correct stock number for the missiles which
were delivered. Mr. Leachman knew the ITOW had a different NSN
and price. When it became necessary to modify the ITOWs, they
did not bring up price again because it was considered to be a
moot issue. He did not know the ultimate destination of the
missiles. He added that he honestly believed the price for the
missiles had been dictated to then by ODCSLOG. When told there
was evidence that the PX TOW office failed to provide any good
arguments to increase the price and failed to tell him there was
a different NSH and AXDF after the first day, he replied,
*Absolutely untrue.* (Exhibit B-13, pp 6-9, 11, 13-17, .24-25,
23, 37-38)

(12) (U) LTC Larry W. Arnbright, Logistics Support
Coordinator, ODCSLOG, stated that he only recently learned that a
basic missile with a NOIC had a different NSN than a basic
missile without a MOIC. He didn't know there was a different
price for a missile with a MOIC installed. In May 1986 he did
not know there was a model number other than 71A2 involved.
While accepting the third shipment in November 1986 he noticed
the model and NSH were different from the Hay shipment. He was
told by Hr. Collier (Hr George E. Collier, PH TOW Office) that
addition of the MOIC changed the model number. He only recently
learned that ITOWs were downgraded to satisfy the total
requirement. He did not discuss pricing with LTG Russo or MAJ
Frothingham nor did he knov of any discussions about keeping the
price down. When asked if he knew before 17 November 1986 if COL
Lincoln had challenged the TOW missile price, he referenced a 14
May 1986 discussion and replied as follows. "It seems to me --
challenged I don't think is the right word -- as I recall when 1,
and I hadn't thought of this until just now but, as I recall,
when I was there in May, COL Lincoln and Mr. Leachman and I had
a -- that's the first I had net then, so we were sitting there
talking, and, uh, a question came up on, uh, that they were -- a
statement to the effect they were unhappy with the price.. But
that was because that was the price in the AMDF, because they
hadn't changed the AlDT and they were stuck with the ANDF price.
It wasn't that they were getting something different. It wasn't
that there had been modifications made, models, stock numbers,
none of that came up. It was only, we've got an error in the
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AND and the AXDF price is what we have to live with 'cause
that's ..... and were taking steps to correct the AMD?. Uh, so
that may counter everything I told you earlier, but I hadn't
thought of that conversation. They didn't really challenge the
price. That was just a "we're unhappy but we've screwed up: we
didn't update the ANDY and we're going to have to do that.- He
said there was no discussion that the AND? price for the missile
being shipped was actually much higher than what was being
charged. (Exhibit 1-14, pp 1-4)

(13) (U) Xr. Collier testified that he and Mr. Leachuan
talked about the fact that $3,169 was too low a price for the
ITOW. There was a marked difference between the AXDF price for
an ITOW and the price being charged for a converted ITOW.
(exhibit 3-IS, p 22)

(14) (U) Xr. Billy I. Bentley, Chief, Program
Management Office, PK TOW Office, testified that his office was
responsible for pricing TOW missiles. His office was not
involved at the outset in the establishment of a correct missile
price. He attended a meeting at KQ MZCON alonq with Kr.
Leachnan, Kr. Williams, a CIA representative, and AYJ Simpson.
It was his impression that NAY Simpson was informing them what
the price of the missiles would be. It was Hr. Bentley's
understanding that the price had already been determined to be
$3,469 ($3,169 plus $300). (Exhibit B-16, pp 5, 7-8, 13)

~~is (S/ORCON)a a n, ,e

rctor CIA, testified that h
innlllnvolvement in the ar s transfer was on 16 January (1986)
at a meeting in the White Souse where he net with Admiral
Poindexter, LTC North, and two other CIA representatives. He was
shown the Presidential Finding which authorized the sale of
military equipment to Iran to su building a strategic
relationship with Iran. w was to be the CIA contact
for LTC North and wee t p istics and finance mechanism
by wtich money could be transferred into en account controlled by
the CIA and subsequently turned over to 0D in payment for
American weapons that would ooue out of DOD stocks. A few days
later LTC North told hin to contact LTC Powell for instructions.
LTC North said he would arrange to have Kr. Weinberger or Kr.
Taft informed of the CIA financial and logistical mechanism and
would task DOD a g11 weapons to the CIA. As instructed by LTG
Powell tact Russo. They discussed the sale
of TOW n s 6ses a said the initial discussion may
not have specified r fure 17508 because the number varied
from 4,500 to 4,506 and finally settled at 4,508. The first sale
was to be 1,000 TOWs. He testified that on 22 January 1966 LT
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Russo gave him a price figure of $6,000 per missile.
said he had soue experience v,,Ii pricing and different aTTT"?r
sales. figures so he asked LTG Russo what that figure represented.
Although not certain of LTG Russo's specific response, he
recalled it was "the current replacement value for the TOW." He
said LTC North had told his it was not important to give the
Iranians the most recent TOWs. He further testified that LTC
North said, "What the Army ought to do is try and find the oldest
batch in the warehouse anywhere in the country and use those. "
Speaking of the guidance he got from LTC North, he said we didn't
care if a couple of them didn't go off, adding that this was not
the usual kind of MS sale where we're terribly concerned about
U.S. bona fides or giving good weapons. He dimly recalled that
when he told LTC North the $4,000 figure, LTC North said
something like, that's too much" or "that can't be the right
figure." He said he seemed to remember that he called LTG Russ*
two or three times about pricing and dimly recalled one
conversation in which he told LTG Russo that LTC North thought
the $6,000 price was too high because "we weren't buying current
model TOWs." He did not remember receiving a price figure from
LTC North that he was to pass to LTG Russo. He recalled LTG
Russo's response to be that he would "have another look at those
figures and that he would have to seek guidance on... what the
cost would be in the project.* His discussions with LTG Russo
were an attempt to get the price lower based on the fact that LTC
North had told him the $6,000 figure was too high. He said that
in retrospect one could wonder if the attempt to get a lower
price had anything to do with Contra funding, but at that point
there was no hint to him that there was anything suspicious in
the fact that LTC North thought we ought to be buying o
missiles and that he thought the price was too high.
said the money for payment was coming from Iran throluW"
intermediaries and the CIA wanted to ensure that both DJnd the
CIA did not lose soney and that the CIA didn't profit.

said the price did not change directly from $6, iOto
"40OF Rather, he said, LTG Russo mentioned several other
figures in between. The price never went above $6,000. He said
his comment on the intermediate prices was based on "fuzzy"
recollection and too ch emphasis hould n . placed on his
comment. testified that (CIA) and MAJ
Simpson e u y came up with the cenbetw $3,000 and
$3,400. On 27 January 1966, LT Russo told him the e
$3,469. He passed the price to LTC North. He saiid
reported to his at one point that the Army was hav err e
ine fi out which prices to charge" and he remembered that

old his that NAJ Simpeon d him._s _ at one, poin_
ce was $4,500 or $4,400. added tha

d one or two conversations Rith LTO Russo and then he
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inand KAJ Simpson "started going crazy together,
ay for two weeks...until they got that figure settled on."

Re did not recall what type or model number of TOW was requested,
other than a basic TOW. He did not know what the tloms CondIin
Code *A" or ON" or MOIC meant and did not romeabe

cus ae terms with him. Once a price was atarm n
passed that to LTC North along with instructions on

a a a t deposit the money in, what account number to use,
and the total amount of funding required said he
had no indication that anyone in the Arm the inal
destination of the missiles. (exhibits 3-22, pp 2-10, 14, 15,
17, 19; 5-32, p lO; 5-34, p 1)

(16) (S/6RCON)
CIA, testified that at aIout1730 on 17 January 1986 he attended
a meeting at the CIA headquarters concernin the t f
approximately 4,508 TOWa I s.jj f IrAn.; a
representative front the and two onor poyees
were present. s eu t i group there was confUsion inthe Amy on twas thought to be approximately
$6,000 per missile. 8 &me_9_ lama was associated with the
pricing uncertainty. was sent to the Pentagon that
evening to visit LAO s'Yeid terni the a ecific version of
the TOW to be provided and the price, said he would
all LTC so to arrange the meeting an r Russ was expecting

ipon his arrival the evening of 17 January 1986 (1G
4W'TvrEsPUre r investigation revealed that the seating with LTG
Russo probably took place on 24 January 1986). LTG Russo told
him there had been confusion on the price and that further
research showed the higher price had been based on a later
version of the TOW. The missile being provided would cost
approximately $3,400 plus ancillary costs such ae
crating, transportation, and a modification the
thought involved improvements to the guidance sy on.i 0 as d
that LTO Russo requested at the 17 January 1986 sting that the
CIA sign for the missiles at the point of transfer and once the
missiles were under CIA control, that they accomplish amno.__
exte j sanitizing such as the removal of lot numbers.*

was of the opinion that some background work had een
oii-pi or to his 17 January 1966 meeting with LTG Russo.

Otherwise, he said, it would not be likely that LTG Russo would
have been able to quote TOW msLsile prices. He and LTG Russo did
not discuss condition c exci. to establish that the missiles
would be serviceable. assumed they would be
Condition Code "A" becose at v normal procedure in obtaining
ordnance from the Army. Within a week of meeting with LTG Russo
the price had been pinned down to $3,469 plus the add-one and
ITOW modification. When asked why a written request was not
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presented to the Army, said normal requisition
procedures were not fol - we because of the sensitivity of the
project. It was a CIA decision to handle the project by word of
mouth, except for the fund certification document. Ad na
he did not discuss NSs in any of his Army dealings.
said there was no reason for him to believe LTG Russo-
Simpson was under any pressure to establish a lower price or to
keep the price low. To his knowledge, no one within the Army
knew that the ultimate destination was Iran. He recalled no
arguments or debates concerning the price increase due to
changing from Condition Code "N" to "A" nor did he remember
indicating Kr. Casey would have to obtain more money to pay the
increased amount. He added that he may have made such a
statement because he served as the messenger relaying financial
information bcween the CIA and the Army. With respect to
pricing, he said there were no negotiations he argued with XAJ
Simpson on packing and cratinq charges, but the Army set the
prices. (Exhibit 8-26, pp 6-13, 17-19, 22, 29, 30, 37, 41, 49,
51, 56, 58, 64, 82, 63, 86, 87, 91)

A 17. (S/ORCON)
testified ta atthetiie money was mad* available

Wt piy the Ay, he did not know the source of the funds but he
was assured that they were not funds appropriated by Congress.
He was not aware that there was a price change from $3,169 to
$3,469 but knew of the modification cost associated with the May
1986 transaction. He did not recall telling anyone that Mr.
Casey would have to obtain more money from the White House or
from the Cabinet. (Exhibit 5-25, pp 20-22, 25)

CA, testife that

he asua is duts a ugust 1966. Prior to that
time, he had no knowledge of the transfer of Army arms to Iran.
His duty was to serve as a facilitator between the CIA and
outside agencies, specifically the NSC. He had no direct
dealings with anyone in DOD. The price of $3,469 per missile had
been set before he assumed his duties. In September or October
196 a message was passed to him from LTC Armbright, through a
CZA employee, that future TOW missiles beyond the original 4,508
would cost in the range of $6,000 to $7,000 to $6,000
informed no one of the potential for future change.
said he knew of no pressure to establish a low pric l-r.oTdw
missiles. (Exhibit 5-30, pp 2-8, 12)

(19) (S) LTG Russo and MAJ Simpson, the key ODCSLOG
players and KQDA points of contact in the transaction, knew the
transfer of arms to the CIA was to be accomplished pursuant to

.REQUIRED
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the Economy Act. LTG Burbules and COL Lincoln, key IICOM players
with respect to missile pricing, did not know the sale was an
Economy Act transfer. Further, LTG Durbules believed it was an
MS transaction. Paragraph 1-5, AR 37-60, stated that sales to
Ms customers would be at the replacement or standard price,
whichever vas higher. (Exhibit@ 3-6, pp 10, 221 B-7, pp 2, 19;
8-S, pp 9, 11, 211 8-9, p 411 8-11, pp 17, 410 C)

(20) (5) The following individuals were interviewed but
provided no significant information concerning the pricing of TOW
missiles for transfer to the ClAt

(a) GEI John A. Wickham, Jr. (Exhibit B-3)
(b) Mr. Richard L. Armitage, Exec Level IV (Exhibit B-17)
(c) VADI Donald S. Jones (Exhibit B-18)
(d) XM William K. Suter (Exhibit B-19)
(a) Mr. David C. Rosenthal, 03-13 (Exhibit 8-20)
(f) Mr. John C. Coward, 08-11 (Exhibit B-21)
(g) Mr. Thomas A. Williford, GS-13 (Exhibit B-23)
(h) Two CIA employees (Exhibits 3-31, 8-33)

b. (5) Discussion: The only pricing guidance passed to the
Army by LTG Powell was that the arms transfer to the CIA was to
be accomplished under the Economy Act and that the Army was to
recover the cost of the missiles and services. The investigation
surfaced no guidance to keep the price low or to establish any
specific price. When LTG lowell tasked the Army, the missile to
be provided was described only as a "basic TOW" or "vanilla TOW"
missile. The tasking was passed orally and no model number was
included. Upon receipt of the mission, LTG Register tasked MAJ
Simpson to determine TOW pricing and availability data. MAY
Simpson got the KSK from Mr. Hill and determined the AllDF price
of the "basic TOW" missile to be $3,169. He passed the HSN to
COL Lincoln and by the end of the first day, COL Lincoln had
confirmed the price in the AMF and advised MAY Simpson that he
could support the mission with missiles of the NSH specified at a
cost of saile. On 20 or 21 January 1966, LTG Russo
advised s CIA, that the price per missile would be
$3,169. Later W I a first week, it was determined that the
price quoted was for Condition Code N" missiles and that the CIA
needed Condition Code *AN missiles. It is not vho made he
request or even if there was a specific request,

a always for serviceable ammunition, wich to the CIA
The PM TOW office advised that installation of a

9 ws Ired to convert the missiles to Condition Code "A".
Approximately $300 was established by the PM TOW office as the
cost of purchasing and installing the MOIC. After discussions
between ODCSLOO en, t he PM TOW OffA c the adjusted price for the
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missiles was set at $3,469. Both Mr. Leechsan and Mr. Bentley
believed that PH TOW pricing experts were not utilized during the
establishment of a correct TOW price. The CIA was told of the
revised price and offered no objection. LTG Russo did not know
the addition of a MOIC to the 71A model converted it to a 71A2
model and he did not knov there was a price difference except for
the'$300 modification charge. Neither COL Lincoln, )(WA Simpson,
nor Kr. Williams knew there was a difference in NKS or price,
except for the $300 modification charge, between a basic TOW with
a OIC installed and one without a )OIC. A potential $6,000
price was apparently provided to the CIA by the Aray early on,
but ye f n _ envince it was used in the final computation.

lthouh recalled he told LTG Russo a price of $6,000
seemed too high, no r LTG Russo nor MA Simpson reported any
haggling over price by the CIA. Even if the CIA did relay a
concern that the $6,000 figure was too high, there is no evidence
that the comment had any impact on the final price. The price
was simply extracted from the AKDF for the basic missiles the
Army thought they were providing and the cost of the MOIC
modification was added to it. It is clear that the Army, not the
CIA, established the price. A short time after the CIA was told
of the price Liscrease to $3,469, it was determined there were not
enough HOIC devices available to convert the required number of
missiles in the time allotted. The decision was made to
downgrede ITOWs, converting them from 71Cs to 7lAls. Mr.
Williams told (AJ Simpson the 71C was a more expensive missile
and the customer should be charged more money. KA, Simpson
refused to tell the DCS LOG of the price increase and told Mr.
Williams that someone from the PH TOW office would have to
explain the increase to the DCSLOO, adding that it would be
easier for them to explain why they had not provided correct
information. He speculated that his comment led to the
conversation between LTG Russo and LTO Burbules. Kowever, LTG
Burbules believed it was an rMS transaction and made the argument
that the Ary should charge replacement cost. LTG Russo's
contention was that the Army was still selling the CIA a basic
TOW with a NOIC and it did not make sense to charge more than
$3,469. Ou )oteod LTO lux'bule argument and the CIA was not
asked to My a higher prioe. Xr. Leachman said KAY Simpson knew
the correct XSX, but KA S impson denied it, and no one could
specifically remember providing him with the NHN. Concerning LTG
Powell's comment that LTG Russo said, *There's a vay to do this
and the cost will come in lover,N the investigators found no
supporting evidence. LiT Russo recalled telling ,T Powell of
the $3,169 and $3,469 prices and also that he may have told him
the price could go as high as $S,000. He also ayy
Powell of KICOK pricing concerns. iTG Powell and
both indicated price fluctuations but LTO Russo an .$1mpson
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could not recall any prices provided to LTG Powell or the CIA
except the initial $6,000 and later $3,169 and $3,469. Although
mistakes were made, they appeared to be honest mistakeS. None of
the evidence indicated intentional underpricinq on the part of
any Army individual.

(c) (U) Conclusions:

(1) (U) The price for a basic TOW in Condition Code
"A" was determined by adding the estimated cost of an installed
HOIC, $300, to the AMDF price of the basic (DGH-71A) TOW, $3,169.
The revised price, $3,469, was erroneously used for all missiles
sold to the CIA. The correct price for the BGM-71AI (downgraded
from a BGH-71C) was not changed for the last 500 missiles sold.
The errors made by Army personnel resulted from honest mistakes.
Contributing factors were:

(a) (U) The lack of a written document specifically
identifying-the missile being requested.

(b) (U) Failure of MICOM personnel to understand that
the transaction was being accomplished under the Economy Act and
that replacement prices were not to be charged.

(C) (U) Incomplete knowledge of the NSNs and standard
prices for the missiles supplied.

(d) (U) Failure to fully utilize technical personnel
in the pricing process.

(2) (U) There was no evidence that anyone
intentionally established an incorrect TOW missile price.

9. (3) Issue IS: To what extent were external pressures a

factor in charging the CIA an incorrect price?

a. (S) tvidencet

(1) (S) Kr. Richard L. Azmiat", Assistant Secretary
of Defense (International Security Affairs)(ASD(ISA)) said he was
informed in late January by LTG Powell that he (Powell) had been
given instructions by the Secretary of Defense to have the Army
move weapons to the CIA. He was subsequently told by LTG Powell,
and by the Secretary of Defense, that "the instructions were
Economy Act and don't lose money." Kr. Armitage testified there
was no pressure by him to keep the price down and he didn't know
of any such pressure. However, he was told by a Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) staff member that ".. there may

4"AL ACCESS REQUIRED
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have been a conversation that Ollie North had with one of the
Army fellows involved.' (Exhibit 3-17, pp 4, 6, 10, 14)

(2) (S) LTG Powell stated that in determining the
price, *They (the Army) were under no pressure from the Office of
the Secretary of Defense or anybody in the Department of
Defense,...no pressure came from us to do anything but charge the
price that vae the correct price...' He also said that he was
not aware of any pressure by the CIA to avoid price changes.
When asked if anyone tried to influence his to get the price
lower, LTG Powell answered "No. There yas interest in what the
price should be and there was interest in getting the price
lower.6 LTG Povell did not indicate he felt under pressure
external to DOD but he stated he had discussions on cost wita
Admiral Poindexter and possibly LTC North and that Othere was an
issue early on as to how much the missiles were going to
cost... how much was available to buy missiles and how many
missiles the people they were negotiating with wanted...Iran had,
obviously, TOWs to begin with; they had some feel for how much a
TOW cost." Re also said 01'I sure that... General Russo was also
receiving inquiries as to how to get the price at a lower level,
if possible, by perhaps the same interlocutors or probably
through the CIA." LTG Powell said that in the beginning everyone
(to include the XSC) had the impression that TOWs coat around
$4,000, and they were questioning the $I0,000 figure mentioned
later. When the price got down into the $4,000 range, it was
'down where my interlocutors in the HSC had told no all along it
ought to be.' With respect to the discussions LTG Powell had
with the NSC, he believed "the context in which we were answering
questions and giving guidance to General Russo had nothing to do
with trying to get the cost as low in order to get as much of the
available money for some other nefarious purpose." (Exhibits B-
1, pp 7-9; 5-24o pp 3, 4, 6)

(3) (8) M40 Russo stated 0... nobody pressured me to
keep the ooot down." He testified that LTG Powell said, "The
Amy was to--you know--retain their posture in terms of cost..."
With respect to prices quoted to the CIA, he said that the CIA
did not set or suggest the price and that, "There would have been
nothing that would have precluded us from goinq back to the
agency and telling then that the price is incorrect." LTG Russo
said he did not talk to LTC North or Adairal dextr- r anyone
else on the NBC. He added that when h Wo of the
$300 increase for the NOIC, he thought said
'...well, that keeps us inside the $25* 0,000wv:OV,' and
stated there were no discussions on how high the dollar price
was. With regard to pressures outside DOD or the CIA, LTO Russo
stated P...owell never, to my recollection, never mentioned the

-oC C ACC38 UQUIRID
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NBC or the White House.* when asked about pricing pressure by
LTC North on the Army he replied, "He may have, but I don't know
who he VoJld have been talking to. (Exhibits 3-6, pp 22, 32,
37, N-7, pp 9, 13-16)

(4) (3) With respect to pressure put on him in
pric'.nq, NAY Simpson stated that no one ever pressured him to
establish a certain price an4 no one ever told him to lower the
price. Me said he did not negotiate with the CIA or anyone to
establish a price. When asked it he felt pressured by the CIA to
keep the price down, he said "No, the only thing is when
the.. .$300 was added, you know, we started with $3,169 and when I
vent back to get the $300 (for the NOIC) that was a big fight."
He vas told the boss, *and I know he meant Kr. Casey," would have
to go back to the White House to get this resolved and "...that
is intimidating when you know that every tine somebody makes a
mistake it's going to go to the White Novase to get resolved."
Additionally, KAJ Simpson said he told Mr. Will ian that the
price increase would be very embarrassing because *-_
already omitted itself to a price. He also said
from the CIA said someone from the NSC wes intima nvo
and since it was that level of people, "both he and the
Comptroller were concerned about things being correct and
straight.* MA Simpson then learned from MKCON at least a week
into the transaction (on approximately 27 January 1956) that to
satisfy the entire 4,506 requirement, some XTOWs would have to be
converted into basic TOWs because NOICs could not be provided in
a timely manner. The Deputy PH, Mr. Williams, said that it was a
different priced missile with a significantly higher price and
that, "the customer is going to have to pay more." KMA Simpson
responded that Nit somebody is going to tell the DCSL that we
need more money now, again, yet ag in...then you guys are going
to have to go to the DCSLOG and tell then you need more money and
tell theim (sic) you screwed up...that's your problem right now as
far as I's concerned." MY Simpson said he did not inform LTC
Russo of this new pricing problem himself. He told MICON that if
the price was going to change, they were going to have to settle
with the DC8LOG. Re further testified that the reason he wanted
soon else to explain was because of the impact it was going to
have and because it would be easier for Kr. Williams to explain
the error. "I never heard another word about it." He did not
know if this specific problem was brought to LTG Russo's
attention, but he did not inform LTO Russo that KICON said the

onverted ITOWs would cost more. KAJ Sin on did add, however,
_ _they never argued
Iat price. R5 atever price we gave th1W, they paid." The
concern was about the trouble of continually going back with
changes. Concerning pressures outside of DOD and the CIA, MMA

', , "-SPXCUML CC" REUID
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Simpson said he never talked to LTC North, Admiral Poindexter or
anyone from the MSC or the White House. (Exhibit B-9, pp 15, 29,
30, 50, 51, 62, 64, 68, 91, 97, 114)

(5) (U) LTG Burbules, NICON commander at the time of
the transaction, said he was involved in pricing because the PM
TOW advised him that the price he was directed to charge by
DCLSOG seemed low. He took this issue to LTG Russo, who said he
would take it under advisement. LTG Burbuleas "was later informed
that the decision had been made and the lover price would be the
price that would be used." This call could not be specifically
related to the concern by the Deputy PIM TOW that the converted
ITOWs should cost more, however. LTQ Burbules said, "We were
being told the price. I objected to that price. DA overruled my
objection. I saluted and moved up (sic) and didn't fight the
issue any more." LTG Burbules did not get the impression that
LTG Russo was under pressure. He also stated he did not have any
conversations with anyone outside the Army on this subject.
(Exhibit B-6, pp 3, 21, 23)

(6) (6) COL Lincoln, PI TOW, said he did not talk to
anyone from the White House, NSC, or CIA. With respect to
discussions with HQDA, he said, "I recall.. .that there was an
impression given (from HQDA to the TOW Project Office) that the
customer had been told about this price and we had better not
change it." He also said, "Because of the highly unusual nature
of this mission, I think that inhibited all of us from perhaps
raising more substantive issues about the price. Perhaps not
that strong, but I---I vaguely recall that such an impression was
given to myself and some of the other people, that we more or
less had a--we had determined a price in the beginning, within
the first week or two there, and because of the highly unusual
nature of this mission I think that inhibited all of us from
perhaps raising more substantial issues about this price. For
example, if I was told that we would get zero for these missiles
I probably wouldn't have questioned it, the whole deal was so
unusual. 1o there were--we were all to some degree inhibited
about going through our normal procedures, not only in the
pricing area but in all areas having to do with this mission,
because it was so unusual, in that it was all done by phone
calls. That certainly inhibited me throughout this whole
affair." Although he raised his concerns with LTG burbules that
the price of $3,469 was too low because the Army could not-
replace the basic TOW with a current version for that price, he
said that the major point was not that the correct ANDF price was
different. However, he thinks it would not have made any
difference to HQDA if they had come up with a different NSN or
ANDF price because "we became semi-locked into that price."
(Exhibit B-l, pp 6, 15, 22, 35, 36)

l f REQUIRED
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1cA, provLded the following information.
O stated dimly recall one conversation in which i z d

Ruii 7ick that North thought that original cost figure of $6,000
was too high because we weren't buying current model TOWs." He
added that LTC North said he we going to do some investigation
on his side but he "dd not know who LTC North
talked to or wheth e had any irect bearing on the final cost.

issaid he told LTG Russo that the figure was too high.
TM- Russo responded that he would have another look at the

figures and that he hou ld h guidance on what the coat
would be in the project. 'o iso said price was not
terrib in rtan to the IA as long as they broke even and got
paid. iwas asked whether or not he thought there were
negotii-ions befl n the Army and the CIA and he said no, that
the Army told the CIA the price. He said no one in the Army gave
him any indication they were trying to hold the price down to a
certain figure or a lower figure, but " think the question came
up whether this was the actual replacement cost of the missile.
It was my undertandngin at the basic TOW was no longer in
production." |further said he did not believe for any
reason that ey were un er any pressure to keep the price down
or get the price down - "quite contrary, we were being gouged a
little bit, $241,000 or whatever to repair it." He said he
wasn't involved with NSC people until the second phase. Later,
he met with HSC people, and, "m...y this thing came
from the highest levels..." However, did not hear
any discussions in an one about I a so much money
to pay for a missile. "was not aware of anyone
in CIA ... being under pro a 0 0 own costs" aru was not
aware of any CIA concern about price except that the addition of
the depot modification cost (for converting ITOWs into basic
TOWs) "was somewhat of a surprise to us." He said he was not
aware of any consternation over a change in irice or of the CIA
telling the Army that approval would be required from the White
House for such a price increase. However, he said he felt it was
imperative to know what the best estimate was whenever talking to
the Army because *as I understood, there was no returning for
money once you got an estimate published, that was it." Exhibits
5-22, pp S, 6, 61 3-25, pp 7, 6, 111 B-26, pp 5S, 56, 67, 91)

(8) (U) VADN Jones, GEN Wickham, GEN Thurman ard LTG
Register said they did not discuss pricing or provide any pricinq
guidance. During a discussion of this investigation on IS
January 1957, 0E Wickham observed that it is not uncommon or
unreasonable for the CIA to solicit the best possible price for
equipment. (Exhibits 3-2, pp 6, 7j 3-3, pp 3, 91 3-4, PP -
16, pp 4-5)

n;'.c3S 8 REQUIRED
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b. (5) Discussion, It appears there was no impression
given to anyone in the Army that the price needed to be reduced
to a specified amount or that it needed to be lowered so that
excess funds could be used for another purpose or for any other
reason. There was evidence that comments were sade to the Army
that the initial price figure mentioned to the CIA (which could
be construed to be a "replacement" price) was considered too
high, but only from the standpoint that the TOWs requested were
older missiles and people in the NSC had an idea of what they
thought was a reasonable price for those missiles; there was no
impropriety in the CIA (or NSC) seeking the best possible price
for items It was purchasing. The investigators could not verify
the $SC! staff co-ment that "there may have been conversation
that Ollie North had with one of the Army fellows involved."
There appears to have been subtle pressure by HQDA on MICO and
the PM TOW not to change the price. This impression may have
steamed from the fact that the HQDA action officer said he was
told by the CIA that approval for the funds was coming from a
very high level. Therefore, HQDA was concerned about making any
price changes once an initial price quote of $3,169 had been
provided.

c. (S) Conclusions:

(1) (S) It is not uncommon for the CIA tc solicit
best possible prices for equipment. Hence some pressures may
have been applied from the CIA to HQDA for a lower price and from
HQDA to HICOX not to change the originally quoted price.
However, there was no evidence of direct or indirect pressure
applied to keep the price low, per so.

(2) (U) While these pressures apparently did not
affect the initial price determination, they may have served to
inhibit a review of what the correct price should have been for
the converted ITOW missiles.

(3) (5) There was no evidence of price negotiations
or bartering with the CIA. The Army established the TOW missile
price.

10. (5) Issue 16: Is it lejal for the Army to present the CIA
aan amended bill for the TOW aissiles?.

a. (U) Discussions In a 2 January 1987 memorandum, the
investigators asked OTJAO about the legality of submitting a
revised bill to another government agency if an Economy Act
transfer was incorrectly priced. In its 7 January 1967 reply,

'P," U • CW . 4IR
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OTJAo stated, "This office perceives no legal objection to
submitting to the concerned agency a supplemental voucher to make
the necessary adjustments...8This is a matter which can be
resolved by the mutual agreement of the agencies concerned.*
(Exhibits 3; F)

b. (a) Conclusion: It is legal for the Army to present the
CIA an amended bill for the TOW missiles.
il. (3) Issue 173 Why did the Army provide such an odd number
of TOW missiles?

a. (5) Discussiont

(1) (5) On 16 January 194 LTG Povell tasked GN
Thurman to be prepared to deliver 4,000 basic TOW missiles to the
CIA. In earlier discussions with the MOC staff, LT Povell had
become aware of "a floating number of s00" missiles, but that
additional quantity was not conveyed to the VCSA. Over the next
several days, in discussions with ODCSLOG representatives, the
CIA increased the requirement to 4,504 and then to 4,508.
(Exhibits 3-1, pp 2, 31 8-2, pp 3-6)

(2) (5) The Army prepared 4,508 TOW missiles for
delivery to the CIA. The number actually transferred wan 2,008:
1,000 on 13 February 1966, the "odd number" of 508 on 19 May
1986, and 500 on 3 November 1956. (Exhibits N, 0 and P-l)

(3) (8/ORCOM) I aid all 1,000 missiles in
the first shipment we-* al r en. (Exhibit 3-22, p 3)

(4) (t/ORCON) Mi. Armitago, A8D(ISA), said he heard
Kr. Casey, Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), or someone
else testify before a Congressional committee to the effect that

* r ase2L.50S TOW missiles to Iran in August or September 1985.
s a aid the 506 TOWs delivered to the CIA ot Redstone

sen& ay 1966 vent to Israel as replacements for the
missilee diVped to Iran In the fall of 1965. (Exhibits 8-17, pp
$-lit 5-22, p S).

(5) (S/ORCOK) 81s o testified that Israel
had expressed dissatisfaction with the age of the S3 qj .W
received as payback for the 195 shipment to Iran.
reported that when LTC North asked that Israel ship 50W a esiles
to Iran to help expedite release of an American hostage, Israel
sent Iran 500 of the 500 older missiles it had received from the
U.S. These missiles from Israeli stocks vere replaced with 500
newer missiles which the U.S. provided Israel in the last
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shipment. The newer missiles were selected first by the CIA
requesting all lot numbers for the remaining 3,000 missiles and
then requesting that the next 500 be pulled from the newest lot@.
The CIA specified now missiles for that shipment because the
missiles were going into Israeli stocks. (Exhibits 3-22, pp 10-
12; D-31, pp 14-16)

c. (S/ORCO) Conclusion: The evidence indicated that LTC
North, NSC staff, made the decision to ship an "odd number" of
506 TOW missiles to Israel based on an assumption that 508 was
the number Israel sent to Iran in 1985.

12. (S) Issue #G: Did the wale of HAK ground support
equipment repair parts to the CIA reduce the readiness of U.S.
Army air defense forces?

a. (S) Discussion:

(1) (S) In response to a 10 April 1986 telephonic
tasking by the ODCSLOG Logistics Account Office, later confirmed
by a 23 April 1986 message, HQ AMC reviewed a CIA list of 234
line items of KAWK system parts for price, availability and
impact on readiness. With the majority of the items controlled
by their command, HICOM took the lead for AMC in assessing th6
impact. Eleven Lsme could not be identified. Seventy-five of
the remaining 223 line iten numbers (LIN) were managed by other
AMC commands, DLA, and the USAF, and HICOK passed the requirement
for these LIXs to the responsible agencies. This left XICOM with
148 missile peculiar LINe which it managed. With respect to
these LINs, XICOM found two were no longer stocked. HICOM
reviewed the remaining 146 LIXe to determine how providing the
kind and number of parts requested would affect support of US air
defense units. The assessment included review of assets on hand,
parts due in from production end repair, average monthly demand,
and known requirements, and incorporated the subjective judgement
cf responsible XICOX personnel. The outcome was a determination
that ',.* hWdred LINe could be furnished without seriously
depleting stocks, but providing the remaining 46 LINs in the
requested quantities might affect US forces' readiness. For 15
LIN@, krmy stocks would be totally depleted, and for 11 LINe,
over half the Army's stocks would be required. The anticipated
effect of furnishing the other 20 LIs was less but still
considered significant. KICON relayed this information toHQ
AMC, which passed it to the Logistics Accounts Office, ODCSLOG,
DA. Subsequently, ODCSLOG directed shipment of all parts, to
include those managed by DLA and the Air Force. (Rxhibits Q; R;
S)
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(2) (C) The investigators reviewed monthly unit status
reports submitted by the nine U.S. Army KAWK battalions and MICOM
stock records for the 46 LIXe identified as potential problems in
the initial ICOM assessment to determine the actual of ct

indicated sale of the parts did not harm rea ines. Further, a
review of NICON stock records on 7 January 1987 shoved MICOK had
stocks on hand for all 46 LIKe and no back orders for
nonoperational equipment for any of the 46 LINe. (Exhibit T)

b. (8) Conclusiont The sale of RAWK ground support
equipment repair parts to the CIA did not reduce the readiness of
U.S. Army air defense forces.

13. (5) Issue 09: Is it possible to upgrade a HAWX missile

system using the repair parts sold to the CIA?

a. (S) Discussion:

(1) (9) A technical augmentee to the DAIS
investigation team reviewed the 146 HAWK peculiar parts on the
list of 234 line items requested by the CIA. This review
revealed that all 146 items were for the AN/KPQ-46 radar, a high-
power illuminator radar to which certain product improvements
have not been applied and which is no longer used by U.S. Army
HAWX units. It has been replaced by the AN/KPQ-57, which is
basically an AN/XPQ-46 with "Phase I" upgrades. Upgrade of an
AN/KPQ-46 to an AIN/PQ-57 requires 39 specific parts. None of
these 39 parts were on the CIA list. Two other parts on the list
could be used on the AN/XKPQ-57, but had equal application to
either models The remainder of the radar parts were applicable
only to the AN/XPQ-46. (Exhibit V)

(2) (U) A second and independent review of the parts
list by the U.S. Army Air Defense School, Ft Bliss, Texas, found
the parts to be consistent with support of Phase I HAWK batteries
and not to US AWK batteries, which have been upgraded through
application of "Phase II product improvements. (Exhibit U)

(3) (8) In April 1986, the CIA attempted to add two
complete AM/KPQ-46 radars to the list of 234 parts requested
earlier. The Amy responded that the radars would have to be
handled as a separate request. ODCSLOG reviewed assets and
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advised the CIA, in May 1986, that the only AN/XPQ-46 alets in
the Army inventory were two units purchased by Iran before
overthrow of the Shah and being held pendin i on of claims
by Iran. The CIA certified availability of to cover the
cost of making the AN/KPQ-4ds ready for shie " Army
prepared the radars as requested, but they were not shipped (to
date, the Army has not billed the CIA for this work.) In
response to a CIA request, ODCSLOG also provided the CIA price
and availability information for two AN/MPQ-57 radars, but no
AN/XPQ-57s were transferred to the CIA. Thus, while considerable
effort was expended in anticipation of transferring complete
radars to the CIA, those transactions were not completed, and
there was no upgrade of Iran's capability through provision of
complete radars. (Exhibit W)

b. (5) Conclusion: It is not possible to upgrade a HAWK
missile system using the repair parts sold to the CIA in May
1986.

14. (8) Issue #10: Did the Army charge the correct price for
the HAWK ground support equipment repair parts?

a. (5) Discussion. The Army shipped 216 of the 234
requested line items of HAWK repair parts to the CIA on 19 May
1986. The amount charged for vach item was correctly extracted
from the AMDF, as prescribed by AR 37-60. The items' unit cost
by NSN was substantiated by reviewing and verifying the amounts
in the April/May 1986 AXDF, the SF 1080 billings, and detailed
billing lists provided by the Finance and Accounting Office,
Redstone Arsenal. The total costs are summarized below.
Estimated figures are used in the data because to date, the Army
has only received bills totalling $3,162,645 from KICOM, DLA and
the USA? for the RAWK parts they provided. Other bills are still
due in.

HAWX REPAIR PARTS

$ CERTIFIED
ZTEMBAVAILABLE

210 LINZ ITEMS (HARDARE ONLY) $4,182,923
PACKING, CRATING & HANDLING COSTS ,154,502

TOTAL $4,337,42J (EST)

The amount of rtified as available by the CIA for
accessorial achaes appears to be adequate. To date, however,
the Depot System Command (DESCOM) has not billed the Army for any
accessorial charges. Consequently, the Army has not billed the
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CIA for the HAWX reptr parts and associated accessorial costs.
(Exhibit X)

b. (3) Conclusion: The Army charged the correct price for
the HAWK ground support equipment repair parts, but the CIA has
not received the total bill to date.

V. 8U) IODS D MING THZ IWVSTIOATION
15. (8)u

a. (I) Discussion.

(l) (2) In sone respects, the established procedures
for providing Army support to the CIA ere not followed during
the execution of Projects Sl IOL and CROCUS. In the case ot
Project CROCUS, this appears to have created no problems and the
prices charged vere proper. In the case of Project SNOWBALL,
this failure to follow established procedures may have
contributed to the establishment of improper prices for the TOW
missiles transferred to the CIA.

I t Aupp0 c r to the C c
"dimoi iEjl i toas te o vie has by

et ve pcpeoandprocedureD oesnis anohiVe from the
Director of the U.S r) n

(~' De.T mdre!i s puty
ro et e ofDtsbjpicts Provision of DOD~Support:,20 December 1979

--(com y rtoaothe e ral athich has been
superseded by DOD Dir 5310.3, 10 Jue ih96, "Provision of DODSensitive Support 1,o 000Comonet* ard other Departments and
Agencies of the U.S. Government (U0) .) TheCl or Mmrnu

9 to other federal age=0 po
sboul* motinterfere with DOD mission*, should be

consistent with the lay, Xeutive Orders and DOD policy, and
that the coets of such support should be fully reimbursed by the
receivin a AllA suppo rt to the CIA was to be

us i sresponsT, t--or

ensure ng t all rques or o isticel support erae properly
staffed to ensure that the support at all legal, financial and
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apc f C requirements, espec a y or
HOMBALL, were n put in writing by the CIA, thus making very
difficult the accurate determination of what the requirement was
or what it should cost.

b. (5) Conclusions:

(1) (5) The Army did not perform its standard
and coordination function

u P during the execution of Trojects SNOWBALL an CROUS
a a a nitivty of the projects and the fact that the Army

was responding to orders not requests.

(2) (S) The lack of ad. ate oversight and

r ve contributed to t e improper pricing
of the TOW missil transferred to the CIA.

16. (S) Frozen Assets

a. (S) Discussion:

(1) (5) On 24 October 1966, Mr. Taft and Mr. Marsh
discussed the pending transfer of HAWK radars and HAWK ground
support equipment repair parts to the CIA. They decided to place
these transactions on "hold" until they could be thoroughly
reviewed. Since then, ODCSLOG has kept two AX/MPQ-46 radars, two
AN/MPQ-57 radars, wW che requested repair parts in a "hold" or
"frozen" status. (Exhibits R-l, p 141 R-3; R-11; R-13)

(2) (1) Following media reports that the Vnited
States was involved in providing TOW missiles and HAWK parts to
Iran, and in accordance with 26 November 1986 guidance from Mr.
Aibrose, ODCSLOG also froze, pending investigation, the 2,000
bX-7.A1 and 500 BGM-71A2 TOW missiles not yet transferred-to the
CIA. To convert missiles from ITOWs to basic TOWs, the ITOW
warheads were removed. These warheads, which had been shipped
from ANAD to Hughes Aircraft Corporation for use on the ITOW
production line, were also frozen pending investigation.
(Exhibit AR)
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(3) (U) Upon approval of this report, the Armyte
investigation will be completed. Neither TIG nor DCSLOQ is awe,
of any need to keep the radars, repair parts, missiles and
warheads in frozen status.

b. (5) Conclusion: Assets frozen pending completion of
this investigation should be released to AMC for appropriate
disposition.

VI. (3) RECOMMEDATIONS

ht in the future, the Army not deviatS

is. (5) That the Army submit a corrected bill to the CIA for an
additional $2,557,392.49 for the TOW missiles.

19. (5) That HAWK radars, HAWK ground support equipment repair
parts, TOW missiles, and TOW warheads frozen pending completion
of his investigation be released to AMC for appropriate
disposition.

20. (U) That approprJate persons be informed.

21. (U) That this report be approved.

22. (U) That this investigation be concluded based on evidence
presently available, subject to reopening if required because of
new evidence resulting from inquiries conducted by other
organizations.

'KID W. BACKELDOR
COLOKIL, rG
Chief, Intelligence

Oversight Division

CONCUR

Lieutenant General, USA
The Inspector General

A)PPROVZD

a rotary of the Army

e W~- £ ICA. cZS XT Z
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APPENDIX B: OTHER DOCUMENTS AND MATERIALS
INTRODUCED AT THE HEARINGS





QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD
DURING THE IRAN-CONTRA HEARINGS

INVOLVING TESTIMONY OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
CASPAR W. WEINBERGER

The following three questions for the record are answered
here:

Q: Who requested that RADM John Poindexter and LtCol Oliver
North be assigned duty on the National Security Council?

Ai Rear Admiral John Poindexter was requested for duty
with the National Security Council by RADM James W.
Nance, USN (Ret.), Deputy Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs, in June 1981. RADM
Nance requested RADM Poindexter by name as he was
regarded as the most qualified to perform the job
of upgrading the Situation Room and the Crisis
-Management Center.

In September 1981, Richard Allen, Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs, requested
personnel from DoD to work in the NSC to determine
AWACS requirements for Saudia Arabia. DoD nominated
personnel to NSC, and the NSC selected three individ-
uals. They were:

LTC Childress, U.S. Army

LTC Myers, U.S. Army

MAJ North, U.S. Marine Corps

Q: How many military personnel are detailed to the NSC
from PoD? How many were there when Robert MacFarlane
and RADM Poindexter were serving as Assistants to the
President for National Security Affairs?

A: See attached table.
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MILITARY PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO NSC

USA USN USAF USMC TOTAL

4 3 4 1

1 _ 3

5 5 7 1

3 5 5 1

2 4

5 5 9 1

4 4 6 3

1 _ 2

5 4 8 3

5 1 7 1

14

4

18

14

6

20

17

3

14

ENL

TOTAL

3 5 2

8 6 9

1 Mr. McFarlane assumes duty as
for National Securitv Affairs

10

1 24

the Assistant to the President

2 Mr. McFarlane departed the NSC and then - Vice
assumed position

3 VADM Poindexter departed
4 Current personnel assigned

NOTE: Does not include temporary personnel provided on a short-term
basis for less than 6 months.

1 OCT 83

OFF

ENL

TOTAL

2DEC 85

OFF

ENL

TOTAL

3
DEC 86

OFF

ENL

TOTAL

4 jUL 87

OFF

Admiral Poindexter
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